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In the Senate of the United States, May 9, 1866.

Resolved, That five thousand additional copies of the report of the Board of Eegents of the

Smithsonian Institution for the year ending the 30th of June, 1865, be printed—two thousand

for the use of the Smithsonian Institution and three thousand for the use of the Senate.

Provided, That the aggregate number of pages contained in said report shall not exceed four

hundred and fifty pages, Avithout wood-cuts or plates, except those furnished by the

Institution.

Attest:

J. W. FORNEY, Secretary.

In the House of Eepresentatives, June 8, 1666.

On motion of Mr. Laflin, from the Committee on Printing:

licsolrcd. That fi^'e thousand extra copies of the last report of the Smithsonian Institute be

printed—two thousand for the Institution and three thousand for the use of the members of

this house.

Attest

:

EDWAED McPHEESON, Clerk.



LETTEE
OF THE

SECRETARY OF THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION,

COMMUNICATING

THE ANNUAL EEPOET OF THE OPERATIONS, EXPENDITURES, AND CON-
DITION OF THE INSTITUTION FOR THE YEAR 1 866.

May 7, 1SG6.—Laid on the table and ordered to be printed,

Smithsonian Institution,

Was/iington, May 7, 1866.

Sir : In belialf of tbe Board of Regents, I have the honor to submit to the

Congress of the United States, the annual repoi't of the Smithsonian Institution

for the year 1 865.

I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant,

JOSEPH HENRY,
Secretary Smithsonian Institution.

Hon. Schuyler Colfax,

Speaker of the Huuse of Representatives.



ANNUAL REPORT OF THE BOARD OF REGENTS

OF THE

SMITHSOIIAI IISTITUTIOW
SIIOWIXG

THE
^'"^^^^^^^^^^^^ AND CONDITION OF THE INSTITUTIONUP TO JANUARY, 1866, AND THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE

BOARD UP TO MAY, J86G.

To the Senate and House of Representatives :

In obeaiencc to the act of Congress of August 10, 1848, establisLing the
Smithsonian Inst.tution, the undersigned, in behalf of the Regents, submit toCongress, as a report of the operations, expenditures, and concfition of the In
stitution, the following documents

:

1 The A>,nual Koport of the Secretary, giving au accotmt of the operations
ot tlie Institution during the year 1S65.

Sm^;i^'''°''' f f"
^"';""'™ Committee, giving a general statement of theSm,th.„n,an fnnd, and a .„ an aecount of the expenditures for the year 1866.

3. Iteport of the Building Committee.
4. Proceedings of the Board of Regents up to May, 1866.
5. Appendix.

Respectfully submitted

:

S. P. CHASE, CAancellor.

JOSEPH HENRY, Secretary.
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PROGRAMME OF ORGANIZATION
OF THE

SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION/

[PRESENTED IN THE FIRST ANNUAL REPORT OF THE SECRETARY, AND
ADOPTED BY THE BOARD OF REGENTS, DECEMBER 13, 1847.]

INTRODUCTION.

General considerations tvhich should serve as a guide in adopting a Plan
of Organization.

1. Will of Smithson. The property is Ijequeathed to the United
States of America, "to found at Washington, under the name of the
Smithsonian Institution, an establishment for the increase and diffu-

sion of knowledge among men."
2. The bequest is for the benefit of mankind. The government

of the United States is merely a trustee to carry out the design of

the testator.

3. The Institution is not a national establishment, 'as is frequently

supposed, but the establishment of an individual, and is to bear and
perpetuate -his name.

4. The objects of the Institution are, 1st, to increase, and 2d, to

diffuse knowledge among men.
5. These two objects should not be confounded with one another.

The first is to enlarge the existing stock of knowledge by the addition

of new truths; and the second, to disseminate knowledge, thus in-

creased, among men.
6. The will makes no restriction in favor of any particular kind of

knowledge ; hence all branches are entitled to a share of attention.

7. Knowledge can be increased by different methods of facilitating

and promoting the discovery of new truths
; and can be most exten-

sively diffused among men by means of the press.

8. To effect the greatest amount of good, the organization should
be such as to enable the Institution to produce results, in the way of
increasing and diffusing knowledge, which cannot be produced either

at all or so efficiently by the existing institutions in our country.

9. The organization should also be such as can be adopted provi-

sionally ; can be easily reduced to practice, receive modifications, or
be abandoned, in whole or in part, without a sacrifice of the funds.
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10. In order to compensate, in some measure, for the loss of time

occasioned by the delay of eight years in establishing the Institution,

a considerable portion of the interest which has accrued should be
added to the principal.

11. In proportion to the wide field of knowledge to be culiivated,

the funds are small.. Economy should, therefore, be consulted in the

construction of the building ; and not only the first cost of the edifice

should be considered, but also the continual expense of keeping it in

repair, and of the support of the establishment necessarily connected

with it. There should also be but few individuals permanently sup-

ported by the Institution.

12. The plan and dimensions of the building should be determined
by the plan of the organization, and not the converse.

13. It should be recollected that mankind in general are to be
benefited by the bequest, and that, therefore, all unnecessary expen-
diture on local objects would be a perversion of the trust.

14. Besides the foregoing considerations, deduced immediately from
the will of Smithson, regard must be had to certain requirements of

the act of Congress establishing the Institution. These are, a library,

a museum, and a gallery of art, with a building on a liberal scale to

contain them.

SECTION I.

Plan of Organization of the Institution in accordance tvith the foregoing
deductions from the loill of Smithson.

To INCREASE KNOWLEDGE. It is proposed

—

1. To stimulate men of talent to make original researches, by offer-

ing Guitable rewards for memoirs containing new truths ; and,

2. To appropriate annually a portion of the income for particular

researches, under the direction of suitable persons.

To DIFFUSE KNOWLEDGE. It is proposed^

1. To publish a series of periodical reports on the progress of the

different branches of knowledge ; and,

2. To publish occasionally separate treatises on subjects of general

interest.

DETAILS OF THE PLAN TO INCREASE KNO^YLEDGE.

I. By stimulating researches.

1. Facilities afforded for the production of original memoirs on all

branches of knowledge.

2. The memoirs thus obtained to be published in a series of vol-

umes, in a quarto form, and entitled Smithsonian Contributions to

Knowledge.
3. No memoir on subjects of physical science to be accepted for
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publication which does not furnish a positive addition to human
knowledge, resting on original research ; and all unverified specula-

tions to be rejected.

4. Each memoir presented to the Institution to be submitted for

examination to a commission of persons of reputation for learning in

the branch to which the memoir pertains
;
and to be accepted for

publication only in case the report of this commission is favorable.

5. The commission to be chosen by the officers of the Institution,

and the name of the author, as far as practicable, concealed, unless

a favorable decision be made.
6. The volumes of the memoirs to be exchanged for the Trans-

actions of literary and scientific societies, and copies to be given to

all the colleges and principal libraries, in this country. One part of

the remaining copies may be offered for sale
;
and the other carefully

preserved, to form complete sets of the work, to supply the demand
from new institutions.

7. An abstract, or popular account, of the contents of these memoirs
to be given to the public through the annual report of the Regents to

Congress.

II. By appropriating a part of the income, annually, to sjjecial ohjecfs

of research, under the direction of suitaUe persons.

1. The objects and the amount appropriated, to be recommended
by counsellors of the Institution.

2. Appropriations in different years to different objects ; so that

in course of time each branch of knowledge may receive a share.

3. The results obtained from these appropriations to be published,

with the memoirs before mentioned, in the volumes of the Smith-
sonian Contributions to Knowledge.

4. Examples of objects for which appropriations may be made.
(1.) System of extended meteorological observations for solving

the problem of American storms.

(2.) Explorations in descriptive natural history, and geological,

magnetical, and topographical surveys, to collect materials for the
formation of a Physical Atlas of the United States.

(3.) Solution of experimental problems, such as a new determina-
tion of the weight of the earth, of the velocity of electricity, and of

light ; chemical analyses of soils and plants ; collection and publica-

tion of scientific facts, accumulated in the offices of government.
(4.) Institution of statistical inquiries with reference to physical,

moral, and political subjects.

(5.) Historical researches, and accurate surveys of places celebrated
in American history.

(6.) Ethnological researches, particularly with reference to the
different races of men in North America; also, explorations and ac-

curate surveys of the mounds and other remains of the ancient people
of our country.
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DETAILS OF THE PLAN FOR DIFFUSING KNOWLEDGE.

I. By the publication of a series of reports, giving an account of the neio

discoveries in scienpe, and of the changes made from year to year in

all branches of knoivledge not strictly professional.

1. These reports will diffuse a kiad of knowledge generally in-

teresting, but which, at present, is inaccessible to the public. Some
of the reports may be published annually, others at longer intervals,

as the income ot the Institution or the changes in the branches of

knowledge may indicate.

2. The reports are to be prepared by collaborators eminent in the

different branches of knowledge.

8. Each collaborator to be furnished with the journals and publi-

cations, domestic and foreign, necessary to the compilation of his

report ; to be paid a certain sum for his labors, and to be named on
the title-page of the report.

4. The reports to be published in separate parts, so that persons

interested in a particular branch can procure the parts relating to it

without purchasing the whole,

5. These reports may be presented to Congress, for partial distri-

bution, the remaining copies to be given to literar}^ and scientific in-

stitutions, and sold to individuals for a moderate price.

The following are some of the subjects which may be embraced in

the reports :'"

I. PHYSICAL CLASS.

1. Physics, including astronomy, natural philosophy, chemistry,

and meteorology.

2. Natural history, including botany, zoology, geology, &c.

3. Agriculture.

4. xipplication of science to arts.

II. MORAL AND POLITIC.iL CLASS.

5. Ethnology, including particular history, comparative philology,

antiquities, <fec.

6. Statistics and political economy.
7. Mental and moral philosophy.

8. A survey of the political events of the world
;
penal reform, &c.

HI. LITERATURE AND THE FINE ARTS.

9. Modern literature.

10. The fine arts, and their application to the useful arts.

11. Bibliography.

12. Obituary notices of distinguished individuals.

II. By the publication of separate treatises on subjects of general interest.

1. These treatises may occasionally consist of valuable memoirs
translated from foreign languages, or of articles prepared under the

*Tlus part of the plau Las been but partially carried out.
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direction of the Institution, or procured by oflfering premiums for the

best exposition of a given subject.

2. The treatises should, in all cases, be submitted to a commission

of competent judges, previous to their publication.

3. As examples of these treatises, expositions may be obtained of

the present state of the several branches of knowledge mentioned in

the table of reports.

SECTION II.

Plan of organization., in accordance ivifh the terms of the resolutions of

the Board of Regents providing for the two modes of increasing and
diffusing knowledge.

1. The act of Congress establishing the Institution contemplated

the formation of a library and a museum ; and the Board of Regents,

including these objects in the plan of organization, resolved to divide

the income* into two equal parts.

2. One part to be appropriated to increase and diffuse knowledge
by means of publications and researches, agreeably to the scheme
before given. The other part to be appropriated to the formation

of a library and a collection of objects of nature and of art.

3. These two plans are not incompatible with one another.

4. To carry out the plan before described, a librar}^ will be re-

quired, consisting, 1st, of a complete collection of the transactions

and proceedings of all the learned societies in the world ; 2d, of the

more important current periodical publications, and other works
necessary in preparing the periodical reports.

5. The Institution should make special collections, particularly of

objects to illustrate and verify its own publications.

6. Also, a collection of instruments of research in all branches of

experimental science.

7. With reference to the collection of books, other than those

mentioned above, catalogues of all the different libraries in the

United States should be procured, in order that the valuable books
first purchased may be such as are not to be found in the United
States.

8. Also, catalogues of memoirs, and of books and other materials,

shouldl3e collected for rendering the Institution a centre of biblio-

graphical knowledge, whence the student may be directed to any
work which he may require.

9. It is believed that the collections in natural history will increase

by donation as rnpidly as the income of the Institution can make pro-

vision for their reception, and, therefore, it will seldom be necessary
to purchase articles of this kind.

10. Attempts should be made to procure for the gallery of art

casts of the most celebrated articles of ancient and modern sculpture.

*The amount of the Smithsonian bequest received into the Treasury of the

United States is $515, 169 00'

Interest on the same to July 1, 1846, (devoted to the erection of the building). 242,129 00
Annual income from the bequest 80, 910 14
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11. Tlie arts may be encouraged by providing a room, free of

expense, for the exhibition of the objects of the Art-Union and other

simikir societies.

12. A small appropriation should annually be made for models of

antiquities, such as those of the remains of ancient temples, &c.

13. For the present, or until the building is fully completed, be-

sides the Secretary, no permanent assistant will be required, except
one, to act as librarian.

14. The Secretary, by the law of Congress, is alone responsible to

the Regents. He shall take charge of the building and property,

keep a record of proceedings, discharge the duties of librarian and
keeper of the museum, and may, with the consent of the Regents,

employ assistants.

15. The Secretary and his assistants, during the session of Congress,

will be required to illustrate new discoveries in science, and to exhibit

new objects of art. Distinguished individuals should also be invited

to give lectures on subjects of general interest.

This programme, which was at first adopted provisionally, has be-

come the settled policy of the Institution. The only material change
is that expressed by the following resolutions, adopted January 15,

1855, viz:

Resolved, That the 7th resolution passed by the Board of Regents,

on the 26th of Januar}'', 1847, requiring an equal division of the

income between the active operations and the museum and library,

when the buildings are completed, .be, and it is hereby, repealed.

Resolved, That hereafter the annual appropriations shall be appor-

tioned specifically among the different objects and operations of the

Institution, in such manner as may, in the judgment of the Regents,

be necessary and" proper for each, according to its intrinsic import-

ance and a compliance in good faith with the law.



REPORT OF THE SECRETARY

To the Board of Regents :

Gentlemen : The principal object of the annual report of the Sec-

retary is to present to the Board of Regents, at the beginning of their

session, such an account of the events and operations of the previous

3'ear as may serve as the basis of their deliberation, as Avell as

furnish the materials for a connected history of the Institution. Be-

sides this, however, it is desirable that each report should contain

such brief expositions as may tend to keep the ever-changing public

informed as to the true character of the establishment and of the re-

sults it is intended to produce. The importance of these repetitions

will be evident when it is recollected that these reports follow each

other after a considerable interval of time, are in great part distribu-

ted to different persons, and that now, after an interval of little less

than twenty years since the first one was published, but few indi-

viduals can obtain access to an entire set. Indeed, it is often a mat-

ter of surprise to meet so many intelligent persons, even in the city

of Washington, who are entirely ignorant of the terms of the bequest

on which the Institution is founded, and of the plan which has been

adopted to execute the trust thereby devolved upon the government.

It can, therefore, scarcely be too often repeated that the Institution

is not, as our foreign correspondents often suppose, an association of

learned men similar to the scientific societies of Europe and America;

that it is not a university for the education of youth, nor an agency

for the diffusion of useful knowledge among the people of the United

States, but primarily a foundation for enlarging the boundaries of

science by stimulating and assisting the researches of original inquir-

ers, wherever found, and for gratuitously diffusing the results of such

researches wherever they may conduce to the intellectual or material

interests of men.

The general plan adopted for the realization of these benevolent

purposes, and steadily pursued from the beginning, has been repeat-

edly explained in the successive reports, and might, indeed, be gath-

ered from almost any one of them by an attentive consideration of

the account given of the operations of each year. In the last report

a brief sketch was presented of all that had been accomplished in the
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way of advancing science through the agency of the Smithsonian be-

quest, and in the present report it is purposed to continue this histor-

ical account to the close of the year just passed, accompanied with

such other particulars as may be needed for better illustration, and

such suggestions as may seem necessary in regard to the policy of the

Institution.

The most important event of 1SG5 was the destruction of a part of

the building and its contents by the fire of January 24. This event

must continue to form an epoch in the history of the Institution; and

though it cannot but be considered a most serious disaster, it may yet

lead to changes of importance in the correction of tendencies which

might ultimately have absorbed the annual income and neutralized

the more liberal policy which has thus far been pursued. In view,

therefore, of the character of the event, as well as the continuity of

the history, it is deemed expedient, before proceeding with an ac-

count of the operations of the year, to repeat briefly the facts con-

nected with the origin and results of the fire.

It may be well, however, for the better information of those not

acquainted with the Smithsonian building, to premise in regard to it

the following particulars : It consists of a main edifice two hundred

feet long and fifty wide, with two large wings and two connecting

ranges, having in all an extreme length, in an east and west direction,

of four hundred and fifty feet. In front and rear of the middle

portion. are projections, terminated by high towers, two on the north

and one on the south side; moreover, on each corner of the middle

building is a smaller tower, and also one on each of the two wings.

The whole of the first story of the main building, in a single room,

is devoted to the museum ; the upper story, in three apartments,

was assigned to the lecture room, the gallery of art, and the cabinet

of apparatus. The west wing is entirely appropriated to the library;

the east wing to the residence of the Secretary and a storeroom for

publications and specimens of natural history. The east connecting

range contains the laboratory and office rooms; the west range is an

extension of the museum. In the large towers were the Regents'

room, the oflices of the Secretary, storerooms, and workshop.

Though the original plan was much admired for its architectural

effect, it was soon found that, in relation to the means at the disposal

of the building committee, it was too expensive to admit in its con-

struction of the exclusive use of fire-proof materials; hence, while the

exterior was to be constructed of cut freestone, it was concluded to

finish the interior in wood and stucco. Fortunately this plan, which
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was carried out in regard to the wings, the connecting ranges, and

the towers, was abandoned before the completion of the main build-

ing. After the exterior of this, includiog the roof, had been finished,

and the framing of the interior was in place, the latter suddenly

gave way and was precipitated into the cellar—a mass of broken

timber. The attention of the Regents having been called by this

accident to the insecurity of the wood-work, they directed that

the further progress of the building should be stopped until means

could be accumulated for finishing the remainder of the edifice in a

more stable manner and with fire-proof materials. In accordance with

this direction, after an interval of several j^ears, the construction

was recommenced under the direction of Captain (now General) B. S.

Alexander, of the Engineer corps, and the whole of the main building,

except the inside of the towers and the framing of the roof, which

had previously been completed, was finished in a substantial manner

in iron and brick work. The architect advised the removal of the

roof, but as this would have swelled the cost of the building still fur-

ther beyond the estimate and the means at command, and as the cov-

ering was of slate, the framing under it was thought to be in no danger

from fire. This, however, was destined to be the part on which the

first attack of the element w^as to be made. Through a mistake in

some workmen, the pipe of a stove which had been temporarily used

in one of the upper rooms was introduced through the wall into a

furring space resembling a flue, but which discharged the heated air

from the combustion into the loft immediately under the roof, in-

stead of into the air, through the true chimney. The rafters were

set on fire, and before the burning was discovered the entire wood

work under the covering was in flames. The progress of the fire

was so rapid, that but few of the contents of the upper rooms could

be removed before the roof fell in. The flames soon extended to

the large towers, and as these acted as high chimneys, they greatly

increased the intensity of the combustion. The conflagration was

only stayed by the incombustible materials of the main building. Had
the original plan of constructing the interior of the edifice in Avood-

and plaster been fully carried out, the whole structure would have

been destroyed, and the valuable library and rich collections of speci-

mens of natural history entirely lost.

The aperture which deceived the workmen was probably made by

those who originally plastered the building. It occupied a middle

point between two windows, and from its position, would naturally

lead to the inference that it was designed to conduct the products of
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combustion directly ioto the chimney, from which it was only separatedby the th.ckness of a single hrick. For what reason it h.^ not be n
P need .n the m.ddle between the two windows is unknown, Itis.emembered that some ten years previous to the fire this opelJwas dur,„g several weeks, used for the insertion of a stove pipe

odhad"""r°" ""'''"' =•* '"" *'"^' ""' '" '^^ interval' the

Constantly impressed with the fact that the interior of the twow.ng.s and the connecting ranges were constructed of combustJ^^^
material, I have always telt great anxiety on account of the liabiUtv

.
'»;™fl«8-t.on of these parts of the building. The rest of t e edtfie

.
w,th the exceptton of the interior of the towers, was supposedt.b secure from .njury of this nature. A night watch was co„Stan ly kept, barrels and buckets filled with water were placed atsu.table points and strict rules were adopted prohibiting the carry-n g of exposed hghts, as well as the practice of smoking in any pirt

een thefi.e havng been communicated at a point where dangervas least suspected, and in a manner which rendered its occurrencesooner or later almost inevitable.
uiicnce

The weather at the time was extremely cold, and before the enginescould be brought ,nto operation the whole of the roof was in flamesCommencng at the west end of the centre building, the flame;were dr.ve, by the wind, which blew from that dir;ction. eZ-
"...dly, and fortunately away from the library, in the west wino-
The clestructl™ of the roof of the main building involved that ofhe contents^ of the rooms immediately beneath it, and also those ofthe three prmcipal towers adjacent. In the former were the Indian
portrait gallery, the lecture room, and the apparatus rool ^he firs"

'

tdZrrlTr "" '"'^'' '""'"'"" °f P^'-'^-'S^ ^'y ^^- Stanleyand a senes of Indmn portraits belonging to the government. Thelecture room was constructed on acoustic and optical principles', and
not only answei-ed perfectly the ends for which it was immediatelymtended but had served also as a model for lecture rooms in various
parts of the country. The apparatus room contained the principal
part of the articles presented by the late Dr. Robert Hare and alarge number of instruments of recent construction, intended both for
lilustration and original research.
The losses in the south tower were, first, the contents of the Re<^ents'room, including the personal effects of Smithson; second, those' of a
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large room above it, in which were stored the private library of Rev.

Dr. Johns, of Virginia, and the public library of Beaufort, S. C, de-

posited there at the request of Hon. Mr. Stanton, for preservation

until the end of the war; and third, in the attic, a large collection of

public documents and complete sets of the Smithsonian Reports, in-

tended for distribution. The effects of Smithson had but little in-

trinsic value, and were chiefly prized as mementoes of the founder of

the Institution. They consisted of a number of articles of chemical

and physical apparatus, such as were used by him in his perambula-

tory excursions, two small cabinets of minute specimens of miner-

als, a silver-plated dinner service, and a trunk filled with manu-

scripts. The portrait of Smithson while a student at Oxford, a me-

dallion likeness of him in bronze, his library, consisting of 150 vol-

umes, and a small painting were saved. The manuscripts consisted

principally of notes on scraps of paper, intended apparently for alpha-

betical arrangement in a common-place book, after the manner of a

philosophical dictionary.

The losses in the north towers were the contents of the offices of

the Secretary, including the records and copies of the correspondence

of the Institution, the wood-cuts to illustrate the publications, the

steel plates of an expensive memoir, several boxes of stereotype

plates, a large number of manuscripts of the Secretary on scientific

subjects, four memoirs accepted for publication, about a hundred

volumes of valuable books from the library, used for constant and

immediate reference; a large number of copies of the Smithsonian

Reports and duplicate documents; the contents of the workshop, con-

sisting of a lathe, forge, a full set of tools, and an assortment of

hardware and materials for the construction and repair of apparatus;

and of the upper room of the highest tower, including the clock-work

of an anemometer for recording the direction and force of the wind.

Not only was this instrument itself lost, but all the records which had

been obtained by the use of it for the last seven years. Fortunately,

nearly all the other meteorological records, which were in a lower

room, were saved.

The Indian portraits, as far as they were the likenesses of particu-

lar individuals, in most cases can never be reproduced, but we are

gratified to learn that the extensive collection of Mr. Catlin,of a sim-

ilar character, has been purchased in Europe by Mr. Harrison, of

Philadelphia, and will be rendered accessible to the student of eth-

nology. Besides this, there are in existence, particularly in Canada,

other portraits, sufficient in number and variety fully to illustrate the

2s
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characteristics of the race. At the same time the loss has fallen very

heavily upon Mr. Stanley, the painter and owner of this collection.

It was the result of the labor of many years among the Indians; it

constituted the pride, as it has been the crowning effort, of his life,

and he ardently desired that it might be transmitted to posterity as

a monument of his enterprise and industry. The hope is entertained

that the government will see fit to give him an order to paint a pic

ture for the Capitol, in which the principal figures of this collection

and the characteristics of the Indian race may be portrayed.

The apparatus presented by Dr. Hare was interesting on account

of its association with the history of the advance of science in this

country. The collection contained most of the articles invented by

the donor, and which are described in the scientific journals of the

first half of the present century. Among the chemical implements

were those used by that distinguished chemist, in procuring for the

first time, without the aid of galvanism, calcium, the metallic basis

of lime. A number of the articles of apparatus presented by Dr. Hare,

though injured by the fire, may be repaired, and I have taken meas-
^

ures for their restoration.

Among the articles of historic interest which were lost is the lens

used by Priestley for the evolution of oxygen from the oxide of mer-

cury, and by means of which the first distinct recognition of this ele-

mentary substance was effected. It had been presented to the Insti-

tution by the nephew of the celebrated philosopher, as was also the

apparatus employed by Priestley in his experiments on bodies in con-

densed atmospheres. The latter was but slightly injured, and can

readily be repaired. The other articles of apparatus may be re-

placed at an expense of about ten thousand dollars.

The most irreparable loss was that of the records, consisting of

the official, scientific, and miscellaneous correspondence, embracing

35,000 pages of copied letters wdiich had been sent, at least 30,000

of which were the composition of the Secretary, and 50,000 pages of

letters received by the Institution; the receipts for pubhcations and

specimens; reports on various subjects which have been referred to

the Institution; the records of experiments instituted by the Secre-

tary for the government; four manuscripts of original investigations,

which had been adopted by the Institution for publication; a large

number of papers and scientific notes of the Secretary
;
a series of

diaries, memorandum and account books. Fortunately, however, a

detailed history of the general operations of the Institution is pre-

•served in the printed reports; and a large amount of correspondence

connected with natural history and meteorology was saved.
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Since the occurrence of the fire all the operations have been car-

ried on in the lower story of the east wing of the building, (the upper

part still continuing to be the residence of the Secretary,) and in the

several rooms of the adjoining east range. Connected with an office

in the latter, the lower story of the tower attached to the southeast

corner of the main building has been converted into a fire-proof

vault, in which all the valuable papers and records are constantly

kept, except for the usually short time they are required for con-

sultation. To insure the wakefulness and fidelity of the watchmen,

we have introduced the use of an instrument called a ' detector,' which

records the number and the times of his visits to the several parts

of the building. For this instrument, which has rendered good ser-

vice during the past year, we are indebted to the liberality of its

inventor, Mr. J. E. Bauerk, of Boston, who, in consideration of the

loss which the Institution has sustained by fire, kindly presented it

free of charge.

A circumstantial account is given by the building committee of

what has been done toward the reconstruction of the edifice. From
this it will be seen that the plan adopted contemplates not merely

the repair of the damage by the fire, but the restoration of the

several parts in fire-proof materials, and with such alterations in the

division of the interior space as will better adapt it to the uses of

the Institution.

The plans have been prepared and the work superintended by Mr.

Adolph Cluss, an architect who was warmly recommended by the

mayor of Washington as having been successful in designing and

erecting the public school-houses of the city as well as a number of

churches and other buildings. These plans have been critically ex-

amined and, in some cases, modified by the chairman of the building

committee, General Delafield, who, by his knowledge and experience

in the line of engineering, has rendered the Institution valuable

service.

No appropriation has yet been made by Congress to aid in the

restoration of the building. Considering, however, the large amount

of government property intrusted to the care of the Institution, it

can scarcely be doubted that in a normal condition of the national

finances an appropriation for such purpose would have been readily

granted.

In consideration of the extraordinary outlay required for the recon-

struction of the building, an effort has been made to reduce as much

as possible the miscellaneous expenses, and to engage in no enter-
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prise that is not absolutely necessary to the continuance of the general

operations. So many articles, however, of furniture and stores of

hardware and stationery were to be replaced that we have not been

able to reduce the expenditures to as low a point as we could wish;

yet it will be seen that they fall somewhat below those of the pre-

ceding year.

A reference to the report of the Executive Committee will show
that the following is the present condition of the fund:

First. The whole amount of money originall}' derived from the

bequest of Smithson is still in the treasury of the United States,

bearing interest at six per cent., paid semi-annually, and yielding

$30,910 yearly.

Second. Seventy-five thousand dollars of an extra fund are in

bonds of the State of Indiana, at five per cent, interest, also paid

semi-annually, yielding |3,750.

Third. Fifty-three thousand five hundred dollars of the same fund

are in bonds of the State of Virginia, twelve thousand in those of

Tennessee, and five hundred in those of Georgia, ffom which nothing

has been derived since the commencement of the war.

The southern State stocks have increased during the year in mar-

ketable value, though no interest has been derived from them.

The interest on the original fund for the past year has been paid

by the Secretary of the Treasury in coin, under the advice of the

Solicitor of the department, who, having investigated the subject, de-

cided that in accordance wuth the usages of the government the

Institution was entitled thus to be paid.

At the end of last year there was a balance in the hands of the

treasurer of unexpended interest of $29,484 08, Avhich, with the in-

come on the original bequest and premium on coin, made a disposable

fund of $84' 956 37; of this sum $39,121 77 have been expended on

the building, and $32,115 97 for the maintenance of the establish-

ment and for carrj^ing on all the operations of the Institution, leaving

a balance of $13,718 63 to be further applied to the building.

In view of the great expenditure of the government on account of

the war, the Institution did not at first claim, as it justly might have

done, the pa^^ment of the annual income of the bequest in specie; but

after the great loss sustained b}' the fire, the necessity could not be

avoided of calling the attention of the Secretary of the Treasury to

this subject. The claim, after consideration, was allowed, so far as

related to the current income, but the question relative to the difi"er-

ence between the payment of the interest which had previously
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accrued in currency or in coin has not been settled by tlie depart-

ment. That the Institution is entitled to the benefit resulting from

this difference was the unanimous opinion of the Board of Regents at

their last session, and among them of Chief Justice Chase. This

learned jurist has since stated, that when Secretary of the Treasury

he had in several cases ordered the currency received by parties who

after investigation were found justly entitled to be paid in coin, to be

again returned into the treasury, and had directed payment to be

made to them in specie nominally of the same amount.

It has been mentioned in the two preceding reports, that a part of

the original bequest had been left in England as the principal of an

annuity payable to the mother of Smithson's nephew. The annui-

tant having died, a power of attorney signed by Abraham Lincoln,

President of the United States, was sent toFladgate, Clarke & Finch,

solicitors, in England, authorizing them to collect the mone}^ and pay

it to the order of the Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution. The

proceeds from this, deducting the expenses of collection, were £5,262

Os. 3d., which were temporarily deposited with George Peabody &
Co., who not only transacted the business without charge, but allowed

four per cent, interest on the money while it remained in their hands.

The total amount of this residuary legacy received by the Institution,

including the interest, X153 Ids. 4o?., was $26,210 63 in gold, which

being sold at the current premium, (about 207,) yielded $54,165 38 in

United States currency. This sum was invested in government bonds,

bearing interest at 7 3-10 per cent., and deposited for safe-keeping

with General Spinner, the Treasurer of the United States.

It was at first supposed that the interest on this fund could be

immediately applied to the uses of the Institution, but upon a critical

examination of the enactments of Congress in regard to the bequest,

it was found by the Solicitor of the Treasury that the act of Congress

of 1846 appropriated only that portion of the money which was

then in the treasury, and made no provision for the disposition of the

residuary legacy. The Secretary of the Institution was therefore

called upon by Mr. Fessenden,Secretary of the Treasury, to deposit this

fund to his order in the treasury of the United States until Congress

should authorize the appropriation of it to the maintenance or use of

the Institution.

The cost of the restoration of the building in fire-proof materials

without changing the external appearance has, as formerly stated,

been far greater than was anticipated. Whether the portion of the

work yet to be executed will much exceed in cost that which has
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already been completed, will depend upon the price of materials and

of labor. The Institution may in time be able to finish this work with-

out encroaching on its present capital, provided the Secretary of the

Treasury shall recognize the inadequacy of the payments of interest

which for three years were made in the depreciated currency of the

time. If this allowance be not made, and no assistance be received

from Congress, then, in order to secure the building and its contents

from injury by the weather, the Institution will be obliged to sacrifice

a portion of its extra fund, and to the extent of this forever diminish

its power to "increase and difi'use knowledge among men."

I have always been opposed to asking appropriations from Congress

for the maintenance of the Institution, believing that the government

is called upon to do nothing further in its behalf than carefully to guard

the original bequest, and see that it is faithfully applied in an efiicient

manner to the purposes intended by the donor. But the government,

after having voluntarily accepted the trust, is bound in good faith to

carry out the intentions of tie testator, and to make up for any en-

croachments upon the funds which may' have resulted from improvi-

dent or defective legislation. From abundant experience of at least

the last fifteen years, it has been shown that the cost and maintenance

of a building of the character which has been erected, so far from

being necessary to the most efiicient realization of the intentions of

the founder, have been a constant source of extraneous expense, and

have absorbed a large amount of money which ought to have been

added to the active capital; and the question may now be asked

with propriety, whether, since this building was erected by its

own agents, in conformity with a law of Congress, an appropriation

should not be made to restore it in fire-proof materials, and to devote

it in whole or in part to purposes of the government. A single wing

of the edifice is sufficient to carry on all the essential operations of

the Institution, and the whole remaining part of the building might

be applied to the national collections, which have been greatly en-

riched at the expense of the Institution, to the accommodation of the

Army Medical Museum, or to the uses of the Agricultural Department.

Publications.—During the past year the general operations of the

Institution have been continued with unabated energy, although,

on account of the increased cost of paper and printing, the number

of copies of publications distributed has not been so great as in some

previous years. The papers, however, which have been printed are

stereotyped, and all our domestic institutions will be supplied as soon

as a reduction of prices or an increase of the income of the lustitu-
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tlon shall warrant the expenditure for this purpose. The following

is a list of the works in quarto published by the Smithsonian Insti-

tution in 1865 :

Discussion of the Magnetic and Meteorological Observations made

at Girard College Observatory, Philadelphia, in 1840, 1841, 1842,

1843, 1844, and 1845. Fourth section comprising Parts X, XI, and

XII. Dip and total force. By A. D. Bache, LL. D. Pp.44. (Pub-

lished January, 1865.)

Pala3ontology of the Upper Missouri: A report upon collections

made principally by the expeditions under command of Lieutenant

G. K. Warren, U. S. topographical engineers, in 1855 and 1856.

Invertebrates. By P. B. Meek and P. V. Haj^den, M. D. Part I.

Pp. 156 and five plates. (Published April, 1865.)

Cretaceous Reptiles of the United States. By Joseph Leidy, M.D.

Pp. 142 and twenty plates. (Published May, 1865.)

These memoirs, which have all been described in previous reports.

Combined with section third of Professor Bache' s discussion and Dr.

Draper's article on the construction of a silvered glass telescope,

published in 1864, formed volume XIV of the "Contributions to

Knowledge," (490 pp., 25 plates,) which was distributed in part

during the past year.

Of other quarto works in press in 1865, the following are nearly

ready for publication, and will constitute part of volume XV of the

" Contributions:"

Astronomical, magnetic, tidal, and meteorological observations

within the arctic circle, by Isaac I. Hayes, M. D., reduced and dis-

cussed by C. A. Schott, of the U. S. Coast Survey. 250 pp., with

two charts and a number of diagrams.

Investigation of the Orbit of Neptune, with general tables of its

motion. By Simon Newcomb, of the U. S. Naval Observatory.

Pp.116.

The memoirs actually completed and issued in the year therefore

embraced 342 pp. and 25 plates, which, added to the 366 pp. stereo-

typed but not distributed, in the same period, makes an aggregate

of 708 pp. and 25 plates in quarto as the record of the year.

The following works in octavo were also published or printed in

1865:

Instructions relative to Ethnology and Philology of America.

Appendix A—physical characters of the Indian races ; Appendix B

—

numerical systems. By George Gibbs. Pp. 18. (Published May,

18G5.)
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Review of American Birds in the collection of the Smithsonian

Institution. By S. F. Baird. Pp. 143-320 or 172 pp. (Published

May, 1865.)

Researches upon the Hydrobiinse and allied forms, chiefly made

upon materials in the museum of*the Smithsonian Institution. By
Dr. W. Stimpson. Pp.64. (Published August, 1865.)

In addition to the above, continuations of the following works

were printed in 1865:

Catalogue of transactions of societies and scientific journals in the

library of the Smithsonian Institution. 200 pp.

Continuation of Parts II and III, by Mr. Binney, of the Synopsis

of the Land and Fresh Water Shells of the United States. About

60 pp.

These make a total of 514 pages, and, including the Annual Report

of 1864, (450 pages,) an aggregate of 964 octavo pages • and of all

classes of publications, 1,672 pages.

Smithsonian Contributions.—The first paper which has been re-

ceived for publication in the quarto series, and which has not yet

been described, is that on the planet Neptune, by Professor New-
comb, of the National Observatory.

It will be recollected by those who are familiar with the history of

the operations of the Institution, that shortly after the discov^ery of the

planet Neptune, the first ephemeris of, or, in other words, a table for

indicating, its position in the heavens at any time during the year was

prepared and published at the expense of the Smithsonian fund. This

ephemeris was computed from an orbit based on a remarkable dis-

covery of Professor Sears C. Walker, then of the Washington Obser-

vatory. Beginning with observations of the movement of the planet

during a period of four months, Mr. Walker traced its path among

the stars through its whole revolution of 166 years, and was thus

enabled to carry its position backward until it fell among a cluster of

stars, each of which had been accurately mapped by the celebrated

Lalande, near the close of the last century. From a critical scrutiny

of these stars, Mr. Walker was led to conclude that one of this clus-

ter observed by Lalande on the night of the 10th May, 1795, was the

planet Neptune. Availing himself of this discovery, Mr. Walker

had now a series of observations, embracing not merely a few

months of the movement of the planet, but its entire motion during

a period of fifty years. From these data he was enabled to deduce

a perfect elliptical orbit, or one which the body would describe were
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there no other planets in the system, and from this to calculate an

ephemeris.

The motion of Neptune was further investigated by another of our

countrymen, Professor Peirce, of Cambridge. He calculated the

action of all the other planets on Neptune, and obtained results

which enabled Mr. Walker to correct his elliptical orbit, and to com-

pare the calculated places of the planet with its actual position in the

heavens. This led to a further correction of the orbit, and to a more

perfect table of calculated places. The Ephemeris was published

annually for several years, until the establishment of the American

Nautical Almanac, when, in accordance with the general policy of

the Institution, it was transferred to that work.

During the last nineteen years, which have elapsed since the investi-

gation of Professors Peirce and Walker relative to the orbit of this

planet, a series of accurate observations have been made upon its mo-

tion at the principal observatories of the world, and these have now
been discussed by Professor S. Newcomb, of the Washington Observa-

tory, a young mathematician in whose progress and advancement this

establishment has taken great interest.

The objects of Mr. Newcomb' s investigations, as stated in the in-

troduction of his memoir, are as follows:

1. To determine the elements of the orbit of Neptune with as

much exactness as a series of observations extending through an arc

of forty degrees will admit of.

2. To inquire whether the mass of Uranus can be deduced from

the motions of Neptune.

3. To inquire whether these motions indicate the existence of an

extra neptunian planet, or throw any light on the question of the

existence of such a planet.

4. To construct general tables and formulae, by which the place

of Neptune may be found at any time, and more particularly between

the years 1,600 and 2,000.

The work is divided into five chapters.

The first is introductory, giving a brief review of the previous la-

bors of astronomers in perfecting the theory of Neptune. The only

approximately correct theory which had been published is shown to

be that of Professor Sears C. Walker and Professor Benjamin Peirce,

whose labors were given to the world in the second and third vol-

umes of the Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge, and in the first

volume of the Proceedings of the American Academy. The elements

of this theory were, however, far from correct, owing to the insuflS-
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ciency of the observations which had been made when the theory was

constructed. On account of the extremely slow motion of Neptune,

the errors of the observations would be multiplied several hundred

times in the final elements of the orbit.

The second chapter contains the computation of the perturbations

of Neptune arising from the attractions of the other planets. This

was the most difficult and laborious part of the work, the difficulty

being greatly increased by the circumstance that the attraction of

Uranus causes the orbit to pass through a regular change of form in

a cycle of about 4,300 years.

The third chapter gives a discussion of the meridian observations

of Neptune, made at the observatories of Greenwich, Paris, Wash-

ington, Cambridge, Hamburg, and Albany.

lu the fourth chapter, the positions of the planet given by the ob-

servations are compared with a provisional theory, for the purpose of

correcting the elements, after which, supposing Neptune to be attracted

only by the known planets, its motions, as observed during the nine-

teen years since its discovery, are compared with the results of the

theory of gravitation, and the greatest difference between the theoreti-

cal and observed longitudes is less than a quarter of a second in space,

a minuteness so inconsiderable that, if multiplied by 300 times, it would

still be too small to be perceptible by the naked eye, and the discre-

pancy is as likely to be due to the errors of the observations them-

selves as to that of the assumption of no exterior planet.

It is therefore concluded that there is no evidence of any unknown

cause influencing the motions of Neptune, and consequently no evi-

dence of the existence of an extra neptunian planet. At the same

time, this is only negative evidence; for supposing the extra planet

to exist, centuries might be required for its attraction to exert any

appreciable influence upon the motions of Neptune. For a similar

reason there are no reliable data for correcting the mass of Uranus.

The fifth chapter is devoted to the tables, which are founded on

the theory finally concluded upon, and will probably not be subject

to errors of more than a very few seconds during the remainder of

the present century.

The history of the planet Neptune in relation to the perfection of its

orbit exhibit a series of facts alike creditable to the science of this

country and the policy of the Smithsonian Institution.

The next paper for the " Contributions" is an exposition of the re-

sults of the discussion of the observations made during the expedition

under the direction of Dr. I. I. Hayes in the arctic regions, by Chas.

A. Schott, of the United States. Coast Survey.
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The expedition, during which these observations were made, was

organized and principally equipped through the enterprise of Dr.

Hayes, assisted by contributions of a number of liberal gentlemen

interested in the advance of physical geography. The principal ob-

ject of the enterprise was the extension of the explorations of Dr.

E. K. Kane north of Baffin's Bay, and to make such observations as

would add to our knowledge of the physical condition of the arctic

regions. The expedition was mainly furnished with instruments by

the Coast Survey and the Smithsonian Institution, and after its re-

turn the records of its observations in their rough state, or as they

were made, were presented to the Institution for reduction and dis-

cussion.

It is scarcely necessary to mention that scientific truths are not

generally immediately deduced from the simple observation of phenom-

ena, but that these require in most cases corrections to free them

from the effects of extraneous and other causes. Thus in observing

the place of the moon or a planet, the position as given directly by

the instrument must be corrected for refraction, for parallax and

for instrumental errors. So with the observations of the baro-

meter, a correction must be applied for the relative expansion of the

mercury and of the brass case in which the glass tube is contained,

and also for capillarity, and in many cases for the elevation of the

instrument above the level of the sea.

After the observations have been submitted to the process of

correction, to which the name of reduction has been applied, they are

then in a condition for scientific analysis, or for what is technically

called discussion. It seldom happens that any phenomenon is the

result of a single approximate cause. In almost all cases the effect

observed is the result of a series of concurring causes, and it is the

object of the scientific inquirer, if possible, to ascertain the separate

effect of each. For example, the height of the tide at a given place

and time is due to the conjoint action of the sun and moon modified

by the form and direction of the coast, to concurring or adverse tidal

waves, and also to the direction of the wind. In a successful discus-

sion each of these effects should be separately exhibited, and the

amount of the several influences of each critically aecertai ned. With-

out such reduction and discussion the crude observations exhibit a

mass of figures without apparent connexion, and give no indication

of the relation of phenomena. Unfortunately the labor attending

these processes is so great, and in many cases the skill required so

unusual, that individual enterprise and ordinary attainment are in-
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sufiScieut to accomplish the end, and on this account immense masses of

physical observations are of little value to science. Even those

made by Parry, Ross, and the other explorers in the arctic regions

have not yet been subjected to the analytical processes by which all

the interesting truths relative to the physical geography of the globe

are to be deduced. It is in this line that the Smithsonian Institution

has especially rendered good service in the way of advancing science.

Of this fact the memoir in question, with those which the Institution

has published relative to the observations made by the expedition

under the direction of Dr. Kane, and that under Sir F. L. McClin-

tock, and the discussion of the observations made at Girard College

by Professor A. D. Bache, are obvious illustrations.

For investigations of this kind the Institution has been fortunate in

obtaining the services of a computer so expert and sagacious as Mr.

Schott, since few persons are to be found who combine the varied

qualifications necessary to so difficult an undertaking.

The results of the observations made under the direction of Dr.

Hayes are presented in four parts: the first relates tothe astronomi-

cal and geodetic; the second, to the magnetic; the third, to the tidal;

and the fourth, to the meteorological observations.

The first part contains all the geographical positions determined

by the explorers, including a series of observations to ascertain the

latitude and longitude of Port Foulke, the winter quarters of the ex-

pedition in 1860-61; also a gen-eral survey of Kennedy channel, and

a minute survey of Smith's straits. The memoir presents a table of

eighteen geographical positions, all determined with astronomical ac-

curacy, by means of which, and the help of angles and solar bearings,

the outlines of a large map were traced. It is highly gratifying to

find, says Mr. Schott, that a remarkable agreement exists with the

prominent points observed during Kane's expedition, and, indeed,

that the exploration of Dr. Hayes is truly an extension and verifica-

tion of the labors of his predecessor in the same region.

Nor is this all; it is proper to state that a new sound was dis-

covered, opening to the westward near Cape Sabine, and also that

two points noticed by Kane and described as headlands were found

to be parts of two islands at the entrance of a bay; also the shore-

line of Whale sound was fully developed, as well as the whole of the

western coast of Kennedy channel. All these results, with the posi-

tions of the glaciers, are exhibited on a general chart of the region^

explored, and on a special chart of Smith's straits.

The agreement of the results of the observations under Dr. Hayes
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and Dr. Kane is due to the fact that iu both expeditions the greater

portion of the observations were made by Mr. August Sonntag, well

known to sciejiee by his previous labors in astronomy and physics.

By his early death the expedition sustained a great loss, since through

his aid still greater additions would have been made to our knowl-

edge of the regions explored.

Included in the first part of the reductions is also an account of

the pendulum observations, intended to furnish information as to the

relative intensity of the force of gravity, and, consequently, of the

figure of the earth. The pendulum used in these observations is a

simple bar of brass, five feet seven three-fourth inches in length and

one inch and four-tenths in breadth, and seven-tenths in thickness,

weighing nearly twenty-two pounds. It is furnished with two steel

knife-edges, placed at 14.2 inches from either end, so that it may

be vibrated first with one end downward, and then with the other,

afibrding in each position a series of independent observations. The

direction of the face of the pendulum could also be reversed, by means

of which the results of their regularities of the knife-edge could at

least in part be eliminated.

For comparison of the observations which had been made in the

arctic regions, a series was instituted, previous to the sailing of the

expedition, with the same pendulum, at the Harvard Observatory, in

Cambridge, by the late director, George P. Bond. The result ob-

tained by the comparison indicates a smaller value for the polar de-

pression of the earth than that deduced from all previous pendulum

observations in the northern region. If combined with these, it will

bring the resulting figure of the earth nearer to that previously de-

duced from the measurement of arcs of the meridian in various parts

of the world.

The compression, as deduced by Mr. Schott from all the observa-

tions of the expedition under Dr. Hayes, is -jy-a part of the polar ra-

dius. The excess of the number of vibrations in a day at Port Foulke,

over the number made by the same pendulum in the same time at

the Harvard Observatory, was 129^. The observations were cor-

rected for the height above the level' of the sea, for the expansion of

the metal on account of variation of temperature, and other devia-

tions from a normal condition. It is highly desirable that the same

pendulum be vibrated at several points on the eastern coast of the

United States, as nearly as possible, under the same meridian as Port

Foulke, in order to obtain a series of independent determinations of

the curvature of the earth; and for this purpose the instrument has
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been lent to the Coast Survey, to be vibrated at New York, Wash-

ington, and Key West. The observations at New York will afford

the means of connecting the results of a similar kind in Europe and

other parts of the Old World, through the series of observations made

by General" Sabine in that city in 1822- 23, at the old site of Colum-

bia College.

The observations of part second, which relate to magnetism, are

of two kinds, namely, differential and absolute; the first made at Port

Foulke, between November and March, I860-' 61, on fifteen days,

during each hour of the twenty-four, being intended to ascertain the

diurnal variation of the magnetic needle. The results of these ob-

servations are presented in connexion with those of Dr. Kane, in

the form of a curve in which the agreement is strikingly exhibited.

From both series it appears that the north end of the needle at-

tains its greatest westerly deviation atone p. m.; its greatest easterly

deflection, between two and three o'clock in the morning; its normal

position, at seven in the morning, and at the same hour in the evening.

From these additions to our knowledge of terrestrial magnetism we
have been enabled to state the fact that when simultaneous observa-

tions are made at different places, the motions of the needle are found

to be governed by the local time at each place. From this it has been

inferred that the cause of the daily motion of the needle is connected

with the diurnal motion of the sun. The one o'clock greatest western

excursion is common to all localities in the northern magnetic hemi-

sphere, and is the most constant feature of the daily motion of the

needle.

The declination was determined at fourteen localities on the coast

of Greenland, between latitudes 72 and 80. These have been dis-

cussed in combination with the observations of Dr. Kane, and the

result is given on a magnetic chart of the vicinity of Smith's strait.

The horizontal component ot the magnetic intensity was determined

at seven stations, and these, combined with those by Dr. Kane, are

also represented on the same chart. The inclination or dip was ob-

served at six localities, and were similarly combined with Kane's

determination, and likewise exhibited on the same chart.

It is a remarkable fact that but three auroras of sufficient brilliancy

to attract the attention of the observers were seen at Port Foulke

during the winter of 1860-61, though many were noticed during the

same period in lower latitudes; and this fact is the more interesting

since the position above mentioned is very nearly the centre of the

auroral belt as marked out by Professor Loomis, and exhibited in the
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appendix of the report for this year. Although the aurora is now

known to be an electrical phenomenon, it is certain that its region of

greatest activity is not the magnetic pole of the earth, but is in a

eone of several degrees in breadth, including the geographical poles

eccentrically; nevertheless, it is also clear that it is influenced in its

motions by the magnetism of the globe.

The third part, which relates to tidal observations, consists of

two series : the first were made during November and December, 1860;

the second in June and July, 1861. In the first series the height of

the tide was noted every half hour; in the second series it was ob-

served at every ten minutes about the time of high and low water.

The apparatus employed consisted of a rope to which a stone was

attached at the lower end resting on the bottom and passing over a

pulley attached to a movable weight at the other. The pulley was

supported by a tripod standing over a hole in the ice at a short dis-

tance from tbe vessel, and the changes of the height of tide were

indicated by the vertical motion of the smaller weight. Corrections

were applied for the irregular stretching of the rope and also for the

errors of the watch. From the records thus corrected, Mr. Schott

has determined the height of the average sea level for each day, and

has compared this with the moon's decHnation parallax, or distance

from the earth, the atmospheric pressure, and the direction and force

of the wind. It is found that a variation of between one and two

inches in the height of the water is due to the changes in the moon's

declination from zero to its maximum value; also that a rise of one inch

in the mercury of the barometrical column is accompanied with a fall of

nearly four inches in the level of the sea. The efi'ect of the wind,

though small, is apparent. With a northeast wind there was a de-

pression, and with a southwest an elevation, of the level; one proba-

bly blowing the water into and the other out of the strait.

The general character of the tide at Port Foulke is similar to that

at Van Rensselaer harbor, exhibiting two ebbs and two flows each

lunar day, with considerable diurnal variation, producing at Port

Foulke at certain times the character of a single daily tide—the two

waves as it were running into each other. The establishment, or, in

other words, the average lagging behind of the high water, after the

passage of the moon across the meridian of the place, is here half an

hour earlier than at Van Rensselaer harbor, which is distant 55 miles

in a northeast direction. This indicates a motion in accordance with

the general direction of the tidal wave, which in this region is not

due to the direct attraction of the moon, but is derived from the

great tidal wave of the Atlantic ocean.
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The investigation of the half-monthly inequality, or of the effect of

the action of the sun in modifying the effect of the moon in time as

well as in height of tide, gave the following results: The range of

the inequality in time is one hour and twenty-six minutes. The mean

establishment of high water is found to be eleven hours thirteen min-

utes and eight-tenths, and that of low water seventeen hours nineteen

and a half minutes. The range of the variation in the height of the

water, due to the action of the sun and moon, is two feet and a half. The

absolute average variation in the height of water at Port Foulke is

7,7 feet, while Dr. Kane found at Van Rensselaer harbor 7.9 feet as

the variation at that place. The extreme fluctuation observed in the

water level was 13.8 feet. The retardation or the difference between

the theoretic and observed time of high water is comparatively small.

The effect of the greater or less distance of the moon or parallax

on the half-monthly inequality shows that diminution of distance

produces a decrease in the time of the lagging of the water, and that

the range of the tide is increased by three-tenths of a foot for an

increase of one minute of parallax. The action of the sun must ev-

idently be relatively less, with an increase of the declination of the

moon, and the amount of this is found from the discussion of the

observations to be in height of the value of only a fraction of a foot,

and in time but a few minutes.

The moon, as it is well known, produces two high tides, at nearly

the same moment, on opposite sides of the earth, and these must vary

in altitude and extent from day to day, with the change of position

of the moon in the heavens. The difference of these two tides in time

and height is called the diurnal inequality. Mr. Schott has made

of this phenomenon a special graphical study, and has found that the

diurnal variation in height is greater for high water than for low

water—that is, two successive high waters differ from each other

more than two successive low waters. The maximum variation in

height is found at Port Foulke to be 3.8 feet, and only 2.4 in low

water, while this variation entirely disappears about two days after

the moon passes the equator. This is for the high water ; but for

low water the disappearance does not take place until after a lapse

of nearly ten days, and this fact is connected with a remarkable one

relative to the magnitude of the variation. On the one hand, the less

interval of time between two tides is accompanied in high water

with a greater difference of height, while in low water a greater

interval of time is connected with a smaller difference in the level

of the two tides. The diurnal inequality is due to two waves, a
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diurnal and a semi-diurnal, which are exhibited by a diagram and

fully analyzed.

Next, the form of the tide was investigated, and found to occupy

a longer time in rising than in falling, or, in other words, its posterior

slope i?! more rapid than its anterior—the difference in time is thir-

teen minutes at Port Foulke, and fifteen at Van Rensselaer harbor.

Finally, an investigation is given of the velocity of the tide wave

in passing up along Baffin's bay. From this it appears that the crest

of high water occupies eight hours in passing from the southern cope

of Greenland to Smith's strait, at the head of the bay. From these

investigations the velocity of the wave in Davis's straits is 194 statute

miles per hour, correspoding to an average depth of 418 fathoms. In

Baffin's bay the velocity is 177 miles, corresponding to 349 fathoms.

In Smith's strait the velocity is 157 miles per hour, corresponding

to 277 fathoms of depth. It may be interesting to state, as one of the

results, that the free tide-wave in Davis's strait and Baffin's bay is

about 2,300 miles in length, and only 72 feet in height from hollow

to crest.

These statements will serve to give some idea of the complex

nature of the investigation of the phenomena of the tides, resulting

not alone from the direct action of the moon and sun, but also

modified by the superposition of the derived tide of the Atlantic, and

by the influence of the configuration of the channels through which

the waves are propagated.

Part fourth gives the observations and discussion of the meteoro-

logical investigations. It is divided into three divisions—tempera-

tures, atmospheric pressures, and winds—with an appendix giving a

record of the weather during the whole voyage, and miscellaneous

remarks.

Port Foulke, the locality of the winter quarters, was in the vicinity

of open polar water, which exercises a marked influence on the cli-

mate of the region. The comparative mildness of the station is illus-

trated by the fact that the simultaneous recorded observations at

Port Foulke and Van Rensselaer harbor show that the tempe-

rature was 26 degrees lower at the latter than at the former place,

though distant only 53 miles. The continuous records at Port Foulke

extend over a period of eleven months, and were made at every other

even hour, day and night, with a few exceptions, (as to the pressure,)

during the whole time.

The expedition was provided with about two dozen thermometers,

consisting of spirit, mercurial, and metallic, of which the index errors

3 s
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were several times ascertained by immersion in buckets of ice- water,

and by comparison among themselves in the air, at very low tempera-

tures. From all the records of these observations a table of correc-

tions was made out by taking the mean of the temperatures as indi-

cated by the several thermometers. The result was found to indicate

temperatures nearly corresponding Avith those given by standard No.

3, wliich had been previously selected as the most trustworthy of the

series of instruments. All omissions in the records were supplied by

the known methods of interpolation.

The first results obtained are those which relate to the annual fluc-

tuations of temperature. From these it appears that the warmest

day was the 15th of July, with a temperature of 41°. G Fahr., and the

coldest the 16th of February, with a temperature of—28°.

The mean annual temperature falls on the 22d of April and the

14th of November, and is -|-G°.OG. It must be observed that this

difference in the temperature of the two localities, as we have said

before, is due to the open water, and reached its maximum on the

20th of March, 18G1, when the thermometer stood 46^ degrees lower

at Rensselaer harbor than at Port Foulke.

The diurnal fluctuation—that is, the difference between the warm-

est and coldest hour of the day—exhibits also a remarkable accordance

at the two places, its amount being 3°. 38 at Port Foulke and 3°.G4 at

the harbor. At Port Kennedy it is 4°. 12. In the month of December

the diurnal variation almost vanishes, there being a difference of only

two-tenths of a degree between the highest and lowest hour of the

twenty-four. It attains its maximum value in March, when it is 8°. 9.

The fact. that this greatest effect of the day influence of the suu

takes place in March, Mr. Schott is disposed to attribute to the great

amount of vapor which formed at a later period and obscured the di-

rect action of the sun. On the average for the whole year the tem-

perature rises until 2-| p. m. and falls till 2^ a. nl., and the average tem-

perature of the day is reached at 8 o'clock morning and evening.

The dependence of the temperature on the phases of the moon was

also attempted to be deduced, but the situation of Port Foulke rela-

tive to the disturbing influence of the open water of Smith's straits

rendered the result unsatisfactory.

The relation of the temperature to the direction of the wind was

next studied, and it was found that the northeast and east winds, or

those which flow over Greenland, are the coldest, while those from the

south, southeast, and southwest, or those which pass over ocean

surfaces, are the warmer. The northeast wind always depresses,
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while the southwest always increases the temperature, especially in

the winter season. The most intense cold was experienced when the

air was perfectly calm, and this appears to be the general rule in the

arctic regions. The effect of the various winds on the whole is small,

not exceeding an elevation or depression of more than a degree and

a half from the mean.

The effect of the snow and rain on the temperature is far greater

than that of the wind. On an average in winter, during every fall of

snow, the temperature was elevated 8°.G, and in summer fell a degree

and a half during a fall of snow or rain. The number of days in which

snows fell was 94, those in which it rained were 15, during the whole

period of eleven months.

The effect of clear and cloudy weather on the temperature is next

considered, and from the result of 82 clear days in winter, it is found

on an average S^ -degrees below the normal temperature of these

days. In summer, from the observations of 41 clear days, the tem-

perature was higher eight-tenths of a degree. In winter, during 31

cloudy days, the temperature was seven degrees above the normal; and

in summer, during 48 cloudy days, the temperature was 2^.1 lower

than the normal.

From the foregoing it appears that a clear atmosphere produces-op-

posite effects in summer and in winter, and this is, without doubt, due

to the greater amount of vapor in the former than in the latter season.

During a clear day in winter the air is almost, entirely deprived of

vapor, and radiation goes on with full energy, uncompensated by

rays from the sun, except those which are very oblique; while in sum-

mer the more intense rays of the sun penetrate the vapor, while the

less intense heat from the earth cannot escape through the aq-ueous

stratum.

The last discussion relates to the direct heating power of the sun

and the record of temperatures observed during the excursion to the

extreme northern point reached. The temperature in the month of

May, 1861, was ten degrees lower along the coast of Kenned}^ chan-

nel, indicating a colder climate as the explorer went north, but whether

this would be the case during the other parts of the year remains

yet to be verified.

The observations on atmospheric pressure are not as complete as

those on the temperature, the observations between 10 p. m. and 6

a. m. being frequently wanting. All the readings were reduced to

the temperature of 32° Fahrenheit.

The diurnal flactuation as given by these observations, as well as
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by those of Dr. Kane, is extremely small, scarcely exceeding one-lnm-

dredth of an inch. The maximum pressure occurs during- the day

at about 6^ p. m., and the minimum about 3 in the morning. These,

however, agree generally with those indicated in other arctic locali-

ties.

At Port Foulke there is also a secondary maximum and minimum

occurring at 8 and 10| a. m. The annual monthly fluctuation of the

barometer is fully twenty times greater than the diurnal variation. In

spring there is a well-marked maximum pressure, and in the autumn

an equally well-exhibited minimum.

It is found from all the observations that the mean atmospheric

pressure of the mercurial column at the temperature of 32° is 29.83,

which accords well with the observations of Kane and McClintock,

and is considerably above the minimum pressure found in about 12

degrees lower latitude. The fluctuation was 1.8 inch—the highest,

30.74; the lowest, 28.93.

The eS'ect of the direction of the wind on the barometer is that of

a depression of .07 of an inch during the northeast, and an elevation

of .04 during the southwest, and a similar elevation during the calms.

The oscillations of the barometer during three storms are illustrated

graphically, and an attempt is made to determine the elastic force of

vapor, but the observations recorded were insufficient; the amount was

very small, not exceeding .02 of an inch.

The direction of the wind was invariably recorded with reference

to the true meridian, and its force estimated by an arbitrary scale

between zero and ten. The general result was, that the quantity

of the stream of air which passed over the place of observation in

the course of a year was nearly 60,000 miles.

The resultant direction during the year is largely from the northeast.

The relative frequency of the wind is given, the northeast being 47

per cent, of the whole, the southwest 17, and the calms 27 per cent.

The average velocity of the wind was 19 miles per hour.

During the eleven months of the observations 25 storms were re-

(Corded, 19 from the northeast and 6 from the southwest.

Another paper presented for publication, also in the "Contribu-

tions," is an account of geological observations in China, Japan,

and Mongolia, by Raphael Pumpelly, of New York. This paper was

read before the National Academy of Sciences, and recommended by
that association to the Smithsonian Institution for publication. In the

summer of 1863 the author passed from Shanghai to Hunan and the

boundary between Hupeh and Sz'chuen, and in the autumn and
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winter and following spring from Peking through the mountains of

western Chihli,and again from Peking, be^'ond the great wall of China,

and westward on the plateaus along its southern edge to its 112th me-

ridian, returning by a route south of the great wall. In the winter

of 18G4-'65 he went from Peking across the plateau of Central Asia

to Siberia.

The almost total absence of observations of a geological character

throughout this wide field, renders any information in regard to it of

considerable interest. The facts stated are principally derived from

the personal observations of the explorer, together with such inform-

ation as could be obtained from Chinese works which treat of the

geography of the empire, or bear upon its mineral productions. The
principal results arrived at are as follows:

There is reason to believe that there exists throughout China an

immense development of Devonian limestone, which rises to the-sur-

face in all the larger ridges, and attains in some places a thickness of

over 10,000 feet. The formations beneath this limestone, as far as

they were seen, are either granitic rock or metamorphic schist un-

couformably stratified as regards the limestone. Overlying the lime-

stone there exists in almost every part of the country a great coal-

bearing formation of sandstones, shales, conglomerates, &c. , in

nearly, if not quite, conformable stratification as regards the floor on

which they rest. The fossil plants obtained from this formation are

cousideFcd supra-carboniferous, and it is supposed that the coal

fields of China, which vie with our own in extent, are referable to

the Triassic period. Although from the limited range of actual ob-

servation it would be too much to assert that there is a total absence

of any later formation than these coal measures, still the author failed

to observe any traces of them.

Only two systems of elevations occur in China of sufficient import-

ance to have left a marked impress on the surface. These are the

northeast-southwest and east-west.

The northeast system determines the outline of Asia east of the

110th meridian, and coincides with the middle course of the Yangtse

Kiang and the lower course of the Amur.

The east-west system exists in western China in the Min mountains

and in the Nanling range, and determines the general course from

west to east of the three principal rivers of the south of China.

The upheaval of the northeast system began after the deposition

of the great Devonian limestone formation, and appears to have risen

slightly during the formation of the coal measures, but its greatest

elevation was after the latter had been deposited.
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The east-west system appears to have risen later than tlie other,

since it has elevated the limestone and overlying rocks which rest

upon its sides. Evidences are presented of recent oscillations ex-

tending over great areas in the form of terraces.

In the great plain of northeastern China is a delta deposit extend-

ing over nearly eight degrees of latitude, which is yearly increasing

in extent. Through this delta the Hwang Ho varies its course every

few centuries, emptying into the sea alternately to the north and to

the south of a mountainous peninsula, thus presenting the remarka-

ble phenomenon of one of the great rivers of the earth not only

shifting its course through several degrees of latitude, but also of

returning to the same bed after the lapse of a number of years.

The great table-land which lies between China and Siberia, where

the author crossed it, consists of basins of undisturbed strata of sand-

stone, containing beds of gypsum. In the south this table-land gen-

erally terminates in a precipitous wall, formed of an immense devel-

opment of lava, in some places more than 1,500 feet thick.

The abrupt termination of the plateau is owing to a great disloca-

tion which marks approximately the coast-line of a former ocean to

the north, in which the most recent deposits of the plain originate,

and along whose southern shore there existed an extensive region of

volcanic activity. The plateau is terminated on the east by parallel

ridges, which descend by successive terraces to the low land.

Among the more economical results obtained may be mentioned a

large number of extensive coal basins and the deposits of other use-

ful minerals, which are so widely distributed throughout the empire

as to warrant the belief that China scarcely stands second to any

other country in regard to the quantity and quality of its coal and

its other mineral resources.

Such gifts of nature, says the author, combined as they are with a

variety of favorable circumstances, cannot long be unappreciated.

They are the elements of the civilization of the present age, and in

the natural course of events the country possessing them cannot long

avoid being drawn into the stream of industrial and intellectual pro-

gress.

Among the papers which have been offered for publication is a vo-

cabulary and grammar of the Nootka Sound language, by the Rev. C.

Knipe. This was the result of a residence of a year and a half

among the tribes inhabiting that portion of the northwest coast of

America. The same language extends southward to Cape Flattery,

and is one upon which very little correct information has been ob-
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tained. The present work contains lists of more than twelve hundred

native words; with remarks on the genius of the language, and an ac-

count of roqfs, terminals, derivations, comparisons, &c. In the report

of one of our collaborators, Mr. George Gibbs, to whom this memoir

was referred, it is stated:

"The Nootka language is an exceedingly interesting one, not only

as the earliest of those of Northwestern America with which we

had any acquaintance, and which enters largely as an element into

the 'jargon' of the coast, but also because the people who speak it in

its various dialects form one of five great northern tribes of the Pa-

cific, whose intelligence, courage, and ingenuity have rendered them

conspicuous, and whose industrial arts and physiognomy have fur-

nished an argument Avith many in favor of their Asiatic origin. The

existing vocabularies of that language are very imperfect and mea-

gre, and the more extended one of Mr. Knipe will be of great value

to comparative philologists."

We had decided to put this production to press, when the author

unexpectedly informed us that he was obliged to leave the country

for England, and could not, therefore, give his personal attention to

the work as it Avas passing through the press. As this was consid-

ered essential, it was thought better that he should withdraw his

manuscript, and endeavor to procure its publication through some

society in England. If he should fail in this, the Institution would

at some future time undertake its publication, since it is intimately

connected with other works of a similar character already given to

the world through the agency of the bequest.

Another paper presented to the Institution for publication is by Mr.

James Gt. Swan, upon the manners and customs of the Makah Indians

of Washington Territory, a tribe belonging to the Takwaht or

Nootka Sound family, illustrated with many drawings and accom-

panied by a vocabulary of their language. The size and cost of

publication of this work has prevented us from considering its adop-

tion at present as one of our series.

Miscellaneous Collections.—Under the class of publications called

" Smithsonip,n Miscellaneous Collections," previous to the war, a series

of manuals, intended to facilitate the study of different branches of

natural history, were projected and a number of them actually com-

menced; but the subsequent diminution of our income, and the ad-

vance in the cost of materials and workmanship in the line of print-

ing, has greatly interfered with the rapid completion of this enter-

prise. Of the works of this series as given in the report for 18G0,
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some have been completed, others are still under way, and one or

two not yet commenced. The following is a statement of their

present condition: ^

1. Land and Fresh Water Shells—part I. Terrestrial Pulmonata.

By W. G. Binney. Of this work the manuscript is entirely com-

pleted and the woodcuts engraved.

2. Land and Fresh Water Shells—part IL Fresh Water and Ma-

rine Pulmonata. By W. G. Binney. The whole of this work has

been stereotyped, and will soon be ready to be issued.

3. Land and Fresh Water Shells—part IIL By W. G. Binney.

Including all the water-breathing univalve shells except the Mela-

niadaj. This work has likewise been stereotyped, and is ready for

publication.

4. Land and Fresh Water Shells—part IV. Melaniadee. By G. W.
Tryon. The manuscript of this has been completed and most of the

woodcuts engraved.

5. Land and Fresh Water Shells—part Y. Corbiculadas. By Tem-

ple Prime. Of this the stereotype plates are almost completed.

6. Land and Fresh Water Shells—part VI. Unionidie. A work

by Mr. Lea, of Philadelphia, supersedes for the present any other

publication on this subject.

7. Marine Shells—parti. From the eastern coast of North Amer-

ica, by Br. W. Stimpson.

8. Marine Shells—part II. From the western coast of the same

continent, by P. P. Carpenter. The last two works have been com-

menced and numerous woodcuts drawn or engraved to illustrate

them; but no definite period can be fixed for their completion.

9. Bibliography of North American Conchology to the year 1860,

by W. G. Binney, parts I and II. This work, which is a supplement

to those previously mentioned, has been stereotyped and copies dis-

tributed to institutions.

Another work belonging to the octavo series, but not included in

the above list, is the Review of American Birds in the Collections of

the Smithsonian Institution—part I. Northern and Middle America.

By Professor S. F. Baird.

This work is intended to present a descriptive account of the very

large collection of American birds in charge of the Smithsonian In-

stitution, with an enumeration of such other specimens as may serve

to illustrate the geographical distribution of the several species.

In 1858 Professor Baird prepared an account of the birds sent to the

Institution by the different expeditions for surveying the railroad
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routes to the Pacific, which was publislied in the series of reports

ordered by Congress. To this was added an account of all the birds

of the Atlantic States, and it thus formed a systematic and descrip-

tive work on the ornithology of North America, which has since be-

come the principal standard manual on this subject. A reprint by

the Institution, from this volume, of the catalogue of species has

been widely distributed and much used for labelling collections and

preparing lists for distribution of specimens.

The number of specimens of birds of America in the collection of

the Institution at the time the work was published, and upon which

it was based, was less than 10,000; it now exceeds 40,000.

Many portions of North America unexplored at that time—the

whole arctic region, the recesses of the Rocky mountains, Cape St.

Lucas, &c.—have since been investigated; the migration and distri-

bution southward in winter of the species have been established by

numerous collections from the West Indies, Mexico, Central and

South America, and information generally has been collected, during

the interval of seven years, which tends to complete the knowledge

of the ornithology of North America. In this same period the spe-

cimens received from all parts of Mexico and Central America and

the West Indies are so numerous as to represent nearly all the

known species, and to embrace many new ones, forming, according

to Professor Baird, an aggregate of species much larger than that of

any other single collection.

In order, therefore, to bring up the subject to the present date,

and at the same time to exhibit a connected account of the birds of

Mexico, Central America, and the West Indies, Professor Baird un-

dertook the work referred to, and 320 pages of it have thus far been

published, each signature being dated, to show the time of actual is-

sue. The portion printed embraces an account of the oscine or sing-

ing birds, with synoptical tables and detailed descriptions of the

families, genera,and species, excepting where these have already ap-

peared in the Pacific Railroad Report. As the account of each family

is completed, the duplicate specimens are set aside for distribution

to the principal museums at home and abroad as types of the "re-

view."

The work of Professor Baird has met with much commendation

from ornithological writers in this country and Europe. The editor

of the London Ibis, a journal devoted exclusively to ornithology, re-

marks: "that it will be the book of authority on North American

ornithology for a long time to come, there can be little doubt. The
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immense series of specimens, whether onl}'' temporarily lent or de-

posited permanently, (but the latter out of all proportion to the for-

mer,) in the collection of the Smithsonian Institution, gives him au

advantage, such as probably no other ornithologist of what country

soever has at any time previously enjoyed; and the professor, as our

readers need not be told, is not the man to neglect opportunities of

this kind. We are almost inclined to regard this work as the pre-

cursor of a new era in natural history. Hitherto a zoologist has

thought he has done very well if he has closely examined some half

dozen specimens, presenting the different appearances depending

upon age, sex, or the like, of one species. He will now find, from

an inspection of Professor Baird's labors, that an acquaintance with

a much larger number of individuals, especially from different local-

ities, is requisite if he intends to advance his science. One result of

this attention to increased material, if generally followed, we suspect

will be the very desirable one of nullifying the species makers

—

species makers, of course we mean, in a bad sense, for there are no

more useful men, if they will but keep their hobbies under com-

mand."

From the limited funds of the Institution and its plan of organiza-

tion it cannot afford to support individuals while they are devoted

exclusively to the advance of any branch of science; and were this

to be done in one case, it might be demanded in many. But there

can be no objection to an officer of the Institution availing himself of

the materials which are gathered through its agency for prosecut-

ing as an extra labor any investigation to which he may be inclined;

provided that at the same time he faithfully discharges all the essen-

tial duties which pertain to his position. In the preparation of the

work above mentioned every facility has been given to Professor Baird

which the establishment could afford, and with this view special

attention has been paid to the collection of specimens of ornithology,

with the view that, after this work has been completed, similar atten-

tion will be given in succession to other branches of science.

Another paper in the Miscellaneous Collections is entitled

Researches upon the Hydrobiinas and allied forms, chiefly from mate-

rials in the collection of the Smithsonian Institution, by Dr. William

Stimpson. This memoir gives the results of an investigation relative

to the structure of a group of small and little known fresh-water Gaster-

opods, which Dr. Stimpson had undertaken to study with a view to their

classification and arrangement in the museum of the Institution. Un-

der the name of Gasteropods are included mollusks, with a distinct
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head, and wlilcli generally have a flat foot, adapted to crawling, and

are also usually provided with a univalve shell. The search for the

affinities and relations of these animals led to an examination of the

allied types inhabiting the sea and bra-ckish water. The results of

the iuvestigation were a more exact definition of the family to which

they belong, and the extension of it so as to include other forms pre-

viously scattered; also the establishment on anatomical bases of a

number of subordinate groups or sub-families, and the suggestions as

to many new genera distinguished by peculiarities in the structure of

the soft parts as well as the shell. This memoir not only furnishes

an interesting addition to descriptive natural history, but a method
of investigation which may be advantageously applied to other fami-

lies of the class.

Dr. Stimpson, who was the naturalist to the Northwest Pacific

Exploring Expedition, under Commodore John Rodgers, is now in

charge of the Museum of the Chicago Academy of Sciences. He has

spent several years, while preparing his report on the collections of

the expedition, in the building of the Institution, and, without salary

from the Smithson fund, has rendered us essential service in the clas-

sification and naming of specimens.

The work on the Myriapoda of North America, by Dr. H. C. Wood,
jr., mentioned in previous reports, was completed and was awaiting

its turn for publication, when it was unfortunately destroyed by the

fire. It was subsequently rewritten, and as our funds did not per-

mit its being immediately put to press, it was, with the consent of

the Institution, oS'ered to and accepted by the xV.merican Philosophi-

cal Society, and printed in the thirteenth volume of its transactions.

The wood-cuts (about sixty) which had been prepared for the work
were lent to the society to facilitate the publication. These facts are

stated in the memoir, and full credit given to the Smithsonian Insti-

tution for the aid thus rendered.

The close of the war having released Dr. John Le Conte from his

medical duties in connexion with the army, he has resumed his labors

in entomology, and has already written a considerable portion of his

" List of North American Coleoptera," and the " Description of New
Species," which will be published during 1866. When these works

are completed, he will commence the second part of his classification

of coleoptera.

Reports.—During the last three years the government printing office

was so busied with the preparation of documents connected with

the war that the Annual Report of the Institution was inciden-
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tally de]ajed, but the report for 1864 was finished and distributed

at an earlier period than had been possible for several previous

years. The demand for these reports is every year increasing, and we
learn from the members of both houses that no document printed by

Congress is more frequentl}' called for.

It is greatly to be regretted that the extra copies of all the volumes

of the reports previous to 1863, which were stored in the rooms of

the towers, w^ere destroyed by the fire, and that we are therefore

unable any longer to furnish complete sets or to supply missing vol-

umes to various institutions and correspondents that have applied for

them. The reports since 18G1, inclusive, have been stereotyped, so

that at any future time an edition of any of these volumes may be

printed; but with the high price of paper and press-work, and with

the heavy demands on the Institution, this is at present impracti-

cable .

The report for 1864 contains in the appendix a eulogy of Delambre,

the eminent astronomer, translated by C. A. Alexander, esq., and a

continuation of the series of memoirs of distinguished members of the

French Academy of Sciences; an essay on the velocity of light, b^^

M. Delaunay, translated by Professor A. M. Mayer; an original com-

pilation on ozone and antozone, made for the Institution by Dr. Charles

M. Wetherill; translation of Jamin's essay on vegetation and the at-

mosphere; extract of a memoir on the preservation of copper and

iron in salt water, by M. Becquerel, furnished by Admiral C. H.

Davis, United States navy; translations of articles on the preservation

of wood and caoutchouc and gutta-percha, from the German periodi-

cal " Aus der Natur;" an article on gun-cotton by Lieutenant Von
Karolyi, with notes by Dr. B. F. Craig, of this city; a translation by

Professor Ten Brook of a description of Pettenkofer's apparatus for

testing the results of perspiration and respiration; a translation by the

late Professor Hubbard, of the Naval Observatory, of Lament's report

on the solar eclipse of July 18,' 1860; a report of the transactions of

the Society of Physics and Natural History of Geneva, 1861 and

1862, translated by C. A. Alexander; a letter from F. Troyon on the

crania Helvetica, with illustrations; a continuation of Plateau's

researches on the figures of equilibrium of a liquid mass withdrawn

from the action of gravity, with numerous illustrations; an original

article on the artificial shell deposits in Monmouth county. New Jer-

sey, and a continuation of Baegert's account of the aboriginal inhabi-

tants of the California peninsula, translated by Professor Charles Rau;

an article on the "intermixture of races," by George Gibbs; a lee-
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ture on the first steps in the study of high antiquity in Europe, pre-

pared for the Institution by A. Morlot, of Switzerland; the prize

questions proposed by various scientific societies in Europe; a report

on the French scientific exploration of Mexico; an account of a jour-

ney to the Youcan, by W. W. Kirby, of an exploration in Upper

California, by John Feilner, of an exploration of Western Missouri,

by Dr. P. R. Hoy, with tables of weights and measures and chemi-

cal equivalents.

From this list it will be seen that the articles in the appendix con-

sist principally of translations from foreign scientific publications not

generally accessible to readers in this country, and of original articles

prepared especially for the Institution.

At an early period it had been proposed to establish a printing

office in connexion with the Institution, and the experiment was

eventually tried. The result, however, conclusively proved that the

expense of keeping up an establishment of this kind was far greater

than the cost of having the printing done elsewhere. The "Contri-

butions" and •' Miscellaneous Collections" have principally been

printed by Mr. T. K. Collins, of Philadelphia, whose execution of the

work has been highly satisfactory, and who has had at his disposal

unusual facilities for performing the various kinds of printing required

in our diversified series of publications.

In consideration of the high price of paper and printing, and in

order that it might be always in our power to issue new editions of any

of our works, it has been thought advisable for the last four years to

stereotype all our publications, and, for the security of the plates, to

store them in a fire-proof receptacle. In view of this latter object,

application was made to the Academy of Natural Sciences of Phila-

delphia for the use of a portion of the extensive fire-proof basement

of its building. This proposition was cordially acceded to by the

curators of the academy; a separate room was set apart for our ac-

commodation, and all the plates not in actual use by the printer are

now deposited in an apartment entirely secure from fire, and under

the exclusive control of the Institution. The favor thus conferred

by the academy is an illustration of the friendly relations which

exists between this Institution and other establishments for the ad-

vancement of knowledge; and I scarcely need say that special thanks,

in behalf of the Board of Regents, have been given to the society for

its liberality and kindness in this matter.

Ethnology.—As we have stated in previous reports, this has been a

subject to which the Institution has given particular attention. In-
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deed, it is one which especially commends itself to the science and

literature of this countr}^, since it is intimately connected with onr

history and politics. Unfortunately, however, the subject of races

is one which involves questions as to their origin and cluiracteristics

which can scarcely be discussed at the present time with that dispas-

sionate logic and strictness of induction which is necessary to the

establishment of truth. Still, much can be done in the w-ay of col-

lecting and recording facts which may serve as the basis of future in-

vestigation. Some of these, such as those relative to the Indians, are

rapidly passing into oblivion; and others, which regard the negro,

require to be disentangled from much prejudice and misrepresenta-

tion. "The peculiarities of these races should be critically examined

and truthfully recorded; to do this is a duty we owe to science and

humanity.

One of the most important clues Ave have to guide us in the laby-

rinth of ethnological research is language; and this is essentially the

case with regard to the aboriginal races of this continent. The re-

mains of their implements, and even their earthworks, may, in a

considerable degree, be referred to the common wants and instincts of

humanity, as in the use of the bow and arrow; but their language affords

indications of affiliation or diversity not otherwise attainable. It has

therefore been considered an important object to devise a system of

general characters which w^ould express to philologists in every part

of the world identity of sounds. Unfortunately, however, though

much labor has been expended on attempts to construct such

a system, none has yet been presented which is entirely sat-

isfactory, or has been generally adopted. Indeed, either from trans-

mitted peculiarities or acquired habits, commencing with the instinct-

ive use of the mother tongue, men of different languages apparently

become incapable of accurately discriminating particular vocal sounds

with which early usage has not familiarized them, and on this account

a system of characters as a general alphabet which will give universal

satisfaction is scarcely to be hoped for. We must therefore be con-

tent, at least for the present, to represent the sounds of the remains

of the language of the red men of our continent in such characters as

shall best serve to preserve their general features, with a view to fu-

ture comparison and discussion. Such an alphabet has been adopted

on the recommendation of Professor Whitney, of Yale College, and

Mr. George Gibbs, of this city, to whom the subject was referred.

It is accompanied by a vocabulary to be filled up with the equivalent

words of the dialect under consideration, expressed in common letters,
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the sounds of which are fixed by reference to well-known English

words in which these letters occur. In this way an attempt is made

to express the several sounds without confusing the inquirer with

new characters or numerous marks.

That the number of dialects which exist on this continent should

be great is not surprising, when we reflect on the condition of the

people previous to the advent of the Europeans. They had, without

doubt, for a long time occupied the soil, and had probably arrived at

that condition as to numbers in which the struggle for life is carried

on with the greatest intensity, and in which sufficient food from the

chase can only be obtained by separation into small tribes, or even

families; a condition in Avhich various dialects of one prevailing lan-

guage would necessarily be produced.

Instructions for researches relative to ethnology in general have

been prepared by Geo. Gibbs, esq., and were published in 18G3, and

a large number of copies distributed to officers of the United States

government and others, particularly to those residing in the western

portion of the continent. During the past year an appendix to these

instructions, together with blank forms for systematic records, has

been prepared by the same author and published by the Institution.

The instructions and blank forms which have been sent out have

produced a valuable return in vocabularies, weapons, implements,

dresses, and other illustrations of the arts, manners and customs, and

mental advancement of the aboriginal races of this continent. The

vocabularies received have been given in charge to Mr. Gibbs, to

whom the Institution is largely indebted for months of labor gratui-

tously rendered.

It is proposed, as soon as the funds Avill permit, to publish a descrip-

tive catalogue of all the ethnological specimens in the possession of the

Institution. These include, beside those from different parts of this

countr}', those collected by the United States Exploring Expedition un-

der Captain (now Admiral) Wilkes, from the islands of the Pacific, the

East Indies, Africa, China and Japan, and Central and South Amer-

ica. Such a catalogue, properly illustrated with wood-cut engravings,

from photograph drawings, would be an acceptable addition to the

literature of ethnology.

At the commencement of the war preparations were made by the

Institution to obtain records of the physical characteristics of the

soldiers composing the army of the United States, embracing a large

number of measurements of different parts of the body, to ascertain

the peculiarities of the different nationalities represented. This work
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was afterwards prosecuted on a much more extended scale than was

compatible with the means of the Institution by the Sanitary Com-

mission, and the observations have since been discussed by Dr. B. A.

Gould, of Cambridge, who has deduced from them a series of novel

and interesting results, which were lately presented to the National

Academy. It is proposed to extend similar measurements to the

Indian tribes, and it is very desirable that the negro should be em-

braced in the same investigation. We have in this country at

the present time a better opportunity to study the peculiarities of

a number of races than is perhaps to be found in any other single

portion of the earth, and the most casual observer cannot but be

struck with the marked difference which exists between the Indian,

the negro, and indeed between the descendants of the civilized in-

habitants of different parts of Europe, thousands of whom are now

flocking to our shores.

The stubborn self-reliance and impatience of control of the Indian

are strikingly contrasted with the docility and imitative qualities of the

negro. The inflexibility of the characteristics of the former, with the

gradual changes and amelioration of the character of the latter in his

association with the white man, are worthy of special attention.

It may be proper here to mention that we have received a commu-

nication from Dr. E. H.Davis, one of the authors of the first volume

of Smithsonian Contributions, pointing out an error in Lubbock's ac-

count of Smithsonian publications on ethnology, copied from the Nat-

ural History Review, of London, in our report for 1862. In this

article (page 322) the sculptured stone pipes found in the mounds are

classed under the head of pottery. This error, says Dr. Davis, does

injustice not only to American aboriginal art, but also misleads Euro-

pean ethnologists in regard to a series of sculptures pronounced by

all who have seen them to be illustrations of the highest stage of art

attained in the stone age of America. The same mistake is now re-

produced in the publications of the Anthropological Society of Lon-

don, and in Lubbock's Prehistoric Times. The fact is that the pipes

described in the first volume of the Smithsonian Contributions were

not of terra-cotta. None of this kind were found in the mounds, and

but few anywhere in the country.

Intimately connected with ethnology and anthropology is archae-

ology, or the study of remains of the ancient inhabitants of a coun-

try. To those who have paid any attention to the subject, it is well

known that recently very interesting discoveries have been made of

the remains of lacustrine villages in Switzerland, Italy, and Germany;
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and also that memorials of the early inhabitants of the Scandinavian

peninsula have been recognized in the extensive heaps of shells,

mostly those of the oyster, which were for a long time considered as

formations of the sea, but which have been shown by the Danish

savans to be the accumulated household refuse of populations who

lived in ages ascending beyond the records of history. The indica-

tions of the artificial origin of these accumulations consist in the

total absence of stratification which always characterizes marine de-

posits, and in the fact that the rubbish contains rude flint imple-

ments, charcoal cinders, and the bones of various animals, some of

which are, at present, extinct in the districts in which these mounds

exist.

In our own country, besides the well-known Indian mounds con-

structed for special purposes, such as for sepulture and religious

observances, and as monuments of events, there are found on various

parts of the coast shell mounds, which, like those of Denmark, are

composed of the refuse of the repasts of the aborigines, and which

will undoubtedly reward the research of the archaeologist with inter-

esting facts in regard to the ancient inhabitants of the land we now

inhabit. Among the first essays in this line are those of Mr. Charles

Ran, of New York, published in the last report of this Institution.

They relate to an examination of mounds of this kind on the shores

of New Jersey. These indicate the places where the aborigines

were accustomed to feast upon the spoils of the neighboring beach,

remarkable for the abundance of oysters, clams, and other edible

mollusks. The places selected for this purpose were at some dis-

tance inland, and sufficiently elevated to be out of reach of high

tide. The direct evidence that these shell accumulations are of an

artificial character consists in the presence of numerous fragments of

pottery and stone implements.

In one of the heaps and in the adjacent fields Mr. Rau obtainfed

more than 300 specimens of Indian manufacture, consisting of stone

axes, arrows and spear points, flint knives, and many pieces of broken

crockery. The axes are of greenstone, or of sandstone, of the usual

shape, and encircled by a groove for the attachment of a handle. That

the manufacture of arrow heads was carried on in this place is evi-

dent from the great number of flint chips and unfinished arrow heads

which lie scattered among the shells. These places were probably

camping grounds at certain seasons of the year. It is said that

similar shell-beds occur on Long Island, where the shells are used

for burning lime. They also exist in Georgia, on the coast of Mas-

4s
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sachusetts, in Newfoundland, and in California; and now that atten-

tion has been specially directed to the subject, tbey will probably

be found and examined in various parts of this continent.

The occurrence of the Danish shell-heaps, whose history is merged

in the twilight of civilization, and those of a similar character in

America, show that the early condition of man is everywhere essen-

tially the same, w^hile the rude implements which are obtained

from them indicate a similarity of wants and an identity of mental

characteristics by which these wants are supplied.

The Institution has given special attention to the collection of

specimens to illustrate the archaeology of this country, and now pos-

sesses, with those procured by the Exploring Expedition under Cap-

tain Wilkes, those obtained from the various expeditions under the

auspices of the Institution, and from the Hudson's Bay Company, a

more valuable series than any to be found elsewhere in the United

States. An effort Avill be made during the present year to properly

arrange and fully display them for study. The comparison of the

early savage implements in different countries is full of interest. We
see from this that what is called the stone age is not a period of

absolute time, but a stage of civilization, long past in one portion of

the earth, while existing at present in another.

Meteorology.—It has been aptly said that man is a meteorologist by

nature. He is placed in such a state of dependence upon the atmo-

spheric elements, that to watch their vicissitudes and to endeavor to

anticipate their changes become objects of paramount importance.

Indeed the interest in this subject is so absolute that the common
salutation among civilized nations is a meteorological wish, and the

first introduction to conversation among strangers is a meteorological

remark. Yet there is no circumstance which is remembered

with so little exactness as the previous condition of the wea-

ther, even from week to week. In order that its fluctuations

may be preserved as facts of experience, it is necessary that they

should be continuously and accurately registered. Again, there is,

perhaps, no branch of science relative to which so many obser-

vations have been made and so many records accumulated, and

yet from which so few general principles have been deduced. This

has arisen, first, from the real complexity of the phenomena, or, in

other words, from the number of separate causes influencing the pro-

duction of the ordinary results; second, from the improper methods

which have been pursued in the investigation of the subject, and the

amount of labor required in the reduction and discussion of the ob-
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servations. Although the primary causes of the change of the

weather are, on the one hand, the alternating inclination of the sur-

face of the earth to the rays of the sun, by which its different parts

are unequally heated in summer and in winter, and, on the other, the

moisture which is elevated from the ocean in the warmer and precip-

itated upon the colder portions of the globe; yet the effects of these

are so modified by the revolution of the earth on its axis, the condi-

tion and character of the different portions of its surface, and the

topography of each country, that to strictly calculate the perturba-

tions or predict the results of the simple laws of atmospheric

equilibrium with that precision which is attainable in astronomy, will

probably ever transcend the sagacity of the wisest, even when as-

sisted by the highest mathematical analysis. But although such

precision cannot be looked for, approximations may still be obtained

of great importance in their practical bearing on the every-da}^

business of life.

The greater part of all the observations which have been recorded

until within a few years past has been without system or co-ordina-

tion. It is true that the peculiar climate of a given place may be

determined by a long series of isolated observations, but such obser-

vations, however long continued, or industriously and accurately made,

can give no adequate idea of the climate of a wide region, of the

progress of atmospheric changes, nor can they furnish an approxi-

mation to the general laws of the recurrence of phenomena. For

this purpiose a system of observation must be established over widely

extended regions within which simultaneous records are made and

periodically transmitted to a central position, where, by proper

reduction and discussion, such general conclusions may be reached as

the materials are capable of yielding.

In discussing the records, the empirical method does not suffice. It

is necessary that a pn'oH assumptions should be provisionally adopted,,

not, however, at random, but chosen in strict accordance with well-

established physical principles, and that these be finally adopted, re-

jected, or modified, as they are found to agree or disagree with the

records. It is only by this method that the different causes which co-

operate in the production of a series of complex phenomena can be dis-

covered, as is illustrated in the history of astronomy, which, previous to

the investigations of Kepler, consisted of an unintelligible mass of

records of observations. But even with the application of the best

possible process of discussion, the labor necessary to be expended

on such large masses of figures, in order to deduxe simple results, is
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far beyond any individual effort, and can only be projDerly accom-

plished by governmental aid.

The importance of a combined S3"stem of meteorological observa-

tions extending over a large area, and the peculiar advantages pre-

sented by our country for this object, were early appreciated, and

such a system was commenced in 1819, under the direction of Dr.

Lovell, Surgeon General of the army. The stations embraced the

principal military posts, from which reports were made at the end

of each month as to the temperature, the pressure, and the moisture

of the air, the amount of rain, the direction and force of the wind,

the appearance of the sky, besides casual phenomena, such as the

aurora, thunder-storms, shooting stars, &c. In 1825 a similar system,

of more numerous stations in proportion to the area embraced, was

established in the State of New York, the points of observations

being the several academies, under the direction of the board of

regents of the university, an establishment having charge of the

higher institutions of learning in that State.

In 1837 the legislature of Pennsylvania made an appropriation of

four thousand dollars for instruments, which were distributed to vol-

untary observers. This system was continued about ten j^ears; that

of New York has been kept up with more or less efficiency until the

present time; while the army system was continued until the com-

mencement of the war.

The lake system, established by the engineer department, under

the superintendence of Captain (now General) Meade, consists of a

line of stations, extending from the western part of Lake Superior to

the eastern part of Lake Ontario, and has been efficiently continued

for several years.

The Smithsonian meteorological system was commenced in 1849,

and, with occasional aid in defraying the expenses, has continued in

operation until the present period . It was, however, much diminished

in efficiency during the war, since from the southern States no records

were received, and many of the observers at the north were called to

abandon such pursuits for military service in the field. The efforts

of the institution in this line have been directed to supplementing and

harmonizing all the other systems, preparing and distributing blank

:forms and instructions, calculating and publishing extensive tables for

the reduction of observations, introducing standard instruments, and col-

lecting all public documents, printed matter, and manuscript records

bearing on the meteorology of the American continent, submitting

these materials to scientific discussion, and publishing the results. In
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these labors the Institution has been in continued harmonious co-ope-

ration with all the other efforts made in this country to advance

meteorolo2;y, except those formerl}^ conducted by the Navy Depart-

ment under Lieutenant Maury. These were confined exclusively to

the sea, and had no reference to those made at the same time on land.

Without desiring to disparage the labors of Lieutenant Maury, 1 may
say that his results would have lost nothing of their value by the

adoption of a less exclusive policy on his part. The meteorology of

the sea and that of the land pertain to a connected series of pheno-

mena which can only be properly studied by a combined system of ob-

servations relating to both. The method pursued by Lieutenant Maury

consisted in dividing the surface of a map of the ocean into squares of

ten degrees on a side, and in recording within each of tiiese the di-

rections of the winds obtained from the log-books of the vessels which

had traversed the several regions. In this way he accumulated a large

amount of data, which, though published in connexion with many

crude hypotheses, are of great value in the study of the meteorol-

ogy of the globe.

In 1853 a meteorological system was commenced in Canada, the

senior grammar school in each county being provided with instru-

ments, and the observations have been continued to the present

time. In regard to this system, Mr. Hodgins, of the educational de-

partment, remarks : "We have never lost sight of the great practi-

cal importance to a new and partially settled country, of establish-

ing early in its history, before its physical condition is materially

changed, a complete and comprehensive system of meteorological

observations, by which may be tested theories of science which are

yet unsettled, and which maybe solved, relating to natural phenomena

which have long remained among the sealed mysteries of nature."

The observations thus far have been taken without remuneration,

but the importance of the system has become so well recognized

that the Canadian government has decided to establish ten perma-

nent stations, in addition to the observatories at Toronto and Kings-

ton, distributed so as to afford the most complete information relative

to the climatic features of the whole province. The points selected

are Windsor, Goderich, Stratford, Simcoe, Barrie, Hamilton, Peter-

borough, Belleville, Pembroke, and Cornwall; that is, two stations

on Lake Erie, one on Lake Huron, three on Lake Ontario, one on

Lake Simcoe, one on the Ottawa river, one on the bay of Quintd,

one on the St. Lawrence, near the eastern. extremity of the province,

and two in the interior of the country. The records made at the

public schools of Canada have been furnished to the Smithsonian In-
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stitution, as well as to the committee on immigration of the House

of Assembly, for the purpose of furnishing facts relative to the

climate, of importance to settlers, and recently the department of

royal engineers has applied for the returns, with a view to the con-

sideration of their bearing on questions of defence.

To secure a greater degree of responsibility, and to promote the

eflSciency of the system, the government has provided for the pay-

ment of fifty cents a day to the teachers of the grammar schools at

the stations before enumerated, as remuneration for the service ren-

dered.

Under the direction of the distinguished academician Kupfer, there

is established over the vast Russian territory a network of thirty

meteorological stations, where are noted the various changes of the

atmosphere as to temperature, pressure, moisture, &c. The most

northern of these stations is at Hammerfest, in 70° 41' north latitude,

21^ 26' east longitude from Paris, and the most southern is at Tiflis,

in 41° 42' north latitude, and 42° 30' east longitude. A similar

system of simultaneous observations has been for several years in op-

eration in Great Britain and Ireland, in connexion with the Board of

Trade, and under the direction of the late Admiral Fitzroy. Other

and like systems have been established in France, Italy, and Holland.

From these different organizations, as well as from insulated observa-

tories, telegrams of the weather are sent every morning, at seven

o'clock, from the principal cities of Europe to Paris, where, under the

superintendence of the celebrated Leverrier, they are discussed, and

the results transmitted by mail to all parts of the world in the suc-

cessive numbers of the daily International Bulletin. A similar publi-

cation is periodically made in Italy, under the direction of M. Mat-

teucci, so well and favorably known by his discoveries in physics.

The British government has also established a system of observations

for the sea, and furnished its navy with accurate instruments, care-

fully compared with the standards of the Kew observatory. It is es-

timated in a report to Parliament that, through an annual appropria-

tion of about fifty thousand dollars, statistics may be collected in

fifteen years sufficient, with w^hat has already been obtained, to deter-

mine the average movement of the winds on every part of the ocean.

From the great interest which has been awakened in regard to me-

teorology throughout the world, and the improved methods which

have been adopted in its study, it can scarcely be doubted that in a

few years the laws of the general movements of the atmosphere will

be ascertained, and the causes of many phenomena of the weather,

which have heretofore been regarded as little else than the. capricious
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and abnormal impulses of nature, will become adequately known; al-

though, from 1:he number of these causes, and the complexity of the

resultant effect, it may never be possible to deduce accurate pre-

dictions as to the time and particular mode of their occurrence.

Indeed, the results which have been already derived from the series

of combined observations in this country, fully justify the wisdom and

forethought of those who were instrumental in establishing them.

Although their organization was imperfect, the observers, in most

cases, untrained, and the instruments of an inferior character, yet

they have furnished data which, through the labors of Redfield, Espy,

and Hare, whose memories are preserved in the history of science,,

have led to the establishment of principles of high theoretical inter-

est, as well as of great practical value. Among these I need here

mention only the fact now fully proved that all the meteorological

phenomena of at least the middle and more northern portions of

the temperate zone are transmitted from west to east. The passage

of storms from one part of the country to the other was noticed by Dr.

Franklin on the occasion of observing an eclipse of the moon. He
showed that our northeast storms are felt successively later and later

as the point of observation is further to the northeast ; that they

arrive last at the extreme northeastern portions of our continent.

We DOW know, however, that the successive appearance of the

storm at points further along the coast is due to the easterly move-

ments, sideways as it were, of an atmospheric disturbance, greatly

elongated north and south, and reaching sometimes from Canada to

the Gulf of Mexico. Hence to persons residing along the seaboard

the phenomenon would appear to have a northwardly progression, on

account of the northeasterly trend of the coast; yet the storm notun-

frequently reaches Bermuda simultaneously with Nova Scotia.

Few persons can have failed to observe the continued motion of the

higher clouds from the west, or to have recognized.the just meteor-

oscopy of Shakspeare in a well-known passage:

"The weary sun hath made a golden set,

And by the bright track of his fiery car

Gives token of a goodly day to-morrow."

The breaking forth of the sun just before his setting shows that

the rear of the cloud which has obscured his beams has, in its east-

erly course, reached our horizon, and will soon give place to an un-

obscured sky.

It must be observed, however, that all the storms which visit our

coast are not of this nature; those denominated cyclones, and which sel-

dom extend far into the interior, are probably of a rotatory character.
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These usually commence in the Caribbean sea, move first toward the

northwest, and gradually curving round before they reach our lati-

tude, take an easterly direction, as has been shown by Redfield and

others.

The first practical application which was attempted of the prin-

ciple we have mentioned was made by this Institution in 1856;

the information conveyed by telegraphic despatches in regard to

the weather was daily exhibited by means of differently colored

tokens, on a map of the United States, so as to show at one view the

meteorological condition of the atmosphere over the whole country.

•At the same time publication of telegraphic despatches was made
in the newspapers. The system, however, was necessarily discon-

tinued at the beginning of the war, and has not yet been resumed.

Similar applications have since been made. in other countries, par-

ticularly in England, under the late Admiral Fitzroy; in France, un-

der Leverrier; and still later, in Italy. In the last-mentioned country

tabular statements are to be published annually, comparing the pre-

dictions with the weather actually experienced.

The British government has also recently introduced the system of

telegraphic meteorological predictions into India. The cyclone of

October, 1864, which did such damage to the shipping in Calcutta

and destroyed the lives of sixty thousand persons, called special at-

tention to the subject. The Asiatic Society of Bengal estimated the

cost of such a system at 67,000 rupees, (about §30,000,) a sum which

the government hesitated to appropriate, though it decided to fur-

nish the necessary instruments and an allowance of fifti' rupees a

month to the assistant at the telegraph station at Saugor, on the sea-

board to the southward of Calcutta, -in the direction from which the

most severe storms approach that port.

It must be evident, from what we have said in regard to the move-

ment of storms, that a system of telegraphic meteorological predic-

tions would be at once more reliable and of more benefit to the

eastern coast of the United States, than those made in England and

France, on the western coast of Europe, could possibly be to those

countries, since the disturbances of the atmosphere which reach them

advance from the ocean, while the majority of those of a similar nature

which visit especially the middle and eastern portions of our coast,

come overland from a westerly or southwesterly direction, and their

approach may be telegraphed in some cases many hours before their

actual arrival.

But the expense of the proper establishment of a system of this kind
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can only be defrayed by the general government, or some organiza-

tion in possession of more ample means than can be applied by the

Smithsonian Institution to such a purpose. This will be evident from

the fact which we have mentioned of the cost of the establishment

of a similar system in India, and from a report of a committee of the

two houses of Parliament appointed to consider certain questions

relating to the meteorological department of the Board of Trade.

From this it appears that the amount expended during the eleven

years ending with 1865 was 45,000 pounds sterling, or an average

of about $20,000 a year. The same committee recommend that

meteorological observations at sea be continued under the direc-

tion of the hydrographic office of the admiralty, and an appropria-

tion of XI, 500 annually be made for instruments, and for discussion

and publication of results, .£1,700; making a total of X3,200.

For weather statistics on land, the annual sum of £4,250, includ-

ing instruments, discussion, and publications, is recommended, and

for telegram storm warnings, X3,000,' making a total annual ex-

penditure of £7,450 for the land, and a grand annual total for land

and sea of X10,450, or $52,250.

The present would appear to be a favorable time to urge upon

Congress the importance of making provision for reorganizing all the

meteorological observations of the United States under one combined

plan, in which the records should be sent to a central depot for dis-

cussion and final publication. An appropriation of $50,000 annually

for this purpose would tend not only to advance the material interest

of the country, but also to increase its reputation. It would show

that although the administration of our government is the expression

of the popular volition, it is not limited in its operation merely to

objects of instant or immediate utility, but that, with a wise prevision

of the future, it withholds its assistance from no enterprise, however

remote the results, which has for its end to advance the well-being of

humanity.

It is scarcely necessary at this day to dwell on the advantages which

result from such systems of combined observations as those which the

principal governments of Europe have established and are now con-

stantly extending. I may, however, in passing, briefly allude to some

facts which may not at once occur to the mind of the general reader.

They enable the mariner to shorten the time and diminish the danger

of the passage from one port to another by indicating to him the

route along which prevail, at a particular season of the year, the

most favorable winds for bis purpose. They also furnish the means
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by which the sailor is taught the important lesson, which has saved

thousands of lives and millions of property, namely, that of finding

the direction of the centre of the cyclone, and of determining the

course in which he must steer in order to extricate himself from the

destructive violence of this fearful scourge of the ocean. To the

agriculturist they indicate the character of the climate of the country,

and enable him, with certainty, to select the articles of culture best

adapted to the temperature and moisture of the region, and which,

in the course of a number of years, will insure him the most profita-

ble returns for his labor. They furnish the statistics of the occur-

rence of sterile years and of devastating storms, which may serve as

the bases on which to found insurance institutions for protection

against the failure of crops, and thus give to the husbandman the

same certainty in his pursuits as that possessed by the merchant or

thc'ship-owner. They may also afford warning of the approach of

severe frosts and violent storms in time to guard, at least in "some

degree, against their injurious effects. To the physician, a knowledge

of such results as can be obtained from an extended system of obser-

vations is of great importance, not only in regard to the immediate

practice of his art, but also to the improvement of his science. The

peculiar diseases of a region are principally dependent on its climate;

an extreme variation of temperature in a large city is invariably at-

tended with an increase of the number of deaths. The degree and

variation of the moisture at different times and in different places

have also a great influence on diseases, and the more the means of

studying the connexion of these elements and the corresponding con-

dition of the human body are multiplied, the more will the art and

the science of medicine be improved. I may mention that scarcely

a week passes at the Institution in which application is not made for

meteorological information relative to different parts of this country,

with the hope to improve the condition, if not restore the health, of

some patient. The knowledge, however, which at present exists as

to the connexion of climate and disease, particularly in relation to

our own countr}^, is, in comparison to what might be obtained, of

little significance.

No other part of the world can at all compare with this country in

the conditions most favorable to the advancement of meteorology, by

means of a well-organized and properly sustained system of combined

observations ; such a system extending from east to west more than

two thousand miles would embrace in its investigation all the phe-

nomena of the great upper current of the return trade-wind, which.
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continually flowing over us at a high elevation, carries most of the

disturbances of the atmosphere eastward. It would also include the

effects produced by the polar and equatorial currents as they contend

for the mastery along the broad valley which stretches without inter-

ruption from the arctic circle to the Gulf of Mexico, and would settle

•with precision the influence of the great fresh-water lakes in amelio-

rating the climate of the adjacent regions. But above all, in a popu-

lar view, it would furnish the means more effectually than any other

system of predicting the approach of storms and of giving the ships

of our Atlantic coast due warning of the probability of danger.

Collections.—In the preceding reports an important distinction has

been made between the collections of the Institution intended for

the immediate advance and diffusion of a knowledge of natural his-

tory, and the museum intended for popular exhibition; while the for-

mer is in strict conformity with the catholic spirit of the bequest,

and can be prosecuted in due relation to the various other branches

of knowledge, having each an equal claim on the bounty of the fund,

the latter is principally local in its character, and demands a per-

petual outlay of a portion of the annual income, which tends contin-

ually to increase with the additions to the number of objects exhib-

ited, and finally to absorb all the resources of the establishment.

Although the museum has been principally restricted to the mainte-

nance and exhibition of the articles of the exploring expeditions of the

government, and to such type specimens as might serve to illustrate

the publications of the Institution, yet its cost has exceeded that of

all the active operations which have rendered the name of Smith-

son favorably known in every part of the civilized world. This

statement will not be thought incorrect when it is considered that to

its account may justly be charged the absorption of the annual inter-

est of the money expended on the building, a sum which will now
be greatly enhanced by the cost of the restoration.

I have thought it important to refer to this point in almost every

annual report, in order that what I deem a fundamental policy of

the Institution should be kept constantly in view, namely, the preser-

vation of the income of the Smithsonian fund as untrammelled as possi-

ble, and free t(j be applied to assist in the solution of any scientific

problem which may present itself, or in any other way to extend the

present bounds of human knowledge. A well replenished purse, un-

incumbered with debt and free to be applied to any purpose, is a

source of power as important to an establishment for the advance or

diffusion of knowledge as it is to an individual.
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By these remarks I do not intend to disparage the value of public

museums; so far from this, I can freely say that I consider them of

great importance as a means of intellectual improvement, of rational

enjoyment, and as receptacles of interesting materials for the use of

the student in any branch of learning. By the foregoing remarks I

merely wish to urge the fact that an establishment of this kind,

worthy of the seat of government of the United States, can only be

supported by appropriations from Congress, and to express the

opinion that so large an expenditure in the imperfect attempt to

found a museum by means of the Smithson bequest will in time be

abandoned, and the whole of the income devoted to the more cosmo-

politan objects of the Institution.

In the last report a general account is given of what has been

done by the Institution towards forming such collections, and

during the past year this portion of the general operations has been

carried on with unabated success. Although it might appear that

the older settled portions of the country had been thoroughly laid

under contribution, yet new questions are continually arising, and

attention is devoted to less obvious features, as the subject of natural

history is more minutely pursued. But still there are vast portions

even of the United States which remain in a considerable degree un-

explored. In the eastern portion the explorations in 1865, under

the auspices of the Institution, have been chiefly confined to the col-

lection of materials for the illustration of the work on North Amer-

ican Oology, in preparation by Dr. Brewer. In the west, the labors

interrupted by the death of the lamented Captain Feilner have been

resumed, under the direction of General Sully, in the neighborhood

of Devil' s lake, Dakota. From Idaho, collections made by Dr.Hitz have

been received, and from Arizona the valuable series collected by As-

sistant Surgeon Coues. The latter consist of mammals, birds, rep-

tiles, insects, and plants. Doctor Coues has also made miuute notes

on the habits and peculiarities of the animals of the region explored,

and is now engaged upon a report of the results of his labors.

It has been frequently stated in previous reports that the Institu-

tion has entered into friendly relations with the officers of the Hud-
son's Bay Company, and, from the active co-operation which has taken

place, large collections of interesting specimens relative to the nat-

ural history of the country, valuable meteorological observations, and

ethnological records have been derived.

In March last the Institution received upwards of thirty large cases

from this source, containing immense numbers of specimens illustra-
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ting the flora, fauna, and the anthropology of these northern regions.

For the larger portion of these collections we are specially indebted

to Mr. R. R. Macfarlane of Fort Anderson.

The services of Governor Mactavish, in forwarding his own and

other valuable notes which accompany the collections, were also of

great importance, and, as in previous cases, the boxes were delivered

by the Hudson's Bay Company at Fort Garry, after thousands of

miles of transportation, free of charges. •

The opportunity afforded of adding to the collections of the Insti-

tution by the expedition to connect the United States and Russia by

a line of telegraphic communication, was too important to be neg-

lected. The directors of the company engaged in this enterprise

early called upon the Smithsonian Institution for information in re-

gard to the contemplated route, and besides receiving maps and

other data relative to the geography and climate of the country,

Mr. Kennicott, who had spent several years under the auspices of

the Institution in Arctic America, was warmly recommended to them

as a person well qualified to assist in the undertaking. The company

also received valuable suggestions as to the best Vm'e from Professor

Baird, and, in return for these services, facilities have been afforded,

under Colonel Bulkley, in charge of the expedition, for making col-

lections in natural history, &c., on a liberal scale. A prominent po-

sition was given to Mr. Kennicott in the survey, and a number of

assistants were selected from young men who had also been in

training in this Institution: the notes and collections which may be

made by them will be transmitted to Washington for discussion and

the publication of such results as may be important in the advance of

science.

The telegraph company not only afforded facilities for making the

collections, but also contributed, as did the Chicago Academy of

Sciences, to lessen the expense to the Smithsonian fund in the pur-

chase of the necessary articles comprising the outfit of the natural-

ists of the expedition. The first set of duplicate specimens will

properly belong to the Chicago Academy, and the remainder will be

distributed in the manner best adapted to facilitate the researches of

those who are engaged in the study of the special branches of science

to which the specimens may pertain.

In the southern part of the continent, explorations have continued

to be made. Colonel A. J. Grayson, who has previously been a

contributor, has examined the islands off the coast of Mexico, and

has discovered a number of new species of birds; also Mr. Charles
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Laszlo and Dr. Sartorius, to whom we have been indebted for me-

teorological observations, have continued their contributions to the

natural history of Mexico.

A scientific survey of the Isthmus of Yucatan has been undertaken

by Governor Salazar y Ilarregui, and, on the recommendation of the

Institution, Dr. Arthur Schott was engaged to superintend the nat-

ural history branch of operations; and the collections, of which many

package have already reached us, are all to be sent to this Institution

for examination previous to the publication of an account of the re-

sults obtained.

Dr. H. Berendt has commenced, under the auspices of the Insti-

tution, an exploration of British Honduras and the interior of Gua-

temala. The outfit of physical instruments and apparatus, and

supplies, for collections of natural history, were principally furnished

from the Smithsonian fund, while the personal expenses were borne

by a subscription of a number of gentlemen interested in the advance

of science, and by the Academies of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia

and Chicago.

The explorations in Costa Rica by Dr. Von Frantzius and Mr.

Carmiol have continued to add large numbers of specimens to our

collections, no region of America, according to Professor Baird, hav-

ing yielded of late years so many new species of birds.

Valuable collections have been made by Mr. Holland, Captain Dow,

Mr. Hicks, and Mr. Chapman, in Central America.

From South America collections have been received from Mr.

Walter S. Church and Professor W. E Nation, in Peru; Dr. Her-

ing, from Paramaribo; Mr. De Lacerda, Mr. Goodwin, and the Natural

History Museum of Rio, in Brazil. For the latter donation, made b}'-

order of the Emperor of Brazil, we are specially indebted to the

kindness of Mr. Lisboa, former Brazilian minister to the United

States,

Large collections have also been received from the West Indies,

principally made by Mr. Charles Wright, Mr. N. H. Bishop, Dr.

Gundlach, Mr. March, Professor G. N. Allen, Mr. Robert Swift, and

Mr. George Latimer, the deficiencies in our series from this region

having been largely supplied during the year.

In accordance with the policy of the Institution, collections are not

generally requested from the Old World, except in certain cases where

they are desired for comparison by those who are engaged in special

investigations. We have, however, during the last year, received a

series of the eggs and skins of the birds of Palestine, presented by

Mr. Tristram.
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Distribution and use of Specimens.—The policy of rendering the

specioiens as conducive as possible to the immediate promotion of sci-

ence has been constantly observed, and for this purpose not only

have new specimens been furnished to those engaged in original in-

vestigations, but the duplicates of such as have been examined have

been made up into sets for distribution.

From the materials principally furnished by the Institution, Dr.

Gill has prepared a synopsis of North American seals, about to be

published by the Essex Institute of Massachusetts, and has continued

the description of new species of fishes. He has also examined the

skulls of Mammals in the collection, and among them has made the re-

markable discovery of a peculiar generic type of tapirs, still living

on the Isthmus of Panama, but which has escaped the notice of pre-

vious investigators.

Ample materials have also been furnished Professor Baird for the

preparation of an additional part of his review of American birds,

and the means have been furnished Dr. Bryant, Mr. Cassin, and Mr.

Lawrence, for prosecuting their investigations in relation to orni-

thology. A large number of reptiles have been sent to Professor

Cope, of Haverford College, Pennsylvania, including a series from

Arizona and Central America; the new species will be described in

the proceedings of the Philadelphia Academy of Natural Sciences,

and a more elaborate monograph of the whole is to be presented

for publication to the Institution. Dr. Brewer has been supplied with

eggs and nests of birds, for the continuation of his work on North

American Oology, the first part of which was published in the elev-

enth volume of Smithsonian Contributions.

In all cases where assistance is thus extended to individuals in the

prosecution of their particular studies, there is an implied understand-

ing that full credit shall be given to the Institution for the facilities

afforded. This condition has generally been properly observed, al-

though in some few cases the acknowledgment has not been quite so

explicit as the benefits received would appear to demand.

So extended has become the field of modern science that divi-

sion of labor is here as essential as in the mechanic arts, and a mas-

tery of principles and details can only be the reward of attention con-

centrated an a few branches; as, therefore, the organization of this

Institution does not contemplate the support of a corps of professors

engaged in a comprehensive cultivation of science in all its branches,

but would rather invite the aid and procure the collaboration of

those who may be disposed to render gratuitous service for the fur-

therance and advance of knowledge for its own sake, many of the
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specimens which are sent to us for identification, particularly those

of a rare character, are forwarded for examination to persons at a

distance, During the past year the insects received, as usual,

have been placed in charge of the Entomological Society, of Phila-

delphia; the plants have been sent partly to Dr. Torrey, and partly

to Dr. Gray, for study and arrangement. The minerals have been trans-

mitted to the School of Mines of Columbia College, New York. In all

cases the specimens are to be assorted and labelled, the most perfect

suite to be returned to the Institution, and the reniainder properly

divided into sets for distribution.

References have also been made during the past year of questions

in the line of natural history to Professor G. J. Brush, Isaac Lea, esq,

,

Dr. Jos. Leidy, A. Agassiz, J. P. Lesley, Dr. Haldeman, Dr. Allen,

Thos. Bland, W. G. Binney, G. W. Tryon, jr.. Dr. W.Stimpson, Dr.

J. Le Conte, S. H. Scudder, P. R. Uhler, W. H. Edwards, Edw.

Norton, E. T. Cresson, and Dr. H. C. Wood, jr.

It is gratifying to be able to state that in no case has a favor of

this kind been refused by any one qualified to render the desired ser-

vice ; indeed the time and labor bestowed on the affairs of the Insti-

tution by its collaborators might well be a matter of surprise to

those who are themselves scarcely influenced by other motives than

the pursuit of gain. In this respect the liberalizing tendency of sci-

entific studies is strikingly manifest.

In the winter of 1859-'60 Mr. P. P. Carpenter, a well known con-

chologist, who had been requested by the British Association for the

Advance of Science to prepare a report on the shells of the northwest

coast of America, visited Washington, and was requested to arrange

and label the extensive collection of shells of the Smithsonian Insti-

tution, preparatory to the distribution of the duplicates. These con-

sisted of the specimens collected by the United States Exploring

Expedition, under Captain Wilkes, and other expeditions instituted

by government, together with those collected by individuals under

the direction of the Institution:

The work, however, proved far too extensive to be completed by

Mr. Carpenter before his return home,and it was therefore concluded

to send tlie collection to him in England, where he Avould have an

opportunity of performing the work under the more favorable con-

dition of comparison with the great collections of that country. The

boxes were transported across the Atlantic gratuitously, through the

kindness of Sir E. Cunard, passed through the English custom-house

without search, and arrived safely at the Warrington Museum, of
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which Mr. Carpeuter was at the time one of the scientific cura-

tors.

"In one respect, "says Mr. Carpenter," it was fortunate for the future

interests of American malacology that the work was undertaken at

the time. It was part of the plan to duplicate, for American stu-

dents, names in the celebrated Cumingian collection, the largest in

the world, and containing the principal part of the types described

and figured in the modern monographs. Mr. Cuming himself liber-

ally and kindly undertook to compare the shells of the Institution

with his own. This great and wearisome labor he performed gra-

tuitously, in order that he might give a fair starting point to Ameri-

can students. The only expense was that of transportation and

clerk-hire. Shortly after the completion of the work, Mr. Cuming

died, to the irreparable loss of the students of malacology, to whom
he was always ready to render assistance whenever the interests of

science would be thereby advanced." " When the duplicates of the

Smithsonian collection shall have been distributed to the schools, col-

leges, and museums of the American continent, and students not yet

born shall be thereby enabled to make an accurate beginning in this

interesting and useful branch of study, it is hoped that the name of

Hugh Cuming will be remembered with grateful respect, as the man
to whose incessant labors during a long life is due the gathering

together of the largest series of known forms of shells, and to whom
they owe the naming of the principal part of their collection."

Mr. Carpenter does not claim for the naming of these specimens

entire freedom from error; the names given represent simply, neither

more nor less, those in Mr. Cuming's cabinet, as identified by him-

self during the years 1861 to 1865, that is, the names of the more re-

cent monographer, whether right or Avrong. It is believed, hou^ever,

that there is no other collection of shells on the continent of Amer-
ica of an equal number of species which can lay claim to even this

moderate standard of accuracy.

The several objects to which Mr. Carpenter s attention was directed

were as follows:

First. To make the permanent collection of the Institution as com-

plete as possible by advantageous exchanges in England and else-

where.

Second. To arrange the first-class duplicates of those which had a

special scientific value for distribution to the establishments where

they would be most generally useful.

5s
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Third. To make up the remaining specimens into series for dis-

tribution to colleges and other educational establishments.

Of the first-class series, the following distribution has been made,

viz: Museum of Comparative Zoology, Cambridge; Academy of Sci-

ences, Philadelphia; State Cabinet of Natural History, xVlbany; Geo-

logical Survey of Canada, Montreal; Academy of Natural Sciences,

San Francisco. The specimens of these sets, as we have said before,

are of great scientific value for original comparison in the way of

determination of species, since they have been labelled after careful

comparison by Mr. Carpenter and other authorities in conchology.

A very inadequate conception was at first entertained of the amount

of labor which would be required to complete the assorting and la-

belling this part of the Smithsonian collection of natural history. It

w^as thought that it might be completed in the course of a few

months. Mr. Carpenter has, however, devoted to it about four years

of continued labor. It must be observed at the same time that per-

haps a considerable portion of this period was devoted to a comple-

tion of the series intended to be preserved in the Smithsonian mu-

seum.

The specimens examined by Mi-. Carpenter have all been returned

to the Institution, made up into sets, in accordance with the arrange-

ment previously described. The number of these sets and of other

collections of shells for distribution to colleges, academies, <fec., is

about 1.000, the whole including about 60,000 species and 250,000

specimens. Of these about one-fourth have been distributed.

According to the statement, of Professor Baird, the whole number

of specimens, including shells which have been distributed, amounts

to upwards of 124,000, of which 19,000 have been presented to va-

rious establishments during the past year.

Museum.—As the public museum of the Institution occupied the

portion of the building constructed of fire-proof materials, it escaped

destruction by the fire; yet the smoke and water to which they were

exposed caused some damage to the specimens, and much labor and

expense were requisite to restore them to their proper appearance.

The museum has continued to be an object of interest to the citi-

zens and visitors of "Washington, and should the library of the Insti-

tution be transferred to the Capitol, space will be found in the cases

of the west wing for increasing the number of articles placed upon

exhibition. Among the collections we have a large number of speci-

mens to illustrate ethnology. In addition to those collected by the

Exploring Expedition under Captain "Wilkes, are all those which
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have been obtained in the various explorations across the continent;

from the Hudson's Bay Company; from the region of Nootka sound,

Mexico, Central and South America. We regret that on account of

the additional labor required in the renovation of the museum, and

for want of space, these interesting collections have not yet been fully

arranged and labelled for exhibition.

We may add, in this connexion, that if Congress shall adopt the

proposition now under consideration to take charge of the library,

we shall entertain the hope that it will in due time make provision

for the establishment and care of a museum worthy the government

of the United States, and thus relieve the Smithsonian fund of a bur-

den to which, in strict accordance with what I have always conceived

to be the proper interpretation of the will of the founder, it ought

not to be subjected.

In the report for 1863 mention is made of the presentation of a

large and remarkable meteorite to this Institution, to which the name

had been assigned in California of the " Ainsa " meteorite. Ac-

knowledgments were duly made to Dn J. D. Irwin, surgeon United

States army, for his services in behalf of the Institution in procuring

this interesting specimen; but from additional facts which have come

to our knowledge we are induced to add the name of this gentleman

to the specimen, and to label it the " Irwin-Ainsa meteorite."

For an account of the work done in the museum, a complete list of

donors to the museum and collections since the commencement of the

Institution,! would refer to the annexed statement of Professor Baird.

Lahoratonj and experiments.—The conflagration which destroyed

the cabinet of apparatus of physics did not extend to the chemical

laboratory, and consequently the operations connected with the latter

have not been interrupted. The series of experiments which were

mentioned in the last report in relation to the examination of the air

of the Capitol has been continued by Dr. C. M. Wetherill, and a

very elaborate report prepared on the subject to be submitted to the

Secretary of the Interior. This report not only gives the result of the

observations made in the halls of Congress, and the experiments at

this Institution, but also a synopsis of all the authentic facts from the

bibliography of the subject, which it is believed will be considered

of value to those who are practically engaged in those departments

of mechanical construction which require attention to temperature

and ventilation. From the investigations it appears that there is an

abundant supply of fresh air forced into the chambers of the Capitol,

but that in winter this is greatly deficient in the quantity of moisture
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necessary to form a comfortable and salubrious atmosphere. It must
be evident that if in an isolated space in winter we desire to have
air of the same salubrity and temperature as in an open space in
pleasant weather in summer, we must artificially impart to this air
not only the same degree of heat, but also an equal amount of mois-
ture.

In an atmosphere entirely devoid of moisture the human body ex-
hales with great energy from every pore of the skin, and especially
from the luugs, and all the more delicate parts of the mucous membrane.
Such an exhalation of moisture in the ordinary condition of the body
would be far too great to allow of a healthy equilibrium between the
natural excretion and assimilation, and it is with prevision, derived
from long experience, that the savage anoints his body when exposed
to an atmosphere rendered arid by refrigeration, to prevent excessive
exhalation. The tendency of vapor to exhale from the body diminishes
with the force of vapor already in the surrounding atmosphere, and a
perfect equilibrium can only take place with air entirely saturated, at
a temperature of 98°. But at the temperature of zero almost all the
moisture of the atmosphere is condensed, and hence the tendency of the
body in the open air in winter to give off its vapor would be excessive,
were it not for the condensation of the vapor immediately around the
body and retained in the interstices of the clothing. If, however, the
surrounding air, without additional moisture, be heated to 70°, all

obstruction to evaporation is removed, and excessive exhalation is

the consequence. Beside this the equalization of the temperature is

much more perfectly effected in case of air properly supplied with
moisture.

These considerations, we think, are very much neglected in the
processes which are adopted for warming and ventilating in this
country. At least in the public buildings in the city of Washington,
the means of supplying an adequate amount of moisture have not
been provided, or, if provided, are not habitually employed. It is

intended, however, during next winter, to continue the observations
in regard to this matter, and to extend them to the principal public
buildings connected with the government.

It has been mentioned in previous reports that a series of experi-
ments was made in regard to the physical qualities and economical
values of different kinds of illuminating materials for light-house pur-
poses. Unfortunately all the notes of the experiments which had
been made on this subject were destroyed in the fire, and during the
past year the principal portion of time which I could spare from
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other duties was devoted to the reproduction and extension of the re-

sults previously obtained.

During the past year I devoted about three weeks, in connexion

with Commodore Powell and Mr. Lederle, of the light-house service,

to investigations in relation to sound as applicable to fog signals,

and obtained results of sujficieut practical value to determine with

considerable precision the policy of the Light-house Board in regard

to this branch of aids to navigation.

As usual, various questions have been referred to the Institution by

different departments of the government for solution, and these have

in all cases received proper attention, and such reports have been

made as would suffice to an intelligent decision in regard to them.

The Institution is constantly applied to for the examination and

analysis of specimens of ores. Where such examination requires no

special labor, the information has been gratuitously given; but where

quantitative analysis is desired, and the information is for the ad-

vancement of private interests, a charge is always made sufficient to

repay the actual cost of the investigation

Exchanges.—The system of international scientific and literary

exchanges has been maintained and extended by the Institution dur-

ing the past year. Seventy-seven large boxes, containing 1, ITG par-

cels, were sent to our foreign agents in 1865, and 60 boxes, contain-

ing 5,000 parcels, received from them.

These packages, as in former years, contain the publications of the

Institution, public documents, transactions of societies, and scientific

works, by individuals, besides specimens of natural history. The
cost of this branch of the general operations is very large, and would

indeed far exceed the means of the Institution were it not for the

liberal aid received from various parties interested in the advance of

science. For favors of this kind thanks continue to be due to the Bre-

men, the Hamburg, the Cunard, and the Pacific steamship lines, and

to the Panama Railroad Company: all these have generously transport-

ed the packages of the Institution free of cost. Acknowledgments are

due to the Adams, Harnden, and Wells & Fargo express lines for

the carriage without charge of smaller packages, and of larger ones

at a very reduced rate. To Sir E. Cunard, F. Probst & Co. , Oelrichs

& Co., and Kunhardt & Co., of New York, and to Lefiraan & Gut-

heil. of Vera Cruz, thanks have been tendered for important privi-

leges granted by them or through their influence. Mr. George Hiilier,

of New York, and Mr. Samuel Hubbard, of San Francisco, agents of

the Institution in those cities, have continued their valuable services.

It may be proper to state that great care is exercised in the
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instructions wliicli have been given to our agents to transmit nothing

in the boxes to the Institution which is not a donation, all purchases

being excluded on account of the present tariff regulations.

For the statistics of the exchanges see the annexed tables in the

report of Professor Baird.

Library.—The library has received during the past year, through

our system of exchanges, 54T octavo, 201 quarto, and 19 folio vol-

umes, 3, 256 pamphlets and parts of volumes, and 183 maps and charts,

making a total of 4,206.

The work on the catalogue of transactions of learned societies and

of scientific journals has advanced so far that all those of foreign

countries have been finished, while those of America are now in the

hands of the printer.

The suggestion has been made in previous reports that consid-

erable relief might be afforded to the Institution by the transfer of

its library, under certain conditions, to the new and spacious halls

which Congress is providing for its own library, and the importance

of the proposition has been much enhanced by considerations con-

nected with the recent disaster. The west wing of the building, in

which the library is now contained, is not fire-proof, and is already

filled to overflowing. To provide another depository for it, which

shall render it entirely secure from fire and be sufficient for its con-

tinued increase, will far exceed the means of the Institution, and,

although some inconvenience would be experienced in regard to

ready access to the books, yet, in consideration of the great value

of the collection, by far the most perfect of its kind in the United

States, it has been thought proper to ask Congress to allow the de-

posit of this library to be made in one of the new fire-proof rooms

preparing for the extension of its own collection of books.

I am informed by Mr. Spofford, the librarian of Congress, that

these two new rooms will be sufficient to accommodate the Smithson-

ian library and to furnish space for the growth of the Congressional

library for the next fifteen or twenty years. The object of the

transfer is, of course, not to separate this unique and highh' prized

collection of books from its relations to the Smithsonian Institution,

for it must still bear its name and be subject to its control, but merely

to deposit it where its preservation will be more certain and its use-

fulness more qxtended.*

* Since the preparation of this report an act of Congress has been passed authorizing' the

deposit of the library in one of the new rooms of the Capitol. This arrangement, while it

secures the safety of the books, will facilitate the researches of the student, since, in the same

suite of apartments, he will have free access to two libraries. (See Proceedings of the Board

in this volume.

)
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"Penomd" <fthe I,Muiw..-ln the aauual .-oports for a m.mber

of years past no other account has been given of the per^onnd of the
.

InsSuton than a reference to the principal assistants or a casual

llu on the others ;
but as special inquiry on th.s po.n has been

Id by some of the new Regents, and as some changes wdl probably

Take p ace on account of the fire and the transfer o the hbrary is

aleled advisable on this occasion to give the offic a Po-t.on and 0,

duty of the several persons connected wth the estabhshment. This

formation is perhaps the, more necessary in order to prevent m.s-

apprehension, and in some cases to protect the pubhc from h

representations of designing persons, who, though never having had

any connexion with the Institution, or only a very temporal y o. sub-

ordinate one, have assumed to belong to the corps of its officers

The act Congress which organized the Institution chrected the

appointment of but one executive officer, who, under the name of

ZTec" tary should have "charge of the building and property

ftafd iSion," be keeper of the museum, and perform the d^ les

of librarian, thus confiding to him the general direction of affais

under he c ntrol of the Board of Regents, and investing him with th

sole espousibility for the judicious and the efficient conduct of all

tsactfons of th'e Institution within the Vr^^^^^^<^^:;^^^
.^_

order, however, better to enable him properly to d schaige the im

porta;t and arduous duties devolved upon him, he - «- • ^
^

he consent of the board, "to employ assistants " By the adopt on

of such an arrangement it was no doubt intended to secure nnitj of

action and efiiciency of co-operation among all who might be actuaUj

engac^ed in carrying out the novel and interesting objects o the be

nuest The importance of this provision of the law was. however,

either' not apparent at first or was lost sight of in the eavly pioceed-

i;.s of the board. The Secretary, instead of being allowed the se ec-

tio°n of assistants upon his own judgment and responsibility when

permission had once been obtained for making the appointments was

required to submit his choice to the approval of the R^S^^'^'
^f

' "';

in ; considerable degree, to abridge ^^ power of control As migh

have been anticipated, this deviation from the original '"tent on of

the act did not succeed in practice; dissensions soon arose as to the

exact apportionment of the income by the Secretary to the seve a

objects of the programme, in which the superintending pai-t.es we.e

awlrently interested, as well as in regard to the direction which each

assistant might exercise as head of a department, and maintaining a

separate and independent direction and official correspondence. To
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obviate these difficulties, and to determine for himself and his

successors the character of his official position, the Secretary was con-

strained to resort to a rightful exertion of his authority, as plainly ex-

pressed in the law, and, without an appeal to the board, to reorganize

his corps of assistants. The majority of the Regents fully approved

of this course, and, to prevent difficulty in the future, repealed the

regulation relative to the division of the income, adopting at the same

time a resolution offered by the late Judge Douglas, that no official

letter or communication pertaining to i.he affairs of the Institution

should be written except under the authority and by the direction of

the Secretary. Under this arrangment, which has now been in opera-

tion twelve years, all the affairs of the Institution have been con-

ducted with harmony, and, as I venture to think, with an efficiency

which evinces the wisdom of the provision for securing conformity

of purpose and unity of action.

In the reorganization of the personnel of the establishment, the

Secretary employed as his first assistant Professor Spencer F. Baird,

and as chief clerk William J. Rhees, each of whom receives a perma-

nent salary, affixed by a resolution of the Board of Regents to their

respective offices. Other assistants are employed on such terms as

the Secretary may think just.

It is evident, from the plan of organization, that the duty required

of the assistants is of a clerical rather than a scientific char-

acter, since service of the latter kind, as has been fully shown,

can alwa^'s be obtained from the collaborators without charge, or

from experts employed for the occasion and paid in proportion to the

time of engagment. Although the terms of the reappointment of Pro-

fessor Baird prescribe that he shall render assistance in any line of

duty in which the Secretary may require his aid, yet on account of

his zeal in the cultivation of natural history, and his skill and expe-

rience in the collection and arrangement of specimens, his labors have

principally been assigned to such objects. He has likewise had

charge of the business of exchanges, and in part also of the print-

ing and correspondence. To Mr. Rhees has been assigned the duty

of superintending the accounts and auditing all the bills of expendi-

tures made by the Secretary and authorized under the general ap-

propriation of the Regents, while he has at the same time acted as

paymaster and assisted in the official correspondence.

Another assistant, Mr. William Q. Force, of this city, who has

been for several years connected with the Institution, has charge

of the meteorological materials which are constantly accumulating.
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and of the preparation of the monthly account of the weather for

publication in the bulletins of the Agricultural Department
;
one half

of his salary is paid by the Commissioner of Agriculture and the

other half from the Smithson fund.
i

• .1,^

An assistant is also required to attend to the care of the books m the

library, and another to prepare the catalogue of the transactions of

learned societies now in the press, and to perform the cler.cal duties

connected with the system of foreign exchange. The former ser-

vice for the last few years has been rendered by Dr. Theodore Gill,

who, at the same time, has continued his investigations in regard to

zoology. The latter duty has been performed by Miss Jane Turner,

the stter of the lamented Professor Turner, whose name occurs so

frequently in the previous reports of the Institution.

As one of the maxims to be observed in the policy of the Institu-

tion but few persons are to be permanently supported by its funds.

This maxim has been strictly observed in regard to the principal as-

sistants, but it must be evident that, in the case of so large a building

and its contents, and so many and various operations to be attended

to, a number of employes will be constantly required. The con-

nexion of these, however, with the Institution is considered of

a temporary character, their numbers being increased or diminished

as circumstances may indicate. Of this class the following is an

enumeration of. those employed before the fire. The number has

since been reduced: j - „

1 A ianitor, who resides in the buildiBg, on the grounds, gives

information to visitors, acts as messenger, and has a general care of

the property at all times. 2. A curator of the museum, who keeps

the specimens in a proper condition for exhibition, performs the work

of a taxidermist in setting up specimens of birds, mammals, and

other animals. 3. A machinist, who assists in preparing experi-

ments for the illustration of lectures or for original research, who

has charge of the apparatus, the gas and water pipes, the furnaces,

and the repairs of IL metal parts of the building. 4. A carpen-

ter, to make cases, trays, packing boxes, furniture and to attend to

the repairs constantly required for the building. It has been ound

from experience that the salaries of the last two employes aie much

less than the annual cost of repairs of carpentry and metal work by

the employment of outside parties. 5. Night watchmen. P.ev ou

to the fire but one of these was employed, but it was found that

the service was too much for the health of an ordinary individual

and consequently it has been necessary to employ another, the whole
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twenty-four hours being nearly divided between them. 6. Laborers
daily required for cleaning the building after the hours in which it is'

open to the public, attending to fires, &c.
Besides the assistants who receive a salary, a large amount of labor

has been given the Institution, without pay, by persons interested in
the study of natural history, or who have been engaged in explora-
tions and make use of the facilities afforded by the library, and col-
lections in preparing their reports. To most of these, rooms, warmed
and lighted, have been assigned in the building, and lodging apart-

Z^""^^ Vt *'''"'''• ^^^"^ *^"'^ '''^ ^^^ ^^^tion the names of
Mr. F. B. Meek, Dr. W. Stimpson, Dr. Gill, Mr. R. Kennicott, Dr.
E. Coues, Dr. H. Allen, Dr. E. D. Cope, and Mr. A. D. Brown.
The laboratory has been under the care, for the last few years of

Dr. B. P. Craig, now of the medical department of the army and
also of Dr. Wetherill, just appointed Professor of Chemistry in the
new^ college at Bethlehem, Pennsylvania. The remuneration they
received was either from the government or from private parties on
account of researches principally of an economical character.

Fr^- the purpose of conducting the foreign exchanges, it has been
found necessary to have agents in such central positions as may en-
able us to distribute the books and specimens most effectually to
various parts of the Avorld, and to collect the returns intended for
t^iis county. The following are the agents at present employed :

Dr. ^ehx Flugel, Leipsic
; Gustavo Bossange, Paris

j William Wes-
ley, London

; Fred. Muller, Amsterdam.
The collaborators, to whom references have so frequently been

made, include all the prominent cultivators of original science in this
countiy. They have all, with scarcely an exception, rendered assist-
ance m supporting, directing, and advancing the Institution. Its op-
ponents have been mainly those who have been misinformed as to its
character and labors, or have been disappointed in the desire to ad-
vance personal interests through its means.

Respectfully submitted.

JOSEPH HEXRY,
Secretary Smithsonian Institution.

January, 1SG6.
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REPORT OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY, SPENCER F. BAIRD, RELATIVE TO EXCHANGES,

COLLECTIONS OF NATURAL HISTORY, &.C.

Durino- tlie past year C7S principal packages of various kinds—boxes, bales,

or bundles—were received at the Institution, and 508 sent out from it by the

different express, railroad, or steamship lines.

The fio-ures given above, however, do not represent the entire number of par-

cels received by the Institution, or made up and transmitted by it, since, as will

be seen by the subsequent tables, seventy-seven alone of the parcels scut out

were boxes for our agents of exchange, containing 1,176 parcels, thus increasing

the preceding enumeration by 1,100. Again, of the packages received 60 were

boxes from Europe, containing at least 5,000 parcels, making a total of at least

5,600 received, and of about 1,600 transmitted.
n , t •

As usual, the principal statistics connected with the exchanges of the Institu-

tion will be given in a series of tables, marked, respecti.vely. A, B, C, and D.

A.

Receipts of looks, ^r., hi/ exchange, in 1865.

Volumes, Octavo ^^7
Quarto - - 201

*'* — 707

Parts of volumes and pamphlets :

Octavo 2,070

Quarto ^^^

1 CO
Maps and charts

'^

Total ^
As the corresponding receipts in 1S64 amounted to 3,686, it will be seen that

1805 exhibits an increase of over 500 volumes and parts of volumes, thus indi-

cating that this source of supply to the library of the Institution exhibits no

symptom of diminution.
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D.

Addressed pacTcages received hy tlic SmitJisonian Institutionfrom Europe,for
distribution in America, i?i 1865.

c ^

ALBANY, NEW VORK.

Albany Institute

Dudley Observatory
New York State Agricultural Society

University of the State of New York
State Library
State Medical Society
Prof. J. Hall
Franklin B. Hough
Colonel Jewett

AMHERST, MASSACHUSETTS.

Amherst College
Prof. C. U. Sh'epard

ANN AlVBOR, MICIHGAX.

Observatory
University of Michigan
Dr. Brunnow
Dr. J. C. Watson
Prof. A. Winchell

ATHENS, OHIO.

Ohio University

AUBURN, NEW YORK.

New York State Lunatic Asylum

AUGUSTA, MAINE.

State Lunatic Hospital

AUSTIN, TEXAS.

Lunatic Asylum

BALTOIOKE, MARYLAND.

Maryland Historical Society

Maryland Hospital for Insane
Mount Hope Institution

Dr. John G. Moiris

Dr. A. Paetsch

BLACKWELL'S ISLAND, NEW YORK.

New York City Lunatic Asylum

BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA.

Indiana State University

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS.

American Academy of Arts and Sci-

ences

Ameiican Statistical Association

3

14

24
2

31

2
7
1

I

101
'1

BOSTON, MASS.—Continued.

Board of Agriculture
Boston Lunatic Hospital
Boston Society of Natural History.

.

Bowditch Library
Geological Survey of ^Massachusetts
Historical Society of JIassachusetts
New England Historico-Genealogical

Society
North American Review
Prison Discipline Society
Public Library
State Library
F. Alger ,

Alvan Clarke
Dr. John Dean
Mrs. E. Everett
Prof. J. D. Everett
Colonel J. D. Graham
Dr. B. A. Gould
A. A. Hayes
John R. Motlev
Prof. W. B. Rogers
S. H. Scudder

BRATTLEBORO', VERMONT.

State Lunatic Asj'lum

BRUNSWICK, MAINE.

BoAvdoin College
Historical Society of Maine

BURLINGTON, NEW JERSEY.

W. G. Binney

BURLINGTON, VERMONT.

University of Vermont

CAMBRIDGE; MASSACHUSETTS.

American Association for Advauce-
ment of Science

American Ephemeris and Nautical
Almanac

Astronomical Journal
Harvard College
Museum of Comparative Zoology
National Academy of Sciences

Observatory of Harvard College

Perkins's Institution for Blind

Alex. Agassizr
Prof. L. Agassiz
Prof. G. P. Bond
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D.

—

Addressedpackages received by the Smithsonian Institution, Sfc.—Cont'd.

CA3IBRIDGE, MASS.—Continued.

Prof. H. J. Clark
Prof. Ferrel

Prof. W.Gibbs
Dr. B. A. Gould
Colonel J. D. Graliaiu

Prof. Asa Gray
G. W. Hill

T. Lynmu
Prof. Jules J\Iarcou

A. Ordway
Prof. B. Peirce
T. H. Safford

Prof. J. Winlock
J. E. Worcester
Prof. Wright..-
Prof. Wymau

CHAPEL niLL, NORTH CAROLINA.

University of North Carolina

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

Chicago Academy of Sciences

Mechanics Institute

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Cincinnati Lancet
Dental Register of the West
Historical and Philosophical Society

of Ohio
Mercantile Library
Observatory
Prof. G.A.Schmidt

CLINTON, NEW YORK.

Observatory of Hamilton College
Dr. C. H. F.Peters

COLUMBIA, SOUTH CAROLINA.

State Lunatic Asylum

COLUMBIA, MISSOURI.

Geological Sm-vey of Missoui'i

State Library
University

COLUMBUS, oino.

Lunatic Asylum
Ohio State Board of Agriculture
Leo Lesquereaux
W. S. SullivHut

c tp

1

1

1

CONCORD, NEW H.-iMPSHIRE.

New Hampshire Historical Society
State Lunatic Asylum

,

DAYTON, OHIO.

Southern Ohio Lunatic Asylum

DELAWARE, OHIO.

Ohio Wesleyan University

DES MOINES, IOWA.

State Library

DETROIT, MICHIGAN.

Michigan State Agricultiual Society

DORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS.

Dr. E. Jai-vis

ELIZABETH, NEW JERSEY.

O. A. Brownson

ERIE, PENNSYLVANIA.

Rev. L. Olmstead

FALL RIVER, MASSACHUSETTS.

Niels Arnsen

FLATBUSH, LONG ISLAND, N. Y.

Kings County Lunatic Asylum

FRANKFORD, PENNSYLVANIA.

Friends' Asylum for Insane
,

FRANKFORT, KENTUCKY.

Geological Survey of Kentucky

FULTON, MISSOURI.

Lunatic Asylum

GAMBIER, OHIO.

Kenyon College . .

.

Prof. H. L. Smith.

GEORGETOWN, D. C.

21

10

Georgetown College
Dr. A. Schott ......

Mrs. Arthur Schott .

10
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D.

—

Addressed packages received by tlie SmitJi^onian Institution, ^r.—Cont'd.

GERMAKTOWX, PESXSYLVAXIA.

Dr. Theiss

GREEN'CASTLE, IXDI.VN'A.

Indiana Ashbttry University

HAJMDES, MASSACHUSETTS.

Rev. C. W. Everest

HASHLTOX, NEW YORK.

Madison University

HASOVER, NEW HAMPSHIRE.

Dartmouth College

HARRISBCRG, PEXXSYLXAJOA.

State Lunatic Hospital

State Library

HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT.

Historical Society of Connecticut
Retreat for Insane
Trinity College
Young Men's Institute

Hon. H. Barnard

HOPKINSVILLE, KENTUCKY.

Western Lunatic Asylum

HUDSON, OHIO.

Western Reserve College -

INDL4NAPOLIS, INDL4NA.

Indiana Historical Society

Indiana Hospital for Insane
Prof. Kirkwood . .^

INMANSVILLE, WISCONSIN.

Scandinavian Society

IOWA CITV, IOWA.

Io^^•a State University

Prof. Hinriclis

IRVINGTON, NEW YORK.

Clarence King

10

^ s

JACKSON, LOUISLiXA.

Insane Asylum

JACKSON, >nssissn»pi.

State Lunatic Asylum

JACKSONVILLE, ILLINOIS.

Illinois State Lunatic Hospital

JANESYILLE, WISCONSIN.

State Institution for the Blind

KALA5IAZOO, MICHIGAN.

Mchigan Hospital for Insane

L.\NSING, >nCHIG.\N.

State Agricultural College

LEBANON, TENNESSEE.

Cumberland University

LEWISBURG, PENNSYLVANIA.

ITniversity

LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY.

Eastern Lunatic Asylum

LOUIS\aLLE, KENTICKY.

Historical Society of Kentucky
University

J. L. Smith

LYNN, MASSACHUSETTS.

Miss Maria MitcheU

»L*DISON, WISCONSIN.

Historical Society of Wisconsin
Observatory
Skandinaviske Presseforening
State Library
University
Wisconsin State Agricultural Society

>nDDLETOWN, CONNECTICUT.

Wesleyan University

UHLL CREEK, OHIO.

Ltinatic Asylum
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D.

—

Addressedpackages rcceimdhy the Smithsonian Institution, S^.—Continued.

MILLEDGEVILLE, GEORGIA.

State Lunatic Asylum

MILLTOWN, MAINE.

George A. Boardman

MONTPELIER, VERMONT.

State Library..

MONTREAL, CANADA.

Natural History Society...'

MOUNT PLEASANT, IOWA.

Iowa Wesleyan University

NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE.

State Lunatic Asylum
University

NEW BRUNSWICK, NEW JERSEY.

Geological Survey of New Jersey

NEWBURG, OHIO.

Lunatic Asylum

NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT.

American Journal of Science and Arts

American Oriental Society

Yale College

Frank H. Bradley

E. J. Chapman
Professor J. D. Dana
Professor E. Loomis
Professor O. C. Marsh
Professor IL A. Newton
Professor B. Silliman

Professor Twining
Professor W. D. Whitney

NEW OXFORD, PENNSYLVANIA.

Dr. G.Pfeiffer

NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA.

New Orleans Academy of Sciences

NEWPORT, RHODE ISLAND.

' United States Naval Academy ....

6 s

39
19

21

1

1

30
8
3
3
17

1

1

21

NEW YORK, NEW YORK.

American Ethnological Society
American Geographical and Statistical

Society

American Institute

American Missionary Society
Astor Library
Bloomiugdale Asylum
Columbia College
Historical Society
Mercantile Library Association

New York Academy of Medicine . .

.

New York Journal of Medicine
New York Lyceum of Natural History
University of the City of New York..
Professor Chandler
Dr. J. W. Draper
Professor T. Egleston
General J. C. Fr6mont
H. Grinnell

Mr. Harlan
G. N. Lawrence
C. F. Loosey, (consul general, Aus-

tria)

Colonel C. B. Norton
Edward Norton
Baron Ostensacken, (consul general,

Russia)
Temple Prime
E. G. Squier

NORTHAMPTON, MASSACHUSETTS.

State Liinatic Asylum
B. S. Lyman
J. D. Whitney

NORWICH, VERMONT.

Norwich University

OSWEGO, NEW YORK.

Raphael Pumpelly 1.

OXFORD, OHIO.

Miami University

PEORIA, ILLINOIS.

Dr. F. Brendel

PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA.

Academy of Natural Sciences

American Pharmaceutical Society..

.

American Philosophical Society

27
VZ

1

12
1

7
1

2
1

1

58
5
1

5
4
()

7

150
11

88
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D. Addressedpackages receivedhy the Smithsonian Institution, Sfc.—Continued.

PHILADELPHIA, PENN.—Coutinued.

Central Higli Scliool

Central High School Observatoiy

Dental Cosmos ----

Entomological Society of Philadelphia

Franklin Institute

Girard College

Historical Society of Pennsylvania. .

Library Company - - - -

Pennsylvania Institute for the Blind.

Pennsylvania Horticultural Society .

Penn's Hospital

State Lunatic Hospital
• Wagner Free Institute

C. A. Blake
Miss Bouvier
Breckinridge Clemens
H. C. Carey
John Cassin

E. D. Cope
E. T. Cresson
W. M. Gahb
A. B. Grote

Dr. Isaac Hays
Dr. Isaac Lea
Dr. John Le Conte
Professor J. Leidy
Professor J. P. Lesley

B. S. Lvmau
B. V. Marsh
Dr. J. Aitken Meigs
Professor Morton
Franklin Peale

Dr. W. Sharswood
George W. Tryon, jr

ProfessorWagner

PINE LAKE, WISCONSIN.

Scandinavian Society

PITTSBURG, PENNSYLVANIA.

Western Pennsylvania Hospital for

Insane

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Society of Natural History..

Neal Dow

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY.

College of New Jersey

Professor Alexander

A. D. Brown
Professor A. Guyot

PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISL.\ND.

Brown University

Butler Hospital for Insane

Rhode Island Historical Society.

Professor Caswell

2
3
]

3

21

1

4

2
1

8
1

1

13
1

1

1

2
3
2
1

1

1

2
7

4

8
3
1

2
G
1

1

4

11

1

QUEBEC, CANADA.

Observatory

RALEIGH, NORTH CAROLINA.

Insane Asylum

ROCHESTER, NEW YORK.

University of Rochester •

Professor Dewey
P. L. Holzer
Dr. Ward -

SALEM, MASSACHUSETTS.

Essex Institute

A. S. Packard

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA.

California Academy of Natural Sci-

ences
Geological Survey
W.P. Blake
Mr. Trask
Dr. Wedekind -

ST. LOUIS, JHSSOURI.

Deutscher lustitut fiir Befordering

von Wissenschaften
St. Louis Academy of Sciences

St. Louis University

J. G. Bernays
Dr. G. Engelmaun
Dr. Adam Hammer

i N. Holmes
i Mr. Schuster
: Dr. B. F. Shumard

i

Professor G. C. Swallow
Dr. H. A. Prout

SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS.

McLean Asylum

SPRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS.

Professor Esbjom

STAUNTON, VIRGINIA.

Western Lunatic Asylum

STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA.

California State Lunatic Asylum

* TAUNTON, MASSACHUSETTS.

Massachusetts State Lunatic Hospital

29
1

5
1

1

6
108
2
1

9
2
1

1

14
1

1
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—

Addressed packages received hytlie Smithsonian Institution, Sfc.—Continued.

TREXTOX, XEW JERSEY.

New Jersey State Lunatic Asylum.

TOROXTO, CAXAPA.

Canadian Institute

Rev. Charles J. S. Bethuue

URBiVNA, OHIO.

tJrbana University

L'TICA, NEW YORK.

State Lunatic Asylum

VANDALIA, ILLINOIS.

Historical Society of Illinois .

WASHINGTON, D. C.

Army Medical Museum
Bureau of Ordnance and Hydro-
graphy

Department of Agriculture
Engineer Bureau
German Relief Association
Government Hospital for Insane
Library of Congress
National Observatory
Secretary of War
Statistical Bureau
Surgeon General's Office

United States Coast Survey
United States Patent Office

War Department
Prof. A. D. Bacbe
Prof. S. F. Baird
Gen. J. G. Barnard

1

29
J

2d
2
5

93
1

1

23
36
128

3
29
12
1

O §D

d-a

\
^

WASmxGTOX, D. c.—Continued.

M. S. Bebb
Admiral C. H. Davis
General W. H. Emory
S. Ferguson
George Gibbs
Prof. T.Gill
Capt. J. M. Gilliss, U. S. N.

.

Mrs. Gillis

Dr. F. V. Hayden
M. Heilprin

J. E. Hilgard
J. C. G. Kennedy
Professor Newcomb
Dr. Peter Parker
Mrs. Schoolcraft

Charles A. Schott

Dr. W. Stimpsou

WATERVILLE, MAINE.

WaterviUe College

WEST POINT, NEW YORK.

U. S. Military Academy

.

Captain J. H. Chase

WILLIAMSBURG, VIRGINIA.

Eastern Lunatic Asylum

WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS.

American Antiquarian Society

Massachusetts State Lunatic Hospital

ZELIENOPLE, PENNSYLVANIA.

G. C. Holls

Total of addresses
Total of parcels ..

345
2,368
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Additions to tlie collections of tlie Institution.

The total number of different donations in 'llie year has amounted to one
hundred and fifty-fiv'e, contained in two hundred and fifty-seven packages.
This number is not equal to that of some previous years, as shown by the fol-

lowing tables ; but the character of the collections received is in no way in-

ferior, and embraces much new and unworked material.

Table slwwing the number of donations to tlie collections since 1859.

Keccived in 1S59, of different donations, , 302
1860, " 404
1861, " 157
1862, " 124
1863, " 241
1864, " 171
1865, " 155

The table of receipts for the year, however, by no means expresses the re-

sources in this respect of the Institution.

In addition to the mechanical work of cleaning the specimens which were
exposed during the fire, and in restoring labels, &c., considerable progress has
been made in the identification and systematic arrangement of the specimens.
All the collections received have been unpacked, and proper labels of locality

and other items of personal history affixed, the different specimens placed where
they belonged, and those that would not admit of being immediately put in

hand for investigation, were boxed, labelled, entered in the record-book, and
stored where they will be readily accessible when wanted.

Much of the labor done in connection with the specimens received during the

year, and to a less extent with those previously in the collections, has consisted

in the writing labels for the same, and entering them with corresponding numbers
in the record, books of the Institution. The following tables will show what
has been done in this respect, and a reproduction of a similar table from last

year's report will show what additions have been made. In further illustration

of the ):)rogress made in this work, I add also the records of two or three year's

interval since the commencement of the collections of the Institution.

Table showing the entries in the rccord-boolcs of the Smithsonian collections in

1864 and 1865, as icell as various 2^rcceding intervals.

1851. 1855. 1858. 1.8G0. 1862. 1864. 1865.

Skeletons and skulls. ..

Mammals
Birds
Reptiles

Fishes
Eggs of birds

Cnistaceons
Mollusks
Radiates
Fossils

Minerals
Ethnological specimens.
Annelids

912

3,700

2,050
1,200
4,42r-

Total. 4,612
I

7,675

3,413
3, 226
11,390
4,370
1,J36
1,032
939

25, 506

4,

4,

20,

4,

2,

4,

350
575
875
683
975
425
979
832
308
705
132
550

55,389

4,750
5,900

26, 157

6,311
4,925
6,000
1,287

10. 000
2,675
2,100
3,725
825
109

74,764

6, 275
7,782
35,111
6,543
5,404
8, 700
1,287

10, 525
2, 725
5, 4«7

4,925
1,048

110

95,922

6,609
8,416

40,554
6,544
5,583
9,939
1,287

18, 103
2,725
5,907
4,940
1,125

110

111,847
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From the preceding tables it will be seen that the average entries per year,

for fifteen years, have been about 7,450, and that those for 1865 amounted to

15,925, the difference between the summations for 1SG5 and 1S64. This, how-
ever, includes about 7,600 entries of shells made during several yeai-s past by
Mr. Carpenter, and only reported in 1SG5.

As repeatedly explained in previous reports, it is only in case of the osteo-

logical specimens, the mammals, and the birds, that each entry necessarily re-

lates to but one specimen. In the other departments all of the same kind,

from one locality, and collected at one time from the same donor, may have
but a single entry number, although this number should be affixed to all the
specimens. The average of specimens to each entry cannot be determined ac-

curately, but it is probable that five will not be too high, thus giving as the
total number of specimens catalogued over half a million.

The following tables present an enumeration, somewhat approximate indeed
in some cases, of the specimens of different kinds, as well as the names and ad-
dresses of the parties receiving them, whether public or private. Many of the
latter have made contributions of greater or less value to the Institution, which
were then reciprocated ; and some required the specimens for scientiHc investi-

gation. From very few of the institutions, however, has anything been ever
received, nor is any expected.

Approxi??iate (able of distribution of duplicate specimens hy the Smithsonian
Institution from the beginning to the end of-—



36 LIST OF DONATIONS.

LIST OF DOXATIOA'S MADE TO THE COLLECTIONS OF THE SMITHSONIAN INSTI-

TUTION IN 1865.

Abbot, G. J.—Indian relics, minerals, &c. ; various localities.

Adcanson, J. C.—Noddy tern, and other specimens in alcohol, from the At-
lantic ocean.

Allen, Prof. Geo. N.—Collection of birds of Jamaica.

Armstrong, 31. K.—Grasshoppers, Dakota.

Arnold, Jas. G.—Shells and marine animals, Bermuda. *

Ash, H. C.—Fossil fish from Dakota.

Baird, S. F.—Skin of Buteo fennsylvaniens, Maine.

Bishop, N. li.—Collection of birds from Cuba.

Blackburn, Chas. and Geo.—Eggs of birds from Iowa.

Boardman, G. A.—Skins and eggs of birds.

Botleri, Sig. M.—Plants and shells of Orizaba.

Boston Society of Natural History.—Skins of hares from IVEassachusetts.

Brass, TV.—Zoological collections from the Mackenzie Eiver district, Hudson
Bay Territory.

Brooks, O. N.—Skins and eggs of roseate tern from Connecticut.

Bulklcy, Col. Chas. S., (Director Russian overland international telegraph

expedition.)—Zoological and botanical collections made by Robert Kenuicott

and assistants in Nicaragua and California.

Butterjield, W. W.—Nest of bird, Indiana.

Carmiol, J.—Collection of mammals and birds of Costa Rica.

Cassin, J.—Cryolite, Greenland.

Chapman, W. G.—Twelve jars reptiles, U. S. of Colombia.

Christie, W. J.—Skin of black rabbit. Fort Edmonston.
Church, W. S.—Collection of birds of Peru.

Copc77ian, A. J.—Mounted slides for microscope containing infusoria,

Coues, TJ. S. A., Dr. Elliott.—Collection of vertebrata from Arizona.

Crocker, Allan.—Skins aud eggs of birds of Kansas.

Dayton, E. A.—Collection of marls from Virginia.

Doiv, Captain J. M.—Birds and marine invertebrates, Avest coast of Central

America.

Edvionds, J. II.—Clay stones and concretions, Vermont.
Edwards, Amory.—Seven skins of birds of Honduras.

Eichwald, Dr. Ed.—Plumbago collected by M. Siderow from the Lower
Tungouski, Siberia.

Elliot, D. G—Jlounted specimens of Penclopinac.

Evans, Gov. J.—Jaw of Titanotherium, Colorado.

Fcilncr, Cajyiain John.—Skins of birds, mammals, &c., collected during Gen-
eral Sully's expedition on Upper Missouri.

Flctt, Jas.—Zoological collections from the Mackenzie River district.

Frantzius, Dr. A. von—Collection of birds of Costa Rica.

Goss, B. F.—Nests and eggs of birds of Kansas.

Gcmdct, C. P.—Zoological collections from the Mackenzie River district.

Gibbs, Georgr.—Infusorial earths from Nevada Territory.

Goodwin, Mr.—Skins of birds of Brazil.

Grayson, Colonel A. J.—Collection of birds from ]Mazatlan, Tres Marias, and
Socorro, Mexico.

Gundluch, Dr.—Mounted birds and eggs from Cuba.
Gunn, Donald.—Zoological collections from the vicinity of Red River settle-

ment.

Hamlin, Prof. C. E.— Vireo fhiladdphicus, Waterville, Me.
Hayden, Dr. F. V.—Indian dresses, &c., Upper Missouri.
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Hays, Dr. W. W.—Collection of birds, &c., from Soutliern California.

Hepburn, J.—Skins and eggs of birds from Pacific coast.

Hcring, Dr.—Alcoholic vertebrates, Surinam.

Hicks, Fred.—Collection of birds from Panama, Chiriqui, &c.
Hill, Richard.—Specimens of bats, Jamaica.

Hitz, Dr. R. B.—Collection of birds, eggs, reptiles, &c., principally from Fort
Laramie and Laramie Peak.

Holland, H. E.—Skins of birds of Nicaragua.

Huhbarft, Samuel—Collection of California fishes.

Jones, R. Strachan.—Zoological collections from Yukon river.

Kcnnicott R.—See Bulkley.

Lacerda. A. D.—Collection of birds from Brazil.

Laszlo, CAas.—Living Dasyproeta and. collection of vertebrata in alcohol,

Mexico.

Latimer, Geo.—Collection of birds of Porto Rico.

Lea, Isaac.—Collection of minerals, Chester county, Pehna.
Lewis, Geo. T.—Cryolite from Greenland.

Lincoln, C. D.—Four skins Parus atricapillus, Massachusetts.

Lockharl, Jas.—Zoological collection from Yukon river and Great Slave lake.

McCauley Jno.—Skin of Neoioma drummondi, Fort Edmonston.
Macfarland, R. R.—Twenty boxes zoijlogical collections, from Fort Ander-

son and vicinity, Mackenzie River district.

Mactavish, Gov. W.—Coleopterous insects and other specimens from Arctic
America.

Mapes, H. H.—Insects, &c., in alcohol, Michigan.

March, TV. T.—Skins, nests, and eggs of birds, shells, &c., Jamilica.

Merritt, E.—Indian relics. New York.

Middlelon, E. J.—Collection of birds of the District of Columbia.
Moore, Carlton R.—Specimen of continental money.
ISation, Prof. W. E.—Collection of birds of Peru.

New Haven, Yale College.—Birds from Peru.

Poey, Prof. F.—Cuban fishes in alcohol.

Poston, Col. C. D.—Fragment of timber from the Casa Grande of Gila ; hair

bridles and other articles of Indian workmanship from the Pimo villages.

Powers, IV. J.—Insects, &c., in alcohol, Cuba.
Rankin, Colin.—Skins of birds and skulls of bears, Lake Superior.

Riecksecker, S. E.—Eggs of birds, Pennsylvania.

Rio Janeiro, Royal Museum of.—One hundred and thirty skins of Brazilian

birds.

Rothhammcr, S. M.—Skins of birds and mammals, insects, eggs, &c., col-

lected during General Sully's expedition o»n the Upper Missouri.

Salazar y llarregui. Gov.—Zoological, botanical, and other collections made
with the "comision cientifica de Yucatan" by Dr. Arthur Schott, naturalist to

the expedition.

Sartorius, Dr. C.—Birds, reptiles, shells, &c., Mexico.
Schott, Dr. Arthur.—(See Salazar.)

Sclater, Dr. P. L.—Skin of Haliactus leucoccplialus, Nova Scotia.

Sessions, Lewis.—Nest and eggs of birds from Connecticut.

Shimer, Henry.—Collection of birds from Illinois.

Spanglcr, Geo.—Fossils from Indiana.

Squier, E. G.—Fossils and shells from Pera.

Slrehel, G.—Shells from Mexico.
Sully, General.—(See Rothhammer; Feilner.)

Sumichrast, Prof. F.—Collection of birds, mammals, and shells, Orizaba,

Mexico.
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Swan, J. G.—Collections of mannnals, birds, shells, and Indian curiosities

from Paget Sound.

Swift, Robert.—Collection of birds of St. Tbomas and Porto Eico.

Taylor, A. S.—Grasshoppers, southern California.

Thomson, J. H.—Fishes from Buzzard's bay, Massachusetts.

Thurston, W. H.—Minerals from Massachusetts.

Tolman, J. W.—Eggs of birds from Illinois.

Torrey, W.—Stone pestles. New York.

Tristram, Rev. H. B.—Series of skins and eggs of birds of Palestine.

Twitchell, G. S.—Belemnites from New Jersey.

J^alher, R. L.—Skins of birds and mammals, Pennsylvania.

White, Lieut. J. W.—Skins of seals and other mammals, birds, Indian curi-

osities, &c., Puget Sound.
Willis, J. R.—Eggs and skins of birds, shells, &c, Nova Scotia

'

Wolle, A.—Eggs of birds, Maryland.

Wycth, John,—Petroleum from California.



LIST OF ADDRESSES OF FOREIGN INSTITUTIONS

ADDED TO THE

DISTEICUTION LIST OF THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION SINCE 13G2, THE
DATE OF THE LAST PEINTED LIST.

SWEDEN.

Stockholm.—Bureau Central de Statistique cle Su6de.

Bureau de la Kecherclie Geologique de la Su^de.

NORWAY.

Christiania.—Kongeligro Selskab for Norges Vel.

Physiograpliiske Foreuing.

KjlJbenluiTn.—Universitets-Museum.
Zoologisches Museum.

DENMARK.

RUSSIA.

'Moskwa.—^Mus^e Public d© Moscou.
St. Pttershurg.—Bibliothek der Evangelischen Gemeinden.

Commission Imperiale Archcologique.
Entomologiscbe Gesellschaft.

Nikolai Haupt-Stemwarte.

Amsterdam.—Genootschap ter Bevorderiug der Bouwkunst.
Genootscbap ter Bevordering der Genees en Heilkunde.
Muatscbappij : Tot Nut van't Allgemeen.
Vereeniging voor Statistik.

Breda.—Koninklijke Militaire Akademie.
Ddft.—Kon. Instituut voor Taal-, Land en Volkenkunde voor Ned. Indie.

^sGravcnhage.—Government of tbe Netherlands.

Groningen.—Genootscbap to Groningen pro excolendo Jure Patrio.

Haarlem.—Nederlandscbe Maatschappij ter Bevordering van Nijverheid.

Musee Teyler.

Leiden:—Stolpiaansch Legaat.

(JERMANY, INCLUDING AUSTRIA AND PRUSSIA.

Augsburg.—Red. des Wocbenscbrift fiir Tbierbeilkunde uud Viebzucht.

Berlin.—Kon. Ministerinm fiir Handel, Gewerbe und offentlicbe Bauten.
Zoologisclie Museum der Universitiit.

Bremen.—Naturforscbender Verein.
Brilnn.—Naturforscbender Verein.
Bufla.—K. K. Sternwarte.

Chemnitz.—-K. Gcwerbscbitle.
Oifeutliche Handels-Lebranstalt.
Red. der Deutscbe Industrie Zeitung.

Darmstadt.—Grossherz. Hessische CentralsteUe fiir die Landes-Statistik.
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Dresden.—Handels Lehr-Anstalt.

K. Polyteclmische Schule.

Vcrein fiir Erdkunde.
Eisenach.—Grossbeiz. Cavl Friedrich-Gymnasium.

" Real Gynmasium.
Elberfeld.—Wuppertlialer Thicrsclmtz-Verein.

Gottingcn.—Gottingischo Verein Bergmannischer Freunde.
Zoologisches Museum.

Gr&tz.—Steicrmarkiscli-LandscLiafiliche Ober-Realscliule.
Halle,—Konigl. Ober-I3erg-Amt.
Hannover.—Apotlicker Verein in Nord-Deutschland.

Architecten und Ingenieur-Verein.

Historiscber Verein fiir Kiedersacbsen.
K. Polytecbnische Scbule.

Jena.—Landwirtbscbat'tlicbe Institut.

Mediciniscbe NaturwisseuscbaftUcbe Gesellscliaft.

Uuiversitats-Bibliotbek.

Lr.ihach.—Juristisebe Gesellscbaft.

Landshut.—Historiscber Verein fiir Niederbayem.
Leipzig.—Red. der Zeitscbrift der Dcutscbe Landwirtbe.

Verein von Freunde der Erdkuude.
Linz.—K. K. Landwirtbscbafts-GeseUscbaft.
Luxembourg.—Societe pour la Recbercbe et la Conservation des Monuments Historique dans

le Graiid-Ducbe de Luxembourg.
Meseritz.—Koniglicbe Realscbule.
Munchcn.—Baieriscbe Gartenbau Gesellscbaft.

^icsse.—K. Katboliscbe Gymnasium.
Pbilomatbiscbe Gesellscbaft,

Realscbule.

Offenbach.—Grossberz. Handels-Kammer.
Olmutz.—K. K. Gymnasium.

K. K. Ober-Realscbule.
Universitjits-Bibiiotbek.

Prag.—Verein fiir Gescbicbte der Deutscben in Bobmen.
JUgensliurg.— Universitats-Bibiiotbek.
J'.rutlingen.—Red. der Illustrirte Monatsbefte fiir Obst-und Weinbau.
Rostock.—Mecklenburgiscbe Patriotiscber Verein.
Schicerin.—Grossberz. Landcs-Vermessungs-Comission.
Stuttgart.—Monatscbrift fiir Pomologie und praktiscben Obstbau.
Trieste —Societa Scientifico Letteraria della Minerva.
Tubingen.—Anstalt fiir scbwacbsinnige Kinder Mariaberg.
JFeimar.-—Grossherzogiicbe Gymnasium.

Wilbelm-Ernst Gymnasium.
JVien.—Ilydrograpbiscbe Anstalt der Kais. Osterr. Marine.

,
Handels und Gewerbekammer.
K. K. Marine Ober-Commando.

Wiesbaden.—Verein Nassauiscber Land und Forstwietbe.
ff'iirzburg.—Verein fiir Nassauiscbe Altertbumskuude und Gescbicbtsforschung.

SWITZERI.AKD.

B(rn.—Okoaomiscbe Gesellscbaft des Kantons Bern.
Zurich.—Bureau Central Meteorologique de la Suisse.

BELGIUM. m
Bruxelles,—Societ6 Entomologiqne dc Belgique,

Douai.—Societe Roj-ale d'Agriculture de Douai.
Montpellicr.—Academic de Montpellicr; Faculte de M(-decine.

Societe Centrale d'Agriculturc du Dept. de la Herault.
Paris.—Aunales Telegrapbiques.

Arcbives Centrales de Medccine.
Societe Medicale Homooopatbique.

Pcnnes.—Societe des Sciences Pbysiques et Naturelles du Dept. d'llle-et-Vilaine.
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ITALY,

Gcnova.—Societil liguro di Storia Patria.

Milfino —Accadeuiia Fisico-mejico-statisiico di Milano.

Napoli.—.Socictil Ecale di Napoli.

Palermo.—K. lustituto d'lncora^giameuto di Agiicoltura, Arti e Mauifatture in Sicilia.

Siena.—Accademia di Fisiocritici.

SPAIN.

Madrid.—Real Obscrvatorio.

San Fernando.—Real Academia.

GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND

Aberdeen.—University.

Armagh.—Public Library.

Birmingham.—Institution of Mechanical Engineers.
Dublin —Natural History Society of Dublin.
Dumfries.—Dumfriesshire and Galloway Natural History and Antiquarian Society.
London.—Acclimatization Society.

Anthropological Society.

Cambrian Archaeological Association.

Quarterly Journal of Science.

Macclesfield.—Macclesfield Society for Acquiring Useful Knowledge.
Manchester.—Lancashire Independent College.

Nottingham.—United Lunatic Asylum.
Perth.—Murray Royal Institution.

Plymouth.—Plymouth Institution and Devon and Cornwall Natural History Society.

Sandhurst.—Royal Military College,

OTHER PARTS OF THE WORLD.

Constantinople.—Hellenic Philological Society of Constantinople.
St. Helena.—Maguetical and Meteorological Observatory.
Mauritius.—Meteorological Society of Mauritius.

Meteorological Observatory.
Melbourne.—Library of Parliament.

Mining Department.
Mining Institute of Victoria.

Royal Society of Victoria.

Sydney.—Entomological Society of New South Wales.
Buenos Ayres.—Iilnseo Publico de Buenos Ayres.
Halifax.—Nova Scotian Institute of Natural Sciences.

Montreal.—Numismatic and Antiquarian Society.

Rio Janeiro.—Royal Museum.



LIST OF METEOROLOGICAL STATIOXS AND OBSERVERS

OF THE

SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION
FOR THE YEAR 1865.

BRITISH AMERICA.

Kame of observer.

Acadia College
Baker, J.C
Wagnetic Observatory
Muidock, G ,

Rankin, Colin

Station.

Wolfville, Nova Scotia
Stanbridge, Canada East...
Toronto, Canada West
St. John, New Brunwick...
Michipicotou, Canada West

45 06
45 OS
43 39
45 10
47 56

64 25
73 00
79 21

66 03
85 06

Feet.

80

tl08
135
660

A...
T...
A...
A...
B. T

* A Rignities Barometer, Thermometer, Ptiychroiu-
eter, and Rain Gauge.

B signities Barometer.
T signifiea Thermometer.

P signifies Psychrometer.
R signities Ruin Gauge.
N Hignitieg no instrument.

t Above Lake Outario.

MEXICO.
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List of meteorological stations and observers, Sfc.—Coutiuued.

ARIZONA.

Name of observer.
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List of meteorological stations and observers, lVc—Continued.

ILLINOIS—ContinuetL

Kame of obsprver.
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List of meteorological stations and ohscrvcrs, Sfc.—Continued.

KANSAS.

Name of observer.
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List ofmeteorological stations and ohservers, 4'c.—Contimiecl.

MICHIGAN.

Name of observer.
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List of meteorological stations and observers, Sf-.—Continued

NEW JERSEY.
'

Name of observer.
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List nf meteorological stations and observers, Sfc.—Continued.

I

OHIO—Continued.

Name of observer. Station. County.

Haywood. Prof John..
HniJtingtnn, George C-
Hyde, Gustavus A
Hyde, Mrs
Lavhh, Miss'Ollitippa.1
McMillan, .Smith B
Mathews, Joseph McD.
Myers, John U
Kewton, T!ev. Alfred..
I'hillips, R. C
Kankiu, Kev. D M....
Kodgers, A. P
Scluiuber, Hubert A...
Thompson, Rev. David...
Thompson, Prof. H. A .

.

Trembley, J. B., M. D...
Trut, H. A., M. D
Tuckerman. L. B
WUliams. Prof. M. G
Wilson, Prof. J. II

Winchester, Electus D. .

.

Winger, Martin

Kingston ,

Kelley's Island

,

Cleveland

Eaton
East Fairfield .

Hillsborough ..

Smithville
JJorvva^lc

Cincinnati
Cuyahoga Falls

Gallipolis

Ceutriilia

Milnersville - .

.

Westerville
Toledo
Marion
College HUl....
Urbana
College Hill ...

Austinburg . ..

Wooster

Rosa
Erie

Cuyahoga . .

.

Preble
Columbiana .

Highland
Wayne
Huron
Hamilton
Summit
Gallia ,

Marion
Guernsey . .

Franklin
Lucas
Marion
Hamikton
Champaign

.

Hamilton
Ashtabula..
Wayne

39 29
41 3G

41 30

39 54
40 41

39 13
40 52
41 13
39 06
42 00
39 00

83 00
82 42

81 40

84 25
80 44
80,53
81 51
82 43
84 27
81 00
82 00

40 10
40 04
41 ,39

40 35
39 19
40 06
39 19
41 54
40 49

81 45
83 00
62 22
83 08
84 26
83 43
84 25
80 52
81 57

Feet.

692
587

643

1,400
1,152

934

'588'

'ebo

604
1,077
8U0

1,015
800
816
872

A
B. T.R-

fi. T. R.

T
A
A
T
T. R . .

.

B. T. R.
T
T. R . .

.

N
T. R . .

.

A
B. T.R.
T.R...
T. R . .

.

B. T. R.
B. T. R.
B. T . .

.

T

OREGON.

Hindman, S. M. W
Ironside, R. B
WJliis, P. L

Auburn
Albany
Auburn
Salem .

Baker

.

Linn .

.

Baker

.

Marion

44 45
44 22
44 37
44 56

118 16
123 00

123 01

3,300
600

R
R
T
B. T. R.

PENNSYLVANIA.

Bentloy, E. T
Boyers, W. R
Bruckart, H. G
Brwgger. Saiiinel

Clark, Prof A. G ?

Aldrich, Truman H 5
Darlington, Fenelon
Day, 'I'heodore

DutHeld, Henry, M. D....
Eggert, John
Fenton, Elisha
Grathwohl, John
Hance, Ebcnezer
Heisely, Dr. John
Hoffer, Dr. Jacob R
Jacobs, Rev. 5f ?

. Jacobs, H. E 5
James, Prof C. S
Kirkpatrick, Prof. Jas. A.
Kohler, Edward
Martindale, Isaac C
Meehan, Thomas
Ricksecker, Lucius E
Smith, Wm., D..D ....

Spencer, Wi^s Anna ...

Spera, W. H.....
Taylor, John

Tioga
Blairsville

Silver Spring
Fleming

Westchester

Pocopson
Dyberry
Oxford
Berwick
Grampian Hills.

Blooming Grove
Fallsington
Harrisburg
Mount Joy

Gettysburg

Lewisburg
Philadelphia
North Whitehall
Byberry
tiermantovvn
Nazareth
Cannonsburg
Horsham
Ephrata
Counellsville

Tioga
Indiana . .

.

Lancaster .

Centre

Chester . .

.

Chester . .

.

Wayne
Chwtcr . .

.

Columbia .

Clearfield

.

Pike..

Bucks
Dauphin .

.

I^meiKiter .

Adams

Union
Philadelphia..
Lehigh
Philadelphia.

.

Philadelphia..
Northampton

.

Washington .

.

Montgomery .

Lancaster
Fayette

42 00
40 30
40 05
40 55

39 57

39 40
41 .36

39 50
41 05
41 00
41 30
40 12
40 16
40 08

3D 49

40 58
39 57
40 44
40 05

40 43
40 16
40 00

77 00
74 43
76 45
77 53

75 36

75 37
75 19
75 51
76 15
78 40
75 00
74 48
76 15
76 30

77 15

76 58
75 11

75 28
75 00

75 21

80 10
75 11

1,000
1,010

583
1,400

624

60
450
70

936
£50

T.R...
T. R . .

.

T
T. R . .

.

B. T . .

.

T.R...
T
A
B. T. R.
B. T.R.
T. R - .

.

B. T. R.
A
B. T.R.

B. T.R.

A
A
T
N
T
T
B. T. R.
B. T.R.
T. R . .

.

T

RHODE ISLAND.

Caswell, Prof. Alexis.
Crandall, William H.

.

Providence

.

Newport . .

.

Providence 41 49
Newport... 4128

71 25
71 21

A....
T.R.
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List of meteorological stations and observers, ^c-—Continued.

SOUTH CAROLINA.

Name of observer.
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Deaths of observers.

Urban D. Hedges, M. D., Wilmington, Delaware, November 4, 1865.

Royal Mayhew, Indianapolis, Indiana, March, IdOS.

Colleges and other institutions from which meteorological registers were received

during the year 1865, included in the 'preceding list.

Nova Scotia . .

.

Canada
Arkansas
Connecticut
Illinois

Iowa

Kansas
Maryland

' Massachusetts .

.

Jlichigan
Missouri
New Hampshire
New York

Ohio

Pennsylvania

Rhode Island
Tennessee
Wisconsin ..,

Acadia College
Magnetic Observatoiy
Normal School
Weslcyan University
Lombard University .•.

Cornell College
Griswold College
Iowa State University
Agricultural College

St. Timothy's Hall
Amherst College
State Lunatic Hospital
Williams' College
State Agricultural College
St. Louis University

St. Paul's School
Columbia College
Institution for Deaf and Dumb.
Erasmus Hall Academy
Oneida Conference Seminary
St. Francis Xavier's College
University of Rochester
Farmers' College
Otterbein University
Urbana University
Woodward High School
Central High School
Jefierson College
Lewisburg University
Brown University
Stewart College
Beloit College
Wisconsin University Madison

Wolfville.

Toronto.
Helena.
Middletown.
Galesburg.
Mount Vernon.
Davenport.
Iowa City.

Manhattan.
Catonsville.

Amherst.
Worcester.
Williamstown.
Lansing.
St. Louis.

Concord.
New York.
New York.
Flatbush
Cazenovia.
New York.
Rochester.

College Hill.

Wcsterville.

Urbana.
Cincinnati.

Philadelphia.

Canuonsburg.
Lewisburg.
Providence.
Clarksville.

Beloit.
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METEOROLOGICAL MATERIAL CONTRIBUTED IN ADDITION TO THE REGULAR
OBSERVATIONS.

Armstrong, M. K.—Summary of observations at Yankton, Dacota, from
June to December, 1865.

Barclay, Rev. J. T.—Observations at Jerusalem, from June, 1S51, to Janu-
ary, 1855, by ? and from September, 1853, to June, 1859, by
R. G. Barclay, M. D., and M. T. Deniss. Also observations at Jaffa, Palestine,

from April to October, 1859, (except July,) by Rev. J. T. Barclay^ Manu-
script.

Beauchamp, W. M.—Summary of observations for the year 1865, at Skane-
ateles, New York.

Brayton, Wilf/a?n.—Record of the fall of rain in Phillipsburg, St. Martins,

West Indies, during the months of July, August, September, October, Novem-
ber, and December, 1864, copied by William Brayton, from the records of Z.

C Z. Huntington.

British Musemn.—Catalogue of the collection of meteorites exhibited in the

mineral department of the British Museum, with the dates and places where
found, and the weight of each specimen. Four pages 4to. August 1, 1863.

Bureau Central Meterologique de la Suisse, Zurich.—Monthly bulletin of

observations, 4to, at about eighty different stations.

Christiania Ohservatoriuin.—Meteorologische Beobachtungen ; aufgezeichnet

auf Christiania Observatorium. 1837-1863. Christiania, 1865. 4to, 711 pages.

Meteorologiske lagttagelser paa Christiania Observatorium, 1864. Christiania,

1865. 4to, 50 pages.

Glarh, Hendricks.—Table showing the highest and lowest temperature in

each month from observations made daily at sunrise, noon, and sunset; also

the quantity of rain and depth of snow, for the ten years from 1856 to 1865,

inclusive, at New Creek station, Hampshire couiily. West Virginia.

Clough, J. B.—Diagram of daily curve of temperature in Hennepin county,

Minnesota, from December 1, 1864, to December 31, 1865, from observations

taken at morning, noon, and night.

Cunnolly, H.—Observations at Fort Nascopie, Hudson Bay Territory, from
October, 1864, to June, 1865, inclusive.

Delaharpe, J.—Les variations de la pression barometrique ont-elles un effet

sensible sur I'homme dans les Alpes? Par J. Delaharpe, docteur-medeciu.

(Extrait du bulletin, No. 43, de la Socidtd vaudoise des Sciences uaturellcs.)

8vo,, 6 pages.

Doyle, Joseph B.—Observations made at 7 a. m., 12 m., and 6 p. m. at Steu-

benville during the year 1865. One small manuscript book.

Engelmann, George, M. D.—Summary of observations for each month of

1864, and also of the year, at St. Louis. From the St. Louis Medical and Sur-

gical Journal. 22 pages, 8vo.

France, Minister of Public Instruction.—Archives de la Commission scienti-

fique du Mexique. Publiees sous les auspices du Ministere de I'lnsti'uctiou

Publique. Tome premier. Paris, 1865, Svo, 467 pages.

This volume contains the following articles on meteorology : Meteorologie et

Physique du globe, par M. le marechal Vaillant, pages 62-73. Reproduction
des instructions de I'association pour I'avanceraent de I'astronomie, de la phy-
sique, et de la meteorologie, pages 190-210. Des variations hororaires du baro-

metre, par M. le marechal Vaillant, pages 224-239. Instruction pour les obser-

vations meteorologiques des ecoles normales, pages 367-390. Lettre de M. le

marechal Vaillant a M. Charles Sainte-Claire Deville, sur les phenomcnes baro-

metriques, pages 391-397.

Gardiner, Rev. Frederic.—On the ice in the Kennebec river, by Rev. Frederic

Gardiner. 3 pages, Svo.
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Gay, V. P.—Summary of temperature, rain, and cloudiness, for each month
dm-ing the years 1864 and 1865, at York Neck, Adams county, Illinois. 1 page,

foolscap.

Gcsdhcliaft " Isis.''—Zusammenstellung dor Monats- und Jahresmittel aua

den zu Meissen, 1865, angesiellteu taglich dreimaligen meteorologischen Beob-

achtuugen. Im Auftrage der Gesellschaft Isis. Gebauer. One sheet.

Hough, G W—Description of an automatic registering and printing baro-

meter. By G. W. Hough, A. M., director of the Dudley observatory. 22
pages, 8vo.

Huntington, Z., C. Z. Huntington.—(See William Brayton.)

Hi/di', GustavMs A.—Summary of observations at Cleveland, Ohio, for the

year 1865, and for a period of ten years.

HydrograpJiischen Anstalt der kaiserUch-konigUchen Marine.—Reise der

osterreichischen Fregatte Novara um die Erde, in den Jahren 1857, 1858, 1859,

vmter den Befehlen des Commodore B. von Wiillerstorf-Urbair. Nautisch-phy-
sicalischer Theil, III. (letzte) Abtheilung. Meteorologisches Tagebuch. Mit
22 beigebundenen lithographirteu Courskartchen, uiid einer verbesserten AujBage

des Planes No. II. (Mittheilungen der hydrographiscben Anstalt der k. k. Marine,

I. Baud, 3 [letztes] Heft.) Vienna, 1865. 4to, 386 pages. [The observations

were taken according to the directions published by the maritime conference

held at Brussels in 1853, for devising a uniform system of meteorological

observations at sea.]

Jngalsbe, Grenville M.—A list of trees and plants in blossom in the Central

Paik, New York city, on the first day of May, 1865, copied from an authentic

source. Observations upon periodical phenomena in plants and animals from

1860 to 1865, inclusive, by Grenville M. Ingalsbe, South Hartford, Washington
county, New York.

Itch, Willia?n.—Monthly and annual summary of observations kept for the

Young Men's Association at Buffalo, New York, during the year 1865.

Kaiserlich Koniglich Ster7iumrte.—Magnetische und meteorologische Beob-
achtungen zu Prag. Auf offeutliche Kosten herausgegeben von Dr. Jos.G.Bohm.
Dii'tctor, und Dr. Moritz Alle, Adjunct, der kaiserlich koniglich Sternwarte.

Fiinfundzwanzigster Jahrgang : vom 1. Jauuar bis 31. December, 1864. Prag,

1865. 4to, 154 pages.

Kaiserliche Leopoldino-Carolinische dcutsche Academic der Nat?/rforsc/ier.—
Die jahrliche, periodische Aenderung des atmosphiirischen Ozons, und die ozono-.

skopische Windrose als Ergebniss der Beobachtuugen zu Emden von 1857 bis

1664. Von Dr. M. A. F. Prestel, M. d. Iv. L.-C. d. A. Mit drei Figuren. Ein-

gegangen bei der Akademie am 13. Marz, 1865. Dresden, 1865. 4to, 141 pages.

Koninklijk Kcderlandsch Meteorohgisch Instituut—Meteorologische Waar-
nemingen in Nederland en zijne bezittiugen, en Afwijkingen van temperatuur en
barometerstand op vele plaatsen in Europa. Uitgegeven door bet Koninklijk
Nederlandsch Meteorologisch Instituut, 1864. Utrecht, 1865. Oblong folio,

304 pages.

Kongl. Svenska Vetenskaps-Akade7nien.—Meteorologiska Jakttagelser i Sve-

rige utgifua af Kongl. Svenska Vetenskaps-Akademien anstiiUda och bearbetade

under inseende af Er. Edlund. Femte bandet, 1863. Stockholm, 1865. Ob-
long folio, ISO pages.

Lapham, I. A., LL. D.—A table showing the monthly and yearly amount of

rain at Milwaukee, Wisconsin, for the years 1841 to 1865, inclusive, except 1842
and 1853, prepared for the Daily Wisconsin; the years 1843-1848, by E. S.

Marsh, M. D.; 1855-1859, by Charles Winkler, M. D.j and the other years by
1. A. Lapham, LL. D. Newspaper slip.

Leijiziger Univcrsitdts Sternwarte.—Resultate aus den meteorologischen Beob-
achtuugen angestellt an mehreren Orten im Konigreich Sachsen in den Jahren
1848 bis 1863, und an den zweiundzvvanzig Konigl. Sachsischen Stationen im
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Jahre 1864. Nach den monatlicheu Zusammcnstellungen irn Statistischen

Bureau des Koniglichen Mini><terium des Innern bearbeitet von Dr. C. Bruhus,

Director der Sternwarte und Professor der Astrouomie in Leipzig. Erster

Jahrgang, Leipzig, 18G6. 4 to, 152 pages.

. Meteorologische Beobacbtungen angestellt auf der Leipziger

Universitiits- Sternwarte von 1860 bis 1863. Herausgcgeben voii Professor Dr.

C. Brubns, Director der Sternwarte. Mit drei grapbischen DarsteUungen der

Beobacbtungen von G. Scbreiber. (Separatabdruck aus dem viertea Jahres-

bericbt des Vereins der Freunde der Erdkunde zu Leipzig.) Leipzig, IS 65.

8vo, 170 pages.

Logan, Thomas M., M. D.—Report on tbe climate of California, witb a

comparative table of observations at various stations in tbe Pacific States. By
Tbomas M. Logan, M. D., meteorologist to the Board of Agriculture. Printed

slips from tbe Transactions of tbe California State Agricultural Society for tbe

years 1864 and 1865.

Losche, Dr. Gustav Eduard.—Metedrologische Abbandlungen von Dr. Gustav
Eduard Loscbe, Professor der Pbysik am Ivonigl. Polytecbnikum zu Dresden.

I. Ueber periodiscbe Veranderungen des Windes an der Erdoberfliicbe, nach
Beobacbtungen zu Dresden von 1853 bis 1858. Mit 1 litbograpbirten Tafel.

Dresden. 1865. 8vo, 205 pages,

Lyman, Henry M., 3L D.—Observations of the thermometer at sunrise, 9 a.

m., 2 p. m., and 9 p. m., and notes of tbe weather, kept at Hilo, Hawaii, from

June 14, 1852, to June 22, 1853. One small manuscript book.

Macgregor, Charles John, M. A.—Abstract of meteorological observations

for tbe years 1861 and 1862, taken at Stratford, Canada West. 5 pages, 8vo.

Maizenaucr, EngeJbert.—Erdmagnetismus und Nordlicbt. Ein Versucb ibren

Zusammenbang mit Zugrundelegung der B. T. Meissner'scben Wiirmelehre zu

ei'klaren. Bearbei*,et von Engelbert iMatzenauer, k. k. Telegraphen-Iuspector in

Innsbruck. Zweite vermebrte Auflage. Innsbruck, 1861. 8vo. 31 pages.

Maizenauer, Engelbert.—Planeten, Monde, und Meteore. Nacbtrag zu der

Brochure; Vortrag iiber Kometen und Sonnenlicbt, von Engelbert Matzenauer,

k. k. Telegrafen-Directionsratb, Vi<^nna, 1865. 8vo., 15 pages.

May, R. L.—One small manuscript volume, containing notes of the weather

and state of the thermometer, kept at Reading, Pennsylvania, by John H. Raser,

during the years 1857 to 1863.

Mrteorolog/cal Society.—Proceedings of the Meteorological Society; pub-

lished monthly, London. 8vo.

Meteorological Society of Mauritius.—Transactions of the Society, volume 4,

1854, 70 pages, 8vo.; volume 5, 1861, 220 pages, 8vo.; volume 6, 1864, 260

pages, 8vo. Proceedings of tbe Society, 1861, 22 pages, 8vo. ; 1862, 46 pages,

8vo. Observations taken at tbe Meteorological Observatory, Port Louis, Mau-
ritius, in 1862, 7 pages, folio; in 1864, 9 pages, folio.

Monnet, P. A.—Nouveau Procede pour etudier I'Electricite atmospherique.

Par Monnet, P.-A., employe au telegraphe, membre de la Societe industrielles

de Lyon, de I'Association scieutifique de France. 8vo., 12 pages, and plate.

Morris, Prof. Oran W.— Comparative view of tiie temperature for tbe month
of July for tbe years 1854 to 1865, inclusive, showing the maximum and
minimum temperature at 7 a. m., 2 p. m., and 9 p. m. of tbe month, witb tbe

mean temperature of tbe month for each of the years, at tbe Institution for tbe

Deaf and Dumb in the city of New York.

Comparison of the weather for tbe first- six months of the years 1855 and
1865, including tbe means of the barometer and thermometer with the maximum
and minimum; the quantity of rain and melted snow, and tbe dift'erence between

the two years. Also tbe mean monthly temperature, with the quantity of rain,

&c., for each of the years from 1855 to 1865, inclusive; tbe total mean for tbe

six months for those years, and the warmest and coldest of the different months
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for the years named, at the Institution for the Deaf and Dumb in the city of

Kevv York.

Muhry, Adolf, M. D.—Supplement zur klimatographischen Uebersicht der
Erde. Mit einem Appendix enhaltend untersuchungen ueber das Wind system
und eine kartliche Darstellung des Systems der Erd-meteoration. Von Adolf
Miihry, M. D., Verfasser Von "Allgemeine Geographische Meteorologie,"
" Beitrage zur Geo-Physik," u. a. Ilierbei 2 Karten in Steiudrtick und 6 Kart-

chen in Holtzschnitt. Leipzig und Heidelberg, 1865. 8vo., 320 pages.

Munchcn, kovigliche iSternivarte.—Woehenberichte No. 12, vom 17 Septem-
ber bis 23 Septembei-, 1S65: I. Meteorologische Beobachtungen ; II. Magnet-
ische Variations Bt-obaehtungen. 4to. 4 pages.

Navy Department.—Monthly registers from the naval hospitals at Chelsea,

Kew York, Philadelphia, and Portsmouth.
Neicton, H. A.—The determination of the height of auroral arches from ob-

servations at one place. By H. A. Newton. 4 pages, Svo. [From the American
Journal of Science, ]\Iay, lii^'GS.]

New York Skating Club.—Report of the meteorologist of the New York
Skating Club for the season lS64-'65. Neft-- York, 1866. 16 mo., 32 pages.

Obscrvatario magneiico y meteorologico del Real Colegio dc Belen dc la Cam-
pania de'Jesus ev la Ilabana.—Monthly bulletins of observations. Svo.

Observatoire Physique Central de Russie.—Annales de I'Observatoire Physi-
que Central de Russie, publides par ordre de sa Majeste Iiiiperiale, sous les

auspices de S. Exc. M. de Reutern, dirigeant la Ministere des Finances et chef

du Corps des lugenieurs des Mines, par A. T. Kupffer, Directeur de I'Observa-

toire Physique Central. Annee 1862. St. Petersbourg, 1865. 4to, 955 pages.

[This volume contains meteorological observations during the year 1862 at nine

stations in Russia ; also, in a supplement, observations at Glasof and Ourjoum
for the years 1853 to 1863, inclusive.]

CoiTespondence Met('oro]ogique publication annuelle de I'Administration des

Mines de Russie, redigde par A.T. KupflPer, Directeur de I'Observatoire Physique
de Russie et membre de I'Academie des Sciences de St. Petersbourg. Annee
1863. St Petersbourg, 1865. 4to, 126 pages. [This volume contains meteoro-

logical observations for the year 1863, at twenty-five stations in Russia; also,

in a supplement: I. Meteorological results for the year 1863, obtained at Tiflis,

the capital city of Georgia, in Asiatic Russia, arranged in three tables, viz : a,

hours at which the maximum and minimum tempcrarure, barometric pressure,

force of vapor, and humidity, occurred on each day, with lace of the sky, wind,

&c. ; b, hourly variations of thermometer, barometer, force of vapor, and hu-

midity; c, monthly maxima and minima, means of maxima and minima of each
day, and daily variations of meteorological elements. IE. Daily extremes of

atmospheric })ressure, force of vapor, and relative humidity at Tiilis in the year

18G3. III. Means of observations made in the Caucasian provinces for each
month, season, and the year, of the twelve months from December, 1862, to

November, 1863, inclusive. IV. Daily meteorological observations at Chaco-
date, in Japan, from January to JMay, 1863, inclusive, Avith means of the period

from January, 1859, to May, 18()3, inclusive. V. Meteorological Journal at

Blagoweschtchensk, on the Amoor, by Dr. Iloltermann, for January, February,
and March, 1862. VI. Meteorological observations at Wardo, an island in the

Arctic ocean, on the coast of Finmark, Norway, for the year 1864, by M.
Skanne, royal Russian vice-consul.

J

Pain^, Horace M., M. D.—Summary of observations for the year 1865 at

Albany, New York, on two large sheets.

Plantamour, E.—Rccherches sur la distribution de la temperature a la sur-

face de la Suisse pendant I'hiver 1863-'64, par E. Plantamour, professeur.

!M^moire lu a la Sociiite Helvetique des Sciences Naturelles dans sa Seance a,

Zurich, le 23 Aout, 1S6'4. 8v6., 46 pages.
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Resume meteorologique de Tannde 1864, pour Geneve et le Grand St. Ber-
nard, par E. Plantamour, Professeur. Tire d« la Bibliotheque Universelle de
Geneve, Aout, 1865. Geneve, 1865. 8vo., 144 pages.
* Prestel, Dr. ALA. F.—Die jiilirliche und tagliche Periode in der Aenderung
der Windcf'richtungen iiber der deutshen Nordseekiiste, sowie der Winde an deu
Kiisten des rigaisclien und finnisclien Meerbusens und des weissen Meeres.
Von Dr. M. A. F. Prestel, M. d., K. L. 0. D. A. D. N. Mil zwei Figuren.
Eiugegangen bei der Akademie den 1. September, 1863. Besonderer Abdruck
aus Baud XXX, der Verhaudlungen der K. L.-C.'d. A. Dresden, 1864. 4to.

46 pages.

Die Aenderung des Wasserstandes der Fliisse und Strorae in der jahrlicben

Periode, als der jahrlicben periodischen Bu-und Abnahme des atmospbiirischen
Niederschlags und Verdunstung genau entsprecbend, en Beobachtungen nach-
gewiesen von Dr. M. A. F. Prestel in Emden. Extra-Abdruck aus der Zeit-

scbrift des Arcbitecten- und Ingeuieur- Vereius fiir des KOuigreich Hannover.
Hannover, 1865. 4to, 7 pages.

Rascr, John H.—See R. L. May.
Rogers, F. M.—Register of temperature and times of rain during tbe first

twenty-four days of March, 1865, at Virgin bay, Nicaragua.

Royal Society, London.—Greenwich magnetical and meteorological observa-

tions for the year 1863. Quarto, 320 pages.

Sartorius, Charles.—Summary of observations for tue year 1865, at Mira-
dor, Mexico.

Schweizerisch Meteorologuch Coinmission.—Bericht iiber die organisation

meteorologischer Beobachtungen in der Schweiz, August, 1864. 8vo., 120 pages.

Scottish Meteorological Society.—Journal of the Scottish Meteorological So-
ciety for the year 1865, published quarterly.

Societe Meteorologiquc de France.—Annuaire, 1865.

Spaulding, S. C—Temperature at sunrise and noon, also notes of the

weather during the day, observed at South Pass, Union county, Illinois, from
December, 1862, to December, 1865, inclusive.

Trembly, J. B., M. D.—Annual meteorological synopsis for the year 1865 of

observations made at Toledo, Ohio. Pamphlet, 12 pages, 8vo.

Valentine, John.—Summary of observations for the year 1865, near Rich-
mond, Indiana. Also a table showing the depth of water which fell in each
month and year from January, 1852, to September, 1865, inclusive.

Victoria, Government of—Results of the meteorological observations taken
in the colony of Victoria during the years 1859 and 1862, and of the nautical

observations collected and discussed at the Flagstaff Observatory, Melbourne,
during the years 1858 and 1862. George Neumayer, director of the Melbourne
Flagstaff Observatory, Melbourne, Australia, 1864. 4to, 392 pages of text and
49 pages of diagrams. Appended to the above are meteorological tables for the

north and south Atlantic and the southern Indian ocean, 81 pages.

Wilbur, Benjamin F.—Summary of observations for the year 1865, at West
Waterville, Maine. Newspaper slip.

Whitehead, William A.—Summary of observations for the year 1865, at

Newark, New Jersey. Newspaper slip.

Wilson, Plcv. W. D.—A tableexhibitiug the average temperature at Geneva,
New York, for each week in the year, together with the greatest heat and the

greatest cold that has been known in that week, during the fifteen years ending
December, 1865.' Also a table exhibiting the average temperature for each
month, with the hottest and coldest days in each month, together with the aver-

age amount of water- fall for each month, and the average number of days ou
which water falls. Newspaper slip.

Wmnepissiogee Lake Cotton and Woollen Manufacturing Company.—Depth
of rain and melted snow collected in the rain-gauge kept by the company at the
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outlet of Lake Winnepissiogee, in the town of Laconia, New Hampsliire ; also
depth of rain and melted snow collected in the gauge at Lake Village, New Hamp-
shire, about four miles south, on the same stream of water, for the year 1864.

Woff, Professor Dr. Rudo/f.—Schweizerische meteorologische BeobactungeS
herausgegeben von der meteorologischen Centralanstalt der schweizerischen
naturforschenden Gesellschaft unter Direktion von Professor Dr. Rudolf Wolf.
Zurich. 4to, Sept., 1864—Feb., 1S65.

Unknoicn.—Summaiy of temperature and rain at Pennsylvania Hospital,
Philadelphia, for each month in 1864 and 1865; also average of each month
for twenty-six years. Newspaper slips from North American and United States
Gazette.



REPORT OF THE EXECUTIYE COMMITTEE.

The Executive Committee respectfully submit to the Board of Regents the

following report of the receipts and expenditures of the Smithsonian Inst.tut.ou

during the year 1865 :

RECEIPTS.

The whole amount of Smithson's bequest deposited in the treasury

^
of d.e UuUed States is $515,169, from wh.ch an annual mcome

^^^ ^^^ ^^

T^L£S5^:S^^aineJ.;i;ia^^ 3;,,, ,,

^ssi^^^n^^^-.^:^^^^ -•
I12 000 in Tennessee 6 per cent bonds yielding m I860 -

-

$500 in Georgia 6 per cent, bonds, yielding in 1865. --- - • - - - - -

$100 in Washington 6 per cent, bonds, yieldmg m 1865 $6, (but

Pr^lffStlal of coin received as interest from the United
^^^ ^^^ ^^

tosTon iempor^^y d^^oBiis'wUhtheU"^^^^^^^^
Treasurer. ___47S_36

, . ,o^K 55,472 29
Total receipts during Ibbb - - - •

•

^g^ Qg
Balance in hands of the treasurer January, 1865 JJ^4

84,956 37

EXPENDITURES.

:, r u ^ .. $39,121 77
For building and furnituie

14, ] 49 82
For general expenses 9' 5^8 03
For publications and researches -•-••• 8 ' 438 1'^

For library, museum, and gallery ot art
'^ ^ 7 1, 237 74

Balance in the hands of the treasurer January, 1866
.

- - - J3^^
STATEMENT IN DETAIL OF THE EXPENDITURES DURING 1865.

Building: ^3^ 930 71
Reconstruction and incidentals "^

^'^^^ ^g
Furniture and fixtures

[ ^39^ 12I 77

General expenses = , , . „ ^ 123 64
Meetings of the board, (hack-hire, bcc)

1, 207 95
Lighting and heating '

^gg gj^

Postage V;r'Vfl\ 1,084 13
Transportation, general, (freiglits) . - - - - - - - - - - - -

-

Exchanges, (books sent and received to mstitu-
^ ^^^ ^^

tions, expenses of agents, &c.) '
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StationeiT..........
539 01

Ireoeral printing, (circulars, labels, &c.) 270 00
Apparatus 2 'iO
Laboratory, (chemicals, fixtures, glass, &c) 135 26
Incidentals, general, (hardware, tools, materialsfor

cleaning, packing twine, general repairs, &c.) ... 1 G83 89
Extra clerk-hire, (copying) '

273 20
foalaries, (becretary, chief clerk, book-keeper, mes-

senger, watchmen, and laborers) 6^ SOS 00

Publications: 14,149 82

Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge 5 651 18
Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections ".

*. 2' 113 84
Smithsonian reports

'

'

ygg qq
Other publications

"
207 51

Meteorology ..[[[[..[] 827 oO

Library and museum :

^' ^^^ ^^

Cost of books g-fj op
Assistants in library

] 2 300 00
Transportation for library, (freights)

'

100 00
Museuni, salary of assistant secretary, and assist-

ants in museum
4 y^^ 2 ,

Incidentals for museum, (alcohol, mounting speci-
mens, &c.) ';

954 19
Transportation for museum, (freights) 500 00
Gallery of art, (engravings, frames, &c.) 198 00

:
8,438 12

71,237 74

The foregoing statement shows the expenditure during the year, and the bal-

TaZ Zfn\'^ T , VY '''"'"''"• ^^^'
'''''i'^'' however: did not actually

conje into the hands of the treasurer in full from the government until the 11thof January, 1 866, although credited for 1865

o.^thp q'^fr'""
""'? ^^^^'^^<^^^^on of the Solicitor of the Treasury, the interest

ot Januaiy, 1866, was paid by the Secretary of the Treasury in coin, which,being sold at the current prices, yielded the following sums, viz:

1865.

April 28. Sale of 815,455 07, at 48f, yielded $7, 534 34
Less brokerage and United States tax. .

.

61 64

Aug. 8. Sale of $15,455 07, at 43i, yielded 6, 722 96 ^^' ^^^ "^^

Less brokerage and United States tax... ' 60 82

1866. ^'^^^ 14

Jan. 31. Sale of $15,455 07, at 40i, yielded 6, 259 30
Less brokerage and United States tax. .. 60 35

6, 198 95

•
20,333 79
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This sum is placed among the receipts for the past year, which, together with
the balance in the hands of the treasurer at the end of the previous year, made
the total available funds 884,956 37 for the year 1865.

The incidental expenses and the cost of the care of the museum are nearly
the same as in 18G4, but in the previous year $4,000 were received from Con-
gress to defray the expenses, in part, of the care of the government collections

of the exploring expeditions, while, owing to the failure of the appropriation bill,

but S2,000 were received for this purpose during 1865.

The great expenditure, therefore, of the year has been on account of the
building, the particulars of which will be given in the report of the building

committee.

The appropriation received for the preservation of the collections of the
exploring expedition of the United States, has been expended, as heretofore,

under the direction of the Secretary of the Interior, in assisting to pay the
expenses of extra employes in the museum, and the cost of arranging and pre-

serving the articles. The specimens intrusted to the care of the Institution by
government are in a good condition, and the distribution of duplicates to other
museums has bee© continued during the year.

From the examination made by the committee it appears that, notwithstand-
ing the loss and inconvenience in consequence of the fire, the operations of the
establishment have been continued with unabated energy, and that especially

the foreign correspondence and exchanges have been increased rather than
diminished during the past year.

It appears from the statement of the Secretary, and the accounts rendered by
Riggs & Co., bankers of the Institution, that the remainder of the legacy of

Smithson, which amounted to $26,210 6§ in gold, was sold at a premium from
105 to 107:^ per cent., yielding, after deducting the cost of sale and United
States tax,' $54,165 38. This amount was exjjended in the purchase of United
States bonds bearing 7^\ per cent, interest at par. The following is a detailed

statement of the whole transaction :

1864.

June 11. The amount received from Fladgate, Clarke & Finch,

attorneys, London, as the residuary legacy of James £ s. d.

Smithson, was 5, 262 3

This amount was deposited with George Peabody & Co.,

bankers, London, who allowed interest on it to the 5th

of March, 1865 153 19 4

5, 415 19 7

This amount was equivalent to $26,210 63 in gold, which was sold by Riggs
& Co., under'the direction of the Secretary of the Institution, as follows

:

$10, 000 00 at 207-^ $20, 725 00
15,000 00 at 206;^ 31,031 25
1, 000 00 at 207 2, 070 00

210 63 at 205 431 79

26,210 63 54,258 04
Less brokerage, ^ $65 53
Less United States tax, Jg 27 13

92 66

Net amount realized from sale of gold $54, 165 38
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1865.

February 17. United States bonds bearing 7^^ per cent, interest

were purchased at par for 54, 150 00

Balance, whicli could not be invested on account of

there being no bonds for less than $50 15 38

After the Secretary had purchased these bonds and deposited them for safe-

keeping with the Treasurer of the United States, it was claimed by the Secretary
of the Treasury that this money was not under the control of the Regents of the

Institution, inasmuch as the original act of Congress of 1846, establishing the
Institution, referred to only so much of the bequest of Smithson as was then in

the treasury of the United States, and that a special act of Congress would be
required to apply this money, or the interest on it, to the uses of the Institution.

Tlie Executive Committee would therefore recommend that an application be
made to Congress for such a disposition of this money.

It is impossible to make at this time an exact estimate of exj)enditures for the

year 1866. The committee would therefore recommend that $34,660, the reg-

ular income of the Institution, be devoted to the maintenance and current ex-

penses of the operations of the establishment, and that the $13,724 63, balance
in the hands of the treasurer on the 1st January, 1866, together with the pre-

miums which may be received for the sale of coin, be applied to the reconstruc-

tion of the building.

The committee have carefully examined the accounts of the treasurer, and the

books as posted by Mr. Randolph for the past year, and find them to be correct.

In conclusion, it appears that the entire bequest of Smithson remains undi-

minished in the treasury of the United States, and that all the expenditures,

from the organization of the establishment to the present time, have been made
exclusively from the interest of the original sum, and from the income on ac-

crued interest invested in State stocks.

Eespectfully submitted.

RICHARD WALLACE,
RICHARD DELAFIELD,

Executive Committee.
Washington, March, 1866.
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. It has been stated to the Board that the fire which occurred on the 24th of

January, 1SC5, destroyed the roof and all the interior of the upper story of the

main building, the interior of the two large north towers,' and also of the large

south tower.

The first step toward the reconstruction of the building was to secure the

services of a competent person as architect and engineer to prepare plans and

superintend the work. For this purpose Mr. Adolph Cluss, who had designed

and directed the building of the principal school-houses of the city, was em-

ployed.

The next thing to be done was the making of a critical survey to ascertain

the actual state of the walls, and to determiije what parts it was necessary first

to rebuild. This survey forced upon the committee the conviction that the

original construction of the building, as a whole, was very defective, and, in

many respects, unsuited as a receptacle of records "and other valuable articles,

the loss of which could never be repaired. The exterior of all the walls con-

"sists of a facing of red sandstone, bound to an irregular backing of bluestone

of very bad workmanship. In the main building, and in the lower portion of

the large south tower, was inserted a four-inch brick lining, separated by an air

space from the main walls. This lining is not bound to the walls, and, there-

fore, does not add to their strength. It is merely a furring, intended to pre-

vent dampness by the condensation of moisture from the atmosphere. This

furring is open at the top, and it was into this that the stove-pipe was inserted

which led to the accident by fire. In all the other rooms of the towers the

plastering was upon the rough rubble work.

The heavy projecting cornice of the south tower was merely set in place

without fastening, and, consequently could not withstand any disturbing action.

The parts of the building which were not injured by fire, namely, the two

wings and connecting ranges, as far as the committee have had the opportunity

of examining, are defective in materials and construction. The floors, in some

cases, though covered with flagging and filled in with deafening, rest upon

beams of pine wood, which is decayed, and in the course of a few years the

interior of these parts will require renewal.

It is proper to state that the foregoing remarks on the character of the mate-

rials, and the construction of the building, are not applicable to the work on

the main edifice, subsequently executed under the superintendence of Captain

(now General) B. S. Alexander, of the United States engineers. This work,

which principally consisted in the arching of the basement and main story of

the upper building, was executed in fire-proof materials, and prevented the ex-

tension of the fire, and, consequently, the destruction of the entire edifice and

all its contents.

From the foregoing account of the original construction of the building, it

will not be surprising that the eff'cct of the fire was found to be much more

serious than previous to this survey it had been supposed, and that the work to

be done could not be confined to the mere repairing of the injury caused by the

fire, but would include also the rebuilding of a considerable part of the edifice;

and this was particularly the case on account of the decision of the Board that

the-restoration should be in all parts indestructible by fire.
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The heavy projecting cornice of the south tower had fallen down, in part,

and the remainder was unfit to receive a new roof.

The high brick columns, extending from the cellar to the eaves of the main
building, and supporting the northern wall of the south tower, Avere so much
damaged by the fire as to require to be removed, and, consequently, with them
the above-mentioned wall itself. The lining of the upper story of the main
building was also so much injured that the greater portion of this will require

renewal. But the most instable portion of the building, and that which gave
rise to most anxiety, was the principal northern tower. This, which is one bun-

d-red and forty feet high, starts from a square base, and is gradually transformed

into a regular octagon of smaller dimensions. Four sides of this octagon rest

upon the sides of the original square, but project into the interior, while ita

other four sides extend diagonally across the angles of the square, and are sup-

ported by rough and imperfect corbel work, consisting of masses of bluestone

very seriously affected by the fire. The tower was originally divided into a
series of stories by transverse wooden beams and plank floors, which were en-

tirely destroyed. The anxiety in regard to this tower was increased by ob-

serving a vertical crack extending a considerable portion of the height of the

tower, but whether this had previously been produced by unequal settling, and
bad merely been increased by the unequal expansion of the exterior and inte-

rior walls, due to the fire, or entirely produced by the latter cause, could not be
definitely ascertained. As this part of the building imperatively demanded im-

mediate care, the architect was directed to give it Lis first attention. After a

due consideration of its then present condition and its future use as a receptacle

of heavy articles, it was considered necessary to erect within it a lining of solid

brick-work nine inches thick, laid in cement, from the bottom to the top, firmly

united to the original wall, and serving as the support to iron beams of the brick

floors. And, i'urthermore, it was concluded to fill up, in brick-work, a number
of the high, narrow windows in each story, which would add to the strength of

the structure without affecting externally its architectural appearance.

A similar construction was directed in the other principal north tower, and
the work in both has been executed in such a manner as to give assurance that

these parts of the building will not merely be restored, but will also be rendered

more stable than they were before the conflagration. The crack above men-
tioned has been found, by the undisturbed condition of a thin stratum of plaster

placed over it, to have remained the same, and the walls, for sevei'al months
previous and during the Avinter, have not undergone any perceptible change.

While the work immediately required for the safety of the front towers was
in progress, plans were discussed and prepared for the interior of these as well

as for that of the south tower, with a view to their better adaptation to the

wants of the establishment.

The original plan of the building included four principal staircases leading to

the upper story of the edifice, one on each side of the north entrance, and a

similar arrangement on the right and another on the left of the south entrance.

As these occupied a large portion of useful space, it was thought best to increase

the size of those at the north entrance, dispense with those on the southern, and
so arrange the heights of the stories of all the towers as to render them more
available for the business operations of the establishment.

The work Avhich has been done on the southern tower consists in the removal

of the north wall and a considerable part of the upper portion of the other

three walls; the preparation of a part of the freestone, from which to reconstruct

the exterior wall ; the greater portion of the brick-work of the basement, and
the furnishing of the cast-iron columns intended to replace the brick piers Avhich

supported the northern wall of this tower.

Immediately after the fire, measures were taken by the Secretary to secure

the properly from the weather by a temporary roof over the main building, and
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this was effected througli the kind assistance of the Hon. E. M. Stanton, Secre-
tary of War, who authorized General JMeigs, Quartermaster General, to con-
struct, under the direction of General Rucker, the covering required, thou"-h at

the expense of the Institution. The work was executed, during the most in-

clement period of the year, in the short space of two days. This temporary
roof, covered with felt saturated with tar, has served the purpose intended. It

will, however, rapidly deteriorate, and, consequently, the first object of the
committee, during the coming season, will be to decide on the character of the
roof, and to hasten its completion as rapidly as the work can properly be ac-

complished.

In the restoration of the building the committee have been governed by the
following considerations •

1st. To render the work entirely stable, both in regard to material and mode
of construction.

2d. To render it thoroughly fire-proof.

3d. In view of the great cost at present of material and workmanship, and
the condition of the funds of the Institution, at first to do such work as should
be necessary to preserve the stability of the several parts of the building, and
prevent injury to the property by the weather.

The following is a detailed account of the expenditures on the building up to

the close of the operations for the winter. It includes not only the items of

expejiditure immediately connected with the reconsti-uction, but also those
which were necessary as preliminaries in the security of the property and the
temporary repair of such parts as could not be deferred :

Expenditures on the Smithsonian building from January, 1865, to April, 1866.

PRELIMINARY WORK AKD CURRENT EXPENSES.
«

Pay of laborers removing debris after the fire, taking

down walls, and general cleaning up $\, 055 29
Temporary roof, constructed under direction of Quarter-

master General 1, 974 25
Pay of carpenters—repairs 254 75
Pay of blacksmiths 28 25
Pay of glaziers 121 95
Pay of plasterers 98 00
Glass, oil, paints 544 50
Nails, tools, and hardware 849 33'

Water and gas pipes, new plugs, extensions, and repairs 1, 569 44
Tin work, new roof on tower, and repairs 256 20
Repairs to felt roof, and miscellaneous items 93 92

6,845 88-

RECONSTUUCTION OF THE BUILDING,

Iron work, beams, doors, frames, &c 9, 052 22
Stone 400 00
Hard brick (240,333, at $15) 3, 005 00
Pressed brick (32,200, at $23) 740 60
Lumber 2, 185 84
Cement, 774 barrels 1, 436 52
Sand, 545 loads 546 05
Lime 12 64
Hard\^are, nails, steel, iron clamps, tools, &c 632 82
Rope, blocks, and derricks 135 95
Blacksmiths' coal 18 00

8 s
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Bricklayers 6, 066 86
Stonecutters 6, 609 29

Carpenters and laborers 4, 464 35

Blacksmiths 465 37

Riggers 475 75

Painters 46 00

Architect 925 00

Freight and hauling
.' 822 82

38,641 08

*S45, 486 96

The following are the estimates of the architect for the work to be completed

as far as possible during the present year :J

1st. To finish the floor, ceiling, and walls of the northern vestibule or prin-

cipal entrance to the main building, and doors from this into rooms in the two
towers, one on each side; also to put sashes in the tower windows and ojjeniugs,

further to roof in main tower, and space between the two front towers ; also to

finish the space occupied by main stairs, 88,000.

2d. For iron work and necessary masonry for the principal staircases and
doors into rooms and apartments from the lower hail, about $6,500.

3d. For roofing the main building, §17,500.

4th. For the masonry of the south tower, so far as the completion of the en-

closure, and for roofing the same, $9,600.

Respectfully submitted.

RICHARD DELAFIELD,
RICHARJ) WALLACn,
JCfSEPH HEXRY,

Building Committee.

Washington, April 28, 1866.

* The ditference between this sum and that given in the report of the Executive Committee
is due to the difference of the dates of the two accounts.



JOURNAL OF PROCEEDINGS
OP

THE BOARD OF REGEITS.

, Washington, January 17, 1SG6.

In accordance with a resolution of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian

Institution, fixing the time of beginning of their annual session on the third

Wednesday of January in each year, a meeting was called for this day.

No quorum being present, the Board adjourned to meet on Saturday, Feb-

ruary 3, 1866.

Washington, February 3, XS66.

A meeting of the Board of Regents was held at 12 m. in the laboratory X)f the

Smithsonian Institution.

Present : Hon. L. F. S.Foster,Vice-President of the United States, Hon. Garret

Davis, Hon, Lyman Trumbull, Hon. J. W. Patterson, Hon. J. A. Garfield,

Hon. J. F. Farnsworth, General Richard Delafield, Hon. Richard Wallach,and

Professor Henry, Secretary.

Mr. Foster was called to the chair.

The Secretary stated that since the last annual session the following gentle-

men had been appointed as Regents by the Speaker of the House of Represen-

tatives :

Hon. J. W. Patterson, of New Hampshire ; Hon. J. A. Garfield, of Ohio

;

Hon. J. F. Farnsworth of Illinois.

Mr. Patterson was reappointed a Regent, and Messrs. Garfield and Farnsworth

were appointed to succeed Hon. S. S. Cox and Hon. H. Winter Davis, whose

terms as members from the House of Representatives had expired.

The Secretary gave a general account of the objects and operations 1)fi;he

Institution, the nature of the will of Smithson, &c.

General Delafield, from the Executive Committee, presented a report of ihe

financial condition of the Institution, and gave an account of what had been

done towards the reconstruction of the building.

The Secretary presented a notice from Roswell C. Brainard, e»q., surrogate

of the county of Kings, New York, requiring the Smithsonian InsUtJJ.tion-to

appear at his office, in Brooklyn, New York, on the 19th of March next, at

10 o'clock a. m., to attend the final settlement of the account of Francis Vinton,

as executor of and trustee under the last will and testament of Thomas Wynns,

deceased, of whose estate the Institution is a residuary legatee.
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On motion of Mr. Davis, it was

Resolved, That the Secretary be authorized to have the Institution represented

at the surrogate's office, Brooklyn, New York, on the 19th of March next.

The Secretary stated that during the past year the interest on the Smith-

sonian fund in the treasury of the United States had been paid in coin; but

that Chief Justice Chase, Chancellor of the Institution, had recommended that

application be made to the Secretary of' the Treasury for the payment of all,

the interest in coin, "which for the previous three years had been received in

currency, since he had while Secretary of the Treasury authorized a similar

course in regard to other applications of the same character.

On motion of Mr. Garfield, it was

Resolved, That the Secretary of the Institution be directed to apply to the

Treasury Department for the payment of the difference between the interest

actually received in currency duriug the years 1862, 1863, and 1864, and the

amount in coin to which the Institution was justly entitled.

Mr. Patterson addressed the Board in relation to the great value of the library

of the Institution, and recommended that some action be taken to secure it from

danger of destruction, and advised the placing of it, under proper restrictions, in

the library of Congress.

After remarks by Messrs. Delafield, Garfield, Davis, and Trumbull,

On motion of Mr. Patterson, it was

Resolved, That a committee be appointed, to consist of one Regent from the

Senate, one from the House of Representatives, one resident member, and the

Secretary of the Institution, to confer with the Committee on the Library of

Congress in relation to an arrangement for the removal of the library of the

Smithsonian Institution to the Capitol.

The Chair appointed Mr. Patterson, chairman, and Messrs. Trumbull, Dela-

field, and Professor Henry as the committee.

The Board then adjourned to meet on Saturday, February 17.

Washington, February 23, 1866.

A meeting of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Institution was held

this day at 12 m. in the room of the Senate Committee on the Judiciary, United

States Capitol.

Present : Hon. L. F. S. Foster, Vice-President United States, Hons. W. P.

Fessenden, L. Trumbull, and G. Davis, of the United States Senate ; Hons.

J. W. Patterson, J. A. Garfield, and J. F. Farnswoith, of the House of

Representatives ; General R. Delafield, Hon. R. Wallach, and Professor Henry,

Secretary.

Mr. Foster took the chair. The minutes of the last meeting were read and

approved.

The Secretary stated that, in accordance with the instructions of the Board,

he had addressed the following communication to the Secretary of the Treasury

relative to the payment of the interest on the Smithsonian fund in coin ; but as

yet had received no answer :
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Smithsoniaiv Institution,

Washington, February 7, 1866.

Sir : I am directed by a resolution of tlie Board of Regents of the Smith-
sonian Institution, adopted at a meeting on the 3d of February, to make applica-

tion for the repayment in coin of the six instalments of interest on the Smith-
sonian fund for the years 1862, 1863, and 1864.

These payments were made in currency, but it has since been decided by the

legal adviser of the Treasury Department that the Institution was entitled, by
the usages of the government in paying the interest on the permanent debts of

the United States, to receive its interest in coin.

The Board of Regents have been informed by Chief Justice Chase that, when
Secretary of the Treasury, he had made several repayments of this kind, and there-

fore they consider that the Institution is not only injustice entitled to this claim,

but that also a precedent has been established by which it can be readily allowed.

I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant,

JOSEPH HENRY, Secretary.

Hon. H. McCuLLOCH,
Secretary of the Treasury.

The Secretary stated that Joseph H. Patton, esq., attorney, 112 Broadway,

New York, had kindly consented to attend at the settlement of the account of

the executor of Mr. Wynns, that gentleman having from the beginning been

fully acquainted with all the facts of the bequest.

Mr. Patterson, from the special committee appointed at the last meeting, re-

ported that a conference had been held with the Library Committee of Congress,

and that certain propositions had been discussed relative to the transfer of the

library of the Institution, and he recommended the adoption of the following as

the conditions on the part of the Institution :

1. That the Smithsonian library be deposited in the library of Congress,

subject to reclamation when the Regents may so desire.

2. The public to have access to the library for purposes of consultation every

ordinary week day.

3. The Institution to have the use of its own books as at present, and through

its Secretary to have the use of the library of Congress, under the same regu-

lations as senators and representatives.

4. That the books, maps, charts, &c., of the Smithsonian library be pi-operly

cared for as are those of the library of Congress.

After considerable discussion, in which Messrs. Fessenden, Trumbull, Dela-

field, Patterson, and Farnsworth took part, on motion of Mr, Trumbull the fol-

lowing was adopted as a substitute for the first proposition reported by the

committee.

1. That the library of the Smithsonian Institution be placed on deposit with

the library of Congress, not to be withdrawn except on reimbursement by said

Institution to the United States of the expenses incurred in taking care of said

library, or on such terms and conditions as shall be mutually agreed upon be-

tween the United States and the Regents of the Institution.

On motion of Mr. Patterson, it was
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Resolved, That a committee be appointed to make tlie necessary arrange-

ments witli the Library Committee of Congress for the proposed transfer.

Mr. Patterson, Mr. Trumbull, Mr. Garfield, and Professor Henry were ap-

pointed the committee.

Professor Henry presented his annual report of the operations of the Institu-

tion during 1865, which was read in part.

On motion, the Board adjourned to meet at the call of the Secretary.

Washington, March 24, 1866.

A meeting of the Board of Regents was held this day in the laboratory of the

Institution, at Ih o'clock p. m.

Present : Chief Justice Chase, Chancellor ; Hon. G. Davis, Hon. J. A. Gar-

field, Hon. R. Wallach, General Richard Delafield, and the Secretary, Professor

Henry.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and approved.

The Secretary stated that the Secretary of the Treasury had granted the re-

quest made by the Board relative to the payment of the interest in coin on the

Smithsonian fund, in the following manner : The amount which had been paid

to the Institution for six instalments of interest, from January, 1862, to Jiily,

1864, in currency, was repaid into the treasury of the United States by Riggs

& Co., bankers of the Institution, who received in exchange for it the same amount

in coin. This coin was sold immediately in New York, as follows

:

March 14, 1866, $50,000 at 1293 $64,875 00
5,000 at 129^- 6,475 00

37, 730 at 129| 48, 813 73

92,730 120, 163 73
Less brokerage and tax 351 98

119,811 75

The profit, therefore, to the Institution by the change of the currency to coin,

and the sale of the latter, is $27,081 75.

The report of the Executive Committee Avas presented by the chairman, Mr.

Wallach, and after explanations in detail by Generald Delafield, on motion of

Mr. Davis, was adopted.

General Delafield, chairman of the Building Committee, presented plans and

estimates for the reconstruction of the building.

The subject of the disposition of the money in possession of the Secretary of

the Treasury, resulting from the residuary legacy of Smithson, was next con-

sidered. The Secretary suggested that so much of this sum as was received

from England, independent of thejn-emium on the coin, viz : $26,210 63, should

be added to the amount originally deposited in the treasury of the United

States by Mr. Rush, making $541,379 63 as the total bequest of Smithson, and

that the premium and the interest since accrued be applied to the current uses

of the Institution, and to assist in defraying the cost of the restoration of the
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V. -l^-no. Bv this arrangement the interesting fact could be stated tliat after

$550,000.

Sec.eta,.y of '^»f^'^harTCl'm tb! -- tf^L above-mentioned
„rig,nally '--''•^ -^ *f ^^^^ ^^^,^20 37 be added, making tbe total

res,d«ary '^S^^l^^^^J^^ „f 4e United States $560,000 as the trust

r:;l in : s ^^ ILe's to be applied to tbe tnaintenanee and uses

If the Ins tut on ; and furtber, tbat tbe Eegents be autbovized to apply the re-

m"nder of the income of tbe t-esidna-y legaey to tbe cunent expenses of the

Institution and the recoustmction of tbe building.

The Secretary stated tbat at tbe last annual -»™° ° *~
Ji^^

^
.,„

of tbe State stocks held by *e Institut.on -, f^ ^ ^^Td tbat it

Chancellor, Secretary, and Executive Committee, '^^'^ » ,
,

; ^^^^

.asnotnecessary.inorder.m^.tbe«^^^^^^^^^

Sgr'bl i:tte™r onhUof Virginia and Tennesseewould inere^^^^

andLt the accumulated interest due would in time be paid.

r,:rTS Set^ir^eserit a statement at the next meeting of the

'tt^:^:i1lSC::T^'^ of the committee on the

tratf*of tbTubrary. the Secretary stated tbat a bill

^^ rXet^ t^e

the House of Eepresentatives by Mr. Patterson, which had been r eued to be

'l^lary CommitL of Congress, who^^^^ T^Z^^^^Jt
transfer of tlie Smithsonian library on the teims agreea lo uy

last meetmg.
Q^rretarv was then continued.

The reading of the annual report of the o.cretaiy was

On motion of Mr. Wallach, the report was accepted.

The Board then adjourned to meet at the call of the Secretary.

Washington, April 28, 1866.

A meeting of the Board of Regents was held this day, at 1 1
o'clock a. m., in the

laboratory of the Smithsonian Institution.
Vloe-Pres-

Present: Chief Justice Chase. Chancellor; Hon. L. F. S. Fostei, Vice li^^

JrUnited States; Hon. L. ^-nibull, Hon. J. W.P— ,

Ho. J^^^^

rarnsworth,Hon. R. Wallach, General Richard Delaheld. Di. T. U. VVoolsey,

and Professor Henry, the Secretary.
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Chief Justice Chase, Chancellor, took the chair.

A note from General Garfield, stating the cause of his absence from the meeting,

was read.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and approved.

The Secretary, in accordance with a resolution of the Board at its last meeting,

presented the following statement relative to the present value and original cost

of the State stocks forming the extra fund of the institution :

Extra fund.
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On motion of Mr. Trumbull, it was

Resolved, That, in addition to the direction given at the last meeting, the

Secretary be instructed to apply to Congress for an act authorizing the Treasurer

of the United States to receive into the treasury on the same terms as the

original bequest, such sums as the Regents may from time to time see fit to de-

posit, not exceeding, with the original bequest, the sum of one million dollars.

On motion of Mr. Patterson, it was

Resolved, That, in case the privilege is granted to increase the capital of the

Institution, the Executive Committee, with the Chancellor and Secretary,

be authorized to dispose of any or all of the stocks now held by the Institution,

and to deposit the proceeds in the treasury of the United States.

General Delafield presented the report of the Building Committee ; which was

read and adopted.

The Secretary presented a number of communications to illustrate the cor-

respondence of the Institution.

The Board then adjourned to meet at the call of the Secretary.



EXTEACTS FROM THE CORRESPONDENCE OF THE INSTITUTION TO ILLUS-
TRATE ITS OPERATIONS, ADDRESSED TO THE SECRETARY, PROFESSOR
JOSEPH HENRY.

From Joseph Leidy, Curator Academy of "Natural Sciences.

Philadelphia, May 1, 1866.

Dear Sir : I write in answer to your letter of February 20, in relation to

the donation of shells by the Smithsonian Institution to the Academy of Natural

Sciences. I was obliged to wait until now to give the committee an opportunity

to make out an account of the shells, which account I have just received from
the chairman, Mr. Tryon. He reports as follows :

" The collection of shells recently presented to the Academy of Natural Sci-

ences by the Smithsonian Institution embraces over 1,300 species, of which 793
are new to our collection ; an extraordinary increase, due in great part to the fact

that many of the species are those collected by the Wilkes exploring expe-

dition, (described by Dr. Gould,) never before distributed. There are also a
large number of new species from the west coast of North America, recently de-

scribed by Mr. Carpenter.

"We were indebted to the Smithsonian Institution last flill for a donation of

800 species, including 300 new to our collection, being a first portion of the ex-

pedition shells. Uniting the two donations, we have thus received over 2,100
species, including 1,100 new to us, within six months. The accuracy of the

names and localities renders the collection a valuable addition to our museum."

From J. Miguel Arroyo, Perpetual Secretary of the Mexican Society of Geog-
raphy and Statistics.

Mexico, March 24, 1865.

Esteemed Sir : This society has been highly gratified by the communication
of your note of November last, in which notice is given it of the books which the

Smithsonian Institution has had the goodness to remit. In effect, it has just

received, at the hands of Senor D. Jose Ramon Pacheco, three large boxes con-

taining the said books, which the society, with a high appreciation of the gift,

has ordered to be placed in its library as a valuable addition to the collection

which it already possesses regarding the United States. I shall not forget to

seek, and will very soon send you the " Registro trimestro," which you have
had the condescension to inquire for ; and begging you to accept for your distin-

guished institution the thanks of this society fi)r the favor conferred, I have the

honor to subscribe myself your obedient servant.

From Jno. Evans, Governor of Colorado Territory.

Denver, July 29, 1865.

Dear Sir : The fossil jaw referred to in yours of the 12th instant was pre-

sented to me by Arapahoe Chief "Friday," who said he found it on Rock creek,

a tributary of the Republican fork of the Kansas river, about one hundred and
fifty miles nearly due cast of this place.
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I„ Seplember, 1803, I vi.ited that region of country, vainly endeavoring to

^^V^%':^rStV:f°trttut>y on t.,e bead of the^^^^^
spondt with other parts, of the great plains, m being eovered with the buffalo

^%h:v:.t.st'::^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
gra^^rrsheraadMber growths of luxuriant vegetation common to such locab-

'"oiute ^Ui^mru-fiirKS creek, and Ariekaree fork I found high bluff,

boutldi:; 'Ifr-row bottoms, *» general ^uface of the '^^_^'^

:lll^i;&°:n»;i:i'bUlo'^;?^3 S"I c^^eous uLstoue,

-STe'\olhl*a?;eTwXrirkrl"'o;ptainJ.O.Fr.mont.^^^

it ^%ITZ LieuteLnt Bryan in his ex^orattons or a wagon oad f otn

^n'''iTk'btut5fey';^:;^vtv^e"giv\';rth::otci>t«^Kock creek, but they appeal lo "'
' ^^^...- „^ y^-r.^ reports of parties who

Teal: b^eSrc-factr=!» ::Tef Jf
/l^'aL'tane! southward

from the place that I visited on the occasion
^^^^^^^ j,. ^„,,, ji.e

re^i;\trS':ftlt;srSit;^^^^^^^

^"tr?£S:- intSn-Z J-can'g^ve will be cheerftiUy furnished.

From William F. Given, United Stales Vice- Consul.

Martinique, St. Pierre, January 6, 1865.

SIR : I Have the honor ^ acquaint y^^^etT^^^^Se^
very --kable ele^^^^^^^^^^^ ^^ Unf1 States.

on the town, duruig which time there had
^l^^^Ye^^el Ihel there came a

rain. A sudden and heavy ^^^-^^ ^^ ^t fa cannon, accompanied by a

sharp and short detonation like ^1 ^ boom ng or r^^
^^^^ .^_

fiash^f red light and followed by
^^^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^,^ ,,a of

stant cries were heard from a ^

?^Ym. 1 oS thTs end of he house there was

which had been struck by the lightning
^;\^^^,^^^^ tiles were almost

a projection, which was shattered, ^^^^
^^fJ^^^^^^^ ^...ed d^

syLitrically thiwn -«- ^^^^^^^^ 'J,^^^^^^^^ two or three

to the right, and down the fiont ot one ^^/^^^
outwfirdly, without in any

feet below the level of the pavement
; ^1^^^^ P^

^7^|
7™

^ from the side

manner deranging the pavement, which wa. f bnc^^^ extuac
^^^ .^^^^^^ ^.^^

of the gutter a flat stone, nearly tff
a ya d m ie"«th Dy

^.^^^ ^^^^

and eight thick. This stone was taken
«"f f J^ ^^^^^(^'^"aing mason-work, and,

3te ">.eroSUS tb: s'ton!larXVarble .ah.
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From Charles Hale, United States Consul General.

Alexandria, Egypt, November 1, 1864.

Sir: I Lave tlie honor to enclose for tlie Smithsonian Institution a map, pre-

pared by the Venetian voyager Miani, in which his explorations ujjon the river

Nile are contrasted with those of the English travellers Speke and Grant. The
object of Dr. Miani in requesting that his map (which is accompanied by a
printed explanation) should be communicated to some of the learned societies

in America is suiSciently explained in his communication to me, of which I

enclose a copy. Should you be able to respond in any way to the wishes of

Dr. Miani, it will give me pleasure to make any communication to him which
you may address to me for that purpose, through .the Department of State at

Washington.

[This subject was referred to the American Geographical and Statistical

Society.]

From R. Brough Sviyth, Secretaryfor Mines.

Mining Department,
Melbourne, January 25, 1S65.

Sir : I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 8th
November, 1864, and I am directed by the honorable the minister of mines to

forward to you, in accordance Avith your request, a complete set of papers, maps,
and plans, &;c., as noted on the margin, relating to mining in Victoria, which
have been published by this department; and I am to state that Mr. Sullivan
will be glad to receive in return the annual reports, geological reports, and other
books, &c., which you offer to forward, and which, on receipt, will be bound and
placed in the library of this department. Parcels intended for transmission to

this department may be sent, as may be most convenient, either to Messrs. J. M.
Mackay & Co., Leadenhall street, London, or to Messrs. Gibbs, Bright & Co.,

Liverpool, addressed to the honorable the Minister of mines, Melbourne, Vic-

toria, Australia,

From General James H. Carleton, TJ. S. A.

Headquarters Department of New Mexico,
Santa Fe, N. M., August 23, 1865.

My Dear Sir : Last week I received from Surgeon B. J. D. Irwin, IT. S.

anny, the enclosed pamphlet- in relation to two aerolites which were found near

Tucson, Arizona, one of which you have in the Smithsonian, and the other I

had the honor to present to the city of San Francisco.

In speaking of these aerolites to his excellency Ilenry Connolly, governor

of New Mexico, he informed me that he knows of one far surpassing, in point of

size, either of these. As the one he speaks of is probably larger than any one
now to be found in any cabinet in the world, I should like very much for the

United States to secure possession of it.

In regard to the place where it may be found ; the following are the governor's

words :

"In the State of Chihuahua, and at the hacienda of Don Juan Nepumoccna
Vrquida, say one hundred and eighty miles south of the city of Chihuahua, and
directly on the road from that city to Mexico, and directly among the houses

of the above-named hacienda, on the left-hand side of the road going to the
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city of Mexico, and within from thirty to fifty yards of the main road, is, what

S Apposed to be, an aerolite." Governor Connolly saw at nearly every year

for twenty years, the last time in 1S46, and he describes it as follows:
_

.'It is a Lge mass of solid iron, standing like a post in the earth, from whic

it projects verdcally about four feet. Itsdiameter at the surface of the eai_th

is from two to three feet. It diminishes in size a little from the eaith to its

apex which is irregularly rounded. How far it is imbedded m the earth had

neve; be n ascertafned. Some small pieces, or chip., had been detached by

cold chisels and carried off as curiosities; but these pieces were insignificant

L point of size, and their removal has not disfigured the general mass as a

specimen;' The governor says he thinks the portion above ground would

"t!twould ".p'^from this and other information received at the Institution

thit an immense fall of meteorites must have taken place, ma recent geological

period, iu New Mexico.]

Fro7n T. A. Conrad.

Philadelphia, February 16, 1866.

"Chalk has at last been found in this country-genuine chalk, with flints

^"^S^HUl^^, is an outlying mass of ^V^^^^^;^^
mainder of a vast mass which denudation has removed. If any expeditious

Xould be gotng that route, it is well the scientific members of it should know

this."

University of the State of New York,

Albany, January 12, 1866.

At a meeting of the regents of the University, held this day, the following

resolutions were unanimously adopted : ^ ,

Resolved, That the regents of the University of t^e State of New lot

grateSly acknowledge the receipt of the following -l-^^^/^f;^^°^^^^^^^^

Collections of the State cabinet of natural history, presented by the Smithsoman

^"^

A
'ser^s'ot' pecimens of rocks, minerals, and building stones and a collection

of neai-ly five AoTsand shells belonging to almost twelve hundred species.

'''^:^X:t^^:S^t^ to the Smithsonian Institution a copy

'''?tJ:S^^M^Z^..^^^ a true copy from the minutes of the

regents of the University.
^ ^ WOOLWORTH, Secretary.

[The following letter was refen-ed to the Institution by Hon. I. Donnelly.

of the House of Representatives :

From S. Y. 3fcMasters.

St. Paul, Minnesota,
January 23, 1866.

My Dear Sir: I have recently received a
^^"P^^^^l'^f^l^^Zn^^

^'^'

Charles Reynolds, missionary in New Mexico, m which is the following

.
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" I had a call last evening, (September 1, 1865,) from Lieutenant Colonel
Samuel Tappan, avLo has lived and served as a soldier in Colorado and 'Kew
Mexico for several years. He begged me to write you in regard to the Navajo
tribe in New Mexico, 250 miles south of Santa Fe.

" ' They are 15,000 strong, on a reserve ; are the best farmers in New Mexico
;

have no religious instruction; live in good houses; take but one wife; do
the outdoor work, and treat their wives as women ; the most hopeful of all

Indians.

From another source I learn that their language is almost pure Welsh ; that a

Welshman can understand them at once ; and that the blankets which they
make so beautifully are made in precisely the same way as the domestic blankets
in South Wales."
The last paragraph of the above is very startling. If true, it suggests

a new train of thought for those engaged in the study of American ethnology.
Nay, it may go far to favor the views of Judge Hall, that the southern Indian
is of Phoenician origin, seeing that the Phoenician impress was strongly made on
the Welsh, while the former were developing the tin mines of Britain. Nay,
there is not a little to favor the idea that the natives of Wales and Cornwall
were themselves of Phoenician derivation.

Now, my dear sir, would it be too much trouble for you to look into the records

of the Indian bureau, and ascertain whether there is any record of the fact of

the Navajo Indians having anything in language, manners, or customs resem-
bling Wales ? If you can learn anything of the kind, you will do a great
service to the public, and eliminate, at once, more than half the mystei-ies

of Indian history. True, this may not, in any way, affect the history of the
more northern tribes, but it will strongly suggest the idea that Indian history,

in general, is far more simple than Indians themselves think, or would have us
believe.

If you can give me any information on this subject I shall be greatly obliged,

and will endeavor to follow it up. If you should not have time to examine the
matter. Professor Henry, of the Smithsonian Institution, might look into it.

Yours, faithfully,

[The following are the remarks of Mr. George Gibbs, to whom the forego-

ing letter was referred.]

Washingtox, Fclruary 12, 1866.

My Dear Sir : I have the pleasure of acknowledging your request that

I would answer the queries of Mr. Donnelly's correspondent, and herewith
submit such information as I can give, without, more research than I now have
time for.

The reports of the existence of Indian tribes speaking Welsh are very old,

and their alleged location has been as fugitive as that of the Amazons. The
story, I presume, took its origin in the tradition of Prince Madoc's voyage, the

patriotism of his countrymen leading to the desire that they should participate

with the northmen in the glory of discovering this continent. Whatever may
have been his fate, it is certain that neither his followers nor the Scandinavians
ever left their impress on an American language. As the knowledge of the various

Indian tongues has advanced with the progress of settlement and more enlight-

ened inquiry, the identical tribe, speaking Welsh, has receded like the mirage,

until it is now sought in almost that last place upon the continent to which a
foreign colony could have reached. The Zuni Indians, a "pueblo" or settled

tribe, living in the neighborhood of the Navajos, have enjoyed this reputation

of late on the strength of the number of albinos found among them.
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The Hon Johu R. Bartlett, now secretary of the State of Rhode Island, many

yearsa^o m-epared a very elaborate paper, giving all the " authontiea" on this

Sec? and,̂ f I am not mistaken, published it at the request of the ^ elsh

dtS of New York. He certainly can elucidate the history of the legend if

Mv MpMisters desires to pursue the inquiry in that direction.

i do n^tTow^^^^^^^^^ think it necessary to dwell upon that point, or the im-

Jbability of a^hange of color and feature. The character of the language of

Fhe Nav%s is well known. Vocabularies, more or less extensive, have been
the ^a^J^J^^ '" T; ^-^g ^ various officers of the army, government agents,

^nfb; M B^iXtt hSf.^ From these the late Pi^fessor Wm. W. Turner

demonstrid, long since, its affinity with the great Athapascan or ChepewyanS a femi y oc'cupying the northern part of the continent, next south of the

S^'timanrand extending from the shores of Hudson's bay to those of the

totheLmeTam^^^^^ All these form links in the chain connecting the Navajos

aU Apaches '"th the parent stock, and show that the migration southward of

fhP Athabascans took place by routes west of the Rocky mountains.

In fine the^Nav^^^ Apaches are offshoots of an extreme nor bern race

who hte' wand^-ed'southward^ just as the Camanches are a bxjjnch of the Sho-

1 CnVoc Af Orpfrnn I have by me vocabularies ot almost eveiy uiue

SfTbr^reaffty anrinassufe yo/that tte verbal simM^^

1 toS CO—'origin. But m/opiniou is not needed m corroboration of

'^llifaXrll'trtb':;!,re tbe comrnon pattern offc

made, it is true, exceedingly well.

Very respectfully, your obedient servant.

From M. M. Lisboa, late Brazilian minister to the United States.

Rio de Janeiro, December 17, 1864.

^ o T t;;i «Af- fnvo-Pt mv offer to you, and immediately on my

rirr;adriSrentio': I olained oriers which gave me .atirfaction, and

n'hiv^::rrs:dl"?™ran^^^^

say heZt volume, for the coutiauaUon has »?' y^' b|-
[."f^^f4s"iS

avf preparing at the museum a
<^°"-f

" "^
"^£ Ion myTelf to delcare

St^'ruit r ohlTclt^s a co.^?etllectio^n can\nly be made

by degrees.
TTi'stnrlpsl qnd Geoo-raphical Institute

I have also obtained an order from
t^f,^^^^°Xtinrrthe llevista) be sent to

of Bra.il that a set of their three-monthly P^^^^^^^M
^^^e an e tle boxes in

you. You will find that some of t^e volumes are
y^^^^'^^'^^^^^l^^^i^i^.i^ed they

which they were kept have been destroyed j
but it tliey are lep

will be sent to you. i
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All these presents will be delivered here to Mr. Monroe, the United States

consul, with whom I have communicated, to insure their remittance, as I agreed

with you and Mr. Seward. I find, however, that he has received no instructions

from the State Department as I expected, and beg to suggest to you the propriety

of speaking again to the Secretary of State to request him to forward said in-

structions to the consul.

Please to let me know that you have received this letter, and you may deliver

your answer to Mr. Fleury, attachd to the Brazilian legation at Washington.
Yours, very truly.

Fro7n Don F. L. UBurlamaqui, director.

Brazilian Natural History Museum,
Rio de Janeiro, January 4, 1SG5.

My Dear Sir: I am ordered by the Brazilian government to send to the

Smithsonian Institution, of which you are the worthy secretary, a collection of

natural history specimens of this country, taken from the duplicates existing in

this museum.
Performing this duty, I should be very happy if I were enabled to send you

objects worthy of being ranked among your magnificent collections ; but, un-

happily, I cannot do it in this opportunity, because the Brazilian museum is

exhausted with the returns made to other museums.
I send a few ornithological and entomological specimens and some bones of

fossil animals.

I send also a copy of the " Ornithologie Brdsilienne," a work which shall

continue and form four or five volumes.

I profit by this opportunity to let you know that it would be very agreeable

to this museum to possess the interesting memoirs of your illustrious society.

I am, sir, with the highest consideration and respect, yours, very truly.

From the Museum of the city of Bern.

Bern, March 25, 1865.

Honored Sir: By order of the 'commissioners of the museum of the city of

Bern, the undersigned beg leave to trouble you with the question whether it

will be practicable for them to obtain, through your kind intervention, a specimen
of the bison, by which is meant the well-preserved skin, with skull and extrem-

ities, of a full-grown male animal of that species, and what will be the price of

Sdch an acquisition 1 On account of the narrowness of our financial means we
find ourselves necessitated to place this question in the foreground, and on that

account also address ourselves directly to your interposition, holding ourselves

always ready to acknowledge the favor by any reciprocal service which may lie

in our power. Encouraged by the friendly assurances of Mr. Fogg, envoy of the

United States of North America to the Swiss confederation, we prefer our request

to you in the hope of being favored Avith an obliging reply to the above-proposed
questions.

Be pleased to accept the assurances of the high consideration with which we
have the honor to remain, (in the name of the commission of the museum of

Bern,)

C. FISCHER, President.

B. STUDER, Secretary.
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From Charles F. Loosey.

Austrian Consulate GtEneral,

New York, am. Fehruary 13, 18G5.

Sir • The Imperial Library of Vienna having published a repertory of the

oriental manuscripts of the library* translated into Latin by the philosophical-

historical class of the Academy of Sciences, under the title of "Tabulae codicuni

manuscriptorum in biliotheca palatina Vindobonemi asservatorum," and placed

a number of copies of the same at the disposition of the imperial royal_ lord

steward's office, requesting that those public institutions and scientific societies

which have favored the imperial library with donations may be presented with

a copy of the repertory, I am directed by the imperial royal ministry of foreign

affairs to transmit to the Smithsonian Institution such copy, and beg to inform

you that I have forwarded to you by mail the repertory above refen-ed to.

I have the honor to subscribe, yours, most respectfully.

From the British minister.

Washington, Novemher 6, 1S65.

My Dear Sir : Allow me to introduce to you Dr. H. Berendt, an American

o-entleman of science, who is about to visit Honduras and its neighborhood, under

the patronage of the Smithsonian Institution of this place. His objects are to obtain

a more accurate knowledge of the geography and natural history of that region,

and to explore what is still unexplored. If you can assist him, you will obhge,

Yours, faithfully,
FREDERIC W. A. BRUCE.

Jno. Gardiner Austin,

Lieutenant Governor of Honduras.

From Senor Irisarri, ministerfrom Guatemala.

Brooklyn, November 2, 1865.

Sir : In answer to your favor of the 30th ultimo, I have to say that I am

not personally acquainted myself with the corregiclors of Peten and Verapaz

Therefore it seems to me more conducive to the object of having Dr. H. Berendt

well recommended to the authorities of the different departments he inte^ids^ to

visit, to write by the steamer of the 16th instant to the minister
_
of foreign

affairs of Guatemala, telling him Dr. Berendt's object, and the minister will

no doubt write to the corregidors recommending them to tender the doctor any

assistance or information in their power, to further such useful undertaking.
_

In case Dr. Berendt wishes it, I send for him a passport, recommending him.

officially and especially to whatever authorities he may meet in Guatemala.

The secretary to this legation is the member for Pcten in the ^l^amber of

representatives if Guatemala, and although not personally acquainted with the

corregidor, is known to the latter by name and may, if desirable., give a letter

for the corregidor.

I have the^honor to be, sir, very respectfully, ^^^^^^^'^'^''^
'jp^f's];;^^!.

9 s
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Don Antonio Jose de Irissarri, envoy extraordinary and minister plemiioten-
tiary of the republic of Guatemala for the United States of America, to the

authorities of the departments of Yzabal, Vera Paz, and Peten.

Inasmuch as Dr. H, Berendt is about to undertake a scientific exploration in

those countries under the auspices of the Smithsonian Institution, the advan-
tages resuhing from which will inure as well to Central America as the rest of

the world, in the advancement of historical and geogi-aphical knowledge, and
inasmuch as such enterprises ought to be promoted by the authorities of the
countries in which they are undertaken, I would hope that this may serve as a
general recommendation for Dr. Bereudt, to the effect that he may be received
in all places in a manner suitable to the meritorious objects of his expedition.

Given at Brooklyn the second of November, 1865.

A. J. DE IRISSARRI.

From Senor Luis Molina, ministerfrovi Costa Rica, ifc,

*
, Legation of Honduras,

Washington, November 8, 1865.

Dear Sir : In answer to your favor of 31st of October, ultimo, which only
came to my hands three days ago, I have the pleasure to send you, as requested,

two letters, enclosed herewith, for the collectors of Omoa and Trujillo, re-

spectively ; and, besides, another to the minister for foreign relations, because
there is plenty of time before Dr. Berendt may go to Honduras, and I think the

best plan is to get the necessary orders from the government at Comayagua to

speed his good work.

I have the honor to be, with great respect, your obedient servant.

Washington, November 8, 1865.

At the instance of the worthy secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, estab-

lished in this capital, in conformity with the will of its founder, for the promotion

of human knowledge, I have the honor to recommend to you Dr. II. IJercndt, a
naturalized citizen of the United States, an accomplished gentleman and man
of science of great merit, who, under the auspices of the Institution and as its

agent, purposes a visit to Central America Avith a view to exploring the less

known portions of Guatemala and the coasts of that republic, in order to aug-

ment the knowledge which we at present possess of their geography and natural

history.

The enterprise is purely scientific, interesting to the learned world, and cannot

fail especially to redound to the advantage of the people and government of

Honduras as far as concerned in its execution; \iuder which impression I can

entertain no doubt that you will extend to Dr. Berendt and his assistants the

protection, aid, and facilities which may be in your power towards the further-

ance of their objects, agreeably to the request of the representative of the re-

public in the United States.

Be pleased to accept tlieassurance of the distinguished consideration of your
obedient servant,

LUIS MOLINA.
The Administrator

of the Puerto de Omoa, Honduras.
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Washington, Novcmher 7, 1865.

Dr. Berendf:, accompanied, perliaps, bj an assistant, is about to proceed to

Central America, as an agent and under tbe auspices of tbe Smitlisonian Insti-

tution in this capital, for the purpose of increasing the knowledge which we
already possess respecting the geography and natural history of certain unex-
plored parts of Guatemala and the coasts of Honduras.

This purpose recommends itself by its intrinsic interest to the scientific world,

and more especially to the government and people of that republic; and Dr.
Bereudt has been strongly represented to me by Professor Henry, the distin-

guished secretary of the above institution, as being a gentleman of great attain-

ments in science, and of much personal merit.

Upon these considerations, I pray you to accord to the Doctor the regard
which he merits, and to his enterprise the protection, aid, and facilities Avhich

may be in your own power, or to procure them for him from the functionaries

with which you may be in correspondence.

Dr. Bereudt is a native of Germany, and a naturalized citizen of the United,

States.

It remains only to subscribe myself, with the highest respect, your obedient

servant,

LUIS MOLIXA.
The Administrator of TrvjiUo, Honduras.

Washington, Novemher 7, 1865.

I have been informed by the highly esteemed secretary of the Smithsonian'

Institution, Professor Henry, that Dr. H. Berendt, a citizen, by naturalization, of

'

the United States, has formed the design of prosecuting, iinder the auspices of

the Institution, either alone or accompanied by an assistant, an expedition

into certain unexplored regions of Central America, with a view to increasing,

the amount of our present knowledge of their geography and natural history.

This visit, purely scientific, will embrace the departments of Peten, Vera Paz,,

and Golfo Dulce, in Guatemala, and will terminate on the coast of Honduras.
As far as regards the exploration of their own coasts, the people and govern-

ment of Honduras will find themselves especially interested in this enterprise,

so strongly commended, as Professor Henry well observes, to the favor of

the whole scientific world ; and I have therefore consigned to the worthy professor

the papers which he has been pleased to request of me in the name of the In-

stitution for the authorities of the northwest coast, recommending to them to

extend to Dr. Berendt all the protection, aid, and facilities in their power and
which may be necessary to secure success to his meritorious undertaking. 1 hav-e

sent to him, moreover, this letter, directed to your excellency, in order that the

supreme government may have knowledge of the projected enterprise, and that,,

if the opinion of its merits be as favorable as I think it will be, orders may be-

graciously issued to the authorities of the northwest coast in conformity with

the objects indicated in my recommendations above referred to.

I should add that Professor Henry speaks of Dr. Bereudt as "a gentleman:

of great merit and of high accomplishments in point of science."

Allow me the honor of subscribing myself, in conclusion, your excellency's

very obedient servant,

LUIS MOLINA.
His Excellency Senor Don Francisco Cruz,

Minister of Foreign Relations of Honduras, ^'c.
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From J. Rosing, Charge d'Affaires.

Hanseatic Legation,
Wasliington, D. C, February 25, 1865.

Sir :. I beg to inform you that a society lias been constituted in Bremen for

the promotion and dissemination of natural science and knowledge* They
have requested me by their secretary, Dr. Phil. Franz Buchenan, to further

their ends on this continent, and I think I cannot do better tban to recommend
the young society to your kind consideration. They will be very grateful for

any communication on the part of your Institution, and endeavor to give in

exchange whatever may be of interest for you and in their reach. They propose

publishing regular annual reports and periodicals, and dare to offer regular

exchanges, although conscious that their doings, owing to the smallness of their

means, will by no means compare with those of your proud Institution. The
moi"e happy you could make this liltle fraternity ardently devoted to science.

Allow me, sir, again to offer you the assurance of my very high esteem as

your most obedient servant.

From the same.

Sir : The government of Bremen, sensible of so many acts of liberality of yours,

have directed me to offer you the accompanying volume, of entirely Bremen origin

and workmanship, as a contribution to the library of the Institution. It is a pub-

lication made by the society for Bremen history and antiquities, and gives an
illustrative description of that most venerable and accomplished monument of

the history of the republic, the court-house, at the same time the seat of the

government and senate.

I shall be gratified, sir, if you would kindly accept this small gift as a token

of good will on the part of the Bremen government and scientific societies

towards your most useful institution, and beg to solicit the continuance of your
Iiighly estimated favor.

From the same.

Hanseatic Legation,
Washington, D. C, April 8, 1865.

Sir: I am happy to learn, from your kind note of the 5lh instant, that the

Smithsonian Institution will be pleased to enter into scientific correspondence

with the ncAV society for tlhc promotion of natural science, at Bremen, whose
establishment I had the honor of announcing to you recently.

It is with gratification that I accept your liberal offer of a package of your
publications for the society ; if it could be ready by the end of next week, I shall

have an opportunity of sending it oft' directly with other official matter.

With many thanks for your lavors, believe me, sir, to be, with high regard,

your most obedient servant,

From J. George Hodgins, Department Superintendent.

Department of Public Instruction for Upper Canada,
Toronto, March 26, ] 866.

Sir : I have the honor to state, in reply to your letter of the 10th ultimo, that

the numbers of the Journal of Education for which you have applied have been

sent to you.

** Katurwissenschaftlichcr Verein.
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You are already aware, from previons correspondence with this department,
that the legislature of the province, at the instance of the chief superintendent
of education, authorized the establishment of a meteorological station in eveiy
county in Upper Canada in connexion with the department of public instruction,

the observers being the head masters of grammar schools. The following in-

struments were obtained from England for each station : Barometer by Negretti

and Zambra; dry and wet bulb thermometers by the same; and maximum and
minimum thermometers by Cassella. These were compared with standards at

the uew observatory by Mr. Glaisher, and again at the Toronto observatory.

They are excellent instruments, and may be relied on. Each station is also

supplied with a wind vane and rain gauge. Full instructions and tables, together

with forms for periodical reports, are provided for the observers.

As some of the counties have hesitated to pay for the instruments, and in

others the observations were not duly taken, it was deemed necessary in 1865
to obtain further legislation and regulations on the subject. Although some
observers faithfully performed their duty under the former system, it was found
that more satisfactory results would be obtained by restricting the number of

stations and making a pecuniary allowance to observers for their labors. Our
stations are now ten (10) in number, situated at the most favorable points between
longitude 83° and 74° west, and latitude 42° and 46° north. The observers are

educated men, and graduates of universities. Arrangements have also been made
for the careful examination and comparison of the records of the observations at

this office. The results will appear monthly in our official journal.

I send herewith copies of some recent regulations which we have issued to

our stations.

As our meteorological establishments are now being placed on a more satis-

factory footing, we may hope to contribute information of permanent value ; and
your institution v/ould confer a favor on this department by sending us as com-
plete a series of its meteorological reports, with any papers bearing ou the sub-

ject, as it may be able to afford.

I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant,

Joseph Henry, Esq., LL. D.,

Secretary Smithsonian Institution, Washingtoji, D. C.

Frof)i A. Panizzi, Principal Librarian.

British Museum, Julij 20, 1865.

Sir : I have to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 18th May last,

informing me that on behalf of the Smithsonian Institution you have forwarded

to the British Museum, as a present to the trustees, upon certain conditions, a

type series of fossils from the upper Missouri, collected by Lieutenant War-
ren, and Dr. Hayden.

In reply, I have to express the thanks of the trustees of the British Museum
for the very obliging offer which the managers of the Smithsonian Institution

have made to them, and I am to assure you of the readiness of the trustees to

reciprocate the kind feeling of interest which the managers have shown in the

improvement of the collections of the British Museum. Although the trustees

cannot accept a present under restrictive conditions, they are prepared, in this

instance, to meet the wishes of the managers of the Smithsonian Institution so

far as may be in their power, and I am accordingly directed to send you here-

with the copy of a letter on this subject from Professor Owen, the superintend-

ent of the departments of natural history in this museum, on whose views the

trustees are disposed to act.

I have the honor to be, su', your most obedient servant,
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[The condiiion referred to as required by the Smithsonian Institution is that

suitable returns be made from the duplicates iu the collections of the Museum
when called for. This condition is made on the part of the institution to favor

the formation of museums in this country.]

British Museum, Jultj 20, 1865.

Dear Sir : I enclose the letter and form which you brought me on the 17th
instant from the principal librarian. In reference to the fourth condition, after

due inquiry and inspection, I should be prepared, when required, to submit to

the trustees a series of duplicates, in my opini(jn suitable in the sense of equiva-
lency, iis a return for the type series of fossils proposed to be presented con-
ditionally by the Smithsonian Institution, Washington, United States,

I remain, dear sir, yours truly,

RICHARD OWEN.
Thomas Butler, Esq.,

Assistant Secretary BritisJi Museum.

From Professor JVilliam H'mclis.

Toro.\to University, March 26, 1866.

Dear Sir : The additional proof just received of the liberality with whicb
the Smithsonian Institution uses its duplicates in promoting science claims some-
thing more than the mere formal expression of our gratitude, and is, I assure

you, very highly appreciated by myself and my colleagues in the management
of our museum, and by all the authorities of our University.

Permit me to explain that the objects of the museum are first to afford the

best attainable materials for instruction in the several branches of natural science

to the professor of that department in University College; secondly, to afford

opportunities for private and special study to any persons seeking them; and
thirdly, to offer a pleasing and instructive exhibition to the public at large,

which is opened at all proper hours without any payment, and is extensively

visited both by our own citizens and the numerous travellers from the United
States, the most intelligent of whom have expressed themselves in the most
flattering terms respecting its interest and beauty. We perhaps excel most in

birds, and so far as the representation of the few families that remain unrepre-

sented in the collection, and the completion of our North American series,

nothing is more desirable to us. In mammalia we aim chiefly at obtaining the

moderate-sized native animals, and a few of the more deviative forms, not having
either space or funds for attempting more. We have a good instructive series

of shells and some special collections, and this branch is a favorite one. We
have many fine insects, and greatly desire to extend and improve that collection.

We have some excellent specimens of fishes, both British and Canadian, and a

few Chinese and West India. We have some Crustacea and echinoderraata and
a few good polypifera, but are comparatively deficient in these interesting

branches. Our botanical collection includes about 7,000 species, chiefly European
and North American, with many fine forms from all parts of the globe. We
are somewhat crippled in funds, -which checks very rapid increase, and we have
no means of accumulating duplicates to any extent, but we should feel the

sincerest pleasure in rendering any service within the reach of our efforts to the

Smithsonian Institution as a ])roof of our estimate of the value of its conti'i-

butions to science and the liberality with which it seems to be conducted.

Our specimens are throughout systematically arranged and handsomely ex-

hibited. I should have said above that we have some good reptilia and am-
phibia, yet very few comparatively.
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From tlic Rev. E. Pctitot to Wm. L. Hardisty, Esq., (communicated hy Mr.
Hardisty.)

[Translation.]

Fort Rae, Hudson's Bay Territory, June 20, 1864.

My Dear Sir : I take advantage of Mr. Smitli's departure to offer you tlie

assurance of my respect and perfect consideration. I thank you for myself

and my converts for the permission you have kindly given me to take up my
quarters within the bounds of Fort Rae.

As Mr. Smith will perhaps tell you, I have had an opportunity of visiting

the tribes which inhabit the interior of the country comprised betvyeen Great

Bear lake. Copper Mine river and Fort Rae. It is through the kindness of that

gentleman that I have been able to comply with the desire of the Indians, and
I am infinitely indebted to him for it. As many incidents of this journey were «

of a kind to interest a " voyageur," I snail allow myself to amuse you with a

few.

In the first place I will spare you the fatigues of a journey on snow-shoes,

which, notwithstanding your reputation as a pedestrian, you will doubtless not

regret performing without stirring from your casy-chaii*. I will transport you,

therefore, at once to Lake Kleritie, eight days' travel by that method to the north-

northeast of Fort Rae, and ten or twelve days by canoe. There, upon a pretty

high hill, is situated the camp.

A magnificent view is enjoyed from this point of the above-named lake and

of Lake KamiticS which empties into it. Their immovable and frozen surfacs

winds between feldspathic mountains, sometimes naked or eaten into by lichene

and mosses, sometimes covered with forests of thorns. But these trees are only

pigmies of five or six feet in height ; wretched shrubs whose roots are buried

in a thick bed of yellowish lichens, and whose dwarfed and vertical branches

allow the rays of the sun to pass through. On the left extend arid steppes,

dotted with pools of stagnant water, serving as a pasturage for herds of rein

deer which run unceasingly over the surface of the lake. This country is a

true Arabia Petrsea, where the eye takes in only blocks of granite, masses of

coarse porphyry, diorite, and especially of feldspathic orthose. Here there is

no stratification, no talus of debris or metamorphism ; the mountains have under-

gone no degradation, and the waves which beat against their foundations dash

themselves in vain. Upon the slope opposite to these rocks stretches the

Ot'-el-nere or flat country of the Esquimaux, which, despite its name, is com-

posed only of mounds and rounded hills. I did not go there only because I

had more work than I could perform among my Indians. It is time that I

spoke of them.

They belong to the great Montagnais or Tene nation and to the Slave tribe,

but their idiom is very different from the language of the Tones. Many of

these Indians have already made the voyage from Portage la Roche, and this

present year two of them are preparing to repeat it. The young people and

grown men alone visit Fort Rae, or that at the Forks, or have intercourse Avith

the whites. The rest of the tribe, the old men, women and children, not only

have never seen the missionaries, but even a white man of any sort. I except,

however. King Beaulieu, who visited their midst in May, 1863, but did not

ascend as far as I, by nearly three days' journey.

It is a singular spectacle, that of a horde of these savages on their march over

a frozen lake, and it was the first time that I have been permitted to witness it.

As far as the eye could reach, a long file of sledges and dogs, women loaded

with burdens and young children, the cries of infants, the barking of dogs, and

the shouts which their conductors uttered—the whole forming a picture as cu-

rious as wild.
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I have told you that these poor Indians have never yet seen a missionary,

which is saying that they had not a trace of Christianity. Thus disease (I speak
of moral disease) has made frightful ravages among these unfortunate tribes. It

cannot be denied, and it is my conviction, that we shall assist at the obsequies

of the Dog Rib nation, (Plats cotes de Chiens.) The incredible venereal ex-

cesses to which these wretched people were formerly addicted has destroyed the

constitution, although so robust, of the Indians, and abridged half their existence.

Among them young persons are only seen emaciated and frail, with bony and
hectic faces. Pulmonary consumption slowly undermines the tribe. During
the forty-four days which I passed among them, I ministered to two of them on
the death-bed. On my return to Fort Rae I found five graves yet fresh, and
upon the journey of the Toaut Onedes river two others ; a tenth savage is dying
at the moment of my Avriting you these lines. If you add to this figure, already

unhappily too great, the thirty-four Indians who died during the last Avinter, you
have forty-four deceased in the space of six months, an enormous total consider-

ing the number of this tribe, (about 1,200, according to my enumeration.) To
pthysis, which appears to be, with the venereal disease, the scourge of this peo-

ple, is added influeneza, which extends its ravages especially among the children.

Poor people, they are very different in their morals from what they were for-

merly. The beneficent light of the gospel, in entering their hearts, has opened
their eyes to their past excesses ; but as Adam, converted, they carry the chastise-

ment of their guilt with them.

It is to these causes, venereal excess and incestuous unions, that I attribute the

general stuttering of these Indians. Among ten there was not a single one who
was not a stammerer.

I have dwelt long upon these Indians, my dear sir. What I have told you
is not for the purpose of exposing the scourges of humanity. My duty is to hide
them. But they speak eloquently in showing that the theory of the primitive

man, the happiness of man free and cut off from religion, is but an Utopia, worthy
of the philosophers who invented it.

Once more I thank you for having afi'orded me the means of doing a share of

good to these poor Indians. They will repay you some day. I refrain. It is

time to close this long farrago, which has become tedious.

Will you, while excusing my loquacity, receive anew the assurances of the

distinguished consideration with which I am, sir, your very humble servant.
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[Instead of preparing a eulogy myself, as requested by the Board of Regents, of their lamented associate

General Totten, I have thought the service would be better rendered by presenting the facts I had gathered

on the subject to General Barnard, and by adopting his tribute to the memory of one so long and so effi-

ciently connected with the Institution. J. H.]

Mr. President and Gentlemen of the Academy :

In conformity with a clause of the constitution of this Academy, and in obe-

dience to your instructions, 1 am here to render the tribute of a formal biograph-

ical notice in commemoration of one who was numbered among our most vener-

able and most honored associates. If, in the language of one of our body, on a

previous and similar occasion, " it is no unreasonable assumption that public

benefit and individual incentives may be derived from the history of any man
whose scientific services have rendered him worthy of admittance to your num-
ber, " that assumption must have a peculiar force when it applies to one who
has " finished his course," and has filled a life, protracted beyond the usual

term, with scientific labors of no ordinary variety and magnitude.

It is but little more than two years since we first met for the great and import-

ant work of organizing this National Academy, and with us—of our number, if

not personally present—were "both the gray-headed and very aged men."
But, alas ! these, like autumnal leaves, are rapidly falling away, and already

the places of a Totten, a Hitchcock, and a Silliman know them no more, save in

the records of their lives and deeds, and in the grateful memories of their associ-

ates. What a trio of names, glorious in the annals of science, is this ! Well

may they be incentives to us who yet remain to strive that we may worthily

replace them, and establish for this Academy a reputation for usefulness and

science which their honored bearers have acquired for themselves.

Although there may be many among iis more capable than myself of doing

justice to the memory of our departed colleague, I feel grateful that the lot has

fallen to me. Placed under General Totten on my first entrance into the mili-

tary service—almost in my boyhood—my relations to him, both personal and

professional, have ever since been continuous and intimate. Under obligations

to him of no ordinary nature, I could not do otherwise than regard him with

reverence and affection. If I fail, therefore, it shall not be because my heart is

unmoved, nor because I am insensible to the magnitude of my task.

Joseph Gilbert Totten was born in New Haven, Connecticut, on the 23d

of August, 17«8. His grandfather, Joseoh Totten, came from England before
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the war of the Revolution, and engaged in mercantile pursuits in Xew Yoi-k.

Attached to the cause of the mother country, he left that city, after the acknowl-

edgment of our independence, for Annapolis, Nova Scotia. It would appear

that his two sons remained in this country, since one of them, Peter G. Totten,

married in 1787 Grace Mansfield, of IS'cw Haven, a very beautiful woman, who
died a few years after her marriage, leaving two children, the subject of this

memoir and a daughter, Susan Maria, who married Colonel Beatty, an English

officer, and who is still living, a widow, in London. After the death of Mrs.

Totten, which occurred when her infant sou was but three years old, the father,

having been appointed United States consul at Santa Cruz, West Indies, took

up his future abode on that island, leaving his son under the care of his mater-

nal uncle, Jared Mansfield, a graduate of Yale College, 1777, and a learned

mathematician. The boy continued to be a member of Mr. Mansfield's family

until the latter removed to West Point, having been appointed captain of engi-

neers and a teacher in the United States Military Academy, then just organ-

ized by act of Congress of 1S02. Young Totten's first teacher was Mr. Levi
Hubbard, brother to the rector (at that time) of Trinity church. New Haven

;

afterwards his education was carried on under the personal superintendence of

his uncle. Of the period of his schoolboy life we have some glimpses, through the

recollections of an old friend and schoohnate, Mr. Ralph Ingersoll of New Ha-
ven, who speaks of him as a blight, noble youth, of tine mind, fond of study,

and always at the head of his class, gentlemanly in his deportment, and
greatly beloved.

Young Totten went to West Point with the family of his uncle in 1802. He
was soon after appointed a cadet. He remained at West Point one term, that

of 1803, and perhaps part of that of 1804. He was promoted to a second lieu-

tenancy in the corps of engineers, July 1, 1805.

The venerable General J. G. Swift, recently deceased, his brother engineer

officer and life-long friend, describes him at West Point as " a flaxen-headed

boy of fourteen years of age, a good scholar, and to me a most interesting com-
panion."

Captain Mansfield, having been appointed surveyor general of Ohio and the

western Territories, November 4, 1803, induced his nephew to accompany him
to the west as an assistant on that first systematic survey of any of the new
States of the Union. Here that faculty Avhich so distinguished him through
life, of keen observation of whatever was most interesting connected with or in-

cidentally brought under his notice by his professional pursuits, displayed itself

at this early age in a noteworthy manner. The vestiges of an earlier race than

the red man, which have since been made the subject of the researches of a Squier

and a Davis, of a Lapham and of a Haven, and to which, during recent times,

fresh attention has been directed by the developments of the high antiquity

of the human i-ace in Europe as shown by similar relics over the surface of that

country and by the lacustrine remains in Switzerland, attracted his notice and
were made the subjects of survey. Although these investigations were not

published, they are, I believe, the first we have record of; those of Caleb
Atv/ater, Avho is called by Squier and Davis " the pioneer in this department,

"

not having been published until 1819. Full descriptions and measurements of

sevei-al of these mounds, particularly that of Circleville, were made and sent to

his friend, J. G. Swift. To most youths of his age those remains of structures,

budt
" while yet the Greek

Was hewing the Pentelicu.s to forms
Of .symmetry, and rearing on its rock
The glittering Parthenon,"

would have been passed over Avith vague curiosity or listless indifiPerence.

Not so with young Totten. Although notable, perhaps, to perceive all the eth-
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nological importance wliicli lias since been attached to them, he could yet appre-

ciate them as objects of high interest, as vestiges of the races which had inhab-

ited the country, and give his time to their examination and measurement.

During the two years which he passed in the office of his uncle at Ludlow's

station near Cincinnati, he was a companion of several young men who subse-

quently became conspicuous, among whom were Nicholas Longworth, Samuel
Perry, Daniel Duke, Thomas Pierce, and Peyton Symmes, all of whom are now
dead. His tastes, however, led him back to the army, (from which he had re-

signed shortly after his promotion,) and, February 23, ISOS, he was reappointed

a second lieuteiiant of engineers, his commission bearing the same date as that

of his subsequent friend, brother engineer officer, and professional associate,

Sylvanus Thayer, of national fame as for so many years superintendent of the

Military Academy, and as the officer to whom is mainly due its present high

grade among the military and scientific institutions of the world. Lieutenant

Totten commenced his career as a military engineer under Colonel Jonathan
Williams, the iirst chief of the corps, and Avas engaged on the construction of

Castles Williams and Clinton, New York harbor.

At the commencement of the Avar with England Lieutenant Totten was as-

signed to duty as chief engineer of the army under Brigadier General Van
Rensselaer, in the campaign of 1812, on the Niagara frontier, and in that capa-

city took a conspicuous part in the battle of Queenstown. He Avas subsequently

chief engineer of the army under the command of Major General Dearborn, iu

the campaign of 1813, and of the army under Major General Izard and Briga-

dier General Macomb, in the campaign of 1814, on Lake Champlain. Having
been promoted to a captaincy in 1812, he Avas iu June, 1813, brevetted major,

for "meritorious services," and September 11, 1814, lieutenant colonel, for

"gallant conduct at the battle of Plattsburg ;" his efficient services as an engi-

neer in the defensive arrangements of that field having contributed poAverfully

to the successful issue.

The termination of the war may be considered as the close of one period in

the life and services of General 'J.'otten, and the commencement of another ; or

rather it may be said, that the events of which Ave have traced a faiut outline

Avere but the preparation and training of his mind for the real work of his life.

Reared under the eyes and guardianship of a relative distinguished for his

mathematical attainments, receiving as extensiA^e a military and scientific educa-

tion as West Point at that early day could give, called by his position in Sur-

veyor General Mansfield's office, not only to exercise the science which the du-

ties involved, but to take extended views of our country as to the interconnec-

tion of its parts, and their relations to commerce or war, then practically taught

the duties of a military engineer in Avhat concerns the defence of harbors, and
finally carried through the ordeal of actual Avar in the campaigns of armies iu

the field, he was now prepared for the great work of his life—the fortification

of our seaboard frontier. When I call this the great Avork of his life, I am not

unaware that it is but a part of that Avork—still the most important part, and

one to which his other labors may be considered incidental.

A brief reference to the condition and progress of sea-coast defence at that

period is here appropriate. Previous to the Revolution, our seaport toAvns had

not groAvn into large cities, nor Avere there great naval establishments or military

depots to invite the enterprises of an enemy. During that contest, the harbors of

Boston, NcAV York, Philadelphia, Charleston, &c., had been, to a certain extent,

"fortified" against nav'al attack by slight earthen batteries, or in some fcAV

cases by small and (as Ave would now call them) insignificant earthen forts. A Avork

of palmetto logs and sand on Sullivan's island, Charleston harbor, mounting

but 30 guns, decisively repulsed, early in the revolutionary Avar, the attack of

the British fleet under Sir Peter Parker, consisting of two frigates and six

sloops-of-Avar, carrying about 270 guns, destroying four of the smaller vessels, and
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inflicting a loss of 205 in killed and Avounded (eleven times as many per gun
employed against tbem as the English lost at Trafalgar;) tiius decisively dem-
onstrating the value of fortifications, and the superiority of land batteries to

ships. But Avith an immense sea-coast line and sparse population, it was im-

possible to hold our seaports against the great naval power of the mother coun-

try, and the war of the Revolution was mainly a contest of land forces. After

the attainment of our independence, the importance of fortifying our harbors
impressed itself on the mind of General Washington, and the political agitations

which grew out of the French Revolution, and which threatened to iuvolve the

new-born Power of the West, prompted early action in this direction. In that

day war, though a science, had not grown into one which makes tributary to it

all other sciences, as it has since done. Fortification, indeed, had reached a
high degree of perfection, but the elaborate treatises on that subject scarcely

touched the subject of harbor defence, so little art was apparently supposed to

be involved in throwing up batteries to defend the entrances of ports. The art

of a Vauban and Cormontaigne was little concerned in the war from which we
had just emerged, and the circumstances were too dissimilar, the theatre too

large and too thinly populated, the armies engaged too small, to afford to the pre-

cepts of a Lloyd or a TemplehofF much apparent applicability. While the war
developed generals of vmquestiouable ability in the spheres in which they acted,

it seemed to be conceded, that for military science, and especially for the art

of fortification, we must look to Europe. Hence we find so many of the early

harbor defences of our principal seaport towns to have been built under the di-

rection of foreign officers who had found employment among us, and who did

not always possess the knowledge of the art to which they laid claim.

The importance of a Military Academy for the training of officers for the mil-

itary service, and especially for the engineers and artillery, had been acknowl-
edged even from the very outset of the struggle for independence. We find

oven the Continental Congress ajipointing a committee "to prepare and bring iu

apian of a Military Academy," and the first Secretary of War, General Knox,
in an official report to the President, discusses the subject at much length. The
establishment of su.ch an institution is known to have been a favorite object of

General Washington, and in his annual message in 1793 he suggests the inqui-

ry, " whether a material feature in the improvement " of the system of military

defence " ought not to afford an opportunity for the study of those brandies of

the art which can scarcely ever be attained by practice alone;" and in 1796 he
states that " the desirableness of this institution had constantly increased with

every new view he had taken of the subject."

An act of Congress of 1794 had provided for a corps of artillerists and engi-

neers, to consist of four battalions, to each of which eight cadets Avere to be

attached, and made it the duty of the Secretary of War to procure books, instru-

ments and apparatus for the benefit of said corps; and in 1798 Congress author-

ized the raising of an additional regiment, increased the number of cadets to

fifty-six, and empowered the President to appoint four teachers of the arts and
sciences necessary to the efficiency of this " corps. " Of the four teachers,

none were appointed prior to January, 1801, at which time Mr. George Barron
was appointed teacher of mathematics, and the institution, " which was nothing

more than a mathematical school for the few cadets then in the service," was
nominally established.

It was soon discovered that the regiment of artillerists and engineers could

not combine with efi'ect the two duties assigned to its members, and a law was
therefore framed separating them into two corps, and declaring that the corps of

engineers should be stationed at West Point, New York, and should constitute

a Military Academy. This act of March 16, 1802, which is the organic law of

the corps of engineers and of the Military Academy, provided for the appoint-
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merit of a certain mimber of officers and cadets,* (not to exceed twenty in all,)

and declared that " tlic principal engineer, or, in his absence, the next in rank,

shall have the superintendence of the Military Academy, under the direction of

the President of the United States."

It is not my purpose here to follow further the history of that institution ; I

have alluded to its initiation as a step taken to provide for an acknowledged

want of the period—an institution for teaching the military sciences to young

men entering the army, and for creating a competent cor-ps of engineers. It

was soon found, however, that the duties of engineer officers were inconsistent

with their remaining at West Point, and themselves constituting " a Military

Academy. " Most of them were soon called to dutiesalong the seaboard, in con-

structing our fortifications, while, as the wants of the service and of the Acad-

emy have been more clearly seen, the number of cadets has been increased, to

supply not only the engineers and artillery, but officers of all arms of the ser-

vice, and the various professorships and departments of instruction now existing

have been established.

As the duties of the corps became more and more extensive, its chief, though

charged with the administration of its affairs, could not be constantly present at

the Academy, and it ultimately became apparent that the immediate superin-

tenctency of such an institution was incompatible with his proper functions. In

1817, an officer selected from the corps (Brevet Major Sylvanus Thayer, to

whom allusion has already been made) was appointed permanent superintend-

ent of the Academy, and made subject only to the orders of the President of

the United States.

Major (afterwards Colonel) Jonathan Williams, a near relative of I>-. Frank-

lin, whom he accompanied, as secretary, to France, where he studied the mili-

tary sciences, and made himself acquainted with the standard works on fortifi-

cation, was the first chief engineer of the United States imder the law of 1802,

He was an officer of decided m.erit, much beloved by his subordinates, and is

justly styled the father of the corps of engineers and of the Military Acad-

emy.
While exercising his superintendence of the Academy, he devoted himself

personally to the fortification of New York harbor, and most of the forts which

constitute the inner line of defence of that harbor—Fort Columbus, Castles

Williams and Clinton, (Castle Garden,) and a work similar to the last named,

located two or three miles higher up the river (Fort Gansevoort)—were planned

by him, and built under his immediate supervision.

Castle Williams was the first "casemated" battery erected in this country,

(built in 1807-10,) and was planned after the system of Montalembert, with

which, as we have seen, Colonel Williams had made himself acquainted in

France. This and other works of Colonel Williams, though they have been

superficially and ignorantly criticised, were really meritorious, and do not suffer

by comparison with European structures of the same or even much more recent

dates.
• The indications of an approaching war with England, and the obvious inade-

quacy of existing fortifications, had led to renewed exertions, and prompted the

works just mentioned and others at all our seaports, so that when the war broke

out there was not a town of any magnitude upon the coast not provided with

one or more batteries. But most of the works so thrown up before the subject

had been studied and systematized as a whole were defective in design, small,

weak, and, being built, for present economy, of cheap materials and workman-
ship, very perishable. In the main, however, they answered their purpose

—

more, perhaps, through an undue respect for them on the part of our foe than

* Besides ten cadets of engineers, forty cadets "of artillery" were authorized by this

law ; making fifty cadets in all.
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througli their intrinsic strength. It was not till after the close of the war with

England that a permanent sy^em of coast defence was entered upon by our

government. Indeed, without the exjierience of that war it is doubtful whether

a measure, always so unpopular and generally so little understood as a national

system of fortiiications, could have gained the support of Congress and of the

people. A " board of engineers " was constituted in 1816, with instructions to

make examinations of the sea-coast, and to prepare plans for defensive works,

subject to the revision of the chief engineer and the sanction of the Secretary

of War.
Up to this period the Military Academy had maintained a sort of embryo

existence, without definite form or a prescribed system. The annual term of

study lasted from April to November, all the intermediate mouths being vaca-

tion. No fixed number of terms was necessary to graduation, nor was it jDre-

scribed what should be studied. Some cadets remained but a single term be-

fore being commissioned ; others, several years. Although this period pro-

duced officers who afterwards became highly distinguished in engineering, (as

well as in other branches of military art, ) it is not surprising that the govern-

ment yet entertained the common notion that only in Europe, and especially in

France, could high military science be found ; nor that, in undertaking so vast

and costly a work as the fortification of our sea-coast, distrust should have 'been

felt in the unaided abilities of our own engineer officers. A distinguished

French engineer, General Simon Bernard, was invited to this country, and, as
" assistant " in the corps of engineers, (an office created for the purpose by
Congress,) made a member of the board which, as first constituted, November
16, 1816, consisted of himself as president, Colonel William McRee, and Lieu-

tenant Colonel J. G. Totten. In 1817 Colonel Totten was relieved, and ap-

pears to have been stationed at Rouse's Point, Lake Champlain, in chai-ge of

fortifications at that place, and the board to have been composed of Brigadier

General J. G. Swift, Cliief Engineer, Brigadier General Bernard, and Colonel

McRee ; but Colonel Totten was again made a member in 1819, and (both

General Swift and Colonel JMcRee having resigned) the permanent board came
to consi.-t of Bernard and Totten alone, and the labor of working out the funda-

mental principles of the system, and of elaborating the projects of defence for

the great seapofts, thus devolved mai;ily upon these two officers, though naval

officers of rank and experience were associated with them whenever their exam-
inations included positions for dock-yards, naval depots, or other objects which
concerned the naval service.

Though the advent of a foreign officer, and his assignment to this duty, under
the anomalous designation of "assistant" in the coi-ps of engineers, naturally

caused some feeling, yet it can scarcely be doubted that the influence of the

proceeding was beneficial. If in Swift, McRee, Totten, Thayer, and many
others, were found high engineering abilities and acquirements, it is no less true

that professional association with such a man as Bernard was calculated to stim-

ulate to higher attainments and more zealous exertion. The spirit of emnl ition

alone would induce our own oflicers to prove to the country that they were not

inferior to others. To high military and scientific acquirements and great ex-

perience in his professional duties. General Bernard united to the qualities of an
amiable and accomplished gentleman the tact to adapt himself to his peculiar

position without wounding the pride of those Avith whom ho was thus associ-

ated. The prestige of his name aided powerfully in sustaining, with the admin-
istration and with Congress, the measures which the board found necessary to

lecommend, and in establisihing firmly, as a part of our national policy, the sys-

tem of sea-coast defence by fortifications. In recounting the origin and growth
of the system, it is but just to give that name an honorable mention.

By the board of engineers of Avhich i have been speaking a series of reports

was drawn up, which, mostly from the pen of our departed associate, form his
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best memorial, and exhibit in a masterly manner the principles of sea-coast and
harbor defence, and their application to our own country. In a paper of this

kind it will not be out of place to give some idea, at least, of the arguments and
views contained in these documents. An elaborate report of 1S2G, from which
I quote, gives a general resume of the principles which have guided the labors
of the bo^ird, and of the results arrived at

:

" The means of defence for the seaboard of the United States, constituting a
system, may be classed as follows : First, a navy ; second, fortifications ; third,

interior communications by land and water ; and fourth, a regular army and
well-organized militia.

" The navy must be provided with suitable establishments for construction

and repair, stations, harbors of rendezvous, and ports of refuge, all secured by
fortifications defended by regular troops and militia, and supplied with men and
materials by the lines of intercommunication. Being the only species of offen-

sive force compatible with our domestic institutions, it will then be prepared to

act the great part which its early achievements have promised, and to which its

high destiny will lead.

" Fortifications must close all important harbors against an enemy, and se-

cure them to our military and commercial marine; second, must deprive an
enemy of all strong positions where, protected by naval superiority, he might fix

permanent quarters in our territory, maintain himself during the Avar, and keep
the whole frontier in perpetual alarm; third, must cover the great cities from
attack; fourth, must prevent as far as practicable the great avenues of interior

navigation from being blockaded at their entrances into the ocean ; fifth, must
cover the coastwise and interior navigation by closing the harbors and the sev-

eral inlets from the sea which intersect the lines of communication, and thereby
further aid the navy in protecting the navigation of the country ; and sixth,

must protect the great naval establishments.
" Interior communications will conduct with certainty the necessary supplies

of all sorts to the stations, harbors of refuge, and rendezvous, and the establish-

ments for construction and repair, for the use both of the fortifications and the

nav3' ; will greatly facilitate and expedite the concentration of military force

and the transfer of troops from one point to another; insure to these also unfail-

ing supplies of every description, and will preserve unimpaired the interchange
of domestic commerce even during periods of the most active external warfare.

" The army and militia, together with the marine, constitute the vital princi-

ple of the sy stei:p.

"From this sketch it is apparent that our system of defence is composed of

elements whose numerous reciprocal relations with each other and with the

whole constitute its excellence ; one element is scarcely more dependent than
the whole system is on any one. Withdraw the navy, and the defence becomes
merely passive; withdraw interior communications from the system, and the

navy must cease in a measixre to be active for want of supplies, and the fortifi-

cations can offer but a feeble resistance for want of timely re-enforcements ; with-

draw fortifications, and there only remains a scattered and naked navy. "

The relation of the navy to fortifications is one of those subjects not always
well appreciated, and hence the cause of mischievous notions and much misrep-

resentation. No pains is spared in these reports to make this subject clearly

understood. After the quotation just given. Colonel Totten remarks:
" It is necessary to observe, in the first place, that the relation of fortifica-

tions to the navy in a defensive system is that of a sheltering, succoring power,

while the relation of the latter to the former is that of an active and powerful
auxiliary ; and that the latter ceases to be efficient as a member of the system
the moment it becomes passive, and should in no case (we allude to the navy-

proper) be relied oa as a substitute for fortifications. This position may be
easily established.
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" If our navy be inferior to that of the enemy, it can afford, of course, unaided

by fortifications, but a feeble resistance, single ships being assailed by whole
fleets ; if it be equal, or superior, having numerous points along an extended

frontier to protect, and being unable to concentrate, because ignorant of the

selected point of attack, every poiut must be simultaneously guarded : our sep-

arate squadrons may therefore be captured in detail by the concentrated fleet of

llie attacking power. If we attempt to concentrate under an idea that "a favorite

object of the enemy is foreseen, he willuot fail to push his forces upon the places

thus left without protection. This mode of defence is liable to the further

objections of being exposed to fatal disasters, although not engaged with an

enemy, and of leaving the issue of conflict often to be determined by accident,

in spite of all the efforts of courage and skill. If it were attempted to improve

upon this mode by adding temporary batteries and field works, it would be found

that, besides being weak and inadequate from their nature, the most suitable

positions for these works must often be neglected, under a necessary condition of

the plan, that the ships themselves be defended ; otherwise, they must either

take no part in the contest, or be destroyed by the superior adversary."

It is hardly to be expected that a system affording so much room for discus-

sion, and by its importance inviting it, should, especially in this country, escape

adverse judgment. Military and naval men, congressmen, and even cabinet

officers, have assailed it, called in question the principles on which it is based, or

denied the judiciousness of their application. The forms and sources of assault

have been varied, but there has been really no great difference in the substance,

of which, perhaps, as good an expression as any maybe found in these dogmas,
forming the pith of a criticism from no less a source than the Secretary of War,
Mr. Cass, approved by the President, General Jackson :

" 1st. That for the defence of the coast, the chief reliance should be on the

navy

;

" 2d. That in preference to fortifications, floating batteries should be intro-

duced wherever they can be used

;

" 3d. That we are not in danger of large expeditions ; and, consequently,

"4th. That the system of the board of engineers comprises works which are

unnecessarily large for the purposes which they have to fulfil."

Owing to these strictures, the House of Representatives, by resolutions of

April 9, 1840, called upon the War Department for a report of a full and con-

nected .system of national defence. The duty was committed by the Secretary

of War to a board of officers of the army and navy, among whom was Colonel

Totten, and by whom the report was drawn up. It was entirely approved by
the Secretary of War, Mr. Poinsett, and is imiversally admitted to be one of the

most able and comprehensive expositions of the whole subject of sea-coast de-

fence extant, and a complete refutation of the objections made to our existing

system. The discussion of the first and principal proposition—that of defence

by the navy—is so interesting and instructive that, though long, I venture to

quote it :

" The opinion that the navy is the true defence of the country is so accept-

able and popular, and is sustained by such high authority, that it demands a

careful examination.
" Before going into this examination, we will premise that by the term 'navy '

is here meant, we suppose, line-of battle ships, frigates, smaller sailing vessels,

and armed steamships, omitting vessels constructed for local uses merely, such

as floating batteries.

" For the purpose of first considering this proposition in its simplest terms,

we will begin by supposing the nation to possess but a single seaport, and that

this is to be defended by a fleet alone.

" By remaining constantly within this port, our fleet would be certain of meet-

ing the enemy, should he assail it. But if inferior to the enemy, there would
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be no reason to look for a successful defence ; and as there would be no escape

for the defeated vessels, the presence of the fleet, instead of averting the issue,

would only render it the more calamitous.

" Should our fleet be equal to the enemy's, the defence might be complete,

and it probably would be so. Still, hazard, some of the many mishaps liable to

attend contests of this nature, miglit decide against us ; and in that event, the

consequences would be even more disastrous than on the preceding supposition.

In this case the chances of victory to the two parties would be equal, but the con-

sequences very unequal. It might be the enemy's fate to lose his whole fleet,

but he could lose nothing more ; while we in a similar attempt would lose not

only the whole fleet, but also the object that the fleet was designed to protect.

" If superior to the enemy, the defence of the port would in all respects be

complete. But instead of making an attack, the enemy would, in such case,

employ himself in cutting up oiu- commerce on the ocean ; and uithing could be

done to protect this commerce without leaving the port in a condition to be suc-

cessfully assailed.

" In either of the above cases the fleet might aAvait the enemy in front of the

harbor, instead of lying within. But no advantage is apparent from such

an-angement, and there Avould be superadded the risk of being injured by tem-

pests, and thereby being disqualified for the duty of defence, or of being driven

off the coast by gales of wind, thus for a time removing all opposition.

" In the same eases also, especially when equal or superior to the enemy, our

fleet, depending on having correct and timely notice as to the position and state

of preparation of the enemy's forces, might think proper to meet him at the out-

let of his own port, or intercept him on his way, instead of awaiting him within

or off our own harbor. Here it must -be noticed that'the enemy, like ourselves,

is supposed to possess a siygle harbor only ; but, having protected it by other

means, that his navy is disposable for offensive operations. If it were attempted

thus to shut him within his own port, he, in any case but that of decided infe-

riority, would not hesitate to come out and risk a battle ; because, if defeated, he

could retire under shelter of his defences to refit ; and if successful, he could

proceed with a small portion of his force—even a single vessel would suffice

—

to the capture of our port now defenceless, while, with the remainder, he Avould

follow up his advantage over our defeated vessels, not fjiiling to pursue into

their harbor should they return thither.

" Actual superiority on our part would keep the enemy from volunteering a

battle; but it would be indispensable that the superiority be steadily main-

tained, and that the superior fleet be constantly present. If driven off by tem-

pests, or absent from any other cause, the blockaded fleet Avould escape, when it

would be necessary for our fleet to fly back to the defence of its own port.

Experience abundantly proves, moreover, that it is in vain to attempt to shut a

hostile squadron in port for any length of time. It seems, then, that whether

we defend by remaining at home, or by shutting the enemy's fleet within his

own harbor, actual superiority in vessels is indispensable to the security of our

own port.

" With this superiority the defence will be complete, provided our fleet re-

mains within its harbor. But then all the commerce of the country upon the-

ocean must be left to its fate; and no attempt can be made to react offensively

against the foe, unless we can control the chances of finding the enemy's fleet-

within his port, and the still more uncertain chance of keeping him there; the

escape of a single vessel being sufficient to cause the loss of our harbor. Let

us next see what will be the state of the question on the supposition of numer-

ous important ports on either side, instead of a single one, relying on our part

Btill exclusively on a navy.
" In order to examine this question, we will suppose our adversary to be for-

tified in all his harbors, and possessed of available naval means, equal to our

10 s
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own. This is certainly a ft\ir supposition ; because what is assumed as regards
his harbors is true of all maritime nations, except the United States ; and as re-

gards naval means, it is elevating our own strength considerably above its pres-

ent measure, and above that it is likely to attain for years.

"Being thus relatively situated, the first difference that strikes us is, that the
enemy, believing all his ports to be safe without the presence of his vessels, sets

liimself at once about making our seas and shores the theatre of operations,

while we arc loft without choice in the matter; for if he thinks proper to come,
and we are not present, he attains his object without resistance.

" The next difference is, that while the enemy (saving only the opposition of

Providence) is certain to fall upon the single point, or the many points he may
have selected, there will exist no previous indications of his particular choice,

and, consequently, no reason for preparing our defence on one point rather than
another; so that the chances of not being present and ready on his arrival are

directly in proportion to the number of our ports—that is to say, the greater the

number of ports, the greater the number of chances that he will meet no opposi-

tion whatever.
" Another difference is, that the enemy can choose the mode of warfare as

well as the plan of operations, leaving as little option to us in the one case as in

the other. It will be necessary for us to act, in the first instance, on the suppo-

sition that an assault will be made with his entire fleet ; because, should we act

otherwise, his coming in that array would involve boih fleet and coast in inev-

itable defeat and ruin. Being in this state of concentration, then, should the

enemy have any apprehensions about the result of a general engagement, should

he be unwilling to put anything at hazard, or should he, for any other reason,

prefer acting by det;tchnients, he can, on approaching the coast, disperse his

force into small squadrons and single ships, and make simultaneous attacks on

numerous points. These enterprises would be speeddy consummated, because,

as the single point occupied by our fleet would be avoided, all the detachments
would be unopposed ; and after a few hours devoted to burning shipping, or

public cstablJsliQients, and taking in spoil, the several expeditions would leave

the coast for some convenient lendezvous, wlience they might return, either in

fleet or in detachments, to visit other portions with the scourge.
" Is it insisted that our fleet might, notwithstanding, be so arranged as to

meet these enterprises 1

" As it cannot be denied that the enemy may select his point of attack out of

the whole extent of coast, where is the prescience that can indicate the spot ?

And if it cannot be foretold, how is that ubiquity to be imparted that shall

always place our fleet in the path of the advancing foe ? Suppose we attempt

to cover the coast by cruising in front of it, shall we sweep its whole length ?

—a distance scarcely less than that which the enemy must traverse in passing

from his coast to ours. Must the Gulf of Mexico be swept as well as the

Atlantic ; or shall we give up the Gull to the enemy '( Shall we cover the

southern cities, or give them up also? We must unquestionably do one of

two things : either relinquish a great extent of coast, confining our cruisers to a

small portion only, or include so much that the chances of intercepting an enemy
would seem to bo out of the question.

"

The report then goes on to discuss the uses for defensive purposes of gun-

boats, floating batteries and steam batteries, as distinguished from the navy
proper. Admitting their usefulness, and, even in some cases, their necessity, it

argues with great force that they are not a substitute for and cannot supersede

fortifications, and it sums up its argument concerning naval defence with the

following broad propositions, to which it challenges opposition :

" 1st. If the sea-coast is to be defended by naval means exclusively, the de-

fensive force at each point deemed worthy of protection must be at least equal

in power to the attacking force.
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" 2d. As from the nature of the case there can be no reason for expecting an

attack on one of these points rather than on another, and no time for transfer-

ring our state of preparation from one to another alter an attack has been de-

clared, each of them must have assigned to it the requisite means ; and,
" 3d. Consequently this system demands a power in the defence as many

times greater than that in the attack as there are points to be covered.
" There has been but one practice among nations as to the defence of poits

and harbors, and that has been a resort to fortifications. All the experience

that history exhibits is on one side only ; it is the opposition of forts or other

works, comprehended by the term fortification, to attack by vessels, and al-

though history affords some instances wherein this defence has not availed, v/e

gee that the resort is still the same. No nation omits covering the exposed

points upon her seaboard with fortifications, nor hesitates in confiding in them.

"

The most prominent cases of such successful attacks, viz. Copenhagen, Al-

giers, San Juan de Ulloa, &c., iare then described and discussed, to show that

the deductions drawn from them are erroneous, or that they are not cases in

point, or that the disastrous result has been owing to the neglected condition,

imperfect armament, or unskilful and inadequate defence of the forts.

The report, of Avhich I have given some of the main points, may be said to

have silenced opposition to our system of fortifications for the next ten years
;

but, in a form modified by the alleged changes in the condition of the country,

increase of population, construction of railroads, &c., it again found expression

in a resolution of Congress in 1851; and the Secretary of War, to enable him-

self to respond, called upon numerous distinguished army and navy officers for

an expression of their opinions. The following questions were addressed to sev-

eral of the principal engineer officers, among whom the chief of corps, General

Totten

:

" 1st. How far the invention and extension of railroads have superseded or

diminished the necessity of fortifications on the seaboard ?

" 2d. In what manner and to what extent the navigation of the ocean by
steam, and particularly the application of steam to vessels of war, and recent

improvements in artillery, and other military inventions and discoveries, affect

this question 1

" 3d. How far vessels of war, steam batteries, ordinary merchant ships and

steamers, and other temporary expedients, can be relied upon as a substitute

for permanent fortifications for the defence of our seaports?
" 4th. How far the increase of population on the northern frontier and of the

mercantile marine on the northern lakes obviates or diminishes the necessity of

continuing the system of fortifications on these lakes ]"

General Totten's response to these critical interrogations is, as usual vv'ith

him when this great subject has to be dealt with, full and exhaustive. The
following piihy paragraphs exhibit his views on the influence of railroads :

'' Suppose a hostile fleet to lie in front of the city of New York—which

nothing would prevent, if the channels of approach were not fortified—in what

way could the 100,000 or 200,000 new men poured into the city and environs

by railroads, although armed with muskets and field-pieces, aid the half-million.

of people already there '/ It seems to me very clear that these additional forces

would, like the population of the city, be utterly powerless in the way of resist-

ance, with any means at their command, and, if resistance were attempted by
the city, would but serve to swell the list of casualties, unless they should at

once retreat beyoird the range of fire. If the enemy's expedition were intended,

according to the second supposed mode of attack, for invasion, or occupation for

some time, of a portion of the country, then in many places this resource of

railroads would be of value, because then the duty of defence would fall upon

the army and militia of the country, and these communications would swell

their numbers.
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" But of all circumstances of danger to the coast, this chance of an attempt

by an enemy to land and march any distance into a populous district is least to

be regarded, whether there be or be not such speedy mode of receiving re-en-

forcements, and our system of fortifications has little to do -with any such dan-

ger. In preparing against maritime assaults, the security of the points to be

covered is considered to be greatly augmented whenever the defence can be so

arranged as to oblige an enemy to land at some distance; for the reason that

opportunity is thereby allowed, in the only possible way, for the spirit and

enterprise of the people to come into play.

"Instead of being designed to prevent a landing upon any part of the coast,

as many seem to suppose, and some allege in proof of extravagant views on the

part of the system of defence, the system often leaves this landing as an open

alternative to the enemy, and aims so to cover the really important and dan-

gerous points as to necessitate a distant landing and a march towards the object

through the people. It is because the expedition would easily accomplish its

object without landing, and Avilhout allowing the population to partake in the

defence, that the lortiiications are resorted to. For instance, without i'ort Del-

aware, or some other fort low down on Delaware bay, an enemy could place

his fleet of steamers in front of Philadelphia by the time his appearance on the

coast had been well announced throughout the city. And in spite of all New
Jersey, Delaware, and lower Pennsylvania, he could levy his contributions, and

burn the navy yard and shipping, and be away, in a few hours. But being-

obliged, by the fort above mentioned, to land full forty miles below the city,

the resistance to his march may be safely left to the courage and patriotism that

will find ample time to array themselves in opposition.

"

Concerning the application of steam to vessels of war he says :

" The application of steam to vessels of war acts upon the question of sea-

coast defence both beneficially and injuriously. It acts injuriously in several

ways ; but chiefly, first, by the suddenness and surprise with which vessels may
fall upon their object, and pass from one object to another, in spite of distance,

climate, and season ; and, secondly, by their ability to navigate shallow waters.

"The first property, by which squadrons may run into our harbftrs, out-

stripping all warnings of their approach, affords no chance for impromjitu prepa-

rations ; accordingly, whatever our preparations are to be, they should precede

the war. If seems past all belief that a nation having in commission—as

France and England always have—a large number of war-steamers, ready for

distant servicein twenty-four hours, receiving their orders by telegraph, capable

of uniting in squadrons, and in two or three days at most speeding on their sev-

eral paths to fall upon undefended ports—it is not to be expected, I say, that

they should delay such enterprises until temporary resorts could be got ready

to receive them. And yet there are those who insist that we should leave

defensive measures to a state of war—tliat we should let the day supply the

need

!

" Inadequate as all such measures must prove, there would not be time to

arrange even these. By the second property, due to their light draught of water,

these vessels will oblige the defence to be extended in some form to passages

or channels or shoals that were before adequately guarded by their shallowness.

The bars at the mouth of the Mississippi formerly excluded all but small ves-

sels-of-war, and the strong current of the river made the ascent of sailing ves-

sels exceedingly uncertain and tedious. Now these bars and currei^ts are imped-

iments no longer ; and all the armed steamers of Great Britain and France

might be formed in array in face of the city of New Orleans befoi-e a rumor of

their approach had been heard.
" Had the English expedition of 1814, attended by a squadron of armed

steamers, arrived at the mouth of the Mississippi, a few transports might have

been taken in tow, and in a few hours the whole army would have been before
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the city. Or twelve or fifteen such steamers could have carried the whole army
up iu half a day, without the delay of transports. Will it be contended that

the attack in that form would have been repulsed with the means theu in Gen-
eral Jackson's hands? Would the landing, or even the presence on board these

steamships, of the British troops have been necessary to burn the city or put it

under contribution 1 Is there anything now, but the existence of forts on the

river, to prevent the success of such an attack by fifteen or twenty steamers of

war, allured there by the vastly increased magnitude of the spoil? "*

While the enemy's means of attack are thus enhanced by the use of war
steamers, General Totten contends that they cannot be relied upon, as a substi-

tute for fortifications, for defence.

" I do not assert," he says, " that armed vessels would not be useful in coast

. defence. Such an idea would be absurd. I shall even have occasicm to show
a necessity for this kind of force, in certain exceptional cases. It is the general

proposition, viz., that armed vessels, and not fortifications, are the proper defences

for our vulnerable points—a proposition the more dangerous, because seem-

ingly in such accordance with the well-tried prowess and heroic achievements

of the navy, that we have now to controvert.

"Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Charleston, and New Orleans

are, we will suppose, to be guarded, not by forts, but by these vessels, on the

occurrence of a war with a nation possessing large naval means. We know
that it is no efibrt for such nations to despatch a fleet of twenty 11 iie-of- battle

ships and frigates, or an equal number of war steamers, or even the combined

mass—both fleets in one.
* :K * * * * * . *

'' What, then, shall we do at the above-named ports severally ? Each is

, justly felt to be an object worthy of an enemy's efforts, and each would be cul-

pable in sending elsewhere any part of the force required for its own defence.

Each, therefore, maintains a naval force equal, at least, to that the enemy is

judged to be able to send promptly against it. Omitting any provision for

other places scarcely less important, what is the result? It is, that we main-

tain within the harbors of, or at the entrance to, these places, chained down to

this passive defence, a force at least six times as large as that of the enemy.
*' He does not hesitate to leave his port, because it will be protected in his

absence by its fortifications, which also afi'ord him a sure refuge on his return.

He sail.5 about the ocean, depredating upon our commerce with his privateers

and small cruisers, putting our small places to ransom, and in other ways fol-

lowing up appropriate duties ; all which is accomplished without risk, be-

cause our fleet, although of enormoii.s magnitude, must cling to ports which

have no other defence than that afforded by their presence. They cannot com-

bine against him singly, for they cannot know where he is ; and must not,

moreover, abandon the object which they were expressly provided to guard.

" It would really seem that there could not be a more impolitic, inefficient,

and dangerous system, as there could not certainly be a more expensive one."

I have thus extensively quoted from the reports of General Totten, because

they are themselves the best expressions of the life labors and service.s of the

subject of our memoir, and because I think they treat of matters which should

be, in an eminent degree, interesting to the members of this National Academy,
and which, moreover, should demand its attention.

To preserve the continuity of my subject, I have followed these reports down
to a late date. It is necessary now to revert to an earlier period. It has

* The experience of the rebellion has proved the truth of Genercal Totten's words. The
moment the forts were passed, the city of New Orleans was, notwithstanding the land forces

under Lovell, at Commodore Farragiit's mercy. I have alluded elsewhere to the failure of

the forts.
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alroady been observed that, as soon as the original board of engineers had
sufficiently matnred the general system of defence, and completed plans for the

works first required, its members applied themselves to the duty of construc-

tion. In 1828 General (then Colonel) Totten took charge of the construction

of Fort Adams, Newport harbor, and continued on this duty, making his resi-

dence in the town of Newport, until December, 1838, the date of his appoint-

ment as chief of the corps of engineers. This work, the second in magnitude

of the fortifications of the United States, is one of the best monuments of his

genius as a military engineer. From its peculiar relations to the land defence,

it called for the application of most of those rules of the art and many of those

special arrangements which form the themes of treatises upon " fortification,"

and which, genei-ally, have but a very limited application to works of harbor

defence. In these respects it has no parallel with us ; and in the treatment of

the case and happy adaptation of means to the end. Colonel Totten exhibited a

mastery of all the details of the art, which proves his technical skill and minute

knowledge to be fully equal to the power of broad generalization I have already

endeavored to illustrate. But Colonel Totten found here yet another field for

professional usefulness—another track to explore. The art of the civil engi-

neer (I use the phrase in its application to mere construction, whether it be of a

military or civil work) was yet in its infiincy in this country. Our resources

in building materials Avere almost unknown, their qualities and adaptabilities to

different purposes of construction undeveloped. Thus far the matter had ex-

cited little attention ; the building material, whether brick or stone, lime or tim-

ber, nearest at hand was indiscriminately used, and its aggregation left much to

the skill of the. mechanic. In commencing constructions on so great a scale, it

was of the first importance that the work should be both durable and econom-

ical—a result only to be attained by the most careful selection of materials, and

the most skilful manipulation. Besides, our forts called for arrangements

unknown in other branches of building—arrangements for which the execution

and the most suitable materials had to be studied out ah imtio, since on many of

these points there were neither experience nor extant rules to guide.

In the years 1830 and 1831 a series of experiments was instituted by Colo-

nel Totten at Fort Adams, on the expansion and contraction of building stone

by natural changes of temperature, and the eifects of these variations on the

cements employed to secure the joints of stone copings. An account of them
was prepared under his direction by Lieutenant (now Professor) W. H. C. Bart-

lett, a member of this Academy, and published in the American Journal of

Science for July, 1832. The methods employed were at once simple and inge-

nious, and the result was such as to leave no doubt that in this climate the

joints of copings formed of stone of four or five feet in length will always be

insecure, no matter what description of cement may be employed to close them.

This result is one of great practical importance. Previously to the experimen-

tal examination of the subject by Colonel Totten, the walls of our most expen-

siA^e Avorks of masonry Avere protected by copings cemented at their joints ; and
Avhile the failure of the cement was constantly noticed, the cause of the failure

Avas not understood. The experiments shoA\^ed that the changes of longitudinal

dimensions of granite coping-stones, five feet only in length, under the extreme

temperatures toAvhichthcy Avere exposed at Newport, A\'oi;ldbe sufficient to pul-

verize the hardest cement betAveen them, or to leave cracks in it thicker than com-

mon jiasteboard. With marble as a material, these destructiAX effects are con-

siderably increased, and with sandstone, nearly doubled.

About the same time Colonel Totten caused some experiments to be made to

ascertain the relative stiffness and strength of the following kinds of timber,

viz : White pine, (Pinus strohus,) Spruce, (Abies nigra,) and southern pine,

(Pinus australus), also called long-leaA'ed pine'.
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These experiments, made by liis assistant, Lieutenant T. S. Brown, of the

corps of engineers, were published in the American Journal of Science and
Art, and afterwards, having been revised by the author, in the Journal of the

Franklin Institute, a note being added, the calculations extended, and practical

inferences drawn therefrom. This memoir and additions are found ia vol. vii,

new series, Journal of the Franklin Institute, 1831. Lieutenant Brown's account
concludes with the following remarks :

" In Tredgold's Carpentry, and other similar works, may be found the con-

stant numbers ^a) and (c) for nearly all the kinds of wood useful in the arts
;

but besides that the numbers are in many instances calculated from insufficient

experiments, most of the specimens used in the trials were of European growth,

and of course the results obtained are inapplicable to American timber, though
bearing the same name. It is much to be desired lhq,t numerous and accurate

experiments be made in this country by those having the requisite zeal and
opportunities ; our architects will then know with certainty the qualities of the

different kinds of woods they are using, and instead of working at hazard and
in the dark, as they now too ofren do, they will be guided by the sure light of

practical science to certain and definite results. If these experiments contrib-

ute ever so little to the attainment of so important a result, the object of their

publication will be fully accomplished. "

A subject of such vital importance in the art of construction as the composi-
tion of mortars could not fail to invite, or rather compel, the researches of Colo-

nel Totten. No species of masonr}^ is subject to such severe deteriorating influ-

ences as the walls and arches of fortifications, especially in our climate ; so

severe, indeed, that they almost drive the engineer to despair. Next only to

the importance of having the building stones or bricks of a suitable character, is

that of uniting them by a strong and durable mortar. Few persons whose
attention has not been called to the subject conceive its magnitude, the

variety of materials it embraces, and the laborious investigations to which it

has given rise. Colonel Totten commenced his researches at an early date,

and continued them actively during the whole period of his connexion with Fort
Adams.

His work on " Ilydraulic and Common Mortars " was published in 1838 by
the Franklin Institute of Philadelphia. It contains, besides original experi-

ments and observations on mortars, hydraulic cements and concretes, transla-

tions of essays by Treussart, Pitot, and Courtois, the best French writers on
the same subject, and constitutes to this day an authority relied on by Amer-
ican engineers. Colonel Totten's experiments extend over the period from 1825
to 1838 ; they are especially valuable for the variety of limes and cements, and
the tests of different modes of slacking the lime, mixing the mortars, and pre-

paring the cements and concretes. The mortars were tested, after periods ran-

ging from five months to four years and five months, for tenacity, by the force

required to separate two bricks joined together by means of them, and for hard-

ness by the weight which they would support, applied over a small circular

area. The experiments on concretes or factitious stones are equally compre-
hensive, being directed to the composition and consistency of the cement, Avhether

best used as a stiff' mortar or a semi-fluid grout ; to the effect of additions of

common lime and sand or rounded pebbles and gravel, and to ascertaining the

proportion of each that would be used to the best advantage. The results de-

veloped by these investigations are of the greatest valuii, and having been ap-

plied in the construction of the fort, have now had the test of many year's ex-

perience.

It would be almost impossible to enumerate the various objects of Colonel

Totten's researches while at Newport. There is scarce a subject connected
with the art or science of the engineer, civil or military, which did not engage
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his attention, and of wliicli he has not left some record. The thickness of sus-

taining walls, the thrust of arches, among the more important, and the composi-

tion of stuccoes, of paints, lackers, washes for stone or brick Avork, among the

less so, may here be mentioned.

Perhaps no period of his life is so interesting and so affectionately remem-
bered by his professional associates. Indeed, a large proportion of the young
officers of the corps of those days passed a portion of their time under his com-

mand, and acquired their first professional experience in the performance of

duties iTnder his eye and direction. The disposition to cultivate science, phys-

ical and natural, led him to origuial researches, while his influence stimvdated

and led to improvement the educated young men who from time to time came

into his military family. Fond of exercise, bodily and mental, he sought in

natural history, as in geology, mineralogy, and couchology, objects for the

long walks and drives conducive to health, while the arrangement of the speci-

mens, their care and classification, and the study of the habits of the animals

which occupied the shells, gave scope to his wonderful powers of observation.

Instead of finding his young officers a trouble, he was fond of their companion-

ship, suggesting modes and objects of experiment, and encouraging them to do

so likewise, thus cultivating originality of thought. His laboratory Avas at

their service, and his companionship and example at their disposal. After a

day's labor he retired to this laboratory, glad to have with him such of the young

companions of the day as desired to join him. The honored president of this

Academy can recollect, year after year, the computations, under Colonel Totten's

direction, of the thickness of revetments, the analysis of minerals collected in

the field, classifications of shells gathered in days' walks on the seashore, dis-

cussions of the curious structure of geological specimens in the neighborhood of

Newport, and of the curious mineralogical specimens of the upper portion of

Rhode Island, which he encouraged them to find. So upon the fort itself, the

various researches Avhich I have described were maikcd out for successive ex-

perimenting, with a generosity to his assistants which almost persuaded them

that they were original with them. The determination of the measures used in

laying out the fort, and the .practical apparatus employed in the measurements,

received his careful study. The practical character of these works impressed

themselves upon the minds of the young officers, and furnished the fitting com-

plement to the theoretical training received at West Point.

Not least pleasnnt among the memories of this period of Colonel Totten's life,

to those who had liie good fortune to be associated with him, is the recollection

of the social enjoyments of his house. Married in 1816 to Catlyna Pearson, of

Albany, he was surrounded by a young family, among whom his happiest

moments were spent, and to Avhom he was everything that such a relation can

imply. None could be happier in his social intercourse. Genial and eminently

hospitable, he cultivated as a duty those smaller amenities of society by which

the cares of life are lightened and its joys augmented. His house was the

home of his friends, and was seldom without some one of them. Though dig-

nihed and coiu'teously reserved in his intercourse with the external world, few

more highly enjoyed real humor, or could with more true honhommic give them-

selves up to the gayety of the moment. In his relations to his young officers he

v.'as kind and aiiable, encouraging freedom of expression, and inviting inquiry

in everything that related to professional matters, while there was always that

in his manner Avhich inspired the most profound respect and forbade undue lev-

ity of conduct in his presence.

Before quitting the scene of so important a portion of Colonel Totten's official

labors, it is proper to remark that, in addition to the duties of his particular

cliarge, he, as a member and for the last six years president of the board of

engineers, was engaged in the planning of the new works for Avhich Congress
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from time to time made the necessary appropriations.* To this duty he usually

devoted the winter mouths, during whieli all construction on Fort Adams was
suspended. In the execution of his designs he was usually assisted by young
ofKcers of the corps, who found therein a practical application of the theoretical

knowledge acquired at West Point instructive and useful.

The works of harbor improvement on the seaboard and on the lakes wero

likewise under the control and direction of the Engineer Bureau ; and Colonel

Ti.tten, though not directly engaged therein, was not infrequently called on to

inspect and advise concerning them. Most of these, and especially those of the

lake shores, afforded curious and interesting problems in this branch of civil

engineering, and his reports and notes on these subjects, yet extant, are addi-

tional proofs of the wide range of his professional knowledge and of his powers

of accurate observation and of skilful deduction from the phenomena of na-

ture.

Colonel Totten was appointed colonel of the corps of engineers and Chief

Engineer December 7, 1838. At this time the construction of Fort Adams
was so far advanced towards completion as to neei no longer his personal super-

vision, and the city of Washington became thenceforth his home and the seat of

his official duties. Identified, as we have seen, with tlie origin and growth of

the great system of sea-coast defence of the United States, it Avas eminently

proper that he should become the head of that bureau of the War Department

to which its execution Avas committed, and no one could be more eminently fitted

for that important station.

At the date of his appointment the system of coast defence had been for about

twenty years in progress of construction, and during that period most of those

ports and harbors of the United States deemed most important to ourselves or

most assailable by a naval foe had been, at least, partially fortified. At many
such points, indeed, no new work had been as yet constructed, owing to the

existence of forts or batteries more or less adequate built before or during the

war of 1812. These works, where possible, were absorbed into the new sys-

tem with some repairs and alterations. Among such points may be mentioned

the harbors of Portland, Portsmouth,- New London, Philadelphia, Baltimore,

and Charleston. New and powerful works had, however, been built or far

advanced to completion, for the defence of Boston, Newport, New York, Hamp-
ton Roads, the Savannah river, Pensacola, Mobile, and New Orleans. But

the strictures on the system, to which we have before made reference, proceed-

ing from such an authority as the Secretary of War and sanctioned by the

President, had not f>iiled to shake the confidence of Congress and of the people.

For several years the annual appropriations had been v>rholly denied or made
so inadequately that the work had languished and at some points had been

wholly suspended. Bat however much opposition may grow up in time of pro-

found peace, no sooner is there a probability of seeing a foe at our doors than

all eyes are turned to these protecting works, and the most urgent demands are

made that our seaport towns shall be speedily put "in a state of defence."

Such an impulse was given by the Maine boundary and McLeod questions,

soon after the advent of Colonel Totten to the Chief Engineership. In fulfill-

ing the urgent duty which thus devolved upon him, he did not content himself

with the mere issuing of orders from his office at,Washington. He made it his

business to inspect personally the works, and in less than two years, besides

* By the Regulations, the local engineer officer, upon whom the construction of the pro-

po.sed work wa.s to devolve, was ex officio a member of the board. This brought together

during the winter months engineer officers from various parts of the country—trom the

shores of the Gulf, from the .seaboard of North and Soutli Carolina and Georgia, as well as

from nearer points, and added not a little to the charm of the professional and social lite ot

the young engineer officers at Newport.
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the enormous office labor he found necessary to attend to on the first assump-
tion of charge of the bureau, he had visited every fort and battery on the sea-

coast of the United States. His inspections were not superficial and hasty

;

they were most thorough and searching. His investigations embraced, at the
same time, the general scope and purpose of the Avork, its adaptability to its

great objects, and the minutest detail in its construction. It was now that

the country derived the full benefit of his indefatigable researches while at

Nevvport

I have already alluded to the lack of knowledge and experience in this coun-
try of the art of construction, especially in its applications to the peculiarities of

fortification. To supply this lack was a great end of Colonel Totten's labors

at Fort Adams. At few other points did the locality or circumstances of the
construction render practicable such researches. This remark will apply par-

tif;ularly to tiie works on the Gulf of I\Iexico. The regions bordering the Gulf
v.'erc, at the close of the war of 1S12, but recent acquisitions to the territory of

the United States. Sparsely populated and isolated from the rest of the Union
as (before the application of #team to the navigation of the Mississippi) they
were, they would he defended, if defended at. all, only by the aid of fortifica-

tions. The fact that New Orleans had been almost wrenched from our grasp,

and the impression then everywhere felt that if it had been captured it would
not have been relinquished, stimulated the government to secure the possession
of this important place and of other strategic points on the Gulf by immediate
fortification. Accordingly, designs for works—mostly prepared by General
Bernard—were among the first labors of the board of engineers, and the forts

on the river and lake approaches to New Orleans, at the entrances to Mobile
bay and Pensacola harbor, were almost simultaneously commenced. Around
NeAV Orleans especially the engineers had to contend with formidable difficul-

ties. The deadly climate, the treacherous soil, on which no art could build a
structure so massive as a fortification that should not sink one or more feet,

warping and dislocating the walls and arches, the difiiculties of procuring the

services of mechanics and laborers, the want of building materials, (fcc, all com-
bined to make construction exceedingly difficult, to forbid any of its niceties, and
to hinder all research or experiment. Some of these works had been entirely

finished at the period we have arrived at, others nearly so, and left to " settle"

before the weight of the earthen parapets was added.
Considering all these unfavorable circumstances, these works had been built

in a manner creditable to the energy and skill of the engineers ; but a few
years' neglect, aided by a damp and tropical climate, had given many of them
an appearance which, to the superiicird observer, promised anything but effi-

ciency. Indeed, it was a popular belief in New Orleans at this time that Fort
Jackson, on the Mississippi, had sunk so much that its guns could not be brought
to bear on the river—a belief doubtless due to the unnecessarily highness of the

levees by which it had been surrounded to protect its site from inundation, and
to the rapid growth of vegetation on and about the fort. Such was the condi-

tion of this work when Colonel Totteu first visited it in 1841, and the author
of this paper, who hiid but recently taken charge of it, has yet a vivid recollec-

tion of the thorough inspections of this and other works, the tedious voyages in

open boats through the intricate " bayou" navigation about New Orleans, in

company with his chief, as well as the copious and most minute instruotions

which he received. Destitute of American experience on such points, the

designer had followed European precedents, or the constructing engineer had
been left to his own devices as to much that relates to the interior arrangements.

The wood-work of magazines, inadequately ventilated, had rotted and fallen in

ruins ; the covering of the bomb-proof casemates, imperfectly understood, had
failed to exclude water, which percolated through the piers and arches, or

gathered in muddy pools on the floors. The work to be done to bring the forts
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to speedy efficiency was vast ; embrasures and floors of casemates were to be
raised to compensate the settlement the work had undergone ; earth to be
removed from the arches, in order to repair or renew the roofing; magazines
and quarters to be refitted, and all this before a gun could be mounted in a
proper manner. On all these points Colonel Totten was rich in the experience

of his long researches, and ready at once to give the proper directions. Follow-
ing his detailed instructions, the works speedily reached such a condition of

efficiency as to permit the mounting and service of their guns.*

What the writer here relates from his own experience at New Orleans serves

but to illustrate the indefatigable labors and personal agency of Colonel Totten
at this period, along the whole seaboard of the United States, in bringing all

its ports and harbors into a defensible condition. Nor should I confine these

attributes to any particular period. During the whole time of his chief cngi-

neershiii he continued the same laborious supervision. Generally once in about
every two years he inspected every fort of the United States, and scarcely

was the local engineer officer more thoroughly familiar with each detail of his

own particular works than was the Chief Engineer with those of all under charge

of the Engineer bureau. Besides attending to the routine duties of his office at

Washington, he found time to design plans for new works, as well as for altera-

tions or enlargement of old ones. An admirable draughtsman, executing his

work with a delicacy and finish that defied competition on the part of his sub-

ordinates, he would be usually found, if visited at his otHce, engaged at

his draA\'ing-table. Indeed, if he had a fault as Chief Engineer, it was the

habit of doing everything himself. It was contemplated by the Regulations

lations that all plans of fortifications should be made by a board of engineers,

and General Totten, in one of his reports, alludes to the fact that this has

not always been the case, in these woixls :
" In rare cases it has happened that

plans have been made under the particular direction of the Chief Engineer, owing
to the difficulty, at moments, of drawing the widely dispersed members of the

board from their individual trusts." It may be said, too, injustice to him, that

when he assumed control of the bureau, it was almost indispensable to takte

much upon himself, in the direction of the repairs and prosecution of many of

the Avorks, owing to the great pressure thrown upon the corps by the circum-

stauces of the period, aud the want of a sufficient number of experienced

officers.

The excitement produced by the anticipation of war with England was fol-

lowed by an actual war with a weak neighbor, a Avar inaugurated by the same
influences which, in a more potent form, produced the rebellion, or rather of

which the rebellion was but the legitimate and natural sequel. Called on by
General Scott, who reposed in his professional skill the most unbounded conii-

dence, Colonel Totten assumed, in 1847, the immediate control of the engineer-

ing operations of the army destined to invade the Mexican capital, directing in

this capacity the siege of Vera Cruz. For his successful services he was
breveted a brigadier general, March 29, 1S47, " for gallant and meritorious

conduct at the siege of Vera Cruz." Having thus successfully accomplished

the special task for which he had been selected, he left the army and resumed
Lis station at Washington.

In addition to the onerous duties of his office, involving, besides the labors

described, the inspectorship and supervision of the Military Academy, his

position and high reputation subjected him to calls for incidental labors by the

government, by the States, or by municipal bodies. A few months prior to his

* Wheu Forts Jackson and Philip, on the Mississippi, were attacked by the fleets of Com-
manders Farrawut and Porter, they were not provided witli the anuameats intended ior them,

and the garrisons were demoralized by a long bombardment. It is not in place to discuss

this subject here.
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appoiiitmont as Chief Engineer, 1838, he was, at the invitation of the Secretary

of the Na%'^y, ordered to visit the navy yard at Peusacola, and to prepare plans

for dry-docks, wharves, sea-walls, and other improvements. Save a wretched
failure in the shape of a wharf, the place—a navy yard in name—had been, up
to this period, destitute of everything that characterizes such an establishment,

except an imposing row of officers' quarters, and some few storehouses. A
board of naval ciftieers had been convened two years previously to consider the

wants of the yard, and had recommended an extensive system of improvements,
involving, among other things, no less than four dry-docks. Such constructions,

reaching thirty or more feet below the level of low water in the loose sand of

the bay shores, were difficult, demanding all the resources of the engineer, and.

it was on account of General Totten's eminent abilities and high authority in

such matters that the Navy Department had recourse to his services. He made
a report on the manner of construction, with plans which, if I mistake not, have
been a guide in the subsequent operations. Unfortunately, to this day no per-

manent dry-dock exists, a floating wooden one having, through some influence,

been substituted, at enormous expense, for the intended masonry structure.*

The legislature of the State of New York having, March 30, 1855, passed
" An act for the appointment of a commission for the preservation of the harbor

of New York from encroachments, and. to prevent obstructions to the necessary
navigation thereof," the commission so appointed invited and obtained the co-

operation, as an "advisory council," of General Totten, Professor Bache, and
Commander Davis, United States uavy. The nature of the services thus ren-

dered is best understood by reference to the reports of the commissioners them-
selves :

" The distinguished reputation of General Totten, Professor Bache, and
Commander Davis for scientific attainments, their diversified experience in the

construction of hydraulic works, and long observation of the influence of tidal

currents in the formation and removal of shoals, indicated them as the best

qualified to assist the commissioners in the discharge of their duties, while their

high personal character precluded the possibility of their advice being affected

by other than the single purpose of arriving at a just decision on the questions

submitted to them." And again, after a particular allusion to the services of

Professor Bache :
" It is the gratifying duty of the commissioners to present to

the notice of the legislature the important services which have been gratuitously

rendered to the State by General Joseph G. Totten, chief engineer of the

United States army, and Commander Charles II. Davis, of the United States

nav-y, who, with Professor Bache, formed the advisory coiincil of the commis-
sioners. Animated by the single desire of preserving the port of New York
in all its usefulness, they brought to the consideration of the subjects referred

to them the diversified experience of many years spent in the examination and
improvement of harbors. The several reports they have made on the exterior

lines, on the improvement of Plell Gate, and on the preservation of Gowanus
bay, are profound dissertations on the forces and actions of currents, and, while

they evince, in some degree, the extent of the labors of those gentlemen, they
demonstrate how just is the public estimate of their scientific attainments."

Pollowiug the example of New York, Massachusetts soon organized a similar

commission for the port and harbor of Boston, on which the same gentlemen
were invited to serve, receiving similar testimonials of the high value of their

services.

* The "questionable shape" and suspicious object of this novel craft, set afloat and towed
ont into the baj' by the rebels in IdGl, caused anxious surmises on the part of Colonel Brown
and the gallant garrison of Fort Pickens, reminding us of the famons " Battle of the Kegs"'
of the Revolution. The jirobable object was to sink it in the channel to prevent the entrance
of our gunboats. But Colonel Brown's interference prevented the accomplishment of the

design. It was abandoned by the rebels, and set fire to by Colonel Brown's orders.
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Of the many scientific men of the countiy who were asi^ociated Avith him in

such duties, (of whom most usually was our eminent president, ) none exhibited

greater zeal and assiduity, few took a more prominent and useful part. The
resolutions of the Light-house Board, on the occasion of his decease, which are

appended to this memoir, would be, with slight modifications, applicable in

reference to all his connexions of a similar nature. Inflexible in his integrity,

uncompromising in his notions of duty, and watchful to the highest degree for

all the interests of the government in all that concerned his charge, it is not

strange that the shameless Floyd soon found him an obstacle to his peculiar

operations. He was virtually banished from his office, or at least relieved from

its duties, which he did not resume until Floyd left the War Department. lie

took this opportunity—perhaps the very first and only release during his life-

time from the uuQeasing demand of duty—to visit Europe in company with

Mrs. Totten, travelling through France, Italy, Germany, and England. En-
dued with those keen perceptions and that harmonious adjustment of faculties

Avhich render the mind susceptible to the beautiful, whether in nature or art, he

was, in the true sense of the term, an artist. For music, for painting, for

sculpture, he had a high relish and a most accurate and discriminating judgment.

By such a one the treasures of art and antiquity of Europe can only be

adequately appreciated and enjoyed, as we know they were appreciated and

enjoyed by General Totten. He did not fail, however, to take the opportunity

to examine, as far as he was able, the fortifications of Europe, of the character

and peculiarities of which, however, he had little to learn. On his return he

was sent by Floyd to the Pacific coast, with directions to inspect the fortifica-

tions in construction, and to report on the defensive requirements of that

region. This duty and the report thereon he executed in his usual thorough

and exhaustive manner. It furnished him with the opportunity to acquire the

same personal knowledge of all that concerned the seaboard defence of our

newly acquired territories on the Pacific which he already possessed, beyond

any other man, in reference to the Atlantic and Gulf coasts.

In the year 1851 General Totten inaugurated, and continued through the years

1852, 1S53, 1854, and 1855, a series of experiments at West Point "on the

eflects of firing with heavy ordnance from casemate embrasures," and also " on

the effects of firing against the same embrasures with various kinds of missiles."

It will be interesting, and conducive to a better understanding of the objects and

results of these experiments to say a few words as to the origin and meaning of

the term " casemate," and to give an account of General Totten's previous

labors in connexion with the "casemate embrasure." The word is from the

Spanish casa-mata, (a compound, most likely, of casa, house, and malar, to

kill ; though it is said also to mean a low or hidden house ; but the etymology

is not settled,) and seems to have been used to signify a countermine as well as

a concealed place, arranged in connexion with a fortification, for containing and

using a piece of artillery. According to Bardin* it appears to have been applied

to the double or triple tier of uncovered gun platforms used by the early Italian

and German engineers for flanking the ditch, as well as to vaulted galleries along

the scarp wall. The term finally came to mean, in fortification, any vaulted

room under the earthwork of the rampart or glacis, whether intended for service

of guns, or for quarters of troops, or for containing stores. A gun casemate is

such a vault abutting against the scarp or counterscarp wall through Avhich an

"embrasure" is pierced to permit the discharge of the gun ;
and in the naval

service the term has been adopted to signify the part of an iron-clad vessel con-

taining the guns, and which is, for that reason, especially protected by the iron

plating. Hence the essential notion of the word seems to involve one or more of

the attributes of concealment, shelter, and destructive purpose.

* Dictionnaire de TAnnee de Terre, ttc.
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The use of the casemate, in some of its foims, for flauking purposes goes back
to Albert Durer and Sau Micheli, in the early part of the sixteenth century, and
it was resorted to by Vauban in his second and third systems, of which the

tower-bastions are casemated throughout. But it was reserved for the Marquis
de Montalembort, in the latter part of the eighteenth century, to give it an
extraordinary development, and to make the casemate the essential element of

a s-ystem of fortification. This " most intrepid of authors upon fortification
"

(as he is styled by Chasseloup) boldly attempted to apply to his art the same
principles by which Napoleon won his victories—the concentration of superior

forces upon the decisive points. In his projects we find, upon all paits Avhere

there must be a decisive contest of artillery, an extraordinary concentration of

guns, amounting in some cases to ten times those of the attacking batteries, the

construction of which it is intended to prevent, or which shal] be promptly over-

powered, if constructed. This concentration he effected, and could only effect,

by the use of casemates, upon vfhich, numerous and well constructed, he bases
all the strength of his fortifications.

No author on this art has displayed greater genius or a greater affluence of

resources, and no jiuthor has given occasion for so much acrimonious discussion.

Rejected by the French, the principles of Montalembert have been made the
basis of the modern German, or " Polygonal," system.

For sea-coast fortification the casemates of Montalembert had a singular

applicability, aud he has the merit, at least, of being the first writer who has
seen in this branch of the art a subject of particular treatment, aud who had given
special designs for forts and batteries ''for the defence of ports."

In no warlike structure was there so great a concentration of artillery as in a
ship-of- war, such as it was fifty or even twenty years ago. And as there is no
limit to the number of ships which may be brought to bear upon a shore battery
save that of the range of artillery and the area of navigable water, it is easy to

see to what overwhelming hostile fire such a work may be subjected. On the

other hand, it frequently hajipens that the site othervv'ise most advantageous for

a battery is low and contracted, rendering any accumulation of guns impractica-

ble, if mounted on an ordinary rampart, and exposing the unprotected gunners
to the fire of the sharpshooters with which the enemy's topmasts are filled.*

It is no small merit of Montalembert to have devised a method of mounting
guns which should meet this case. Notwithstanding that the French corps of

engineers rejected the system in its intended application, and disclaimed, as an
engineer, its author, it nevertheless constructed, in 17S6, for the defence of the
roadstead and harbor of Cherbourg, forts which are in reality almost copied from
his designs.f Following the example of the French, other European nations

have adopted, for the defence of their seaports, vi'orks of the same character, of

which the forts of Cronstadt and Sebastopol, once made familiar to us, in their

outward appearance, by the pictorials, are reccmt specimens ; and, as we have
already seen, Colonel Williams introduced them into our country in 1807, by
tlie construction of Castles Williams and Clinton, and Fort Gansevoort, New
York harbor.

An objection urged against casemates, and a grave one, since it is aimed at

one of their most important attributes, is that the embrasures of masonry are

dangerous to the gunners, from their outward flaring surfaces reflecting into the
interior the enemy's missiles. Montalembert was well aware of this objection,

calling the embrasure, in its ordinary form, a " murderous funnel," {entonnoir

* Tlie topmasts of many of the vcssc^ls of Commodore Farragut's fleet in the attack ou Forts
Jackson and St. Philip contained hi^&i-houitztrs, destined to tire caui.ster at the gunners of
the low batteries of those works.
tThe celebrated Camot, then an officer of French engineers, but Avho adopted the views

of Monlalembert, writes to him: "You have wrung from jour adversaries the admission
that well-constructed casemates are a good thing," &c. {Zastrotc, Histoirc de la Fortification^)
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mcurtrierc,) and liis sagacity oid not fail to prescribe the best remedy by rules

intended to reduce to a minimum the external opening. He directed that the

thi'oat should be no larger than necessary to receive the muzzle of the gun and

to endure the shock of its discharge ; that it should not be more than two feet

from the exterior surface of the wall ; that the cheeks should be parallel to the

sides of the sector of fire ; and to render practicable these arrangements he

invented the " affut a aiguille,''^ (carriage with tongue,) which has served as the

type of nearly all subsequent casemate gun-carriages. It is strange that, even

while adopting the plans of ilontalembert, European engineers should have

almost -wholly overlooked these maxims, and that it was reserved for our own
illustrious engineer to make their application, and, in perfecting the casemate

and the embrasure, to become a co-worker with Slontalembert, by bringing the

casemated water-battery to its highest degree of perfection.

I now revert to General Totteu's labors in this connexion, and in reference

thereto I quote from his report to the Secretary of War

:

" The first casemated battery was completed in 1808. It has two tiers of guns

in casemates and one in barbette. The exterior openings of the lower embrasures

are 4' 8" by G feet, giving an area of 28 square feet ; and of the second tier 3'

8" by 5 feet- area l^^ square feet ; the horizontal traverse of the guns being

limited to 44 degrees.
" Within three or four years of the time just mentioned two other casemated

batteries were built, each having a single tier of guns in casemates, with exterior

openings of 4' 5" by 5 feet, area 22 square feet ; one with horizontal scope of

about 42 degrees, and the other of about 45 degrees.
" In 1815 the author of this report was called on to prepare a project for the

defence of an important channel ; and, having been convinced, while employed

as an assistant in the construction of two of the batteries just mentioned, that

the principles and the details by which the embrasures and the dependent case-

mates had thus far been regulated were erroneous and defective, set about a

careful study of the conditions to be fulfilled in providing for the heavy guns of

that period mounted on a casemate carriage that had already been approved and

adopted. The result was an embrasure having an exterior opening of 4 feet

wide by 2' 6" high at the outside line of the cheeks, and 3 feet high at the key
of the covering arch, the throat being I' 10" wide. This provided for all the

depression and elevation of the gun that the carriage permitted, and also for a

horizontal scope of full GO degrees. Covered with a lintel instead of an arch,

the height of the exterior opening might be a little less than 3 feet.

" The plan of this embrasure shows that the interior opening is 5' 6" wide,

and that the plane of the throat is within 2 feet of the outside of the wall, which,

just at the embrasure, is 5 feet thick.

" A slight modification fitted this embrasure, when applied to flanking or in-

terior defence, to receive at first a carronade of large calibre, and of later years

a howitzer instead. When these latter were liable to be assailed by musketry,

the outer cbeeks were made en crcmaUUerc, (notched,) a long-known device.

" It was with timidity and hesitation that the cheeks of this embrasure were

placed so near the track of the ball, when fired from the casemate, with tlie

maximum obliquity, and the results of an earl};- trial with experimental embra-

sures at Fortress Monroe gave some sanction to the doubt. The first two under

trial were built of lime-mortar, and were soon shaken to pieces by the blast of

the gun. Another one, however, constructed of bricks laid in cement-mortar,

sustained without injury several hundred discharges. These last results have

been confirmed wherever there has been practice from our embrasures, which,

with immaterial differences, have, since 1815, been constructed in all our case-

mated batteries according to the preceding description."

It will be seen from the foregoing quotations how thoroughly General Totten,

in adopting the casemated battery, was imbued with the spirit of its illustrious
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originator. If, as is likely, he was aware of the Litter's rules on this subject,

he was tlie fust to appreciate their essential importance, and to prove the prac-

ticability of their application. It is probable, however, that the close study of
tlie subject, critical observation, and keen sagacity v/hich so distinguished him ou
all occasions, and which taught him to accept nothing as the best which was
susceptible of improvement, led him to recognize as " murderous funnels" the
embrasures of routine—to create anew the rules of Montalembert, and to make,
for the hrst time, a successful application of them. He reduced the throat to

nearly an absolute minimum ; he placed it at two feet from the outer face of the
wall, diminishing the external openings from eighteen, twenty-two, and twenty-
eight, down to about ten square feet, while he increased the sector of fire of the
gun from forty-five to sixty degrees ; thus adding one-third to its field of fire,

and consequently to its value.

The embrasures, thus modelled in 181-5, remained unchanged until the year
1858, but tlie casemate continued a subject of study and experiment during most
of his life. The perfecting of ventilation, the determination of the dimensions
and height of the piers, of the span and rise of the arches, their thickness and
manner of covering, so as to obtain perfect drainage and to avoid the injurious

effects of frost, &c., were problems of prolonged research and skilful solution,

establishing for General Totten the right to be considered the author of the
American casemate.

In connexion with these researches may be mentioned those also which were
directed to the determination of the manner of mounting guns " en barbette." *

As the dimensions of sea-coast ordnance increased, more and more elaborate

structures became necessary for their mounting and management. The plan-

ning and construction of the carriages belonged to the Ordnance Bureau, but it

was General Totten's task to adapt the platforms and parapets thereto. None
but the engineer or artillerist can thoroughly understand the difficulty and com-
plexity of the problems therein involved. To provide a platform which shall

support, without the sb'ghtesfc deflexion, the weight, and resist the shock of dis-

charge, while it provides for the training or pointing of the gun—which is so

adapted to the parapet as to allow the maximum horizontal sector of fire, and to

afford the most perfect cover to the gunners consistent with allowing all the de-

pression demanded by the circumstances of the case—such are the conditions to

be fulfilled, separately, for each calibre of gun. After years of experience, and
after our sea-coast ordnance had attained its highest development prior to the
introduction of the rifled gun and fifteen-inch columbiad. General Totten em-
bodied his results in a lithographic sheet exhibiting to the eye of the engineer
for every kind of gun and for every probable case the particular solution. This
single sheet exhibits strikingly the characteristics of the author's mind—the

profound study which he brought to bear on every subject, the scrupulous accu-

racy of his determinations, which neglected no appreciable magnitude, and the
thoroughness and generality of his solutions.

When the embrasure of 1815 was designed, ships' armaments contained no
gun heavier than a twenty-four or thirty-two pounder. As the calibres increased

it became a matter of doubt Avhether the five feet thickness of wall immediately
about the embrasure was sufficient. At the same time the progress made in the

art of forging large masses of iron had suggested that by its use the funnel form
of the mouth might be entirely done aAvay with, and the exterior opening re-

duced to an absolute minimum. Nothing but experi?}i€nt could lead to sound
conclusions, and the experiments referied to on a former page were instituted,

the principal objects of which were (in General Totten's own language)

—

I. " To ascertain the effects of firing with solid balls, with shells, and with
grape and canister, from heavy ordnance at short distances, upon various mate-
rials used in the construction of casemate embrasures.

* A barbette guu is one which is fired over a parapet.
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II. " To determine whether these embrasures might have a form that would
shut out most of these missiles, and resist for a time the heaviest, without lessen-

ing the sector of tire, horizontal and vertical, of the casemate gun.
III. " To determine the degree to which, without injury from the blast of the

gun, or lessening its scope of tire, the throat of the embrasure, and also the ex-
terior opening, might be lessened.

IV. " To determine whether all smaller missiles might not be prevented from
passing through the throat into the battery ; and whether the smoke of the blast

might not also be excluded by simple and easily managed shutters."

Targets were constructed representing the wall of a fortification pierced with
its embrasures. All varieties of materials were employed in the walls, and every
suggested method of consti ucting the embrasure Avas tried. General Totten's
report shows that the minutest detail of construction was directed by himself,

and that he personally superintended the experiments. They were carried on
at intervals during four successive yeai's, the results of each year suggesting the
object of experiment for the next.

It would be out of place here to follow the report through its detailed ac-

counts of the firings, or even to attempt to sum up the conclusions arrived at,

referring as they do to such a variety of subjects ; but those concerning the
thickness of the scarp-wall and the use of wrought iron may be properly quoted
as among the most important

:

" The general conclusion from these trials is, that, whether ofcement concrete, of

bricks, or of hard stones, the portion of the wall at and around each embrasure
having the thickness of five feet only should be no larger than is indispensable

for the adaptation of the gun and carriage to the embrasure ; if restricted to a
small area, this thickness will suffice—not otherwise.

" The thickness of five feet will resist a number of these balls, impinging in

succession on that space, provided the bond expand promptly above, below, and
on each side, into a thickness greater by some two and a half feet or three feet

or more. Were the wall no thicker generally than five feet, being reinforced

only by piers some fifteen feet apart, it would soon be seriously damaged by
battering at short distances."

And in reference to iron it is stated :
" First, it may be fairly assumed that

a plate eight inches thick of wrought iron of good quality, kept in place by a

backing of three feet of strong masonry, will stop a solid ball from an eight-

inch columbiad fired with ten and a quarter pounds of powder from the distance

of two hundred yards. The plate of iron will be deeply indented at the point

of impact, the ball carving for itself a smooth bed of the shape and size of one
hemisphere, in which it will be found broken into many pieces easily separable,

and it Avill, besides, be somewhat bent generally. The masonry behind will

be much jarred, and, unless strongly bonded, be considerably displaced ; more-
over, unless the thickness of three feet is well tied into thicker masses imme-
diately .adjacent on the sides and above and below, the general damage will be
severe.

" Second, this plate will be much the stronger for being in a single mass, and
not made up of several thinner plates. The continuity effected by bolts and .

rivets of the made-up plates is broken even by weak assaults, so that after-

wards the stronger, instead of a joint opposition, finds only a succession of

feeble resistances.

" Third, a thickness of two inches is ample for shutters designated to stop

the largest grape-shot. With this thickness they will be neither perforated nor
deformed by anything less than cannon balls or shells. These shutters also,

for tJie reason just given, should be made of a single thickness. The firings

show the necessity of concealing entirely, even from the smallest iron missile,

their hinges and fastenings.

11 s
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" Fonrtli, a wrougiit irou plate of half an incli in thickness is adequate to pro-

tect the outer margius and the oifsets of embrasures from injury by grape or

canister shot."

These facts established, the effect of the form and dimensions of the embra-

sures in carrying in the smaller missiles was investigated ; the recorded results

will enable us to appreciate the force of Montalembert's expression, " murderous

funnels," as even its author could not do.

" Suppose a hundred-gun ship to be placed within good canister range of a

casemated battery of about the ship's length and height, to the fifty guns of the

ship's broadside there would be opposed about twenty-four guns in two tiers

in the battery. The ship would fire each gun once in three minutes, or ten

times in half an hour ; the fifty guns would therefore make five hundred dis-

charges within that time.
' With* one hundred and fifty-six balls in each thirty-two-pound canister,

(weighing in all thirty-one and a half pounds,) there wuuld be thrown seventy-

eight thousand balls in thirty minutes. Supposing one-half to miss the fort,

which, considering the size of the object and the short distance, is a large al-

lowance, there would still remain the number of thirty-nine thousand balls to

strike a surface of (say) six thousand square feet—that is,

" On each square foot 6J balls.

•' Or within the exterior opening of one of the embrasures of our

second target, of which the area is 8.9 square feet, there would
fall 58 balls.

•' Within the European embrasure above mentioned, having fifty-

four square feet of opening,* there would be received in half an
hour 351 balls."

And if the ship carried modern eight-inch guns, and fired canister of musket
balls, these figures T,^ould be, in the three cases, fifty-one, four hundred and fifty-

three, and two thousand seven hundred and fifty-four. These theoretical con-

clusions were verified by the experimental firing with grape and canister, and
it is thus seen how greatly superior General Totten's embrasure of ISlo, which
is but little larger than that of the second target, is to the European one, and
how thoroughly he had, at that early day, mastered the sitbject. He had, in-

deed, perfected the embrasure so far as it could be done with masonry alone.

But the quantity of smi^ll missiles which even that embrasure would receive

is dangerously great, and would be much diminished if the fuunel-form of the

mouth could be done away with, and the throat reduced to an absolute miuimimi.

This could be accomplished only by the use of iron, and the conclusions I have
just quoted furnish the data necessary to its successful application.

The throat (still placed two feet back from the outer face of the wall) being
formed of ii'on plates, it became practicable to cut away the flaring surfaces of

masonry, so as to present others parallel or perpendicular to the face of the wall,

and by this change of form to exclude all missiles not directed within the limits

of the throat itself. Still more completely to accomplish the object, wrought-
iron shutters of two inches thickness (as determined by the experiments) were
applied, by which, except at the moments of aiming and firing, the embrasure-

was entirely closed.

Such is the history of the casemated battery and casemated embrasure in the

United States. We have seen that the perfection to which they have been
brought is due to General Totteu, and to General Totteu alone. Nor is it to the

experiments which I have been describing, laborious, skilful, and thorough as

they were, that we may solely attribute such results. We must look back to

* Kefereuce is made to the embrasure el' a European work built ^\ithiu the last twenty-
five years.
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the time when, a first lieutenant of engineers, he saw and aided in the con-
stniction of our first casemated fort, and when he, fully appreciating its merits
and recognizing the defects which a disregard and want of appreciation of the
illustrious projector's own principles had entailed upon it, set himself to the task
of enhancing the one and correcting the other.

The ten years which have elapsed since ISoo have witnessed changes in the
character of sea-coast and nayal artillery, and an increase in the calibres and
weight of their projectiles, which no one at that date would have anticipated;
hence some doubt may be entertained whether our casemated masonry works
are adequate to contend with iron-clad vessels armed with the modern artillery.

This is a question which it remains for experiment or experience to decide. It

has, as yet, not been demonstrated that a masonry fort, constructed as our more
recent works are, will not, armed with the powerful guns now being introduced,
endure the contest quite as long as its iron-clad antagonist can protract it.

In this connexion it is due to General Totten to say that he has himself becQ
ever the most strenuous advocate of "big guns," the most urgent instigator of
their production. The writer well remembers when, seated with him on the
piazza of the officers' quarters at Fort Jackson, our eyes resting on the mighty
stream flowing past us, upon the defence of which our thoughts and conversa-
tion had been turning, he exclaimed, "We must have a 20-inch gun." The
idea was novel to me at that time, and I exhibited some surprise. He went on
to say that, thoroughly to prevent the passage or attempted passage of an armed
steamship, there must be not only danger but almost a certainty of destruction.

"Let us have guns such that (to use his own phrase) 'every shot shall be a
bird.'" The invention of armored ships, not then foreseen, has increased the
necessity of having such guns as he, on other grounds, so strongly advocated.
He expressed the greatest confidence that a gun of the dimensions he named
would yet be made and introduced into our batteries, and added the interesting-

statement that in his earlier days he had found much difficulty in impressing
upon the members of boards on which he had served the necessity of having
guns in our harbor defences larger than 24-pounders. To the labors and
genius of a Rodman we owe the actual invention of the art of constructing

fifteen and twenty-inch guns ; but without the unceasing stimulus of General
Totten's known and urged views, it is doubtful whether Rodman's labors would
have been called for or sustained.

The preceding pages have been mainly devoted to the illustration of our de-

,
parted associate's career as an officer and as the Qhief Engineer of the United
States. Before turning our attention to other spheres of his usefulness, it seems
fitting to quote from one of his eulogists the following summary of his official

characteristics

:

" In wielding the influence of his office as Chief Engineer, the prominent traits

exhibited by General Totten were strict justice and scrupulous integrity. No
sophistry, no blandishments, no arbitrary exercise of superior authority could turn

him in the least from his steadfast adherence to his own sense of duty. Avoiding
all useless collisions with his official superiors, showing due respect to their

station, he never failed to call their attention to any errors committed by them
with respect to the department under his charge; nor did he ever leave them
any excuse for wilful wrong-doing by remaining silent, even when he knew
that his suggestions would not only be ill-received and of no use, but might be

visited by the exercise of those petty vexations which official superiors can em-
ploy against those under them who thwart their misdoings.*********
"The individual traits of General Totten were strongly marked. Powerfully

built, of a constitution of the most vigorous stamp, cool, potent, and persevering,

of sound judgment and variety of intellectual capacity, nature seemed to have
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endowed him for the profession that he had chosen. His attention to the per-

formance of his professional duties amounted to a devotion.

"Whilst steadily adhering to Avhat had been well settled by experience, and
withstanding the ill-directed efforts of that class of men of whom some are to

be found in all bodies, Avho seize upon every novelty and press it into the service

of their own crude notions, he was far from rejecting well-reasoned projects of

improvement, and encouraged, as his own immediate works show, every step

towards real progress. Although not belonging to the class of mere inventors,

he had that invaluable fiiculty to one holding a position of so great public re-

sponsibility, of detecting the fallacies with which this class too frequently de-

ceive themselves as well as others."

In 1SG3, iinder the law uniting into one the two corps of engineei'S and topo-

graphical engineers, General Totten was advanced to the full grade of brigadier

general. A few days before his death the Senate unanimously confirmed his

nomination by the President to be "major general by brevet, for long, faithful,

and eminent services." Never were such distinction and such commendation
more fitly bestowed.

Giving the precedence in order to duties most intimately connected with his

profession, I now turn to General Totten's important labors in establishing and
maintaining our present light-house system.

The attention of Congress having been called to the pressing necessity for

introducing certain reforms, administrative and executive, into the light-house

system of the United States, that body, after full discussion of the subject,

passed an act (approved March 3, 1S5]) stipulating that from and after that

date, in all new light-houses and all light-houses requiring illuminating appa-
ratus, the lens or i resnel system should be adopted.

Another chapter of the same act provided for the appointment of a commis-
sion, to be composed of two oflicers of engineers of the army, and such civil

officers of high scientific attainments as might be under the orders or at the dis-

position of the Treasury Department, and a junior oflicer of the navy as secre-

tary, whose duty it should be to inquire into the condition of the light-house

establishment of the United States, and to make a general detailed report and
programme to guide legislation in extending and improving oiir present system
of construction, illumination, inspection, and superintendence.

The board, as constituted by the President, consisted of Commander W. B.
Shubrick, General J. G. Totten, Colonel James Kearney, Captain S. F. Du-
pont. United States navy. Professor A. Dallas Bache, superintendent United
States coast survey, and Thornton A. Jenkins, United States navy, as secretary.

Its labors were directed first to demonstrating the evils, irregularities, and
abuses which had crept into the light-house service under the management of
the Fifth Auditor of the treasury, (the late venerable and highly respected

Stephen Pleasonton,) among Avhich were found to be those arising from de-

fective principles of construction, renovation, and repair of light-houses, inade-

quate protection to sites and badly planned and poorly constructed sea-walls.

It may readily be understood how the peculiarly practical mind of General Tot-
ten, brought to bear upon these and kindred subjects of inquiry, developed and
demonstrated the necessity of at once employing proper scientific systems and
plans of construction. His assistance in collecting data was found invaluable,

and his lucid, clear mind was equally to be trusted in detecting faults and in de-

vising the remedy.
Without entering into a detailed account of the labors of this board of inquiry,

it is sufficient to state that the mass of evidence collected by it was so irresisti-

ble in proof of existing errors, that Congress, under date of August 31, 1852,
passed an act which created a permanent light-house board, to which was con-

fided all the duties of the establishment. General Totten was appointed to this
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board, and served as a valued and honored member, with but a short interruption,

until his decease. Its early labors were arduous and onerous. A new system
was to be founded where before had been none; order should come from chaos,

error was to vanish before science, economy to succeed to wastefulness, darkness

to give place to light. The task, great as it was, fell upon no shrinking hearts

or feeble brains. The work was accomplished ; and long before his lamented
death General Totten had the satisfaction of witnessing the labors of himself

and his associates crowned with full success. The board in its deliberations de-

ri%-ed great benefit from his presence and participation, and relied with entire as-

surance upon the correctness of his judgment upon all subjects concerning which
he would express an opinion. He served almost continuously as chairman of

the committee of finance, and the decisions of that committee owe not a little of

their sound wisdom to the searching scrutiny joined to the generous and liberal

views of its chairman. He was alsi) a member of the committee on engineering,

in which department his peculiar merit was most conspicuous. The principal

works with which his name is associated, and which claim our attention, are the

light-houses on Seven-Foot Knoll, near Baltimore, Maryland, and on Miuot's

Ledge, off Cohasset, Massachusetts.

The former is an iron pile structure standing in some ten feet of water. It

was erected at a time when the science of iron pile construction was in its in-

fancy, and was one of the first works of the kind undertaken by the board.

Hence it was a matter of deep interest and solicitude. It was successfully com-
pleted, and the light-house stands to-day a signal reward for the thought and
labor bestowed upon its conception and construction.

The light-house atMinot's Ledge was a Avork of far greater difficulty, and to

its proper location and plan General Totten lent the resources of his great expe-

rience and exhaustless knowledge. As his intimate acquaintance with the

whole coast of the United States, acquired while acting as a member of the

board of engineers, and during his annual inspections as Chief Engineer, ena-

bled him, with the aid of the Coast Survey, to indicate with almost unerring

certainty the proper location and character of all new light-houses, so his prac-

tical knowledge of construction, in laying the foinidation of our sea-coast fortifi-

cations and the sea-walls by which the sites of many of them had to be protect-

ed, prepared him to grapple with the difficulties of constructing a masoury
tower in this exposed situation, and to bring to their solution all the known and
tried resources of engineering.

Miuot's Ledge is situated about twenty miles southeast of Boston. It is the

outer rock of a very dangerous group called the "Cohasset Bocks," lying at

the very wayside of navigation to the harbor of Boston. A light-house of iron

had been erected here a few years previous to the organization of the Light-

house Board, but it was carried away in a fearful storm which swept along the

coast of New England on the 16th of April, 1851.

Not only the commercial interests of the country, but humanity demanded
that it should be replaced, and Congress promptly made an appropriation for

this purpose, stipulating that the tower should be erected on the outer Minot,

and confiding its construction to the Topographical Bureau. This bureatx, hav-

ing publicly advertised, received sixteen distinct proposals to erect the proposed
structure, but •nally recommended, in view of the difficulties to be overcome,
and the fearful fate of its predecessor, that it should be located on one of the

inner rocks. In accordance with this recommendation, an act of Congress was
passed authorizing the Secretary of the Treasury to " select, instead of the outer

Minot's Ledge, any more suitable site. " Before further action had been taken,

the whole subject fell into the hands of the newly created Light-house Board.
A joint resolution of Congress was then passed (1854) giving to this board the

decision as to the location and the mode of construction.
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The question of location being thus widely reopened, a committee of the

board was sent to make a personal examination of the locality. General Tot-

ten was, of course, a member of this committee, and was not long in making up
Lis mind that the outer and not the inner Minot was the proper site. His argu-

ments on this subject proved conclusive with the board. He urged that if the

light were placed on any of the inner rocks the desired object would be but

partially accomplished, since in a dense fog or thick snow-storm vessels might
approach within a few hundred feet without being able to see it, and thus be
lost upon the outer ledge.

When the question of practicability was broached, his professional pride

seemed to be roused. He argued that, after what had been done on the coast of

England in the erection of the Eddystone light-house a century ago, and more
recently of the Bell Rock and Skerryvore lights, it would be a humiliating

admission that the requisite science and skill were not to be found in this

country to erect .a similar structure where, as all admitted, one was so much
needed.

He carefully studied the accounts of the construction of the Eddystone, Bell

Rock, and Skerryvore light-houses, by Smeaton, Robert Stephenson, and Allan
Stephenson, but the fact that the Eddystone was begun at high-water mark,
that the ledge of the Bell Rock was extensive, and elevated several feet above
low-water, and that the Skerryvore presented still less difficulties, while the sur-

veys show that the outer Minot's ledge M\as very contracted, and that the pro-

posed structure must commence even below low water, did not deter him from
advocating and designing a work for this formidable position more difficult to

accomplish than anything which had ever preceded it.

The plans which he prepared were drawn with his usual minuteness of detail.

The problem was one peculiarly fascinating to engineers—the uniting into a
single mass the several component stones of the structure so that no one can be

detached from the rest, that each shall be a bond of connexion to those adjacent,

that the whole shall be an integral, having a strength ample to defy the most
powerful foe to human structure, the fury of the ocean's Avinds and waves.
Though not himself the constructor of the work, yet to have insisted against

authoritative adverse opinion on its practicability, to have planned the building

and selected the engineer who should rear it, and to Lave overlooked the work
from its commencement to its completion, entitles him, even were this his only
work, to recognition among the Smeatons and Stephensons and Brunels, as one
of the great engineers of the age.

Eor the execution, he selected Captain (now Brevet Brigadier General) Bar-
ton S. Alexander, of the Corps of Engineers, an officer Avhose experience, ener-

gy, boldness, and self-reliance eminently litted him for the task. It is for him
to recount the history of the work, to give to the world the interesting narrative

of difficulties met and overcome, of patience requited and energy triumphant.

General Totten watched its progress with unflagging interest, making frequent

visits to the superintending engineer, aiding him with his counsels and encour-

aging him in his difficulties. He lived to enjoy the proud satisfaction of inspect-

ing the finished structure ; and when at last from its towering summit flashed

o'er the troubled waters the beacon-light of safety to the tempest-tossed mari-

ner, he might well exclaim, with the Latin poet, though in a nobler sense and
in a less boastful spirit, " Exegi monumentum tere perenius."

General (then Colonel) Totten was named in the act of Congress organizing

the Smithsonian Institution in 1846 as one of the Regents to whom the busi-

ness transactions of that celebrated establishment are intrusted. At an early

meeting of the Board of' Regents he was appointed one of the Executive Com-
mittee, and was continued in these offices by repeated election to the time of

his death, a period of nearly eighteen years. Be evinced a lively interest in

the organization of the Institution, and after a careful study of the will and char-
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acter of Smitlison, gave Lis preference to the programme prepared by Professor

Henry, which was finally adopted. His advocacy of the plan was the more

important since he was well acquainted with the scientific character of James
Smithson, and had himself, as we shall see in a subsequent statement, been

engaged in a line of research similar to one of those pursued by the founder of

this Institution.

In the reconstruction of the interior of the main part of the Smithsonian build-

ing which had partly been completed in wood, but which had given way, he

strongly urged the employment of fire-proof material, to the adoption of which

the preservation of the valuable collections of the Institution is indebted. In

the discharge of his duty as one of the Executive Committee, he acted with the

same conscientious regard to the sacredness of the trust which characterized all

his oflicial labors, and critically examined all the accounts, assured himself as

to the proper expenditure of the funds, and advised as to the general policy to

be pursued. In him the Secretary ever found a firm supporter, a sympathetic

friend, and a judicious adviser. Unostentatious, unselfish, and only desiring to

advance whatever cause he might be connected with, he gave the most valuable

suggestions as if they were of little moment, and in such a way that they might

appear to be deductions from what others had said or done, being more anxious

that his suggestions should be properly carried out than that they should be

accredited to himself.

As a recreation from the more arduous studies of his profession, he devoted

in the early part of his life his spare hours to natural history, paying much
attention to the mollusca of the northern coast of the United States; and he

was perhaps the first, or at least one of the first, to introduce into this country

the use of the dredge for the search of these animals, thus not only obtaining

many species which would otherwise have escaped attention and getting fresh

and unmutilated specimens of species previously known only from dead imper-

fect shells, but enabling us to learn something of the habits and associations of

the animals—information of much greater scientific value than the discovery of

a few new species. His observations and studies in conchology were embodied

in an article entitled "Descriptions of some Shells belonging to the Coast of

New England," published in the American Journal of Science and Arts for

1834 and 1835, and Dr. A. A. Gould was lai-gely indebted to him for material

employed in his " Invertebrata of Massachusetts," many of the species of shells

contained in which were first found to inhabit our coast by General Totten

;

others were new species discovered by him, though described by Dr. Gould,

while some nine or ten specimens were not only discovered but described by
him. The descriptions of species and remarks evince his powers of observation

and critical acumen, and almost all of the forms described have stood the test

of subsequent examination, and the validity of their specific distinction been

confirmed, although several of them are among the most common shells of the

coast; on account of their small size, they had been previously overlooked or

neglected, but their insignificance in size did not diminish their interest in the

eyes of one who viewed nature in all her manifestations as worthy of contem-

plation. One of the most beautiful and almost the smallest of the bivalves of

oixr coast, called by him Venus gemma, has since been dedicated to him under

the name of Gemma Tottenii by Dr. William Stimpson.

General Totten collected principally on the shores of New England, a,nd his

explorations with the dredge were almost entirely made in the vicinity of New-
port, R. I., and of Provincetown, Mass, A list of the shells of Massachusetts

was contributed by him to one of the preliminary reports on the natural history

of that State. The principal species described by him are as follows ; Modiola

glandula, (now known as Mytilus decussatus,) Venus gemma, [Gemina Tottenii,)

iSolemija horealis, Bulla oryza, Natica immaculata, Turbo minutus, {Rissna

minuta,) TurritcUa interrvpta, {Ckemnitzia interrupta,) Acteon trifidus, {Chem-
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nitzia trifula,) aud Pasithca nigra. Tliis last-named species lie described from
young shells, and afterwards finding the adult shell, which is very different,

called it Ccriihium reticulatum. It has for many years been called Cerytldum
Sayi, but a late author has again credited it to him, under the name of Biltivjn

nigrum.

A species of Si/ccinca (S. Tot(cniana) was dedicated to General Totten by
Mr. Isaac Lea, of Philadel[)hia.

Conchologists are also indebted to General Totten for the discovery of means
for the preservation of the epidermis or periostraca of shells, which is in many
species so liable to crack, and this recipe has been received with mucli appro-

bation by many collectors who have found it to supply a want much felt. The
valuable collection of rare shells which he made at this period of his life he
presented to the Smithsonian Institution, without the usual condition that it

should be preserved separately, but to be used most advantageously for the

advancement of science, to complete the general collection of the museum, or for

distribution as duplicates to other establishments.

In the "Annals of the Lyceum of Natural History of New York" for 1824
(vol. i, pp. 109-114) he published " Notes on some new Supports for Minerals,

subject to the Action of the Common Blow-pipe." These researches on the use

and power of the blow-pipe appear to have been incited by an article of James
Smithson, the subsequent founder of the Smithsonian Institution, and the

memoir of Totten commences with a reference to and rehearsal of the experi-

ments of that gentleman, as detailed in a letter to the editor of the Annals of

Philosophy. Smithson, it was remarked, had communicated several ingenious

modifications of Saussure's process with supports of splinters of sapphire, which
process, he observes, "has been scarcely at all employed; owing partly to the

excessive dilEculty, in general, of making the particles adhere, and in conse-

quence of the almost unpossessed degree of patience required, and of the time
consumed by nearly interminable failures." Detailing the processes of Mr.
Smithson, three in number, and the success of that gentleman, he adopted a
modification of Smithson's third process, having recourse, as a support, to a
portion of the mineral itself, which he designed to expose to the action of the

flame. "Instead, however, of taking upon the point of platinum wire a very
minute portion of the paste made of the powdered mineral," according to Mr.
Smithson's method, he "formed a- paste by mixing the powder with very thick

gum-water, and, rubbing a little of it under the finger, formed a very acute cone,

sometimes nearly an inch in length, and generally about a twentieth of an
inch in diameter at the base." To the apex of such cones the most minute
particles wquld adhere under the strongest blast of the blow-pipe, and being
insulated by the destruction of continuity of the particles of the cone, the flame
could be directed upon it with undiminished fervor. Experiments were made
on a number of minerals, confirming those of Mr. Smithson, and greatly extend-
nig the power of the blow-pipe, and he was thus led to add to the three classes

divided in relation to this instrument a foiu'th, namely, " such as are fusible, jjcr

sc, in microscopical particles."

The attention of the inhabitants near the shores of the great lakes of the
north had often been arrested by the sudden disappearance in the spring of the
ice on the surface. The lakes would be covered with a continuous sheet of

solid ice in the evening, and in the next morning all would have vanished.
"Wild speculations had been entertained as to the explanation of this phenomenon
previous to the investigation of the subject by General Totten, who presented
an article on the subject to the American Association for the Advancement of

Science at the Springfield meeting in 1859.
From this it appears that his attention had been directed to it forty years be-

fore, at Plattsburg, New York. Ice is composed of a congeries of prismatic crys-
tals, whose axes are at right angles to the surface of the mass. " Examina-
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tions tlien aud afterwards made of floating fresh-water ice have shown that the
natural effect of the advauciug year is gradually to transform ice, solid and
apparently homogeneous, into an aggregation of these irregular prismatic crys-

tals, standing in vertical juxtaposition, having few surfaces of contact, but
touching rather at points and on edges, and kept in place at last merely by
want of room to fall asunder. Until this change has somewhat advanced, the
cohesive strength of ice of considerable thickness is still adequate to sustain the

weight and shock of the travel it had borne dixring the winter ; but becoming
less and less coherent by the growing isolation of the prisms, or more and more
' rotten,' as the phrase is, though retaining all its thickness, the ice will at last

scarcely support a small weight, though bearing upon a large surface, the foot

of man easily breaking through, and very slight resistance being made to the

point of a cone." The points of contact of the particles being destroyed, each
will drop into the position in the water below required by the place of its own
centre of gravity—that is to say, it will be upon its side, exposing large sur-

faces to the action of the warm water. With the ice in such condition, a heavy
wind will cause the disruption of the particles, and the speedy disappearance
would be the consequence. This remark of General Totten as to the crystalli-

zation of ice has since been extended to nearly all substances which, in becom-
ing solid, assume the crystallized form. The axes of the crystals tend to assume
a position at right angles to the surface of cooling.

As illustrative of the mind of General Totten, it may be stated that he seldom
failed to give valuable hints for the improvement of processes or inventions

which were brought before him in the course of the discharge of his numerous
official duties. Among these was an instrument for ascertaining the daily

amount of evaporation from a given surface by means of the descent of water
contained in an inverted graduated tube, the open end of which, was immersed
in the basin from which the evaporation took place. With a slight correction

for variation in barometrical pressure, this instrument gives, with more precision

than any other with Avhich we are acquainted, the amount of evaporation,

I have, gentlemen, thus faintly and inadequately sketched the life and ser-

vices of our departed friend and associate ; but, faint and inadequate as my
sketch may be, I feel confident that every one will recognize in it the lineaments

of a great aud true man. Labors so protracted, results so important and varied,

it is the destiny of but few to achieve, and for him who achieves them may
justly be claimed a high niche in the temple of fame, and the grateful homage
of the patriot aud of the seeker after truth. One of the oldest of the corpora-

tors of this academy, it was permitted him only to contribute his past labors

and his shining example. But these are indeed a rich legacy. Proud, indeed,

may this youthful institution be that it can enrol among its members the name
of Joseph Gilbert Totten

;
proud, too, may each one whom I now address

—

each one of its members—be, if he shall achieve but a far less claim to recog-

nition among men of science. To the aged among us—to those who were young
with him, and like him have crowned a life of toil by honorable achievements

—

I need not speak. They require no example, and they ftiay feel in contemplat-

ing his history an additional assurance that their own works, too, " shall praise

them." To the more youthful or to the middle-age*cl, who have just commenced,
or but partially accomplished, the steep ascent which leads to honorable fame,

his life is precious in its teachings.

He was a patriot in the broadest and best sense of the term. To his country

he had given himself, aud every faculty of his being was devoted to her honor and
welfare—realizing almost literally the thought of Rousseau, " the child on en-

tering life ought to see his country, aud to the hour of his death see but her."

Like all who have left lasting results for the benefit of their country or of

mankind, he was a hard worker. But ill-regulated labor, however arduous,
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could never have accomplislied what he accomplished. Beyond all men I ever

knew, he was systematic ; and few indeed are the examples of a life, in all

things, so perfectly regulated. The beautiful order which pervaded all that he

did is scarcely less worthy of study and admiration than the achievements to

which it so materially contributed.

He was no trifler with the realities of life, who dallied with them for his pleas-

ure or who wielded them as instruments of ambition or self-interest. To him,

as to all true men, the meaning of life was concentrated in one single word,

Duty. This " chief end of man," which is to glorify God by obedience to his

laws in the -use of the faculties he has bestowed, was his ruling principle—the

celestial cynosure to which his eyes were ever directed, and from which no al-

lurement of lower motives could divert it. Nor was his sense of duty of that

frigid, repulsive nature which reduces the conduct of life to a formula, and, sub-

stituting rules for emotions, seems but a refined selfishness. He was warm and
sympathetic, finding his chief happiness in the pleasures of domestic and social

intercourse, but singularly susceptible to everything that ministers to innocent

enjoyment.

Perhaps no more striking illustration than his history afiPords could be found
of the truth that the path of duty is the path of happiness. His life was em-
inently a happy one, and his, indeed, was that " peace of mind which passeth

understanding." Though devoted from his youth to the military service of his

country, and doomed to the vicissitudes of a soldier's lot, he was permitted, to

a greater degree than most men, to enjoy the blessings of the domestic circle.

There, indeed, he sat enthroned, the idol of a family of whose supreme affection

and immeasurable devotion he was the object. Nor dare we call those blows by
which a Heavenly Father reminds us that this world is not our " abiding place,"

and teaches us to look beyond to " an house not made with hands, eternal- in the

heavens," sources of unhappiness to him who receives them as from the hand of

One " who chasteneth whom he loveth." One by one, he lived to see all his

three sons, two of his four daughters, and finally the companion of the joys and
sorrows of so many years, precede him to the grave.

Beautifnl beyond all else that earth presents is that conjugal companionship,

so touchingly depicted by Barns, which, beginning in youth, is permitted to con-

tinue unbroken till the Psalmist's period of fife is overpassed. During the later

years of their lives, Mrs. Totten, no longer bound to the domestic hearth by
the cares of a growing family, became truly an inseparable companion. Never,
when it w^as at all practicable to have her with him, did he ride or walk, or

make a journey, or perform one of his periodical tours of inspection, without
her companionship ; nor could one see them together without feeling that they
presented a model of whatever is amiable and lovely in the conjugal state. If

he was to her the embodiment of all that is most worthy of respect and love in

man, not less marked was his deference to her. In her own sphere—as woman,
wife, mother—she w^as supreme, and her judgment his law. When, but two
years before his own death, she was somewhat suddenly called away, it seemed
as if he regarded it as a message from on high, " set thy house in order, for

thou shalt die and not live." No murmur escaped his lips, and no long-contin-

ued sadness clouded his brow, but there was an unwonted gentleness and quiet-

lade in his demeanor, a softening, as it were, of his nature, Avhich revealed how
deeply " the iron had entered his soul." His health and bodily strength seemed
to contmue little impaired, and his devotion to the duties of his office undiminished.
But once, during a life protracted beyond the usual span, had that powerful frame
submitted to the sway of sickness, and he seemed to have unusual promise of

a still further protracted life. But such promises proved deceitful. Early in

March, 1 8iJ4, he was attacked with pneumonia. His illness was not at first

deemed alarming, and, indeed, at one time he was supposed to be convalescent,

but a relapse ensued, and on the 22d of April he expired, having borne the suf-
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ferinp:^ of Lis sickness with cheerfulness and resig-nation, and retained to the

last the perfect use of all his mental faculties. He had long been a member
and communicant of the Episcopal church, and died in the Christian's hope of

a joyful resurrection.

Gentle, kind, and good, mild, modest, and tolerant, wise, sagacious, shrewd,

and learned, yet simple and unpretending as a child, he died as he had lived,

surrounded by hearts gushing with affection, and the object of the respect and
love of all with whom he had ever been associated.

The greatest of sculptors, the greatest of painters, a man unsurpassed in

boldness and originality of thought, and whose name is among those of the few
whose genius overpasses the limits of country and claims homage from all man-
kind—Michael Angelo—in a work stamped with the maturity of his powers,

carved a figure known to the world as "II Pensiero," or Thought. There ex-

ists in art no other personification of meditation, no other type of self-coUected-

uess and profound thought.

The sculptor arrayed it not as a philosopher, as a monk, as a poet, as an

artist, as a theologian, as a scholar, nor even as a pope. And yet these differ-

ent types of thinkers were not wanting in the past or present of the age and
country of a Rapiiael, of a Correggio, of a Leonardo da Vinci, of a Dante, of a

Savonarola, of a Marco Polo, of a Columbus, of a Machiavelli, of a Galileo, of a

St. Francis de Assis, of a St. Thomas Aquinas, of a Julius II, of a Leo X,
and of a Clement VII.
How, then, has Michael Angelo an-ayed his personified " Thought V In the

garb of a Soldier, upon the breast the cuirass, upon the brow, wrapt in medita-

tion, the iron casque of the man of war. The great sculptor has divined the

mysterious cause why, among all people, among all classes, and in all epochs,

the soldier is honored. Instinct teaches the people, and genius taught Michael

Angelo, that among so many glorious examples, among so many immortal vic-

tims, so many illustrious martyrs or devotees of .thought, illustrating an age or

a country, the soldier stands forth pre-eminently, in all ages and in all countries,

the victim always ready, the defender always ai-med, the servant, the apostle,

and the martyr.

It is the Christian version of the ancient allegory which made Minerva issue

from the brain of Jupiter : Minerva, or wisdom armed, the helmet upon her

brow, the sword in her hand.

Will the foregoing paragraphs, which I have translated somewhat freely from

the " Soldat " of Joachim Ambert, a work devoted to the illustration of the sol-

dier's career, be deemed an immodest or extravagant glorification of the profes-

sion of arms ? Far be it from me to exalt unduly that profession, but I would

at least make a claim for it, the more necessary since popular apprehension tends

to lose sight of the thinker in the man of force and of blood, that, more than any

other, it embraces all sciences and all branches of human knowledge, and leads

its followers into vast and diverse fields of thought. Let the illustrious dead be

our witnesses ; that idea which a genius of a Michael Angelo inspired and em-

bodied in marble ; that idea which the lives of a Csesar, a Frederick, a Washing-

ton, a Napoleon, and a Wellington have justified ; the union of Force and

Thought finds yet another and a varied illustration in the accomplished soldier

and profound thinker whose life and works we now commemorate.

RESOLUTIONS OF THE LIGHT-HOUSE BOARD.

Resolved, That the members of the Light-house Board feel most deeply the

loss sustained by the branch of the public service under their charge in the

death of Brevet Major General Joseph Gilbert Totten, who has been one of the

most useful and active members of the board from its first appointment in pur-
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suance of Law in 1851, under the Secretary of tlie Treasury, as a temporary

board of inquiry into the liglit-liouse establishment of"the United States, through

all the years of organization of the establishment and of its executive duties.

Resolved, That the high scientific attainments, the admirable administrative

qualities, the perfect knowledge of general principles, and attention to every

minute detail of the system, impressed the mental and moral qualities of Gen-
eral Totten upon his associates in a way to make his mind eminently a leading

one of the board, while his suavity, patience, perfect amiability, and retiring

modesty rendered him one of the most charming of associates in executing work
to which he was so much more than sufficient.

Resolved, That in the discharge of the duties of inquiry of the first board,

the resulting organization, the adoption of the present system of lighting by
lenses, the subject of construction, theoretical and practical, and the use of

materials, the experience and experimental knowledge of General Totten Avere

of the highest value to the board, and his careful application of the sciences

were of the greatest importance to the light-house system ; and that in the large

qualities of common sense in all the transactions of the board, general as well

as technical, and in his high sense of justice directing great mental power, the

board constantly felt the support of General Totten as one to be relied upon for

guidance in all difficult questions of administration.

Resolved, That the aftectionate qualities of General Totten's heart so endeared

him to his colleagues, that in now expressing themselves in regard to his death,

they are fully prepared to share to the utmost the deep grief of hi? family, to

whom they offer their sincere condolence for the loss of one not to be replaced,

but to be ever mourned as the true, devoted, and sincere friend.

Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be transmitted to the family of

General Totten, and to the honorable Secretary of War, and to the honorable

Secretary of the Treasury.

Resolved, That these proceedings be published in the Washington newspapers.
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The object of this appendix is to illustrate the operations of the institution

by reports of lectures and extracts from correspondence, as well as to furnish

information of a character suited especially to the meteorological observers and

other persons interested in the promotion of knowledge.



MEMOIR
OF

DUCROTAY DE BLAINYILLE,
BY M. FLOUEENS,

PERPETUAL SECRETARY OF THE FRENCH ACADEMY OP SCIENCES.

[translated for the SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION BY C. A. ALEXANDER.]

" There is no pursuit in the world so toilsome," says La Bruyere, " as that of

making for one's self a name." Undeterred by this reflection, and stimulated

by the charm of satire. La Bruyere braved the annoyances of which he spoke,

and made for himself a very considerable one. The member of the academy
whose memory I am about to recall had too much energy to be daunted by such

a saying as the above, and seems in no small degree to have been stimulated in

his arduous labors by the spirit of contradiction. Having by persevering eflbrts

thrown light on some of the highest points of the science of organized beings,

he also enjoyed the success which seldom fails to attend criticism and attracted

the fervid interest which opposition constantly excites, even when its attacks

are directed against genius.

Born at Arques, February 17, 1777, son of Pierre Ducrotay and Catharine

Pauger, Marie-Henri de Blainville was fond of recounting that, although his

family was not numbered among the most illustrious of the province, it ascended,

nevertheless, to the fourteenth century ; that it was the issue of a Scotch gentle-

man who, holding nothing except by the tenure of cloak and sword, had received

from the place of his landing the name of Ducrotay. Having thus sheltered the

nobility of his family under the osgis of Scottish loyalty, he would add that, un-

der Francis I, the government of the castle of Arques, which its position then

rendered an important post, was confided to one Robert Ducrotay ; that the

fortunes of the family had been still further enhanced through a descendant of

the latter, who had the address to secure the favor of five successive monarchs,

had received particular marks of esteem from Henry III, and the confirmation

of his titles and franchises from Henry IV, to whom he had rendered valuable

service at the battle of Arques. It was in the bosom, therefore, of a family

proud of its historical recollections and jealous of its privileges that the first

moral impressions of the young Ducrotay de Blainville were formed.

He was the youngest son, and had the misfortune • to lose his father at an

early age. For the rudiments of education he was indebted to a neighboring

curate, and was transferred at a later period to the military school of Beaumont
en Auge, which was under the direction of the Benedictine monks of Saint

Maur, and of which it is eulogy enough to say that it had the honor of counting

Laplace among its pupils.

The revolutionary tempest, in dispersing the religious congregations, closed too

soon for the young De Blainville this excellent source of instruction. He was
scarcely fifteen when he returned to a mother, weak and broken in spirits, whose
blind afiection could maintain no adequate restraint over a youth of wayward
disposition. All that depends on the life of a father—all that avails the experi-
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ence of the head of a family who conceals from the son who should support the

honor of his name none of the rude obligations of existence, is often only appre-

ciated after a long series of deceptions. At the age of nineteen, wishing to enter

into public service as an engineer, Henri de Blainville passed some months at

Rouen in a school of design. The director of this establishment wrote to the

mother of his pupil : " The character of the young man is intractable; his heart,

though vindictive, is not unrelenting; his greatest passion is a love of learning;

all the rest is a chaos of ill-combined ideas."

To finish his studies he came to Paris, and scarcely was he there when even

the shadow of authority disappeared; he lost his mother. Delivered thence-

forth to his own guidance, too much independence became to him a dangerous

snare ; he abandoned himself to all the passions of his age, and surrounded by
trifling companions, succeded very quickly and very gaily in dissipating his

whole patrimony.

Having attained this natural result of the life he was leading, he began to

reflect, and comprehended the necessity of supplying the resources of which he

had robbed his future existence. In his first efiorts he did no more than put

forth a restless activity. By turns he appeared as a poet and essayist among
his friends, a zealous musician at the conservatory, and, in a celebrated studio,

a painter and designer of no little skill. Two lofty principles, in the mean time,

survived in the soul of this young man—an exalted respect for his birth and a

love of knowledge.
The first of these two sentiments had, in truth, its perils; it gave rise to sin-

gular pretensions. M. de Blainville had preserved all the illusions of the

noblesse of the preceding age to such an extent that he could never, even when
his views had become sobered, entirely divest himself of the idea that by royal

prescript he was endowed with peculiar privileges. Among these, as that of

censure and authoritative assertion appeared to him the most precious, he made
use of it always and everywhere, and this rendered intercourse with him some-

what impracticable to such as did not choose to admit these obsolete claims of

feudalism.

The ardor for instruction, combined with the pious respect for family, saved
this restless nature by directing its extraordinary energy towards a noble aim.

When, shaking off the last delusions of an idle youth, our fiery gentleman found,

on attaining his twenty-eighth year, that he was ruined, without career and
Avilhout family, if a bitter regret sprung up within his heart he repressed it, and
appealing to a vigorous and unsubdued spirit, he put forth, in order to retrieve

himself, a courage worthy of his ancestors.

The crafty Phrygian slave, in ancient comedy, might exclaim : Buy yowr
master. M. de Blainville, though not indisposed to the same course, judged it

more prudent to comply with the tendencies of his age. Chance had conducted
him to the course of physics which Lefevre Gineau was then holding at the

College of France; and here was revealed to him a new charm, that of serious

application. He had presented himself to the professor as a modest neophyte,
but soon made himself sufiiciently appreciated to be admitted into a house where
the associates of M. Grineau, all connected with the highest class of instruction,

were accustomed to assemble. It was in this circle of eminent men that, for

the first time, he recognized his vocation. Nothing harmonized better with his

tastes and turn of mind than the authority of the chair and the dogmatic tone

of the master. The commanding influence which superiority of knowledge ex-

ercises over men appeared to him the most enviable of attainments. He believed

that he had discovered the path which would one day conduct him to distinc-

tion. From this moment persevering and ardent labor absorbed all his powers.

Submitting to judicious counsels, he entered, by a scrutinizing analysis of the

human organization, upon a career of original research, and made such extra-

ordinary efforts and rapid progress that after two years passed in the amphi-
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theatres and hospitals, he proved himself a not umvorthy competitor even of
Bichat, by a remarkable disquisition on experimental and comparative physi-
ology.*

The report of this transformation of character, which must have been a mat-
ter of no little surprise, and perhaps chagrin, to the noble and gay companions
of his early youth, penetrated at length into the paternal manor-house, where
the eldest of the family of De Blainville still resided. " Do you know what has
become of your younger brother ?" said one day a communicative traveller.
" Nothing good, I suppose." " Let me tell you, then, that lie is in a path which
will lead to great renown." "Impossible!" exclaimed the feudal Norman; "he
never had the least inclination for employment of any sort."

The range of his earliest labors, his address, his birth, the singularity of his

outset, caused this new adept of science to be remarked from the first. In pur-

suing all the branches of instruction at the museum he met everywhere with
generous sympathy ; and it was in this great and first school of modern natural

history that were developed, during years of profound study, the pre-emi-

nent faculties of an intelligence destined to mark its passage by force of medita-
tion, boldness of views, and tenacity in controversy.

He first attached himself to zoology, and to this he gave a distinctive charac-

ter. Especially is this character observable in what he has left us respecting

the mollusks and the zoophytes.] When he began to occupy himself with these

two groups of beings, all the principal divisions had already been established,

the type had been definitely determined, the classes formed, these classes

divided into orders ; but there remained the genera, a labor which required

peculiar sagacity, and in this De Blainville excelled. | His conceptions of

the genera wei-e such as Linnaeus had entertained ; nor is this the sole parallel

which I discover between himself and that naturalist of so rare a cast. These

* This disquisition, which was his thesis, bore the following title: Propositions
extracted from an Essay on Respiration, folloiced by some experiments on the influence of the

eighth pair Hf nerves on respiration, presented and maintained at the School of Medicine of
Paris, August 30, 1808.

t His researches on the mollusks are his best labors in practical zoology. His Manual
of Malacology forms an eminent work in anatomy, physiology, and especially analytical

classification. This work, undertaken in 1814 for the Supplement of the British Encyclopedia,
was not published till 18"25. Several fragments of it had appeared in the Dictionaire dcs
Sciences Naturelles, and the article Conchology of that compilation is reproduced in the
Supplement, with numerous additions. The article Mollusks is also given, with extensive
developments and new monographs. "I have drawn much," says M. de Blainville, "upon
the work of Lamarck for the number and distribution of living shells, and upon that of
Defrance for fossil shells. I think," he adds, very judiciously, "that the species have been
generally too much multiplied. We may sometimes derive benefit from these approxima-
tions of identical or analogous fossil species, althougii, as I intentionally repeat, we ought
not to place an unlimited confidence in them. In all parts of the natural sciences, what is

laid down to-day is almost always susceptible of being modified to-morrow." (He had
adopted as a general device of his writings, Dies diem docet—day teaches day.) He thus
recapitulates the spirit of his book: "It has been my object to show that the classification of

molluscous animals may very well accord with that of shells, and that consequently their

simultaneous study must have an influence on that of each of them."
The Manual of Actinology or Zoophytology is also an important work, but must be ranked

after the former. It is the reproduction of the article Zoophytes of the Dictionary of Natm-ul
Sciences, but much improved. "The plan I have followed," he says, "is the same with
that which I had adopted for my Manual of Malacology ; I have stated, in distinct chapters,

the generalities pertaining to the organization, physiology, and natural history of all the

animals heretofore confounded under the name of zoopAz/«e.«. * ^ * * * I have had
in view to cite all the genera which have been proposed, in order to supply the lacunte

which might exist in the Dictionary of Natural Sciences, which is not a proof, however, that

we adopt them all. * * * *." Xhe last phrase is, by its turn, characteristic of the man-
ner of M. do Blainville.

t Here de Blainville had two peculiar merits—merits which also distinguished

Linnaeus—that of marking the true character of each gemis, and that of ranging the genera,

one in relation to the others, agreeably to an analytical view. See in another note what I

shall say of the series of beings.

12 s
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two are perliaps tlie only metliodical writers wliose fire is not extinguished in

the treatment of details. Linnaeus gives life to those details by inventiveness of

expression ; De Blainville animates them in another manner, by making them
the vehicle of his preconceived and impassioned ideas.*

From zoology De Blainville passed without delay to comparative anatomy.

In these galleries, then so new, everything recalled to him the profound admi-

ration which he had felt when, confounded in the crowd, he had for the first time

heard the eloquent voice of the inspired restorer of the ancient science of Aris-

totle.t But this admiration itself awaked all his critical instincts, and already the

daring resolution was formed within him of some day venturing upon opposi-

tion. Wiiile he was thus musing upon the grounds of dissent and independence,

the penetrating regards of the man of genius had more than once rested upon
him. Cuvier coveted for science such proselytes ; he sought them out, welcomed
them, opened to them his house and library, gave them a share in his affections,

and all in the utmost good faith, so long as they remained satellites of his re-

nown ; but when, once become strong, they ventured to contest the jpart of the

lion, the alliance was broken.

One day, De Blainville, absorbed in meditation, saw Cuvier approach him

—

the great Cuvier, then at the apogee of his brilliant career. " I have a proposal

to make to you," said the man of science to him whom labor alone had as yet

designated to him, and whom he addressed for the first time. " Are you dis-

posed to unite your efforts with mine in the eompletion of a great work on com-

parative anatomy with which I have been occupied for a long time? You shall

have a share in my success : we shall aid one another." Tempted by the gratifi-

cation which a man of merit feels at being appreciated, appreciated, too, by a

superior intelligence, De Blainville promptly accepted the ojffer of collaboration.

No sooner, however, was he thus established in the first rank among the disci-

ples, many of them already celebrated, who lent their efforts to the execution

of Avorks whose jirojection belonged exclusively to the mastei", than M. de

Blainville, who could never bear even the shadow of subordination, £ave place

in his bosom to the feelings of a jealous susceptibility. He took umorage, com-
plained with acrimony, and was heard with indulgence, even with kindness ; for

much should be pai doned to him who merits much. But from the time that the

right of censure was conceded, the intractable disciple established it on so wide

a base that M. Cuvier used to say pleasantly: "Ask M, de Blainville his

opinion on any subject whatever, or even simply say to him good day, and his

reply will be, * No.'
"

Compelled to a state of permanent warfare, Cuvier at least knew how to profit

by it ; it discovered to him all the exposed points of his doctrines ; all Avere

promptly seized upon by a watchful antagonist, who, in these attacks, seemed
charged with the ofiice of those priests of antiquity who daily repeated to kings,

in the midst of their grandeur. Forget not that you are men. lu requital of

services so gratuitously rendered, the master, at once judicious and adroit, neg-

lected nothing to promote the interests of this singular collaborator. After having
for ten years fulfilled a course at the athenaeum, he asked the succession for De
Blainville ; selected him to supply his appointments at the College of France
and the Museum; and when the faculty of sciences was to choose a professor of

anatomy and zoology, took care to environ him as a candidate with all the means
of success. M. de Blainville was nominated, and, with independence thus

secured, acquired an absolute liberty of opposition which he used by no means
sparingly.

* Since he proceeds from ideas to facts, each new detail found is necessarily, as regjarda

the preconceived idea which guides him, a peril or a proof ; there is no room for indifference.

t M. de Blainville himself cheerfully acknowleged that the brilliant success of Cuvier
as a professor had greatly contributed to the impulse which directed all his own energies
towards natural history.
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He had made no mistake in tlie choice of a vocation ; it was in the chair of

the professor especially that De Blainville succeeded in giving lustre to his

scientific career. He possessed in the highest degree that ready affluence of

ideas, that animated turn of expression, that authoritative tone, which at once

overmaster and allure the hearer. He preferred to a calm and judicious caution

in sowing the seeds of knowledge, the forms of a bold and imposing logic. To
some young and inflammable heads he thus succeeded in communicating an ardent

sympathy for the disciple who reared himself in contradiction to a great master

;

and jiet that master was Cuvier, in whose fame the youth of France so justly

exulted, but in whom they now sought, with a certain malice, to assail the su-

periority of the savant, forgetful of the claims of a noble and independent sim-

plicity.

Such successes on the part of De Blainville were not calculated to render

relations between the two more complacent. At the close of a sojourn in England,

De Blainville returned enriched Avith scientific materials, and Cuvier, supposing

his just supremacy to be still respected, asked to have them communicated to

him. The traveller contented himself with saying :
" In order that they may

be more readily at your disposal, I am going to publish them." Thus all things

portended a rupture, a pretext for which, with so unconformalile a nature as

that of De Blainville, could not long be wanting. Cuvier might regret the op-

position of an original and powerful intellect, but he knew at least how to derive

from it the advantages of contradiction. As for De Blainville, he depi'ived

himself of the benefit of intimate contact with an exalted mind, endowed with

every quality requisite for counselling and directing : right reason, luminous^

tranquillity of thought, and that good sense which is the real sovereign and final

judge of everything in this world.

In the rudest shocks of life, the energetic man whose character I am con-

sidering seemed to find in labor renewed strength. His cotemporaries coidd not

but wonder at the vigor infused into his studies : profound researches, bold dis-

cussions, exhaustive historical retrospects,* nothing, in fine, seemed to weary
the indefatigable elasticity of this ardent and active mind. In 1822 he published!

the first volume of a general treatise on comparative anatomy,\ and M'ith this

work a new doctrine made its apjiearance. Cuvier had just reared the science

on the experimental method, which proceeds from facts to ideas. In the efforts

of De Blainville this order was reversed, and all his labors were based upon the

opposite method.
His first care was to form an abstract type of the living being. Buffon had

said :
" We can distinguish in the animal economy two parts, of which the first

acts perpetually, without any interruption, and the second acts only at inter-

vals. The action of the heart and lungs appears to be that first partj the

action of the senses and the movement of the body and members seem to be the

second." This view became the principle of Bichat's celebrated distinction of

two lives—organic life and animal life. Buffon proceeds to say : "If we clothe

the interior part with a suitable envelope—that is to say, if we give to it senses

and members—the animal life will presently manifest itself, and the more senses,

members, and other exterior parts the envelope contains, the more complete will

* The Dictionary of Natural Sciences contains a great number of very considerable

articles by M. de Blainville, who was at the same time one of the most active collaborators

of the Bulletin de la Sockte I'hilomathiquc. It may be added, and with litcial truth, that

during the whole militant lite of our savant there appeared nothing ou natural histmy which
did not undergo ou his part a sort of adverse discussion. Placed by the legacy of his friend

M. de Lametherie at the head of the Journal of Physics, he furnished, from Irilti to 1^22,

a series of historical resumes, in reading which one cannot fail to be struck with the extent

and variety of the knowledge displayed.

t This volume, the only one he published, is entitled " De V Organization dcs Animaux,
ou Principes d' Anatumic Compar6e," and is occupied with the study of the 4^t« and «;>^(ira(ws

of the senses in all the classes.
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the animal life appear, and the more perfect will be the animal." M. de Blain

ville combines the two ideas of Buflfon. In effect, there are, in life itself, two
lives, the life of nutrition and that of sensation. Of the general envelope, Buffon

saw but the exterior part, the seat of the sensations ; M. de Blainville sees this

envelope continued, turned inward, penetrating into the interior, and becoming
there the seat of the respiratory and digestive functions. And, as there are two
lives, so are there two grand systems of apparatus, the vascular and the nervous

apparatus ; and on these two depend all the organs : on the first the organs of

sense and of motion; on the second the organs of secretion and nutrition.^

The abstract type of the living being once established, a new frame-work is

furnished to M. de Blainville wherein all the details of comparative anatomy

—

details almost infinite in number—become classified and concentrated. The
different structures appear only as realized instances of one first conception.

The dogmatic process is substituted for the experimental, and M. de Blain\'ille,

having impressed the science with the form of his own genius and originality,

might also consider himself a master, and a great master.*

So many and such strenuous labors had long since marked out for M. de
Blainville a place in the Academy ; he was called to it in 1825.t In 1830, a

royal ordinance having divided into two that part of the instruction of the Mu-
seum devoted to the demonstration of invertebrate animals, he was naturally

designated, from his admirable labors on the mollusks and zoophytes, for the

occupancy of one of the chairs. Thus, though late in his application to the

sciences, he had acquired the best position which they can confer, and saw the

destiny accomplished which he had traced for himself when, in a moment of

spleen, he had said to Cuvier :
" I shall take my seat one day at the Institute

and the Museum, beside you, in face of you, and in spite of you." The last

phrase was an injustice, for it assumed an animosity which did not exist ; but

it would have been to diminish the enjoyment to have ceased to believe in it

:

experience bad simply proved to Cuvier the difficulty of their relations, and had
made him distrustful of them.

M. de Blainville had now arrived at that age when a man of superior intellect

feels the necessity of connecting his collective ideas by some philosophic bond.

His long studies on zoology had led him to see in the animal kingdom only a

continuous series of beings, which, becoming at each stage more animated, more
sensitive, more intelligent,! ascend from the most inferior animals up to man

;

an elevated view, which was that of Aristotle in antiquity, as it was that of

Leibnitz in modern times. " The continuity of gradations," says Aristotle,

" conceals the limits which separate beings, and withdraws from the eye the

point which divides them." " I love maxims which are self-supporting," said

Leibnitz ; and we know that, to have such maxims, he had conceived the idea

of reducing them all to one. His philosophy has but one principle, that oi con-

tinuity. Each being, in the globe that we inhabit, is connected with all others,

and that globe itself with all globes. " With M. Leibnitz," said Fontenelle, "one
would have seen either the end of things, or that they have no end." ,

Never has a scientific idea experienced more vicissitudes than that of the scale

of beings. All the naturalists of the eighteenth century admit it. " The progres-

sion of nature is effected by insensible shadings," says Buffon. " Nature makes

* It is to be regretted that this production, conceived with so much vigor, should have
remained incomplete. It would be difficult to find a mind suited for the continuation of the
work, and capable of reducing the whole of comparative anatomy to the dogmatic form.

+ He had been presented as early as 1814, and even at that early period with just title,

to replace M. Olivier.

X This idea of series was with him always predominant. See especially his remark-
able Prodrome (V line Nouvdle Distrihution Systematique du Eigne Aniinol, 181G; his article

on the word Animal, in the Suppl6mcnt du Dictionairc des Sciences Natiirellcs, published in

1840. and his great work Osteographie Comparee.
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no leaps," exclaims Linnseus. Bonnet exhausts himself in well-meant eiForts to

find everywhere equivocal species with which to supply vacancies. At length
Cuvier appears, and all idea of continnity, of sequence, is excluded. The animal
kingdom is distributed into groups ; definite, circumscribed, profoundly separated,

without connexion, without transition. Cuvier is followed by M. de Blainville

;

and with him the scries qfheivgs reappears, and now at least with more develop-
ment and completeness,* more nearly demonstrated throughout, and, what is

here the last step, essentially connected with the doctrine, every day better un-
derstood and more respected, oifinal causesS

The chain of beings thus linked together and adapted one to another evidently
implies a fixed design, a consistent -plan, an end foreseen. Final causes are the
highest philosophic expression of our sciences, and at the same time the most
cheering; it is a pleasure of a high order to discover and contemplate that won-
derful assemblage of so many difierent forms and forces combined in proportions
so just. The spectacle of an infinite wisdom diffiises calm over the human spirit.

" It is no small thing," said Leibnitz, "to be content with God and with the uni-
verse." ,

In 1832 a severe blow was sustained by science; Cuvier was too soon lost

to us. The administration of the Museum decided to transfer M. de Blainville

to the chair in which the modern Aristotle had achieved immortality. From
that time, it was in the close neighborhood of the collections, due to a half cen-

tury of inappreciable labors, that M. de Blainville, a vigilant and almost jealous
guardian, pitched his tent ; it was a true tent, an abode worthy of our savants
of the middle age, where he reproduced both their long meditations and their

exhaustless enthusiasm.

* In order properly to understand M. do Blainville in bis different labors, regard must
everywbere be had to the profound influence exercised upon him by M. Cuvier. The proof
of this influence will be found even in this question of the animal series, which is one of
those on which Jie has most constantly opposed him.
M. Cuvier, taking the nervous system as a guide, had established four principal divisions

of the animal kingdom—the vertchrala, the nioNusca, the urticulata, and the rudiata or
zoophytes. It is on the nervous system also that M. de Blainville constructs his theory, only
he separates the last division of M. Cuvier, that of the radiata, into two, which gives him
five divisions instead of four—the ostcozoa, M'hich answer to the rertchrata; the entomozoa,
which correspond to the articvlata; the malacozoa io the vwllusks ; the tfC/i>/o:oa and the
ainorphozoa, which represent the radiata. Such are the five grand types of the animal
kingdom, and it is easy to perceive how iipon these is established the ascending scries or
scale. Mounting by successive steps from *he amorphozoa to the ostcozoa, he passes to the
consideration of this latter great type, and instead of the four classes

—

mammals, birds,

riptilcs, and Jislies—he subdivides it into seven

—

mammals, birds, pterodactyls, (a lost class

of reptiles, ) reptiles, icthyosauri, (another lost class of reptiles,) aniplnbia, (the batrachians
of Cuvier,) i\\\i\ fishes. Here also it may easily be seen how the'ascending scale is developed;
it remounts from fishes to amphibia, from amphibia to icthyosauri, from these to reptiles, from
reptiles to pterodactyls, from the latter to birds, and from birds to mammals. The class of
viammals is divided into three sub-classes

—

monodelplts, didclphs, and ornithodelphs ; and
here again the same ascending gradation is seen, from ornithodelphs to didclphs, and from
these to monodtlphs. Without entering into further details, it will be seen from what has
been stated how M. de Blainville modifies, and almost always multiplies, by subdividing,
the grou^ of M. Cuvier; how he connects, while inte»calating in his scale, the lost with the
living species ; how he applies to the groups themselves, to types, to classes, to orders, »S:.c.,

the ideas of series, gradation, ascent, which had till then been more particularly applied to

species. His scale is, in the first place, the scale of groups; but he does not stop there.

Just as in the entire kingdom there is the series of principal groups or types, (here is in

each type the series of classes, iai each class the series of orders, in each order the series of
genera, in each genus the series of species. It is a succession of series superposed in line,

always ascending and always dn-ect.

t "The conception oi final causes,^^ says M. de Blainville, "leads rigorously and
necessarily to the demonstration of a Being whose intelligence is infinite, and enables us to

discern, not only for each created being in itself, but for each group of beings, and in the

Avhole assemblage of beings, a plan, a necessary harmony, and within the preconceived
limits." » * » * * (Article: Animal oi the Suppl. du Diet, des Sciences Naturellcs.)
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Passing his life in a sombre apartment, buried in the depths of a vast arm-
chair, encompassed with a triple rampart of heaps of books, original drawings,
anatomical preparations and disordered instruments, if sometimes a studious dis-

ciple obtained admittance to him, it was necessary to surmount more than one
obstacle, and not less difficult to find a chair than a place for it when found. If at
length, after this difficult installation, reference to some volume became necessary
in the heat of research, it must be drawn generally from the base of a mountain
of books, whose displacement was not the less chaotic and tumultuous for being
often repeated. Did an adventurous visitor, after much solicitation, obtain ac-

cess to the inviolable asylum, when as yet he was scarcely more than on the

threshold, and without a sense of Iris presence being manifested by any move-
ment, a grave and sonorous voice would address to him the invariable question

:

WJiaf is neededfor your service, Monsieur ? The stranger, sometimes, discon-

certed by the apparently inextricable confusion ofthe labyrinth before him, or aware
too late of the inconvenience imposed on a profound thinker by the derangement
of his ideas, would seek safety in a hasty retreat. But if the first expressions
of the visitor disclosed a personage worthy of a learned conference, M. de Blain-
ville, at once raising his head and divesting himself of the thoughts in which he
was absorbed, would employ all the advantages which his facile elocution placed
at the service of a vast fund of knowledge, and the auditor, charmed by so

much courtesy, might expose himself, by prolonging his visit, to the danger
that after his departure the laborious savant should once more repeat the phrase :

Another hour lost. Was it a former pupil, on the other hand, who came to clear

up some questionable point, he might with confidence surmount every barrier

and count on the most cordial reception ; for, if M. de Blainville exacted from
his disciples a species of feudal Jjdelity and homage, he at least requited it by
an affection which was little less than paternal.

It was from this sanctuary of study that, after having been long held in re-

serve, there issued one day, in full panoply, like Minerva from the brain of

Jupiter, the emphatic contradiction of all the arguments on which Cuvier had
founded the new science oipaleontology.
The first germ of this surprising science of lost existences rested on the old

belief of a general and ancient deluge. In vain did the scholastic philosophy
pretend that fossil shells were only sports of nature; in vain did the philosopher
Voltaire, who, for very unphilosophic reasons, would not admit, on any terms,
that there had been a deluge, send forth his pilgrims to seek for an explanation
of the dispersion of marine shells : neither sjwrH of nature nor pilgrims availed
anything. Sustained by the evidence of the fact and by ineffaceable tradition,

the common sense of mankind asserted its right of dissent.

In the seventeenth century, attention, which had been excited by iho. fossil
shells, was transferred to the gigantic bones preserved in the bowels of the earth,

and whose origin was not involved in less obscurity. In 1696 some bones of the
elephant were discovered in the principality of Gotha. The Grand Duke called

together his council of savants, and the council pronounced, with unanimity,
that these were sjxjrts of nature. About the same time were found in the prov-
ince of Dauphiny some bones of the animal which we now call the mastodon.
A surgeon of the country buys these bones and has them brought to Paris,

where he exhibits them for money, affirming in his advertisement that they
were taken from a sepulchre thirty feet long, and that they are the remains of a
giant, a king of one of the tribes of barbarians who were defeated near the
Khone by Marius. All Paris was eager to see this trophy of the glory of

Marius; and, agreeably to its almost constant usage, Paris, after having at first

believed all that M^as told it, presently made a mock of all that it had at first

believed.

With the eighteenth century comes at last a serious study of the subject.

Gmcliu and Pallas bring to our knowledge the fossil bones of Siberia; they inform

I
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\is that these bones are found there in prodigious quantity, comprising those of

the rhinoceros, the elephant, and gigantic ruminants. Who shall be the fortu-

nate interpreter of these strange facts ? Gmelin and Pallas conclude that a vast

irruption of the sea, from the southeast, could alone have transported into the

regions of the north these extraordinary relics, which all pertain to animals of

the south. BufFon, now almost an octogenarian, conceives, with more pene-

trating insight, the idea of lost species. "The bones preserved in the bosom of

the earth are witnesses," he say?, " as authentic as unexceptionable, of the past

existence of different colossal species of all the races now in existence." And
with eloquent emotion, he adds :

" It is with regret that I quit these precious

monuments of ancient nature, which my advanced age does not leave me time

to examine. This study of beings which have disappeared would alone require

more time than remains for me to live, and I can only recommend it to posterity.

Others," he continues, " will come after me * * * ;" and the prophecy has

been fulfilled. To the honor of our age, Cuvier creates for himself a new art;

he touches these scattered remains, and recalls before our astonished eyesj,he

extinct races of the earth.

He interrogates each stratum of the earth, and each yields him a peculiar

population. He finds first the Crustacea, the mollusks, the fishes ; then reptiles,

then mammals, but mammals of which the race no longer exists : the races

which exist to-day he finds only on the present surface of the earth. It follows

that life is developed only gradually, progressively; and the admirable theory

of the succession of beings arises and offers itself as the surest deduction from

the best-established observations. There have been, according to Cuvier, re-

peated but ^«r('/a/ «??(^ successive creations: these multiple populations have

gone on improving at the same time that they were diversified ; and for the sud-

den disappearance of so many species at once, nothing less could have been

necessary than violent and abrupt causes.

M. de Blainville takes up each of these propositions, one after the other, and

contests them all,* He adopts a single and simultaneous creation ; a first and

* The following four propositions, whose elements are drawn from his great work on
Osteography, form a. comprehensive summary of the ideas of M. de Blainville on paleon-

tology : First, a creation, single and consequently complete ; secondly, that creation, com-
plete at the moment when it proceeded from the band of God, becomes afterwards incom-
plete in proportion as species perish, for each race becoming extinct leaves a gap; thirdly,

causes the most natural, the most simple, tbe action of man, &c., have sufficed to destroy

the extinct races, as they still suffice to destroy before our eyes the living races ; fourthly,

there is therefore no need, in order to explain these continuous destructions, of having
recourse to general and extraordinary revolutions, to cataclysms.

Proposition 1. There has been but one creation. "We may find here," says M. de Blain-

ville, with reference to the manatee, "a new proof that the fossil species, whose analogues

we no longer recognize, are but extinct terms of the animal series produced by the tbonght

of the creative power, and by no means, as has been too often said, and is still repeated

every day, the remains of an ancient creation, which has given place to a new and more
perfect one—an assertion easy to make, but incapable of being sustained by any legitimate

{iroof in favor of so rash an opinion." {Manatus, p. 128.) In speaking of palwoiheritim,

le says: "Although none of these species have been found alive, we are yet forced to con-

clude that it is impossible to admit with certain naturalists that they can be considered as a
primitive form of some existing species which are but a transformation of them, and still less

that these have replaced them in consequence of a new creation, as many say, without godd
reasons it is true, since we have shown tbat they till an actual chasm in the intelligilile

series created by divine power for an intelligent purpose." (Palceothcriums, p. ISo. ) With
reference to two or three fossil species of the rhinoceros, he says: "There are two or three

links of the animal series which have been destroyed before other congeners, existing still

in less inhabited parts of the ancient continent, and which can in no manner be considered as

transformations of the former, and still less as the product of a new creation, as it is at

present somewhat the fashion to suppose for each stratum of the sedimentary formations."

Rhinoceros, p. 222.)
Proposition 2. This single creation, at first complete, presents at present vacancies which

extinct species supply. "These mammals," says M. de Blainville, .alluding to certain
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complete population, subject to incessant extinctions; and for tliis continuous

destruction he requires nothing but slow and ordinary causes. You pretend,

he exclaims, that at each of your supposed revolutions the great Author of

created beings has recommenced his work ! But observe first the general

resemblance which allies the living with the lost species; notwithstanding

all your sagacity, you have not succeeded in distinguishing, by any certain

criterion, the fossil elephant from the present elephant of the Indies.* You are

forced to acknowledge that, among animal fossils, there are many found which
differ in nothing from living animals. t The facts on which you found your

theory are therefore insufficient and incomplete; and incomplete facta cannot be

prescribed as a limit to our conjectures.

In default of complete facts of which he, no more than Cuvier, is possessed,

M. de Blainville seeks a higher reason which may supply its place and deliver

his impatient spirit from the pain of hesitation. This higher reason seems to

him to consist in the unity of the kingdom of nature; and here science is indebted

to him for an important step in advance. So long as he had confined himself

to'the study of present species, the animal scries had everywhere presented to

him gaps and vacuities; everywhere beings were found wanting. At this

species of smaller hears pertaining to the same orders, the same families, and to the same
Liun£ean genera with those which still live on the earth, "are not, however, always of hke
species ; but thej fill in an admirable manner the gaps which the living animal series at

present offers." {Suh-iirsus.) "As a definite conclusion," says M. de Blainville, "we find

in the dinothcrias, which seem to have disappeared at a very early period from the surface

of the earth, a step, a term in that animal series which religious philosophy, the only true and
good one, unavoidably accepts, but which science demonstrates the more easily in propor-

tion as the question is judiciously considered, and a greater number of elements can be
employed." (Dinotheriutn, p. 61.)

Proposition 3. The extinct races have perished through natural causes, which are still

acting every day. " The largest species are those which have first disappeared ; and we may
even now observe that the same thing is taking place under our eyes in regard to the species

still existing on the surface of the earth." (Suh-urstis, p. 116.) "The rhinoceros is in the

condition of the elephants, which, because of their great size and their biennial uni-parturi-

tion, perish earlier—that is, first among terrestrial animals—as a consequence especially of

the multiplication of the human species upon the earth." (Rhinoceros, p. 221.) He says of

some species of fossil viverra : "These species have disappeared, as we see disappear at

present, by little and little, the genet, the civet, and the ichneumon, though half domes-
ticated." {Viverra, p. 94.)

Proposition 4. There has not since the creation of living beings been any general and
extraordinary revolution of the globe. M. de Blainville says, in speaking of bears: "A
single species of this genus has ceased to exist, a species which in Europe completed the

genus, as it is complete in Asia and America ; a feebler species, and inhabiting the part of

Europe most anciently civilized, and at the same time, perhaps, the most populous, which
must have hastened its disappearance from the number of beings at present in existence ; so

that the state of things in relation to this genus would demantl no cataclysm, no change in

the present conditions of existence of the earth, but only incessant progress in the develop-

ment of the human species in Europe." (Bears, p. 88.) "The bones of fossil small bears

might have been carried, whether united or separated, and often already broken, with mate-
rials of different nature borne by the atmospheric waters into the places of deposit, where we
now find some of them by hazard, without there having been required catastrophe or change
in the ambient mediums to determine their destruction." (Sub-ursus, p. J15.

)

* The fossil elcpltant of M. Cuvier—the mammoth of Russia—is, according to M. de
Blainville, only the present elephant of Asia. "The definite result, to which we are con-
ducted by a vigorous logic, is that in the actual state of our collections, at least, at the

Museum of Paris, it is still nearly impossible to prove that the fossil elephant, of which so

many remains are found ii\ the earth, differs specifically from the still existing elephant of

India,"

t "There are some doubtful species, which will afiect more or less the certainty of

results so long as precise distinctions shall not have been reached respecting them. Tlius,

the horses, the buffaloes, which are found with the elephants, have not as yet peculiar

specific characters; and the geologists who do not choose to adopt my different epochs for

the fossil bones will still be able to derive from them an argument so much the more con-
venient as it is from my book they will take it." (Cuvier. Discourse on the Ilecolutions of
the Surface of the Globe.)
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point, by a bappy inspiration of genius, be discerns in nature wbicb has per-

isbed the beings wbicb are wanting in nature as it exists,* and, witb surprising

skill, be intercalates among living species tbe fossil species ; tbus asserting, and,

first among naturalists, discovering to us tbe unity of the animal kingdom.

That kingdom is therefore one, and tbe unity of tbat kingdom seems tbe first

demonstrated point in tbe unity of creation.

Having tbus stated tbe opposite opinions of the two authors, let us turn to

their methods, wbicb will be found not less opposed. Cuvier follows facts,

alike resolved to wait for them however slowly they may arrive, and to accept

tbe result wbicb they yield him, whatever it may be : whether tbe theory of

successive creations, if species continue to be found everywhere separated and

superposed, or tbe theory of a single and simultaneous creation, should it be

found eventually tbat they occur anywhere intermingled and confounded.

M. de Blainville assumes a great fact, which he transforms into a principle : tbe

fact of the unity nf the animal kingdom, and from that unity be boldly deduces

tbe unity of creation. Tbus there is, on one side, always tbe experimental

method, witb its process sure and its results uncertain; on the other, always

tbe dogmatic method, witb its result presented as certain, but obtained by a

process which is not sure.

Tbe human mind in making use of methods and judging them has this quality

of excellence, that it finds no repose except in tbe full and entire knowledge of

things. It is this restless seeking for truth, a movement impressed upon tbe

mind by a divine impulse, wbicb constitutes its force in labor and its joy in

discovery. In tbe new study which we have been considering, a multitude of

facts, I mean necessary facts, are still wanting to us. We have explored but a

part of tbe surface of the globe. There are places where, in reference to so

grave a discussion, nature may well be surprised at not having been interro-

gated. There will arise intrepid explorers who will lay open unknown regions.

There will arise new thinkers. Tbe noble science of Cuvier and De Blainville

—

for, from the very opposition of ideas, tbe two names will remain united—has

reached that elevated point at which it is able to propound witb precision tbe

problem upon which it is divided ; and this problem of tbe successive or simul-

taneous order of created beings is surely, in the domain of natural history, one

of the grandest which the genius of men has ever conceived.

Absorbed in contemplations of so high a nature, M. de Blainville became less

and less disposed to comply witb those relations of amenity wbicb render life

easy. To excuse himself to bis own conscience, be attributed to rigidity of

principle what was at best but error of judgment. He was now in possession

of tbe substantial privileges of success ; but this did not diminish bis pretensions.

He brought them all into this Academy, in spite of the admonition given us by
Fontenelle :

" Here it was intended that everything should be simple ; that no

one should think himself under an obligation to be in tite right; tbat no system

should govern, and tbat the door should always remain open for truth." To
one who had but too well learned in tbe professor's chair tbe full value of the

law of the strongest, this privilege of being in the right appeared intolerable

when it no longer applied to himself alone. In replies marked by a tone of

peremptory authority, M. de Blainville was apt to forget tbat he had descended

from the chair, and tbat here all tbe seats are equal. " Doubtless," as was said

by tbe sagacious historian just cited in speaking of one of bis colleagues, "the

search for truth demands in tbe Academy liberty of contradiction ; but all society

* Nothing in the book of M. de Blainville is at the same time more ingenious and

true than this remark, namely, that the moxc lacuna a group of mammifers presents, the

more vacancies between its living species, so much the greater is the number of fossil species

which it counts. The actual pachyderms afford only scattering species, and Ihere are many
fossil pachyderms. The monkeys, on the other hand, present numerous and closely crowded

species, and there are few fossil monkeys, »Scc.
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exacts in confradictiou a certain deference, and he did not recollect that the

Academy is a society. We did not cease to discern his merit through his man-

ner, but for this some little effort of equity was required, and that effort it is

always better to spare mankind the trouble of making."

Not that these "efforts of equity" were wanting in the case of M. de Blain-

ville, any more than the terror with which, by his fierce attacks and stubborn

disputativeness, he had succeeded in inspiring the most hardy academicians.

He seemed at the last to have adopted an extreme resolution ; and,

As if he had designed

To break all terms of commerce with mankind,

he withdrew from our reunions, and, in the spirit of Moliere's Alcestis, who
yearned to find

—

Some nook of eartli, if earth such nook can give.

Where honest candor might have leave to live,

he fairly barricaded himself, as has been shown, in the depths of his cabinet.

He had undertaken to give, in a great work on comparative osteography,*

the description and demonstration of the collections confided to him, and super-

intended, with characteristic severity of attention, the drawings which none

could better judge of than himself. This enterprise involved enormous expense,

and had every claim to the encouragement which authority everywhere extends

to vast and important publications. It was but simple justice that the work
should be placed under the patronage of the government. But to obtain this,

it would have been necessary to make suit, or, at least, submit his claims, and

never was misanthrope more singularly bent on preserving all the prerogatives

of an intractable humor. Taking high ground, and with reason, in regard to

the value of the author and the work, he assumed that his wishes should have

been anticipated and his acceptance solicited ; for, over and above the hatred

which he had vowed to the human race, he endowed with a superior and priv-

ileged degree of irritation all that bore the guise of authority, and that by
which we were then governed chafing him in his prepossessions as a gentleman,

he could not be brought to condescend so far as to honor it with a request.

He suffered of course, complained bitterly, and had the satisfaction of accusing

all the world : colleges. Academy, ministry, government, all were culpable, all

except himself, who would abate no jot of his punctiliousness, and thereby only

succeeded in dispelling all possibility of fiuishing his learned and gigantic

catalogue.

This man, whose captious spirit took fire at the very appearance of a favor

conferred by power, and whose antecedents by no means announced a concilia-

tor, employed himself, about this time, in a work of the most delicate concilia-

tion. Under the title of a History of the Sciences of Organization, adopted as a

Basis of Philosoj)Jiy,\ he published, in 1845, a work whose object, he said, was

the alliance of philosoph}^ and religion.

Always led away by preconceived views, he carries into bistory the same

method as into philosophy. He constitutes types : Aristotle is the type of the

natural sciences in antiquity, Albert the Great in the middle ages, and, in our

* The title of this work is : Osteography, or a Comparative Iconographic Description

of the Skeleton and Dental System of the Fire Classes of Vertebrate Animals, Recent and
Fossil, to Serve as a Basis for Zoology and Geology. 18ii9-T>0. It is from the ideas scat-

tered in different parts of this great work, incomplete as it unfortunately is, that I have

derived the palcontologiral doctrine of M. de Blainvilh^ ; for he had not the same good fortune

witli M. Cuvier, of collecting in a single discours the sum of his researches and views.

Death surprised him before he had finished his task; and to reproduce now the doctrine

which he labored with so much fearlessness and ardor, we have but scattered elements, often

left incompk'tein untinished pages.

t In this work M. I'Abbe Mauiried co-operated with him, and it is scarcely necessary

to say that my remarks only apply to that part of the book pevtaiuiug to M. de Blaiuville.
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own days, M. de Lamarck. He nearly suppresses all the rest of naturalists, and,
in his impassioned delineations, fails to remember that history is a judge, and
that the first duty of a judge is impartiality. Nor is he less rash as a diplo-

matist than historian : seeking the first principles of his philosophy in Lamarck,
Gall, and Broussais, whom he calls the three great philosophers of our age, and
thus encumbered with no light baggage of materialism, he ventures into uncer-
tain paths, and misses the only svn-e one, which Bossuct had followed in his

immortal treatise of the Knowledge of God and of ourselves. But it was labor

and time lost. The science of organization cannot be the basis of philosophy.
The domains are separated. What we now call philosophy, what Descartes
called, by a more precise term, metaphysics, has but one object, profoundly cir-

cumscribed—the study of the soul.

As an analytical appreciation of the progress of the human mind in the
natural sciences, the book of M. de Blainville had been preceded by one of M.
Cuvier on the same subject,* a production slowly matured and of a calmer spirit.

In comparing the latter work with the other, one is involuntarily reminded of

the well-known line

:

My phlegm's <as philosophic as your spleen.

A wide interval separates the penetrating sagacity which detects the weak side

in the ideas of others from the deliberate reflection which sits in judgment on its

own. Too impatient to subject his theories to a severe analysis, but too pru-

dent to leave them exposed to attacks which might incur danger, M. de Blain-

ville made use of stratagem : he carried the war among his adversaries, and,

allowing them neither peace nor truce, compelled them to hold themselves always
on the defensive.

The necessity of success, an implacable tyrant, in him inspired by turns the

stubborn disputant and the fascinating professor ; and it was because in the

latter character success was certain that in entering upon the functions of the

master, not only did he put forth all his intellectual superiority, but he dis-

played likewise his better moral qualities : the confidence of being useful, the

hope of being loved, the charm of appreciation, removed then all the asperities

of the surface The sentiment of recognized pre-eminence sufficed to dispel all

roughness and pretension ; and confident of his strength, nor yet affecting any
concealment of his efforts, he gained much by being seen in this light. One
day, at the exit from a lecture, a former scholar drew near in order to congratu-

late him on the happy manner in which he had just ti'eated an important ques-

tion. " I am glad that you are satisfied," rejoined M. de Blainville ; " the

Bubject was difficult, and for eight days I have meditated upon this lecture from
nine o'clock in the morning until midnight." This avowal discovers a strict

conscientiousness, for no one ever possessed more than he the gift of brilliant

improvisation. He has been known, after an hour and a half occupied in rich

and animated lecturing, on being excited by some objection, to begin anew to

discourse and argue, with closed doors, regaining at once all his strength and re-

sources, conceding nothing, and remaining always the last champion in the field.

An ardor like this for disputation subjected to singular vicissitudes friendships

which certainly ran no risk of growing languid through dull acquiescence. The
faithful associate, t the sage Pylades of this impetuous Orestes, once said to me:
" For nearly half a century that our intimacy has lasted, it has been rather

cherished and cemented by discussion than by perfect agreement." Li effect,

if M. de Blainville obtained, sooner than suited him, a triumph for the thesis

* I speak of the reproduction of the lectures of M. Cuvier at the College of France,
published under tho title of Histoire des Sciences Naturelle Depuis leur Origine Jusqui'd nog
jours.

t Our learned colleague, M. Constant Prevost, who pronounced at the tomb of his

fiiend a discourse full of the sensibility which is inspired by profound atfectiou.
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which lie was supporting, lie would presently take in hand the opposite thesis.

But what, it would be impatiently asked, what then is decidedly your opinion ]

Is it yes 1 No, it is not yes. Is it no ? I have just proved to you that it can
not be no. It must needs, however, be one or the other; decide. Oh ho! he
would exclaim, youforget, then, that J am a Norinan. And in him everything,

physical as well as moral, recalled that origin. He was of medium stature, but

of a remarkable vigor. His eye, lively, penetrative, observant, revealed a supe-

rior nature. The simplicity of his exterior denoted his confidence in a personal

value which chose to borrow nothing from honorary distinctions, distinctions for

which he manifested a plenary indifference. No ostentation, no petty vanity

sunk this man to a lower level. He seemed to have settled in his own mind
that by study alone can life be invested with dignity or value.*

Under all its envelopes, and however seemingly impenetrable, the heart, when
once touched, was but the more unreserved in its effusions. Become possessor

of the small manorial domain of his ancestors, M. de Blainville returned yearly
to visit its shores and hills, to breathe the invigorating air of the sea, and to re-

call the tender images which had soothed his earlier years. During the time

that he thus occupied his little manor, the man of science disappeared, and the

gentleman showed himself no cynic. An unaffected amiability accompanied
him into society, and in that of ladies especially he displayed a playfulness and
good taste which banished into the distant and lowering horizon of science every
misanthropic impulse. His delight in the revival of associations found other

aliment in the reunion of the representatives of all the epochs of his life. Fre-
quently assembled around him on such occasions, this circle of friends was open
to all philosophies, to the most opposite opinions, to all social positions, to eveiy
age. For the youngest among them the severe critic and profound thinker ever

entertained a warm and watchful regard, which, it is but just to say, was re-

quited, not only by unlimited devotion, but, since his death, by a pious care for

the memory of the distinguished savant.t

At the beginning of the year 1850, M. de Blainville thought it his duty, not-

withstanding the alteration of his health, to open his course at the Faculty of

sciences. In his first lectures, he reappeared with a talent which had lost

nothing of its force or brilliancy. Impelled, however, by sad presentiments, he
quitted, on the 1st of May, his modest habitation at the Museum, promising a

speedy return. He was but going, he said, to breathe his native air, and see

the sun of spring once more shine on the fair coasts of Normandy.

|

His purpose was not fulfilled. Scarcely had he taken his place in the vehicle

which was to convey him, when, by a sudden stroke, this noble existence was
terminated, On the public authority it devolved to extend that protection to

his last moments which it owes to the humblest citizen, and to restore to his

friends and colleagues the mortal remains of one so worthy of respect, one by
whom the nothingness of life had never been forgotten.

* I scarcely need say that M. de Blainville belonged to most of tbe learned societies of
the Avorld, and of coui'se to the Royal Society of Loudon. He was a member of the Legion
cf Honor, and if he remained a simple chevalier it was only because he preferred it.

t All the manuscripts of the great naturalist were scrupulously collected by his young
friend M. Nicard, who prepared, also, a notice breathing a spirit of enthusiastic reueratiou.

+ This love of liis native place was one of the j)romiuent features of his character, as

was also the love of his family. The sou and daughter of his elder brother were long the

only ties of kiudredship which remained to him.
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In conformity witli article 7 of our laws, I am about to present to tlie society

an account of its transactions and its progress during the year in which I have

had the honor of being called to preside over it. The society, I regret to say,

publishes no special bulletin of its sittings ; the annual report of the president,

at the close of his official term, is intended to supply its place. This, however,

it can only do imperfectly, because, from the necessarily tardy date of its pub-

lication, some of the results communicated must have partially lost the character

of finality. However this may be, the greater portion of the labors of the year

have been successively inserted either in the present volume of memoirs, or in

the archives of the physical and natural sciences of the Bibliothequc Unioerselle

;

BO that my task to-day will be limited to a concise recapitulation of those labors.

Since the end of September last, the society has been deprived of the special

collaboration of our excellent colleague, Professor Claparede, whose infirm health

has obliged him to withdraw from the functions of secretary of our sittings

—

functions which for many years he discharged in so distinguished a manner.

His place has been filled, provisionally at first, by MM. Alexander Prevost and
de Loriol ; and definitively since, by M. Alexander Prevost alone, whom you
designated for this office 21st January last. Such has been the obligingness of

these gentlemen, and so clear and detailed theii report of the current proceed-

ings of the society, that the execution, always more or less difficult, of my
present duty has been facilitated to the utmost possible degree ; and I shall be

permitted, I am sure, to' present to them, as well in the name of the society as

my own, the most sincere acknowledgments.

Agreeably to the usage adopted in former reports, the present account will be

divided into two principal parts : that of the physical and that of the natural

sciences
;
parts which will be then subdivided into as many special sections as

the nature of the communications made to the society may prescribe. In each

of these sections we shall speak, first, of the original memoirs which have been

read ; and next, say something of the verbal reports which have been made to

the society during the year. We commence with astronomy.

PHYSICAL SCIENCES.

Astronomy—Memoirs.—M. Emile Gautier read two memoirs on the consti-

tution of the sun. With M. KirchhoflF, he regards this body as a globe in fusion,
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incandescent, and surrounded with a vast atmospliere ; he conceives that this

atmosphere, constituted chiefly of thick and metallic vapors, must be incom-
parably more dense than the terrestrial atmosphere, and he attributes to it the
protuberances and roseate border observed in total eclipses, as well as the dap-
pled appearance of the surface of the sun. But he denies to it the action

attributed by M. Kirchhoff in the production of the solar spots.

As regards these spots, M. Gautier considers them to be connected with oxy-
dations, with masses of salts and scoriiB, avith solidificatious, in a word, which
are temporarily formed on the surface of the sun ; and this, under the influence

of exterior refrigeration or interior chemical action, in much the same manner as

is observed in great masses of metals in fusion, in our industrial operations. The
author admits the results of M. Spoerer and those of M. Carrington regarding
the apparent differences in the duration of the rotation of the sun, according to

the heliographic latitude of such of the spots as are adopted for the calculation

of this rotation. And in reference to the acceleration in longitude of the points

of the equatorial zone, he considers it, with our colleague M. Cellerier, as re-

sulting from the action exerted upon the solidified masses floating on the surface

of the sun, whether by the friction of the heavy and metallic atmosphere of that

orb, or by the interior rotary movement of the strata of its mass in fusion. These
two components being both a function of the velocity and of the cosine of the

latitude, (though this cosine has a different power for each of the two compo-
nents,) they vary with each parallel, and their resultant may supply the reason
of the acceleration in question. For the rest, although the 'author does not con-

sider the mean density of the sun to be inferior to that of water, yet he admits
that its low degree of density might form a serious objection to his theory of the

spots, an objection which will be met on his part by a deliberate and thorough
examination.

Professor PLvUtamour read us an extract from a very interesting memoir on
the horary and telegraphic operations, by means of which the longitude of the

observatory of Neuchatel has been connected with that of the observatory of

Geneva. These operations have led to some new results on the employment of

the telegraph in determinations of this nature. But, as the paper of M. Planta-

mour appears in the present volume of the collection of our memoirs, we confine

ourselves to a simple mention of it. The same physicist presented a note on the

rectifications to be applied to the general system of levelling for Switzerland,

and on the choice to be made, as a point of departure above the sea, between the
mean level of the Mediterranean at Marseilles and the mean level of the ocean,

as the latter results from very exact measurements executed in nineteen of the
principal ports of France between Bayonne and Dunkirk. M. Plantamour would
prefer the level of the ocean, the mean of which is 0."' 80 higher than the mean
level of the Mediterranean at Marseilles.

Verbal reports.—Professor Alfred Gautier presented statements, full of in-

terest, on several astronomical labors executed in different observatories of

Europe and America. These statements bore more particularly, firstly, on the

spots of the sun, their reciprocal occultation observed at Altona, and their pre-

sumed connexion with the aurora borealis and magnetic variations ; likewise, on
the two periods, one of eleven and the other of fifty-six years, recognized by M.
Wolf in the number of these spots; secondly, on the photometric researches of

M. Alvan Clarke, relative to the intensity of the light of the sun compared with
that of the fixed stars ; whence it would result that our sun cannot be one of the

brilliant stars of the heavens ; thirdly, on a slight augmentation to be applied to

the value of the parallax of Mars as hitherto recognized, an augmentation which
would imply that our distance from the sun is a little less than that at present

admitted ; fourthly, on the observation of shooting-stars by P. Secchi, from
which it results that these meteors are situated at a height of 100 to 150 kilome-

tres, and hence that they are within the limits of our atmosphere; fifthly, on
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the lines of the solar spectrum, which, at an elevation of four miles above the

ground, remain identical with those on the surface of the earth, only the spectrum
diminishes in extent in proportion to the elevation attained ; sixthly, on the dis-

covery of a satellite of Procyon ; on the light of >j of the Ship, which, in the

space of twenty years, has passed from the first to the sixth magnitude ; and
finally, on a deviation of 10" of the plumb-line in the environs of Moscow, at a
distance from any description of mountain.

Meteorology.—Memoirs.—The great and valuable labors of our future

president. Professor Plautamour, on the climate of Geneva, pertain by peculiar

right to our society, and would have occupied a distinguished place in the col-

lection of our memoirs, if their extent had not compelled the author to have them
printed and published separately. This work, oue of true scientific importance,

inasmuch as it is based on observations executed with improved instruments,

and repeated every day and several hours of each day for thirty- five consecutive

years, and finally discussed with all the resources of modern science, could not
be analyzed in a report necessarily so much circumscribed as the pi'esent;

besides that, it would now be the more useless to attempt such analysis, since

Professor Aug. de la Rive has recently given, in the archives of the physics and
natural sciences of the Bibliotheqae Vniversclle, a detailed and highly interesting

account of the enterprise.

Verbal reports.—Professor Plantamour communicated some of the results

obtained during the month of January last, at the meteorological stations of the

valley of the higher Rhone. Some singular anomalies of temperature have there

been realized. Thus, among others, it was found that it was colder at the vil-

lage of Rechingen (valley of Conches) than at the hospice of Saint Bernard,
though the latter is situated i,140 metres highe«r than the village. ,• These anom-
alies may be explained sometimes by the presence or absence of the sun, and
sometimes also by the cold air flowing from the mountains anC accumulating

gradually in the iDosom of the narrow valleys. Professor Marcet informed us of

the results of M. Glaisher on the diminution of the temperature of the air in pro-

portion to the elevation attained—results gathered in England and by means of

balloon ascensions. The diminution is not regular, most probably from circumstan-

ces purely accidental, such as momentary currents ofcold air, or enormous strata of

vapor, which arrest the solar heat and reflect it toward the higher spaces. After
traversing cold mists of some thousands of feet in thickness, M. Glaisher found at

11 or 12,000 feet of elevation the same temperature as at the surface of the earth.

Professor Wartmann reports, in relation to atmospheric electricity on high
mountains, that it had been observed this year in an ascension of the Jungfrau,

as had been done the year before on the Diablerets, that at the approach of a
Btorm the iioned staves of the tourists commenced intonating, and that singular

sounds were heard in the air. Professor Gautier spoke of torrents of rain hav-
ing fallen in Italy, in February last, accompanied, at Rome, by a furious hurri-

cane, which transported thither sand entirely similar to that of the desert of

Sahara. Prdfessor Marcet remarked upou the relatively very mild temperature

of the winter of 1863-64, in Canada, a fact which navigators believe they ac-

count for by a change observed*, as they suppose, in the direction of the Gulf
Stream. M. Chaix read to us a report on the results of late travels in Arabia,

and particularly those of Palgrave, who succeeded in traversing the country by
passing for a Syrian.

Mathematical and Experlmental Physics.—Mc?noirs.—M. Ch. Galopiu

read an extract of a memoir on the mathematical theory of double refraction.

After reciting the principles on which rests the theory of Fresuel, and having

indicated the process followed by that eminent physicist for applying analysis

to transcendental researches, our colleague adopts as his own the views of Cau-
chy, who regai ds the movement of light as a particular case of the movement of

a system of molecules, very slightly diverted from their position or equilibrium,
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and solicited by mutual forces of attraction and repulsion ; and he gives tlie dif-

ferential equations, whose integration would furnish the value of the molecular

displacements. By a method peculiar to himself, M. Galopin, with the help of

certain artifices of analysis, arrives at the equation of the velocities of luminous

waves already given by Fresnel, an equation which may be regarded as repre-

senting a surface called that of elasticity, and from which he deduces the equation

of the surlixce itself of these waves. Besides the two surfaces in question, there

still exist six others, the study of which enables him to arrive rapidly at the

properties of the surftice of the waves, at those which concern the peculiar points

and planes of that surface, the conic and cylindrical refractions, and finally the

ordinary and extraordinary rays of crystals of two axes.

M. Lucien de la Rive has made researches on the differences of density of a

gaseous mass revolving around an axis in a cylindrical vessel, and has arrived

at a formula which enables him to calculate these different densities. The dif-

ferences in question are little appreciable for volumes of gas and dimensions of

vessels of inconsiderable quantity ; but they increase in proportion as the diame-

ter of the vessels is larger. The last named physicist read a memoir on the

conductibility of ice for heat. After having given the detail of his experiments,

he recapitulates them mathematically, and proceeds to deduce to the value of

the co-efficient h, of the conductibility of ice, a co-efficient which he finds =0.25,
that of glass being 0.13, and that of porcelain 0.24. Then applying his results

to the formation of ice on a surface of water below 0°, he seeks for the law
according to which this formation takes place, and he arrives at three equations

corresponding to three difi"erent epochs of the formation in question. Now, as

the last of these equations is that of a parabola, he thence deduces that after the

lapse of quite a few days of frost, the ice can only increase very slowly. The
author finally establishes the agreement of his theory with known fiicts, with
the observations of Flauguergues particularly, and concludes by indicating

briefly the application which may be made of it to the formation of the polar

ices.

Verbal reports.—Professors Wartmann and Marcet,in several successive verbal

communications, brought to the notice of the society the interesting discussion

in progress between MM. Magnus and Tyndall, on the absorption of heat by
gases. M. Tyndall, in repeating his experiments without employing the dia-

phragm of rock-salt, has removed one of the most serious objections of M. Mag-
nus. From his results he derives consequences of importance for the theory of

Wells on dew, and for other atmospheric phenomena. Professor Marcct made
the additional remark that Dulong, in his investigation regarding the specific

heat of gases, had set out with the hypothesis that gases do not radiate ; now,
since M. Tyndall has established that they do radiate, the results of Dulong
would seem to call for revision, account being taken of the radiation. Professor

Plantamour occupied our attention with the views of M. Hipp respecting the

establishment of electric clocks in cities. Their employment at Geneva has
gi'eatly conduced to a determination of the conditions by which their disposal

should be governed. Their position in gas-lanterns exposes them to great vari-

ations of temperature from summer to winter, to tiie unfavorable influences of -dust

and humidity, and to the disturbing effects of the discharges of atmospheric
electricity and of concussions produced, whether by gusts of wind or the fre-

quent washing of the lanterns—concussions which have sometimes caused tem-
porary loss of the current. By reason of these difficulties, M. Hipp would prefer

that such clocks should be placed in the wall of the fronts of houses rather than
in the gas-lanterns. M. Philip Plantamoiu- presented an analysis of the re-

searches of M. Editing on the formation of ice in the northern seas. According
to the latter, the sea begins to freeze from the bottom ; the water being there

cooled below the point of congelation, the least shock, the passage of a fish for

instance, suffices to determine solidification and to produce the sudden formation
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of masses of ice more or less considerable, wliich rise and float on the surface of

the Avater. The analysis of M. I*lautamonr has been inserted ia the Archives

of the Bibliothcque Vnivcrsdlc.

Chemistry.—Memoirs.—Professor Marignac communicated to the society the

continuation of his researches on the silico-tungstates. He has recognized three

distinct acids formed by the combination of tungstic acid and silicic acid, namely

:

1st. Silico-tungstic acid, containing 1^ equivalents of tungstic acid for 1 of silicic

acid; 2d. Silico-decitungstic acid, 10 equivalents of tungstic acid for 1 of silicic

acid; 3d. Tungsto-silicic acid, which has the same composition as the first, but

which differs by its crystalline form. He remarks that a great number of salts

of these acids present crystalline foims almost identical, although not by any

means so in their composition. This fact seems to him to indicate the necessity

of admitting the following extension of Mitscherlich's principle of isomorphism,

viz : that two compounds including an element or a group of common elements,

which constitutes by much the greater part of their weight, viay he isomorphous,

even when the elements in which they differ do not constitute by themselves an

isomorphous group. M. Delafontaine read a memoir on the atomic weight of

thorine or thorium. He has repeated the analysis of the sulphate of thorium

after the method of Berzelius. The moan of several accordant results yielded

him for the equivalent of thorine the figure 823.3, and admitting that the form-

ula of this is Tho^, the weight of its atom referred to oxygen would be 1,646.6,

and that of thorium 1,446.6. To the same author we owe a note on the place

which thallium should occupy among the elements. Several chemists place it

among the alkaline metals, wliile others consider it as being related to lead. Of
these two views our colleagixe adopts the former.

Verbal reports.—M. Clusius has modified his theoiy on the atomic composi-

tion of ozone. It is not this body, it would seem, but oxygen which is formed

of atoms grouped two and two—atoms which are dissociated when oxygen passes

into the state of ozone. But it is objected to this new theory that ozone having

more density than oxygen, it is the former, not oxygen, which must be com-

posed of grouped atoms.

NATURAL SCIENCES.

Geology.—Memoirs.—M. Favre has continued his communications on the

geological constitution of the Chablais. The soil of this province is composed

of new formations superposed in the following order ; the glacial, fucoid schists,

kimmeridgian l.mestone, collovian limestone, liasian, lower lias, triassic, coal, and
serpentine. One of the characters of the region is the absence of cretaceous

and nummulitic formations ; an absence which results probably from the soil in

question having been already elevated above the surface of the water at the

epoch of the cretaceous and nummulitic seas. The author afterwards presents

a geological description of that part of Savoy traversed by the valleys of Me-
geve and of Haut-Lucc. Among other formations he there recognizes the black

slates of the Jurassic period, forming the crest of Mont Joli ; a fine deposit of

vegetable fossils of the carboniferous era, near Bonhomme ; and near Beaufort

deposits of anthracite. He also shows that the granitic group of Mont Blanc is

separated from that of Beaufort by sedimentary rocks, a continuation of those

of the valley of Chamounix, and thus the granite of Beaufort would seem to be

a prolongation of that of Valorsina.

M. Favre also gave an account of an investigation in which he is engaged of

the deposits of translation between Jura and the Alps. These deposits present

four principal stages : 1st, the present alluvium ; 2d, the alluvium of the ter-

races, deposited by great currents of water above the glacial formation, and at a

maximum elevation of 30 to 33 metres above the lake ; 3d, the glacial deposit,

composed of loam, of rolled pebbles, and of some erratic blocks j 4th, the old

13 s
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alluvium, composed of facilites (puddiug-stone) and of rolled pebbles. Among
these, the euphotide, found below Geneva, comes from the mountains of the

Valais, a considerable distance doubtless, and the translation of which, by
reason of the interposition of the lake, it is not easy to explain.

M. Loriol read to us a memoir on the nunimulitic formation of Egypt, ^t'o

eight species of echinoderms already known in the nummulitic of that country

he adds four others entirely new. lie also communicated a series of researches

on the classic mountain of Saleve. The fauna of the coralline stratum which

forms the base of that mountain has furnished some new fossils, among others

a large species of Diccras. The deposits between the corralline and the middle

neocomian belong to the valengian stratum, as their fossils {Natlea leviatlmn)

testify. The Urgonian stratum offers three species of invertebrata in common
Avith the deposits of Orgon, without speaking of several new species, and iu par-

ticular of a fine terebratula {T. Ehrodu7iens'ts.) which has not yet been pub-

lished, and which has been compounded with the T. semistriata. Finally, in

this Valengian stratum, M. Loriol has distinguished four new species of

brachiopods.

Verbal reports.—Professor A. dc la Rive called the attention of the society

to the researches of M. Frankland on the physical cause of the glacial epoch.

This cause he finds in the generally admitted fact, that the ocean must, at the

precipitated epoch, have had a temperature much superior to that which it now
has ; that hence the evaporation of the seas would have been considerably aug-

mented, aud with it the aqueous piecipitations of the atmosphere. Now, these

enormous precipitations, falling in the form of snow, and during millenary pe-

riods, on the elevated table-lauds of the high latitudes of the globe, would
eventually occasion the vast accumulations of ice which characterized the epoch

in question. In support of this theory, M. de la Rive added, that since 1S15

he had observed the great extension which the glaciers of Switzerland had ac-

quired after the tv/o rainy years of 1816 and 1817. Further, that other savants

had already announced ideas upon the glacial epoch in close analogy with those

of M. Frankland. This communication of Professor de la Rive has been

inserted in the Bihliotheque Uuivcrsellc.

Professor Desor communicated some of the results of his late researches ou

the lacustrian deposits of lake Neuchatel. He has studied two stations at Au-
verguier ; one of the age of stone, situated near the shore, at a depression of

about five feet below the mean level of the water ; the other of the age of

bronze, which is found somewhat in front of the other and at a greater depth.

He supposes that the stations of the age of stone are the remains^ of artificial

islands formed of pebbles heaped around stakes planted in the bottom of the

lake.

M. de Heer announces the discovery of the wing of an insect of the genus
blatina in the anthracites of the Valais, near St. Maurice. This insect, found

under fossil plants of the epoch of coal, is a near neighbor of those of the coal

series. Professor Pictet has continued to give us information both of the facts

relative to the discovery of the jawbone of Moulin-Quignon and of the different

scientific inquiries which bear upon that discovery. These inquiries have been
successively published in the scientific and literary journals of the epoch; and
as they are too numerous for us to give here even a simple enumeration of them,

we must be content with a reference to the journals themselves. The last-named

naturalist spoke also of the discovery of a tooth of a gigantic crocodilian in

the oolite of Poitiers ; according to the savants who have examined it, this

animal appears to have been about one hundred feet in length. Finally, M.
Alexandre Prevost, our secretary, showed us a fragment of a human skull,

found in the valley of Chamounix, immediately above the Aiguilles by which
the glacier of Bossons terminates in that valley. This fragment is doubtless

a relic of one of the three guides who perished on the great plateau during tha
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expedition of Dr. Hummel in 1S20. Other bones, of the same origin, have
been found last spring and still more recently in the same localities.

BoTAiW.

—

Memoirs.—Dr. Mnllcr read a memorandum of the monstrosities

which he had met with in the flower and fruit of the jatropha pohliana, and
deduced therefrom some conclusions on the theory of the anther. He thinks

that this i.s formed neither by the combination of two ordinary leaves, nor i)y a
leaf whose edges are incurvated towards the median rib so as to form the two
chambers of the pollen, lie believes that the anther represents only a simple
leaf, and tliat the pollen is developed in the incrassated tissue of the paren-

chyma of this leaf. The anthers heretofore recognized are of 1, 2, 4, and 8

chambers, and according to the commonly received theory, the existence of
trilocular anthers would be an impossibility. Now, in contrrmation of his own
theory of the antherian leaf, M. Muller read a note on the existence of trilo-

cular anthers in the species pachystema of the family of the euphorbiacse,

(Java). The same colleague afterwards presented a notice of two modes of

inflection of the stamens in the euphorbiacerc. The only one of these two
modes which is noteworthy is that in which the anther is inflected in the bud,
its summit below and its base above. This form of inflection is important,

inasmuch as it serves to characterize the great tribe of the crotonese.

Verbal reports.—Professor de Candolle, in his Botanic Geography, has re-

marked that the beech and chestnut have not been discovered in Algeria. Now,
Professor Martins has recently found chestnut trees in the forest of I'Edding, in

the neighborhood of a Roman aqueduct. M. de Candolle conceives that in such
a locality the chestnut may well ha\e been introduced by the Romans, and he
persists in thinking that the tree in question does not exist in the Atlas. He
also noticed a memoir of Dr. Hooker on the arctic flora, a memoir in which that

savant seeks to explain why certain regions of the north possess a very rich

flora, (Lapland,) while others have an extremel}'' poor one, (Greenland.) M.
Hooker thinks that after the glacial epoch the vegetable species, in proportion

as the ice withdrew, would ascend into the arctic regions, when those regions

were continental, while in the regions which became insular the sea would op-

pose the reascension of vegetables. The same naturalist presented the society

with grains of the indigenous coffee of Peru ; these grains are more volurainoua

than those of the coflVe of Asia, but it is not yet possible to determine their

species. He exhibited also the male flower of a begoniacean of Africa, very
different from the usual type of its family, for which he had been indebted to

the kindness of Dr. Hooker. Lastly, M. Renter presented to the society the

leaf, fruit, and part of the flower of the tormclia fragrans, which is the first

time that the fruit of this aroid of Mexico has been seen at Geneva.
Zoology—Mc?noirs.—M. Henri de Saussure read a paper on the incessant

dispersion of the hyraeuoptera on the surface of the globe, a dispersion which
would have for its apparent consequence a successive modification of individuals,

and consequently the development of series of graduated species, marking the

stages traversed by the migrations of each type. This hypothesis Avould exr

plain the parallel series which may be observed on the same continent or ou
difierent continents. Among these successive modifications, one of the most
interesting is that which pertains only to one of the two sexes, the feminine.

In the genus Elis, for instance, we can distinguish as many as twenty varie-^

ties, spread over all the continents, varieties extremely distinct from one another

in regard to the female, but of which the males seem identical or nearly so,

which would constitute a series of types successively polygamous. The author

concludes by indicating certain species which may have passed from Europe to

America, and from America into Africa or Europe. M. Alois Humbert read a

memoir, in which he showed, by means of mollusks which he had brought from

Ceylon, that in the puknonate ga.stropods there exists no essential difference

l)et^,e€B those with an extenial and those with an internal shell, and that it is
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possible to establish all the requisite transitions between the two extremes of

this family, extremes which may be represented by the slug, (inteinial shell,)

and the snail, (external shell.) M. Victor Fatio communicated a memoir on the

vertical distribution of species in certain families of birds. Leaving the basin

of Lake Leman with twenty-four different species of sylviadaj, he loses some

one of these species in proportion as he ascends the mountains ; and when
arrived at the Haute-Eugadine finds himself accompanied only by redstarts, one

of which alone, the ruticilla titlujs, ascends still higher. In this comparative

study, the author first establishes an approximation between the north pole and
our higher Alps, which leads him to signalize the relations which exist, for birds,

between their horizontal passages and vertical migrations. Next, passing to

this transport of species to heights more and more considerable, he i-ecoguizes

the influence which climate and the nature of the soil exercise on the produc-

tion of nourishment.

Verbal reports.—M. V. Fatio took notice of the appearance at Geneva of a

bird, the si/oraptcs paradoxus, which inhabits Siberia, Tartary, and China, and
which entered Europe in 1SG3, directing its course from the northeast of Ger-

many to the southwest of France. An extraordinary drought in its native

country has probably been the cause of this unusual migration of the bird in

question.

Anatomy and Physiology—Memoirs.—Professor Thury communicated his

important memoir on the law of the production of sexes. In the case of plants,

the fundamental identity of the pistils and stamens is admitted by those

botanists who regard the organs in question as modified leaves. Now, accord-

ing to the experiments of Knight, heat favoring the production of male flowers

in dioecious plants, M. Thury has thence concluded that the caloric acted on

plants by occasioning a more complete elaboration and maturation of the juices

and organs, so that the production of tlie male element would correspond with

a more perfect development of the genu. Apjilying these ideas to the animal

kingdom, our colleague has deduced from them the consequence, that the pro-

duction of one or the other sex depends only on the degree of maturation of

the egg, a maturation which would continue to advance during the time which

-elapses between the moment of the detachment of the ovum and that of its

impregnation, in such manner that the ova promptly fecundated would yield

i'emales, and those more slowly fecundated males. Such is the filiation of ideas

by which M. Thury has arrived at the theory to which his name will remain

attached ; a theory which was confirmed by experiment in each of the twenty-

nine cases in which, at the instance of its author, trial was made by M. Cornay.

These ideas of our colleague have excited very general interest ; they were
immediately submitted to investigation in France, in England, and in Germany,
.and this on so large a scale tiuit we may hope to arrive promptly at results

altogether decisive. Certain objections, however, have been raised against this

tlieory, of which we shall here notice only such as have been advanced at our

own sittings. Thus, for instance, in regard to hemp, which grows in very

different climates, it has been said that nothing has heretofore indicated that

more male individuals are produced in the hemp of warm countries than in that

of cold ones. Again, M. Pagenstecher has sought to demonstrate that the

theory of M. Thury was in opposition with observations on the parthenogenesis,

and he substitutes for it another theory, in which account is equally taken of

the age of the q^^ at the moment of its fecundation. In effect, at the session

of the Helvetic society of natural sciences in 18G3, he expressed the idea that,

by maturation, the pellicle of the ovule became hardened, which might prevent

a more or less considerable number of zoospermes from penetrating into the in-

terior of the Q^^, and thus influencing its sexuality. Some of these objections,

it must be confessed, rest only upon bypothcaes and need demonstration in

order to obtain assent.
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Professor Claparcde read a memoir on the circulation of the blood in

arachnidsc of the genus lycosa. Tbe examination of this circulation conducts

the author to a very unexpected result : that in these animals the blood, in

almost tlie whole of the heart, moves from front to rear, contrary to what takes

place in all the arthropods hitherto studied. The memoir of M. Claparede hav-

ing been published in the previous volume of oin- collection dispenses with the

necessity of entering into the further details of this interesting investigation,

which, besides, it would be difficult to understand Avithout plates. The same
naturalist presented another memoir in which he sets forth the result of his in-

teresting researches made at Port Vcndres, durhig the summer of 1S63, on the

anatomy and classification of marine annelids. He first occupies himself with

a type which has not been studied heretofore except in a manner probably very

imperfect, that of the polyophthalmaj, which forms among the chetopods an in-

termediate link between the oligochetaj and the polychetai. He next examines

the annelida?, degraded from the family of the terebellacaj, in which the disap-

pearance of the vascular system is accompanied by the formation in the general

cavtiy of the animal, of a liquid holding in suspension red globules, very similar

to the corpuscles of the blood of mammifers, and thrown into continual move-
ment to and fro by the contractions of the walls of the body. Lastly, he passes

to the examination of the family of syllidaj, of which the species present some
the normal and others the alternating generation. Among more than twenty
species pertaining to this family, and found by him at Port Vendres, one species

only was already known. This memoir, accompanied with plates, is inserted

in the present volume of memoirs of the society.

M. Victor Fatio read a memoir on the reproductive male apparatus of the ac-

centor alpinus, one of the pretty sparrows of our Alps. In the spring, at the

approach of rutting time, its testicles acquire an enormous development, attain-

ing a volume of about one-third of that of the entire trunk. Their different

vessels, instead of opening directly into the cloaca, are wound upon themselves,

and form on the sides of the anus two large balls which hang beneath the tail

in pouches covered by the skin. On issuing from these balls, the vessels in

question are directed towards the common vestibule, and terminate at the ex-

tremity of a small sexual papilla. In autumn all this temporary development

disappears. Doctor Dor read a memoir on tlie physiological effects of the bean

of Calabar, (physostigma venenosa.) Studied specially in its efiPects on the

eye, this substance produces contraction of the pupil, and occasions a sort of

cramp of the accommodator muscle. In this double relation it acts as an anta-

gonist of the atropima. Professor Valentin presented a note on the stretching

of the motor nerves. This stretching, by producing elongation of the fibrillous

sheath of Schwan, must nari-ow the diameter, and thus occasion, jnohahly, a

certain degree of compression of the nervous pulp which it envelopes * M.
Valentin has sought to measure the effects of the stretching in question, and

that by help of a measuring apparatus at once rotary and graphic, and of a

slight current of induction, as a means of excitation of tbe nerves examined.

The same physiologist made a communication on the effects of the separation

of the motor nerves from the nervous centres. He has ascertained: 1st, that

a discontinuity of one demi-millimctre suffices to produce all the effects resulting

from the separation in question, which excludes the idea that the nervous force

can act at a distance, as in induction ; 2d, that when the two separated ends

of the nerve are examined with the microscope, it is found that the peripheric

portion presents only degenerated fibres, while the end attached to the nervous

centres is composed only of fibres perfectly normal. For the great sympathetic

the effects are different, on account of the anastomoses of the peripheric end.

* We say probably, because if the elongation of the nervous substance is proportional to_

that of the sheath which envelops if, there will not be compression, but a stretching only of

the nervous pulp enveloped.
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Verhal reports.—There have been some interesting communications to tlie

society, on pliy.'?iological researches conducted by foreign savants, namely : By
Professor de la Eive, on the experiments of M. Hcouttetten relative to the elas-

ticity of the blood, and to the current which, through the galvanometer, passes

from the arterial to the venous blood ; and this as Avell in the living animal as

in the blood freshly drawn from the vessels. By Professor Claparcde, on the

process of M. Waudt for measuring the rapidity with which thought may be
transferred from an impression of the sense of hearing to an impression of the

sense of sight, (about ^ of a second.) The personal equation of the observer

ought, evidently, to be here taken into consideration. On the animal grafts of

Dr. Best; besides the subcutaneous grafts of different members effected with
success, this physiologist, in the case of two animals of the same spec'es, but

of different sex, has succeeded in engrafting the genital organs of one into the

abdominal cavity of the other. He has also united two rats by the skin of the

lateral part of the body, and has thus succeeded in establishing between them
a complete vascular communication. Although these graftings have succeeded
between animals of the same species, they have failed between those of dif-

ercnt species. Again—and with this I shall end—Professor Claparede de-

tailed to us the last results at which, each for himself, ]\DI. Knoch, in Russia,

Leuckart, in Germany, and the late Bertholus, in Prance, have arrived in their

valuable researches on the evolution of the bothryoccphalus. In this worm, com-
mon enough in Russia, Poland, the south of France and Geneva, the (i^s,?>> are

developed in water, and at the end of seven months give birth to embryos fur-

nished with remarkably long cilia. These embryos continue to live freely in the

water, and there produce a larva? armed with hooks very similar to that of the

ta3nias. Now, what still remains to be discovered is, whether it is sufficient to

swallow water containing the larvaj of the bothryoccphalus in order to introduce

this worm into the human body ; or whether, as with other ta^nias, the passage
through an intermediate animal is necessary for effecting its ultimate evolution.

The question being reduced to this degree of simplicity, its solution may be
easily attempted, and we ma}' hope will be attained before thfe lapse of any long
interval.

Such is the analysis, complete enough, I think, but still summary and dry,

of the different labors which have occupied us during the year v/ith which my
official term closes. It remains to say a few words on

—

The persoxael Ai\d proorkss of the society.—I had hoped, till quite a
recent period, to have been enabled, notwithstanding the somewhat precarious

state of the public health during the year 1SG3, to felicitate you that no vacancy
had occurred in the ranks of our society; but those anticipated felicitations

have been changed into sincere regrets by the death of M. Wartmann, senior,

at the age of 71 years. Louis Francois Wartmann was born at Geneva, Jan-
uary 6, 1793 ; and was, from the first, destined by his father, who knew how to

give in his own person an example of perseverance and the love of labor, to that

hardy education which the difficult circumstances of the epoch demanded. Of
a ready intelligence and happy aptitude for the serious occupations of the mind,
it was the physical sciences towards which he felt most strongly attracted, and
the study of which, tinder such men as Schanb, Gasp, de la Rive, M. A. Pictet,

Maurice, and Gautier, definitely decided the course of his life. Endowed with
an easy and agreeable elocution, and knowing how to place himself on a level

with intellects of every degree, he devoted himself more particularly to instruc-

tion, and, for half a century, attained in that line well-merited success. Thus
occupying a position in which he could clearly recognize the wants of our pop-
ulation, he soon perceived that our classical college ansv/ered but imperfectly
the educational requirements of a part of our youth, and, associating himself
with a few capable and devoted colleagues, he opened, July, 1831, an industrial

school, which continued in successful operation till 1S38, when its functions were
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superseded by the establi;^hmeut of the present industrial and commercial col-

lege by the government.

Astronomy was, with M. Wartmann, always the science of predilection. He
discovered, September 6, 18.31, in all probability, one of the small telescopic

planets of our system ; but the complete discovery eluded him through a defi-

ciency, at that epoch, of instruments of precision, and the consequent impossi-

bility of determining the elements of the orbit. More recently he drew up charts

of the trajectories of the comers of Halley, Enke, and Biela, and constructed, on
a new plan, two large planispheres, which comprised, to the number of 2,800,

all the stars from the first to the sixth magnitude, visible in Europe at a mean
latitude of 4-5° to 47°, and calculated for the 1st of January, 1850. His atten-

tion was also directed to the shooting stars, and he publish(^d, (Corresp. Mathem.
and Pliys. of Quetelet, vol. xl.) on those which he had observed in the night of

10th to 11th of August, 18-38, a memoir, accompanied by a chart, in which he
traced the trajectories of 372 of these mysterious meteors. Having become a
member of onr society in 1832, he arted as its treasurer from 1834 to 1858.

Besides his own researches in astronomy and meteorology, he often communi-
cated to us extracts from his correspondence with foreign astronomers. His
scientific labors will be found dispersed in the BihUofJieque Unirerselle, the

Comptes Rendus of the Academy of Sciences of Paris, the Bulletins of the Acad-
emy of Brussels, and in certain other foreign scientific collections. But this brief

notice would still be imperfect, did I not cite the admirable qualities of heart and
temper of our deceased colleague—qualities which endeared him to all, and
which will dispose us long to recall his courteous and prepossessing presence.

Let us not forget also to commemorate the punctual observance with which it

was his habit to attend each of our meetings, and to express the hope that this

example of persistent assiduity may not be lost upon any of us.

I will not conclude this report without adding that the progress of the society

has been satisfactory, as in the past. In eti'ect, during the whole year, the num-
ber of memoirs, notes and verbal reports which have been read or presented to

us, shows that the scientific impulse has suffered no abatement among us. Our
sittings have been replete with interest, of which your zealous attendance, as

witnessed by our records, is the surest exponent ; and in each of our reunions

the most agreeable forms of mutual kindliness and simplicity have never for a

moment ceased to predominate. If to these considerations we add the steady

augmentation of our resident membership, an augmentation which is for us the

proof of the increasing interest which our society excites in the enlightened

part of our population, you will be justified in concluding that our jiosition is

firm, our advance well sustained, and that we need only desire to see this

favorable state of things maintained in the future. But for that, gentlemen, it

must not be forgotten that youth imposes obligation ; for it is the hour of genius

and the age of great labors. Such is the reflection which an old colleague

thinks it not unsuitable to present to you at the close of what he has been

called upon to say touching the progress and prospects of the society.
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TRANSLATED FOR THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION.

According to established usage, I proceed, on quitting the presidency, to sub-
mit a report ot our transactions during the year which has iust elapsed The
statement which I shall read is an abridged reproduction of the proceeclin-s ofour meetmgs, though the chronological order has been changed for the purpose
of classifying the different communications according to the subject to which
they relate. In this classihcation I conform to the customary division between
the physical and natural sciences, although the line of demarcation between
these two branches of human knowledge is fiir from being distinctly drawn • in
not a few cases, in fact, it is somewhat difficult to decide under which of the

rin-ef
"^^""'''^^ ''"'^''''' researches, relating to physiology or geology, ought to be

PHYSICAL SCIENCES,

M. Galopin presented the result of some theoretical researches which he hadmade on the resistance opposed by fluids to the movement of solid bodies He
has been occupied especially with the effect which would be produced by differ-
ent solids of revolution moving in the direction of their axis, and he concludes
that bodies operate differently, according to their form, in modifying the density
of the timd. — M. Achard communicated to the society a memoir, (Biblio-
thequc Umi-crselle, Archives dcs Sciences Phys. et Nat., vol. xxii,) directed to
the study of the second principle of the mechanical theory of heat, discussing
therein the researches of Rankine and Clusius on this subject. He also madeS
report on an improvement applied by M. Foucault to the regulator with centri-
fugal force.— M. Lucien de la Rive read a note on an application of the
calculation of probabilities. He proposes to determine the functions of time ex-
pressing the probability of the recurrence of an event a certain number of times
withm a given period. General Morin, being present at one of the meet-
ings, made a communication on his studies relating to ventilation, and on the
results obtained by the processes of ventilation established in the amphitheatres
of tlie Conservatory of Arts and Trades, and in some of the hospitals of Paris

Professor Gautier has continued to keep the society apprised of the researches
of foreign astronomers, particularly of the discussions which are taking place in
i^ngland on the constitution of the surface of the sun, on the nature of the
spots, and on the appearances, likened by some to grains of rice, by others to
leaves of the willow At different sittings he analyzed the investigations of M.
y\ olf on the spots of the sun

; of M. Webb on the changes which are effected
at the surface of the moon

; of ]\I. Quetelet on the proper movement of the stars :

of M. Auwers on the orbit of Sirius. He gave an account, also, of the geodesic
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operation undertaken by a Swedish expedition for the measurement of an arc of
a degree of the meridian at Spitsbergen in the latitude of 78-', and of different

inquiries into the spectral lines of the light of planets, stars, and nebulai. He
further exhibited to the society specimens of autographic telegraph despatches,

some of which were accompanied with draAvings obtained by the system Caselli

established between I'aris and Lyons. M. E. Ganticr presented a com-
munication on the researches of M. Howlet, relative to the constitution of the

sun, and submitted to the society photographs of the sun obtained in different

English observatories. These representations show the spots and feculoi with
remarkable distinctness. The same associate, after his return from Rome, where
Father Secchi had, with much kindness, placed the great refractor of the Roman
college at his disposal, gave us an account of the observations which he made
on the appearance of the surface of the sun, and of his researches on the physi-
cal constitution of that orb.

. M. Plantamour presented the result of experiments which he had made with
a pendulum of inversion, in order to determine, at Geneva, the length of the
pendulum which beats seconds. The instrument, executed by M. Repsold,
of Hamburg, was confided to him by the federal geodesic commission, and the

same apparatus will successively serve to ascertain the gravitation at different

points of Switzerland. He also exhibited to the society a portable sun-dial,

constructed on a model analogous to those which have been established at a
certain number of federal meteorological stations, when the distance from a
telegraphic office or the absence of regular postal communications rendered it

necessary to furnish observers with the means of obtaining the exact time.

These sun-dials have been constructed by j\01. Herrmann and Studer, of Berne.

The apparatus exhibited to the society differs from those established penua-
nently at the several stations by certain modifications which allow of their being
adjusted at any place of which the latitude and the declination of the magnetic
needle are known. For this purpose the instrument is provided with a circle,

by means of which the axis may be fixed according to the elevation of the

equator, and with a compass for adjusting it. The true solar hour may thus be
obtained to within a fraction of a minute.

General Dufour pi'esented a report on the attempts which have been made to

construct topographical plots by the help of photography, and showed that com-
plete ones can scarcely be obtained in this way, because salient points would
necessarily mask the others. Professor IMarcet communicated some of

the results deduced by M. Glaisher from his meteorological discussion of a series

of observations made for about ninety years at Greenwich. He called notice

particularly to the gradual elevation of mean temperature which seems to have
been manifested in the course of that period.

Professor de la Rive communicated to the society his new researches on elec-

tricity, particularly those relating to the influence exerted on the molecular
constitution of bodies by the combined action of electricity and magnetism. He
has resumed the experiments which he had made in 1846, on the sounds ren-

dered by conducting bodies traversed by discontinuous currents, when they are

submitted to the influence of a strong electro-magnet, and he is disposed to at-

tribute this rupture of molecular equilibrium to an eflect of orientation of the

molecules, analogous to that which takes place in magnetic bodies simply tra-

versed by a discontinuous current. He has also made experiments on the in-

fluence exerted by the vicinity of a very intense magnetic force on the arrange-

ment of the metallic particles when these are in process of deposition at the

negative electrode in the decomposition of the salts of magnetic metals. Again,
the passage of the luminous jet of the Ruhmkorff apparatus across metallic

vapors, produced by means of a voltaic arc, has furnished to M.de la Rive very
curious and interesting results. This luminous jet assumes, in its passage
through these vapors, a well-defined color, varying from one metal to another,
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so that tliis color becomes a characteristic indication of each metal. In experi-

menting on metallic alloys, he found that there is a decomposition of their ele-

ments in metallic vapors, such as results from the deposit of particles on the

electrodes.

M. de la Rive has further, occupied the attention of the society on several

occasions with researches directed to the study of the relations existing between

the variations indicated by magnetic instrumefits, variations of the atmospheric

condition and the telluric currents which are manifested by putting in communica-
tion, through a telegraphic wire, two pLites sunk in the earth at a great distance

from each other. {BibJlotheq. Unirerse/le, Archives des Set., Ph>/s. ct Nat., vol.

xxii.) These communications were made either on the occasion of letters

addressed to our colleague by Father Secchi and read to the society, or of me-
moirs published by the latter. It was to researches on the same subject that

the note presented by M. de la Rive to the Helvetic Society of Natural Sciences,

during its last session at Zurich, related, which note concluded with the pro-

position that the society should nominate a commission charged with making
experiments on terrestrial currents, analogous to those which Father Secchi has

executed in two directions in the environs of Rome. The proposition having
been accepted and the commission named, authority has been obtained from the

fedei'al directory of telegraphs, which has manifested herein the utmost com-
plaisance and interest, for making use, during a certain number of hours, of the

direct wire connecting two distant stations, whether in the direction of the

magnetic meridian or in the perpendicular direction Experiments were first

made this spring by Professor de la Rive and Louis Dufour on the line between
Berne and Lausanne, and are to be continued. If we are authorized in assuming,
in conformity with the opinion of those physicists who have been most occupied

with the subject, that the regular magnetic variations consist of two periodical

variations superposed on one another, having different laws and due to diff'ereut

immediate causes, it is evident that the efforts of science should be directed to

a means of isolating the effect produced by one of the causes whose combined
action is manifested on the magnetized bars. It is in the sun, according to M.
de la Rive, that we must seek the origin of these two different modes of action

on the terrestrial magnetism ; one of them is due to the direct influence of the

sun, which varies according to the distance of that body and the nature of its

surface, as is proved by the correlation between the period of the magnetic
variations and that of the spots of the sun; the other would seem due to the

currents produced by the positive electricity of the atmosphere and the negative

electricity of the earth, which tend constantly to neutralize one another in the

polar regions, while the cause, which operates also constantly to separate the

two electricities, resides in the sun. Now, as M. de la Rive states, it would
appear most easy to isolate the terrestrial currents in order to study their varia-

tions and the phenomena to which they give rise, and it is with this vie^y that

be has proposed to make in Switzerland also, experiments on the currents

derived from the great terrestrial current.

M. Louis Soret read a memoir* on researches undertaken to verify the electro-

lytic law in a particular case, and which completes previous labors of the same
savant. This memoir was directed to a comparison of the intensity of discontinu-

ous currents (particularly when the RuhmkorfT apparatus is introduced into the

circuit) with the chemical action of those currents measured by the weight of

the deposit of copper Avhich is produced. M. Soret also called the attention of

the society at different times to the more recent labors of M. Tyndall, and, among
others, to the researches of the English physicist on the relations which exist

between calorific and luminous radiations, and on the singular property of a

* Rccherches sur la correlation da rdcctricitc dijnamique ct dcs autrcs forces physiques.
Memoires de la tSociet6 de Physique et dliistoire Xatuieile, tome XVIII.
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solution of iodine in tlic snlphuret of cnibon ; this substance completely obstructs

the passage of the light witliont intercepting the heat. The interesting investi-

gations of M. Tyndall on the invisible rays of the electric light and on the

calorescence were also analyzed by JVI. Soret.

Professor Wartmann made a report on tlie observations of M. Oastracane,

and on the employment of monochromatic light applied to the microscope. M.
Castracane has availed himself of this process in his researches on living and
fossil diatomeaj, of which he will soon publish an atlas, and M. Wartmann ex-

hibited to the society photographic images of these minute organisms which the

learned Italian has succeeded in obtaining. M. Wartmann also presented a

report on the memoir of M. Plateau relative to a curious problem of magnetism,

the possibility, namely, of maintaining a magnetic body in stable equilibrium by
magnetic forces. The same problem was made the subject of remarks offered

by MM. Lucicn de la Rive and Cellerier. The latter examined particularly

the case in which the force, instead of acting in the inverse ratio of the square

of the distance, would act in the inverse ratio of the fifth power, as this occurs

with bodies electriiied by induction, and he proved that neither in this case

could a stable equilibrium be obtained.

Professor Marignac communicated the first results of a series of researches

which he has undertaken on the niobium. {Bib. U/iivers., Archives, Sec, vol.

xxiii.) He first examined the double fluorides which the hypouiobic fluoride

forms with other metallic fluorides, and has arrived at the conclusion that the

byponiobium is not an allotropic modification of niobium, but rather an oxide of

niobium. He has also recognized the association of tantalic acid with hyponio-

bic acid in the colombitcs of America, and he indicates a means of separating

them. He proves, finally, that tantalic acid comprises five equivalents of oxy-

gen, like the hyponiobic acid. Professor Marignac also read a note {B/b. Uni-

vers., Arc/fires, &c., vol. jixii) on certain consequences which result from the re-

searches of M. Karl Than, relative to the anomalous density of the vapor of sal

ammoniac, and from those of M. Deville on the decomposition of water by heat.

M. Marignac pointed out that the combination of two bodies frequently gives

rise to a temperature much more elevated than that which is necessary in order

to effect the decomposition of the compounds which they form. It results from

this, that the time requisite for the accomplishment of a combination or a com-

bustion depends on the rapidity with which the surplus of heat produced by
that act is capable of being dissipated by communicating itself to the surround-

ing bodies ; this interval might even become very long, if the question related

to bodies forming a considerable mass entirely isolated in space, and unable to

part with heat except by the slow process of radiation.

M, Delafontaiue read to the society a memoir, in Avhich he i-ecites a first se-

ries of researches on the earths of the gadolinite ; his experiments related to

erbiue, terbine, and yttria, of which oxides he has determined the atomic weight

by analyses of their sulphates, and he combats the opinion pronounced by M.
Popp, that erbine is one of the oxides of cerite. The same member presented

a series of researches on the salts of molybdic acid, {Bib. Univers., Archives, &c.,

vol. xxiii,) and on their comparison with the tungstates ; he has detected two
series of salts : one of which is composed of neutral salts, and the other is par-

allel to the paratungstates. Pie exhibited to the society a fragment of meteo-

rite, picked up after the fall of a large number of aerolites, which occurred May
14, 1864, in the environs of Montauban. The matter composing this fragment

is of a porous appearance and a relatively slight density ; it contains 13 per cent,

of Avater, and 6 per cent, of a substance very simdar to lignite. Another memoir
which M. Delafontaiue read to the society relates to his researches on the spectra

of absorption, {Bib. Univers., Archives, &c., vol. xxii) ; when the rays of the

solar spectrum are made to pass through a solution of certain metals, we obtain

a spectrum much modified ; certain bands more or less large may then be ob-
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served, according to the degree of concentration of the solution. The metals

on whicli these experiments were made are didyme, erbium, and terbium.

Dr. W. Marcet read two memoirs : one on a colloid acid derived from urine,

in which some new details were added respecting the chemical properties and
atomic weight of this acid ; the second memoir {Bib. Univers., Archives, &c.,

vol. xxii) had for its object the muscular dialysis, M. Marcet proving in this

paper that the muscular substance is permeable for colloid as well as crystal-

lizable. substances. M. Chaix offered some remarks on the accumulation

of volcanoes, whether extinct or in activity, with which recent explorations

have made us acquainted in certain regions of the globe, particularly in the re-

public of Nicaragua and in New Zealand. He also indicated, on the authority

of a memoir of M. Abich, the appearance of several new islands, which have

emerged in the Caspian sea, as a sequel of volcanic movements in 1857 and
1864. Dr. Pitschner read an account of his ascension of Mont Blanc in

1859, during which he took occasion to make observations on different points of

terrestrial physics, physiology, and zoology.

NATURAL SCIENCES.

Professor Favre presented to the society a memoir, [Bib. Univers., Archives,

&c., vol. xxii,) in which he recapitulates, from an historical point of view, the

discussion which has taken place on the subject of the coal formation of the

Alps, and announces the conclusions at which he has arrived from his observa-

tions made in different parts of those mountains. The study of the chain of

Mont Blanc formed the subject of two memoirs read by M. Favre ; in the first,

lie occupies himself with the fan-shaped structure of that group, and after having

discussed the different theories advanced on this subject, he concurs in the

opinion pronounced by M. Lory, adding some cousid^'rations on the protogene

of which the chain is formed. In the other memoir he undertakes to investi-

gate the succession and thickness of the strata which must have covered that

part of the surface of the earth before the, mass of Mont Biauc made its appear-

ance and upheaved the formations which covered it. These formations have
been gradually removed by the action of atmospheric agents, and thence has

resulted an enormous denudation, laying bare the protogene. M. Favre seeks

to calculate the volume gauged by the formations thus removed, and he shows
that the greatest elevation of the chain, before these denudations, may explain

in part the greatest extension of the glaciers. Our colleague, lastly, read to the

society his letter, [Bib. Universellc, Archives, &c., vol. xxii,) addressed to Sir R.
Murchison, in which he combats the theory of the excavation of the alpine

lakes and valleys by glaciers. It was the study of the lake of Geneva and of

the direction of the geological strata on the two shores, whether in the eastern

or western part, which furnished M. Favre with proof that the depression of the

bed of the lake must have proceeded from a cause Avholly different from an ex-

cavation by glaciers.

Professor Pictet presented a memoir [Bib. Univers., Archives, &c., vol. xxi)

on the succession of gasteropod mollusks in the cretaceous lakes of the Jura and
the Swiss Alps. The study of the fossils collected at Sainte Croix has enabled

him to recognize in that locality the existence of nine successive faunas, inde-

pendent of one another and almost without mixture, between the epoch of the

lower valangian and that of the chloritic chalk of Rouen. A comparison with

the cotemporaneous faunas of the neighboring countries shows that the species

are there associated somewhat differently, and hence M. Pictet concludes, from

analogy with what occurs in our present seas, that we cannot consider each

species as characteristic of the whole of a period. It must rather be admitted,

contrary to an opinion quite widely entertamed, that the greater part of species

have a variable signification, according to the geographic region where they are
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found. Professor Pictet also presented a memoir, {Bib. Univers., Archiccs, &c.,

vol. xxii,) by AIM. d'Espine and E. Favre, in which these two young savants,

who had just finished their studies at the academy of Geneva, record their re-

searches made in certain localities in the region of the Alps, where the faunas

of the lower and the upper gault are found intermingled. The localities studied

by them are la Goudiniere, near the Grand-Bornand, the mountain of Criou,

above Samoens, and the Wanncn-Alp, in the canton of Schwytz. To this mC'
moir, presented for the annual competition founded as a parallel to the Davy
prize, the premium was awarded.

M. de Loriol read a memoir {Memoires de la Societe de Thys. et d'Hist. Nat.
de Geneve, vol. xviii,) on the iufracretaceous fresh-water strata of Villers-le-Lac,

(Doubs,) in which lie arrives at the following conclusions : the Portlaudian dolo-

mites of the Jura arc the equivalent of the Plattenkalk of Hanover and of the
limestones a i)laquettes of the Charente ; they do not pertain to the Portlaudian,

and they form the base of the Purbeckian group. The fresh-water limestones
and marls of Villers are the equivalent of the Mundener Mergel and serpulite of
Hanover, as well as of the gypsiferious clays of the Charente. Again, this iu-

fracretaceous group of Villers and the Jura is the equivalent of the Purbeck
beds of England, of which they represent the middle and the lower part.

•. M. Humbert presented a memoir {Memoires de la Soc. de Pkys. et d'Hist. Nat,
de Geneve, vol. xviii) on the myriapods of Ceylon, of which he had an opportu-
nity of collecting a great number of individuals during his sojourn in that island.

The author draws the attention of naturalists to certain organs, heretofore

little studied, and wbich furnish important characters for the establishment of
genera and species. M. de Saussure presented to the society a new number of

his work on the orthoptera of Mexico. This number is devoted to the family
of Blattse, several specimens of which the author exhibited, and respecting

which his researches have led him to veriiy some interesting facts. He points

out, among others, a very singular peculiarity in the structure of the wing of a
tribe of this fomily, to which he has given the name of diplopterians. In these

insects the wing is folded into four duplicates which are exactly superposed by
means of a longitudinal and a transversal crease; it ia by gradual modifications
that the structure of the wing deviates more and more, in the three genera
established in this tribe by M. de Saussure, from the normal type of duplicature

which occurs in the orthoptera.

M. Fatio exhibited to the society an apparatus, {Bulletin de la Soc. Ormtlio-
logique Suisse, vol. i,) to whicli he has given the name of oometre, constructed
with a view of determining the dimensions of the eggs of birds measured in all

directions, and consequently their exact form. It might serve as Avell for the
analogous measurement of shells. The same member gave information of a
colony of ash-colored herons which he has discovered on the shore of the lake
of Lucerne, at the foot of Mount Pilate; during an excursion made in that

locality he ascertained the existence of from 200 to 300 nests of these birds.

Professor Claparede made a report {Bib. Univers., Archives, &c., vol. xxii) on
certain interesting results at which Dr. Fritz Miiller has arrived in his studies

of the Crustacea of the island of St. Catharina, on the coast of Brazil. On com-
paring the respiratory apparatus in the families of the land crabs which are de-
rived from those of the marine crabs, M I^Iiiller found that the adaptation of
this apparatus to aerial life is not accomplished by the same process in each
family, whence the author draws a conclusion favorable to the theory of Dar-
win. Professor Claparede likewise presented us an analysis of the researches

of Professor Wagner, at Casan, respecting certain larvae, of flies, in the interior

of which small larva? are developed, which issue forth by piercing the skin, and
become like their mother ; thus a series of generations of larvaj is pix'sented,

without the perfect insect having been obtained. Our colleague noticed also
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the discovery made by M. Leiickavdt of an interesting case of alternating gene-

ration in the Ascarides nigrovcnosa.

M. Duby presented a report on the investigations of 51. Bary, of Fribourg, in

Brisgau, relative to certain parasitical fungi which are observed on the leaves

of the crucifera3. M. de Bary has discovered a sexual generation among these

fungi, and has observed also a true alternating generation in certain kinds;

hence, he has felt authorized to refer to one and the same species, fungi, which

have been heretofore classified in difierent species and even in different tribes.

It is to one of these fungi, the Pcrcuos2Jora ittfestans, that M. de Bary attributes

the malady of the potato.

Perso)iiui.—Our society has, in the course of the year, sustained the loss of

one of its members iu ordinary, M. Pyrame-Louis Morin, Avhom a premature

death has torn from science and his country before he had completed his fiftieth

year. In rapidly sketching the scientific career of our deceased colleague I

shall not pretend to olier a complete portrait of a life so usefully and honorably

occupied. I shall not speak of the devoted citizen who was animated with so

ardent a love for his country, and Avho gave proof of an enlightened patriotism

through the political agitations of the last twenty-five years. I shall not speak

of the pharmaceutist who bestowed upon his preparations the same care and
exactness which a consummate chemist applies to the most delicate analyses.

Nor shall I speak of the services rendered by Morin to the industry of our city,

for even now a voice much more eloquent than mine retraces the part which he

has filled in the Society of Arts, and more especially in the class of industry to

which he had dedicated for many years all the time at his disposal. I shall

confine myself to a sketch of his career as a man of science and a member of our

society.

Born at Geneva, in March, 1815, he was placed at the age ef ten years in the

institute of M. Naville, at Yeinier, where he pursued his early studies, till ad-

mitted, in 1832, as a pupil at the Academy of Geneva to prosecute the scientific

courses then comprised in the faculty of philosophy. His taste for chemistry,

which was thus developed, naturally p'>iuted out the path which he was to

follow, and he joined his uncle, M. Antoine Moiin, in order to fulfil, as a

student of pharmacy, the apprenticeship of his new vocation. lie afterwards

passed two years at the University of Zurich, where he became preparator

for M. Lcewig and director of the laboratory of practical chemistry; he gave

also in that city courses of chemistry applied to the arts.

He thence proceeded to Berlin, where he had the advantage of being placed

under the special direction of M. Mitscherlich, and he here published his first

scientific memoir, which had for its object researches on the bisulphurate of

ethyle ; this paper was inserted in the Annals of Foggendorf. He completed

his practical studies in Paris, at the establishment then conducted by j\[. Sou-

beiran, and returning to Geneva iu 1840 was admitted as pharmaceutist, after

imdergoing the examinations required at that period, embracing, as a qualifying

test, an analytical disquisition on the red quinquina. At the close of that year

he was received into our society, of which he was an assiduous attendant to the

last, and an active participant in its labors. Among the memoirs which he

published, most of which were presented to this body, are several which relate

to the waters of Saxon, and to the long controversies which he was called to

sustain in reference to that subject. In his second analysis, published in 1853,

he had shown the intermission of iodine iu that fountain, a result which was at

first contested by MM. Ilivier and Fellenberg, who were not slow, howevei', iu

recognizing the exactness of the facts advanced by Morin, and in conforming to

his opinion. At a later date M. Ossian Henri, whose name was an authority, main-

tained the constant presence of the iodine, but contended that it was sometimes

masked by a sulphurous principle. On this occasion Morin made new researches

and a complete study of the subject, proving, among other things, that there
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was no sulphurous principle in the water of Saxon, and establishing irrefutably,

by a series of numerous quantitative analyses, that the constant existence of

iodine therein was an illusion, and its intermission a reality.

From the very titles of the memoirs published by Morin it may be seen that

his researches were chiefly directed towards a practical end, and that the numer-
ous analyses which he conducted were undertaken with a view to application

rather than to theory. But that in which we recognize the chemist, conversant

with the entire progress and with every demand of the science, is the exactness

and care with which all these analytical researches were made. It was this

tendency towards the application of science to the arts which impelled Morin
to devote himself more and more to the class of industry, that section of the

Society of Arts in which he found the field of activity that best suited him.
Although his health had been seriously affected for more than two years,

his zeal and activity were not for a moment relaxed, and it was (mly since the
month of September last that the progress of the malady obliged him to renounce
his occupations. He died 1st of December, 1S64, after many months of suffering,

bearing with him the regrets of his colleagues and of all who had known and
could appreciate the worth of the man and the savant.

I shall recall, lastly, the different nominations which have been made in the

course of the year : M. Arthur Achard has been named as member in ordinary

;

M. Berthelot, professor of the normal school, and General Morin, director of the

conservatory of arts and trades at Paris, have been elected honorary members

;

and Dr. Ed. Dufresne, associate at large. In the elections which have taken place

for the renewal of the bureau, at the commencement of the yeai", you have called

to the presidency Dr. Gosse; whence it will result that, by a happy coincidence,

the same year which is destined to the celebration at Geneva of the fiftieth

anniversary of the Helvetic Society of Natural Sciences, will be marked in our
own association by the presidency of the sou of that savant to whom Switzerland

is indebted for an institution whose utility is every year more highly appreciated.



THE AURORA BOREALIS, OR POLAR LIGHT:

ITS PHENOMENA AND LAWS.

BY ELIAS LOOMIS,
PROFESSOR OF NATURAL PinLOSOPHY AND ASTRONOMY IN YALE COLLEGE.

The Aurora Polaris is a Inminons appoarance frequently pcen near the horizon

as a diifuse light like the morning twilight, whence it has received the name of

aurora. . In the northern hemisphere it is usually termed aurora borealis,

because it is chiefly seen in the north. Similar phenomena are also seen in the

southern hemisphere, where it is called the aurora australis. Each of them
might with greater propriety be called aurora polaris or polar light.

The aurora exhibits an infinite variety of appearances, but they may generally

be referred to one of the following classes :

1. A horizontal light, like the morning aurora or break of day. The polar

light may generally be distinguished from the true dawn by its position in the

heavens, since in the United States it always appears in the northern quarter.

This is the most common form of aurora, but it is not an essentially distinct

variety, being due to a blending of the other varieties in the distance.

2. An arch of light somewhat in the form of a rainbow. This arch frequently

extends entirely across the heavens from east to Avest, and cuts the magnetic
meridian nearly at right angles. This arch does not long remain stationary, but

frequently rises and tails ; and when the aurora exhibits great splendor, several

parallel arches are often seen at the same time, appearing as broad belts of light

stretching from the eastern to the western horizon. In the polar regions five

such arches have been seen at once,* and on two occasions have been seen nine

parallel arches separated by distinct intervals.!

3. Slender luminous beams or columns, well defined, and often of a bright

light. These beams rise to various heights in the heavens, 30°, 50^, 70°, and
sometimes, though rarely, they pass the zenith. Frequently they last but a

few minutes ; sometimes they continue a quarter of an hour, a half hour, or even
a whole hour. Sometimes they remain at rest, and sometimes they have a quick

lateral motion. Their light is commonly of a pale yellow, sometimes reddish,

occasionally crimson, or even of blood color. Sometimes the tops of these beams
are pointed, and having a waving motion, they resemble the lambent flames of

half-extinguished alcohol, burning upon a broad, flat surface. Sometimes the

luminous beams are interspersed with dark rays, resembling dense smoke.

4. The corona. Luminous beams sometimes shoot up simultaneously from

nearly every part of the horizon, and converge to a point a little south of the ze-

nith, forming a quivering canopy of flame, which is called the corona. The sky
now resembles a fiery dome, and the crown appears to rest on variegated fiery

pillars, which are frequently traversed by waves or flashes of light. This may
l3e called a complete aurora, and comprehends most of the peculiarities of tha

other varieties.

*Frauklin's First Expedition, p. 588.

t Voyages en Scandiuavio, 183d, pp. 170-171.
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The corona seldom continues complete longer than one hour. The streamers

then become fewer and les^s inteui^ely colored ; the luminous arches break up,

while a dark segment is still visible near the northern horizon ; and at la'^t

nothing remains but masses of delicate cirro-cumulus clouds. During the ex-

hibition of brilliant auroras, delicate fibrous clouds are commonly seen floating

in the upper regions of the atmosphere ; and on the morning after a great noc-

turnal display, we sometimes recognize the same streaks of cloud which had

been luminous during the preceding night. Sometimes during the day these

clouds arrange themselves in forms similar to the beams of the aurora, constituting

what has been called a day mirora.

5. Waves or flashes of light. The luminous beams sometimes aitpear to

shake with a tremulous motii n ; flashes like waves of light roll up towards the

zenith, and sometimes travel along the line of an am-oral arch. Sometimes the

beams have a slow lateral m^)tion from east to west, and sometimes from we.'Jt

to east. These sudden flashes of auroral light are known by tlie name of merry-

dancers, and form an important feature of nearly every splendid aurora.

The duration of auroras is very variable. Some last only an hour or two
;

others last all night ; and occasionally they appear on two successive nights,

under circumstances which lead us to believe that, were it not for the light of

the sun, an aurora might he seen uninterruptedly for '.i6 or 48 hours. For more
than a week, commencing August 28, 1859, in the northern part of the Uuitr^d

States, the aurora was seen almost uninterruptedly every clear night. In the

neighborhood of Hudson's bay the aurora is seen for months almost without ces-

sation.

Auroras are cnaracterizcd by recurring Jits of brilliancy. After a brilliant

aurora has faded away, and almost wholly disappeared, it is common for it to

revive, so as to rival and often to surpass its first magnificence. Two such fits

are common features of brilliant auroras ; and sometimes three or four occur on

the same night.

The color of the aurora is very variable. If the aurora be faint, its light is

usually white or a pale yellow. When the aurora is brilliant, the sky exhibits

at the same time a great variety of tints ; some portions of the sky are nearly

white, but with a tinge of emerald green ; other portions are of a pale yellow or

straw color ; others are tinged v.-ith a rosy hue, while others have a crimson hue

which sometimes deepens to a blood red. These colors are ever varying in po-

sition and intensity.

Auroras are sometimes observed simultaneously over large portions of the

globe. That of August 28, 1859, was seen over more than 140 degrees of lon-

gitude from California to eastern Europe ; and from Jamaica on the south to

an unknown distance in British America on the north. The aurora of Septem-

ber 2, 1859, was ^eeu at'the Sandwich Islands ; it was seen throughout the Avhole

of North America and Europe ; and the magnetic disturbances indicated its

presence throughout all northern Asia, although the sky was overcast, so that

at many places it could not be seen. An aurora was seen at the same time in

South America and Xew Holland. The auroras of September 25, 1841, and
November 17, 1848, were almost equally extensive.

Dark scg7ncnt—In the United States an aurora is uniformly preceded by a

hazy or slaty appearance of the sky, particularly in the neighborhood of the

northern horizon. When the auroral displa}'- commences, this hazy portion of

the sky assumes the form of a dark bank or segment of a circle in the north,

rising ordinarily to the height of from five to ten degrees. This dark segment is

not a cloud, for the stars are seen through it as through a dense smoke.

M. Struve says, " the stratus that rests on the northern horizon, and appears

to be the base of all the aurora? boreales that I have seen for a long time at

Dorpat, (latitude 58° 21' N, ) is not a cloud, but merely the sky somewhat darkened.'

Very freq[uently, when it was cj^uite black, and very high above the horizon, we

14 s
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have seen the stars without any dimhiution in their brilliancy. Its dark apuear-ance is the eifect of contrast with the luminous arc.*"
^^

In the year 1S3S the French government sent out a scientific expedition tomake explomtions in the Arctic seas. Five members of this commission Zn^
ongiuule 1 oo - E. ot Greenwich,) for the purpose of making observations upon

mV Totdn^E f ' '"^'^r", '-f^--^^H^-f
phenomena. The observers ITei\lM. Lottii, Bravais, Lilhehook, and Siljestrom, while M. Bevalet madesketches or the most remarkable auroras. These observers, in their final reportsay

:
i he dark segment was situated near the magnetic meridian toward, thenorth, and was generally illumined by auroral hghr. Sometimes the illumina!tion prevailed throughout the entire extent of the upper border of the seo-ment •

t
. oulinaiy appearance of an auroral arch; but generally the source of thedlummation seemed to be 6e/M the segment, nearihe horfzon, or even below

It. ihe lower edge of the luminous band which crowned the segment was dif-

Sv;"d^T' '' 'V' "^"^^ '' '^' ^"-^^^^"S ''^'''y '' the hazy ISlt^mtravel sea by the visual ray.
"^

" Once the dark segment was observed at the souik point of the horizon, andappeared bordered by the auroral light. At other times the haze exteVd^dtowards the east and west part of the horizon; it then appeared to overlan helower coctremity of thearches which passed neir the zenilh, an I conc'^el^h
point of intersection with the horizon.

" The appearance of an aurora is not necessarily preceded by this dark seer,ment, several brilliant auroras having been seen when the sky was clear and ffa deep blue quite down to the horizon.
" The light of the stars is but little diminished by passing throu-h the sub-stance of the aurora The smallest stars can be seeVthrough the ?ays of hocurora, especially when its light is feeble and diffuse."t

^ ^
«

meri^nn^\<'' ^"f "\ '^'" '^7^' ''S^ent is generally found in the magneticmeiidian. Exceptional cases, however, frequently occur, and in certain rc-ionshere appear tooe constant causes which tend to deviate this point uniformly inhe same direction. Ihus at Abo, (latitude 60O 27' N.,) M. Argelander ioundthat this sumnnt was lio west of the magnetic meridian t

hroM'tZ'^f-'^^^^f" ''^^'^' ^' ^"""^^^'^ by a luminous arc, whosebic adth vanes from a half degree to one or two degrees. The lower edge is welldefanec, but the upper edge is only so when the breadth is very small As the

brl'V"'T'''/^fW "'^-^ ^''''''^'' ^''' ^^^'""te, and at length its lightbecomes confounded with a general brightness of the sky. If the aurora be-

z:t!;^;i:ntisir^
''-' ^^^^"^ ^^-^ ^^^ ^-^^- ^-^''-'

-t''^-
p--^

arc^sonv';!!!. ' Vt^^ '^T
^''' ''

''''T'^
"'^"1^' ^" ^^' ^'"^-"^tic meridian, and the

ai c sometimes extends symmetrically on each side towards the horizon. Durino-thewmterof 18oS and 1839 numerous measurements of auroral arches werenjade in Scandinavia (latitude 70^) by MM. Lottin and Bravais, with the ad
foo tl™l h 'VT^'

'^' -' ^b^'^-'^-^tioiis gave an average deviation oflOO tovvaids the west of the magnetic meridian. The deviation was only about60 for arcs rising but little above the northern horizon; it was about 120 forarcs passing near the zenith. This result is almost indentical with that obtainedby Aigeiandcr at Abo.
The auroral arches observed by Captain Parry, in his Arctic voyages, did notalways have their centres in the magnetic meridian.§ A splendid aurond arch

* Pogg-endorff Aim., XXII, p. 4.56.
t Voyages eu Scandiuavie, pp. 437-442.
tKaenitz's xMetcorologv, by Walker, p. 453.
5 Parry's Secoud Voyage, p. 135.
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observed at New Haven, Connecticut, March 27, 1781, touched the eastern

horizon at E. 2° S. by compass, and it touched the western horizon, at W. 20"'

N. by compass, indicating a deviation of 11"^ to the east of the magnetic me-

ridian. Observers in most parts of Europe, and also in the United iStates, bave

generally described auroral arches as perpendicular to the magnetic meridian.

It is desirable that an extended series of observations should be made, to deter-

mine the azimuth of each extremity of these arches. It is not improbable that

such observations would show not merely that auroral arches are occasionally

not perpendicular to the magnetic meridian, but that, for many localities, there

is a small constant deviation from this position.

For 711 of auroral arches.—Auroral ajches are not arcs of great circles; that

is, they do not cut the horizon at points 180° from each other. This is shown
conclusively by the observations made by Lottin and Bravais in latitude 70°.

The following table shows the average result of 145 observations, arranged in

seven groups, according to the height of the arcs.*

] st group height = 20°.2 amplitude = 1 37°. 7 16 observations.

2d group height 41".4 amplitude 154°.4 20 observations.

3d group height 7U°.l aiuplitudo ]63°.9 ]7 observations.

4th group height 90° auiplitude 17r.°.4 41 obsei-vations.

5th group height 108°..') amplitude 185°. 27 observations.

6th group height 136°. 8 amplitude 184°.2 21 observations.

7th group height 157°. 3 amplitude 190°.0 3 observations.

The altitudes are supposed to be measured from the north hoi'izon, and the

amplitude is the angular distance between the two extremities of the arc, meas-

ured on the north side.

If we divide the observations into three groups, we have

—

Northern arcs height = 44°.2 amplitude = ]52°.4 53 obseirations.

Zenith arcs height 90°. amplitude 175°. 4 41 observations.

Southern arcs height 123°.0 amphtude
.

184°. 9 51 observutious.

Carefid measurements made at five or six points of some of the most remarkable

arcs showed that, except near the horizon, they may be regarded as portions of

small circles parallel to the earth's surface. Near the horizon there is some-

times a sensible deviation i'rom this circular form, and the appearance is some-

times that of a portion of an ellipse, the extremities of the arch being bent

inward, as shown in

the annexed > figure.

Such appearances were
frequently noticed by
Lottin and Bravais in

Scandinavia. Hans-
teen says that, at Christiania, latitude 59° 54', he has twice seen an ellipse

almost entire.t

Observations made at New Haven accord remarkably with the preceding.

Of 27 .'luroial arches whose average height was 8.^° the average amplitude

was 80'^. A single arch, whose altitude was 66^, had an amplitude of 165°.

|

During the splendid aurora of September 2, 1859, near Cape Horn, in lati-

tude 57° south, there was noticed a bright yellowish light foiming an ellipse

who.se diameters were as two to one, the centre of the ellijjse being elevated

about 15° above the south horizon §

Number of axiroral arches.—On the 2d of January, 1839, Lottin and Bravais

saw nine different arches at the same time ; November 2 and January 24, they

* Voyages en SCandinavie, pp. 466-478;

tMemoires de I'Acadeiuie de Belgique, t. 20, p. 119.

\ American .Journal of Science, n. s., v. 39, p. 289.

\ Ibid., V. 30, p. 89.
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saw seven; Jauuary 3 and 21, six arches; January 7, five arclies; September 30,

October 15, and December 25, four arches. The number of cases of three

arches seen simultaneously was considerable; and examples of two arches were
extremely frequent.

Breadth of auroral arches.—This element is not the same when an arch

appears near the horizon as when it is seen near the zenith. At Bossekop, in

Scandinavia, for arches seen in the north at altitudes less than 60^, from a mean
of twenty observations the average breadth of the arches was 7". Near the

zenith and between the limits of 30^ zenith distance either north or south,

the mean of fifteen measurements gave a breadth of 25°. For arches seen south

of the zenith at altitudes less than 60**, the mean of nine observations gave a
breadth of 8^.

The following example shows the change in the breadth of an arch during
its progress across the sky. December 16, the arch being in the south, at an
elevation of 52°, its breadth was 5"; a little later the arch passed the zenith

and had an altitude of 70^ towards the north; its breadth was then 40°. The
arch continued to sink, and when its altitude was 61°, its breadth was only 28°

;

ami at an altitude of 41° its breadth was about 6°. If the distance of an
arch from the earth remained constant during its movement of translation, and
the arch were of the form of a solid ring whose section was a circle, its breadth
when in the zenith should be double that at an elevation of 30°. But the ave-

rage of many measurements gave its breadth in the former case three or four

times as great as in the latter; showing that the greatest breadth of a section of

the ring is parallel to the earth.

Anomalous forms of arches.—Sometimes an auroral arch consists of rays

an-anged in irregular and sinuous bands of various and variable curvature, pre-

senting the appearance of the undulations of a ribbon or flag waving in the

breeze. Sometimes the appearance is that of a brilliant curtain whose folds are

agitated by the wind. These folds sometimes become very numerous and
complex, and the arch assumes the form of a long sheet of rays returning into

itself', the folds enveloping each other and presenting an immense variety of the

most graceful curves. Sometimes these curves are continually changing, and
develop themselves like the folds of a serpent.

It is evident, thercf ire, that a variety of disturbing causes may prevent an
auroral arch from taking up a position perpendicular to the magnetic meridian.

Movements of auroral arches.—An auroral arch does not maintain, invariably,

a fixed position. It is frequently displaced, and is transported, parallel to itself,

from north to south, or from south to north. An arch which first appears near

the northei"n horizon sometimes rises gradually, attains the zenith, descends
towards the southern horizon, remains there for a time stationary, and then,

perhaps, retraces its course. The observations made by Lottin, at Bossekop,
presented 60 cases in which auroral arches moved from north to south, and 39
cases from south to north. There were 25 nights upon which only the first of

these movements was observed; 11 nights upon which only the opposite motion
was observed; and 17 nights upon which both movements were observed, suc-

cessively. Thus the motion from north to south appears to have been about
twice as common as that from south to north. In tlie United States, from a
considerable collection of observations it is inferred that the motion from north

to south is about ten times as frequent as the motion from south to north.*

Sometimes there is a movement of the arch from west to east, or from east to

west. Sometimes while the height of the arch remains constant, the entire arch,

peems to turn around the vertical, either in the direction of the diurnal motion,

or in t'.ie opposite direction. Lottin and Bravais observed three cases in vv^hich

* American Journal of Science, n. s., v. 34, pp. 41—15.
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the movement of rotation was from east to west by the south, and seven in

which the motion was from west to east.

The rate of motion of arches is very variable. The angular motion of trans-

lation som(^times amounts to 17° per minute, and frequently amounts to 5° per

minute. With a vortical elevation of 125 miles above the earth, the last rate

of motion would imply an actual velocity of 1,000 feet per second. We shall

iind, hereafter, that the movement of auroral beams is still more rapid than that

of auroral arches.

Light of auroral arrlics.—The light of auroral arches is generally of a yel-

lowish white; the lower edge is better defined than the upper; the latter is

usually very indefinite and blends with the general tint of the sky. This dif-

ference in the sharpness ef the two edges is less noticeable in southern arches.

The greater distinctness of the lower edge of the arch may in part be ex-

plained by its greater distance from the observer; but it seems probable that

the substance of the upper part of the arch is really less dense and more difi~use

than the under part of the arch.

Structure of auroral arches.—Auroral arches generally tend to divide into

short rays running in the direction of the breadth of the arch, and converging

toward the magnetic zenith. They frequently seem to be formed of transverse

fibres, terminating abruptly in a regular curve which forms the lower edge of

the arch. Arches entirely nebulous and homogeneous are not the most frequent;

arcs composed of rays, or striated arcs, are very common, and they present

every intermediate shade between those two extremes. Frequently a nebulous

arc resolves itself into a striated arc, without changing its general form. Some-
times the rays are distinct and isolated. In this case, the arch generally

increases in breadth, extending on the side of the zenith. Sometimes auroral

beams arrange themselves in the form of an arch, which is subsequently replaced

by an arch of nebulous matter. If the rays of the arch are broader than the

dark intervening spaces, and their light is imiform, we have the singular ap-

pearance of dark rays, or blade stria? perpendicular to the arch, and projected

upon a luminous surface. This fibrous constitution of auroral arches is most
noticeable when they pass near the zenith. On the evening of April 9, 1863,

there was noticed at New Plaven an auroral arch spanning the heavens, and
formed of short streamers parallel to each other. Most of them were from 10°

to 15^ in length, and for some time presented the appearance of a row of comets'

tails, all parallel to each other.*

Auroral beams.—Auroral beams present every variety of length from 2^ or
3° up to 90° or more. Their breadth varies from 10' up to 2° or 3°. The
most brilliant beams have their edges sharply defined. Sometimes by the side

of such a beam the sky appears darker than elsewhere, the effect, probably, of

contrast. The lower part of a beam is generally better defined than the upper

part. Stars are frequently visible through the substance of the beams.

Motion of auroral beams.—This motion is either longitudinal, in virtue of

which the beam extends towards the zeniih or the horizon, or it is a lateral

movement which displaces the beam parallel to itself, either from right to left,

or from left to right. Both of these motions may be very rapid. A beam has

been seen to move over an angular space of 90° in 27 seconds. t Beams
-advance either from north to south, or from south to north ; but the former mo-
tion is the most common. They sometimes move laterally from east to west,

and sometimes from west to east; but in the United States, the former motion

13 the most common.^ Frequently a beam extends suddenly either upward £)r

downward. This motion is most common downward, and sometimes with very

* American Journal of Science, n. s., v. 35, p. 461.

t Voyages en Scandinavie, p. 498.

X American Joiuual of Science, n. s., v. 34, p. 45.
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great velocity. It is pomotimes observed simultaneously in a large number of
neigbboring beams. When a beam rise^ and falls alternately without any con-
siderable change of length, it is said to dance. This is a common occurrence in

high latitudes, where it is known by the name of the merry dancers.

The corona.—When the atmosphere is filled with a large number of separate

beams, all parallel to each other and to the direction of the dipping needle, ac-

cording to the rules of perspectiv^e these beams will seem to converge to one
point, viz : the magnetic zenith. Hence results the appearance of a corona or

crown of rays, whose centre is generally (but not always) dark. The observers

at Bossekop made 43 measurements of the position of this corona, the mean of

which differed less than one degree from the magnetic zenith. In one instance

the position of the corona differed 15^, and in two other instances it differed 12^

from the magnetic zenith. A portion of these differences may be ascribed to

the difhculty of makiug sucli observations with precision; but it seems necessary

to conclude that the auroral beams are not always rigorously parallel to the

direction of the dipping needle.

Observations made in other parts of Europe as well as in the United States*
show that the centre of the corona is always very near the magnetic zenith, but

not always exactly coincident with it. From a series of careful measurements
of tlie aurora of November 17, 1848, Professor Challis found that the corona
had aim >st exactly the same altitude as the magnetic zenith, but was situated
1° or 2"^ more to the west. The observations, however, showed considerable

discordances, which seemed to indicate that the centre of the corona was con-

tinually shifting its position.

t

The corona is sometimes incomplete, sectors of greater or less extent being

deficient. At Bossekop these incomplete coronaj generally occupied the north-

ern part of the visible hemisphere. It follows from this that the beams which
form a corona, although covering at times a very large region, are nevertheless

limited, and frequently did not extend south of Bossekop. The passage of a

striated arch over the magnetic zenith frequently presents the appearance of a
corona. If the arch advances fi-om north to south, before reacbing the magnetic
zenith it forms a half crown on the northern side; at the instant of passing the

magnetic zenitji we have a complete corona of an elliptic form, whose rays de-

scend nearly to the horizon on the eastern and western sides; after the arch has
passed the magnetic zenith, there is formed a half crown on the southern side.

» Auroral cloudrS.—When an aurora becomes less active, its beams become
more feeble, their edges more diffuse, their length diminishes and their breadth
increases, and they assume the appearance of luminous clouds. Their outline

is rounded and a little less brilliant than the centre. Sometimes they exhibit a

fibi'ous structure, and present a strong resemblance to cirrus clouds. These
auroral clouds generally correspond to an hour of the night more advanced than
arches and beams. According to observations made at Bossekop on 37 nights

upon which the three forms of arches, beams, and auroral clouds were all ob-

served on the same night, the average time of first appearance was as follows :

Uours. Miuuteg.

Auroral arches ^ . . 7 52
Auroral beams 8 26
Auroral clouds 11 18

The average hour of disappearance was 14 hours 3 minutes.
,

Auroral vapor.—Frequently, during the exhibition of a brilliant aurora, there

is an appearance of general nebulosity or luminous vapor covering large por-

* American Journal of Science, n. s., v. 40, p. 23(>.

tCauibriJije riiil. Traus., v. 8, p. G28.
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tion? of the lieavens, and sometimes almost tlic entire celestial vault. Sometimes
its light but little exceeds that of the milky way. Its light is generally faint,

especially in the upjjer part of the sky, but sometimes its accumulation near the

horizon produces a pretty intense light resembling a vast conflagration. The
great disparity between the light of auroral vapor when viewed near the zenith

and near the horizon is a ])roof that its ver^cal thickness is small in comparisoa

with its horizontal dimensions. Sometimes this distant light resembles the

twilight. This auroral vapor may appear during any phase of a grand aurora,

and is probably due to an extrem-^ diffusion of the substance of auroral arches.

It is frequently seen during the intervals between the disappearance and reap-

pearance of arches and beams.

Colors of the aurora.—The color of the aurora is ordinarily white; some-

times it is of a pale yellow, and occasionally it becomes reddish. When sthe

movements of the auroral beams become rapid, the yeHuw color flows from the

extremities of the beam towards the centre, while one of its extremities bncomes

red and the other green. The red of the aurora is usually tinged with violet,

and does not correspond to the red of the prismatic spectrum. The green is

tolerably pure, blended, perhaps, with a slightly bluish tint. The red tint is

the brighter of the two, and that which disappears the last. Sometimes the

red and green are arranged parallel to the length of the beam, but more fre-

quently the lower part of the beam is red and the upper part green. Sometimes

the entire auroral illumination becomes of a red color. The, coloring of the

aurora is mo-t frequently observed between 10 and II o'clock, and this is

usually the period of greatest brilliancy of the aurora.

Geographical dhirihution ofauroras.—Auroras are very unequally distributed

over the earth's surface. They occur most frequently in the higher latitudes,

and are almost unknown within the tropics. At Havana (latitude 23^ 9') but

six auroras have been recorded within a hundred years; and south of Havana,
auroras are still more unfrequent. As we travel northward from Cuba, auroras

increase in frequency and brilliancy; they rise higher in the heavens, and oftener

attain the zenith. In order to determine the law of distribution of auroras over

the northern hemisphere I have collected observations from 128 localities,

showing, as far as possible, the average number of auroras seen annually at

each place.* These observations are not as complete as could be desired, tiv-

quently comprehending a period of less than a year; nevertheless, when we
project them upon a chart we find them unexpectedly consistent with each other.

If we travel from the equator northward along the meridian of Washington,

we find on an average, near the parallel of 40^, only 10 auroras annually.

Near the parallel of 42'^, the average number is 20 annually; near \-j\

the number is 40; and near the parallel of 50^, it amounts to SO annually.

Between this point and the parallel of 62^ auroras are seen almost every

night. They appear high in the heavens, and as often to the south as the north.

Further north tliey are seldom seen except in the south, and froin this point

they, diminish in frequency and brilliancy as we advance towards the pole.

Beyond latitude 62", the average number of auroras is reduced to 40 annually.

Beyond latitude 67", it is further reduced to 20; and near latitude 78^, to 10,

annually. If we make a like comparison for the meridian of St. Petersburgh,

we shall find a similar result, except that the auroral region is situated iurther

northward than it is in America; the region of SO auroras annually, being found

between the parallels of 66" and 75".

Upon the accompanying chart the dark shade indicates the region where the

average number of auroras annually amounts to at least 80; and the lighter

shade indicates the region where the average number of auroras annually

'American Journal of Science, n. s., v. 30, pp. 89-90.
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amounts to at least 40. "We thus sec that the region of greatest auroral action

is a zone of an oval form, surrounding the nortli pole, and whose central line

crosses the meridian of Washington in latitude 56°, and tlio meridian of St.

f Petersburgh in latitude 71°. Accordingly, auroras arc more frequent in the

United States than they are in the same latitudes of Eurojie. On the parallel

of 45^, we find in North America an average of 40 auroras annually, but in

Europe less than 10.

The form of this auroral zone does not bear any resemblance to the lines of

equal magnetic intensity, but it does bear some resemblance to the lines of

equal magnetic dip. Throughout Asia the line of 80° dip runs nearly through

the centre of the auroral zone, but in America it runs sensibly south of it. It

bears al-^o considerable resemblance to a magnetic parallel, or line everywhere
])erpendicular to a magnetic meridian ; and the coincidence of this result with

the uniform position of auroral arches, naturally suggests the idea of a real con-

nexion between the two phenomena.
Auroras in the southern hemisphere.

—"We have but a few observations of the

aurora in the southern hemisphere. The most complete record of this kind

which I have found is that made at the British Magnetic Observatory, at llo-

barton, Van Dieman's Island, during the years lS41-'48. These observations

have been published by the British government, and embrace 5 auroras in 1841,

12 in 1842, 2 in 1844, 1 in 1846, 9 in 1847, and 5 in 1848, making 34 auroras

in 8 years, being an average of 4^- per year ; or if we leave out of the account

the years 1843 and 1845, we have an average of 5| per year. Hobarton is in

latitude 42° 52' south, and the magnetic dip in IS4o was 70° 35'. This dip is

the same as is found in the southern part of England, or in the United States

near Baltimore, and the average number of auroras seen annually in each of

these regions is from 6 to 7. We hence infer that auroras in the southern

hemisphere are nearly if not quite as frequent as they are in corresponding

magnetic latitudes of the northern hemisphere. From August 28 to September

2, 1859, throughout the southern part of South America and also in Australia,

the aurora exhibited a magnificence such as is seldom witnessed in correspond-

ing northern latitudes. The observations are too few to enable us to inter

what is the geographical distribution of auroras in the southern hemisphere,

but they are quite consistent with the supposition that this distribution bears

considerable analogy to that in the norihern hemisphere.

Auroras seen simultaneoushj in both hemispheres.—By comparing the records

of auroras in the northern hemisphere with the observations made at Hobarton,

already referred to, we find the coincidences of dates are very remarkable. Out
of the 34 auroras observed at Hobarton, in 11 of the cases an aurora was seen

on the same day at New Haven. TheSfe observations were not strictly cotem-

poraneous, for Hobarton and New Haven being in nearly opposite longitudes,

when an aurora was seen at Hobarton it could not be seen at New Haven, ou

account of the presence of the sun ; but in 1 L cases, an aurora was seeu'withia

about twelve hours of its appearance at Hobarton. In several cases when an au-

rora was seen at Hobarton it was cloudy at New Haven, and there were eight

other corresponding cases in which an aurora was seen at some one of the acad-

emies in New York, although not noticed at New Haven. In four additional

cases an aurora was seen at Toronto, when none was recorded at New Haven
or in the State of New York. Tl'^i'C remain, then, only 11 cases of auroras at

Hobarton for which we do not find corresponding observations from one of

these three sources in the northern hemisphere, and in eight of these cases the

sky was overcast from New Haven to Toronto. In each of these 11 cases an
aurora was observed in England, or tliere were observed unixsual disturbances

of the magnetic instruments, indicating the existence of an aurora at no very

remote station. So far, then, as a conclusion is authorized from so small a uum-
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ber of observations we should infer that whenever an aurora is seen at Ilobarton,

where the magnetic dip is —70°, an aurora occurs at some place in the north-

ern hemisphere as far south as where the magnetic dip does not mucli exceed
75°

; in other words, an unusual auroral display in the southern liemisplwre is>-^

always accnmpunied hy an unusual display in the northern hemispJterc ; or an
exhii)ition of auroral light about one magnetic pole of the earth is uniformly
attended by a simultaneous exhibition of auroral light about the opposite mag-
netic pole.*

Height of the aurora.—The great auroral exhibition of August and Septem-
ber, 1S59, was very carefully observed at a large number of stations, and these

observations afford the materials for determining the height of the aurora above
the earth's surface. The southern limit of these auroral displays was not the
same upon all meridians. la North America, the aurora • of August 28
appeared in the zenith as flu* south as latitude 36° 40' ; and it attracted general

attention as far south as latitude 18°. In Central Europe this aurora extended
to the zenith of places as far south as about latitude 45°. It was brilliant at

Rome in latitude 42°, but was not noticed at Athens in latitude 38°
; neither

was it seen in western Asia in latitude 40°.

In North America, the aurora of September 2 appeared in the zenith at

places as far south as latitude 22° 30', and attracted general attention in latitude

12° ; and if the sky had been clear, some traces of the aurora might probably
have been detected even at the equator. In Euroj)e this aurora was noticed at

Athens in latitude 38°. Both of these auroras conformed to the general law of
auroral distribution already explained, the region of greatest auroral action be-

ing in America, about 15° further south than in eastern Europe.
At the most southern stations where these auroras were observed, the light

rose only a ii^.w degrees above the northern horizon; at more northern stations

the aurora rose higher in the heavens ; at certain stations it just attained the

zenith; at stations further north the aurora covered the entire northern heavens,
as well as a portion of the southern ; and at places further north the entire visi-

ble heavens, from the northern to the southern horizon, were overspread with the

auroral light. The following table presents a summary of a few of the most
definite observations on the aurora of Attgust 28, 1859, at about 8'^ 42'" p. m.,

New Haven time

:

Tablr I.

Locality.
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Table II.

219

Locality.
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Table III.

Locality.
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beams or columns, eveiywlicre nearly parallel to the direction of a magnetic

needle when freely suspended ; that is, in the United States, these beame were
nearly vertical, their upper extremities being inclined southward at angles vary-

ing from 15" to 30°, These beams were, therefore, about 500 miles in length;

and their diameters varied from five to ten and twenty miles, and perhaps, some-

times, they were still greater.

The aurora of August 28, 1859, formed a belt of light of nearly equal extent,

and, it pervaded the entire interval between the elevations of 46 and 534 miles

above the earth's surface.

The height of a large number of auroras has been computed by similar

methods, and the average result for the ixpper limit deduced from 31 examples

is about 450 miles*

Professor Potter, of London University, from a com{iariaon of a very large

number of uncommonly good observations, has determined the height of the

auroral arches of September 17 and October 12, 1833. His results were for the

mean heights of the upper edge of the arches from eight comparisons, 72 miles

;

mean height of the under edge of the arches from two comparisons, 63 miles.t

Dr. Dalton determined the height of the auroral arch of March 29, 1826, to bo

100 miles or upwards |
From these and a multitude of similar results it is concluded that the aurora

seldom if ever appears at an elevation above the earth's surface less than about

45 miles, and that it extends upwards sometimes to an elevation of at least 500
miles.

It is believed that these conclusions correspond substantially with the views

of those whose opinions on this subject are entitled to the greatest weight;

nevertheless, there are some, who contend that the aurora is sometimes seen at

elevations ,pf less than one mile above the earth's surface. In the Philosophical

Transactions of London for 1839, pp. 277-280, Professor James Farquarson, of

Scotland, has given an account 'of observations upon an auroral arch made at

two stations distant but a little more than a mile apart, from which it was con-

cluded that the height of the lower edge of the arch was only 2,481 feet, or less

than half a mile. It is difEcult to decide wherein consisted the fallacy of this

determination. One observation was made at 7'' and another at 7^' 5'". The
observations at the two stations indicated an apparent parallax of 7°; the arch
was about 12° broad; clouds were visible during bothrobservations ; and "at 7^

10™ the whole sky had become too much obscured to admit of longer continued

cotcmporaneous observations." It is possible that this cloud hid a portion of the

arch from one of the stations while it was visible at the other, so that the two
observers were not viewing the same object ; or the object of observation might
have be«n simply a thin cloud illumined by auroral light. I believe Mr. Far-
quarson's conclusions to be erroneous, because they differ so widely from those

of more practiced observers under at least equally favorable circumstances.

Simdar observations for the determination of the parallax of the aurora
were made by the French observers in Scandinavia in 1839. On the 9th of

January M. Bravais left Bossekop and went to Jupvig, distant less than ten

miles, for the purpose of observing the height of auroral arches, while M. Lottin

remained at Bossekop to make similar and simultaneous observations. The
altitudes of the arches were measured with a theodolite, and the times were noted
by a chronometer. On comparing the observations it was discovered that the

aurora always presented nearly the same appearance at the two stations.§ Care-
M

" Auuals of Philosophy, December, 1814, p. 431.

t Transactions of Cambridge Philosophical Society, v. 8, pp. 322-325.

X Philosophical Transactions Royal Society 1828, p. :<;98.

$ Voyages en Scandinavia, p. 537

.
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ful drawings of numerous auroras were made at both stations whicB clearly

establis^icd this coiucidence. The parallaxes resulting from the observations

were !?ometimes positive and sometimes negative; the average parallax but
little exceeding one degree. These observations were i-egarded as demonstrating

that the average height of auroral arches is from 60 to 100 miles above the

earth's surfiice.

Some persons maintain that the small height of auroras is proved by their

being sometimes seen between the observer and a cloud, or between the observer

and a hill of moderate elevation. Cases do unquestionably occur in which the

aurora appears to be situated between a cloud and the observer ; but this appear-

ance is believed to result from a cirrus or cirro stratus cloud of very small

density being strongly illumined by auroral light which shines through the cloud,

so as to produce the same appearance as if the aurora prevailed on the under
side of the cloud.

Sometimes the lower extremity of an auroral streamer appears to be pro-

longed below the summit of a mountain or hill. Captain Parry states that on
one occasion he observed a bright ray of the aurora shoot suddenly downward
between him and the land, which was then distant only 3,000 yards * This ap-

pearance is believed to have been an illusion. A similar phenomenon was twice

noticed by the French observers at Bossekop, and was ascribed by them to the

reflection of the auroral light from the snow which covered the mountain.

On the whole, then, we conclude that although it is possible the aurora may
sometimes descend nearly to the earth's surface, there is no sufficient evidence

to prove that the true polar light has ever descended so low as the region of

ordinary clouds.

Nuise of the aurora.—There is no satisfactory evidence that the auroi'a ever

emits any audible sound. It is a common impression, at least in high -hititudes,

that the aurora sometimes emits sound. This sound has been caUed a rustling,

hissing, whizzing, crackling noise. But Scoi'esby, Ross, Back, and other dis-

tiuguisiied travellers who have spent several wiiaters in the Arctic regions, where
auroras are seen in their greatest brilliancy, have been convinced that this supposed

rustling is a mere illusion. The observers at Bossekop never heard any noise

which they could ascribe to the aurora, although their attention was specially

directed to this subject ; and they concluded that the sounds which have been
ascribed to the aurora mu!?t have been due to other causes, such as the whistling

of the wind, the whirling of the snow, the distant murmur of the sea, or the

cracking of the snow when it congeals after having been partially melted.

When we see a brilliant light shooting like a rocket across the sky, it is na-

tural to expect an accompanying sound. People generally hear what they
expect to heir. Tacitus informs us that the ancient Germans heard S, noise

whenever the setting sun descended into the western ocean.

t

No observer has ever spoken of the interval that had elapsed between the

darting of the auroral rays and the alleged noise. But, on account of the

elevation of the aurora, this interval should be a long one. Sound requires four

minutes to travel a distance of fifty miles. It is probable, therefore, that the

sounds which have been heard during exhibitions of the aurora are to be as-

cribed to other causes than the aurora.

Diurnal periodicity of auroras.—Auroras appear at all hours of the night,

but not with equal frequency. In Canada, the number of auroras increases

uninterruptedly from sunset till an hour before midnight, from which time the

number diminishes uninterruptedly till morning. At more northerly stations

in North America, auroras are most frequent at midnight; and at places still more
northerly, as far as the Arctic ocean, they appear to be most frequent an hour

* Parry's Third Voytigo, p. GI. t Tacitus Germania, c. 45, 1. 4.
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after miclni;^lit. This is shown in the following table, in which column first

t-hows the hour of observation ; column second shows the number of auroras

reported by Captain Lefroy for the year.s 1848 and 1849 at Lpndon, King.ston,

Montreal. Quebec, and Newfoundland, in latitudes from 43° to 47.^^ *; column
third shows the number observed during the winter of 1857-'58 at Carlton Fort,

latitude 52° 52', longitude 106° 30' westt; column fourth shows the number
observed during the winter of 1843-'44 at Lake Athabasca, latitude 58° 43'

north, longitude 143° 49' west|; column fifth shows the number observed

during the winter of 1852-'53 at Point Barrow, latitude 71° 21' north, lon-

gitude 156° 15' west§; and column sixth shows the sum of the numbers in the

four preceding columns.

Hour.
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Summary of auroras observed at New Haven and Boston.

Years.
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criminately iu one catalogue all the auroras reported from any part of the world,
and thus incorporating occasional lists embracing, perhaps, one or two years'
observations from polar regions where auroras are seen almost every clear night,
the total number of auroras for the different years exhibits an inequality not
due to any real change in the frequency of .auroras, but rather to a change iu

the place of observation. I have, therefore, sought to obtain, as far as possible,

continued series of observations from single localities. In this I have been but
partially successful, but think the data are sufficient to warrant some important
conclusions. The following table embraces several such partial lists, and ex-
tends from 1685 to 1864.

The column marked 1 is taken from a catalogue of auroras seen throughout
Europe, as collected by Mairan in his Traite de I'Aurore Boreale, 2d ed.,

pp. 552-554.

The column marked 2 contains the auroras observed in Sweden, chiefly at

Upsala and Christiania, latitude 59"^ 52' or 54'. The observations from 1716
to 1733 are given in Mairan, p. 497. The observations from 1739 to 1762, and
from 1S46 to 1853, are from the Bulletin de I'Acaderaie R. de Belgique, t. 21,

pp. 284-300 ; those from 1837 to 1846 are from the Metnoires de I'Acad. R. de
Belgique, t. 20, p. 117; and the remaining observations are from Wolf's Vier-
teljahrs Schrift, 1863, p. 108.

The column marked 3 contains the auroras observed at St. Petersburgh, lati-

tude 590 56'. Those from 1726 to 1739 are from Mairan, p. 512. The others

have been collected from the successive volumes of the Memoirs of the Academy
at St. Petersburgh.

The cokxmn marked 4 contains a catalogue of auroras observed in different

parts of Europe, collected by Ootte, in his Memoires sur la Meteorologie, v. 1,

p. 366.

The column marked 5 contains Dalton's catalogue of auroras as published in

his Meteorological Essays, pp. 54-58 and 218-226. The first seven years are

for Kendall and Keswick, Scotland, latitude 54"^ 17' and 54^ 33' north. The
other observations are for Great Britain generally. The numbers for 1835 and
1836 I have added from Bone's catalogue, in order to supply a gap in the series.

The column marked 6 contains the auroras observed at Mannheim, latitude

49° 29', taken from Ephemerides Met. Palatinae, 1781-1792.
The column marked 7 contains observations at Dunse, Scotland, latitude

55° 47', from Phil. Soc. Abstracts, vi, p. 291.

The column marked 8 contains observations at Makerstoun, Scotland, lati-

tude 55° 35', from the Edinburgh Phil. Trans., v. 19, p. 81.
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The column mnrkcd 9 contains observations from every part of Europe, as

reported in Heis'^ Wochenschrift.
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lowing tabic shows the dates of these periods of maximum and of minimum
frequency, as far as they can be gathered from the American and European
observations independently :
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observed at Toronto, distant from Greenwich more than 3,500 miles. The
disturbances at Toronto commenced at nearly the same absolute time as at

Greenwich, and they were generally simultaneous at both stations. The same
extraordinary disturbance was noticed at St. Helena, distant from London 4,800

miles, and from Toronto 6,000 miles. A .similar disturbance occurred at the

Cape of Good Hope, still more distant, and also at Trevandrum, in India, which

is almost diametrically opposite to Toronto. This phenomenon was noticed

simultaneously over an entire hemisphere, and, not improbably, was sensible at

every* point of the earth's surface.

At the same time there occurred an auroi'al display of unusual extent. An
aurora was observed throughout Canada and the northern parts of the United
States,* as well as in England and Norway, and alsd in the southern hemi-

sphere, at Van Dieman's Island.

During the great auroral display of September 2, 1S59, the tlisturbances of

the magnetic needle were still more remarkable throughout North America,
Europe, and northern Asia, as well as in New Holland. At Toronto the de-

clination of the needle changed 3° 45' in half an hour. The inclination was
observed to change 2^ 49' when the needle passed beyond the limits of the

scale, so that the entire range of the needle could not be determined. The
horizontal force was observed to change to the extent of one-ninth of its whole
value when the needle passed beyond the limits of the scale, so that its entire

range could not be determined.

t

At Rome, September 2, at 7^' 10'" a. m., the declinometer pointed 2° 50' to

the west of its ordinary position. After this the needle returned rapidly to the

east, and at 7^ 30'" pointed 1^ 23' east of its mean position, thus describing an
arc of 4° 13' in one-third of an hour. The bitilar indicated a diminution of the

horizontal component amounting to about one-eighth of its mean value |
At Paris the magnetic instruments were very much distm-bed, and were car-

ried beyond the range of their scales, so that the extreme range could not be
determined.

§

At St. Petersburg the declination of the needle changed 4° 24' Avhen the

needle passed beyond the range of its scale, so that the entire range could not

be determined. For a similar reason the entire change of the horizontal inten-

sity could not be determined.
||

At Christiania the variation of the horizontal intensity amounted to nearly

one-thirteenth of its whole value.^

At Melbourne, Australia, at the same time the magnetic instruments were
very much disturbed, the range of the declination being 1° 9', and that of the

horizontal intensity one-thirtieth of its whole value.**

In the volume of the Greenwich Magnetical and Meteorological Observations

for 1862, Professor Airy has given an abstract of the magnetic observations

from 1841 to 1857, made on days of great magnetic disturbance.

The magnetic force of the earth is resolved into forces acting in the direction

of three rectangular axes ; two of which lie in a horizontal plane, one pointing

north and south, the other east and west, while the third axis has a vertical posi-

tion. From Professor Airy's abstract, it appears that out of 170 magnetic
storms observed at Greenwich in seventeen years, 63 per cent, of the whole
number began with westerly force + 5

^"^^ 60 per cent, ended with westerly

force + . Of the whole uumUer, 66 per cent, began with northerly force —

,

* Hough's N. Y. Met., p. 480.

t American Journal of Science, n. s., v. 28, p. 390.

X American Journal of Science, n. s., v. 29, p. 397.

§ Americfin Joirrnal of Science, n. s., v. 29, p. 39].

II
American Journal ot Science, n. s., v. 30, p. 80.

il American Journal of Science, n. s., v. 29, p. 387.
** American Journal of Science, n. s., v. 3"2, p. 8.
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and 91 per cent, ended with northerly force — . The disturbance in a vertical

direction was sometimes positive and sometimes negative, with about equal fre-

quency.

The following table presents a summary of the results for twenty cases of the

most remarkable disturbance, including all the cases in which the mean dis-

turbance of the declination magnet amounted to fourteen minutes. In the

column headed " declination magnet," the plus sign shows when the western

declination was greater than the mean, and the minus sign when it wa^ less

than the mean. In the two columns headed " horizontal force" and " vertical

force magnet," the plus sign shows when the force was greater than the mean,

and the minus sign when it was less than the mean.

In order to reduce the table to convenient limits, the numerical values of

several of the changes are not given ; but the direction and number of the

changes are indicated by the repetition of the signs +, — , -}-, etc.
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These irregular deflections of tlie mngnetic needle do not occur everywhere
simultaneoui^ly. From n comparison of a very large number of observations

made in the years 1836 to 1841, at twenty-seven stations scattered over Europe
from latitude 45° to 60° N , I have discovered that they are propagated over

the surface of Europe in a direction from N. 28° E. to S. 28° W., at the rate of

about 100 miles per minute.* From a similar comparison of observations made
at "Washington, Philadelphia, Cambridge, and Toronto in the years 1840 to

1842, I have discovered that in North America those irregular deflections of

the magnetic needle are propagated in a direction from N. 68° E. to S. 68° W.,
at the rate of about 100 miles per 'minute. t Mr. 0. V. Walker has determined

that the direction of this motion in England was from N. 42° E. to S. 42° W.
Influence of the aurora upon tJte tdcgraph wires.—Auroras exert a remarka-

ble influence upon the wires of the electric telegraph. During the prevalence of

brilliant auroras the telegraph lines generally become unmanageable. The
auiora develops electric currents upon the wires, and hence results a motion of

the telegraph instruments similar to that which is employed in telegraphing;

and this movement being frequent and irregular, ordinarily renders it impossible

to transmit intelligible signals. During the aurora of September 2, 1859, the

currents of electricity on the telegraph wires of the United States were so steady

and powerful that, on several lines, the operators succeeded in using them for

telegraph purposes as a substitute for the battery ; that is, telegraph messages
were transmitted from the auroral influence alone, without the use of any vol-

taic batteiy.| This result clearly proves that the aurora develops on the tele-

graph wires an electric current similar to that of a voltaic battery, and differing,

only in its variable intensity.

These electric currents during the auroras of August 29 and September 2,

1859, moved alternately to and fro over the earth's surface, their average direc-

tion being probably from about N. 45^ E. to S. 45° W.
Similar effects were noticed upon the telegraph lines of Europe. In Switzer-

land the intensity of the currents was measured by a galvanometer, and was
found to be three-fold the ordinary current employed in telegraphing. Two
currents were found to succeed each other, having a general direction nearly

along a meridian line ; the one proceeding from north to south having a double
intensity and a double duration, the other proceeding from south to north hav-
ing a less intensity and a less duration.

From careful observations of galvanometers upon the telegraph lines of Eng-
land during the auroras of August 29 and September 2, Mr. C. V. Walker dis-

covered that there was a stream of electricity of indefinite width drifting across

the country, moving to and fro along a line directed from N. 42° E. to S
42° W.

THEORY OF THE POLAR LIGHT.

1. Some have ascribed the polar light to a rare nebulous matter occupjnng
the interplanetary spaces, and revolving round the sun at such a distance that

a portion of this matter occasionally falls into the upper regions of the atmo-
sphere with a velocity sufficient to render it luminous, from the condensation of
the air before it. But we can see no reason why matter, reaching the earth

from such a source, should be confined to certain districts of the earth, and be
wholly unknown in other portions. During a single month, or possibly an en-

tire year, the fall of such matter might be limited to certain parts of the earth
;

but that certain portions of the earth should alwaijs be exempt from such visits

whfle other portions receive them uninterruptedly from night to night, is quite

* American Journal of Science, n. s., v. 32, p. 334.

t American Journal of Science, n. s., v. 34, p. 38.

+ American Journal of Science, a. s., v. 29, pp. 92-97.
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inci edible. Now we have found that, throughout a large portion of the torrid

zone, auroras have never been known to occur; while throughout a zone. sur-

rounding the magnetic pole they are seen almost uninterruptedly during the

period that the sun's light does not obscure them from our view. The aurora,

then, does not result from nebulous matter encountered by the earth in its pro-

gress round the sun.

2 Auroral exhibitions take place in the upper regions of the atmosphere,

and partake of the earth's rotation. All the celestial bodies have an apparent

motion arising from the rotation of the earth ; but bodies belonging to ihc earth,

including the atmosphere and the clouds which float in it, partake of this rota-

tion, so that their relative position is not aifected by it. The same is true of

the aurora. AVhenever a corona is formed, it maintains sensibly the same posi-

tion in the heavens during the whole period of its continuance, although the

stars meanwhile revolve at the rate of 15^^ per hour. Auroral exhibitions are

therefore to be regarded as terrestrial phenomena.
3. The light of the aurora is caused by the movement of atmospheric elec-

tricity. This is proved by its effect upon the telegraph wires. The electric

telegraph is worked by a current of electricity generated by a battery, and flow-

ing along the conducting wire which unites the distant stations. This current

flowing round an electro-magnet renders it temporarily magnetic, so that its

armature is attracted, and a mark is made upon a roll of paper. During a

thunder-storm the electricity of the atmosphere affects the conducting wire in a

similar manner, so as to set in motion the recording pen in the telegraph office

;

and thus, during a thunder-storm, telegraphing generally becomes quite impossi-

ble. A similar effect is produced by the presence of an aurora. During the

great aurora of November 17, 1848, the electro-magnets of the telegraph lines

were rendered magnetic, even when no A'oltaic battery was attached to them, so

that, for three hours, communication by telegraph was rendered impracticable.*

During the aurora of September 2, 1859, the aurora caused so strong and
steady a current of electricity on the telegraph wires, that it was possible to

transmit telegraph messages by the use of this current without any- voltaic

battery whatever. During this aurora there were remarked all those classes ot"

effects which are considered as characteristic of electricity.

A. In passing from one conductor to another, electricity exhibits a spark of

light. Dating the auroras of August 28 and September 2, 1859, brilliant sparks

were drawn from the telegraph wires, even when no batteiy was attached. At
Springfield, Massachusetts, a flash was seen about ha!f the size of an ordinary

jet of gas. At Boston, Massachusetts, a flame of fire followed the pen of Bain's

chemical telegraph. At Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, streams of fire were seen

when the telegraph circuit was broken. At Washington, D. C., a spark of fire

jumped from the forehead of a telegraph operator when his forehead touched a

ground-wire. Bright sparks were noticed on the conductors of the telegrapli

lines to Bordeaux, in France. On the telegraph lines of Norway sparks and
uninterrupted discharges were observed.

t

B. Ill passing through poor conductors electricity develops heat. During
the auroras of August 28 and September 2, paper and even wood were set on
fire by the auroral influence alone. At Boston, Massachusetts, a flame of fire

burned through a dozen thicknesses of paper. The paper was set on fire and
p:oduced considerable smoke. At Springfield, Massachusetts, the heat was
sufficient to cause the smell of scorched wood and paint to be plainly percepti-

ble. At Pittsburg. Pennsylvania, the magnetic helices became so hot that the

hand could not be kept on them. On the telegraph lines of Xorway, pieces of

paper were set on fire by the sparks of the discharges from the wires, and the

« —
* Do La Rive's Elec, v. 3, p. 237.

t Amoricau Journal of Scieace, a. s. , v. '31, p. 323.
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current was fit times so strong that it was necessary to connect the lines with

the caith in order to save the apparatus from destruction*

C. Whi'U passed througli the animal system, electricity communicates a

shock which is quite peculiar and characteristic. During the auroras of August

28 and Septemher 2, some of the telegraph operators received severe shocks

when they touched the telegraph wire^. At Philadelphia the current gave a

severe shock. At "Washington, D. C, the telegraph operator received a severe

shock, which stimned hira for an instant.t

D. A current of electricity develops magnetism in ferruginous bodies. The
aurora of September 2 developed magnetism so abundantly and so steadily that,

on several lines, it was used as a substitute fur a voltaic battery in the ordinary

business of telegraphing. The intensity of this effect was estimated to have

been at times equal to that of 200 cups of Grove's battery upon a line 230 miles

in length. In Switzerland the currents were at least three-fold the ordinary

current employed in telegrapliing|

E. A current of electricity detiects a magnetic needle from its normal position.

In England the usual telegraph signal is made by a magnetic needle surrounded

by a coil of copper wire, so that the needle is deflected by an electric current

flowing through the wire. Similar deflections were caused by the auroras of

August 29 and September 2, and these deflections were frequently greater than

those produced by the telegraph batteries.

§

F. A current of electricity produces chemical decompositions. During the

display of September 2 the auroral influence produced the same marks upon
chemical paper as are' produced by an ordinary voltaic battery ; that is, the

auroral influence decomposed a chemical compound, the cyanide of potassium.

The same effect was produced by the aurora of February 19, 1852.
|(

G. Certain bodies, such as fluor spar, the solution of sulphate of quinine, and
several vegetable infusions possess the remarkable property of so dispersing

some part of the light passing through them that the course of the luminous

rays become visible, as though the body were self-luminous. This phenomenon
has been icxvacA Jluorcsccnr.e. This fluorescence is produced in a very remarka-
ble degree by the light of an electric discharge, and the saiue effect is found to

be produced by the light of the aurora. On the 14th of March, 1S5S, during

the exhibition of a brilliant aurora. Professor Robinson, of Armagh observatory,

found that a drop of disulphate of quinine on a porcelain tablet seemed like a

luminous patch on a faint ground ; and crystals of platino-cyanide of potassium
Avere so bright that the label on the tube which contained them (and which by
lamplight could not be distinguished from the salt at a little distance) seemed
almost black by contrast. These effects were so strong in relation to the actual

intensity of the light that they appeared to afford additional evidence of the

electric character of the aurora.^

The preceding facts are regarded as proving, conclusively, that the fluid de-

veloped by the aurora on the telegraph wires is indeed electricity. This elec-

tricity may be supposed to be derived from the aurora either by transfer or by
induction. If we adopt the former supposition, then the auroral light is cer-

tainly electric light. If we adopt the latter supposition, then we must inquire

what known agent is capable of inducing electricity in a distant conductor.

We know of but two such agents—magnetism and electricity. But the auroral

fluid is luminous, while magnetism is not luminous. We seem, then, compelled
to admit that the auroral light is electric light.

* American Journal of Science, n. s., v. 32, p. 32.3.

t American Journal of Science, n. s., v. 32, p. 323.

+ American Jonrual of Science, n. s., v. 32, p. 324.

^ American Journal of Science, n. s., v. 32, p. 324.

II
American Journal of Science, n. s., v. 32, p. 324.

liLond. Ed. and Dub. Pliil. Mag., v. 15, 4tJi ser., p. 326.
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4. The colors of the aurora are the same as those of ordinary electricity

passed through rarefied air. When a spark is drawn from an ordinary clec-

t'-ical machine, in air of the usual density, the light is intense and nearly white.

If the electricity be passed through a glass vessel in which the air has been
partially rarefied, the light is more diffuse, and inclines to a delicate rosy hue.

If the air be still further rarefied, the light becomes very diffuse; it flows readily

through a great distance, and its color becomes a deep rose or purple. The
same variety of colors is observed during the aurora. The transition from a

white or pale straw color to a rosy hue, and finally to a deep red, depends,

probably, upon the height above the eartli and upon the amount of condensed
vapor presc;ut in the air.

The emerald green light which is seen in some auroras, is thought to be due
to the projection of the yellow light of the aurora upon the blue sky ; for a com-
bination of yellow and blue light always produces green. So also during the

evening twilight there is frequently a brief period when the western sky exhi-

bits a delicate shade of green. This is caused by a combination of the yellow

light of the sun with the blue of the celestial vault. If tliis explanation should

not seem to account for tlie intensity of the green light which has been noticed

in some auroras, the difference may perhaps be ascribed to that well-established

physiological principle that when two complementary colors are placed near

eacli other, each color appears more brilliant by contrast with its complementary
color.

5. The formation of an auroral corona near the magnetic zenith is the effect

of perspective, resulting from a great number of luminous beams all parallel to

each other. A collection of beams parallel to the direction of the dipping

needle would all appear to converge towards the pole of the needle, as is actu-

ally observed; and no other supposition will explain all the appearances. Each
observer, therefore, sees the auroral crown in his mngnetic zenith, and it is not

the same crown which is seen at different places, any more than it is the same
rainbow which is seen by different observers.

6. The auroral beams are simply illumined spaces, caused by the flow of a

stream of electricity through the upper regions of the atmosphere. During the

aurora of August 28, 1859, these beams were nearly 500 miles in length, and
their lower extremities were elevated about 45 miles above the earth's surface.

Their tops inclined towards the south ; the angle with the vertical at New York
amounting to 17°. When electricity flows through good conductors, it emits

no light. Dry air of the ordinary density is a non-conductor of electricity ; but
water is a conductor, and so is rarefied air. When electricity forces its way
through dry air of common density, it exhibits a brilliant spark. Through
rarefied air electricity passes wiih less resistance to a much greater distance,

and with a pale diffuse light.

It Avas formerly supposed that the electric current necessarily moved in the

direction of the axis of the auroral beams; that is, that the electric discharge

Avas between the upper regions of the atmosphere and the earth or the lower

regions of the atmosphere. But recent discoveries throw some doubt upou this

conclusion. When a current of electricity flows through a vessel from which
the air is almost wholly exhausted, under certain circuiustauces the light is not

uniformly diffused through the vessel, but becomes stratified, exhibiting alter-

nately bright and dark bands crossing the electric current at right angles.

From this experiment it might be inferred that electricity flowing Jiorizontallij

through the upper regie ns of the atmosphere might exhibit alternately brigut

and dark bands, having a position nearly vertical like the auroral beams. But
this stratification of the electric light is generally ascribed to intcrmiilcnccs in

the intensity of the electric discharge, and it does not seem probable that such

intermittences could take place in nature with sufficient rapidity to produce a

similar effect. It seems, therefore, more probable that auroral beams are the
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result of a current of electricity travelling in the direction of tlie axis of the

beams. »

7. The slaty appearance of the sky, which is remarked in all great auroral

exhibitions, arises from the condensation of the A'apor of the air ; and this con-

densed vapor probably exists in the form of minute spiculse of ice or flakes of

snow. In the Arctic regions fine flakes of snow have been repeatedly observed

lo fall during the exhibition of auroras, and this snow only slightly impairs the

transparency of the atmosphere, without presenting the appearance of clouds.*

The presence of these minute flakes of snow produces that turbid appearance of

the atmosphere which invariably attends bright auroras, and causes that dark

bank or segment which in the United States rests on the northern horizon.

This turbidness is more noticeable near the horizon than it is at great elevations,

because near the horizon the line of vision traverses a greater depth of this hazy
atmosphere, while the effect is increased by contrast with the light above it.

"When the aurora covers the whole heavens, as in the neighborhood of Hudson's
bay, the entire atmosphere is filled with this haze; and if the attrora goes far

beyond the zenith of the observer towards the south, he sees for the same rea-

son a dark segment resting on the southern horizon.

8. W/iat is the sov,rcc of the clcctririty (yf the atmosphere ?—Philosophers are

by no means agreed as to the origin of atmnspheric electricity. It has been
ascribed successively to friction, combustion, and vegetation, but these causes

seem entirely inadequate to account for the enormous quantities of electricity

sometimes present in the atmosphere.

Evaporation is probably the principal source of atmospheric electricity. The
following experiment shows the production of electricity by evaporation. If

upon the top of a gold leaf electrometer we. place a metallic vessel containing

salt water, and drop into the water a heated pebble, the leaves of the electrometer

will diverge. The vapor Avhich rises from the water is chargt'd with positive

electricity, while the water retains negative electricity. The water used in this

experiment must not be perfectly pure, but must contain a little salt or some
foreign matter. The evaporation of the water of the ocean must, therefore, fur-

nish a large amount of electricity : and fresh water must also furnish some elec-

tricity, for the water of the earth is never entirely pure. The vapor that rises

from the sea, therefore, constantly carries away positive electricity, while the

solid part of the earth must be charged with negative electricity.

9. The vapor which rises from the ocean in all latitudes, but most abundantly
iu the equatorial regions of the earth, carries into the upper regions of the

atmosphere a considerable quantity of positive electricity, while the negative

electricity remains in the earth. This positive electric :ty, after rising more or

less vertically with the ascending currents of the atmosphere, would be conveyed
towards either pole by the tropical current of the upper regions of the atmos-

phere. This tropical curKmt, setting out from the equiitor where it occupies the

most elevated regions of the atmospliere, descends iu proportion as it advances
towards the higher latitudes, until in the neighborhood of the poles, Avhere it

approaches the earth's surface.

The earth and the rarefied air of the elevated atmospheric regions may be
regarded as forming the two conducting plates of a condenser, of which the

insixlating stratum is the inferior portion of the atmosphere. The two opposite

electricities must then be condensed by their mutual influence in those portions

of the atmosphere and of the earth to which they are nearest; that is, in the

regions near the poles, and there neutralize themselves in the form of dis-

charges whenever their tension reaches a certain limit. When the air is

humid, it becomes a partial conductor between th* upper regions of the atmos-
phere and the earth, by which means a portion of the electricity of the atmos-

* Fraukliu's First Expedition, pp. 583 and 600.
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phere is conveyed to the earth. On account of the low conducting power of the

medium, the neutralization of the opposite electricities would not be eifected

iustantaneousl3^ but by successive discharges, more or less continuous, and va-

riable in intensity. These discharges should take place almost simultaneously

at the two poles, since the electric tension of the earth should be nearly the

same at each pole.

Figure 5 represents the system of circulation here supposed, the north and
south poles of the earth being denoted by the letters N. and S.; and this, as I

understand it, is substantially the tlieory of Professor De la Rive.

10. When electricity from the upper regions of the atmosphere discharges

itself to the earth through an imperfectly conducting medium, the flow could

not be everywhere uniform, but would take place chiefly along certain lines

where the resistance was least ; and if the air be sutliciently rare, this current

must develop light, forming thus an auroral beam. It might be supposed that

these beams must necessarily have a vertical position, but their position is con-

trolled by the earth's magnetism. Professor Plucker, of Bonn, has shown that
" when magnetic forces act upon a perfectly flexible conductor through which
an electric current passes, equilibrium can only exist when the conductor
assumes the form of a magnetic curve."* Now, the axis of the dipping needle at

any point on the surface of the earth lies in the magnetic curve passing through
that point. Hence the axis of an auroral streamer must lie in the magnetic
curve Avhich. passes through its base.

During the prevalence of a brilliant aurora the inclination of the needle some-
times changes to the extent of two or three degrees. Hence the auroral

streamers cannot always preserve the same position, but their average inclina-

tion should not differ much from the mean dip of the magnetic needle. Hence
results an apparent convergence of all the beams towards the magnetic zenith,

forming the auroral corona.

11. Auroral arches assume a position at right angles to the magnetic meridian,

in consequence of the influence of the earth's magnetism. Auroral arches gen-
erally consist of a collection of auroral beams all nearly parallel to each other.

These beams tend to arrange thetuselves upon a curve which is perpendicular

to the magnetic meridian, forming thus a ring about the magnetic pole. The
same law has b'een discovered to hold true for a stream of electricity under the

influence of an artificial magnet. When electricity escapes from a metallic con-

ductor under a receiver from which the air has been exhausted, it escapes in

streams of diffuse rosy light which appear to diverge from the conductor. But
Professor De la Rive has shown that if this conductor be the pole of a powerful
magnet, the electric light forms a complete luminous ring around this conductor,

and this riug has a movement of rotation around the pole of the magnet, some-
times in one direction and sometimes in another, according to the direction of
the discharge and the direction of the magnetization.f

A similar eftect takes place on a grand scale during auroral exhibitions. The
auroral arch is a part of a luminous ring sustained everywhere at about the same
elevation above the earth, having the north magnetic pole for its centre, and
cutting all the magnetic meridians at right angles. The influence of the north

magnetic pole of the earth determines this position, as the pole of an artificial

magnet determines the electricity which escapes from it to assume the form
of a ring.

12. We have found that auroral arches are not always exactly perpendicular

to the magnetic meridian, and that in some places this deviation is pretty uni-

form and is considerable in amount. At Bossekop (latitude 70°) the average
deviation is lO'^ towards the west of the magnetic meridian. We can ascribe

*Loncl. Ed. and Dub. Phil. Mag., 4tli ser., v. 18, p. 2.

t Do la Rive's Elec, vol. 2, p. 24d ; and Lond. Ed. aud Dub. Phil. Mag., June, 1802, p. 2.
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occasional deviations of two or throe degrees to the cliangos in the position of

the magnetic needle which are observed daring great auroral exhibitions ; but

permanent deviations, indicate the operation of some constant cause. The fol-

lowing is substantially the explanation suggested by M. Bravais.* The direction

of the magnetic needle at any place is determined mainly by its position with

respect to the magnetic poles of tlie earth, but partly by local causes, such as

the conformation of the land and sea, the structure of the earth in that vicin-

ity, &:c. In consequence of these local causes, the direction of the magnetic

needle at some places differs several degrees from what it would be if it were

controlled entirely by the magnetic poles. Now this local and disturbing influ-

ence probably diminishes as we rise above the earth's surface, so that at the

height of one or two hundred miles the direction of the magnetic needle may
differ several degrees from that at the surface of the earth. In northern Europe
the north end of the magnetic needle points several degrees more easterly than

it should if the magnetic meridians were entirely symmetrical. Hence it seems

not improbable that in this regio^i the declination of the magnetic needle

increa&es as we rise above the earth's surface at the rate of one degree to about

ten miles' deviation, and this supposition will reconcile our theory with the

observations.

13. The flashes of light so frequently observed in great auroral displays are

due to inequalities in the motion of the electric currents. In consequence of the

imperfect conducting power of the medium through which it passes, the flow of

electricity through the upper regions of the air is not perfectly uniform. It

experiences more or less resistance to its motion, and hence escapes through the

air by paroxysms. The flashes of the aurora are therefore feeble flashes of

lightning.

. 14. Cause of the magnetic disturhances.—The disturbance of the magnetic

needle during an aurora is due to the cm-rents of electricity flowing through

the atmosphere or through the earth. A magnetic needle is deflected from its

mean position by an electric current flowing near it through a good conductor,

like a copper wire. A stream of electricity flowing through the earth or the

atmosphere must produce a similar effect. The direction in which the magnet
is deflected may always be known from the rule given by Arapere :

" If you
conceive yourself lying in the direction of the current, the stream of positive

electricity flowing through your head towards your feet, with the north pole of

the magnet before you, the north pole will always be deviated toward the right."

It is probable that the directive power of the magnetic needle is due to elec-

tric currents circulating round the globe from east to west. If there were such

electric currents circulating round the globe in planes parallel to the magnetic

equator, the effect of such currents would be everywhere to cause the magnetic

needle to assume a position corresponding very nearly with what is actually

observed. M. Lament, of Mrmich, thinks he has proved, by direct observation,

the existence of such currents constantly circulating from east to west, over the

surface of the earth.f

According to the theory of Professor De la Ilive, already explained, there

is a general system of circulation of positive electricity from the equator towards

either pole, through the upper regions of the atmosphere ; in the higher lati-

tudes this positive electricity makes its way to the earth, and it travels

thence towards the equator to restore the equilibrium which is continually dis-

turbed by evaporation from the waters of the equatorial seas. This current

through the earth from the north polar regions southward, must modify the reg-

ular current of electricity which we suppose is constantly circulating from east

to west. Hence during the period of great auroraUdisplays we should expect a

* Voyages en Scandinavie, p. 4.58.

tBib. Uuiv. de Geneve, 1861, v. 12, p. 357.
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current from the northeast to the soxTthwest, and such a current has been posi-
tively indicated in a most decisive manner

—

1. By observations on the telegraph lines of England with a galvanometer
needle*

2. By observations on the telegraph lines of the United States and other
countries.t

3. By simultaneous observations of the magnetic declination made in 1836 to

1841 at numerous stations scattered over Europe.f
4. By similar observations at several stations in Xorth America, made from

1840 to 1S!42.§

This current of electricity does not, however, flow steadily and uninterrupt-
edly from northeast to southwest, but alternates at short intervals with a cur-
rent in the contrary direction. This fact was distinctly noticed in September,
1859, upon the telegraph lines of the United States. It was also distinctly

observed and measured upon the telegraph lines in Switzerland, where a north-
erly current continued for two or three minutes and then slowly declined, when
it was succeeded by a southerly current of less intensity, which continued for

sixty or ninety seconds and then declined, to be succeeded by another current
from the north—the northerly current having' a double intensity and a double
duration

; the other, proceeding from south to north, having a less intensity and
a less duration.

1

1

In England, the northerly currents are also generally stronger 4;han the south-
erly, and they continue for a longer time, but the difference js less than was
observed in Switzerland.^

Such currents of electricity must produce a continual disturbance of the mag-
netic needle, and they seem sufficient to account for the disturbances actually
observed. Mr. 0. V. Walker has compared magnetic observations made at
Greenwich and Kew, and has discovered that the deflections of the magnet;3
there observed were such as should be produced by the electric currents ob-
served on the telegraph wires **

15. Effect of the aurora upon telegraph wires.—The effect of the aurora upon
the telegraph wires is similar to that of electricity in thunder-storms, except in

the intensity and steadiness of its action. During thunder-storms the elec-

tricity of the wires is discharged instantly with a flash of lightning, while during
auroras there is sometimes a steady flow for a few minutes, which may even be
employed as a substitute for the voltaic battery, in transmitting telegraph
messages.

16. The geographical distribution of auroras.—The geographical distribu-

tion of auroras appears to depend chiefly upon the relative intensity of the
earth's magnetism in different latitudes. The circumstances favorable to a
grand display of the auroras appear to be— 1. The upper portion of the atmo-
sphere must b(! highly charged with electricity. 2. The atmosphere must be
filled with particles of condensed vapor, probably in the form of minute crystals

of ice. 3. This condensed vapor must form an imperfect conductor of great
extent, for the passage of the electricity from one portion of the heavens to

another, and from the upper atmosphere to the earth. According to the experi-

ments of De la Hive with artiflcial magnets, the electric light should be most
noticeable in the neighborhood of the magnetic pole, but not directly over the
pole, since the electric light tends to form a ring around the pole, and at some

' London Pliil. Trans. 1861, p. lOG.

t American Journal of Science, n. s., v. 32, p. 325.

t American Journal of Science, n. s., v. 32, p. 334.

$ Ibid., V. 34, p. 39.

II
Comptes Rendus, t. 49, p. 662.

H Lond. Phil. Trans. 1861, pp. 128, 129.
"^ Ibid., pp. Ill, 112.
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distance from it.* Auroras are therefore most abundant along a certain zone

whicli follows nearly a magnetic parallel, being everywhere nearly at right

angles to the magnetic meridian of the place.

17. WJty auroras do not occur nnthin the tropics.—Auroras do not prevail

within the tropics, on account of the high intensity of the electricity, combined

with the high temperature of the lower atmosphere. By the rapid evaporation

within the tropics a vast amount of electricity is daily elevated into the air

;

but on account of the general dryness of the air this electricity is to a great extent

insulated, and cannot flow back again to the earth. Whenever there is a general

condensation of the vapor of the air, the precipitation is copious on account of

the large supply of vapor, and dense clouds are formed which are jiretty good

conductors of electricity. The electricity thtis accummulates and acquires great

intensity, moving with explosive violence in thixnder-showers, instead of the

slow and silent discharges of the aurora.

By an extensive comparison of observations, t I have determined that

—

Between latitude 0° and latitude 30° the average nnmber of thunder-storms annually is 52
Between latitude 30° and latitude 50° the averaj^o number of thunder-storms annually is 20
Between latitude 50° and latitude (50° the average number of thunder-storms annually is 15

Between latitude 60° and latitude 70° the average number of thunder-storms annually is 4

Beyond latitude 70°

Thus we see* that atmospheric electricity is most abundant in the equatorial

regions, where the causes which develop it are the most active ; and as we
recede from the equator, thunder-storms diminish in frequency, while auroras in-

crease in frequency, because circumstances favor a slow and quiet rather than a

rapid and violent discharge. The aurora and lightning differ, then, chiefly in

the mode of discharge of electricity from the atmosphere to the earth.

18. Cause of the diurnal inequality in the frequency of auroras.—The diur-

nal inequality in the frequency of auroras is probably due to the same causes as

the diurnal variation in the intensity of atmospheric electricity. The intensity

of atmospheric electricity is found to vary with the hour of the day. From the

mean of three years' observations made at London, it appears that at 4 a. m.
the electric tension is represented by 20 on Volta's electrometer ; from this

hour the electricity increases to 10 a. m., when it is represented by 88 ; from
that time it decreases to 4 p. m., when it is represented by 69 ; it then increases

to 10 p. m., when it is represented by 104; from which time it decreases till

4 a. m. ; that is, there are two daily maxima of intensity and two daily minima.

|

The variations in the intensity of atmospheric electricity are to be ascribed

partly to real changes in the amount of electricity present in the air, and partly

to variations in the conducting power of the air. Just before sunrise the elec-

tricity has a feeble intensity, because the moisture of the preceding night has

transmitted to the earth a portion of the electricity which was jirevicusly present

in the air. After the sun rises new vapor ascends, and carries with it positive

electricity, and the amount of electricity in the air increases. Towards noon the

air becomes dry, and transmits less readily the electricity accumulated in the

upper regions of the atmosphere ; so that, although the amount of electricity in

the air is continually increasing, an electrometer near the earth's surface indi-

cates an apparent diminution. Towards evening the air grows cool, again be-

comes humid, and transmits more readily to the earth the electricity accumulated
in the upper regions of the atmosphere. The effect produced upon an elec-

trometer, therefore, increases until some hours after sunset ; but since during the

night there is a constant discharge of electricity from the air to the earth, the

* De la Eive's Elec, v. 2, p. 243.

t American Journal of Science, n. s., v. 30, p. 97.

X Eeport British Assoc. 1849, pp. 117-191.
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electrometer soon indicates a diminislied ihtensity, which continues until towards
morning.

The same causes which favor the escape of electricity from the upper atmos-

phere to the earth will produce an aurora whenever the electricity of the upper
air is sufBciently intense, and the conducting power of the air is favomble for

the slow transmission of an electric current.

19. Cause of the annual inequality in thefrequenry of auroras.—The unequal
frequency of auroras in the dift'erent mouths of the year appears to depend partly

upon the amount of electricity present in the upper air, and partly upon the

humidity of the air by which this electricity may be discharged. The supply
of electricity must be greatest when the evaporation is most rapid, that is, in

summer ; and this is probably the reason why in North America auroras are

more frequent in summer than in winter ; and it is not improbable that, were it

not for the longer continuance of daylight in summer, auroras would then be
more frequent than at any other period of the year. In Europe auroras are

seldom seen in midsummer, because, in those latitudes to Avhich auroras are

almost exclusively confined, twilight in midsummer continues all night.

20. Cause oj" the secular inequality in thefrequency of auroras.—The secular

inequality in the frequency of auroras seems to indicate the influence of distant

celestial bodies upon the electricity of our globe. The periods of auroras observe

laws which are very similar, if not absolutely identical, with those of at least

two other phenomena, viz : the mean diwrnal variation of the magnetic needle,

and the frequency of black spots upon the sun's surface.

It is found that the north end of the magnetic needle has, in the morning, a

regular motion eastward amounting to from one to three minutes, when the de-

clination in New England is usually less than at any other hour of the day,

and may, therefore, be called the minimum. This minimum during the winter

is attained about nine o'clock, but during the summer months commonly as

early as seven. The needle then gradually deviates to the west, and attains its

greatest westerly bearing about two o'clock in the afternoon, when the declina-

tion is greater than at any other hour of the day, and may, therefore, be called

its maximum. From this time the needle again returns to the eastward, till it

attains its original bearing, about 10 o'clock. During the night another small

oscillation occurs, the north pole moving west until 3 a. m., and returning again

as before. The mean daily change of the magnetic needle not only varies with

the locality, but also varies from one year to another at the same locality ; and
these variations present a decided appearance of periodicity. In the following

table, column third shows the mean daily variation of the magnetic needle at

the stations named in the fourth column for the yeans mentioned in the first

column. These numbers are derived mostly from a table furnished by Pro-

fessor R. Wolf, and published in Poggendorflf's Auualen for 1862, v. 193, p. 503.

Column second of the same table shows the relative frequency of the solar

spots, as determined by a collection of about 20,000 observations made by Pro-

fessor Wolf.
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Column fiftli shows tlie years iu wliicli auroras exhibited a maximum or a

minimum frequency.

Year.
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The rel.-itive frequency of the solar spots exhibits a similar periodicity, and
the maximum number of spots corresponds in a remarkable manner with the

maximum value of the magnetic variation. Indeed, for the past forty years the

times of maxima and minima of the two phenomena have been almost absolutely

identical, and seem to favor the conclusion that the apparent anomalies occasion-

ally noticeable in the earlier observations are due mainly to the incompleteness of

the observations ; for it is only since 1826 that any one has undertaken to keep
a continuous record of all the spots visible at any time upon the sun's disk ; and
before 1818 the observations of the magnetic declination were, for the most
part, only occasional, and are generally insufficient to determine, in a perfectly

satisfactory manner, the mean annual range of the magnetic needle. The ob-

servations seem also to indicate that the successive maxima are not all equal to

each other, but are themselves subject to a periodicity ; one period extending
from 1779 to 1839, comprehending an interval of fifty-eight years

We have found that auroras exhibit a periodicity, the last period extend-

ing from 1779-'80 to 1839-'40, embracing an interval of about sixty years

;

and during this period there have been indications of alternate maximum
and minimum abundance, corresponding in a remarkable manner with the

maxima and minima of the solar spots, if we except the period from 1800 to

18:20, during which auroras were too infrequent to afford the basis for a safe de-

duction.

It seems, then, pretty well established that these tliree phenomena, the solar

spots, the mean daily range of the magnetic needle, and the frequency of auroral

exhibitions, manifest two distinct periods ; one a period of from ten to twelve

years, the other a period of from fifty-eight to sixty years. The first of these

periods corresponds to one revolution of Jupiter, and it has been suspected that

Jupiter might be the occasion of these periodical disturbances of the sun's sur-

face. If Jupiter does, indeed, exert such an influence, then it is to be presumed
that Saturn must exert a similar, though less powerful influence, which woiild

have a period of about thirty years ; and since five revolutions of Jupiter corre-

spond nearly to two of Saturn, embracing a period of fifty-nine and a half years,

at the end of this period the two planets return to nearly the same relative

positions, and their joint action should exhibit a period of fifty-nine and a half

years.

If Jupiter and Saturn do, indeed, exert such an influence upon the sun's sur-

face, then it seems probable that each of the other plauets must also exert an
influence, (though perhaps inappreciable;) and the earth may exert a direct in-

fluence upon the sun's surfiice, causing an inequality in the solar spots, whose
period is one year ; and Venus and Mercury may exert a similar influence.

If Ave inquire for the mode in which the planets might exert an influence upon
the sun's surface we are left almost entirely to conjecture. But one plausible

hypothesis is that there are continually circulating around the sun powerful

electric currents, which currents may possibly be the source of the sun's light

;

that these currents act upon the planets, developing in them electric currents, or

modifying the currents developed in them by the action of other forces ; that

these currents circulating around the planets react upon the solar currents with

a force depending upon the variable distance of the planet, and therefore having
periods corresponding to the times of revolution of the planets. These disturb-

ances of the solar electric currents may be one cause of the solar ajiots, and an
uiuisual disturbance of the solar currents may cause a simultaneous disturbance

of the electric currents of the earth's surface, giving rise to unusual manifesta-

tions of electric light—that is, to unusual displays of the aurora.

There is also another cause Avhich may produce a change in the number of

aui-oras visible at one station, viz., the gradual change of position of the terrestrial

magnetic poles. The dip of the magnetic needle at Paris in 1671 was 75°,

while in 1864 it was only 66^ 3', showing a diminution of 8° 57' in 193 years,
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being an average diminution of 2.7' annually. Observations made in otlier parts

of Europe give similar results. In the northeastern part of the United States

the dip attained its minimum about 1843, and is now slowly increasing.* This

change of dip implies a change of distance fiomthe magnetic pole, and probably

a corresponding change in the frequency of auroral displays. We do not know
what is the cause of this motion of the magnetic poles, and whether the motion

is periodical. It has been conjectured to be the result of great geological changes

going on in the crust of the earth. But whatever may be its origin, this cause

must modify and complicate the influence of extra-terrestrial bodies upon the

earth's magnetism.

21. Whi/ do great auroral exJdhitions take 'place simultaneously in both

hemispheres of the earth ?—During the years 1841-'8, as has been mentioned

before, there were recorded at Ilobarton, latitude 42° 52' south, 34 auroras. In
29 of these cases an aurora was recorded either in Ilurope or America, and in

the 5 remaining cases there was recorded an unusual disturbance of the mag-
netic needle, indicating the existence of an aurora at no very remote station-

The great auroral displays of August 29 and September 2, lb59, were among
the most remarkable ever recorded in the northern hemisphere. Both of them
were conspicuous at Cuba, where but^o^^r auroras had ever before been recorded.

The aurora of September 2 was seen in latitude 12° north, where there was no

tradition that such a phenomenon had ever been seen before. In the southern

hemisphere an aurora occurred simultaneously, and was almost equally re-

markable for its brilliancy as well as its geographical extent.

We cannot explain the great auroral displays in the northern hemisphere by
supposing that the electricity of the atmosphere is temporarily diverted from one

hemisphere and concentrated in the other. Such an idea is entirely refuted by
observations of the mean range of the magnetic needle, which exhibits its maxima
simultaneously in both hemispheres. This is shown by the following table,

which exhibits the amount of the mean diurnal variation at Prague, latitude

50° 5' north ; Toronto, latitude 43° 40' north ; and Hobarton, latitude 42° 52'

south.

Years.
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electric currents circulating around it, wliicli electric currents are sensibly dis-

turbed hy tbe action of the larger planets. Such an effect might be expected

to take place simultaneously in both hemispheres, and in conformity with the

results of experiments with artificial magnets, the exhibition of light should take

place chiefly in the region about the magnetic poles of the earth.

We are thus led to regard great auroral displays as no longer an exclusively

atmospheric phenomenon, and as being to an important extent the result of the

influence of extra-terrestrial forces. But if these extraordinary electric currents

are mainly determined by extra-terrestrial forces, then since the earth exhibits

many of the properties of a great and permanent magnet, the two magnetic
poles of the earth ought to exert opposite influences, and we should expect

that the currents in the neighborhood of the two poles would move in contrary

directions. We are thus naturally led to infer a system of circulation some-
what similar to that siaggested by Mr. B. V. Marsh*, and which is illustrated

by figure 6, where N and S are supposed to represent the north and south

Uiagnetic poles of the earth, n and * the poles of an imaginary magnet, repre-

senting the magnetism of the earth. The east and west bands represent

auroral arches upon Avhich stand auroral streamers. The dotted lines

represent magnetic curves passing from auroral streamers in the northei-n

hemisphere to streamers in the southern hemisphere, showing the path pursued

by the currents of electricity in passing from one hemisphere to the other above the

atmosphere. It is not clear from Mr. Marsh's paper that he supposed a regular

flow of positive electricity through the earth from north to south, and above the

atmos[>here from south to north, but this seems to me to be necessary to render

hLs hypothesis complete.

If, then, we regard great auroral displays as mainly determined by terrestrial

forces, the system of circulation previously described seems the most natural

one; but if they are determined mainly by extra-terrestrial forces, the system of

circulation just described appears the most probable. The two hypotheses
substantially agree, so far as the phenomena can be observed in the northern

liemisphere, but they lead to opposite results in the southern hemisphere, where
the first hypothesis supposes that the motion of positive electricity along the

surface of the earth is from south to north, and the latter supposes it to be from
north to south. If the direction of this motion could be determined by direct

observation, it would decide between the two hypotheses; and such observations

nn'ght doubtless be made in Australia. During the auroras of August 28 and
29, 1S59, the wires of the electric telegraph in Australia were disturbed to such

a degree that it was almost impossible to transmit any continuous message.f

It does not appear that any measures were adopted to determine the direction

of these electric currents. If, during some future auroral display, such obser-

vations could be made, they would probably furnish the experimeutum crucis

to decide between these two hypotheses.

In attempting to explain the phenomena of the aurora, I have been led to

describe hypotheses which, by the progress of science, are liable any year to be
disproved. These hypotheses, therefore, must not be regarded as established

principles, but simply as convenient formulse for connecting fiicts which other-

wise appear disjointed. Such hypotheses often prove useful for the promotion

of science by suggesting new observations or researches, like the one just men-
tioned respecting the direction of electric currents in the southern hemisphere.

In conclusion, I will make a few suggestions addressed especially to the me-
teorological observers of the Smithsonian Institution :

1. It is desirable that there should be preserved a continuous and complete

record of all visible auroras at a variety of stations. Such observations are de-

* Americ-au Journal of Science, n. s., v. 31, p. 311.

t American Jcurual of Science, u. s., v. 'i'i, p. 8.
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eirable from a series of stations stretcliing along the entire northern frontier of

the United States, and the observations shoukl be continuous from year to year.

They should embrace a record of all auroras, even the faintest, and should state

concisely their degree of brightness. Such records Avill, in time, enable us to

decide the questions which may arise respecting the periodical character of these

phenomena.
2. Whenever well-defined auroral arches are observed, it is important to locate

accurately their east and west extremities with reference to the magnetic me-
ridian. We may thus find that the vertex of the ai'ch does not ordinarily lie

cxacth/ in the magnetic meridian.

3. Whenever auroral streamers are noticed, which are so peculiar that they
may be easily identified, locate them accurately with reference to neighboring

stars, and determine in what direction they move, and with what angular velocity.

4. Record carefully the precise time of every auroral observation.



ON THE SENSES,

1—THE SENSE OF FEELING.

Trauslated for the Smithsonian Institution from the German periodical, " Aus der Natur,
u. s. tc.,!' Leipzig.

The senses, ttose open portals of the soul through which its perception of

external things is constantly streaming in ; the sources from which, whether con-

sciously or unconsciously, it derives its impulses to thought and action, are, to

many even of the educated, possessions so little understood and so wrongly ap-

preciated in many important respects, that the attempt to afford a clear insight

into their manifold and marvellous sphere of activity can scarcely be otherwise

than acceptable. It is not the mechanism of that activity, the structure of the

apparatus and the complex and connected series of incidents which occupy the

seemingly slight interval between the vibration of a string or flash of a sunbeam,

and the well recognized sensations of sound or light, which form the sole prob-

lems of such a discussion. The physiologist, with his vast apparatus of knowl-

edge and expedients, stands here before a mysterious deep, into whose darkness

no hypothesis sheds light, for penetration into whose recesses no accessible path

or guiding hand offers itself to his keenest researches. We may wonder at the

rapid and brilliant development of modern physiology, even as regards its in-

quiries into the theory of sensation, at the dexterity of the microscopist in dis-

entangling the structural complexities of the organs of sense, the accuracy with

which the path of light has been traced in the camera obscura of the eye, and
the form of the vibration communicated by the air-wave to the apparatus of the

ear ; but everywhere, in regard to every organ, we come upon an abrupt boundary
to our researches—the edge of that enigmatical deep, within which lies hid the

true and intrinsic germ of the physiology of sense. What passes in the delicate

filament of the optic nerve when a wave of light strikes its extremity in the

retina of the eye ? That is the first great problem, whose solution may now,

perhaps, have been brought within reach, but which has heretofore lain at an

unapproachable distance. We know that it is a motion which, in the fibre of

the eye, telegraphs to the brain the arrival of the light-wave ; an ingenious

savant has even measured the velocity of that motion, but the moving force, the

matter moved, and the form of the movement, are as yet unknown. But were
even this problem solved, did the mechanism of the organs and the processes in

the nervous fibres, which convey the impressions of the outer world to the soul,

lie before us in noonday clearness, there would yet remain for us the last and
most difficult problem : How does this physical motion, Avhich shoots along the

nerve-filaments, become in the brain a conscious sensation ? Sensation and
current (since thus we must express ourselves) are in the nervous fibre two
wholly different and in nowise comparable things—just as much so as the de-

spatch of the telegraph and the electric stream which traverses the wires ; we
know that the sensation is produced and its conditions determined by the

current, but the nature of the causative connexion is to us a mystery, like that

of the sensation itself. These passing intimations, which will assume in the

course of our inquiries a more definite and intelligible form, are here premised
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only to show tliat we should undertake an impossibility did we aim to commu-
nicate to the novices of science a complete comprehension of the mechanism of

the action of the senses. We fear, indeed, that for some of the teachings of the

theory of physical sensation, which are clear enough to the learned, it will be
difficult to find in the circuit of popular ideas pencil or colors with which to

trace a clearly comprehensible image. No doubt, indeed, that at the present

day, when both fashion and profit conspire to popularize the treasures of science,

there may be found limners who, in comparison with effectiveness, consider any
plain portraiture of the objects of sober science quite a secondary affair ; but we
eschew all afHliatiou with artists of this sort ; we willingly exchange the cheap

glitter of the parade for the honor of standing as a sentry before the sanctuary

of science. There is a vast deal in the sphere of the physiology of the senses,

which may be plainly translated into the language of the laity of science, and
which is of the more interest to them as false representations and notions are

deeply rooted and widely prevail in the ideas and expressions of mankind.
How little do men understand the operations of their senses, how little are

they qualified to form a right conception of the nature and import of a simple

sensation, pertain to whichever of the senses it may, so as to separate, on the

one hand, this bare sensation from the multifarious impressions which insensibly

combine with it, and to distinguish, on the other hand, the qualities of the sen-

sation from the properties of the external objects and incidents which occasion

it. One or two examples will substantiate this charge, and many a reader, we
are convinced, will with surprise hear that named an error which he holds to

be unquestionable truth and the result of direct observation. You hear the

sound of a string which is struck, and speak of the " resounding string ;" you
see the leaves of the trees and designate the green color as a property of the

leaves
;
you taste sugar and impute to the sugar the sweet taste : these are all

errors ! The string only vibrates—it does not sound ; the sound originates in

yourself, is the peculiar and no further to be explained sensation which arises

when the vibrating string has by its oscillations set in motion the particles of

air, a motion which these particles convey to the tympanum of the ear, this in

turn to the small bones of that organ, these to the fluid of the so-called laby-

rinth, and this to the extremities of the auditory nerves, when it is propagated

through these nerves by the unknown movement which we have designated

above as " a current" to the brain, and by a suitable adjustment of that appa-

ratus produce the condition of our sentient nature of which we are conscious

as sound. The original vibrations determine the character of the sound, but

have nothing in common with it. The same is the case with the green color of

leaves: the leaves are not green; they but possess the quality of producing

the sensation which we term green, without knowing what green is, except that

it depends on the presence between the eye and the leaf of an impalpable fluid

or ether whose ti-emulous palpitations are propagated to the organ of sight in

the form of waves. When a wave of this sort strikes upon the extremities of

the nerves in the back of the eye, that unknown current is again produced in

the appropriate filaments, and this it is which calls into being in the brain the

sentient condition which we call the sensation of light. This wave of the

ethereal particles in vibration has, like the waters of the agitated sea, a deter-

minate length, a determinate velocity, which science has measured, though the

ether itself be wholly inscrutable. Were the waves which proceed from the

leaf longer or shorter, were the velocity of the vibrations greater or less, they
would excite in the perceptive fliculty, through the nerves, a differently modi-

fied sensation which we should designate as a red, blue or yellow color. This
then is the first striking error, that each of us considers the qualities of his own
sensation to be the qualities of the external object or incident which is the

cause of the sensation. It is an error hard to be eradicated, as it is entwined

with our habits both of thought and speech, and finds countenance not only in
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the language of novicea and poets, but even in that of sober science, physicists

and physiologists still continuing 1o write of blue and red light, sounding

strings, &:c., as of old. But to proceed to other misconceptions. You press with

the sensitive points of yoiu- fingers against some object, and believe that you
feel this object immediately as one existing without your own body ; in other

words, the perception of the object touched seems a direct sensation, seems to

be the substance of the sensation. Now, this is an illusion, a confounding of

sensation with idea.

The perception of the object touched is a representation which the mind forms

for itself from the sensation by help of certain recogniticms derived from expe-

rience—an interpretation of the simple sensation, which the mind has patiently

learned to supply in the years of childhood, but it is by no means the sensation

itself Could you be suddenly carried back to the first days of life, and with

matured understanding observe the first sensations of your self-educating mind,

you would become aware that from the touching of an object there results at first

only what we may call, but scarce define in words, a sensation of pressure; that

in the simple, original, suhjective sensatiou there exists no perception of the place

of contact or part of the skin pressed. The mind first gradually learns, by
circuitous procedures, to be described below, that certain qualifying differences

in the sensation are deteimined through the different points at which the skin

is pressed, and thus first learns to set itself right as regards its widespread

organ of feeling. The mind knows nothing at the outset of objects without us;

this knowledge it first learns through the conscious movements of the organs of

feeling, whereby it is taught that the same movement of a finger is now ac-

companied with a sensation of pressure, and now is not. The idea of external

objects of sensation once acquired, it is easy, even without the help of the sense

of sight, which must itself pass through the same schooling, to recognize an
outer object as cause of the sensation, thus imparting to the latter the character

of objectivity. The mind rapidly acquires practice in the interpretation of its

sensations, no longer needs reflection to assign to each of them the appropriate

idea, and finally connects this last so unconsciously and quickly with the sensa-

tion that they present themselves simultaneously. Forgetting the mental ap-

plication by which this association has been brought about, the adult man takes

the sensatiou and idea for one, or rather conceives the last to be the very essence

of the sensation. This error is a general one, and becomes established in the pro-

cess of mental development, so that nothing less was needed than the perspica-

city and penetrating psychical analysis of one of our most eminent physiolo-

gists to fix irrevocably for science the precise boundary between sensation and
idea, ( VorstclJung.) This service we OAve to C. H. Weber, and yet, despite

the light which he has thrown upon it, a young physiologist has lati ly striven

anew and obstinately to defend the existence of an objective sensation of touch,

(tastempfiudung,) a sensation, the immediate and real essence of which is the

perception of an object touched. We could adduce many examples of the con-

fusion of sensations, and representations immediately derived therefrom,, for

each sense affords them in abundance ; nay, we are prone wholly to forget that

the sensations are subjective, and think that our senses penetrate into the out-

ward world, while, on the contrary, it is the outward world which penetrates

through the senses into us. We speak of a force of vision, which carries our

sight forth as it were into the immeasurable distance, while it is from the im-

measurable distance that the waves of light pulsate into the interior of our

eyes, and it is in the secret recesses of the brain that the mind first gathers the

sensation from the appulse of the currents of the nerves.

I could hope, by these preliminary remarks, to have excited in my readers

an interest in the mysterious functions of the senses, and the desire to bear me
company in a survey of their practical workings, to the end that we may catch

their sign-language in its natural simplicity, and eventually analyze the high
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and inexhaustibly varied signification of tliat language, the living sense which
the dead sign acquires through the operation of the thinking spirit. It is the
sense of feeling, whose nature and operations I shall first address myself to

discuss, as it is in relation to this sense probably that intelligible ideas can be most
readily conveyed to the general reader. At another time, perhaps, I may be
permitted to attempt a popular exposition of the rest of the senses, especially

the more complex ones of seeing and hearing, for which certainly a more com-
prehensive apparatus of previously acquu-ed physical knowledge will be re-

quisite.

If we ask, in the first place, what a sensation of touch is, no other reply can
be given than an enumeration of the manifold kinds of sensation which pertain

to this class ; what is felt we cannot define, nor assign any characteristic token
of the sensation. An explanation through the cause of the sensation, as, for

instance, that the sensation of heat is that which results from the touch of a
heated body, is no definition, merely a paraphrase, which gives us not the
slightest insight into the nature of the sensation itself. Neither the feeling of
pain nor hunger admits of being described, but can only be experienced, and
were there any fortunate individual who had never felt bodily pain, and wished
to know what pain is, we should never be able to satisfy his curiosity by words,
but only by communicating to him a sensation of pain, from which he might
prosecute his study of the idea at leisure. We must rely then entirely upon
the experience of the reader when we recount the impressions of this sense

;

the knowledge of their nature can only consist in a remembrance of the sensa-

tions experienced. Sensations of ^;az^, tickling, shuddering, pleasure, hunger,
thirst, pressure, heat, and cold, are the different qualities of this feeling; other
distinctions, it is true, obtain in common language, but, as will readily be seen,

without reason. The generality of mankind are prone, as regards pain alone,

to distinguish many various qualities, such as boring, burning, pricking, tearing,

&c. ; the sensation of pain, however, has probably but one quality, and the
varieties named are to be referred merely to diiferenc'es in its duration and in-

tensity. Since we cannot, in general, more closely chai'acterize any of these

qualities of feeling, it is, of course, impossible to compare them and express in

words the distinction between them. The above-named sensations admit, how-
ever, of a division into two distinctly marked classes, one of which, being the
more definite, may be designated as the sensation of touch, (tastempfinduug,)

the other as common feeling, (gemeingefiihl.) To the latter pertain sensations

of pain, shuddering, tickling, pleasure, hunger, and thirst; to tlie former those
of pressure and of temperature. The distinction between the classes will be
elucidated by the following example. If we touch an object with the finger

there arises a sense of pressure, but at the same time, as has been already
stated, an idea not alone of the existence of an external object as cause of the

pressure, but also of its size and form, the condition of its surface, its solidity

and weight. If, on the other hand, we touch hot iron, there results a purely
subjective sensation of pain, from which alone the mind derives no representa-

tion of the object which inflicts the pain and of its qualities ; or, to choose a
striking example, when pain is felt within the body, with but an obscure per-

ception of the place of suffering, the mind is unable to form from the painful

sensation the representation of an object through contact with which the pain

may be occasioned, or of the properties, form, and extent of that object. The
essential diflference, to be more fully explained hereafter, betv>^een a common
sensation and one of touch, consists, then, in this—that in the former it is the

isolated subjective sensation which excites consciousness, while with the latter

are associated objective ideas, through which alone the mind obtains a knowl-
edge of the outward world in its manifold relations. And hence is the sensa-

tion of touch a genuine function of the sense, which the common feeling of
pain is not.
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In orcler to render clear the distinction between the sense of touch and com-

mon feeling, we are forced to take a somewhat wider view. Few of my readers,

perhaps, have a correct idea of a nerve and its functions ;
and many, who rightly

or wrongly impute every evil to the poor nerves, know as little how to justify

the charge, as to appreciate ihe services of these scape-goats of the bodily

machine. Honestly speaking, physiology itself can aflPord us no certain expla-

nation of the nevous energy ; it has a prudent distrust, however, and has chased

from the temple many a time -honored error and empty phrase respecting the

action of the nerves ; and the elimination of error, we know, is the first step

towards the knowledge of truth.

I assume that my readers have derived from other sources some knowledge of

the nature, causes^ and operations of the electric current. Few will be ignorant

that such a current, however generated, may be conducted through a naetallic

wire, and, according to the nature of the apparatus with which that wire is con-

nected, produce the most surprising and varied effects ; that we may thus explode

powder, drive the wheels of a car, and set in motion the machinery of a clock or

a telegraph. Now, the inunmerable nerve-filamimts which traverse our bodies

in all directions are similar to that metallic wire, and the unknown element of

activity which shoots along the nerves is analogous to the electric current which

flashes along the wire. We wish it to be observed, that we use the word analo-

gous as implying that it is by no means the electric current itself which circu-

lates in the nerves as in the conducting wires when in a state of activity. Long

and persistent efforts have been made in the province of physiology to identify

the active principle of the nerves with the electric current on account of some

superficial resemblance in the phenomena ; but more recent and exact inquiry

has conclusively repudiated this hypothesis, by which the nervous fibres were

consigned to the simple office of conductors, and might, it would seem, have been

replaced by metallic wires. But though the nervous and the electrical currents

are not identical, they are yet strikingly comparable with one another, and we
know no better images by which, for general readers, the functions of the nerves

can be made intelligible. For, as the electric stream can be produced in the

conducting wire by different means and apparatus, so the process in the nerves

which we call " a nervous current" can, in various ways, be excited ; if, for in-

stance, we lay a nerve bare in a living animal, that nerve is thrown into a state

of activity ; or, in other words, the current is produced by wounding or by pres-

sure, by an electrical shock or the application of any irritating or corrosive

substance. The agent by which such an effect is produced we call an irritant,

and this, according to its nature, may be either mechanical, electrical, thermal,

or chemical. But besides these irritants which excite the nerves by their direct

action, there are a number of others, and those among the most important, v/hich

are only competent to that effect under certain circumstances, and with the help

of an appropriate apparatus. In this class light and sound are the most promi-

nent. We can easily satisfy ourselves by experiments brought to bear upon

the exposed nerve of a leg for instance ; neither of those active principles pro-

duces the slightest excitement. Lay bare even the optic nerve, and allow the

sun to shine upon its fibres, no irritation will be manifested ; but how different

the effect when light is admitted to that living and wonderfully constructed ap-

paratus by which the ends of those fibres are connected with the pupil of the

eye. Analogous effects are witnessed with regard to sound, which then only is

operative as a nervous irritant when its undulations have reached the extremities

of the auditory nerves after having passed through the exterior mechanism of

the ear and the fluid of the labyrinth. The undulations of light and sound,

therefore, are only mediate or indirect irritants of the nerves, and excite the

latter by means of a peculiar intermediate apparatus, in which most probably

they produce some action, whether chemical or physical, by which the nervous

current is set in motion. We might presume, for example, that the waves of
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light, when tliey strike upon this terminal apparatus of the optic nerves, produce
in its substance a chemical change, and thus supply a chemical irritant, a con-

jecture not without support in the many well-known chem'cal effects of light,

though not susceptible of previous proof. The nervous current excited by these

different mediate or immediate irritants traverses the nerves, an^, like the elec-

tric current of the wires, is adapted to the production of the most diversified

effects according to the organization and apparatus with which the nervous fibre

is in connexion. There is a large class of these filaments which, having their

origin in the brain and spinal column, penetrate the flesh, and, in some manner
not clearly understood, connect themselves with its elements, the muscular fibres.

If a current be excited by some irritant in a nerve of this sort, that current will

flow from the point of irritation to both extremities of the fibre; at the outward
extremity it takes effect upon the muscular fibre, which is so constituted that it

necessarily contracts i;nder the operation of the nervous current. The part of

the current which flows to the inner extremity in the brain and spine meets
there with no arrangement through which any phenomenal effect is manifested

;

on the other hand, there exists at the inner extremity of every nerve proceeding

to a muscle, an apparatus through which the will can excite a current in the

particular fibre. The microscope shows us this apparatus in the form of a small

bulbous body occupied by a turbid fluid and a nucleus, and physiology teaches

US that through this bulb the physical energy acts upon the nervous fibre ; but

though we thus learn the state and purpose of the mechanism, not the slightest

intimation do we gather of the nature of its action, of the way and manner in

which through this bulb the presumed immaterial principle of the will communi-
cates to the fibre the impulse from which results the contraction of the muscle

and the varied movements of the limbs. This riddle we shall, perhaps, never

solve ; it would still be one if the process within the active fibre of the nerve

were laid open ; nay, could physiology surprise the vital activity of the terminal

bulb itself, the problem would still remain inexplicable so long as the will, the

last term of the causative series, subsists as a force independent of matter. The
riddle only becomes more wonderful when we see that, at the inner end of most
probably all the remaining nerve fibres in the brain and spine, are found the so-

called ncn-e cells, being bulbous bodies, existing under wholly similar conditions.

We distinguish from the nerves of motion, whose destination we have been con-

sidering, a second great class of nervous fibres as nerves of sensation, being all

those whose excitation, by whateveiv irritant it be determined, produces some
sort of sensation. Their fibres fully resemble those which effect the movements
of the limbs, and here also we have to seek the nature of the apparatus at both

extremities, as well as that which communicates the excitation as that through

which the latter produces an effect.

We find the nerves of sensation stretching between the brain and spine on the

one hand, and the exterior surface of the body, as well as almost all the internal

organs, on the oth(u-. The apparatus of the inner extremity, therefore, is seated

in the central part of the nervous system, that of the outer extremity in the

organs of sense, the whole external surface of the skin, and in all sensitive in-

ternal organs, that is in all parts which yield a sensation on being wounded or

in-itated The destination of the terminal apparatus is here, however, reversed,

as compared with the nerves of the muscles, inasmuch as in the nerves of sen-

sation the appai-atus through which their current produces its sensitive effect is

placed at the inner extremity in the spine and brain, while the organization

connected with the outer extremity is destined to render the nerve susceptible

of excitation by certain external agents. If we irritate a nerve of sensation, the

optic nerve for instance, at any point of its course, as by compressing or electri-

fying it, a current flows to both ends of the irritated nerve: that which arrives

at the inner extremity takes effect on the appropriate apparatus and produces in

it a wholly unknown condition, whose result, as regards consciousness, is a sen-
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sation of light ; the current, on the other hand, which is transmitted to the outer

extremity of the fibre situated in the globe of the eye, meets there with no ap-

paratus by which it can manifest any effect of a phenomenal nature. If, there-

fore, we divide the optic nerve near the brain, so as to sever its collective fibres

from their termioal apparatus in the central nerve system, all irritation applied

between the point of division and the outer extremity remains ineffectual, and no

sensation can arise, just as no intelligence can be transmitted to a telegraph

station between which and the place of operation the wire has been sundered.

Heretofore it was thought that generally a nerve of sensation was capable only

of conducting a current in one direction, namely, from its external to its internal

extremity, while the nerve of motion, on the other hand, had no conducting

capacity except in the opposite direction. At present, we know with certainty

that every nerve fibre is alike qualified to conduct in both directions, the earlier

and erroneous view having arisen from the circumstance that no means were

known for demonstrating that the current may, in a nerve of sensation, be prop-

agated towards the outer extremity, and, in a nerve of motion, towards the inner

one, and hence the fact was rashly denied. Now that we possess an admirable

expedient for rendering the existence of a current perceptible at any point of a

nerve, we know that, for example, the optic nerve can conduct a current from

the brain to the globe of the eye, though we also know that in life no current is

conducted in this direction, because at the central extremity of the nerve there

exists no apparatus of excitation; and even were an irritant applied at that

extremity the current flowing outwardly must remain without effect, because at

the external extremity there exists no apparatus adapted to the manifestation of

its activity and the production of the related phenomena.
If we now ask further, how it happens that excitation of the optic nerves al-

ways produces a sensation of light, excitation of the auditory nerves a sensa-

tion of sound, and therefore by what causes single nerves ai'e adapted to the

transmission of different specific sensations, but one general answer can be

given in advance. Formerly a solution was supposed to have been found by
ascribing to each different nerve a different specific faculty, which was called

its " specific energy," without proof, and without further explanation of the ex-

pression. At present, when clearer views have been obtained of the properties

and powers of the nerves, a conviction has prevailed that all nerve-fibres pos-

sess like essential properties, and therefore like capacities for action. If this be

the case, the causes ot the difference in their actual operation should be sought

for solely in tlie apparatus on which they operate ; and we must suppose that

what occurs in the excited optic nerve is the same with what occurs in the ex-

cited auditory nerve, and also in the nerves of motion, but that at the ex-

tremity of the first there is an appropriate apparatus which converts the ner-

vous current into a sensation of light, at the extremity of the auditory nerve

another which produces from the same current a sensation of sound, while the

union of other nerves with the muscles enables the current to accomplish the

phenomenon of motion. Mankind in general are disposed to believe, without

closer inquiry, that the optic nerve transmits its peculiar sensation because it is

stimulated by light, as does the nerve of hearing, because it is stimulated by
sound, &c. ; but it is easy to prove that the difference in the effect produced is

not dependent on the difference in the means of excitation. Electricity is an
irritant which stimulates all the nerves, but when we excite the optic nerve by
an electric stroke, a sensation of light is invariably the result, as is that of sound

when the auditory nerves are similarly assailed, the same agent of excitation

thus producing a different effect, and in the case of each nerve the effect proper

to it, .which we must therefore regard as being determined by the nature of the

apparatus of the inner extremity. If we examine this apparatus in different

nerves with a view to detect supposed differences, we at once encounter the

hitherto inexplicable riddle before referred to. So far as microscopic examina-
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tion goes, it reveals to ng, at the end of all the nerves of sensation in the brain

and spinal marrow, organizations in which we seek in vain to distinguish any
essential difference. Everywhere, there are seen the seemingly simple nucleated

bulbs which we have designated as nerve-cells, and singularly enough they are

to appearance the same bulbs which we find at the inner extremity of the nerves

of motion, but which, as regards the latter, we have learned to consider as or-

ganisms for producing excitation, not as in the case of nerves of sensation or-

ganisms upon which the excited nerve is destined to operate, and through which
its phenomenal action is manifested. And yet differences must exist, since it

is incredible, even upon the most strictly spiritualistic principles, that an imma-
terial soul should be capable, from the same processes in the nervous matter, of

creating for itself different sensations. The procedure by which a sensation of

light is produced in the mind must of necessity be different from that by which
a sensation of sound or of touch is provoked. If we can detect no such differ-

ences in the terminal apparatus of the nerves, the fault lies with our present de-

fective means of investigation, and we must await further light from future

researches.

Having thus seen that a numerous class of nerves are adapted by the nature

of their inner terminal apparatus to become the vehicles of sensation, it remains

for us to cast a glance at their outer terminations and the arrangements there

provided. Here we find those wonderful adaptations, the organs of sense, of

whose destination something has already been said. The capacity of the optic

nerve, by virtue of its interior apparatus, to produce on being excited the per-

ception of light, would be of little account if the nerve lay bare to the day, so

as to respond by a sensation of light at the solicitation of every casual excite-

ment, whether proceeding from a blow, from heat, cold, electricity, or chemical

agency. It becomes, however, of inestimable value when the nerve, besides

being adapted to one only definite kind of excitement, is carefully sheltered

from eveiy other, and when this specific excitement is one to which all other

nerves are insensible. The optic nerve is destined for excitation through the

undulations of light, and is provided at the end directed towards the outward
world with the organs necessary for that purpose. Those undulations form na-

turally its sole and exclusive means of excitation, and are hence designated in

science as the "adequate" irritant of the optic nerve. Only thus is it possible

for the excitability of this nerve to convey to the sensoriura an authentic im-

pression of the outw'ard world, so far as it is to be derived from the definite ex-

ternal agent, light. But how imperfect were the communications of the visual

nerve if it simply apprised us of the presence and absence of light, and, perhaps,

through the degi'ee of excitation, of the intensity of its beams, if the only
function of our eyes were to distinguish daylight and darkness ! How vastly

is their value enhanced through their power of placing external objects before

us in an endless diversity of shapes, magnitudes, and colors ! We can here

only depict with a few strokes the principle of those exquisite performances

which we hope hereafter to discuss in a more detailed manner. The first con-

dition of this action is the capacity of the optic nerves to produce those differ-

ently qualified sensations which correspond to the different sorts of external

light, that is to say, to the waves of different lengths formed by the vibrating

particles of light, and which induce in our minds the perception of different

colors. Each perception of color corresponds to a wave of the vibi-ating light-

element of determinate length. That through this faculty alone the circle of

intimations which the mind receives by means of the nerves of vision is greatly

widened is at once evident. But as thus far we have spoken of one nervous
current in general, as of one like process in all nerves, it is now proper to sug-

gest a slight modification of this expression, without thereby vitiating, however,
our comparison of the electric and the nervous currents. It is, indeed, very con-

ceivable, and even probable, that the "current" in the nerves of motion which
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occasions tte contraction of the muscles, is the same with that in the optic n*ve
thi'ough which tlic latter produces a sensation of light; the wholly unlike effects

of the currents of both nerves may be completely explained by the difference of

the apparatus on which they operate. But it is impossible that in one and the

same fibre of the optic nerve exactly the same current should evoke now the

sensation of red and now of blue light, according as the extremity of the fibre

is struck by one or the other of the corresponding undulations
;
yet we know

with absolute certainty that the veiy same fibre really produces differently qual-

ified sensations of color, and that there are not fibres, some for the transmission

of red and others of blue light. Since, then, one and the same sort of nervous

current in the same fibre, with the same terminal apparatus, can by no possi-

bility produce difiercnt effects, we must necessarily assume that there exist just

as many modifications of the nervous current for the fibre of the optic nerve as

we experience different qualities in sensations pertaining to color. Wherein
these modifications consist we are not at present in a condition to explain, but

we may with confidence assert that they can by no means pertain to processes

essentially differing from one another, but are rather slight modifications of a

process which is substantially one and the same. To this conclusion we are

not led by observation of the residts, that is to say, of the diff'erent sensations;

for the sensations of blue and of red color are so little comparable with one an-

other, that without other proofs of the relation we could scarcely infer from

themselves that they are only diff'erent modifications of the same principle. It

is by a comparison of the external and qualifying causes that we are guided to

the above conclusion. Since we know that the sensations of red and of blue

color are occasioned by the vibrations of the same luminous ether, and that it is

only a small difl'erence in the length of the -waves of the vibrating medium
which causes the qualitative difference of the sensations, we must also conclude

that the qualities of the nervous currents differ as inconsiderably from one an-

other as the external catises. It might be conjectured that the difference in

the sensations proceeds only from a dilFerence of velocity in the nervous current;

but we guardedly use the word "conjectured" to avert the possibility of what is

merely a suggestion being regarded as an assertion.

The most important function of the eye is certainly that by which it aff'ords a

perception of the relative position of the objects from which the rays of light

are directed upon it. For this purpose there is placed before the stiperficial ex-

pansion of the outer extremities of the fibres of the optic nerve the retina, a
complete optical apparatus, a camera ohscura, which delineates on this surface

formed by the ends of the nerves a small and distinct image of the objects be-

fore the eye, just as the camera obscura of the photographer projects such an

image on the blank plate or sensitive collodion in the rear. On the structure of

this natural camera ohscura we need not here dilate. In the mere presence, in-

deed, of an image of external objects on the retina there lies no effective reason

that the image shottld be perceived as such ; on the contrary, it is clear that there

can be here no question of direct perceptions of space or proportion ; the ques-

tion with which we have to deal is this : how do the sensations occasioned by
an image connect themselves with such localizing representations as correspond

with the actual local relations of the object? This takes place after the follow-

ing manner : like the small stones in a Homan mosaic, the delicate points con-

stituting the extremities of the optic nerve-fibres are disposed near one another

in the above-mentioned surface of the eye in regular order. If oue such point

receive an impression of light there arises in the nerve- fibre proceeding from

that point a current of excitation which is propagated to' the brain, but which,

(and this is a most important law, J being confined to this one fibre, remains "ie-

olated," and is not taken up by the other fibres of the trunk of the optic'nerve

lying in immediate contact with the former. Now, if two different points re-

ceive simultaneously two different impressions from the light, so that two mi-

17 S
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nute images fall at two difiFerent places on the retina, a nervous current will be
directed from either point along the respective fibres to the brain, and each will

produce its separate, and not a blended, sensation. Thus the mind, from two
impressions, when different fibres are excited, acquires two sensations, and from
three impressions three separate sensations ; but the divided sensation conveys

no immediate perception of a relative position. The place at which the three

particles of light struck the retina, the situation of the ends of the irritated

nerves, forms no part of the sensation ; from the mere sensation we obtain no in-

telligence whether the rays of light struck the retina in a right line or angu-

larly, or how widely separated are the points from which they proceeded. At
the knowledge of these relations of space the mind first arrives by more circuit-

ous processes. We must imagine that the sensations which the individual nerve

fibres produce are distinguit^hed from one another, in some manner which cannot

be clearly indicated ; that the sensation of blue light, for instance, always bears

with it, according to the fibre excited, a certain definite token, which, while it is

constant for that one fibre, is distinguishable from the token of every other

fibre. It is from these tokens that the mind learns to form for itself represent-

ations of relative position ; or, in other words, learns to refer every such token

to a determinate place in its instinctive representation of space, and consequently

to assign every sensation, which is accompanied by this token, to the corre-

sponding place in the space-picture. When, therefore, as was above supposed,

three separate sensations of light arise simultaneously from three impressions,

each of the impressions bears with it that localizing token, according to which
the mind forms for itself a representation or idea of the relative situation and
distance of the points from which the irritating rays proceed. If it be the

image of a candle flame which falls on the retina, the separate sensations

which arise are as many in number as the ends of the nerves irritated, and these

separate sensations disclose through their localizing tokens that the exciting im-

pressions lie near one another in the form of a flame. In what manner the mind
learns to refer the visual sensations with the attending representations of posi-

tion to objects exterior to the body and from which the rays proceed, to give

them ohjcctivity, in a word, has been shown above. It is needless to say that

the mind originally knows nothing of the image on the retina as an object of

sight, nor is aware of its presence ; scientific research has first shown its exist-

ence and causative relation to the perceptions of light.

Thus much we have thought proper to say, by way of example, respecting

the purpose and structure of the apparatus adapted to the exterior terminations

of the nerves of sensation ; it would detain us too long to dwell at present upon
other provisions of this sort, si\cli as that by which the undulations of sound are

converted into a suitable irritant for the nerves of hearing, &c. We return from

this digression upon the general physiology of the nerves and senses to a more
particular consideration of the sense of feeling, with a hope that the foregoing

discussion may have rendered what we have to say upon that and other special

topics more easily intelligible.

Nearly all parts of our body are furnished with nerves of feeling—that is,

with nerves whose excitation, through its effect on the cells at the interior ter-

mination of the nervous fibres, produces Some one of the above recited sensa-

tions of feeling; and indeed there is one quality of such sensations which ail

these nerves are capable of generating, and which is therefore characteristic of

them—the sensation, namely, of pain. Hence, would we ascertain, respecting

any branch of nerves in the body, whether it contains any fibres of sensation,

v/e have only to search for it in a living animal and observe whether the irrita-

tion of it is followed by indications of uneasiness, (outcry, attempt at flight,)

a kiua of experiment which, in the eyes of the laity, has rendered the ideas of

physiologist and cruelly almost inseparable, but with as little justice, on the
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wliole, as the association which, in the mind of a child, connects the physician

with the suffering which it is his purpose to relieve.

Still, were the function of the nerves of feeling limited to the production of

pain, we could blame no one for incredulity in regard to their utility. There are

a great number, however, of the nerves of feeling, and, indeed, all those whose
outer terminations are imbedded in the skin of the general surface of the body,

and in the mucous membrane of the cavity of the mouth, which, besides the

general feeling of pain under certain conditions, are destined, through a more
than ordinary activity, to produce those peculiar modifications of feeling which,

from their external causes, we denominate sensations of pressure and tempera-

ture, and which, on grounds above indicated, we contradistinguish from the com-

mon feeling as true sensations of the sense of touch. The nerves of the outer

skin and of the mucous membraae of the mouth we term, therefore, nerves of

touch. A pressure applied to the skin gives rise not only to the corresponding

sensation of pressure, but to the perception of an object which presses, as well

as of its form and size. Touching the skin with a moderately warm or cold

body imparts a feeling of warmth or cold. On the other hand, if a muscular

part, which likewise possesses nerves of sensation, be laid bare by incision,,

there results, not a sensation of pressure, but of pain; not the idea of an in-

cisive object, but only a consciousness of subjective hurt ; so, too, from the touch

of a hot body there results, not a feeling of warmth, but of pain On what con-

"ditions these functional activities of the nerves of the skin depend maybe shown
by a simple and easily repeated experiment. These nerves produce the specific

sensations of pressure and temperature above referred to, then only, when the

external irritants, whether of pressure, of heat, or of cold, operate upon the

ends of the nerves existing in the skin, but not when those irritants act upon,

the nerve- fibres in their intermediate course between the skin and the Drain.

The nerves of sensation which terminate in the skin of a part of the finger be-

come combined in their passage to the brain into one stem, which, at the place

of the elbow, called by Germans "das Mauschen," runs deep under the outer

skin. Now, if we dip the finger of a hand in cold water we perceive a sen-

sation of cold ; but if, on the other hand, we immerse the elbow in the same
water, though a sensation of cold is at first felt through the skin, after some
moments, when the cold has penetrated the skin and reached the nerve-stem be-

low, there arises a sensation of pain, which has nothing in common with that of

cold, and suggests no idea of an external cold object as cause of the uneasiness.

How is this to be accounted for? The same irritant operating on the same
nerve-fibres, and with so different a result! The difference is founded in this:,

that, at the extremities of the nerves on which the cold acts in the skin of both

finger and elbow, an organic apparatus exists, which, set in action by the appli-

cation of cold, produces in the nerve-fibres a peculiar sort of current, which con-

veys to the brain a sensation of cold. If, on the other hand, the cold strikes

these nerve-fibres in their passage, it occasions, indeed, an excitation; but, as

here the apparatus is wanting to effect a modification of the excitement, only the

ordinary nerve-current is set in motion, which communicates the simplest sen-

sation, the common feeling, namely, of pain. The same is the result in the case

of pressure, which, producing at the cxt'rcmitics only a sensation of pressure,

occasions pain when applied to the stem. In making the experiment mentioned,

another noticeable distinction will occur to every attentive observer. On im-

mersing the fingers we perceive the cold in the portions of skin touched by the

cold water; with bandaged eyes we can exactly determine from the sensation

on which finger and what parts of the same the cold takes effect. In dipping

the elbow, however, till pain arises, we feel this pain, strangely enough, not at

the place which is immersed, but in the skin of the hand and finger ; in like

manner, these ar? the parts whiL-h pain us when we strike that portion of the
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elbow under wliicli runs tlae nerve in question ; and tliug, likewise, it is the foot

and toes which are benumbed when, by pressure on that part of the thigh under
which lies the nerve running to those members, the feeling is produced which
we call being " asleep." Thus, while with the sensations of touch there is con-

nected a rigid perception of the point at which the exciting cause operates, there

is ^ false perception in the case of the common feeling of pain ; we transfer the

place of uneasiness to those parts where the nerves of the irritated member
terminate. A striking instance of this erroneous transposition is frequently wit-

nessed in cases of amputation; if the ends of the divided nerves in an amputated
arm or leg become ii-ritated, it is usual for the patient to feel the pain in the

finger or toes of the removed member. The error is easily explained if we in-

T-estigate the origin of the localizing sensation. In no sensation, either that of

louch or of pain, is the perception of place originally comprised ; we can have
as little direct perception of a place as of an object ; we acquire only indirectly

and mediately, by help of the sensation, an idea of the place of excitation and of

an exciting external object. The origination of both ideas is intimately con-

nected. Further on, when we specially consider the sense of place, (Ortsinn,)

it will be shown that the localization of a sensation of touch and the perception

of space through the sense of touch depend on analogous conditions, as we have
already incidentally stated in regard to the perception of space through the sense

of sight. In like manner, every sensation of touch has, for each fibre which
causes it, a peculiar sign or token from which we learn to form the idea of the .

situation of the terminal point of that fibre in the skin, and we soon attain a pro-

ficiency which enables us instantaneously to distinguish the local sign which
corresponds with the sensation. But the same sign also accompanies the sensa-

tion generated by any particular fibre when this is irritated, not at its extremity,

but at some point in its passage; no wonder then that the mind is deceived, and
•assigns the origin of the sensation to that point to which, by the customary

token, it has been taught at first to refer it. Thus the pain communicated by
the nerve-fibres of the elbow is referred to all the points in which those collective

fibres terminate. That, moreover, it is only the sensations of touch and tem-

perature—sensations arising from excitation of the ends of the nerves fn the skin

—

which relate to outer ohjccts, while the sensations of pain, on the other hand, are

-always subjective, may be shown in the following manner, thus establishing a

still Avider and substantial difference between the two classes of sensations

—

that of touch and that of common feeling. "We learn to distinguish external

objects as causes of sensation by satisfying ourselves of the endless variations

of the sensation arising from the movement of the sensitive parts of our body
towards exterior objects, or of those objects towards our organs of sensation.

That we am-ive at this knowledge is owing to two essential conditions : first,

that our organ of touch, the sensitive surfaces of our skin, are, in the highest

degree and the most different directions, movable ; and secondly, that we pos-

sess a peculiar, but generally unnoticed sense, which continually apprises us

that our limbs are in a state of rest or of .motion ; and if the former, what is

their actual position ; if the latter, what is the extent and direction of the move-

ment. Close your eyes and execute all possible movements, you will be always

and accurately conscious what motion has been performed by each member,
what has been at each moment the relative position of each limb in regard to

every other.

To return to the important help afforded by this sixth sense in the operations

pertaining to touch : the organs of this sense arc the muscles, each of which in

acting, or by the contraction through which the points of attachment at its ends

are brought nearer together, produces a sensation whose intensity is proportional

to the effort and the extent of the actual contraction. The mind learns to in-

terpret these feelings of effort like other sensations; it ascertains that, with every
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change of position of the limbs, a sensation of definite quality and intensity is

connected, and hence, when experience is sufficiently matured, involuntarily

associates with every such sensation a correct idea of the nature and extent of

the corresponding movement. How, now, do those sensations of movement
co-operate with the sensations of touch in the formation of objective ideas ? Wo
experience that one and the same movement, of the hand, for instance, and
therefore one and the same feeling of movement is at one time connected with
a sensation' of touch, and at another is not, (according as some external object is

or is not encountered,) and we thence conclude, in the first place, that the sen-

sation of touch is no essentially concomitant phenomenon, no invariable conse-

quence of the sensation of movement. Wo further experience that often, in the

conscious and entire rest of our limbs, a sensation of touch arises, (if an object

be brought into contact with our organs of touch,) that the state of rest still

continuing, the sensation changes, and difierent organs of touch became succes-

sively sensitive, (if the object be moved along the surfaces of this species of sen-

sibility.) We experience, finally, that if by a movement a sensation of touch
commences, the same becomes changed, on further movement, in various ways,
both qualitative and quantitative. It is evident that all these experiences must
force upon us the inference that the causes of our sensations of touch are ex-

ternal ; that the movement of the limbs brings our organs of touch into commu-
nication with difierent outward excitants of sensation. From these external ob-

jects of touch we learn to distinguish, as belonging to our own body, those whose
touch produces a double sensation, as well in the part touching as in that which
is touched. If a part of our body be insensible, it seems to the touching finger,

provided no other sense correct the illusion, to be a foreign and external object.

Thus it often happens that through protracted pressure in sleep on the nerves

of the arm, the latter is rendered, for a time, so entirely insensible that when, on
awaking, the arm which is "asleep" is touched with the hand of the other, we
can scarcely but believe that it is the arm of a stranger with which our hand
has come into contact.

Finally, we might here adduce an important general distinction between the

sense of touch and of pain, drawn from the relations of both to the exciting cause.

How sensitive an apparatus of measurement as regards pressure and temperature,

is our organ of touch ; what small degrees of pressure, what slight changes of tem-
peratui-e does it indicate ! Not that, like the thermometer and barometer, it an-

nounces the absolute amount of the weight pressing upon the skin, or of the tem-
perature of a medium to which it is exposed; but it informs us by sensations, to

which we can assign no numerical value, whether the skin is compressed or

stretched, whether heat be supplied or withdrawn, and the perfection of its per-

formances rests chiefly on this, that of two pressures or temperatures taking

effect one after the other on the skin, it can rightly discriminate the higher and
lower, even to slight difi'erences. How exactly, besides, does the duration of

a sensation of touch correspond with the duration of the exciting cause; it has,

indeed, been observed that the sensation does really endure for a minute point

of time longer than, for instance, the actual compression of the skin, but the

duration of this excess is so inappreciably small as not to detract sensibly from
the exact synchronism of the touch and the sensation. If we pass a finger

rapidly over sandstone, we distinctly feel that the surface is rough and beset

with prominences, and why ? Because we are able to distinguish the alternation

of impressions caused by the minute projections and the pauses in those sensations

produced by the intervening depressions, however short these pauses may be
rendered by rapidity of movement. How dift'erent is it in these respects with
the common feeling of pain. In the first place, for its excitation, proportiouably

far higher degrees of external influence are requisite; at the same points of tho
skin where the slightest pressure or the least alternations of heat and cold are
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promptly perceived, no inconsiderable amoitnt of either must be present in order to

produce pain. Next, the degree of pain by no means maintains so exact a pro-

portion to ihe degree of the excitement ; they do not observe so parallel a

course that from the intensity of the pain we can form a certain determination

respecting the magnitude of the exciting cause. Finally, the relative duration

of the pain and of its cause depends on very different conditions ; the pain often

first arises long after the access of the cause which provokes it, and outlasts the

latter in many cases for a considerable time, as we need not show by special

examples.

"We hope that this general outline has sufficiently satisfied our readers of

the important characteristic differences between the proper perceptions of the

sense of touch and of the common feelings produced by the nerves of sensa-

tion. We turn now to a closer consideration of the individual action of those

nerves, and especially to the operations of the sense of touch.

As it has been above stated that the sensations of touch, and hence the per-

ceptions of pressure, of warmth and of cold, only arise when the corre-

sponding irritants act in a moderate degree upon the ends of the nerves in the

outer skin and the cavity of the month, the task which next awaits us is to in-

quire into the nature of these outer ends, to seek, with the help of the micro-

scope, to discover the structure of those terminal points which we regard as or-

gans of sense, in order to explain, if possible, the specific action v/hich is only

exerted from those outward points. But, alas, respected reader, no satisfactory

solution of this important problem has as yet proved practicable to science.

With the best microscopes it is extremely difficult, and in many cases wholly

impossible, to follow the individual nerve-fibres to their final terminations ; we
often see them, after grov,dng extremely thin and pale, disappear among the

elements of the tissue into which they enter, without our being able to say

what has become of them. Until lately we possessed, regarding the destina-

tion of the nerves in the skin, scarcely anything more than conjectures, and of

these the two principal -were contradictory. According to the one the nerves

terminated in loops—that is, they were bent round under the cuticle, and the

fibres thus bent returned again into the nerve stem ; according to the other, the

ends in which the fibres terminated were free. Recently, the latter conjecture

has been fully confirmed, no less by direct observation than upon physiological

groi^^ds, in which the free termination was a priori assumed as a postulate;

but the nature of the free extremities and the structural arrangements which we
must suppose to be connected Avith them remained, till even a recent day, just

as obscure in regard to the skin as to other organs of sense. Within a short

time past, however, we are indebted for much light to the investigations of a

physiologist of great merit, R. Wagner, and his scholar Meissner. For their

better comprehension we must premise that the skin consists of two distinct

layers; the outer, superficial cuticle {cpider?nis,) which appears to be only a

protective covering, consists of merely flat microscopic plates or scales over-

laying and connected with one another. As the exterior layers of this cuticle

are constantly wearing away and falling off", they are still repl iced by new
layers which form on the under side. The second or proper skin, the cutis

{Ixder/iaut,) is a closely interwoven tissue, Avhose substratum is a somewhat soft

mass penetrated by numberless small and flexible fibres. In this mass, which

gives to the skin its firmness as well as extensibility, a network of fine

blood-vessels is imbedded; nerve-stems also enter it in great number and pass

with many convolutions towards the upper surface of the cutis, where the sin-

gle nerve-fibres become disentangled and terminate close under the cuticle. The
surfiice, where the lower skin is bounded by the cuticle, is by no means a smooth

or even one, but is beset with countless cone-shaped prominences, which fit, as

the fingers do iu a glove, into corresponding cavities of the cuticle. It is into
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these prominences, called papillae, that the nerve-fibres enter, and It is in these
that we are to seek their free extremities. Attempts had accordingly been long
made, but in vain, to follow the nerves under the microscope to their termina-

tion in the papillae ; it was reserved for the above-named observers to descry, at

certain points of the skin, and just those indeed which are distinguished by the

finest sense of touch, as, for instance, the inner side of the fing-er ends, the ai3-

propriate apparatus in which the nerves of feeling terminate. They found that

in all the papillce, into which nerve-fibres enter from the deeper portion of the

skin, there exist small soft bulbous bodies, seemingly filled with fluid ; that to

each of these little bulbs one, two, or even three nerve-fibres find their way,
penetrate its walls at some ^oint, and having entered, each becomes divided

into a tuft of very delicate branches, which branches again run off each into a

fine point. These bulbs with their tufts of nerve-branches have received the

name in German, of " tastkorperchen," (touch-corpuscles,) because they un-

avoidably suggested to the discoverers a close connexion with the operation

of the nerves to which .they are attached, and for which they presumably serve

as sense-organs. But if we ask what takes place in the bulbs, how they oper-

ate as an intermediary between the outward exciting cause and the extremities

of the nerves, we remain at a loss for an answer. We are not yet able to in-

dicate even in a general way the mode of operation of these wonderful organs,

nor have we a full understanding of their mechanism. We have shown above
that for an explanation of the origin of those specific sensations of pressure and
temperature which only arise through an excitation of the extremities of the

nerves, we must suppose a peculiar apparatus for those extremities, by the in-

tervention of which the corresponding and appropriate modifications of the ner-

vous current are effected. The hope of finding this apparatus in the corpus-

cles just referred to vanishes, Avhen we see that these corpuscles only occur

in very circumscribed portions of the skin, while the sensations of touch may
be elicited from the whole surface. -We have seen that for an explanation of

perceptions relating to space, it must be supposed that each fibre possesses

some peculiarity in its excitation, which serves for the mind as a local sign or

token. The office of impressing this token on the fibres cannot possibly be
ascribed to the corpuscles in question, as well because the latter only occur in

limited places as because these local tokens, as we have seen, also accompany
the excitation when the fibres are excited, not at their extremities, but in their

intermediate passage. After amputation of a limb, the pain is referred to the

no longer existing part in which the ends of the excited nerves were once situ-

ated. Lastly, we find in places of the skin which possess these corpuscles no
action different from that of places which at least do not seem to possess them.
In short, we are forced to confess that- here are organs which we do not under-

stand, and the value of their discoverj!^ remains to be determined hereafter.

Inasmuch as the operations of the sense of touch consist in the production
of sensations of jiressure and of temperature, each of which constitutes a peculiar

sphere of intelligence for the mind, we draw a distinction between a sense of pres-

sure and a sense of temperature. Inasmuch as each sensation of pressure and
temperature is attended by a perception of the place of the skin whence it is ex-

cited, and with this perception again a peculiar circle of intimations is associated,

we establish by the side of the former a sense of locality., (ortsinn,) though it

must always be recollected that the perception of place is not a sensation like

those of pressure and of temperature, but only a mediate idea connecting itself

with those sensations, from which indeed it is acquired.

We first turn our attention to the sense of pressure. The proximate cause
of a sensation of pressure is either a pressure by which the portions of skin
between the nerve-ends and the object exerting the pressure are more or less

compressed, or a negative pressure or traction by which a stretching of the skiu
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is effected. It is highly probable that the quality of the simple sensation ia

precisely the same in both cases. We learn only from circumstances, especially

from the accompanying muscular feeling, whether pressure or pulling, compres-
sion or stretching of the skin, has occasioned the sensation, and associate with
the idea corresponding to the sensation that of the direction of the force moving
the portions of skin—an idea which, as well as many others, we falsely regard
as essentially a part of the sensation. Every one thinks he sees the direction

in which a ray of light comes to the eye, and thus the direction in which a
visible object lies ; that he hears in what direction a sound reaches his ear,

because the idea of the direction, to which in these respects the muscular feel-

ing chiefly contributes, connects itself immediately and unconsciously with the

sensation of light or of sound. The bare sensation can, in itself, just as little

express the direction of the exciting force as the electric current, which moves
the index of the telegraph, can furnish an indication of the direction from which
it proceeded. A simple example will illustrate the formation of such an idea of
direction in the case of sensations of touch. If some one plucks us by the
hair, without our seeing him, we immediately conceive the direction in which
he has drawn us, but not from the sensation, not even mediately from this, but
from the feeling which arises in those muscles of the neck that offer resistance

to the turning of the head in consequence of the traction ; and it is again neces-

sary that we should have previously learned from experience to interpret all

these muscular feelings, so as to know with what movement each of them is

connected. That it is really the muscular feeling from which we divine the
direction of the traction, is evident from the fact that we no longer know that

direction, when our head is so firmly held by a third person as to prevent its

following the communicated impulse.

For compression of the skin to produce a sensation of pressure, it is neces-

sary that the former should not fall below a certain degree of intensity nor rise

above another certain degree.

Pressure, if too strong, creates, instead of such sensation, pain ; if too light

it does not excite the nerves ; we feel not, for instance, the pressure which a
small bit of paper exerts by its weight on the skin, especially not on the parts

of the latter where the epidermis is of greater thickness and hence embai'rasses

the propagation of the pressure to the ends of the nerves in the under skin.

Within these limits of intensity but one and the self-same sensation, as to qual-

ity, is produced by whatsoever pressure ; no matter by what force or by what
object the latter is occasioned, whether the organ of touch move towards the
object or this towards the organ, and the pressure be thus created by the resist-

ance of either to the movement o^ the other, there is in effect only one kind
of sensation as regards pressure. This assertion may sound strangely to one
not conversant with such discussions, AvliO has been accustomed to assume that

it is from the different qualities of the sensation arising from the touch of an
object that he forms a judgment of the properties of such object, the material

of which it consists, &c. Yet is it one and the same kind of sensation upon
which is founded the perception of roughness and smoothness, hardness and
softness, dryness and moisture, &c.; the self-same sensation of pressure arises

whether the object touched be of wood, metal, gum or clay. What enables us
to know those properties and materials may be made clear by a single example.
If with closed eyes you receive a ball in your hand, a moment's examination by
touching enables you to pronounce a complete judgment respecting it You
feel that the object is, in form, round

;
you can perhaps indicate its size, and

can certainly decide whether it be rough or smooth, heavy or light, hard or

soft, elastic or otherwise
;
you can even rightly conjecture whether it consist of

wood or metal. From what impressions do you form this comprehensive judg-

ment, which affords a complete image of the performances of the sense of touch
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in general ] To the knowledge of the form and size conduces, partly what we
have termed the sense of place in the skin, which, in a manner to be hereafter

explained, announces the extent and situation of the points of the skin which
are touched, partly the muscular feeling, which, as already shown, represents

to us at every moment the relative position of our members, and informs us in

the present case that the parts of the hand touched by the object enclose an
orbicular space. "Were the ball too large to be encircled by the hand the touch-

ing of a section of it would for the most part sufEce to convey the idea of rotuu;

dity, the known form of part of the surface affording an inference as to the

rest, but a certain determination is arrived at if a linger b# exploringly moved,
here and there, over the surface of the whole object, and the muscular feeling

which one has learned from experience to regard as the inseparable concomitant

of movement in a circle accompanies all these movements. The similarity of

this feeling, in whatever direction the finger be moved over the object, apprises

you that the form corresponds to the conception which you have learned to

form of a ball. Whether the ball be rough or smooth is determined by the

sense of place in the skin; we call it smooth, when the intensity of the sensation

is precisely the same at all the points of the skin, which through the sense just

mentioned, we know to be situated near one another ; we call it rough when
several parts of the skin at certain small distances from one another are felt

to be more strongly pressed than the intermediate parts, whence we refer the

occasional stronger impressions to corresponding prominences in the surface

touched. We yet more sensibly distinguisli the roughness and smoothness
when we move the finger-end over the surface, to try. whether the successive

impressions made on the same points of the skin are equally strong, or altern-

ately stronger and weaker from gliding over the prominences and depressions.

The weight of the ball is conceived of either directly from the intensity

of the sensation of pressure in those parts of the skin on which it rests, or

from the intensity of the muscular feeling—that is, from the sensible de-

gree of effort which must be put forth to sustain or raise it. We compare
the weight with the acquired idea of the size of the ball, and thence form a
judgment of its relative heaviness or the specific gravity of the material of

which it is composed. We decide that the ball is hard or soft, elastic or firm,

from the amount of resistance which it opposes to compression, and of the

amount of this resistance we judge from the degree of conscious exertion of the

muscles, and from the increase of strength in the sensation of pressure with
the increasing effort employed to produce compression. If, finally, we ascertain

that relatively to its circumference the weight of the ball is considerable, that

a sensation of cold is communicated, (what that is we shall presently see,) we
conclude that the object is of metal, since we know from experience that it is

to metal these properties pertain. This example will serve to show by what
complex and circuitous processes the comprehensive judgment, which almost
at the moment of the touching stands ready formed before the mind, is elabo-

rated; will serve to show the mechanism of the manifold operations of the soul,

through whose co-operative working, schooled by experience, the raw material

of the mere sensations is, with wonderful rapidity, transformed into an harmo-
nious and colored image which we are accustomed thoughtlessly to receive as

the substance, simply and directly, of the sensation ; will serve, in fine, to show
what part in this is borne by the sensation of pressure with its single charac-

teristic.

Every one knows that the strength of tlie sensation of pressure corresponds
to the force of the pressure on the skin, the one increasing or decreasing with
the other. Without this proportionality, one of the most valuable functions of

our sense of touch, the comparative estimate, namely, of the force Avitli which
different objects exert a pressure, and cousequentlv the discrimination of weight
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would be impossible, or at least in the highest degree uncertain. The apprecia-

tion of pressures according to the intensity of the sensation is tolerably exact

and certain, as we shall presently show ; but the scale by which v/e measure is

in nowise to be compared with the weights from which, with the help of the

balance, we determine the precise numerical value of these same pressures.

We have no scale on which the mind can read the absolute value of a sensation

of pressure of a determinate intensity; we are able, indeed, of two successive

sensations to say which is the stronger, which the weaker ; we can decide

whether the intensity differs little or much, but we cannot express this difference

in numerals and prmiounce one sensation to be twice, thrice, or half as strong as

another with which it is compared. While undergoing its training, the mind
gradually learns to connect with different sensations the idea of corresponding

differences of intensity in the forces of pressure, and the different degrees of

sensation with the ideas of the corresponding forces become so stamped upon
memory that at a moment's warning we are in a condition to interpret every such

sensation and to refer it to a certain amount of outward pressure. We form for

ourselves, for instance, an accurate recollection of the sensation which arises

when the weight of pressure stands, as the balance announces, at the ratio of

1 : 2, and in other absolute proportions, and in this way attain a faculty of dis-

crimination, gradually becoming through practice more sensitive and certain,

for amounts and differences of pressure. If we inquire as to the manner in

which we essay the trial of weight by help of the sense of touch, an interest-

ing circumstance must be noticed. It has already been seen that, for the esti-

mate of weights we have in our muscles a second means to which we principally

recur for the trial of greater weights. We lift the object and estimate its grav-

ity by the intensity of the feeling of effort in the exerted muscles, after we
have gradually learned to interpret this feeling in reference to its intensity, as

in the case of sensations of pressure. If, therefore, we would employ the latter

only in the trial, we must exclude all aid of the muscular feeling ; for which
purpose the organ of proof, the hand, must be fully supported and left at rest

with its back on the support, while the weights to be essayed are laid upon the

palm. For comparison of two different weights the determination is simple

and easy, if both are laid at the same time on two different places of the hand
and the relative weight be estimated by the intensity of the separate sensations

simultaneously excited. But our judgment is more accurate and our power of

discrimination nicer if we deposit the weights, one after the other, on the same
place of the hand, in such manner that the second and actual sensation is

compared- with the first and simply remembered one, instead of two actual

and simultaneous sensations being compared as in the former instance;

indeed, the recollection of the previous sensation is so tenacious that no incon-

siderable interval may elapse between the two trials without rendering our

judgment as regards the first sensation uncertain, and the greater the difference of

the two compared weights, the longer may this interval be without prejudice to

the accuracy of our estimate. If we lay on the hand of an individual whose
eyes are bandaged or averted, so that the sight shall lend no assistance to the

judgment, first a weight of two ounces, and afterward on the same place

a weight of two and a half ounces, the lapse of two minutes will occasion

no error as to the greater heaviness of the second. If the weights be depos-

ited on the hand in immediate sequence we distinguish with certainty

. fourteen and fifteen ounces as being of different weight, and recognize

which is the heavier. We should observe, however, that the weights to

be compared must be deposited on the same place of the hand ;

" were
we to place one of two equal weights on the finger-end, so rich in nerves,

the other on the palm, in which the nerves are so much rarer, we should cer-

tainly decide in favor of the preponderance of the former. Again : it id
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necessary tliat the base with whicli the weights rest on the skin should not in

the one occupy a much greater surface than in the other; we cannot accurately

compare two weights, of which the one presses on a few square lines, the other on
the whole surface of the hand. Both these conditions seem to be founded on
the fact that in our judgment we do not closely discriminate between the inten-

sity and the extension of the sensation, but are led erroneously to infer, from
the greater expansion of the feeling or, what is the same thing, from the greater

number of nerve-fibres involved, a greater intensity of pressure. A third requisite

for accurate appreciation of weight through the sense of touch is, that the weights

to be compared should have an equal temperature; of two 'equal wejghts, having
different temperatures, Ave should hold, under circumstances otherwise equal, tlie

warmer to be the lighter, the colder the heavier, and this probably because the

effect of pressure on the particles of the skin expanded by warmth is differ-

ent from that exerted on the same particles corrugated by cold. Lastly, it will

be readily conceived that in the act of placing both weights on the hand no
greater degree of pressure should be exerted in case of one than the other.

Thus much of the sense of pressure and its offices ; how the mind makes use

of it, what knowledge is derived from its communications, the above examples
sufficiently indicate. To this, and to the closely allied muscular feeling, beyond
all things else, we are indebted for a right conception or idea of force.

We turn now to the second faculty of the sense of touch, the sense of tem-

perature. That we arc not able to give a nearer definition of the nature of a
sensation of heat or cold has been already explained in our introduction ; our
next thesis, therefore, is to inquire in what manner these sensations are evoked.

A sensation of this sort arises in general as soon as the temperature proper to

the skin, and maintained by the blood, undei'goes a change, either to a higher

or lower grade. If the temperature of the skin be raised by an accession of

heat from without, an excitation of the ends of the nerves is produced, which
creates the sensation of warmth ; if the temperature be lowered by a with-

drawal of heat, there arises a sensation of cold. This is really all that c m be
said about the causes of the sensations in question ; in what manner the in-

crease or dimunition of temperature in the skin surrounding the ends of the

nerves excites these sensations, and determines in the fibres running to the

brain two different modifications of the nervous current corresponding to these

opposite changes ; why the alteration of temperature operating on the ends of

the nerves occasions not pain, as is the case when it takes effect on those

nerves in their intermediate course, but the specific sensations above-mentioned
is altogether obscure. We may imagine that warmth expands the particles

around the nerve extremities, as it expands all bodies, while cold is transformed
into an excitant, through the contraction of these same particles ; but this is

only a conjecture, which is not proved, and does not satisfactorily answer all

the questions involved.

We possess iu the apparatus of these sensations, at the inner extremities of

the nerves of the skin, a sort of thermometer, if we may so express ourselves,

which, like the instrument mentioned, indicates to us the addition or abstraction

of warmth through two different qualities of sensation, and through the inten-

sity of the sensation the degree of the change ; but the difierence of the two
instrumentalities is sufficiently striking. In the first place, analogous to what
was said in regard to sensations of pressure, our sensations of temperature
admit of no reduction to a graduated scale ; we perceive two such sensations to

difler in intensity, but are unable to express the numerical ratio of their inten-

sity. A further difference is the following : In the mercurial thermometer, the
zero of the scale, from which the degrees of heat upwards, of cold downwards,
are reckoned, corresponds to a definite and constant height of the column—to

that indeed which it occupies when the metal has the temperature of melting
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ice. It is otherwise with our thermometer of sensation. Here it is not a sen-

sation of determinate quality and intensity which, in a certain manner, repre-

sents zero ; it is the absence of all feeling of temperature; it is nothing positive,

therefore, like the measured height of the mercurial column, but something

negative which exists between a sensation of heat and of cold. This repose of

sensation occurs not when the skin has acquired some definite and absolute de-

gree of temperature, but when that temperature, whether high or low, remains

unchanged, while a change immediately produces a sensation of the kind in

question, and this sensation again only subsists as long 'as the addition or ab-

straction o£ heat, but ceases when the temperature becomes stationary at any
supposed degree. Our animal thermometer thus indicates, not the grade, but

the change of temperature in the skin. It follows, of course, that what we
have designated as the zero of the sensational scale is inconstant. If we dip

our hand in water of some ten degrees of temperature we feel at first cold, be-

cause the water is colder than the skin, and abstracts heat from it; but after a
time, when the temperature of the skin and water has become equalized, the

sensation ceases. If we let the hand rest for a short time in water at eight

degrees, which produces a feeling of cold, and then transfer it to water at six-

teen degrees R., we at first feel warmth, because the skin, whose temperature

has been considerably lowered by the first immersion, absorbs heat from the

warmer water ; but the feeling is soon transmuted into one of coldness, because

the skin, as soon as it is brought to a temperature of sixteen degrees, takes up
heat from the much warmer blood and gives this over in turn to the water.

Our thermometric sensations are, therefore, an uncertain criterion in judging of

the absolute temperature of external things ; and there are circumstances also

under which this uncertainty is increased. If we grasp, in winter, an iron rail,

it seems to us extraordinarily cold, much colder than the air, much colder than

a wooden rail under precisely the same circumstances ; and yet it is easily

shown by the thermometer that the three objects possess absolutely the same
temperature, and that hence the judgment founded on our sensations is false.

The ground of this illusion lies in the fact that iron is a very good, wood a
very bad, conductor of heat, whence the former robs our skin of its heat much
more rapidly than the latter. Since we have seen that it is the change of tem-

perature, not its absolute degree, which stimulates the nerves, it will readily be
conceived that a rapid change produces a more intense sensation than a gradual

one—that the feeling of cold is greater when the heat is withdrawn from the

skin in a relatively shorter time. Lastly, there is another circumstance to be

noticed which may be the occasion of deception in our estimate of temperature

through the sense of touch, a circumstance which conduces also to render our

estimate of weights uncertain, and exerts considerable influence on the intensity

of the sensation of pain. Just as two equal weights, when they press upon
surfaces of the skin of different extent, seem to us unequally heavy ; so does

the warmth or coldness of an external medium produce in us the impression of

a greater intensity in proportion to the greater extent of the surface on which
it takes efl^ect. If we dip into water at eight degrees of temperature, for in-

stance, the finger-end of one hand and the whole of the other hand, we feel in

the hand wholly immersed a much more intense feeling of cold than in the

finger-end. The ground of this error is probably that above given, that the

mind, from the greater number of nerves simultaneously excited, is betrayed

into the idea of a greater intensity of the sensation.

As all thermomtJters are not equally sensitive, bnt the thickness of the walla

of the tube will in some cases prevent an equally rapid transmission of the ex-

ternal temperature and the consequent rise or fall of the quicksilver, so not

every part of our organ of touch is endued with the same sensibility to

changes of temperature in the surrounding medium ; and here, too, it is the
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thickness of the envelope which occasiong the difference. The thicker the

epidermis, the more slowly does the sensation of warmth or cold penetrate to

the nerve-ends inbedded in the cutis. In the human hand the thickness of the

epidermis is much more considerable in the palm than on the back ; when,

therefore, we immerse our hand in cold water, the sensation of cold is sooner

perceived in the back than the palm ; but, because a proportionably larger num-
ber of nerves terminate in the latter, the feeling eventually reaches a greater

degree of intensity in the palm than the back of the hand. The difference of

two temperatures isT however, appreciable with competent exactness by the

sense of touch, notwithstanding the sources of error which have been noticed

;

if we take two vessels with water of different temperatures and in quick suc-

cession, dip the same fiuger first in one and then in the other, we can distinguish

which is the warmer, which the colder, if the difference be only a fraction

(1—1) of a degree. But the delicacy of discrimination is not the same with

all persons, and practice greatly improves the exercise of this sense. It is

further to be remarked that we habitually give ohjeclivily to our perceptions of

temperature, as we do to those of pressure, and to all true perceptions of the

eense in question. If we touch an object which abstracts heat from the skin,

it is not the mere subjective sensation, not the idea of a change r.f temperature

in the skin, which presents itself to our consciousness, but the immediate idea

of the cold object, to which we impute as a property that quality of our own
sensation which we denominate coldness. Only in the case wlien no sensation

of pressure accompanies that of temperature, and the skin therefore gives us no
perception of an exciting object, are we sensible of the coldness as something

subjective, as a state of our own sentient organism.

We turn now, in the third place, to the sense of place or position—that is, the

faculty of our organs of touch which gives us a perception of the situation, size,

and form of the jyortions of the shin on wliich cither pressure, or heat or cold,

takes effect. It has already been cursorily noticed by what steps we arrive at

the ideas of position which are connected with the sensation of touch ; and we here

recall the most important particulars. First of all, it is to be observed that

there is no room for supposing a direct primary sensation of place ; the new-boru
child feels at first only the simple sensation of pressure, without learning there-

from that the skin is the place whence the sensation was excited, or recognizing

the part of the skin on which the excitation was produced; it, as yet, knows not

that it possesses in its skin an outspread organ composed of so many distinct points

of sensibility. It is easy to comprehend, moreover, that it cannot be the cours3i

of a nerve-fibre which furnishes the idea of place ; that hence it cannot be that

simply because some particular nerve terminates in the leg, for instance, the

.

idea of pressure of the leg connects itself with the sensation generated by that

nerve ; in the mere course of the nerve there can be nothing to determine the

nature of the resulting idea, nothing to qualify the excitation which acts upon
the mind. If the process in the nerve-fibre be the same, the sensation produced
will also be the same, whatever may be the direction in which the nervous current

is conducted to the brain
;
just as the movements of the hand of the electro-mag-

netic clock continue the same, whatever the direction of the conducting wire

;

the movements furnish no indication of the origin of the operating current. If,

therefore, the sensation itself gives occasion for the formation of ideas of place,

we are obliged to suppose that through some modidcation a slight but constant
peculiarity exists for each separate fibre which is stimulated, and that thus the
sensation which is effected by exactly the same cocnpression possesses a some-
what different shade when it proceeds, not only from widely separated uervea
of the arm or leg, but also from two fibres termininating in close proximity with
one another. These presumed peculiarities of the currents in separate fibres of
the nerves wo have above indicated by the name of local tokens. Through
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these are we originally endowed with the possibility of associating ideas of place

with the sensation of touch, but we do not thence derive the ideas themselves.

The child at first receives only the impressions differently toned according to

the place of the excitation ; it gradually learns by circuitous means that the sen-

sation is qualified by the place from which the excitation proceeds, and that a

particular point in the skin corresponds to each particular token. The interpre-

tation of these local tokens is the result of the joint and reciprocal self-training of

the sduse of sight, the sense of touch, and the muscular sense, by which last is

meant the feeling of effort in the miiscles moving the limbf, a feeling whose in-

valuable services, as regards the point iu question, wc have before had occasion to

signalize. Were the organs of touch not movable in themselves and iu relation to

one another, and were their movements not accompanied by this muscular feeling,

we should be destitute of one of our most imporlant sources of information, and
scarcely in a condition, as we actually are, to judge accurately in regard to the

performances of our organ of touch. If with the finger of one hand we touch

a point in the palm, for instance, of the other, there arises a feeling in the touch-

ing part as well as in that touched, each feeling being attended by the local token

appropriate to itself; if we touch with the same finger another point of the palm,

the local token in the part touched will be a different one. If we move the

finger gradually over the palm we receive a continuous series of sensations with

different tokens. It is not alone that we see the course described by the finger;

we know its extent and direction also from the feelings generated by the moving
muscles, and we thus arrive at the idea that tlie sensations with the distinctive

local tokens belong to distinct but contiguous points of the skin, while the form
of the movement, whether in a right line or a circle, is made known to us

by this same muscular feeling. Thus by long and attentive study the mind is

qualified rightly to interpret each local token, and, in the case of two simulta-

neous impressions, to judge correctly of the relative situation and distance of

the two corresponding points of the skin ; whence the whole cuticle may be
conceived of as a mosaic of sensitive points, in which wc have learned to dis-

tinguish each point by its characteristic coloring, and to refer with the rapidity

of intuition each local token to its definite place within the general outline.

It results from what has been said, that while two simultaneous impressions

on the skin, v^hen the sensations convey different local tokens, give rise to the

idea of two different local excitations, the mind will, on the other hand, neces-

sarily refer both impressions to one place when the tokens are alike, and hence
the resulting sensation will be single. We have further supposed that each

different nerve determines a different shade of sensation, whence it follows that

the sensation occasioned by each fibre conveys the idea of that point of the skin

in which the fibre terminates, and that hence pressure at the points, Avhose com-
pression stimulates one and the same fibre, will generate only one and the same
perception of place. This is a supposition which we must here submit to a closer

examination. That one and the same fibre cannot simultaneously convey to the

brain two currents of different quality, or with different local tokens, and that

lience two sensations cannot be generated at the same time through the same
fibre, is a physiological law, which we must request the reader to take for

granted, as its demonstration here would lead us into too wide a digression.

Another question, however, is, whether in reality each fibre imprints on the sen-

sation a separate stamp ; whether, because two different fibres are simultaneously

excited, therefore, the double sensation is necessarily accompanied with a conscious

separation of the impressions. Every one knows that thei'e is not the smallest

portion in the whole surface of the skin which is not sensitive, and which, if

touched with the point of a needle, will not yield a sensation. But each point,

though sensitive, is not endowed with its own nerve ; on the contrary, the mi-

croscope shows us that the papillce in which the nerves terminate are separated
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from one auotlier by a greater or less number of papillse which are devoid of

nerves, so that in many parts of the skin there exists quite a considerable inter-

val between the ends of these fibres. With this anatomical fact, however, it is

easy to reconcile the further fact that even those points of the epidermis, situated

over a portion of the cutis which is destitute of nerves, should be perfectly sen-

sitive. In order that the pressure produced, for instance, by a needle's point

should stimulate the end of a nerve, it must necessarily be propagated through
the whole thickness of the integument under which the nerves occur. This
propagation of the pressure will not take place in a perpendicular direction only,

but will also extend laterally so as to involve to a certain degree the particles of

the skin in proximity with those directly compressed. Just as a circular wave
spreads in the water, when the fall of a stone disturbs however small a part of the

surface, does there arise in the skin, from the pressui'e of the needle, a propagated
motion which affects the particles within a certain circuit, and not merely in a
perpendicular line. However light the touch or minute the instrument, the wave,
if so we may call it, in the skin is always wide enough to reach the end of a

nerve, even in parts where the nerves are most sparingly distributed. But the

microscope further shows us that a special fibre is not appropriated to each
separate extremity of a nerve, but that frequently the same fibre is divided close

under the skin into several branches, so that in many places a greater or less

extent of the surface (of a line, for instance, in diameter) is supplied with these

nerve-extremities by a single fibred From which it follows, of course, that

within this extent each single point will be sensitive, and yet if, within that

circuit, we press simultaneously upon two separate points, the two impressions

can produce but one simple sensation, since, however distinct the extremities

of the nerve, the impressions act as an excitant only upon one fibre communi-
cating with the brain, and do not, as in the case of a double sensation, convey
through their local tokens the idea of two distinct points of contact.

Few, probably, of my reaaers have so nicely tested their organ of touch as to

have acquired the knowledge that under certain conditions two simultaneous

impressions on the skin produce but one simple sensation ; that the touch of

two points, for instance, may seem but a single touch, when the sense of sight

does not betray us into the belief of a twofold sensation by disclosing its two-
fold origin. A simple and easily repeated experiment will strikingly confirm

the truth of this proposition. Let the eyes of any one, who is not previously
advised of what is intended, be carefully bandaged, in order that there may be
no such betrayal of the judgment as that we have just spoken of; then let a
common but blunt pair of compasses, opened to the extent of half an inch, be
applied to the back of the hand of the person upon whom the experiment is

tried, care being taken that both points shall touch the skin at exactly the same
time. If we now ask the person in question whether the impression be single

or double, we shall with certainty receive the assurance that it is a single one.

Place the points of the compasses, with the same extension, iipon the skin of

the finger's end, and the subject of experiment will immediately and correctly

inform us that the impression is double. If the points be applied to the skin of

the back, we may separate them to the extent of even two inches without
causing the sensation of a double pressure, provided the judgment is unbiassed
and the subject carefully considers the nature of his sensation. Next, let the com-
passes, with the points separated to the distance of ^ inch and placed perpendicu-
larly to one another, be applied just in front of one ear ; the subject will again be
conscious of only a single impression. Now move both points, still preserving the

same distance from one another and in constant contact with the skin, across the
face as far as the other ear ; at a certain place in the transit the single sensation

will be felt to change into a double sensation ; as the points approach the mouth it

will seem that they are gradually separating further from one another, and when
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on t!ie other side of tlie face they approacli the other ear, the points will seem
anew to draw closer together, and the double impression will presently be again

lost in a single one. How are we to explain these singular effects, and especially

the remarkable illusion in the case last mentioned ? In the following manner : the

two points simultaneously applied always and necessarily produce only a single

sensation, whenever, by their pressure, they excite one and the same nerve-fibre;

when both, therefore, touch the skin within one of those circuits whose sensi-

bility is supplied by the same fibre. This pi'oposition is incontrovertible. The
skin is to be regarded as divided into a countless number of these spaces sup-

plied by a single nerve, which have received the name of circles of sensation,

(Empfindungskreise;) as a mosaic of such circles, whose size is regulated by the

variable affluence of different portions of the cuticle in sensitive fibres. ' Tho
further these are from one another, and the greater the division to which they
are destined for the supply of the sensibility of the part, the larger in that tract

of the skin are the circles of sensation. Within any one such circle all impres-

sions bear the same local token ; two, three, or more impressions, therefore,

which, within the limits of that circlf^ take efiTect simultaneously upon the skiu,

communicate but a single or blended sensation.

It would seem now to be a necessary consequence of these facts, that in-

versely two simultaneous impressions should produce a double sensation and a
perception of local separation, when they take effect on two different circles of

sensation, and thus excite two different nerve-fibres ; that hence the two points

of the compasses should always be separately felt when each of them touches a
different circle. In this simple form, however, is the conclusion not tenable

—

not consistent with the results of experience, as is shown by the following facts

and observations. If we make the experiment, for instance, on the skin of the

forearm, we find that the separation of the points of the compasses must amount
to at least 18 lines if we would produce a double sensation ; that a separation of

16 lines always produces a single one, let the points be placed where and in

whatever direction we will. Should we thence infer that the circles of sensa-

tion of this portion of the skin must have a diameter of 17 lines, we should en-

counter an inexplicable contradiction. If we imagine, for example, these divi-

sions to be squares of 17 lines lateral length, we know from the condition that

every point is sensitive, and that these squares border upon one another without

the least interval. If we conceive now two such coterminous squares, it is

readily seen that the points of the compasses need not be 18 lines apart to touch

at the same time two different squares, but that with a separation of i line we
can so place the points that one shall touch a certain square and the other a
second square close to the boundary at which these squares meet. There should

now arise a double sensation, since here the supposed condition of touching two
different circles of sensation is fulfilled, and we ought to be able to detect some
place in the forearm where, with a distance of ^ line, this would be the case.

But as this is not so, as a constant distance of IS lines in all directions is here

required for a double sensation, the supposed condition cannot be tenable, that

it sufiices, namely, to touch two contiguous circles in order to produce such a
sensation. To reconcile, therefore, the facts just cited with the theory of cir-

cles of sensation constituted by the spreading of single nerve-fibres, it has been
found necessary to resort to a further supposition, and to assume, as a condition

of the double sensation, that at least one or more circles which are not touched
must lie between those which are. This, indeed, is a proposition not directly

proved, and which, on close consideration, introduces some further difficulties

into the discussion, but it is the only one as yet by which the facts are recon-

ciled, all others which have been suggested being much less consistent with re-

cognized physiological facts and laws. Agreeably to this hypothesis, the ex-

planation for which we were seeking may bo concisely stated in the follov/ing
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manner: The two points, when simultaneously applied to the skin, always pr*
duce a single sensation, not only when they touch one and the same circle of

sensation, but also when they touch two contiguous ones ; the larger the di-

ameter of the circles, so much the more considerable must be the distance in

order to reach beyond the boundaries of two neighboring circles, so that one,

perhaps several, circles which remain untouched shall be included between the

points of the compasses. When this latter case occurs, the double sensation,

the idea of locally separated impressions, seems to result from the circumstance

that the mind has within itself a consciousness of the intervening circles, be they

one or more, which remain untouched ; that in the ideal image of the cuticular

surface which is present to it, the mind, while it assigns a place to each of the

received impressions, perceives that there is a free space between the two which

is characterized by other local tokens. It is this consciousness of the situation

and number of the circles of sensation which also enables the mind to form an
estimate of the distance between the two points of the compasses, as soon as it

acquires a perception of their duality, an estimate, liowever, which, from ex-

amples before cited, we know to be subject to much error. We mentally esti-

mate the distance in question by the number of the circles of sensation lying

untouched between those to which the points are applied, and this appreciation

can have no absolutely correct value, because the unit of measure on which it

is founded, the diameter of a circle of sensation, is of very variable magnitude,

differing greatly in different parts of the cuticle. Place, for instance, the two
points of the compasses an inch apart, first on the skin of the cheek and then

on that of the finger, and if the same precautions be observed as were before stip-

ulated, the person subjected to the experiment will conceive the distance be-

tween the points to be considerably greater on the finger than on the cheek

;

because the circles of sensation of the finger are much smaller than those of the

cheek, Avhence in the former more of them lie untouched between the points

than in the latter. In this way also may be easily explained the illusion above
noticed of the seeming withdrawal of the points further from one another when,

preserving the same distance apart, they are gradually moved from the ear

towards the mouth ; the nearer we approach the latter the smaller become the

circles of sensation ; the greater the number of them which passes at the same
time between the jioiuts, the greater, therefore, seems to be the separation of

these points.

It is impossible to measure the absolute magnitude of the circles of sensation

in different parts of the skin, because we do not know the number of those cir-

cles which, on the above theory, must remain untouched between the points of

the compasses in order that the sensation should be double. But their relative

magnitude we may measure with considerable accuracy, and thus determine the

comparative delicacy of the sense of place in different portions of the skin ; for

it is obvious that the degree of that sense assigned to any particular portion

must be so much the finer in proportion as the distance between the points of

the compasses can be reduced without a cessation of the divided sensation, or a

blending of the two simultaneous impressions into one. These measurements
have been executed with great care by the same eminent physiologist, C. H.
Weber, to whom the whole doctrine of the sense of touch is indebted for its

present form and clearness, as well as for the ingenious theory we have been
discussing. It has been ascertained that the sense of place is most delicate in

the end of the tongue, and next on the inner side of the last finger joints, the

points of the compasses requiring only a separation of i line in the former

case, and 1 line in the latter, to produce the double sensation. Much more ob-

tuse is the sense in the second finger joints, still more so in the palm of the

hand, and becoming duller and duller in other parts of the skin, it manifests,

18 s
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finally, the greatest degree of obtuseness in the cuticle of the buck, the upper

arm, and the thigh.

It is an old and well established usage to inquire into the design of all arrange-

ments in nature, and especially in our own wonderful an4 complicated or-

ganii^rn, and to judge all observed facts by the principle of conformity to that

design. This theological principle, which to the laity is almost indispensable

in their contemplation of the wonders of creation, and which, not without reason,

seems to them the surest guide to an understanding thereof, has in later times

been warmly attacked ; its value has been denied, and all employment of it in

scientific observation and inquiry been sedulously discarded. We shall not

here attempt to settle this troublesome controversy, nor to decide how much too

far, in one direction or the other, the views of the parties have carried them.

Our readers will not take it amiss, we are sure, if, with the aid of the above

principle, we seek to explain the unequal degree of delicacy of the sense of

place in different parts of the skin, and afford them the opportunity of admiring,

in this connexion, the adaptation and design which everywhere prevail in the

works of nature. We find, then, this sense in the highest perfection precisely

in those parts which, through their arrangement, situation and freedom of move-

ment, are best suited and most clearly destined to the operations of touch.

Observe the functions of your tongue, which you are accustomed only to regard

as an organ of speech and taste, during that most indispensable of acts, eating.

It indefatigably examines by touch the morsel which you are chewing and

separates what is not yet sufficiently comminuted fron^ that which is prepared

for swallowing, brings the former again under the molars for further reduction,

carefully removes from the mass whatever is unsuitable for deglutition, fish-

bones, fruit-Btones, &;c., and gives you accurate notice of the form and size of

the objects in the cavity of the moiith. All this, whose importance cannot be

mistaken even when it relates to so trivial an affiiir as mastication, would be

impossible without that exquisite delicacy of the sense of touch which resides

in the tongue. Still more evident perhaps will appear to you that nice discern-

ment of the place of external objects which pertains to the finger-ends, those

pre-eminently active organs of touch, with which you are accustomed to test

everything tangible, and whose services cannot, be replaced by any other portion

of the wide-spread surface endued with sensibility, because no other part is pos-

sessed of so much delicacy combined wifli such manifold mobility. You may
have often wondered at the accurate decisions of the groping finger of the blind,

in v/hom that organ seems to have replaced, as far as it can be replaced, the

priceless sense of vision, and you forget that your own finger has exactly the

same power, the same innate and delicate sense of place and position. This

sense, you say, is refined in the case of the blind ; but that is only true in so

far as the blind man has been compelled to consider in a more careful manner

the communications of the sense, to devote a more attentive study to the inter-

pretation of its tokens, the translation of the simple sensations into jdeas, and

has thence acquired greater practice and certainty in understanding its intima-

tions ; the sense itself has become no finer. In your own judgment of the

properties of objects which this sense, assisted by the muscular sense, is ca-

pable of ascertaining, you have been accustomed to allow the sight to interpose

and to modify through its perceptions the ideas derived, as has been shown
above, from the sense of touch. Take in your hand a three-cornered stick of

three inches length with two triangularx bases
;
your sight informs you, at a

glance, if all these relations of shape and size. The blind judges of them with

equal accuracy through the sense of touch, as you yourself do if the trial is

made in darkness or with averted eyes. You first take the stick between the

thumb and forefinger, so that the two bases touch the skin of both, and per-

ceive at the moment that you hold a solid body with two triangular bases,
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while at the same time an idea is formed of its length. From the circumstance

that every eifort to close the fingers is accompanied by an insuperable resist-

ance you form the idea of solidity, and it is what we have termed the muscular

sense which enables you to do so. The sense of place in each finger-end in-

forms you of the shape and size of the bases of this solid object, through the

intimations which that sense conveys to you that a certain number of circles of

sensation are in contact with the surfaces, and that these circles lie near one
another in a triangular position. If you apply one of the bases to the end of

your tongue, the base will seem larger, because here a greater number of circles

come into contact with the triangular surface, while, if this same surface be
applied to the forearm, you no longer distinguish its form, provided the diame-

ter be not more than IS lines, because you receive only a single impression, and no
idea of geometrical arrangement can result. It is again the muscular sense

which ascertains ihe length of the supposed stick, for it is this which gives you
notice of the relative distance of the finger-ends, and the same sense would be
still available for the same purpose, but in a different manner, if the stick were
too long to be held between the fingers. Were it, for instance, an ell long, you
might estimate its length by holding it between a finger of one and of the other

hand, or by moving a finger along its surface from end to end, and it is to

the muscular sense that you would owe the consciousness in the former case

of the relative distance between the fingers, and in the second of the

extent of the movement executed. By similar means you obtain an idea of the

surfaces of the object, as under what angles they meet, whether they be
straight or bent, rough or smooth, &c. No further exemplifications are deemed
necessary ; the one here given will suffice to place in a right point of view the

operations of the sense of touch, especially as applicable to the determination

of the relations of place or position, and will serve at the same time strikingly

to illustrate the conformity of arrangement and design in the endowment of.

the finger with so exquisite a degree of the sense in question.

So much, respected reader, for the doctrine of the sense of touch. This were
the place to bestow a closer consideration on the common feeling which we have
contradistinguished as an indirect or imperfect sensation from those of touch, had
we not limited our purpose to a discussion of the true perceptions of the sense.

Add to this, that the distinction between the two classes of sensations has been
already made sufficiently clear, and indeed that one description of the common
feeling, that of muscular effort, has, in the foregoing remarks, been the subject

of examination with a view to a right appreciation of its action and offices.

I would fain hope thatjn the attempt to convey to the general reader an in-

sight into the natvire of his most important sense, I may not have fallen too far

short of my purpose. At the close, even more sensibly than at the outset of my
undertaking, do I feel the conviction that it is a more difficult and a more re-

sponsible task to open to the novice tlte gates of the temple of a physical science

than even to penetrate therein by the laborious process of investigation; more
difficult, because we cannot lead the novice by our own path, but only by the

common one which alone he can tread; more responsible, because every adul-

teration or charlatanical exhibition of the treasures of science seems a profana-

tion, calculated to satisfy a childish curiosity, not the intelligent inquiries of a
cultivated mind. There are numbers, doubtless, who think that the scope of

science, and especially of the physical sciences, consists iu the alchemy of

money-making, who hold no discoveries worth the trouble of examination, ex-
cept such as can be turned to account iu the kitchen or the workshop ; who wish,

therefore, to learn nothing from science but what conduces to these "useful"
objects. It is indeed the duty and a grateful duty of science to place its acqui-
sitions at the service of industry and art; but he errs who ascribes to science

the inferior role of a handmaid to the latter. He who, with the question, cwi
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hrntol (of what use?) only tliirsts after popular expositions, will probably de-

rive not the least satisfaction from the preceding observations. For such alone

are these pages intended who desire the possession of scientific truths for their

own sake ; and it is to such only that 1 deem it possible to convey a popular

representation of physiology—a subject which, in the foregoing article, appears

for the tirst time in this work, {^Aus dcr Natur.)

2.—THE SENSE OF SMELL.
TiIan is, in a certain sense, the slave of his nose, and even a strong will is

often powerless in its struggle against the force, partly original, partly developed
by habit, of that unseemly tyrant. Not to be suspected of a trivial allusion- to

the snuff-taking members of mankind, and in order to allay in my readers every
sentiment of indignation which this imputed slavery might give rise to, I hasten

to explain and prove my assertion, stating at the outset that we shai'e this

slavery with the animals, to which we, in general, and even in many a physical

relation, are certainly not so incomparably superior as the proud lord of creation

would fain believe. Who would deny that Avhat we call our disposition is but

a soft wax, moulded in manifold ways by sensual impressions, and, according

,0 their nature and power, incessantly changed into endlessly varying shapes,

comparable, in this respect to the photographer's plate, which, yielding to the

influences and inviolable laws of light and shadow, reproduces in faithful

images the local relations under Avhich light and shadow act upon it? Who,
indeed, would be so presumptuous as seriously to assert himself complete master
of his disposition, and abhi to force it to withstand the most powerful impres-

sions of the senses, without changing color or form ? ILe who asserts this has
not yet cast a profound discerning look into the machinery of his own mental
life, whether prevented by a lack of talent for self-observation or by a lack of

modesty. He who earnestly examines and tries to understand his inner life

will have found that, in a thousand cases, our longings, our desires, as well as the

opposite antipathies, always v/ear the color of the momentary disposition ; that,

as its effluences, they are, like itself, the indirect products of the workings of

the outer world upon our soul through the medium of our senses ; and that from
the same source flow thousands of our actions which we regard as entirely

spontaneous, as springing from our free will, and not from the force of external
influences. These may appear to some as commopplace speculations ; they
certainly are truths which the lyric poetry of all ages has hounded to death,

and which, coated with new phrases, are reproduced in every novel ; but they
ai'e, no doubt, nevertheless obscure to many a reader who receives them with a
contemptuous smile as stale, and in a given case deceives himself, unable to dis-

cern the source of his disposition, the hidden external causes which, through
the senses, have necessitated his "voluntary" desires and actions. We shall

leave it to the poets to sing the commanding voice with which nature speaks to

our soul through the senses, charming forth, in varied alternation, joy and sorrow,

longing and horror, and only in a few allusions shall allow ourselves a slight

encroachment upon their domain. Whose heart is so ice-bound as not to be

warmed by the charms of nature awakening from its slumber on an early and
a serene spring morning 1 Behold, its youthfully stirring life pours into your
inner being through all your senses, paints every thought with its gaudy tints,

rouses all the merry spirits of your heart, (an innocent instrument, indeed, but

which the poets have transformed into a cornucopia of the feelings.) The fresh

and sapful verdure excites your nerves of sight, the tepid air your nerves of

touch, the fragrance of the young spring flowers j'our nerves of smell, the

returning birds your nerves of hearing, inspiring long-missed sensations, and if
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you so want it, you can procure a vernal enjoyment even to your nerves of

taste. And what is there in tliat verdure, in that fragrance, in that soft breeze,

that so works upon your soul ? Why is the green carpet unable to breathe into

your, heart a desire for travelling, or the warm stove that secret longing so

often sung by the bards of spring ? Physiology has no better answer to these

questions than poelry, but in these and other innumerable facts it sees evidences

of the normal dependence of the actions of the soul upon the qualities of the

physical processes in the excited nerves, and the processes of sensation un-

avoidably conditioned by the former. In other words, the outer world compels

our soul not only to feel, but, indirectly, also to think, to form conceptions, even
to will, and thus leads, as if by a thread, that proud being that fancies to walk
in such unconditional independence of the laws of the physical world. What
a poor thing would the human soul be without the senses ; nay, it is not even
imaginable without them! A man born without any senses could scarcely

vegetate ; it would be absurd to talk of his living psychically. The sou)

develops its abilities only in the school of the senses ; only the senses convey
to it the materials for thinking, for the formation of conceptions and ideas

;'

only the senses give it the primary objective points for the development and
exercise of its volition ; the will, even if an imminent and inborn faculty of the

soul, would, without the senses, be a latent force. I leave it to the reader

to picture to himself what I have only hinted at, to form an idea of the

spiritual activity of a man cut off from his birth from all sensuous perception.

After an unprejudiced examination everybody will arrive at the same result,

at the conviction that psychical life v/ithout senses is to us something entirely

inconceivable, the best proof of which is that at every attempt to imagine the

soul surviving and separate from the body, we are compelled to endow it with

senses and the ability of reacting upon external bodily things, else our attempt

fails from the beginning. The instinct, however, of forming such an image is

necessary, and deeply rooted in the human soul, educated as the latter is under
earthly circumstances, from which it borrows all its conceptions ; no one can
free himself of that instinct.

In short, the soul, in its earthly career, is first the pupil, and subsequently,

through life, the slave of the senses, inseparably connected with them, as the

steam-engine is with the fire, which engenders its motive power and renders

its activity possible. Deprive a grown-up person, who from childhood has been
in full possession of all his senses, of only one of them—the sense of sight,

for instance—and observe how poor his educated soul becomes through this

single loss, how narrowed its circle of ideas, how one-sided the exercise of its

volition ; deprive him of several, and see into what pitiable poverty even the

richest soul will sink.

It is true the sense of smell is of all the least necessary, and still it is a tyrant

like the others, and plays its part as such openly or behind the scene. It, too,

moulds our disposition, awakens desires—most material desires, too—and these

are followed by actions which, when speaking of man, we boldly designate as

entirely voluntary, (because they can be prevented by our will,) and when of

animals, we put to the account of that universal wizard called instinct. Here
are a few examples. You speak of an innate instinct when the hound follows the

track of the game, which his extremely keen sense of smell makes him discover;

you justly deny this action of the dog to be an entirely voluntary one, caused
by reflection. When, your stomach being empty, the delicious odor of a savory
meal engenders in you an appetite—that is to say, literally, a desire for that

meal, and you satisfy this desire ; when the drunkard, seduced by the vapors
of spirituous liquors, yields to the tempting odor, in spite of all his good deter-

minations and of energetic exertions of the will to prevent it, and satisfies what
he emphatically calls his thirst, I do not see what difiFerence there is from a
physiological point of view between your and the drunkard's case and that of
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the liound. Like the latter, both of you obey the incitement produced "by the

nerves of smell; in most cases, it is true, you can refrain from satisfying your
desire, but just of this desire you cannot free yourself, whether you be one of

the strong or the frail. When the new-born child grasps at its mother's breast,

and tries to suck it, as it also does with every finger offered it, you cannot avoid

supposing a human, inborn instinct, and attributing to it that inconceivable

action so beneficial to the child. The grown-up man who grasps at the odor-

ous meal differs from the new-born chdd only in that he understands bia

action ; the desire itself and the action resulting from it are as necessary conse-

quences of the working upon the soul of the singularly excited nerves of

smell, as is the child's grasping at and sucking its mother's teat? The slavish

dependence of our soul upon the impressions of the sense of smell is very
clearly evinced by the well-known fact that the same food, the flavor of which
seems to you delicious, and invites you to eat when you are hungry, disgusts

you in a state of satiety, so that the strongest will can scarcely induce you to

eat of it. The replenishing of your stomach and the saturation of your blood

•with nourishing matter so much changes the disposition of your soul that it

reacts upon the impressions of smell in a quite opposite way to its action in

hours of hunger, and obstinately rejects what it previously desired, commanding
your organs to convey it to the alimentary canal. You say you want to follow

no more the odor of the food when you have eaten enough ; but this freedom
of will is not a whit better than that of the fox who did not want the unap-

proachable grapes—than that which makes you grasp after food when hungry.
How slavishly bending and Avinding does onv disposition Ibllow the lead of the

nose in its various smelling exercises. A habitual smoker is a hypochondriac
when deprived of his cigar; with the smoke he scatters his grief and cares to

the winds ; the flavor of coffee opens the sluices of eloquence and all the gates

of the heart to the matron, while the tender fragrance of flowers charms forth

a thousand sweet emotions in the soul of the maiden ; the smell of a corpse op-

presses our breast and fills us with horror, just as the odor of balmy incense

inspires us with pious exaltation. A profound recognition of this dependence
of our disposition upon the impressions of smell is involved in the superstition

of the ancients who sought to propitiate their gods, whom they imaged to them-
selves purely human, by the odor of burned sacrifices, which odor, of course, we
would not include among the pleasant ones—a superstition which even now,
though in an altered form, finds its expression in the incense burnings of the

Catholics. How often does it happen that an accidental impression of smell,

such as we remember having felt another time under certain circumstances,

becomes the cause of a long migration of the soul through the events of the

past, deploying before us a long series of pleasant or gloomy pictures, and thus

determining for a time the activity of our soul. But these physiological sketches

may suflice; in drawing them we had no other object in view than to awaken
in our readers the desire of becoming more closely acquainted Avith the tyrant

whose mysterious influence so powerfully rules our spirit. Unfortunately, how-
ever, the physiology of the sense of smell still occupies an exceedingly low
place, considerably below that occupied by the physiology of the other senses,

so that we can satisfy that desire only in a very impi'rfect degree. We not only

have no idea of what passes in the nerve of smdl while it produces a sensa-

tion of smell in the brain, no idea of the way in which that nerve becomes
affected in the cuticle of the nose, but we have also not the slightest knowledge
of the external irritation which causes that affection, or of the qualities of sub-

stances which render them odorous. While, as regards the senses of sight

and hearing, and also that of touch, as above treated, we possess the exact

physical knowledge of the external agencies Avhich the nerves of the eye, of

the ear, and of the skin react upon, while the laws of the oscillations of the

luminous ether, of the velocity and extent of its waves, of the vibrations of sound.
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&c., have been elucidated witla wonderful acuteness, neitlier pliysics nor chem-

istry answers the questions, what agent excites the nerve of smell; by what
force musk or the ether of rose-leaves acts in this or that specific way upon the

organ of smell; why the oxygen of the air, a gaseous substance like the sti-ong-

scented musk vapor, is odorless. If, then, in spite of this testimonium i)auper-

tatis, we still endeavor to produce a popular esaay on this brancli of physiology,

we look for our justification in various reasons. Firstly, we hope to be able to

give our readers something of general interest in the little that has been made
out with positive exactness; secondly, we shall regard it as a merit if we can

enlighten our readers concerning what we do not know, and if we succeed in

dispelling some of the manifold deep-rooted erroneous ideas and conceptions

which still haunt the imaginations of those uninitiated in scientific research.

This negative part of our dissertation may even be the most meritorious part of

the task before us.

Unfortunately, our very beginning must be with a negative truth, to which

we have already alluded in our introduction on the theory of the senses. We
do not know what a sensation of smell is, just as we are unable to explain and
describe the nature of a sensation of touch, sight, hearing, or taste. Those
conscious conditions of the soul, which we call sensations, defy all definition.

Let one try to describe the fragrance of a rose, or the scent of musk, or what
we call a spicy odor or a putrid smell, or to tell what distinguishes the scent of

a violet from the smell of putrescent meat. Indeed, this is a problem which
admits of no solution ; everybody knows how a violet smells, everybody pre-

serves in memory the often-felt nature of that sensation of smell, embodying it

in imagination, and recognizing it even when the sense of sight does not present

a violet as its apparent cause, but none is able to designate any characteristic

mark of that sensation, distinguishing it from the nature of other similar ones.

The designations which are used are therefore all borrowed from the external

causes ; they either directly name the object from which stxi odorous substance

is evolved, or which is itself odorouis in a gaseous form, (smell of roses, smell

of oil of roses,) or they are selected in accordance with qualities and conditions

under which external objects become smellable, (putrid scent, roast smell
)

When we enter a scented atmosphere, and, without knowing the object which
makes it so, desire to describe our sensation, we cannot do it without munition-

ing some object which on a previous occasion caused in us a sensation of smell

of the same quality, and therefore we say it smells like violets, like varnish, &c.

Sometimes we recollect only having experienced previously a similar odor, without

our memory having also preserved its cause, and in such cases we stand there

helpless, completely unable to designate to any one the character of the sensa-

tion of smell produced in us. That we are still less able to compare a sensation

of smell with a sensation of another sense—with a sensation of light or sound, for

instance—hardly needs an elucidation. Not even sensations of smell and taste, or

of smell and touch, which, as we shall soon see, the uninitiated are so prone to

mix up with each other, can in any way be compared with one another, how-
ever paradoxical this may sound. We speak, for instance, of the keen and pungent
smell of spirits of sal ammoniac, and yet the sensation thus designated as keen
and pungent is no sensation of smell at all, but a so-called common sensation—
a sensation of pain produced, not by an affection of the nerves of smell, but by
an irritation which the vapors of that substance cause in the fibres of the nerves

of touch spread through the cuticle of the nose—a sensation which has nothing

in common with the true sensation of smell simultaneously produced by the

same substance. We mistake it for a sensation of smell, because it simultaneously

arises with one of that sense, and because we find that, like the latter, it comes
from the nostril ; not every one knows that the sensation of smell is produced
in the upper parts of the cuticle of the nose, and the sensation of touch in the

lower, Physiolpgy, however, can prove with certainty, by experiments and
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observations on sick persons, that all the presumed acute burning, itcliing, or

]iungent sensations of smell are brought about, not by an excitement of the real

and exclusive nerve of smell, but of the same nerves which, when gently touched,

]-roduce a ticklish feeling. There are individuals who do not feel the scent of
either roses or violets, because their nerve of smell has been deprived by sick-

ness of its active faculty, but who, nevertheless, are very well accessible to the

pungent sensation caused by the vapor of sal ammoniac rising into the nostril.

Everybody knows, from personal experience, that when deprived of all smell

by a severe cold—that is, when, in consequence of an inflammation of the cuticle

of the nose, smelling substances have ceased to act upon the extremities of the

nerve of smell, he is still accessible to the acute sensation caused by spirits of

sal ammoniac or mustard, just because this sensation is produced by the vapors
of these substances penetrating the nerves of touch. On the other hand, it also

frequently happens that we mistake a sensation of smell for one of taste, be-

cause the two happen to coincide. Thus we speak of the aromatic taste of a
substance which has an aromatic scent ; while we have that substance on our
tungae, deriving from it a real (bitter or sweet, &c^ sensation of taste, vapors
from it also enter our nasal cavity, which by the throat is connected with the
mouth, and there produce the aromatic sensation of smell. As this latter

coincides with a real sensation of taste, as well as with a sensation of touch on
the tongue, which makes us believe the cause of the sensation to be within our
mouth, while there is no distinct indication of the nasal seat of the sensation of
smell, we place this too in the oral cavity, mistaking it for a sensation of taste.

Many a connoisseur of wine may, indeed, be surprised to hear that while tasting

that liquor his nose is as actively engaged as his tongue ; that his praise or

blame is being determined by smell no less than taste all the time he, Avith

closed eyes and all kinds of grimaces, moves the noble juice of the vine to and
lio on his tongue.

In spite of much earnest research, we know very little of the organs of smell,

and that little cannot easily be made clear tcf the non-scientific inquirer. Before
all, we must refer to the explanations which we have given in our introduction

on the services of nerves of sense in general, and the means which enable them
to perform such services. A sensation of smell takes place when a certain

nerve, called the nerve of smell, which rises in the brain and spreads its extremi-

tiQs through the nose, becomes affected by a gaseous smelling substance ; that is

to say, when the prScess which we above designated as the " nervous current"
is produced in that nerve, rapidly extending from the seat of affection, the cuticle

of the nose, along the fibres of the nerve, to the brain, Avhere, by means of a
peculiar apparatus, it acts upon the mind. In itself, the nerve of smell is a
nerve like all others ; its fibres have the same appearance, the Same qualities as
the nerves of touch or sight, or even as a miiscle nerve, the current of which in

the muscle produces contraction, and, through it, motion of the limbs. Even
the current which in the nerve of smell rushes to the brain, while conveying a
sensation of smell, is, as we have seen, very probably, essentially like the

current in the fibre of the nerve of sight, by which this produces a sensatiofi

of sight; or like the current in the fibre of the motive nerve, which, spi'eading

from the brain to the extremity of the fibre, acts upon the muscle and causes a
compulsory contraction. What, then, constitutes this nerve, essentially the
i^ame with all others, a nerve of smell ? What explains, notwithstanding this

identity with other nerves, the specific kind, incomparable with others, of its

faculties % Similar reasons to those which explain Avhy the same copper wire,

with the same electric current, now moves the hand of a clock and now ignites

powder; that is, the nature of the apparatus at the extremities of the nerve of

smell in the cuticle of the nose and in the brain. In the cuticle of the nose
we must suppose some specific apparatus arranged at the extremities of the

nerve fibres, which effect that a current is produced in the fibres by a smelling
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substance ; in the brain we must suppose apparatus at tlic extremities of tlie

same fibres in wliich the current causes a specific process, still entirely unknown
to us, out of which the soul forms a sensation of smell. This is the general

answer which we ha\ e already previously attempted to establish ; a special

answer in regard to the nerve of smell we can as yet give only in the most
imjjerfect way. In vain do we look with the microscope for apparatus at

both ends of the tender fibres of this nerve, the mechanism of which would be
so visible to us that we could explain by it the action of the nerve of smell, and
its difference fi'om the action of other nerves. With astonishment we discover

at the extremities of the brain the same small, grainy, dark vesicles (nervous

cellules) which we also find on all other nerves of sense. None of the power-
ful means of discernment of physiology gives us yet the slightest clue

to the process which the nervous current produces in these vesicles ; by
what that process is distinguished from one taking place in the vesicles of the
nerve of sight; and, still less, an answer to the question how this process can
work upon the soul and force upon it that sensation which we call a sensation

of smell. We do not fare much better when attempting to analyze the external

extremities of the same nerve. Quite a short time ago nothing more could be
stated than that its fibres probably ended in free points on the fundamental
tissue of the cuticle of the .nose, which tissue is precisely like that of every
other cuticle. No mention was made of separate apparatus, the necessity of
the existence of which the physiology of the time did not apprehend. Quite
recently, however, a philosopher of great merit took an important step in

advance, by showing the formerly presumed, but not seen, extremities of
the nerve fibres, and by proving the existence of peculiar elements of tissue

at those extremities. We would fain give up the attempt to produce a sketch
of this, as we fear we shall not be able to accomplish a clear picture; but, beiu"-

afraid, on the other hand, lest our elaboration be censured for incompleteness,

we risk to be reproached with a want of lucidity. Imagine a nose cut open
tlirough all its length from right to left, or the whole external nose cut off, from
the nostrils to the forehead, so that you can look without hindrance into the
inner cavity, the aspect will be represented by the figure here attached. The
whole nasal cavity is divided into two halves by a perpendicular partition

(marked S) extending from the rear to the front.

You feel the beginning of this partition at the entrance of the nose, which is

divided by it into two entrances, the two nostrils N N. Our figure shows you the

very irregular shape of the nasal cavity, the external walls of each half forming a
multitude of conspicuous projections jutting into the cavity. Three principal

projections are noticed on each side which are designated nasal shells in con-
sequence of their resemblance to a muscle-shell. In general, they form a kind
of bent ledges extending from the front to the rear, projecting into the cavity
with a kind of free list, and partly supplied with secondary ledges. Our figure

represents these shells a h c in the cut, showmg how they divide each half of

tlie nasal cavity into layers overlying or freely communicating with each other,

and, above all, how through them tind their secondary projections a considerable

increase of the surface of the nostril partition is brought about. The whole
surface, with its prominences and corresponding hollows, is lined with a soft

skin, the so-called cuticle, as shown by the double contours. This cuticle con-

sists of two layers of a soft membrane directly overlying the bony wall, the
base of which is formed by a net of thin fibres and a softish substance filling up
the meshes of the net, and secondly, of an external coating in the direction of
the nasal cavity. A microscope shows us this coating to consist of innumerable
small, oblong, cylindrical vesicles, standing thick and perpendicular, in regular
order, on the described base. Each of these vesicles has a pointed rear ex-
tremity by which it is attached to the base, and a broad front extremity directed

towards the nasal cavity. On this broad basis of each single vesicle stands a
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"wreath of extremely fine and tender hairs, continually shaken by a kind of

lashing motioxi. Each little hair, in rapid motion, bends in a certain direction,

assuming the shape of a hook, then raises itself, again bends as before, and so

on. When we look, through the micros -jope, at a large row of such cellules,

with their numberless little lashing hairs, we have in miniature the same aspect

which a waving cornfield presents. The motion is so rapid that one at first

perceives only a kind of glimmering along the edge formed by the bases of the

vesicles, and only when the movements under the microscope gradually slacken

the single hairs become visible and recognizable. On account of. this phenom-
enon the said coating, consisting of vesicles, (cellules,) set with oscillating hairs,

is called cilliated epithelium. Physiology has yet no explanation for this

wonderful phenomenon ; Ave entirely ignore what force, inherent in the vesicles,

or working upon the hairs from without, causes the regular rhythmic oscillations

of the latter, we only know that it is a force which is rapidly extinguished on
the expiration of the organism. It is true, the epithelium separated from the

organism, nay, even the single entirely isolated cellule continues its motion for

a while, but the movement soon expires before we can discover a death change
in the little mechanism. Some of my readers may expect me to designate the

motive force of the hairs as "vital force," but I beg leave incidentally to remark
that this is a name and a conception long buried in the lumber-chamber of the

past, the resurrection of which would fill every conscientious physiologist with
horror. I defer the justification of this horror to some other time, observing here

that the forces which keep up the animal organism are no new or special ones,

but the same physical and chemical forces which rule inanimate nature, and
that they act in the organism according to the same inviolable laws which gov-

ern them in the outer world. But enough for digressions. Into this thus de-

scribed cuticle of the nasal cavity, and through it in all directions, spread the

tender and even microscopically hardly distinguishable fibres of the nerve of

smell. According to recent discovery, each of these fibres most probably, ap-

proaching one of the vesicles of the outer coating, fixes itself to its rear ex-

tremity. If this observation be correct, those vibrating cellules have the

significance of end-organs of the nerve of smell, that is, they are to be regarded

as the apparatus upon v/hich the odorous substance acts, producing a physical

or chemical process, which excites the nervous fibres springing from the cellule,

develops a nervous current and sends it to the brain. This vieAV is exceedingly

well supported. The fact that an odorous substance causes a sensation of smell

on the slightest contact with the cuticle of the nose becomes explicable when we
assume that the substance acts first on the cellules bordering on the nasal cavity ; it

remains an enigma if we have to assume that the odoriferous substance has to soak

through these cellules into the tissue of the membrane under it in order to reach

the nerve of smell which it is going to effect. But how an odorous substance,

whatever it be, acts upon the vesicles, and upon their contents ; what takes

place in the vesicles ; how by this process the nervous fibre becomes afiected

;

how the influences of the various odorous substances differ from each other

;

all these are problems toward the solution of which no path offers as yet to lead

us, or is likely soon to be discovered. We cannot hope to see the torchlight of

scientific inquiry illumining the mysterious processes which we have just hinted

at before accomplishing two essential tasks : First, the understanding of the

external affection of the nerve of smell, that is, of the qualities which ren-

der a substance odorous, and of the forces by which it indirectly acts upon
the nerves; and, secondly, a clear conception of the conducting process in the

nerve itself of the so-called nervous current. The unavoidable necessity of

making these preliminary scientific steps is as obvious as the sad truih that

physiology is yet helplessly ignorant of how to make them. Of our ignorance

of the nature of the afiections of the nerves, we have spoken in our first article

;

the complete obscurity of the exciting agent has been alluded to in this. If we
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take, for instance, a simple smellable substance, like oil of roses, or a simple,

elementary one, as chlorine, we know precisely all its physical and chemical

qualities, but we arc unable to state which of these qualities makes it odorous,

why another gas, as, for instance, oxygen or hydrogen, is inodorous, that

is, does not act in the required way upon the nerve of smell, or rather, on the

Bubstance of its end organs. Our scientific ancestors, it is true, knew v/ell how
to got over this difficulty; they invented a fine name for the unknown principle

of odorous substances, and with that they were perfectly satisfied. They as-

sumed a special spiritus rector inherent in odorous substances, without, how-
ever, being able to connect any clear idea with that name. We must here again

decidedly come forth to combat an erroneous conception, though by so doing wo
risk being accused of useless repetition, having already in the general introduc-

tion commenced our warfare against the same deep-rooted error. Every one

uninitiated in science, when asked about the qualities which render a substance

smellable, will designate the odor itself as the quality inquired after, believing

that a certain odorous essence, from without, has come to our consciousness, aa«

a detached part of the essence of that substance which, by way of experience,

we have found out to be the neai'est cause of our sensation. Every one will

attribute the quality of the sensation to the external object which is the cause

of the sensation, as properly belonging to that object; this is the fundamental

error we speak of, the same which makes us attribute the blue or green color to

the external light, or to the light-spreading objects, to the "blue sky" or the

"green meadow," and the sound to the vibrating cord. We repeat: the quality

of the sensation of smell of which we become conscious has nothing in common
with any quality of a so-called odorous essence, just as little as light developed

by two carbon poles on the passage of a galvanic current has anything in

common with the properties of the two metals which have produced the galvanic

current, and have become the indirect causes of the carbon light, as essence

of violets is the indirect cause of the odor of violets. We need not repeat how
we are brought to attribute the qualities of all our sensations to the external

objects which the soul habitually imagines to be the cause of sensation; we
have seen how this way of rendering our sensations objective is, on the one hand,

the necessary result of the education of our senses in the service of the soul,

and, on the other, the principal condition of the measureless benefits they bestow

on it. It is, therefore, an error, the origin of which is unavoidable, and its ex-

istence indispensable; which science must recognize as error, but which it can-

not prohibit or destroy. The physiologist himself, who teaches yon that color

is not the quality of light, regards, like yourselves, the sky as blue, and the

trees as green, and as obstinately as yourselves places the sound in the cord,

and the scent in the violet; he fares like one seized by giddiness, who sees tables

and chairs whirling around him, and though convinced of their standing firmly

at their place is unable to resist the delusion. You all firmly believe in the

theory of the astronomers, that the sun is at rest and the earLh in motion, and
yet your eyes again and again give the lie to the great dogma enunciated by
Galileo. Fr^m sunrise to sunset they whisper to your soul of the sun what he

told of the earth; "and yet it moves," and your credulous spirit, which piously

follows the demonstrations of its first teachers, the senses, is easily seduced,

and, in spite of its better knowledge, accommodates all its conceptions to the

insinuations of the eyes.

If we cannot explain what makes a substance smellable, what the sensation of

smell is, nor what series of physiological processes intervenes between the action

of an odorous substance on the cuticle of the nose and the rise of the sensation,

at least we are able to elucidate, in a popular way, some of the interesting con-

ditions within which a sensation of smell takes place.

Everybody knows that odors are inhaled by the nose, that is, that a sensa-

tion of smell arises when odorous substances, blended with the atmospheric air,
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eater the nasal cavity in consequence of an inhalation. We cannot explain
here the mechanism of breathing ; we shall say, incidentally, only that our
chest resembles a pair of bellows ; when expanded by force of muscles, it receives

a current of air, which, like that entering through the orifices of the bellows,

serves to fill up the increasing space. Our bellows has two orifices, the oral

and the nasal cavities, we can open and close both at will, so that the air is

made to rush into the expanded chest either by both or one of them. At the

time of rcgular'and quiet breathing the oral cavity is generally closed, so that

the air enters the chest only through the nose, and leaves it when contracted
through the same; in this way light currents of atmospheric air continually pass
by the cuticle of the nose, and each conveys to it whatever of odorous substance
it has absorbed. Daily experience further teaches us that when regular, quiet

breathing through the nose takes place the sensations of smell are comparatively
faint; that their intensity increases considerably when the air is inhaled through
the nose by strong and rapid blasts ; that we tlius repeatedly execute short but
i^trong inhalations through the nose by intentional smelling or snufiing. Finally,

it is a well-known fact that, even in an atmosphere saturated with most intensely
odorous substances, we do not smell anything when inhaling the air exclu-
sively through the oral cavity ; though without closing our nostrils with our
fingers, so that the odorous air enters the nasal cavity through the open orifices,

but is not carried throughout it in motion. A closer analysis of these simple
observations leads us to correct conclusions regarding tlie conditions of smelling.

First, it is obvious that, together with atmospheric air, only such substances
reach the cuticle of the nose which can be contained in the formei-, which are
blended with it in an aerial form, whether they be originally gases, or changed
into such, in the form of steam or vapor, from a solid or liquid state. Solid or

liquid bodies which become gaseous at an ordinary, or only at a high tempera-
ture, are, as is well known, called volatile. Neither a liquid nor a solid sub-
stance, even if possessed of the necessary properties, can, under ordinary
circumstances, penetrate the nose and cause there a sensation of smell. The
question then arises whether there are among the non-volatile, solid or liquid,

bodies such as would be able, when brought in contact with the cuticle of the
nose, to affect the nerves of smell, it appearing probable that we only, therefore,

never smell the non-volatile bodies because the ordinary carrier of odorous
substances, the air, cannot convey them to the nose. The question can be
answered, and is solved by very simple experiments ; solid bodies can be blown
into the nasal cavity, as powders, for instance ; liquid substances can be brushed,
squirted, and poured into it, as we soon shall see, when it becomes manifest
whether they produce sensations of smell. Experiments of this kind have
established it as a law, which knows no exception, that oil non-volatile bodies
are odorless, being devoid of that unknown property which is the exciting
element tor the nerve of smell. Only originally gaseous or volatile substances
are sraellable. But that the gaseous or volatile state is not the only condition
which enables a substance to affect the nerve of smell is proved with certainty

by tlie fact already alluded to, that not all gaseous or volatile substances are
smcUable, as, for instance, the odorless oxygeu and carbon, and among the latter,

water. There must, therefore, be another condition besides the one already
mentioned, to render a gaseous or volatile substance odorous, and that most
essential condition is the great, unsolved enigma. Another question is, whether
the volatile or gaseous substances, which experience teaches us to be odorous,
can only then act excitingly on the nerves of smell when they touch the cuticle

of the nose in an aerial state, or whether they evince the same faculty also when
dissolved in water. One is inclined to expect with certainty a smelling effect

also in the latter case, as every odorous substance, even when coming in contact
with the cuticle in a gaseous state, is probably imbibed by the vesicles of the
epithelium, from Avhich it acts upon the nerves only after being dissolved
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in the moisture of the cuticle, and as it would seem proper to assume that such

a substance would preserve, in a liquid solution, all its essential qualities. The
question is not so easily solved as would appear at the first glance, and

therefore not yet solved with complete certainty. In a surprising way the

experiments made prove more against than in favor of the smellability of odorous

substances in liquid solution; but as in most cases there is a strong presumption

of the possible existence of other reasons for inodorousness than the state of

solution, no decided judgment ought to be formed. We shall only briefly indi-

cate the way of proceeding, whac regards must be had, and what precautions

taken. Were we only to wet the cuticle of the nose with the liquid solution of

an odorous substance, we could by no means conclude from the resulting sensa-

tion of smell that the liquid solution has been effective, as while, besides it,

there is air in the nasal cavity, a part of the odorous substance combines with

it, thus coming in contact with the cuticle also in an aerial state. The first

cxjudition of such experiments will, therefore, be to exclude from the nasal cavity

all air which could absorb a part of the odorous substance from the solution,

and to fill up with the latter the whole cavity. Such a filling up of the nose

with liquid will probably appear to our readers not only as a very disagreeable

experiment, but also as impracticable. Neither the one nor the other is really

the case, as we can assure from experience ; the experiment is very easily made,

and neither painful nor in any other way particularly disagreeable ; it by no

means belongs to the list of torturings with which physiologists are so eagerly

reproached. Let one man recline upon a long table and so hang down his head

oS the edge as to have the nostrils turned upward, and another will be able to

completely fill up each of the latter with water abundantly poured into them.

The liquid remains in the nostril as in a tumbler, without flowing down, as we
would expect, into the throat, which is in open communication with the nasal

cavity, of which breathing through the nose alone is a sufficient evidence. The
mechanism which interrupts this communication, and forms a close partition

between the nasal and guttural cavities, is the following : \Vhen looking into

the wide-open mouth of a man, pressing down the back of the tongue with our

finger or v/ith a spoon, and thus glancing beyond it, we perceive in the back-

ground of the oral cavity an arched gate, leading into the guttural cavity, so

that, with the help of a favorable illumination, we can see through the gate the

hind wall of the throat. Hanging down into this gate like a curtain there is a

soft fold of skin, with a prolongation in its middle, known as the uvula, which,

reaching down almost to the threshold of the gate, divides this into two halves.

This perpendicularly hanging-down fold, which is moved by peculiar muscles,

can be bent down backward so as to stand horizontally, the uvula touching the

wall of tl'ie throat. In this position the soft palate forms a valve entirely closing

the throat, so that nothing 'can pass from the latter into the interior openings

of the nasal cavity above it, or vice versa. This separation of the two cavities

through the described mechanism takes place every time on the swallowing of

food or beverage, which are by this means prevented from straying into the

nasal cavity; it is the same valve which, in the experiment in question, prevents

the flowing down to the throat of the water poured into the nostrils. Now, if

we in this way fill the nasal cavity with water, mixed with a small quantity of

eau de Cologne, of which it smells when held before the nose, a sensation of

smell arises at the time of the pouring in of the liquid, and vanishes when
the filling up is complete. This might appear at first glance as an unequivocal

evidence of the odorlessness of the odorous substances when brought in contact

with the cuticle of the nose in liquid solution, and thus also of the necessity of

their being in a gaseous state for the purpose of smelling; but considerable

doubts arise against this conclusion. Microscopic examinations of the cuticle

of the nose have shown that the vesicles Avith which the latter is internally

liuedrf and which seem to perform such an important mediating part between the
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odorous substance and the nerve of Bmell, are exceedingly tender and fmgile,

being easily burst by water which soaks into them. If those cellules be
really the. end apparatus of the nerves of smell in which a nervous affection

is first produ-ed by the odorous substance, we cannot be surprised to fiud that

after their destruction by water odorous substances are unable to excite the nerve

of smell. It has been proved, indeed, by direct experiments, that pui;e water
poured into the nasal cavity in the above-mentioned way for some time suspends
the faculty of smell, so that after its removal from the nose even strong-scented

gases are not smellable when inhaled ; and so it is more than probable that this

destructive influence of the water causes the negative result of the experiments
made with liquid solutions of odorous substances.

It would be very desirable to find a liquid which would not affect the

cellules of the cuticle of the nose, and to repeat with it the same experiments.

Moderately thiimed sugar, or albumen solutions, or liquefied blood containing

its red globules, would probably be found available in this respect. To my
knowledge, however, no such experiments have been made. But should even
these produce the same negative result—should, for instance, can de Cologne,

dissolved in water and poured into the nasal cavity, cause no sensation of smell,

there would still remain one last possible objection to the validity of the con-

clusion that odorous substances are powerless in a state of solution, and that

the gaseous form is the only condition of their smellability. For v/ith the simple

filling of the nasal cavity with a solution of an odorous substance there is still

wanting another condition of the rise of a sensation of smell, to wit, the motion

on the cuticle of the medium saturated with the odorous substance. We have
already alluded to the daily experience which indubitably proves the ineffective-

ness in the nasal cavity of odorous air in a state of rest. If we enter an ill-

smelling atmosphere we best defend ourselves by closing the nose ; but we
avoid the sensation of smell also by breathing through the mouth alone. There
can be no doubt that when the nosti'ils are open the external air which is satu-

rated with odorous substance mingles with the air in the nasal cavity, and that

the odorous substance is thus brought in contact with the cuticle. The absence

of a sensation of smell can, therefoi-e, have no other cause but the immobility of

the air. As soon as we cause the lightest draught by opening the nasal channel,

sensation immediately arises. Every smoker can convince himself in an
agreeable way, and without exposing himself to a bad atmosphere, of the cor-

rectness of this statement. When holding the smoking cigar as closely near

his nostrils as possible, without burning himself, ho will feel warmth and a

certain tickling in the nasal cavity from the entering smoke, but no trace of a

real smell as long as he entirely avoids breathing through the nose ; but at the

lightest draught caused by nasal inhalations a more intense sensation of smell

will immediately take place. Ladies can use, instead ^f the smoking cigar, a

little fiask of perfume with the same satisfactory result. The question hero

arises : In what way does the motion of the scented air cause the rise of a sen-

sation x)f smell 1 This question, too, we must unfortunately leave without a

precise answer. The nearest we find is not sufficient. The facalty of receiving

impressions of smell by no means extends all over the wall of the double nasal

cavity, being limited to the upper sections, to the middle and upper nasal shells,

and the upper part of the partition. Through the cuticle of these parts only

the nerve of smell spreads its fibres. The cuticle of the lower nasal shell, of

the bottom of the nasal cavity, and of the lower part of the partition, is sup-

plied with fibres by another nerve, which has been proved to be a nerve of

toiich, and serves as a medium for the sensation of smell of the nasal cavity.

It is the excitement of this other nerve, by a light touch, that causes the

tickling afiection which produces sneezing, and the afl'ection of which by sharp

steam, for instance, from burning sulphur or spirit of sal ammoniac, produces those

acute burning or itching sensations of touch which, by the common peoole, are
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miptnkeu for real seusntious of smell. Now, as odorous substances can produce
sensations of sracU only wlveu in contact with the upper parts of the i^asal

cavity, the motion of the odorous air caused by the nasal inhalation seems to

have no other aim but to make it stream towards the upper smelling regions of

the cuticle ; and it would not appear irrational to suppose that when the air

is in rest in the nasal cavity there arises no smell from the odorous atmosphere,

because the gradual blending of the external with the internal air, in

consequence of so-called diffusion, would not be sufficient to convey an
adequate quantity of the odorous substance to the upper parts of the cuticle.

But besides its being evident that after a sufficient lapse of time that blending

must in all cases become so complete as to equalize the amount of odorous sub-

stance in the nose with that in the external air, the Insufficiency of that expla-

nation can also be proved by a direct experiment. If we blow some odorous

air directly against the upper parts of the nose outside by means of a small

tube introduced into the nasal cavity, there arises no sensation of smell, or at

least a considerably fainter one than when drawing the same air through the

nose by a motion of breathing. This shows that the motion of the odorous air

which is caused by inhalation must have in it something peculiar, and that this

peculiarity is the conditional something for the atfection of the nerve of smell.

But in what this peculiarity consists is another enigma for the solution of which
physiology as yet offers but a sugg-estioa itself iji need of a farther explanation.

The lower nasal shell, which by itself is no medium for sensations of smell,

seems yet to bear a relation to the odorous air entering from without, which is

important for the development of a sensation of smell. It has been observed that

the loss of the projection of the nasal partition, caused by disease, for instance,

is generally connected with a considerable lessening or with an entire loss of

the sense of smell, though it must be remarked that in these observations it

may hardly have been ascertained whether the upper nasal shell had not under-

gone simultaneously with the lower such alterations as would directly cause

the loss or a weakening of that sense. The part to be played by the lower
nasal shell can only be a subject of conjecture. To these v/e are led by an
examination of the position and form of the lower shell. This (as shown also -

in the above figure) forms a ledge extending from front to rear in a crooked
oblique direction, and having its concave plane turned towards the bottom of

the nasal cavity, and its convex plane towards the upper shells, its interior list

being strongly bent downward. When propelling the atmospheric air into the

nose by an expansion of the chest, the current of air receives such a direction

from its position and form of the nostrils that it strikes the list of the lower

shell, the nostrils extending downward, so that the nasal entrance presents a

funnel turned upward. Were the nostrils perpendicular, and therefore the

nasal entrance on each side a funnel turned backward, the current of air thus

introduced would receive a direction rearward, streaming by the shortest possible

way, along the bottom of the nasal cavity, towards its rear opening toward
which it would be attracted, and being prevented by the gorge of the lower shell,

as if by an umbrella, from ascending to the smelling region. But as it is, the

stream of air receives an oblique direction upward, and must so strike the op-

posite list of the lower shell as to break on it, and thence to stream partly along
its under plane towards the opening, and partly along its oblique convex upper
plane towards the upper shell. The more effectively we iuuale by the nose,

the more surely and effectively the current of air is led towards the lower shell,

and the greater becomes the part of the current branching oft' upwards. The
&tre<tming of the air against the lower shell can further be promoted by changing
the form of the nasal entrance : the operation of snuffing, at least, seems to be ex-

plainable in this way. The wings of the nose are by it drawn upward so as to turn

the nasal hole a little rearward, in consequence of which the inhaled current

of air is necessarily turned still more directly upward, and a greater part of id
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earned upon tlie upper side of the shell. The mechanical part performed by
theJower shell in conveying the air to the smelling region being thus established

with tolerable certainty, the conjecture is natural, on the other hand, that its es-

sential service to the sense of smell cannot consist in this simple act of convey-

ing, as wc have just seen that an odorous current blown directly against the

upper shells produces only faint sensations. There must be something peculiar

in that conveying operation of the lower shell ; some change of the odorous

current must there take place by which its faculty of affecting the nerves of

smell in the upper cuticle is enhanced. In what that consists we do not know;
all the suggestions made rest on slender foundations, and can expect belief only

from confirmations as yet to come. It may be discovered on some future day
that the current of air impregnated with an odorous substance receives on its

way over the cuticle of the lower shell some admixture by which its power
of affecting the end-organs of the nerves of smell is increased. As long as we
do not know the effective principle of odorous substances we have little hope
of obtaining full light as to the necessary conditions of their efficiency or of satis-

factorily explaining what has been empirically discovered to be such.

That effective principle must be different in quality in different odorous sub-

stances ; it must have as many different modifications as there are distinguished

qualities of sensation; but its intensity is also exceedingly varying in different

odorous substances, as some of these, even when received in large quantities

from the atmospheric air, produce only faint sensations, Avhile others, even when
contained in the breathing air in an infinitely small quantity, in imponderable

particles, still intensely affect the nerve of smell. We shall mention some well-

known instances as evidences of the enormous power which that effective prin-

ciple must have in some bodies ; or, as may be differently expressed, of the

extraordinary sensitiveness of our organ of smell in regard to certain substances.

The most wonderful substance in this respect is undoubtedly musk, which,

with incredible tenacity, preserves its efficacy in the very minutest parts. It

is enough slightly to touch a musk-bag with one's fingers or a garment to have

the smell in the touching part for days; nay, even if we spent only a short

time in a musky atmosphere, our dresses will for a long time fill the rooms we
enter with a musky odor. In order to offer an inexact idea of the minuteness

of the particles of musk which are still capable of imparting some odor, we
state, after a well-known experimenting physiologist, that a certain liquid,

containing as much of an extract of spirit of musk as a^ooouVoooo^^ P*'^^'*'

of its whole weight, was at times still distinctly odorous. A grain's weight of a

liquid of which yoooUoo*^ P^^"''
'^^^^ ^^ ^^^'"^^ extract spread an intensely pene-

trating odor. These figures are naturally but of little value, as the other

moments which are to be taken into account, in ascertaining the intensity of

smell, cannot be precisely measured, and the intensity of the sensation not even

inexactly. However, they facilitate the forming of an idea, and people like to

see endless greatness or minuteness represented in figures, although a million-

fold increase by means of a solar microscope is as little apt to create a clear

conception as the number of miles, learned by heart, can do it in regard to the

distance of stars from the earth. Next after musk are to be mentioned certain

flower ethers, especially the oil of roses, a little drop of which is sufficient to fill

with odor an immense atmosphere. The same physiologist states that a certain

space filled with air of which, at the highest, only yoo^ooTT P''^^^ ^^^^ vapor of

oil of roses, still diffused a distinct odor of roses. Figures like these could easily

be presented in numbers, but we prefer restricting ourselves to those given.

The intensity of a sensation of smell depends not only on the quality of the

odorous substance, and on the quantity in which it is carried upon the nasal

cuticle, but also on the sensitiveness of the latter and of its receiving apparatus.

This sensitiveness, it is well known, greatly differs in different persons, and still

more in animals of different speciea It varies also, and that considerably, in
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fhe same person, according to circumstances. It is positively certain tliat .the

sense of smell, like all other senses, can be refined by exercise; we gradually

learn more easily to apprehend faint odors—to distinguish between different

ones—to recognise the shades of one and the same odor. The nose of a connois-

eeur of wines boasts of being able to find out the land and the year which have

produced a certain wine ; the nose of a chemist is in many cases a reliable agent

tor discovering the presence of smellable chemical combinations. On the other

band, we often meet with a gradually developed obtuseness of the sense or

smell, be it in consequence of old age, in which all senses suffer fi'om a decrease

of nourishment, of a habitual atuffing of the smelling channel with snuff, or of a*

diseased condition of the nasal cuticle. That every bad cold carries with it a

considerable weakening or temporary loss of our smelling faculty is an experience

which few men will not have gained. Some persons are inaccessible only to

certain odors, their sense of smell being otherwise in a perfectly normal condi-

tion—a partial want, the cause of which is yet unexplained.

We shall say but few words on the aesthetic side of smelling. The opposite

cCTnceptions of fragrance and stench denote the fact that certain qualities o^

smell produce an agreeable, and others a disagreeable sensation. But it is hardly

necessary to remark that there is no universally acceptable division of odors,

without reference to the nose, into agreeable and disagreeable ones; that one
person is delighted by an odorous substance which is loathsome to another ; nay,

that the same person may under certain circumstances call an odorous substance

fragrant, and detest it under others. Habit, custom, bodily conditions, determine

and modify the aesthetic effects of impressions of smell. Thousands of persons

find the smell of valerian greatly disagreeable, while others rank it, as do the

cats, among the perfumes; some are attracted, others are repulsed, by the smell

of old cheese or of garlic. Even the most disgusting odors meet with particular

favor; there are hysteric ladies to whom the smell of burned hair is incense.

The Laplander rejects such tallow as would not, by its rancid smell, stand the

test of his nose. It is true, we take the liberty of blaming their taste, or evea
to class them with the animals on account of this their presumed perverseness

;

but we do it, perhaps, with no more right than they would have to reproach ua
for placing musk among the perfumes. Very likely, the esbouquet atmosphere
of a European fashionable lady is as distasteful to an Esquimaux as is to us his

fish-oil smell, and neither he nor we have a right to declare his or our judg-
ment exclusively acceptable. De gustibus non est disputandum. As regards

the change ofjudgment in the same person concerning certain odors, we have
already spoken of that daily experience that in a state of hunger we are powerfully
attracted by a -smell of food which disgusts us in a state of satiety. Finally, we
must also remark that our judgment varies with intensity of an odor; that most
persons find a feeble odor of clove oil pleasant, and a strong odor of the same dis-

agreeable, and so on. The mentioned facts admit of no physiological conclusion

;

we have not yet made the faintest step towards explaining the question how a
sensation of smell acts upon our imagination, or on what conditions depends the

quality of a feeling produced by smell. It need not be further explained that

to call a sensation of smell iu itself agreeable or disagreeable is to speak incor-

rectly. In our introduction we have designated the sense of smell as a tyrant

;

it is but just that we should represent also its good qualities in their real light,

and try to satisfy in our readers the desire of knowing the vocation and func-

tions of that sense. A few hints will suffice ; may the reader sketch out to him-
self the rest. The observation of animals is our best guide for that purpose;
in many of them the sense of smell performs a more important, more obvious
part than in man, who, if it must be, can even do without it. The finding of

their necessary aliment, the discovery of their natural enemies, depends, with
thousands of animals, on the services of the organ of smell, and hence the extra-

ordinary fineness of that sense with them. The fox scents a dead body from a
19 s
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distance of many miles, and finds it by following the smell ; tlie wind conveys
to the game the exhalation of man over a large tract of land; it is the smell

which, in the pairing season, brings together the males and females of a large

number of animals, thus playing an important part also in the preservation of

the species. With man, it is true, the functions of the nose are less conspicuous

and apparently of less vital importance ; but though he makes no use of it for

finding out his nourishment or his enemies, still its vocation is not restricted to

causing delight to the soul by sweet odors. Is it necessary to ndduce special

examples to show in how many ways we are indebted to our sense of smell for

information regarding the presence or absence of substances or certain proceed-

ings in the outer world, from which all kinds of judgments and actions may
occasionally result? We shall specify only one side of our nasal activity. The
organ of smell is frequently designated as a guard of respiration, as it informs

us about the quality of the air which we inhale, and teaches us to shun certain

noxious irrespirable gases, which are distinguished by a peculiar odor. This
designation ought not to be misunderstood, nor the importance of that office over-

estimated. First, there is a number of irrespirable gases which produce no
sensation of smell, against the inhaling of which, therefore, the nose is incapable

of warning us. Secondly, it must be observed that the quality of a sensation

of smell does not directly indicate the noxious or innoxious character of a certain

gas, or of a certain admixture in the atmosphere, but that in order to find this out

we must have acquired by other means the necessary experience concerning the

effects of gases and vapors characterized by peculiar odors. Were we to form our

judgment according to an idea immediately attaching itself to our sensation, and
thus believe all agreeable impressions of smell to be innocent or useful, and all

disagreeable ones to be injurious, we would fall into quite dangerous deceptions;

for instance, we woixld be inclined to sip prussic acid without hesitation. Thirdly,

we must still remark that we recognize a number of noxious aerial substances by
the nasal sense of touch, and not by that of smell, and that these sensations of

touch, on account of their highly disagreeable quality, more easily persuade us to

avoid the inhaling of those gases than would the sensations of smell. Those
pungent sensations of touch which are produced in the nose by the vapors of

sulphur leave us not a single moment in doubt whether we shall inhale those

vapors or not, and they would prevent us from inhaling them even if we
knew them to be conducive to our health. In this limited sense only the organ
of smell deserves the title of guard of respiration.

This much, or rather this little, dear reader, do we know of the sense of

smell. We have candidly unveiled the weak sides of physiology, being con-

vinced, as we have stated, that it must be of great use to the common reader to

learn what we do not know, and that it is a merit to show the erroneous charac-

ter of popularly current physiological notions, even when we are unable to replace

them by exact truths. May our reader share Avith us the hope that the power
of science, so nobly developed in our age, may once, and perhaps ere long, lift

the veil still unpenetrated, and, according to some desponding minds, eternally

impenetrable, which covers the mysteries of nervous life. Though the soul, the

immaterial principle, must forever remain a noli me tangere of physiological

research, the machinery by which it works will once lay open before the eye of

physiology with all its innermost recesses and finest particles. We would not

like to quarrel with the most genial of our poets, but it grates on our ear to

hear Faust thus despairingly speak of nature. What it reveals not to thy spirit

thou canst never extort with levers and screws. A little bat essential alteration

of this sentence will make it the device of the physiologist, with which he will

calmly follow the trace of the highest problems. Our device is : Thou must
extort it with levers and screws ! The microscope, the chemical balance, and
other manifold and ingenious apparatus which fill the armory of the physiolo-

gist, are our lever, our screw.
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Grateful for the welcome which my auditors extend to this course of lectures,

I ascribe their kind reception in great part to the common sentiment by which
at present we are all animated. A professor of the University of Pisa, presenting

himself as a lecturer at Turin, where at the same time he resides as senator,

affords but another and significant token of our national union.

I do not now propose to entertain you with novelties, but I hope to commu-
nicate some portion of the warm interest which I feel in one of the most fertile

and attractive sciences of modern times, the science of the 'physico-chemical

phenomena of living bodies. It is a science whose discoverers made their first

•appearance in Italy, where it has since never ceased to be cultivated—a fact

which needs no other proof than the names of Eedi, Fontana, Spallanzani, and
Galvani.

What I have said would have received the assent of that great man, one of

the most extraordinary intellects of our century, to whom Lagrange is said to

have once made the remark that there could be no further discovery so great as

that made by Newton of the law of universal attraction, because there was but

one world. There is still another, replied Napoleon

—

the world of details. This
world is peculiarly that of the living organism.

But let us enter upon the subject. What is electro-physiology ?

In former times, soon after the discovery of the electrical machine and Ley-
den jar, such was the wonder excited by the electrical phenomena that to

electricity were attributed the most extraordinary effects on animals and on

vegetables. Naturally this wonder was not diminished after the discovery by
Galvani of the contractions occasioned in the frog by the passage of electricity.

It was then the received belief, though founded on mere imagination, that plants

electrified grow much more rapidly and luxuriantly than those not thus treated;

that the soil might be fertilized by electricity, and that an amalgam of zinc sub-

stituted for the brain of an animal could restore its sensibility and intelligence.

These presumptions of false science could not fail, of course, to be dispelled by
those rigorous experiments which have led in later times to the foundation of

^

the science of electro-physiology, a part of physics which has established cer-

tain laws on well-demonstrated fiicts, and has also advanced some hypotheses

which are found to interpret a considerable number of those facts.

Electro-physiology falls readily under two divisions : the action of electricity

on vegetables and animals—an action manifested by appropriate effects relative

to the vital organism—and the development of electricity within the living or-

ganism itself.
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I shall begin by briefly citing some instances of phenomena which have been

referred to the domain of animal electricity, but Avhich do not in reality pertain

to it. Thus it was customary, as may be learned from books not of recent date,

to cite as a proof of animal electricity the phenomenon developed by stroking

with the hand a living cat, or in taking off silk stockings in dry weather. These

are effects of electricity developed by rubbing, and may be equally obtained by
rubbing with the hand a muff made of a cat's fur. Those also were called cur-

rents of animal electricity which resulted from touching with the two ends of the

galvanometer the tongue and the forehead when wet with perspiration, or from

introducing these ends into the liver and stomach of a living animal. Currents

indeed arise, but they are of the same nature with those which we obtain by
dipping the extremities, one in a solution of potassa, the other in sulphuric or

nitric acid, thus bringing the two liquids into communication. In this experi-

ment a piece of cloth is immersed in the acid, another piece in the alkali, the

two pieces are placed in contact, the circuit closed by the extremities of the gal-

vanometer, and we have a direct current from the alkaline to the acid cloth. Now
the sweat is an acid, as is also the gastric juice of the stomach, the saliva and
bile have an alkaline reaction, and hence there are direct currents in the animal

from the alkaline to the acid liquids. Belliugeri, a distinguished Turiuese physi-

ologist, in a memoir on the electricity of animal liquids, thought that he had
discovered electro-physiological phenomena, properly so called. He used to

operate with a voltaic pair of plates, sometimes on the arterial blood, sometimes

on the venous, and again on the urine or saliva. These phenomena, rightly con-

sidered, are, and indeed cannot be other than, electro-chemical, and the differ-

ences, whatever they may be, depend on the chemical composition of those

liquids and their different conductibility. It has been also said that the electric

current being passed into albumen, or white of egg, produced organization. The
flict is that albumen is coagulated around the electrodes, because these and the

liquid grow warm from the passage of the current, and because the acid and
alkali produced by the electrization cause the albumen to coagulate.

I have multi])lied these examples, because no doubt should be permitted to

remain, especially in the beginning of this course, respecting the distinction

which it is requisite to make between electro-physiological phenomena really

pertaining to the living organism, and the electrical effects which are produced

in animal or vegetable tissues whether alive or dead, and which are due to known
physical or chemical actions. Of this kind are certain other effects of electricity

on vegetation in which there has been a more persistent disposition to see a re-

lation between electricity and the living organism.

You are, perhaps, not ignorant that there is an aquatic plant, the cliara,

whose stalk, observed with the microscope, presents a singular phenomenon.
It is divided into compartments, in each of which are seen regularly moving or

circulating globules or cellules. These movements, the cause of which is un-

known, stop when an electric discharge passes through the stalk, and all circu-

lation finally ceases if the discharge is very strong. We must infer that the

discharge acts either by mechanically destroying the structure of the plant, or

coagulating the liquid which it contains, or by altering the chemical composi-

tion, effects which all suffice to explain the observed results.

An eminent physicist of Turin, Vassalli-Eandi, made a series of ingenious

experiments to show that seeds exposed frequently in the focus of an ele *tric

'machine germinate before others not thus electrified. I know not whether there

has been any verification of this fact, but it might be accounted for by attrib-

uting the effect to the oxygen, or rather to the ozone, which is known to favor

germination ; and ozone is formed in contact with the electrical focus. I have

here the usual ozonemetric paper covered with iodine of potassa and baked

starch, and it will be seen that, under the electric discharge, the paper becomes

blue, an effect which is due to the ozon«.
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Your attention ia finally called to what has taken place from causing an elec-

trical current to pass for several days into a large piece of flannel moistened

with a slightly salt solution, and on which were scattered seeds of the mustard,

millet, and vetch. You observe that, in contact with the negative electrode, the

seeds have already germinated and have even the small leaves, but this is not

the case with those in contact with the positive electrode. Neither is this phe-

nomenon an electro-physiological one, properly speaking, but a secondary effect

of electricity. At the negative electrode is developed the alkali, and at the

positive the acid, as is shown by the reactive paper. Now, in the slightly al-

kaline solution seeds germinate more readily than in pure water, and in the acid

solution they do not germinate at all. In germination the diastasis should act

upon the fecula in order to render it soluble, and convert it into dextrine and

glucose, and this does not take place in presence of the acid, or, rather, takes

place better in presence of a slightly alkaline solution. This is also shown by
experiments in which, independently of a current, I have placed the same seeds,

some in contact with slightly alkaline solutions, and some in contact with acid

solutions. The seeds have germinated in the first case and not in the second.

Let us come now to true electro-physiological phenomena ; that is, to the con-

tractions which are excited in an animal, either living or recently dead, by the

passage of electricity. It is thus that we designate the electric shock; the pain

and involuntary muscular contraction which occur when we touch the two ar-

matures of a charged Leyden jar, or the poles of a battery formed of several

pairs, or the extremities of a spiral of an apparatus of induction. Before pro-

ceeding it is, perhaps, not superfluous to observe, that the property which the

muscles possess of contracting is inherent in their nature, and that this property

is chiefly manifested through the excitation of the nervous fibres distributed in

the muscle. There is no muscle entirely destitute of nerves, by which may be

demonstrated the truth first announced by Haller, that the muscles possess con-

tractility. This truth is conformable to all physiological analogies, and the

experiments are various by which it is established.

I have here two prepared frogs : one of them was poisoned with curare, the

other killed while the first was dying. If I touch the nerves of the poisoned

frog with the poles of a battery no muscular contraction is excited, but on

operating with the current on the muscles contraction is manifested. In the

other frog contraction takes place in both modes. The muscle then will con-

tract under direct irritation when the nerves have lost their excitability. Lately

a young French physiologist, M. Faivre, has shown that several hours after

death, and when the nerves have lost all excitability, the muscular irritability

is augmented. We have here, then, two distinct things : the irritability of the

muscles, and the capacity of the nerves to awaken that irritability.

I will remind you, further, that from one of the finest experiments of physiol-

ogy, for which we are indebted to Charles Bell, we know that roots of nerves

issue from the spinal medulla, which, before uniting to form the so-called mixed

nerves distributed in the muscles and in all parts of the body, have distinct

properties. If the anterior roots -be irritated, very strong muscular contractions

occur, and nothing else; if the posterior roots, the animal utters cries and gives

signs of pain, but there is no contraction. By irritating the mixed nerves in a

living animal we obtain at the same time contractions and signs of pain.

Let us begin by preparing a frog in such a manner as may serve to exhibit

contraction with the electric current. For that purpose it is divided in half

below the upper members, the skin taken off", the viscera are removed from the

lower section, and by introducing the scissors under the spinal or lumbar nerves

a part of the pelvis is separated, by which means the animal is reduced to a por-

tion of the spine, the lumbar plexus, and the two hinder legs. This is called

the frog prepared after the manner of Galvani. I take a small pair of plates

of Volta, formed with a wire of zinc and one of copper or platina twisted or
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soldered together at one extremity, and I touch the frog with the other and free

extremities of the pair. If I touch the nerves the whole frog is strongly cou-

ti'acted, and is equally so when I touch a nerve and muscle; while, on the other

hand, if the surface of the muscle alone be touched with the two extremities there

is only a slight contraction in the portion of muscle interposed between them.

The greater effect in the first case evidently results from the fact that the cur-

rent, and consequently the excitation, is conveyed by the nerves into the whole
muscular mass in which those nerves terminate. We thus arrive at a compre-

hension of the special effects of the so-called electric shock.

It is well known that the pain is only felt at the articulations, or at least that

it is strongest at those points, and that when the quantity of electricity is in-

creased, the pain is not felt alone at the joints of the fingers, but reaches to the

articulation of the hand and arm. The shock increases if the hand with which
the jar or battery is touched be wet, and diminishes if it be dry ; in the former

case the skin conducts electricity much better then when it is deprived of mois-

ture. When a chain of persons is formed by contact of hands, those stationed

at the extremity experience the greater shock. These various effects are readily

understood through the principles of the propagation of electricity. It should

be also remarked that the electric conductibility of the muscular substance is

not less than five or six times greater than that of the nervous matter; and this

is intelligible because the muscle is full of blood, and consequently of serum and
saline solutions, while much solid matter enters into the constitution of the nerve.

When electricity is discharged through the hands and arms the section of the

conductor is narrowed at the joints where the muscular mass is smaller, and the

electrical density in the nervous fibres at those points is much greater than in the

same fibres imbedded in a large muscular mass : hence the shock and greater pain

in the articulations. Franklin exhibited to his auditors an experiment which is

explained in the same way. He caused the discharge of a strong battery to pass

through a living rat when wet, and the animal was not injured; but when the

rat Avas dry the same discharge killed it. There have been cases in which preg-

nant women have been killed by lightning without injury to the foetus. Under
both these circumstances the stratum of water served to conduct the electricity

and protected the foetus and the rat.

These general remarks being premised, and before proceeding to an exposition

of the fundamental propositions of electro-physiology, it is proper that I should

say a word of the apparatus of measurement applied to these phenomena.
Till recently those who studied electro-physiology contented themselves with

saying that the shock produced by the discharge of the jar, or by the current,

was more or less strong; that the frog was convulsed in a greater or less degree.

We have now an apparatus of measurement which we call a dynamometer. Let

us take a muscle, the gastrocnemius for instance of a frog, and fasten it by one

extremity to a hook or pin; at the other extremity let us suspend with a hook
a small weight of a gram or half a gram. When a current is passed into

this muscle there is a momentary contraction of the latter, and the weight is pro-

portionally raised. This is the force of the muscular contraction, which is com-

puted as is that of steam or falling water, from the product of the weight by the

space or height to which the M^eight was raised. It is necessary, therefore, in

the first place, to measure this height. If we would render the elevation more
conspicuous, resort may be had to an expedient which was once practiced in

physical investigation, the movement may be made more extensive by means of

wheels or a lever. But this procedure is now generally discarded, the direct meas-

urement by which the movement is not altered being preferred, and this is ob-

tained by the employment of small telescopes provided with micrometers. To
render the movement of contraction visible at a distance I use a very light lever

with very unequal arms. The end of the long arm moves over a graduated quad-

rant, and to the end of the short arm is fastened the leg of the prepared frog ; the
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spine of the frog is fastened above to another hook or to a pin. When the cur-

rent is passed into the himbar nerves, the muscles contract, the short arm of the

lever is raised, the long one moves in the opposite direction over a line 20, 50,

or 100 times longer than that described by the short arm ; that is, in the ratio

of their lengths.

This movement is of course very rapid, and with the naked eye it would be

impossible to fix precisely the point at which the index arrives in the act of

contraction. For this reason Brequet, in a dynamometer which he constructed

for me some years since, placed before the index, and in contact with it, a light

ivory index, which the former pushed before it when the contraction occurred,

and which, when that had ceased, remained at the point to which it had been

carried. I repeat that, for precise measurement, it is necessary to read directly

the elevation or contraction of the muscle. We should, therefore, operate on a

single muscle, and not on a collection of muscles, such as are those which form

the members of a frog, because, as anatomists know, there are in the same
member some muscles which tend to raise the members, others to restore it to

its position, and whose effects partially neutralize each other. Nor to obtain an

exact measure does it suffice merely to use a single muscle, but this must be

formed of fibres all equally long and parallel among themselves, and such a

muscle, I think, is found under the tongue of the frog. For direct measure-

ment there must be fixed beneath the muscle a fine metallic cylinder, on which
the divisions are accurately marked, and this we observe with the telescope

furnished with a micrometer ; by which means we arrive at a rigorous deter-

mination of the elevation produced by the contraction. I should add that, to

succeed fully in the experiment, it is requisite that the muscle should be kept

tense, because it is raised vertically, but at the same time the strain should not

exceed a certain limit, lest it be too much stretched and its structure altered.

And to conclude what relates to the measurement of the contraction, I would
state that we may determine also the times corresponding to the various phases

of this movement. In effect, when the electric current passes through the nerve

there is a certain time needed for the nerve to become excited, then for the

excitation to traverse the nerve and reach the muscle ; the muscle next con-

tracts, and in a very brief space of time the contraction ceases and the muscle

is again relaxed.

There is an ingenious method devised by Watt for measuring the velocity

with which the pistons of the steam-engine move, and it is this method which
I have used for ascertaining the duration of the muscular contractiout Let us

suppose a small brush attached horizontally, after having been dipped in ink,

to the muscle which is to be operated upon. It is obvious that if the point of

this brush touch lightly a card of blank paper it will describe, when the muscle
contracts and rises, a straight line on the card. But if the card be a disk

which has an uniform movement of rotation, we at once perceive that the line

will be no longer straight, but curved ; and that, knowing the velocity with

which the disk turns, we can, from the curve which is traced, deduce the time

occupied by the contraction and elevation of the muscle. In a word, the

length taken on the axis, called by geometers the abscissa, from the point at

which the pencil begins its course to the point which corresponds normally to

the vertex of the curve, determines the time which the disk occupies in de-

scribing this interval, and this time is that which corresponds to the duration of

the contraction.

From many experiments it results that, in the first moments, when the vi-

tality of the muscle is still considerable, the duration of the contraction is ji^ of

a second ; the entire contraction, that is, the contraction and relaxation of the

muscle, occupies ^ or ^ of a second ; which implies that the period of relaxation

of the muscle is much longer than that of the contraction, strictly so called.
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But if we employ a very strong discharge, the muscle remains contracted and
shortened for several minutes, and sometimes permanently.

I shall here only add that, operating on a jii-epared frog in the manner which

I have described, and using, for the purpose of closing the circuit, a v,^heel with

teeth, part of metal and part of wood, we are able, by causing the wheel to re-

volve, to produce in extremely rapid alternation the passage of the current and

its interruption in the frog. This will then be seen to contract many times in

succession : if the wheel turns rapidly, that is, if the passages and interruptions

of the current are numerous and at short intervals, the frog remains contracted

and rigid ; if the wheel turns slowly, the contractions are distinct, but diminish

in intensity and presently cease. If we would renew the contractions, it is

necessary to leave the muscle in repose for some seconds.

After having thus shown the best means for experimenting on the physio-

logical effects of the electric current, we should proceed to state the laws of

those phenomena, which will be done in the following lecture.

Lecture II.—General facts of electro-physiology.—The physiological effects of electricity

depend on the variations of the electrical state.—Quantity of zinc or of electricity extremely

small in order to produce excitation of the nerve.—Principle of the preservation of living

forces.—Mechanical theory of heat.—Application to electro-physiology.—Electricity excites

the nerve, and the excited nerve occasions the chemical action of the muscular respiration.

—

Electricity acts as the spark which kindles a mass of powder.

In the first lecture I endeavored to define with exactness the phenomena
which pertain to electro-physiology, and to distinguish them from others attri-

buted to the electricity of vegetables and animals solely through the imper-

fection of our knowledge. With this view different examples were adduced in

which electricity produces in the living organism effects dependent either on

electro-chemical action or on known physical properties, and hence, independent

of the condition of life and of orgauiaation properly so called. We have seen

that the principal effect of electricity on animals consists in the shock—-that is,

in the paiij and muscular contraction, which the discharge or electric current ex-

cites in traversing the muscles or nerves of an animal either alive or recently

killed. And in order to observe more precisely this electro-physiological effect,

I have proposed dynamometers suitable for measuring the muscular action, and
described the manner of operating with them. We will now proceed to consider

the laws of electro-physiological phenomena, commencing with an attempt to

investigate their nature.

Whenever a Leyden jar is discharged by a metallic arc or any liquid con-

ductor, and when with one of these arcs the circuit of a battery is closed, tho

different physical or chemical phenomena which are produced depend on the

time and on the quantity of electricity which circulates, and which is the cause

of those phenomena. Thus, if the current passes through the solution of sul-

phuric acid of a galvanometer and is constant, the quantity of water which is

decomposed, and the quantity of zinc which is oxidized in the battery, are

proportional -to the time—that is, to the quantity of electricity which passes.

And if the circuit instead of being constantly closed be alternately cl>)Sed and
opened by means of one of the common wheels of interruption having metallic

teeth of the same length with that of the isolating intervals, it will be found that

in the circuit constantly closed and in that interrupted the quantity of water

decomposed in the same time will be in the ratio of 1 : i. The calefaction of

the conductors traversed by the current or discharge depends also on the quan-

tity of electricity in a unit of time—that is, on the intensity of the current; and
the same may be said of the action which the voltaic conductor exerts on the

magnetic needle and of the property of magnetizing soft iron.
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It is not so with the electro-physiological action. If the circuit of a hattery

be closed with wet hands, or if the current be made to pass into a prepared frog,

whether in the muscles or nerves alone, or in both muscles and nerves of the

frog or of any animal living or lately dea(], it will always be found that the con-

traction and the pain are produced at the first moment when the electricity begins

to pass, and that none is any longer felt or observed while the circuit remains

Closed. It is not, then, the quantity of electricity, not, as we might say, the

passage of the current in the nerves and muscles, which occasions those effects.

If, instead of keeping the circuit in which the frog is included closed, the pas-

sage of electricity is after a certain time interrupted, the signs of pain and the

contraction are then manifested anew. And if, to effect these closures and open-

ings of the circuit, a wheel of interruption be employed, the frog will be seen to

contract and its muscles to be relaxed in succession at each passage and each

interruption of the current. If these alternations be very rapid the frog is seized

with tetanic contractions, which shortly destroy the nervous power'and kill the

animal. In this way it is possible with certain kinds of apparatus of induction

to give even with a very weak current a series of repeated shocks which shall

kill large and strong animals. This effect, therefore, is not owing to the quantity

of electricity, but rather to the variation of the electric condition which arises in

the nerves and muscles of a living animal at the moment of opening and closing

a voltaic circuit. This variable state of the electric tension of a voltaic con-

ductor which was heretofore admitted by physicists as a consequence of the

well known theory of Ohm respecting the battery, is now placed beyond doubt

by experiments made on the long wires of telegraphs. When the circuit of a

battery is closed by touching its poles with a conducting arc, we know that the

electric state, and hence the flow of electricity, does not attain at all points and

at the same instant that permanent degree at which it arrives after a certain

time, though a very minute one, but which has yet been measured by operating

upon long telegraphic circuits. We now know that in a circuit of iron wire 500

or 600 kilometres in length, between the moment in which the circuit is closed,

and that in which the intensity of the electric current is perceptibly constant at

all points, there is an interval of time which has been found to be 15 to 18

thousandths of a second. This is the duration of the so-called variable state,

which, according to the nature of the circuits and the apparatus which give the

electric discharge, continues for a greater or less time. The electro-physiolo-

gical action seems to depend on the velocity with which the permanent electric

state is established in the nerves and muscles of the living animal : the less the

duration of this variable state, so much the greater is the electro-physiological

effect. We know that in the discharges of the Leyden jar or in the sparks of

the electric machine, the quantity of electricity is extremely small. By com-

paring the heat developed in a wire of platina by a discharge of the Leyden jar,

which lasts for a very minute space of time, less perhaps than 2T000' ^'^^^ ^^^

heat obtained by a small battery which with the same wire lasts for several

minutes, the conclusion has bees* arrived at, if not with absolute rigor, certainly

with great probability, that the quantity of electricity developed by the battery,

in proportion to the very small quantity of zinc oxidized, is many times greater

than that which constitutes the lightning of a heavy storm.

It is in our power at present, if not to measure the smallest duration of the

electric spark, at least to determine the limit—that is, a quantity still less than

that which represents the actual duration of the spark. Nor must I omit to

make mention of that highly ingenious application of the measurement of very

small intervals of time for the correction of certain indications which, through

the persistence of the images on the retina, assume for us a false appearance.

When a body revolves with a certain velocity, instead of seeing it at the suc-

cessive points which it occupies, we see it in the form of a continuous ring,

because our eye still retains the impression of the body in a certain position for
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a sliort time, about tlie tentli of a second, after the body has left that position

;

hence it is clear that, if the rotation is accomplished in less than ^\ of a second,

our perception will be that of a ring or circle, because the body will return tn

the point from which it stalled before the first impression on the eye will have
ceased. But this appearance is no longer realized if the body and our eye are

illuminated by a light which lasts for an interval of time much shorter than
that of the rotation of the body. This is precisely the case with the electric

spark, whose duration has been measured upon principles already indicated,

and has been found to be less than -jtoo^o ^^ ^ second. A cord which seems
enlarged when it vibrates, the insect which seems of greater size when its wings
move rapidly, the liquid vein which appears continuous, are all illusions which
cease when these bodies are illuminated with the electric spark.

The spark which endures for so short a time, and which is due to a very small
quantity of electricity, at least in comparison with that produced in a battery,

gives very strong shocks, or, in other words, violent pains and contractions. I
take a prepared frog, and submitting it to the action of a small Leyden jar, I

discharge the latter two, three, or four times in succession with a metallic arc,

until not only do I no longer obtain sparks, but on testing the jar with a delicate

electroscope I perceive no sign of electricity ; still, as you see, the frog repeat-

edly contracts when I discharge the jar through it. It is not, then, I repeat, on
the absolute quantity of electricity that the electro-physiological effect depends,

but rather on the duration of the variable electric state of the circuit in which
the nerves of the frog are included. This duration is, with an equal quantity

of electricity, smaller in the case of the discharge of the jar than with the voltaic

current. It is thus that the intense physiological effects of the discharge of the
jar or of the inducted currents are to be explained.

These considerations have led some physicists to suppose a certain analogy
between the electro-physiological effects and the action of the curreut in develop-

ing inductive currents when h begins and ceases to act. To represent to our-

selves mechanically, and yet perhaps not inaccurately, how the excitation of a
nerve arises under electricity, we may suppose that there then occurs in that

nerve what occurs in a mass of soft iron or even in certain transparent bodies

under the action of a strong electric current : there is a new molecular equi-

librium which in the one case accompanies the new magnetic state, and which
in the other gives to the body the property of causing the rotation of the polar-

ized ray. The excitation of the nerve—that is, the faculty of causing the muscle
to contract, would consist in, or at least be accompanied by a new molecular

state, and the excitation of the nerve and the physiological effect would depend
on the passage from one molecular state of the nerve to another excited by elec-

tricity and by the greater or less rapidity srith which it is accomplished.

I deem it important to dwell upon thesencousiderations, and shall employ for

exciting the muscular contractions, not the discharge of the jar, of which it is

impossible to know the quantity of electricity, but the electric current of a
battery, made to pass for a very short time into the nerves of a prepared frog.

In this experiment we can know the duration of the current, and hence the

quantity of zinc which is oxidized in the battery in that time, as well as the

quantity of muscular labor which the electric excitation of the nerve produces.

This investigation will conduct us to important consequences regarding the

nature of the electric excitation of the nerves. The experiment is quickly

arranged : I take a battery formed of very small elements of platina and zinc

amalgamated, because oxidation does not take place except when the circuit is

closed. In the circuit of this battery I place a galvanometer and a prepared

frog attached to the dynamometer.
This circuit is interrupted at a point where the two extremities formed by two

springs of steel or brass are established very near, but uot so as to touch one

another. If we take a strip of brass and with it touch the two springs at the
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same time, the frog will at that moment be observed to contract and tlie needle

of the galvanometer to deviate ; in order that this metallic contact between the

two springs may continue for a very short, yet still measureable, space of time,

or, in other words, that the current may occupy a very minute but ascertained

interval, it will suffice to have a large wooden wheel, and to fix the strip of brass

on the rim of this wheel. Let us suppose the wheel to be three metres in

diameter, to revolve in a third of a second, and the strip of brass to be one milli-

metre in extent. It is evident, the wheel having this velocity, that when
the two springs which are in contact with its rim, touch the plate of brass, there

will be a closure of the circuit, and the current will pass for an interval of

time, which, under these conditions, would be 9-5,70 of a second. You will first

observe that while the frog contracts as if the circuit had remained closed for

gome time, the needle of the galvanometer does not deviate, which evinces that

the frog is an instrument more sensitive to electric discharges and to sudden

and extremely evanescent variations of electricity than the needle of the galva-

nometer, which has a degree of inertia, and requires that the action of the current

should endure for a certain time in order to move it. In the next place, if the

passage of the current be repeated until a sensible quantity of zinc becomes

oxidized in the battery, or the circuit be kept closed for a given time, we may
succeed in measuring with exactness what is the quantity of zinc oxidized dur-

ing that short closure of the circuit, that is, what quantity of electricity by pass-

ing in that minute interval produces a certain contraction, which may be calcu-

lated, as I said in the first lecture, from the product of the weight raised by the

muscle and the height to which it is raised.

We have thus deduced from experiment, and with much exactness, two quan-

tities between which a close connexion must exist—the connexion, in general

terms, of cause and effect. These two numbers are the amount of zinc oxidized

in the battery or the quantity of electricity produced, and the mechanical labor

represented by the muscular contraction excited by that electricity. In order to

explain more clearly the connexion here spoken of, I must bring to your notice

very briefly one of the finest inductions of modern physics, the mechanical theory

of heat.

Even a slightly attentive observation of physical facts, which are constantly

reproduced before us, suffices to vindicate a principle which rational mechanics

had demonstrated a priori : the principle of living forces. In a word, neither

matter nor force is created in nature, aud consequently neither matter nor force

is destroyed. *In every machine which is in motion there is always a motive

force and a resistance to be overcome, and, if we would not admit the absurdity

of perpetual motion, we must necessarily conclude that the motive labor, so to

epeak, and the labor of resistance must be equal in the same interval of time.

When, by means of a lever with unequal arms, we see a small weight attached

to tbe extremity of the long arm produce an equilibrium with a nmch greater

weight at the extremity of the shorter arm, we might for a moment deem it an

illusion ; but no sooner is the lever put in motion than we see the principle

verified of which we have spoken, namely, that the product of the arm of the

lever by the weight will be equal on one side aud on the other, which implies

that the greater weight will traverse a space proportionabiy less than that

traversed by the smaller weight, exactly in the ratio of the weights.

Although these truths were demonstrated in rational mechanics, they seemed

to meet with some contradiction in physics and in experimental mechanics. In
the collision of bodies, as when a body falls from a certain height to the earth

or moves in the midst of water, in all cases of pressure, of resistance, of attrition,

we were content to say that the forces were dissipated in vibratory movements,

diffused themselves gradually into the great masses, were in effect annihilated.

On the contrary, all these cases are only examples of transformation of forces

—

that is to say, of the living force which is transformed into caloric, or vice versa,
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of caloric transformed into living force. From numerous accordant experiments

a quantity has been found which is called the equivalent of heat. This quan-

tity, which is about 420 kilograms, signifies that when a body of that weight

falls from one metre of height to the ground, this movement, or rather this quan-

tity of labor, is not extinguished, but is converted into a quantity of heat capable

of raising the heat of a kilogram of water by one degree centigrade, and that,

vice versa, this quantity of heat may be transformed into the mechanical labor

expressed by 420 kilograms.

I must not omit to mention the experiment which incontestably demonstrates

the transformation of the living force into heat, an experiment which we owe to

the genius of Davy. During a very cold season, when the temperature of the

air was several degrees below 0°, he conceived the idea of causing two disks of

ice to rotate in contact with one another. Of course a greater force was neces-

sary to produce this rotation when the disks were in contact, and then both were
foimd to be in part melted and converted into water. The heat thus developed

could be notliing else than the living force consumed in the action of attrition.

Another striking example of this transformation is constantly going on in nature;

the water which falls from the clouds and which descends from the mountains

to the main, producing so great an amount of labor, is nothing but the solar heat

ti"ansformed.

This principle once admitted, it becomes necessary to extend it to the battery

and to electro-magnetic motors, and finally, also, to the animal mechanism. The
chemical action which takes place in the interior of the battery is a combustion,

and whether it arises without development of a current, or when there is a cur-

rent, the quantity of heat developed will be always constant, and only the seat

of it will be changed, because the current transports that heat into various parts

of the circuit. If we have an electro-magnetic motor, or a machine which pro-

duces a certain quantity of labor, and in which a certain quantity of zinc is

burned, it will be found that when the machine is not at work there is developed

in the circuit and in the battery more heat than when it is in action, and that

the difference is just equivalent to the labor produced according to the quantity

which we have given.

This digression was necessary to the conclusion which I would draw from our

electro-physiological experiments, and it is time to return to that which we were
making with the frog.

I have said that it is possible to determine the quantity, however minute, of

the zinc which is oxidized in that evanescent moment in which the circuit with
the two springs remained closed. By making this experiment with care we can
ascertain the mechanical labor produced by the contraction of the frog—that is,

the product of the weight raised and the height. We can make the apjdication

of the mechanical theory of heat to this case, by inquiring whether the zinc con-

sumed in that instant of time develops a quantity of heat, and hence a quantity

of mechanical labor equivalent or equal to that produced by the muscle. In this

calculation it is assumed that the current which excites the nerve is transformed

entirely into muscular contraction, and yet in reality it is not so, because the

whole voltaic circuit is heated, and in the act of contraction the muscle also is

heated. Upon that calculation, however, it would result that the mechanical
labor of the contraction is, according to the theory, the same given, or rather a
little less than the equivalent of the heat developed by the zinc oxidized in the

battery. On the contrary, through the numbers deduced from rigorous experi-

ments an opposite result is arrived at ; the labor produced by the muscular con-

traction is at least twenty-five or thirty thousand times greater than that which
would correspond, according to the mechanical theory of heat, to the quantity of

zinc or to the current by which the nerve was excited.

This result necessarily involved a conclusion which experiment has plainly

confirmed, and which serves greatly to enlighten our ideas on the properties of
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the nerves. To explain that result it was necessary to suppose tbat tlie electric

current whicli excites a nerve acts as does the spark of fire wbicli kindles a great

mass of powder, or as a small force which cau>=es a heavy mass in an unstable

state of equilibrium to fall from a great altitude. It must be supposed, in effect,

that when the nerve is excited by the electric current, the excited nerve instan-

taneously occasions in the muscle certain chemical actions which, by a concat-

enation as yet unknown, are transformed either into heat, or more probably into

electricity, and eventually into mechanical labor; in a word, the chemical actions

requisite to explain the muscular labor are within the muscle; it is in the muscle

that they are produced and exhausted after having been aroused by the excita-

tion of the nerve. It was known that a muscle exposed to the air absorbed

oxygen and exhaled carbonic acid ; it was known also that exercise of the body
enhanced the chemical phenomena of the pulmonary respiration.

I shall be able to prove to you by a simple and conclusive experiment that

muscular contraction is accompanied by an augmentation in the chemical action

of the so-called respiration of the muscle—that is, by a greater absorption of

oxygen, by a greater exhalation of carbonic acid. Here are two glass bottles

of the same capacity, namely, about 100 cubic centimetres each. The openings

are closed by a cork stopper, through which pass two wires of iron or copper
which are bent horizontally in the interior of the bottle so as to leave between
them an interval of twenty to twenty-five millimetres. I hastily prepare ten

frogs a la Galvani, and suspend five in each bottle to the wires, by inserting

the two extremities of the wires, one in the portion of spine, and the other in

the inferior part of the pelvis. Everything should be arranged alike in the two
bottles, and the difference will consist alone in connecting the two wires of one

bottle with the extremity of an electrical apparatus, b}' which, for four or five

minutes, I excite the greatest possible number of contractions in the five frogs

of this bottle, while the five of the other remain at rest. After that time I

promptly remove the cork stoppers and the frogs, and again close the bottles

with stoppers of glass. In order to discover and measure the difference in the

composition of the air which has been produced in the bottles, I ought to make,
as has in fact been done, a strict eudiometric analysis ; but this is not possible

during the delivery of a lecture, and I must, therefore, content myself with

showing in a rough but quite evident manner, that in the vessel in which the

contractions took place there is much more carbonic acid ^han in that in which
the muscles were left in repose. For that purpose I promptly pour the same
quantity, ten cubic centimetres of lime water, into the two vessels and shake

them. In the vessel where the contraction occurred great discoloration is pro-

duced, and consequently there is here a much greater quantity of carbonate of

lime than in the other vessel in which the lime water is scarcely whitened.

It must not be supposed that all the carbonic acid developed by the muscular
respiration is exhaled externally. If muscles be placed, after long and repeated

contraction, in an atmosphere of hydrogen gas or in a vacuum, it will be found,

as some years ago I proved by actual experiment, that those muscles exhale a

great quantity of carbonic acid. Bernard, in analyzing the gases of the blood

which traverses a muscle after a loug contraction, fouull no longer any trace of

oxygen, but nearly all the gas was carbonic acid. It may be said, therefore, that

the immediate caixse of the exhaustion of a muscle is an asphyxy, owing to the

disappearance of the oxygen as well as of the air of the blood, and to the presence

of the carbonic acid which is substituted for them. Perhaps the day is not

distant when chemistry will inform us what are the immediate products of the

greater combustion which occurs in a muscle through contraction; it is not by
the carbon alone that the oxygen is fixed ; the carbonic acid is a last term, and
there are, perhaps, also some fixed acids which are produced in that muscle.

In fact it has been proved by Dubois Reymond that the acid reaction increases
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in the muscles after contraction, and tbat the difference does not disappear by
keeping the muscle in a vacuum in order to cause the carbonic acid to exhale.

It should be further observed that the mechanical labor of the contraction is

not all the force which is excited iti a muscle in that act. We shall see hereafter

that electricity is developed. What I wish to point out here is that heat also is

developed in a muscle in contraction. Bequerel did not make this fact apparent,

because he operated on an animal entire and alive, from which it resulted that

in the act of contraction the blood flowed into the muscles, and to this circum-

stance was attributed the rise of the temperature.

I shall place before you direct proof, derived from a frog prepared, and, there-

fore, without blood, of the heating of a muscle by simple contraction. I take
two thermo-electric pairs of bismuth and antimony so arranged that the metals

of the same name communicate with each other ; the two bismuths, for instance,

are placed in communication and the two pieces of antimony are respectively

united to two extremities of a galvanometer. In this arrangement, if the two
pairs are heated to the same temperature there is no current produced, nor devia-

tion in the needle ; but if one of the two pairs is a little warmer than the other,

there suddenly arises a current, which we call differential. It is in this way
only that we succeed in making quickly and satisfactorily a comparative ex-

periment of this kind.

Let us return to our experiment on the frogs ; we prepare two a la galvani,

and into a thigh of one of them is introduced a thermo-electric pair, while the

other pair is placed in the thigh of the other frog. We wait till the equilibrium

of temperature is well established and the needle stands at zero, and then cause

one of the frogs to contract, at the instant the needle deviates, as if the thermo-
electric pair imbedded in the thigh of the frog which contracts were heated by
contact with a warm body. Hence the simple contraction of a muscle developes

heat.

All these considerations, on which, perhaps, I have dwelt too long, conduct
lis necessarily to the conclusion—a very important one for the theory of electro-

physiological phenomena—that " the excitation of a nerve by means of a cur-

rent, as in the kindling of a mass of powder by a spark, gives rise in the mus-
cle to chemical phenomena ; that is to say, increases the so-called muscular res-

piration ; and it is through these chemical phenomena and the mechanical labor

of the contraction, taking into account also the development of heat, that we
verify in effect the relation demanded by the mechanical theory of heat." Thus
we see the important progress which this part of electro-physiology has made
in quite recent times.

Since from the chemical action of the muscular respiration there is a transi-

tion to the contraction of the muscle, it remains to discover by what mysterious
concatenation this transformation is accomplished. It is certainly not my inten-

tion to show, by an experiment, how these things take place in the muscle, but
only to make it better understood in what this mystery consists. I have here a
large electro-dynamic spiral, in the interior of which I have suspended a piece

of elastic wire or spring of soft iron. This last is fixed at top, and below is

united to a silk thread which is wound around a very delicate pulley. Around
the same pulley is wound in the contrary direction a silk thread, bearing a
weight which stretches the elastic wire to a certain point. Lastly, to the axis

of the pulley is attached a long index of ivory or straw. Every time that an
electric current passes in the spiral, the elastic iron wire is shortened, its coils

approach one another, and the index manifests the raising of the weight ; when
the electric current ceases the weight sinks, and the index moves in the oppo-

site direction. It is precisely the same alternation which you have witnessed
in the case of a muscle suspended in the dynamometer when the current begins

to act and when it ceases. In the experiment which I now exhibit the current

of th-; spiral magnetizes the coil of iron wire, and the constituent parts thus
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magnetizpd are drawn towards one another. It is a well-known effect controlled

by recognized laws ; the electric current is generated in the battery when there

is zinc which is oxidized. In the muscle, also, there is this oxidation—there

is carbon which combines with the oxygen and burns, and through this chemi-

cal action there is heat, and therefore force, developed. But what are the mus-

cular elements corresponding to the magnetic elements 1 By what laws and

with what force are these elements moved, in order to produce the contraction 1

Herein couyists the mystery; or, rather, let us call it one of the most subtle of

problems which physics and chemistry will one day assist physiology to re-

solve.

After these general propositions respecting the mechanism of contraction ex-

cited by the passage of the electric current in the nerves, we shall employ our-

selves in the next lecture in studying the relations existing between these elec-

tro-physiological effects and the direction of the current, its intensity, and its

course in traversing the nerves.

Lectijre III.—Manner of representing the action of the current in contraction.—Experiment
of magnetic attraction within a spiral.—Laws of electro-physiology.—Different etiect of

the current according to its direction in the nerves.—Errors introduced into experiments of

electro-physiology by derived currents.—Periods of Ritter and ol' Nobili.—Experiments of

Masianiui.—Galvanoscopic frog and its use.—Electric excitatioh of the nerve reduced to

half when a given current is divided between two nerves.—The current does not act by
passing in a nerve transversely.

The whole of my last lecture was occupied—and I hope not uselessly—in

presenting some experiments and general considerations which give us an idea

of the mechanism by which electricity, acting on nerves and muscles, produces

muscular contraction. Unlike what takes place through the chemical, calorific,

and magnetic effects of the electro-current, which depend on the quantity of

electricity and on the duration of its action, electro-physiological effects are

manifested only during those variations of the electrical state which occur at the

closing and opening of the circuit ; that is, in that minute interval of time in

which any conductor traversed by electricity is passing from the natural state to

the state of electro-dynamic equilibrium and vice versa. Independently of the

quantity of electricity, the electro-physiological action is proportional to the

velocity with which this variable state of the beginning and of the end of the

current is produced, and this explains how the least sparks or discharges of the

Leyden jar act strongly on the nerves and muscles, and how their action is

diminished or extinguished by causing these discharges to pass slowly through

conductors very long and imperfect.

When the quantity of the electricity and the velocity of the discharge com-

bine, we have, as in the case of lightning, the most violent electro-physiological

effects. It will be remembered also that the electric excitation of the nerve

does not determine muscular contraction, except by previously exciting the

chemical action of the muscular contraction.

Our attention should now be turned to the laws of electro-physiology—that

is, to the relations which exist between the physiological effects and the direc-

tion of the electrical current in the nerves, its intensity, the physiological properties

of the nerves, &c. Few are the parts of physics with which experimentalists have

occupied themselves so much as with this, and yet too few are the rigorous and

general conclusions at which they have arrived. For this reason I shall abstain

from detailing to you all that is known or is supposed to be known on this sub-

ject, and which may be more or less confirmed, more or less contradicted in

general, but shall restrict myself to the few propositions which have been

demonstrated by experiment, and regarding which there is no dispute.
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Our consideration will first be directed to the different electro-physiological

effect of the discharge or electric current, according to the direction in which it

traverses the nerves. By the direction of the current, we know, is meant the

direction in which the positive fluid developed by the chemical action under-

gone by the zinc, and which is diffused in the liquid, moves in the iuterpolar

arc. In a Leyden jar, of which the internal armature gives a discharge of posi-

tive electricity and the external of negative, the discharge is also said to be

directed from the internal armature to the external in the interpolar arc. In
speaking of the current transmitted in the nerves, it will be understood that

this may be propagated either from the nervous centres to the extremities, in

which case it is called direct, descending, or centrifugal, or it may be propar

gated from the extremities of the nerves to the nervous centres, being then

called inverse, ascending, or centripetal.

This being premised, our first proposition is as follows: "In the mixed
nerves, the first and sole effect obtained is the contraction produced at the

moment 'N^hen the direct or descending current, rendered as little intense as

possible or propagated with the greatest slowness, begins to pass. On in-

creasing the intensity of the current or the velocity of the discharge, the second

electro-physiological effect which arises is the contraction excited, at the opening

of the circuit, by the inverse or ascending current; on still increasing the in-

tensity of the current the contractions occur at two other instants, namely, when
the direct current ceases and when the inverse begins to act. . These different

phenomena embrace to a certain point the known electro-physiological periods

of Kitter and Nobili, which chiefly consist in obtaining at first and while the

excitability of the nerve is yet Ytxy great, contraction as well at the opening

as at the closing of the circuit, whatever may be tjie direction of the current in

the nerve; and, during a succeeding period of less excitability, contraction at the

closing of the circuit only with the direct current, and contraction at the opening

only with the inverse current."

1 shall not describe all the different means which have been employed to

establish this proposition experimentally, but shall limit myself to an account

of that which has been practiced with most success, briefly indicating, however,

in passing, the various causes of error which occur in other modes of operating.

Our experiment consists in preparing the frog after tlie manner of Galvani,

in removing the muscles and bones of the pelvis, and cutting the symphysis of

this pelvis. In this way the frog is reduced to the two upper members, which
only remain united by means of the lumbar nerves connected with a portion of

the spine. It is readily perceived that by touching one of the extremities of

the frog or the corresponding nerve with a pole of the battery, and the other

member or its nerve with the other pole, we shall have at the same time and in

the same animal one of the nerves traversed by the direct, and in the other by
the inverse current. In this way we can test with more certainty and exact-

ness the effects developed by the current according to its direction in the nerves,

since it is the same current which passes at the same time in two directions in

two like nerves of the same animal. The nerve is not alternately subjected to

the current in opposite directions ; moreover, the direction in which the nerves

are traversed by the current is well known, which is not the case when the

poles of the battery are applied to a nerve laid bare in an animal and surrounded

on all sides by muscles. VVe know in effect that when the poles of a battery

are immersed in a liquid and much extended mass, or two points of an extended

metallic plate are touched by two poles, the electricity is distributed through all

the points of those conductors, forming, as it were, so many minute threads radi-

ating from the points touched by the poles.

In the present case we must not forget that, by this diffusion of the current,

it may happen that while the nerve is traversed between the two poles by a

direct current from the positive to the negative pole, there may be in the same
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nerve, beyond the poles, another poi'tion of current, called derivative, opposite

in direction, and which may have a greater effect than the first. To represent

this case, let us suppose we have a piece of string or pack-thread slightly wet

and bent like the letter Q inverted, the extremities of which touch a surface

forming a good conductor, such as a metallic plate. If we now apply two poles

of the battery to the string, we know that the electricity will divide into two

parts—that is, into one portion which traverses the string between the two poles,

and into another portion which circulates beyond them, and which, meeting in

the plate with a much better conductor than the string, may be even greater

than the first. What it most imports for us to notice is, that if the current in

the intermediate part of the nerve between the two poles be, for instance, direct,

in the lateral parts of the same nerve it will be inverse, llence the confusion

which may arise in making an experiment under these conditions in order to

judge of the effects due to the direction of the current.

Let -US recur to the frog divided in half, and cause the discharge from the jar

to pass from one member to the other, or from one nerve to another, while the

animal is stretched on the metallic arms of the universal discharger. I have

recourse to the small Leyden jar, and which, after being charged by a few

turns of the machine, I discharge two or three times with a metallic arc. Thus
reduced, so as no longer to yield signs of electricity with an electroscope, the

discharge is turned upon the extended frog, when that member alone which

communicates with the external armature, and the nerve of which, therefore, is

traversed by the direct discharge, will be observed to contract two or three

times in succession. In using the discharge of the jar we can only take ac-

count of the first effect, although in reality this must be composed of two oppo-

site phases, which immediately succeed one another. With induction, also—that

is, on generating an inductive current, as with the physiological effect, the dis-

charge of the jar acts in that phase only which corresponds to the closing of

the circuit in the case of the battery.

Let us substitute the battery for the jar, employing, however, the weakest

possible current. With this view I take a glass tube, having an internal diam-

eter of three or four millimetres, and a length of one metre ; this tube is bent

to the form of an U, and is fixed upon a wooden table. Having filled it with

distilled water and plunged the metallic rheophores of the battery more or less

into the liquid column, we obtain in the circuit a strong resistance, varying ac-

cording to the length of the column. The frog having been prepared iu the

usual manner, and extended on the two wires of the discharger, so that the

current shall traverse it from one member to the other, it follows that the cur-

rent in one of the nerves will be direct, in the other inverse. I begin by using

as long a column of water as possible, so that, whether from the greatly dimin-

ished intensity or the slowness wath which the permanent electric state is estab-

lished, neither of the members of the frog is contracted, either at the opening

or closing of the circuit. I gradually diminish the height of the column of wa-

ter, and the first contraction which ensues is always that of the member whose

nerve is traversed by the direct current in the act of closing the circuit. I con^-

tinue to diminish the liquid column, or, in other words, to increase the intensity

of the current, and a second contraction supervenes, that, namely, of the niem-

ber traversed by the inverse current at the opening of the circuit. If the cur-

rent be still augmented, both contractions show themselves as if at the same

instant ; that is, in the member traversed by the inverse current at the closing,

and in the other traversed by the direct current at the opening of the circuit.

By proceeding with our experiments on the same frog I might show that if the

current be now again reduced we shall repass through an inverse succession of

the same phenomena, and in the end obtain, with the weakest current, only a

contraction iu the member traversed by the direct current and at the closing of

the circuit.

20 s.
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These effects are transformed into the periods of Eitter and of Xobili, by
using, at the beginning, an intense current. We should then see from the first

the two members of the frog contract simultaneously as well at the closing as

the ojicning of the circuit. But in that case, whether it be that the nerves lose

excitability naturally or that this loss is hastened by the passage of the current

and the contractions excited, it results that, after twenty or thirty minutes,

more or less, according to the force of the current and the vitality of the ani-

mal, we have the phenomena of the so-called second period, which correspond

to those we obtained by using the fresh nerve and very weak current. When
the excitability of the nerve is diminished it is requisite that the current be

strong ; when the nerve is very excitable a feeble current is required.

The exposition which has been given establishes as the first, most simple,

and most general of electro-physiological j)henomena the excitation of the nerve

at the commencement of the direct current. We also find it verified with the

dynamometer that a given direct current excites at the commencement of its

action the greatest muscular force. This simplicity, however, is no longer mani-

fested when we o])erate on nerves entire and united to the nervous centres. It

is easy to lay bare in a rabbit or a dog two long tracts of the sciatic nerves,

and to cause a direct current to pass through one of them and an inverse cur-

rent through the other. In this case it is a constant result that the greater con-

traction of the leg occurs at the closing of the circuit with the direct current,

and the same contraction scarcely ever fails at the opening of the circuit in the

member traversed by the inverse current. But the phenomena are not so dis-

tinct as in the frog, nor indeed as in the rabbit and dog when the nerves ai'e

divided at their exit from the spine. When this division is made, contraction

occurs at first with the inverse current at the closing of the circuit, and it is

necessary to prolong the passage of this current through the nerve if Ave would
cause the anomaly to disappear and the contraction again to occur at the cessa-

tion of the inverse current.

By operating upon dogs and rabbits we have the great advantage of being

able also to follow up the sensational effects which the current produces in the

animal. The most constant phenomenon which is remarked in these cases, and
which Bellingeri and Marianini have also verified in the living frog, is that the

symptoms of pain arise when the direct current ceases and the inverse com-
mences ; that is, when the contractions terminate. At these two instants we
realize likewise contractions in the back of the animal, occasioned by the so-

called reflex action, as is proved, in effect, by dividing the spine at different

points, when those contractions become successively circumscribed between the

nerve irritated by the cmrent and the point at which the spine is divided.

To these phenomena pertains an old experiment of 5larianini, Avhich has

been of late extensively studied and varied by an eminent French physiologist,

Dr. Chauveau, of Lyons. Marianini employed a voltaic pile of 50, or GO, or

100 elements; Chauveau uses apparatus of induction—that is, inductive currents.

The former closed the circuit of the battery with his two hands, after having

jnoistened them. This, it will be readily seen, is the experiment which we
have witnessed with the divided frog, one nerve of which is traversed by the

direct and the other by the inverse current. In the experiment of Marianini

in like manner there is an arm traversed by the direct current, being the one

which touches the negative pole, and in which the contractions are excited by
the electric streams m liich traA'erse the muscular mass, as well as those which
traverse the nerves in the direction of their ramification. In this arm, there-

fore, exist the conditions for rendering the shock and the contractions greater

than in the other arm.

In the experinients of Dr. Chauveau tlie two electrodes are applied at two
points, more or less widely separated, of the same muscular mass or of two
different muscles. He found that the greater contraction is always in the proxi-
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mity of the negative pole. This result, it Avill be seen, bears an analogy to

that of Marianiui, and, without resorting to other hypotheses, we may establish

ourselves on that analogy. On this proposition is founded the use of the pre-

pared frug, to which I have given the name of the galvanoscopic frog, for detect-

ing not only the existence of the smallest variations of the electric state, but

discovering also the direction in which the discharges or electric currents flow.

The galvanoscopic frog consists of a leg of a frog to which is united a long

nervous filament, being the sciatic portion, and also, if possible, the lumbar

portion. It is necessary to make this preparation rapidly in order that the nerve

and muscle may have the greatest possible vitality. When this instrument. is

to be used, we place the leg on a surfsice of gutta-percha, or in the interior of

a glass tube which is held in the hand, and we touch two different points of the

nervous filament with any two points of the body in which the electro-motor

or power is supposed to exist. This being done, however weak, the electric

current there will be a contraction in the galvanoscopic frog either at the closing

or the opening of the circuit. By considering the position of the nerve and
the moment of the contraction, we can judge of the direction of the current in,

the nerve, whether it be direct or inverse.

We shall see more fully, in the next lecture, why it is proper, in using the

galvanoscopic frog to support it on an isolating surface ; the frog, like every

muscle, is an electro-motor, and without that precaution we should obtain the-

contractions and signs of the current through the eff'ect of the muscular electro-

motor, and therefore through a cause which resides in the instrument itself.

When the above precaution is used, the galvanoscopic frog becomes the most
delicate instrument which we know, and it will be seen in the ensuing lecture,

on animal electricity what frequent use is made of it. In the mean time I pro-

pose to off'er a single experiment with the galvanoscopic frog for the purpose,

not only of conveying an idea of the sensibility of that instrument and of the

mode of using it, but of exhibiting an instance of electricity developed entirely

without metals. In this experiment I employ two long glass tubes filled with
quartz or powdered glass moistened with water, one of which is plunged in a

solution of potassa, and the other in a vessel of porous earth immersed in that

solution and full of nitric acid. With the nerve of the galvanoscopic frog I

touch the extremities of the columns of powdered glass or quartz which com-
municate with the two liquids of the so-called battery of Becquerel. We then

see the frog contract, now at the closing, now at the opening of the circuit,

according to the position of the nerve. The current, we know, passes from the

potassa to the acid in the liquid, and circulates in the nerve from the tube of

glass immers'ed in the acid to the tube of glass immersed in the potassa. Hence
the frog immediately contracts when the free portion of the nerve touches the

tube immersed in the acid, and the portion next to the leg touches the tube im-

mersed in the potassa. We are justified, therefore, in the assei'tion that not only

is the galvanoscopic frog in the greater number of cases the most delicate

instrument we possess for discovering the presence of electricity, but that, prop-

erly used, it serves also to indicate the direction of the current.

A second proposition of electro-physiology is this : " That by using, for the

excitation of a nerve, an electric current of very slight intensity, and such, there-

fore, that, being still further diminished, thei-e would be perceived a correspond-

ing diminution in the muscular contraction, if this current be forced to divid*}

itself in half between two nerves, the eifect excited in the muscle is reduced to

half what it was at the first instant when the current passed entire in the

nerve."

At first sight this proposition seems contrary to the general definition which
we have given of electro-physiological effects : it has been our object to show
that these eftects arising only at the beginning and at the end of the current,

and not during thetime when the circuit remained clossd, they were in some
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manner independent of the quantity of electricity. Relying upon a physical

fact, of which the law and theory are known, I now add that the development

of the inducted currents only takes place when the action commences and when
it ceases ; which does not, when all other circumstances are equal, prevent the

intensity of the inducted currents from being proportional to the intensity of

the inductive currents.

I arrange the experiment to demonstrate the above proposition by placing a

prepared frog in one of the dynamometers, using a very weak battery, and in-

troducing into the circuit a long column of pure water. In this way we employ
the current reduced to the point at which a greater diminution of it is manifested

by a diminution of the physiological effect. Having, then, already introduced

into the circuit great resistance, when the current is forced to pass through a

second nerve we see from the galvanometer that its intensity remains percep-

tibly the same. We have thus the certainty that there now passes in the first

nerve half the current which passed in the first experiment, when that nerve

alone was engaged. And if the experiment is well conducted, if we use in

the dynamometer a single muscle, and operate under the same conditions, we
shall see that the muscular force is approximately half as much as at first—that

is, that the weight attached to the muscle is no longer raised to more than half

the former height. We may therefore add that not only is the galvanoscopic

frog, properly employed, the most delicate galvanoscope we have, but it is also

a galvanometer.

The third well-established proposition in electro-physiology is this :
* That

the electric current does not act, or that its action is at least extremely feeble,

when it is transmitted across the nerves, instead of traversing them in the di-

rection of their ramifications."

In our present ignorance of the nature of the nervous agent and of its de-

pendence on the structure of the nerve, it is impossible to determine precisely

the significance of the relation ; but we will admit a priori that it has its

significance, and that it must be important. It would detain us too long to

recite here the various experiments upon the strength of which the above prop-

osition has, since the days of Galvani, been afiirmed or contradicted. After

having been long occupied with this subject, I will present to you that which
seems to me most conclusive.

You see fixed upon this cube of wood two parallel plates, one of zinc and
one of copper. I place between them a strip of moistened paper so as to form

a battery. In effect, when I touch the two plates at the same time with a me-
tallic wire, I am certain that the current circulates in this wire, and that at the

same time the strip of paper is traversed by as many threads of the electric

current all parallel to one another, of equal intensity, and directed from one plate

to the other. We have the means of rendering this propagation of electricity

in the liquid stratum evident. It consists in dividing the liquid stratum into

two parts with a metallic diaphragm, ^hich is a lamina of platina, and in using

for a liquid that mixture of acetate of lead and of copper with which the

celebrated electro-chemical exhibitions of our Nobili are found best to succeed.

On causing the current to pass, if electrodes be used which have the same
section with the liquid stratum, we shall see in a few moments the interposed

lamina become colored equally at all j^oints ; and as this color proceeds from a

stratum of matter deposited by an electro-chemical effect, and as its color

depends, through a most delicate optical property, on the thickness of the

deposited stratum, if the current had not the same intensity at all points, wo
should be quickly apprised of it by the difierence of color. As this is not

so, the filaments of the current which traverse the liquid from one electrode to

the other have the same intensity at all points and are parallel.

Let us return to the former experiment. I prepare the galvanoscopic frog

and dispose the long fibre of its nerve on the moistened papei which is between•aper wui
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the two plates of the battery. If the fibre is disposed transversely, in which

direction it is certain there can be no filament of electricity which traverses the

nerve parallel to its axis, there will be no contraction seen in the frog when I

set the battery in action by touching the two plates with the metaUic wire. And
observe that while I thus operate, the whole long nervous fibre is stretched upon

the paper and is perpendicularly traversed by the current at all points.

I now invert the position of the nerve and stretch it, though to a much shorter

extent, in such a way that the electric stream traverses it parallel to its length.

Immediately contractions ensue, now at the opening, now at the closing of the

circuit, provided the current is very weak, or the nerve has already lost a little

of its excitability. It is beyond doubt, therefore, that the efiect of the current

upon a nerve is null, or at least extremely feeble, when the former traverses the

nerve in a direction perpendicular to its length. It is not without importance

to remark that whether we conceive the excitation of the nerve by the current

to be due to a species of mechanical effect which is propagated towards the

muscles or towards the nervous centres, or whether we consider that excitation

under the analogy which it may bear to electro-dynamic action in general, we
may, to a certain point, comprehend this difference of the action of the electric

current according as it is propagated along the axis or perpendicularly to the

axis of the nerve.

Whether we use in making these experiments the discharges of the jar or the

inducted currents, when the two electrodes are applied directly on the nerve,

now transversely and now along the axis, it may be easily understood how diflS-

cult it must be, with this arrangement, to realize the conditions of the experi-

' ment, and how it may happen that the currents should be always very strong,

and that there should be always a portion of the electric filaments which traverse

the nerve in a direction more or less parallel to the axis. In the mode in which

we have operated these causes of error are removed, and therefore this propo-

sition may be received as demonstrated by experiment.

Lecture IV.—Electro-physiological laws.—Effect of the continuous current on the excitability

of the nerve.—The inverse current exalts the excitability of the nerve and the direct ex-

tinguishes it.—Tetanic contraction produced in a muscle, the nerve of which was traversed

by the inverse current at the moment of opening the circuit.—Secondary electro-motive

power of the nerves and its application to the phenomena excited by the inverse current at

the opening of the circuit.—Action of the current on the roots of the nerves.—Correction

of the mode of interpreting the results of Louget and Matteucci with derived currents.

—

Action of electricity on the ganglionic system.—Medical uses of electricity.—^Aneurism.

—

Tetanus.—Cure of paralysis.

To complete the first part of this course, that, namely, relating to the phe-

nomena Avliich the current produces in its passage through the nerves and

muscles of an animal either living or recently killed, it remains to consider par-

ticularly the action which the current exerts on the properties of the nerve by
continuing to pass for a long time through it. On this occasion I shall be en-

abled to give an explanation of the electro-physiological phenomena which are

manifested at the opening of the circuit; an explanation which, from being

founded on known physical laws, constitutes one of the most important ad-

vances made in the science of electro-physiology in later times.

Let us resume the usual preparation of the frog—that is, the frog, after Gal-

vani's manner, cleft in the middle and traversed by the electric current from one

member to the other. With this arrangement we can have, as was said in the

preceding lecture, two nerves derived from the same animal and traversed simul-

taneously, one by the direct and the other by the inverse current, and be thus

enabled conveniently to compare their state. The experiment may be prepared

either by placing the frog astride between two small goblets filled with common
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water in which are plunged the two electrodes of a battery, or by directly ap-

plying these electrodes to the tAVO nerves.

It is known in physics that when the cuiTent traverses a liquid by means of

two electrodes of platina, the products of the electrization—that is, the oxygen
and the acids which go to the positive pole, the hydrogen and oxides which go

to the negative pole—become tenaciously fixed on the metals of the electrodes,

so as to give place, by closing the circuit betAveen these- alone, to a current which
we call secondary, and which has a contrary direction to the current of the bat-

tery ; because, as is known in electro-chemistry, the current developed between
hydrogen and oxygen, between an oxide and an acid, passes in the liquid from
the first to the second. And that current, in effect, would be obtained in the>

same manner if those plates of platina which form the electrodes had been for

a certain time immersed, the one in the hydrogen gas or the potassa, the other

in the oxygen gas or the acid.

When the current is made to pass by means of the electrodes of platina placed

on the nerves of the prepared frog, then, too, the secondary polarity is produced,

and hence at the opening of the circuit of the battery and by closing the circuit

of the electrodes alone we have the secondary current, Avhich is capable of ex-

citing the muscular contraction. If we wish, in some very delicate experiments,

to avoid this secondary polarity, we use for electrodes, instead of wires of platina,

wires of zinc amalgamated, and between these and the nerves is interposed a

card moistened with a saturated solution of sulphate of zinc. Under these con-

ditions, as I shall show in the sequel, the secondary polarity disappears entirely

or nearly so, and hence there is a method, the great utility of which we shall

presently see, of excluding from the circuits into which animal electro-motors
'

enter, such as the muscles or organs of electrical fish, the secondary current,

which, as being opposed to that of these electro-motors, fails not to diminish and
even entirely destroy it.

Let lis turn to the experiment with which I propose to show the action ex-

erted by the continuous current on the excitability of the nerves, according to

the direction in which it traverses them. In order that there may be no uncer-

tainty in the results, and that you may have before you different proofs of the

same truth, I have arranged four similar experiments, viz: four frogs prepared

alike and all traversed from one extremity to the other by the electric current.

If the experiment is newly prepared wc already know what occurs. When
I open the circuit the member traversed by the inverse current alone contracts

;

and Avhcn I again cause the current to pass, that member contracts through

which flows the direct current. This first experiment never fails when we use

the frog recently prepared and possessing much vitality or a very strong cur-

rent, for at first the two members contract as well at the opening as the closing

of the circuit; but after a few moments the phenomenon appears, Avhich may be

distinguished as normal, namely, contraction in the member, which for brevity

wc will call direct, at the closing of the circuit, and contraction in the inverse

member when the circuit is opened.

Before proceeding further, I must notice an important observation of Maria-

nini: that the contraction corresponding to the opening of the circuit is mani-

fested even when there has been no contraction at the closing. To show this,

instead of caiv«ing the current to pass by immersing the electrodes of the battery

in the water, I close the circuit with a conductor moist but not thoroughly wet.

such as would be suiiplied by our fingers or a piece of flannel or cotton dipped

in the water of one of the goblets. In this way the water penetrating layer by
layer into the material or the hand, the current also enters and increases from

degree to degree in the circuit, and hence the contraction is absent; not so, how-
ever, when the circuit is interrupted—then the passage of the current ceases of

a sudden and the contraction is obtained.

•
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I should also point out a mode of producing tlie contractions by the opening

of the circuit, which, however simple, might, in minds not habituated to reason-

ing upon these experiments, give occasion to erroneous interpretations. I take

a frog prepared as usual, and, after passing the current for some time, touch with

a small pencil, wet with water or some other liquid, the nerve traversed by the

direct current—no result ensues ; I touch the other nerve with the wet pencil,

and instantly violent con^-actions tijke place in this member. When this ex-

periment is seen for the first time, it is not easy to hit upon the cause of the

phenomenon, though very simple, and one might almost be induced to surmise

a specific action of the liquid on the two nerves. But with a little reflection it

is readily understood that when the nerve traversed by the inverse current is

wet with a drop of v/atcr, this drop, which envelopes the nerve, has upon that

nerve the effect of an opening of the circuit ; the current leaves the nerve to

enter into the liquid, which conducts it much better, and we have the contraction

at the opening of the circuit in the member traversed by the inverse current.

These considerations being premised, it is time to see what takes place in the

case of the prepared frog submitted from fifteen to twenty minutes or more to

the passage of a current. At the moment I open the circuit the member
traversed by the inverse current, and that alone, undergoes contraction, and for

the most part remains tetanized or rigid for several seconds. If I then close

the circuit there is no contraction cither in the inverse merhber or in that per-

meated by the direct current ; or if there be any in the latter it is slight, and
ceases after the same experiment has been repeated three or four times. If the

circuit be reclosed immediately after having been opened, that is during the time

when the inverse member is still tetanized, we shall see this member relax and
contraction cease. This experiment is equally verified if the current be made
to pass directly from nerve to nerve without traversing the muscles; only in this

case the described effect is produced in less time than when the current traverses

the entire animal. The same results are witnessed when we operate on the living

frog or the higher animals; but here the effect is produced more slowly, and it is

with difficulty that we realize in the living animal that prolonged tetanic con-

traction displayed in the inverse member of the prepared frog on opening the

circuit.

These results conduct us to the following proposition : "A continuous current

transmitted in a mixed nerve modifies the excitability of the nerve in a different

and it may even be said an opposite manner, according to its direction; the direct

current enfeebles and destroys the excitability of the nerve, while the inverse

increases it within certain limits. The time necessary for the current to produce

these effects is proportional to the degree of excitability of the nerve and in in-

verse ratio to the intensity of the current. After the opening of the circuit the

effects of the current have a tendency to disappear, and so much the more rapidly

as the excitability of the nerve is greater and the current employed was weaker."
It is important to show that independently of the use of the electric current,

the two nerves which have been traversed hy that current have acquired a dif-

ference of excitability—that is to say, that in the nerve traversed by the direct

current the excitability is much diminished or even extinguished, while on the

other hand it is preserved or increased in the nerve traversed by the inverse

current. For this purpose I take away one of the prepared frogs which has

been subjected to the passage of the current, and touch first one and then the

other of its nerves with a piece of potassa or hot iron, or wound them with the

forfex. Whichsoever of these means is employed to excite the nerve, you will

see contraction take place if I operate on the nerve which transmitted the in-

verse current, while none occurs from similar action on the nerve traversed by
the direct current.

The above proposition brings to view and at the same time explains the phe-

nomenon discovered by Volta, which is still called in electro-physiology the

#.
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phenomenon of voltaic alternadves. It was Volta who first observed that on
causing an electric cnrrent to pass for a long time in a frog until contraction had
ceased, this phenomenon was realized anew when the current was made to pass
in the opposite direction.

The exact analysis of this phenomenon is as follows : We have here the frog

cleft, as usual, in the middle and traversed for a certain time by the current ; it

is thus reduced to the state in which therQ is no logger contraction, except in

the inverse member at the opening of the circuit. I reverse the position of the

electrodes or of the frog, previously staining with a drop of ink the member
which was traversed by the direct current, and which no longer contracted.

The current being allowed again to pass for a certain time, the limb which no
longer contracted, and which is now traversed by the inverse current, begins
anew to be contracted, while at the closing of the circuit you have observed the
other limb contract through the action of the direct current, which before did
not occur, and this from the excitability maintained in its nerve by the inverse

current. In a word, the voltaic alternatives proceed from the different action

which the current exerts on the nerves accorcling to its direction : in the inverse
nerve the excitability is preserved and augmented, so that when the direct cur-

rent begins to pass, the contraction is excited, which Avould not be the case if

the nerve had not undergone the effect of the inverse current or had been sub-
jected to the direct current ; in the direct nerve the transmission of the inverse
current restores the excitability, so that it again contracts at the opening of the
circuit.

It is by means of the dynamometer that this important proposition has been
rigorously demonstrated. We easily contrive to have both halves of the same
frog with a portion of the spine so fixed in the dynamometer that we can insert

the lower hook now in one, and now in the other leg, and cause successively
the same direct current to pass in one of the nerves and the inverse in the other.

By then measuring the elevations obtained in the different experiments v/e arrive

at an exact determination of the proposition in question. Thus we see that, in

causing the direct current to pass at certain intervals of time by opening and
immediately closing the circuit, the contraction due to this current decreases
with great rapidity

;
yet it may be restored and with greater strength, at least

within certain limits, either by abbreviating the passage of the current or by
repeating its action after having left the circuit open long enough for the effect

of the current to disappear. It is quite different with the inverse current.

With this we see the contraction remain constant in the other half of the frog
under a frequent repetition of the passage of the current. The effect of the
inverse current may also be distinctly seen by causing it to pass, first for a
fraction of a second, and then for three, four, or five seconds. In this Avay we
obtain a contraction at the opening of the circuit which increases within these
limits in proportion to the time of the passage of the current.

This experiment is even more conclusive when the inverse current is made to

act upon a nerve whose excitability has been weakened by the passage of the
direct current ; to obtain the maximum of contraction it is necessary that the
passage of the inverse current should be prolonged for a space of time extending
from tw(inty-five to thirty seconds. When we operate on the animal alive or
recently killed, it is suflicient, in order to dispel the effects of the continuous
passage of the current direct or inverse, to leave the frog to itself, that is, out-
side tiie circuit. It will be found that the nerve which has lost its excitability

through the direct current becomes from repose again capable of contraction by
means of the same current.

I cannot leave this subject without calling your attention anew to the fact

already noticed of the tetanic and prolonged contraction, by which the member
traversed by the inverse current is attacked after a passage of thirty or forty

minutes. This fact has in latter times furnished, through a known physical

%
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theory, an explanation of the electro-physiological phenomena which arise at the

opening of the circuit, and has thus laid a foundation for the most important

progress recently made in electro-physiology. The frog which I exhibit is pre-

pared as usual and has been subjected to the passage of the current. I open

the circuit, and on the instant the member traversed by the inverse current is

attacked by the tetanic contraction. It may be shown by a very clear experiment

that this contraction depends on a particular state into which the lumbar nerve

has been thrown by the passage of the inverse current. In effect, if I interrupt

the circuit by cutting this nerve at the point of its exit from the spine, the

tetanic contraction ensues as usual, while it fails entirely if the nerve be cut

precisely at its entrance into the muscles. But in Avhat consists this particular

state of the nerve ? It is to this question that a recent physical discovery fur-

nishes an answer.

We know what secondary polarity is, and I have before said that it is devel-

oped in the nervous fibres as in any moist conductor, such as is afforded by a

strip of paper or of flannel imbued with a saline solution. Let us observe now
the ])rincipal experiment. I take the sciatic nerve of a fowl, place it upon a

handle of gutta-percha and convey it to the galvanometer ; after having ascer-

tained, by touching with the extremities of the galvanometer two points in the

surface of this large nerve, that there is no sign therein of a current, I deposit

the nerve on the tv/o electrodes of platina or of moistened paper of a battery of

eight or ten elements of Grove. I cause the current to pass for several minutes,

and then return with the nerve to the galvanometer. I now obtain a very strong

current in a direction opposite to that of the battery, and which, according to all

analogy, is a current due to secondary polarity. In effect, this current is mani-

fested in a nerve deprived of life for many hours or even several days, as in the

nerve taken in the living animal ; it is manifested in a wet string, the stalk of a

green plant, or any solid body imbued with a liquid.

The passage of the current collects hydrogen and the bases at the points

touched by the negative pole, oxygen and acids at the points touched by the

positive pole. These products of electrization are gradually diffused through

the moist solid body, and transform it through its whole length into a secondary

electro-motor. It may be shown, indeed, that in a fowl v/hich has been prepared

precisely like the frog, reduced, namely, to the pelvis, a piece of spine, the two

large lumbar nerves, and the legs, and which has been traversed by the current

from one leg to the other, the two nerves have acquired the secondary electro-

motor power, without having been touched directly by the electrodes of the

battery.

After having discovered the secondary electro-motive property in the nerves,

I have also ascertained that this has not the same intensity at all points, and

that the portion of the nerve placed near the positive pole, and in which the cur-

rent enters, has acquired this property in a much stronger degree than the

portion situated near the negative pole. This experiment also may be easily

shown. I take the nerve after it has been subjected to the passage of the cur-

rent, cut it in half, and reverse the position of one of the halves, reproducing

the piece of nerve as before. As we know that the nerve has become, by the

passage of the current at all its points, an electro-motor, the operation I have
performed would be the same as if I had ten pairs of Volta, all in series, and
then opened the battery in the middle by reversing five of these pairs, and re-

established the communication by replacing two zincs and two coppers together.

Thus Ave have two opposite half batteries, whence, if the pairs have all the same
electro-motive force, the two batteries are neutralized. But if one of the batteries

is the stronger, we at once obtain the differential current, that is, a current due

to the excess of the stronger battery. In like manner, if those two portions of

the nerve which the current has converted into a secondary electro-motor have

not the same force, I shall at once perceive it after having performed the division

m.
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and placed one of tte halves in opposition to the other. And, in fact, when I

apply the nerve thus prepared to the galvanometer, I find a strong differential

current, which is in the direction of the piece of the nerve which was next to the

positive pole.

Hence it is a plain consequence deduced from a known physical theory, that,

namely, of the secondary polarity, that a nerve becomes an electro-motor by the

passage of the current, and is therefore in a condition to give a secondary current

when the current of the battery has ceased. In a word, a nerve after having

been traversed by a voltaic current is traversed by the secondary current,

which is in an opposite direction to that of the battery, and which may circulate

in those parts of the nerve in which the secondary polarization is not developed,

and which is certainly neutralized and produces a discharge through, the great

difference of the secondary electro-motor power in different points of the same
nerve. Thus is explained, with all probability, in what consists the state which

we termed unknown, into which the nerve traversed by the inverse current

which excites the tetanic contraction in the muscles of the frog is thrown. This

nerve is none other than that portion next to the positive pole which is traversed

by the current, and which has been shown to have acquired the strongest second-

ary electi'O-motor power ; it is therefore that piece of the nerve which, after the

opening of the circuit, is traversed by the discharge or by the secondary current,

which is at once the strongest and most prolonged ; and as the secondary cur-

rent is always in an opposite direction to the current of the battery A\hich has

excited it, it follows that in the inverse nerve the secondary current is direct

—

that is to say, is in the direction which was shown from the first of our propo-

sitions to have the strongest electro-physiological action. Moreover, the effect

of this secondary current must be further enhanced, because we know that the

inverse current maintains the excitability of the nerve, and this perhaps in turn

arises from the fact that the inverse current does not excite contraction, and
does not, so to speak, consume the muscle, as does the direct current.

In conclusion, the contractions occasioned in a muscle, the nerve of which has

been traversed by the continuous inverse current, are attributable, in all proba-

bility', to the physiological effect of the secondary current, which is direct. And
that this current or direct secondary discharge exists is proved by the galvano-

meter, as has been already made apparent, and is proved also by the galvano-

Bcopic frog. In effect, if I apply the nerve of this frog to the nerve of the fowl

which was traversed by the inverse current, we see, immediately after opening

the circuit, the galvanoscopic frog undergo contraction, and especially if we
place its nerve close to those points which are nearest to the positive pole and
in a suitable direction.

I must not omit to cite an imjjortant observation recently made by Plluger,

which will perhaps some day find a place among the electro-physiological phe-

nomena, depending on the secondary electro-motor power of the nerves. Pfluger

has found that while a nerve is traversed by a continuous current, "the excita-

bility is augmented beyond the region or points touched by the negative electrode,

and so much the more as the point observed is nearer to the electrode. The
contrary is the case beyond the positive electrode, where, on the other hand, the

excitability is diminished." To make this experiment, Pfluger causes a contin-

uous current to pass in the sciatic nerve of a galvanoscopic frog, and then sub-

mits this nerve at the points not traversed by the current to the action of different

stimulating bodies, as, for instance, water impregnated more or less with salt, and
the action of which had been previously determined. He then finds that the

stimulus, which applied to a certain point of the nerve does not excite contraction,

is capable of producing that effect when the nerve is traversed by the current,

if that point be near the negative electrode. On the other hand, a stimulus, capable

of exciting contraction, excites it no longer when the nerve is traversed by the

current, if applied towards the positive electrode. These curious facta have

%
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been attributed by the pliysiologists of Germany to a particular state of the

nerve, with which we shall occupy ourselves further on, and which they term

electro tonic. Before acquiescing in that hypothesis, it would have been proper

to inquii'e what influence may be exerted by the products of the electrization

collected on the nerve in contact with the electrodes upon the composition, and
hence upon the physiological properties of the stimulating substances used by
Pfluger. Moreover, we have found that the effects of the secondary electro-

motor power of the nerve extend beyond the points touched by the electrodes.

Thus, between the portion of the nerve outside of the positive electrode, and the

points touched by that electrode, there is a secondary current in the nerve in the

direction of the current of the battery. Beyond the negative electrode also

there is a secondary current, which has been found much stronger than that

produced beyond the positive electrode, and which is also directed like the cur-

rent of the battery. The origin of these currents and their direction is under-

stood without difficulty, when we remember that they depend on the currents

excited between the portions of the nerves which we will term neutral, and the

points which, by having been in contact with or very near the electrodes, ai"0

bathed, one with an acid; the other with an alkaline liquid. These secondary

electro-motor powers outside of the poles may well intervene in the effects

observed by Pfluger.

After having explained, perhaps somewhat too difi'usely, the application of

the secondary electro-motor power of the nerves to the electro-physiological

phenomena which are excited at the opening of the circuit, I shall proceed to

speak briefly of the knowledge we possess, imperfect though it be, respecting

the action of the current in the muscles alone, in the central parts of the ner-

vous system, and upon the nerves of the ganglionic system.

When a current or a discharge is made to pass through a muscle, contrac-

tion is excited, and this takes place, as is natural, independently of the direction

of the current. This contraction is sometimes persistent : thus, wheu the dis-

charge of a jar is made to pass through the gastrocnemian detached from a

living frog, this muscle is seen to be shortened by even one-fourth or more of

its length and to remain shortened. We might say that the parts of a muscle,

when the nervous action is extinguished or quasi extinguished, tend to approach

one another, and, once in this condition, remain so, as occurs after death in re-

gard to the cadaveric rigidity.

I have already said that Chauveau has, in late times, varied the experiments

made on the muscles by applying the inducted current on the muscular mass,

and has found that the greater and more persistent contraction always occurs in

contact with the negative electrode. We have explained this phenomenon as

far as is yet in our power, by attributing it to the action of the direct cuiTent

on the nerves of this muscular mass. 1 will further recall that the contractions

excited by the current in the muscles of a frog killed with the poison of curare,

and the nerves of which have lost all trace of excitability, prove that the mus-
cular fibre alone, independently of the nerves, contracts under electricity as

under other stimulants.

Many years since Longet and I studied the action of the electric current on
the spinal radicles ; that is, on those simple nerves which, according to the dis-

covery of Charles Bell, possess separately either the property of exciting con-

traction or that of occasioning pain when they are irritated. A long series of

experiments, which were afterwards verified in Germany and elsewhere, con-

ducted us to results which were chiefly noticeable for being opposed to those

set forth in our first proposition, which are obtained in the mixed nerves. In
effect, by operating with the direct current on the anterior radicles, no contrac-

tion was obtaining at the closing, as there was at the opening of the circuit

;

with the inverse current contraction takes place at the closing and none at the

opening. We are now able to say that this anomaly is removed in consequence

S
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of an ing;enious observation made by the French physiologists, Rousseau and

Martin-Magrou. In the experiments made by Longet and myself, the spinal

radicle was not separated from the spine, but was simply raised to the handle

(ansa) with a silk thread or by an isolating surface placed beneath it,. In this

mode of oj)erating, as has been already shown, the greater portion of the cur-

rt-nt does not pass in the nerve directly from one electrode to the other by the

shortest interval, but flows beyond the poles, being discharged into the neigh-

boring conductor, whence it is that in the portion of the nerve next to the mus-

cle the (hrived current has a direction opposite to that of the portion of the cur-

rent which passes from pole to pole by the shortest interval. I recur to the

experiment, before exhibited, of the wet string or cord bent in the form j^, and

which descends upon a stratum which is a good conductor. If I cause the

current to pass in the upper portion of the string we shall see a contraction in

the galvanoscopic frog whose nerve is extended on the string or on the con-

ducting surface beyond the poles ; this contraction is certainly the effect of the

so-called derived current. Therefore, to explain the effects of the current on

the spinal radicles, it.is necessary to decide which of these two portions of cur-

rent is that whose physiological action is in the ascendency. I will first state

that if, instead of operating on the spinal radicles still united to the medulla

and lifted to the handle with a silk thread, we cut these radicles at their de-

parture from the spine and keep their ends free, it will then be found that the

electric current acts as on the mixed nerves.

In this arrangement the derived current beyond the poles can no longer

exist; it was this current, therefore, which interfered in the case of the anoma-

lies observed by Longet and myself. And, in fact, it is easy to prove, in regard

to any mixed nerve, that in proportion as its excitability is extinguished, this

excitability continues to retreat towards the muscles if the current is so em-

ployed as to excite contraction, and, on the other hand, that it retires towards

the nervous centres when the effects of sensation are contemplated. No wonder,

then, if in our experiments on the spinal radicles it was the derived current

acting in the portion of the nerve nearest to the muscle whose action was the

prevalent one. Of this an experimental proof can be given. Take, in order

to form one of the electrodes, a small fork of two branches and apply this fork

to the nerve of a galvanoscopic frog, while the other electrode is placed midway
between the points of the fork. If now the middle electrode be, for example,

the positive one, the current is divided into two branches, one descending and

the other ascending ; and although these two portions of cuiTent be equal, it

will be found that the prevailing effects are those due to the descending portion

which is nearest to the muscle.

The same explanation applies to the experiments recently made by.Dr, Rad-

cliffe, by causing the current to pass through one of the lumbar nerves of a frog

prepared in Galvani's manner. If this nerve is raised to the handle and the

current be made to pass in the portion thus raised, contractions are excited in

the member whose nerve is not traversed by the current and which evidently

depend on the portion of the current which circulates beyond the poles, and

which, hence, invades the other lumbar nerve.

The investigation has been extended to the action of the current on different

parts of the brain of an animal alive or recently killed, and it was simply found

that the current acted there like mechanical stimulants applied to those parts.

By operating with electricity on the ear or eye, the effects occasioned are sensa-

tions characteristic of the excitation of the nerves of those organs. As regards

the ear it is known that the passage of the current excites a continuous sound

;

in the eye a luminous sensation is produced at the beginning and at the termina-

tion of the passage of the current, as if the effect depended on a mechanical

action undergone by the eye and due to the contractions of the muscles of the

eye itself. These studies are deserving of greater development.
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I shall pay a word, finally, of tlic action of tlie current on tlic ganglionic

nerve:?. Humboldt first studied the action of the current on the cardiac plexus

and on the ganglionic system of the lower belly. In the former case he ob-

Berved, and it was afterwards verified by others, that on keeping the circuit

closed for a certain time the pulsations of the heart show no difference, but that

if the electric excitation be continued these pulsations become more frequent,

and that this fn^quency lasts for a certain time after the current has ceased to

pass. When the ganglionic system of the lower belly is operated upon with

the current, an analogous fact is noticed. The vermicular motion of the intes-

tines is by degrees accelerated, and this acceleration also continues for a certain

time after the opening of the circuit. In these two effects the electric excita-

tion of the ganglionic nervous system would seem to differ from that of the

mixed nerves in being, as regards the former, continuous during the passage of

the current, slower in manifesting- itself and slower in ceasing.

This subject, as well in its therapeutic applications as its physiology, calls

for renewed investigation and more thorough research, especially as regards

man himself; and its prosecution should be directed, among other things, to

determining with exactness the quantity of urea in the urine, the quantity of

carbonic acid exhaled, the varied composition of the bile and of the products

of digestion, according as man or the animal experimented upon has under-

gone for a longer or shorter time the action of the current, both interrupted and
continuous.

This study would be of so much the more interest as we now know that the

ganglionic system acts on the sanguineous vessels at one time by constricting,

at another by dilating them. This has been verified in the valuable experi-

ments of Budge and lieruard. After having divided, in a living animal, a cer-

tain nervous fibre which receives at least in part its action from the ganglionic

system, through which division the ear of the corresponding part becomes much
warmer than the other and is engorged with blood, the physiologists just named
found that, by exciting with the current the peripherous portion of the same
fibre, the circulation of the blood was restored and the elevation of temperature,

which was but a secondary effect, disappeared. It is probable that in the func-

tions of secretion and in the physio-chemical action of nutrition analogous

effects would present themselves.

I cannot conclude this lecture, which completes the study of the physiologi-

cal phenomena excited by electricity, being the first part of this course, without a

glance at the therapeutic uses of electricity. Aftfcr the discovery of the Leyden
jar, and even later, after that of the voltaic pile, the new and singular eff'ects of

electricity had.so exalted the imagination of the students of therapeutics that

the mysterious agent of life, the universal medicine, was supposed to have been
found. These fantastic expectations were of course soon dissipated, and there

remained, as there will continue to remain, in the science only the results of

observations well and diligently made and specifically founded on electro-

physiological researches.

As it had been observed that albumen coagulated around the positive elec-

trode, and this through the acid developed by electrization and which coagu-

lates the albumen as any free acid would do, it was inferred that the electric

current might dispel the cataract, if in the no longer transparent crystalline an
alkali were generated with the negative electrode. In making the experiment

of the electrization of albumen, the coagulum is seen to be formed around the

two electrodes, although, as might be expected, in a greater degree around the

positive than the negative one, but it is never found that, by inverting the cur-

rent, the albumen which has coagulated around the positive electrode is dis-

persed, because this electrode has become negative. Hence it is that with the

electric current not only can the cataract not be cured, but, on the other hand,

it may with great certainty be created.
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The use of the electric currerit has been also proposed for dissolving calculi

in the bladder. To judge of this method it is sufficient to recollect that the
calculi are formed of materials insoluble in the urine, and that the current can-

not decompose an insoluble compound. For the proposed purpose it Avould be
necessary to fill the bladder in which the calculus exists with a concentrated

alkaline solution, through which a very intense electric current should be made
to pass.

Some cases have been cited of the cure of ancurismal sacs by the method
of Petrequin. I'his surgeon having introduced into the sac needles of steel,

brought into close proximity or nearly into contact, caused a strong electric cur-

rent to pass through them. Through the heat produced or other cause, coagu-

lated masses are formed in the sac, an inflammatory process is excited in its

parietal surfaces, and favorable results seem to have been realized from the prac-

tice, as in the case also of incipient and limited aneurisms. The employment
of a very fine wire of platina, rendered incandescent by the electric current,

has been proposed in surgery for the purpose of cauterizing and promptly sepa-

rating the polypus in any concealed situation. RuhmkorfP has suggested the

use of the electric light to render visible the morbid state of certain deeply-

seated parts of the body. Professor Burci, by causing a strong electric current

to pass through an extra-uterine foetus, destroyed its vitality, and the foetus was
then gradually dislodged.

It is, however, in the cure of tetanus and paralysis that the application of

electricity has been most confidently and persistently relied on. These cures

rest upon the electro-physiological facts with which we have become acquainted.

The direct and continuous current destioys the excitability of the nerve—that

is, places the nerve in a state which may be considered analogous to that of a
nerve paralyzed. The inverse current, on the other hand, increases that excita-

bility, and within certain limits restores it Avhen it is lost. This is the case of

the voltaic alternatives already brought to your notice. It will be remembered
also that at the opening of the circuit we have seen the member which had been
traversed for a certain time by the inverse current attacked by a strong tetanic

contraction which lasted many seconds; to cause a cessation of this contraction

it is sufficient to re-establish the continuous passage of the current. AVe have
further seen, by causing to pass in the nerves of a living animal a current inter-

rupted by means of a wheel of interruption, or an apparatus of electromagnetic

induction, which has the interrupter of De la Rive in the circuii of the battery,

that the animal is seized with Violent tetanic convulsions which soon destroy it.

These strong and continued contractions naturally consume a large supply of

nervous power, and in so short a time that it cannot be restored by the organ-

ism; in this lies, perhaps, the mysterious action of certain jjoisons which operate

on the nervous system with so much energy.

I will finally adduce an observation which is easily comprehended, and which
may assist in explaining the mode of the action of electricity in paralysis. Let
us suppose that Ave divide the motor nerves of the two lower members of a living

frog, and that, for a certain time, we every day irritate one only of these nerves.

If, after that time, we test with the usual stimulants the degree of muscular
irritability of the muscles of the tAvo members, Ave shall always find that this

irritability is much gieater in the muscles made to contract daily than in those

which have continued in repose.

Such arc the facts and principles upon W'hich is scientifically founded the use
of electricity for the cure of tetanus, and especially of paralysis. With a A'iew

to overcome the tetanic contractions, it is necessary, upon the principles above
set forth, to subject the patient to a continuous current, I know of but one case

of an attempt of this kind. During the passage of the current the sufferings of

the subject Avere alleviated; but unfortunately, because perhaps in this instance

tetanus was the effect of an inflammation excited by the presence of extraneous
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bodies, the melioration "wns but transient. But if the electric treatment had no

other object than to mitigate the tortures of so intractable a malady, I deem it

incumbent on physiciAns to make new trials of the application of the continuous

electric current on this form of disease.

The electric treatment of paralysis is founded on such a number of cures as

to justify us in regarding it as an important resource. I shall abstain, however,

from miiuitely describing all the distinctions which have been drawn by thera-

peutists between the effects of the currents, according as they are obtained

directly with the battery or inducted in different modes. These distinctions are,

in a scientific, view so obscure that, before taking them into consideration, it

would be necessary to be assured, as we certainly are not at present, that they

are founded on a large number of observations accurately made.

The cure of paralysis is conducted with interrupted currents, by applying the

electrodes on the moistened skin of the extremities of the paralyzed members.
According to the principles above established, if the paralysis is that of sensa-

tion, the direct current should be employed, while, on the other hand, the inverse

current should be preferred for the paralysis of contraction. It is proper to

commence with very weak currents, to suspend frequently the application of

electricity, to make at first short applications and gradually to prolong their

duration. All physicians who have conscientiously tried these electric cures

acknowledge that recovery is not to be expected till after treatment of long

duration, whence both physician and sufferer should arm themselves with

patience, and not be discouraged by delay in realizing the effects of electricity.

Lecture V.—Animal electricity.—Principal facts of Galvani and Nobili.—Methods of ex-

perimenting^ in electro-physiology.—Precautious for destroying secondary polarity.

—

Diiferential method by the confrontation of electro-motive powers.—Muscular batteries.

—

Fundamental facts of muscular electricity.—Entire muscles.—Divided muscles.—LavFS
of Matteucci and Du Bois Reymond.—Piopositions on muscular electricity.—Muscular
electro-motor, independent of the thickness of the muscle and the integrity of the nerve,

proportional to the length of the muscle.—Relation of muscular irritability.—Distinction

between the voltaic pile and the muscular electro-motor.—Electric cm'rent of the nerves.

—

Electro-tonic state and its explanation by the secondary electro-motive power.

We commence to-day the second part of this course—that is, the study of

electricity developed within the living organism. In this investigation it will

be shown that there are in nature certain animals provided with a particular

organ by which electricity is constantly developed. We shall further see that

in all animals there are certain tissues which are true electro-motors, and that

the electricity, developed in these stands in relation to the proper functions of

those tissues. But, before proceeding with this subject, I should explain and
describe the apparatus and the methods which are requisite to guide us to exact

results in a field once so intricate and obscure. It is by virtue of these methods
and apparatus that this part of electro-physiology forms at present a depart-

ment of general physics, founded on exact experiments reproduced with fa-

cility, and in Avhich our acquisitions are every day extended and verified.

Such as it exists to-day, this part of electro-ph^'siology has derived its impul-

eion from two capital experiments which were made at two epochs very distant

from one another, and which remained without development till 1840. The
first of these experiments had its origin in the well-known discussion between
Galvani and Volta, towards the close of the last century. Galvani, after having
discovered that the prepared frog furnished a very delicate instrument for indi-

cating by strong muscular contractions the passage of electricity, inferred from his

experiments that electricity was developed within the animal, and that the nerves
and muscles of a frog thus prepared were as the two armatures of a charged jar,

discharged through the metallic arcs between Avhich those animal parts were
placed and in contact with them. Volta, after having invented the pile and
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conceived the hypothesis of the electro-motive force, rejected the idea of Galvani
respecting animal electricity, and concluded that in all the experiments made
upon frogs the electricity was developed by the external arcs, because they were
heterogeneous, and that the animal did nothing but discharge it.

Galvani opposed to these conclusions an experiment Avhich I have termed
capital, because it was, in reality, the point of departure of electro-physiology

;

that is, a true phenomenon of electricity developed by the living organism. The
experiment is this : The frog being prepared in the usual manner, a leg of the

same is bent so as to bring it into contact with the lumbar nerves. At that

instant the frog undergoes contraction, and this effect is repeated as long as the

frog is excitable, and each time that the contact is renewed. If the muscles
and the nerves continue to be kept in contact for a certain time, the contraction

often occurs even at the moment in which the contact is interrupted.

Galvani demonstrated, as far as was then possible, by many sagacious and
well-conducted experiments, which were subsequently varied and extended, by
Humboldt and Aldini particularly, to other animals, that if the contact between
muscles and nerves was effected by means of interposed bodies, contraction

manifested itself only when those bodies were conductors of electricity, and that

it no longer occurred if isolating bodies were employed. Thus contraction re-

sults at the opening as well as closing of the circuit, if, the galvanoscopic frog

being held on an isolating surface, the extremities of the leg and of the nerve

touch a stratum of water or any homogeneous and conducting surface. Hum-
boldt used to place a portion of muscle between the nerve and the leg of the

galvanoscopic frog, and in this manner also contractions were excited. Aldini

observed the same fact discovered by Galvani in reference to the frog, by rap-

idly preparing in birds and rabbits the leg united with the sciatic nerve, and
folding that nerve on the muscles. Aldini further varied this experiment by
taking with the fingers the leg of a galvanoscopic frog, and bringing the nerve

into contact with the brain or the muscles of other living animals. As is

readily perceived, in thus operating he did but repeat the former experiments

of Galvani and Humboldt, with the difference that the arc between the muscles

and the nerves of the galvanoscopic frog was formed by the hand and by the

body of the observer, by the earth and by the animals touched with the nerve;

wherefore the contraction obtained in this manner could not be taken for a sign

of electricity in the animals touched. It was for this reason that I said, in one

of the preceding lectures, that it was proper, in using the galvanoscopic frog, to

support it with an isolating handle, and to touch the electi'O-motor which we
wish to study at two points of the single nervous fibre of the frog

All these various forms of the leading experiment of Galvani left no doubt in

regard to the inference of the existence of a proper electricity of the muscles an.d

nerves in a state of life, nor was this demonstration in any manner contradicted

by the observation of Volta, viz : that the nerves and muscles represented the

two metals of the pair of plates, since it always proved that the nerves and
muscles act not as electromotors, if not taken in an animal living or recently

killed.

In 1827, about fifty years after Galvani, Nobili, who had then improved the

galvanometer and rendered it very sensitive, made, with the frog prepared in

the manner of Galvani, the second capital experiment to which I have alluded.

Let us suppose we have the galvanometer with a long wire, and ou the astatic

system devised by Nobili, the extremities of M'hich are laminte of platina im-

mersed in two goblets filled vvith salt water. Before commencing the experi-

ment on the frog, Nobili takes a wick of cotton well steeped with the liquid and

unites with this wick the liquor of the two goblets. If the two lamiuoe of pla-

tina are homogeneous, a thing very difficult to realize, the needle remains un-

moved ; usually, however, there is deviation which results from the imperfect

homogeneity of the laminae, and especially from their having the secondary po-
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larity. The circuit being left closed, the deviation after some time amounts to

nothing, or very little. A frog is then rapidly prepared, the wick is removed,

and the frog is substituted by immersing the lumbar nerves in one vessel and
the legs in the other. At that instant the frog contracts, and the needle devi-

ates by an arc of twenty-five or thirty or more degrees, and settles at a much
less angle, which continues eventually to decrease. If the experiment is re-

peated on another frog, inverting at the same time its position with respect to

the extremities of the galvanometer-, the deviat'on occurs in the opposite direc-

tion. Kobili also ascertained, by operating upon two or three frogs similarly

prepared and imited in form of a battery—that is, by placing in contact the

muscles of one with the nerves of another, that the deviation of the needle in-

creased in proportion to the number of the frogs. It results from these experi-

ments that, by uniting through a homogeneous arc the nerves and muscles of a

prepared frog, there is established in this arc a direct electrical current, so that

the muscles represent the zinc, and the nerves the carbon or jilatina of a voltaic

pair, by which the current is directed in the animal from the muscles to the

nerves, or from the feet to the head of the frog, as it is customary to say. This
current was, according to all analogy, the cause of the contraction observed in

the experiment of Galvani.

Nobib did not sufficiently vary his experiments to be enabled to arrive at an
exact interpretation of the fact which he had discovered, and, led by a false

analogy, he overlooked the true origin of the electricity of which, however, ho
had rigorously demonstrated the existence in animals. lie imagined that the

nerves and the muscles, by their different structure and composition, were bodies

which parted unequally with the water by evaporation, whence they must have,

as he reasoned, since they are exposed to the air, a different temperature, from
which he inferred that the current discovered in the frog was a therm )-electric

current between the nerve and muscle, and, therefore, independent of the living

organism. A slight consitleration, however, of the conditions under Avhicli his

experiment was made, will satisfy us how dissimilar and even opposite they are

to the conditions in which thermo-electric currents are produced ; and, more-
over, wo shall presently see that the true electro motor in the experiments of

Nobili, as in those of Galvani, (which do not differ except through the addition

of the circuit of the galvanometer and the electricity of the frog being proved
not only by the contraction, but also by the deviation of the magnetized needle,)

is not formed by the union of the nerves and muscles, but by the various parts

of the muscle alone.

I shall endeavor to show the laws of the muscular electro-motor by simple

and exact experiments, and must, therefore, premise a description of the instru-

ments and methods used in these experiments.

You are already acquainted with the preparation of the galvanoscopic frog

and its use. The leg of a frog rapidly prepared, and with which a long nervous

filament remains united, is placed upon a slip of gutta-percha ; the nerve is to bo
slightly dried by placing it upon a sheet of felt paper, and then the piece of

muscle of which we would ascertain the electrical state is touched with two
points of this nerve. By repeating this experiment several times, changing the

points at which the muscle is touched by the nerve, and observing the instant

at Avhich tlie contraction occurs, we may determine with some certainty the di-

rection of the current. In such an experiment we may also use the whole frog

divided in half, after the manner described in former lectures, and with this, if

the current is sufficiently intense, it is still more easy to discover the direction

of the current, because commonly one of the members, that, namely, which is

traversed by the direct current, contracts when the circuit is closed, and the

other at the opening.

The galvanometer of very fine and long wire, with a good magnetic system,
is the essential instrument for the researches of electro-physiology. Since it is

21 s
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practicable to unite several muscular elements in series, forming of tliera one
battery, a galvanometer of two or three thou?and coils may suffice, though in

more delicate experiments, such as those made on a single muscle and those

pertaining to the variation of the muscular electro-motor power under contrac-

tion, and the electro-motor power of the nerves, it will be necessary to have
recourse to a galvanometer of from twenty to thirty thousand coils.

In every experiment of animal electricity with the galvanometer there are

encountered even to this day causes of error, introduced by the lamince or strips

with which the extremities of the galvanometer terminate. In effect the im-

provement of this instrument by Nobili led immediately to the multiplication of

experiments in electro-physiology, but from want of proper attention to the errors

introduced by the use of the lamina just spoken of, the recurrence of erroneous

results arrested the progress of this part of physics. The more delicate the

galvanometer, so much the more necessary was it to resort to a method which
should be guarded against the influence of the extraneous currents attributable

to the extremities of the galvanometer and the chemical action of the liquids

placed in contact with those extremities. It is not necessary that I should here

speak of the experiments of electro-physiology made by using, as extremities of

the galvanometer, laminai of iron, silver, or copper, placed directly in contact

with the muscles, the brain, or the spinal marrow of a living animal. Perhaps
in some of these experiments the effects obtained by the galvanometer should be
attributed to the electro-motor power of those parts, but most frequently the un-

certainty of the direction and the variable inten^ty of the currents obtained

under equal circumstances depend either on the secondary polarity or the liete-

rogeneity of the laminre, or on the different action of the animal liquids in contact

with them. These uncertainties aud irregularities are nut to be effectually ex-

cluded, except Avhen with the muscular batteries we have increased the intensity

of the currents, or, better still, when we shall have succeeded in entirely elimi-

nating the secondary polarity of the laminae of the galvanometer.

It is easy to understand the method of the muscular batteries. For the present

the muscular element which we are considering is the frog prepared after the

method of Galvani, and used in the experiments of Nobili. We will suppose
that we have a certain number of these frogs possessing about the same degree

of vivacity and similarly prepared. We stretch them on an isolating surface,

arranging them in battery—that is, placing the legs of one frog in contact with

the legs of the succeeding frog. The extremities of the galvanometer used at

first were two equal lamina? of platina soldered to copper wires ; each of which
laminse has an isolating handle of ivory or gutta-percha, and is covered with a
coating of sealing-wax, leaving exposed only a small and equally extended por-

tion of their surfaces. The two laminse must have been first cleansed with

potassa, then plunged in a diluted acid, then several times in distilled water, and
finally left immersed for a considerable time in this liquid, or in a solution of

marine salt. In this way we succeed in rendering the laminse homogeneous, and
in divesting them of currents ; if agitated too much, or unequally immersed in

the liquid, currents again make their appearance.

The frogs being arranged, as already shown, in battery, their two extremi-

ties—that is, the nerves on the one hand and the legs on the other, are immersed
in little cavities filled with distilled or salted water. Having succeeded in ob-

taining homogeneity in the platina laminaj of the galvanometer, we close the

circuit of the muscular battery by immersing them in the extreme cavities of

this battery. We have thus a current which, by employing eight or ten elements

and a galvanometer of but two thousand coils, is sufficiently strong to make the

needle deviate a full quadrant. It may be thus demonstrated that the deviation

increases with the number of the elements, and that the direction of the current

obtained by this battery is independent of the nature of the liquid in which are

plunged the extremities of the battery, These results have, for the first time,
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placed beyond doubt, tbat the currents thus obtained do not depend on tlio

heterogeneity of the laminoe of the galvanometer, or on the action of the animal

liquids on those laminje ; in a word, the experiments with muscular batteries

have furnished the most indubitable proof of the existence of the proper elec-

tricity of the muscles of animals living or recently killed.

Du-Bois Reymond, to whom we owe so many important experiments in electro-

physiology, was the first to construct and to use a galvanometer of very fine and

long wire which makes at least twenty thousand coils around the needles. He
was thus enabled to study muscular electricity without resorting to batteries

—

that is, by operating on a single piece of muscle. The extremities of the galva-

nometer used by him were two laminae of platina immersed in salted water.

This liquid is contained in two small cups of glass, in each of which a consid-

erable stratum of flannel or paper passes from and beyond the cup, and is bent

horizontally to a short distance. These two appendages of paper or flannel,

called cushions, {cuscinetti,) being imbibed with the liquid of the cups, serve to

close the circuit when they are brought into contact, which is eff'ected by their

directly touching one another, or, still better, by placing upon them a third

similarly imbibed with the same liquid. After it is ascertained that there is no

current between the laminse, the third cushion is removed and the prepared frog

is substituted, which is done by placing it with the nerves on the cushion of one

cup and the legs on the cushion of the other. We shall then see a very strong

deviation in the needle, referrible to the usual current, which Nobili termed the

current of the frog, directed in the animal from the feet towards the head.

Whichever of these methods of operating be selected, namely, the battery of

muscles with the less delicate galvanometer, or a single muscle with the highly

sensitive galvanometer, it will still be observed that the use of the laminos

of platina renders the experiment imperfect and sometimes erroneous. It will

be found, in eff'ect, especially in using a single frog and very sensitive galva-

nometer, that while the flrst deviation of impulsion is very great, the needle, after

oscillating for a brief period, establishes the ultimate amount of deviation at a

few degrees, and even then exhibits instability, promptly descending towards

zero. We may, therefore, easily satisfy ourselves that these eff'ect s do not de-

pend on the feebleness of the electricity of the frog, but on a physical phenomenon

with which we are already acquainted—that is, on the development of secondary

polarity in the laminae of platina, by which there is created an electro-motive

force contrary to that of the frog. In eff'ect if we remove the frog and close the

circuit by bringing the cushions into direct contact with one another, we imme-

diately observe a deviation in a direction opposite to that of the frog. This

secondary polarity, then, is an imperfection in these experiments, both because

it rapidly weakens the animal currents, and' because it creates heterogenity in

the laminae—effects which are not easily removed, and which may introduce

errors into succeeding experiments. Fortunately we possess at present a method •

in which these imperfections are avoided. I have already shown how, in causing

a current to pass by two electrodes of platina into a saline solution, these elec-

trodes, when the current of the battery ceases, give to the galvanometer a strong

secondary current in the opposite direction ; I also remarked that this latter

current was due to the products of electrization which collected on the electrodes

of platina, and to their chemical action on recombining within the liquid.

Observe now the experiment by which it is proved that a current may be trans-

mitted in a liquid by means of metallic electrodes without getierating secondary

polarity. Instead of electrodes of platina I employ strips of zinc perfectly

amalgamated and covered with mercury, immersed in a saturated solution of

sulphate of neutral zinc. By presenting the experiment we easily obtain an

explanation of the result. I cause the usual current to pass, and then close the

circuit between these strips or laminae alone ; there is now no trace of a current.

The sulphate of zinc is decomposed—that is, the oxygen and sulphuric acid go
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to the positive wire and form sulphate of zinc, which is immediately set free in

the liquid, and keeps it saturated as at first ; at the negative pole zinc is pre-

cipitated, which, finding an excess of mercury, becomes amalgamated, and leaves

the wire in nearly the same state as before. There is, therefore, no alteration

produced by the passage of the current either in the liquid or the electrodes, and

this explains the absence of the secondary polarity.

Hence the practice is now generally adopted, in all electro-physiological ex-

periments made with the galvanometer, of having two strips of amalgamated

zinc, soldered to the extremities of the copper wire and immersed in a saturated

Boluliou of sulphate of neutral zinc which fills the two cups furnished with the

cushions above described. 1 have recently introduced a useful modification,

as follov\'S : instead of strips of zinc I use an amalgam of zinc which half fills a

glass tube bent in the shape of U, but of very different diameter in the two
branches. Into the narrow tube filled with the amalgam I introduce the copper

wires of the galvanometer ; on the amalgam which is in the wider branch I pour

a saturated solution of sulphate of zinc, so as to fill this branch almost entirely

;

each of these branches has a wide rostrum or beak, flattened like a duck's bill,

in which the liquid spreads itself in a thin stratum and fulfils the otfico of the

cushions. With this modification the metallic appendages continued to be

homogeneous without renewing the amalgamation, and we avoid the soiling of

the cushion with the liquids which moisten the pieces of muscle, an inconvenience

which obliges us to wash frequently the actual cushions in the solution of the

sulphate. Au experiment will evince that by these means we avoid the secondary

polarity. I place any small body, a piece of glass for instance, against the needle

of the galvanometer to prevent any deviation occasioned by the current of a frog

or battery of frogs. This obstacle does not hinder the needle from deviating in

the opposite direction—in that, namely, in which it would be made to deviate by
the secondary polarity on closing the circuit between the two cups alone, imme-
diately after the removal of the frogs. I cause, in effect, the current of a battery

of six or eight frogs to pass and notice what occurs, on seeing the needle ap-

proach and press against the obstacle. After some seconds I remove the muscu-
lar battery and immediately afterwards bring the cups into contact, and I obtain

no sign of deviation. I conclude, then, from this experiment that the method I

adopt renders these experiments of electro-physiology independent of the sec-

ondary polarity. Moreover, I propose to show that by causing the current of a

frog to pass with these electrodes of zinc, the needle is promptly fixed, and

indicates a deviation much greater than that which would be obtained by using

electrodes of platina in water either distilled or slightly saline.

In terminating this exposition of the experimental method, I will state finally,

that, for a comparison of the electro-motor power of two pieces of muscle or

other animal tissue, I have always used with invariable success the principle of

opposition which I have already brought to your notice. For this purpose the

two electro-motors are placed on the customary surface of gutta-percha in com-
munication with one another and in such a way that their currents arc in an
opposite direction to one another. On now touching the extremities of this

double battery with the two cushions of the galvanometer, we shall have, if

there be a difi'erence of electro-motor power, a differential current in the direction

of the stronger electro-motor, which will be independent of the internal resist-

ance. AVould we next measure in some manner the electro-motor power of the

different muscular elements, we use, as was first done by Giulio Reguault, an
eJcctro-motii'c unit, which may be a thermo-electric pair, bismuth and copper,

in which the union is maintained at a constant difference of temperature, being

the one at O'^ and the other at 100''. The electro-motor power of a muscle or

other animal tissue may be expressed by the number of the electro-motive units

required in order that there shall be no difi'erential current.
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Having detained you so loug in describing how exact experiments on the

niuscuhir electro-motors are conducted, it will be more easy to explain wilh

brevity and distinctness the laws of these electro-motors.

Any muscle selected in an animal alive or recently killed, may be submitted

to experiment either by taking the animal entire and without alteration of the

organic "integrity, or after having had its fibres transversely divided. Let us

begin with the muscles entire ; and for these experiments the frog, whether from

its structure or its tenacity of life, is better suited than any other animal. Hence
it is on the muscles of the frog that we shall operate, regard being had, however,

to the muscles of other animals in demonstrating the fundamental facts of mus-

cular electricity. Whatever may be the entire muscle selected, it will be always

terminated at its extremities by the tendinous appendages, which anatomists con-

sider as a continuation of the same fibres and which therefore rest on the bases

of the muscular fibres. A muscular mass would hence be a fasciculus of cylin-

drical fibres on whose bases or tranverse sections the tendinous fibres are estab-

lished and form a continuation of them.

I will not stop to describe all the -experiments which have been deemed
necessary suitably to analyze the fiict discovered by Nobili, and to prove that

the animal electro-motor does not consist in the assemblage of muscles and of

nerves, as has been supposed, nor in the whole mass of muscles of the entire

animal, but that, on the other hand, each of the muscles is a distinct electro-

motor, whence, by putting an entire frog or other animal in a circuit, all these

muscles are made to act at once. The current which is obtained from the entire

frog depends, therefore, on the intensity and direction of the various currents

with which it is charged.

In order to make a simple experiment we detach from the entire frog a muscle

as entire and intact as possible, such as the gastrocnemius or rather some small

muscles of the upper members. With these muscles a battery is readily con-

structed by disposing them in series, and then, even with a galvanometer not

very delicate, we have the indications of a current which increases with the

number of the elements and which is directed like that of the entire frog. In
using a battery of gastrocnemian or other muscles it will be seen that the current

has always the same direction, either on directly touching with the laminoe of

platina the extremities of the muscular battery or interposing wet layers of paper

or flannel imbibed with dilierent liquids. If, instead of using gastrocuemians

alone, placed in contact with one another, we employ gastrocuemians to which
the nervous filament is united we equally obtain indication of the gastrocnemiau

current, but they will be much more weak from the great resistance introduced

into the circuit'by the nerve. By making the experiment with greater attention,

and especially by selecting muscles whose tendinous extremities are as equal

as possible, we shall succeed finally in ascertaining what is the most simple form

of the muscular electro-motor, and what the law of that electro-motor.

Suppose that we operate with the very delicate galvanometer, whose extre-

mities are those above described—that is, lamintje of amalgamated zinc immersed

in the solution of the sulphate of zinc—and that we use the rostra described,

either with a simple beak or with cushions of flannel. We place the muscle,

which ought to be the great adduc'or mmde, because the experiment succeeds

bf'tter, upon gutta-percha, and bring it with its tendinous extremities into contact

with the cushions. It rarely occurs that there is no sign of a current, but it is

certain that this is much weaker than that which arises from touching first one

and then the other tendinous extremity with one of the cushions, and the sur-

face or median zone of the muscle with the other cushion. The same result is

realized by touching two symmetrical points of the muscle equally distant from

the extremities. This fact is constant and general—that is to say, it is verified

in all entire muscles, whatever be the animal operated upon, so that the following

proposition may be considered as perfectly established by experiment: " What-
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ever be the entire muscle operated upon, if this muscle is alive or belongs to an
animal recently killed, a current is obtained in a homogeneous arc which touches
with its extremities one of the tendinous extremities of the muscle and the sur-

face of the muscle ; this current is constantly directed in the external arc from
the surface of the muscle to the tendon, and its intensity diminishes in proportion
tts both the extremities of the arc separate from one another by approaching the
extremities of the muscle." This proposition, suitably applied, comprises all

the cases of currents obtained in entire muscles, and ia confirmed by operating
on the muscles of frogs, insects, and animals of warm blood, but with difference

of intensity and lapse of time after death, depending upon laws which will be
considered in the sequel.

It has already been said that the current obtained by Nobili, in operating on
the entire frog, was in some sense the algebraic expression of all the currents of
the muscular fasciculi, which compose the animal, and which are included in the
circuit at the same time. It will suffice to form a double battery, by opposing a
single gastrocnemian to an entire half of the frog, in order to obtain in the galva-

nometer a strong dilferential current in the direction of the single gastrocnemian.
1 will merely add that, with a battery formed of ten or twelve gastrocnemians, I

have been enabled to obtain a current so intense as to discharge the condenser
and to give indications of electro-chemical decomposition.

The current with which Ave have been till now occupied, and which is found
in entire muscles, is evidently the cause of the contraction which occurs in the
experiment of Galvaui on touching the muscles of the leg with the lumbar
nerves. This current, proceeding from the feet to the head in the frog, is

inverse as regards the lumbar nerves—that is, in the direction in Avhich we have
Been the contraction prevail at the opening of the circuit. We have observed,

on the other hand, in repeating the experiment of Galvani, that the contraction

is more frequently obtained when the nerves and muscles touch each other, and
not in the act by which that contact ceases. To explain this result, which
would seem contrary to the law which has been stated respecting the physio-

logical action of the current according to its direction, we must observe that in

making the experiment of Galvani it may not happen that the circuit is kept
closed for a certain time, while this condition is indispensable for obtaining the

contraction at the opening, when the nerve is traversed by the inverse current.

And, in fact, if the experiment of Galvani be repeated by prolonging the contact,

we then generally succeed in obtaining the contraction when the current ceases.

Professor Cima has pointed out a certain method of obtaining, with the current

of the frog, contraction at the opening of the circuit. He takes the galvano-
scopic frog, rests it on an isolating support, and then immerses in water at the

same time the fore paw and the end of the nervous fibre which hangs below;
then, by keeping the circuit closed each time for several seconds, we obtain the

contraction, lirst at the closing and opening of the circuit, and afterwards only
ivt the opening.

Let us pass now to the electric current obtained in muscles in which the

fibres are divided. The first exp;n-iment of this kind which seems to have
been tried is that which I now exhibit, and which is performed by using the

galvanoscopic frog rapidly prepared, and supported on an isolating handle of

gutta-percha. I take another frog, a living fish, bird, or any animal whatever,

and make an incision in a muscular mass ; I then cause the nerve of the

galvanoscopic frog to touch with two different points the intei'ior of the in-

cision and the surface of the muscle. In this way we never fail of obtain-

ing a contraction in the frog, and, by making the experiment with due care,

we may even succeed in determining in the usual manner the direction of the

current, that is, the position of the poles of the muscular electro-motoi*.

If the not very delicate galvanometer be used, the effects of the muscular

current obtained from divided muscles are augmented by forming the usual
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batteries. The muscular elements, which arc most readily supplied, are the half

thighs of frogs. With this view a certain number of frogs are prepared a la

Galvani, the legs of which are cut at the articulations ; then, by dividing trans-

versely at the middle of the thigh, we obtain, especially with the inferior half,

a perfect element. Muscular elements with divided fibres are also procured by
removing the skin of an eel, and cutting it transversely into so many pieces

;

and in like manner from the legs of birds and mammifers stript of the skin.

The heart of a bird or fish cut in half likewise furnic^hes a muscular element,

and the same may be said of slices of the pectoral muscles. Whatever be the

muscular element thus obtained, it is readily understood how a muscular bat-

tery may be formed of a certain number of these elements: it sufiices to arrange

all of them in the same direction, that is, by causing the interior or section of

an element to touch the surface of the succeeding element. Similar batteries

have been constructed even on the still living muscles ; for this purpose the

frogs were fixed upon a table, their lower members denuded of skin, and a thigh

of each was cut in the middle. The battery Avas completed by establishing the

contact between the section created by cutting in one frog and the leg of the

succeeding frog. A similar experiment has been repeated with birds. Which-
ever of these batteries may be adopted, there occur at the galvanometer currents

which increase with the number of elements, and with which we may obtain

the discharge of the condenser and the signs of electro-chemical action on the

ioduret of potassa. Even with a single pit.ce of divided muscle and the very
delicate galvanometer, we observe the indications of the same muscular current,

which is constantly directed in the muscle from the internal or transverse section

to the sm-face, and thence again to the transverse section in the circuit of the

galvanometer.

As, while studying the current in entire muscles, we saw it always become
"Weaker, and finally even null, when the tendinous extremities of the muscle, or

two symmetrical points of it nearest to those exti'emities, were touched ; so it

will be seen even more generally tliat the muscular current is annulled. in a

muscle having two transverse sections equidistant from its middle, on applying

the extremities of the galvanometer at the centre of those sections. The ex-

periment may be made by cutting transversely, at two points equidistant from its

middle, the thigh of a fi-og. By employing the delicate galvanometer, and
using for its extremities cushions reduced to a point, we are enabled to operate

on small pieces of muscular fibi'c, and to obtain in these that Avhich is obtained

with a muscular battery. We are led from the above considerations to gene-

ralize the experiments cited, and to conclude that every element of muscular
fibre of an animal living or recently killed is an electro-motor.

Du-Bois -Heymond regards the electro-motor power of entire and of divided

muscles under a single point of view, and as having the same origin. In ac-

cordance with modern anatomical observations, it is now admitted that the ex-

tremities of the muscular fibres, the bases of those cylindrical fibres which
compose the muscles, are in immediate communication with the tendinous fibres.

For this reason the tendons may be considered in the muscular electro-motor as

a natural transverse section. Hence Du Bois Reymond calls the interior or the

incision of a muscle the artificial transverse section, and the tendon the natural

transverse section. To complete this definition, the same physiologist calls the

surface of the muscle the natural longitudinal section, and maintains that we
can also obtain, Avhat is sufiiciently difficult in practice, an artificial longitudinal

section. These definitions being premised, every muscular electro- motor is

embraced under this general formula : any point of the longitudinal section of
a muscle, whether natural or artificial, is positive with respect to ever// point of
the transtH'rse section, natural or artificial.

It might be proper to proceed now to a consideration of the muscular electro-

motor in its analogy with the different electro-motors which Ave possess in
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physics, and endeavor to tlirow some light on the mode of action of this electro-

motor. But first, and iu the interest indeed of this theoretical research, I must
state the laws of muscular electricity, that is, its relations with the physical and
physiological properties of the muscle.

The first proposition relative to the physical condition of the muscle is the

following: The electro-motor power of the muscle is independent of the size of
the muscle itself, or of the magnitude ofits transverse section, and is, on the other

hand, proportional to the length of the ynusclc.

This proposition, as well as those which follow, is founded on experiments
very aptly performed upon the principle of opposition before mentioned. Thus,
for the first part of the proposition, it is sufficient to prepare a certain number
of half thighs of frogs, and to construct a double battery formed on one part of a

single half thigh, and on the other, of five or six elements, which are all superposed

in the same direction. From this double battery there is no differential current,

or one very slight, and m. the direction indifferently ofa single element or of the

combined elements. The same result is verified by coHating the muscular ele-

ments of very different size with one another, unless it be found that in this

case the differential current is almost always in the direction of the thicker

muscle, the reason of which will be presently shown.

We proceed in like manner to show that the muscular current is proportional

to the length of the muscle. A double and opposed battery formed of two half

thighs being prepared, after having ascertained the equality of these two ele-

ments, we execute with each of them a new transverse division parallel to the

first ; with this difference, that iu one of the elements the operation is restricted

to the removal of a very thin slj-atum, while in the other it should reduce the

element to not more than a third or fourth of the previous length. 'J'he battery is

then reconstructed, and we have now a differential current ia the direction of

the longer muscle. This result has also been realized with the gastrocnemian

and the long dorsal muscles of the rabbit. Hence Ave derive an explanation of

the observation made by Du-Bois Reymond regarding the current obtained by
touching two non-symmetrical points of the same transverse section. This current

indicates that the points of this section nearest to the centre act as the trans-

verse section, and stand in relation to points further from the centre as if these

last pertained to the surface of the muscle. The fibres of the centre are, in effect,

longer than the fibres situated near the edge of the transverse section, and
the resulting current is in conformity with the proposition above stated.

Let us pass now to the physiological laws of the muscular current, and here

also, for sake of brevity, I shall state such well-established facts as we possess

in the form of propositions,

First pn-oposition.— "The electro-motive force of the muscle in an animal
living or recently dead is greater in the mammifers and in birds than in fishes

and reptiles. This force rapidly diminishes after death, but in an inverse order

as regards the animal series, and still with great differences. The muscular
electricity varies, therefore, as the so-called muscular irritability."

As this irritability is extinguished very rapidly in mammifers and birds, par-

ticularly in a detached muscle of the animal, it is necessary to operate with

great promptness iu order to demonstrate the first part of this proposition.

Having prepared, therefore, the half thigh of a frog, we rapidly detach a thigh

from a living bird, cut the thigh in half, remove the skin, and promptly form the

double battery with the opposed elements of the frog and the bird. In the

greater number of cases the differential current is in the direction of the bird.

If, after some moments, the battery be reconstructed, we shall see the diff(;rential

current arise iu the opposite direction, that is, in favor of the muscle of the frog.

Giulio liegnault, iu measuring with thermo-electric units the electro-motor

•powers of the muscle of the rabbit and of the frog, found that, iu the first mo-
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ments after death, the muscle of tlie rabbit predominated. I have myself made
these comparisons by operating upon living animals, and with results still more

decisive.

Second j)roposition.— " The nerve does not directly exercise any influenco

upon the electro-motor poAver of the muscle."

We have before seen that by leaving to the muscular elements the nervous

filament, and introducing it into the circuit, we only produce a weakening of the

muscular current. When the opposite battery is formed by two muscular ele-

ments, one without the nerve and the other with the nerve placed in circuit,

since by this arrangement the internal resistance is excluded, there is no differ-

ential current—a fact which indicates that the electro-motive force of the muscle

is independent of the presence of the nerve. We may also experiment on

pieces of muscle in wliicii have been left, now the nerve which ramilies therein,

and now the nerve which issues from it. In both these cases it will be found

that the nerve acts only as would a piece of wet thread, which is a bad con-

ductor, in contact with a certain part of the muscle. Under the above propo-

sition might be comprised the results obtained by a comparative study of healthy

muscles and those affected with nai-cotics. The general result, is that the elec-

tro-motor power of the muscles of these animals, if they died after having under-

gone contractions more or less violent and prolonged, is diminished. The same
occurs in the muscles of animals killed with the poison of curare. We shall

see in the sequel, in speaking of the electrical phenomena of muscular contrac-

tion, how we have succeeded in interpreting the diminution of the electro

motor power of the muscles in Avhich, by the action of the poison, contractions

have been excited.

Third irroposition.— "All the physico-chemical actions which modify tho

muscular irritability act also on the electro-motor power of the muscles."

1 shall content my.-<elf with adducing two or three precise experiments which,

in different cases, verify this proposition. We have here two vessels contain-

ing frogs ; in one are some taken but a few hours from the fens where they

naturally live ; in the other, some taken several weeks ago, and consequently much
enfeebled. Whether we operate on the gastrocuemians or on the half thighs,

thjere will constantly be realized, with the usual method of the double battery,

a differential current which will evince that the electro-motor power of the

muscles of the fresh frogs is greater than that of the muscles of the frogs which
1 denote as enfeebled. The effect of the enfeeblemeut is always more manifest

in the gastrocnemiau muscles than in the half thighs.

The influence of refrigeration on the muscles may be shoAvn in a very distinct

manner, I prepare a: certain number of gastrocnemiau muscles taken from

different frogs, and introduce a portion of them into a glass tube, which I

immerse in a frigorific mixture of ice and salt. After two or three minutes I

form the usual double battery with a gastrocnemius which has not been in

the mixture, and with one which has undergone refrigeration. There will

constantly be observed a great diminution in the electro-motor power as the

effect of the reduction of temperature. By prolonging the refrigeration for

fffteen or twenty minutes, the muscles lose this property entirely, while, if the

process of cooling has been of brief duration, they reacquire, on regaining the

ordinary temperature, a portion of the electro-motive force. An effect analo-

gous to that of a reduction of temperature is produced by its elevation. The
fact may thus, at least in part, be explained, why it is that frogs, as well in tho

depth of winter as in the hottest weather, yield with their muscles much weaker
electric currents than in the intermediate seasons.

1 have sought to ascertain whether muscles, entire or divided, left for a cer-

tain time in hydrogen, oxygen, or carbonic acid gas, or within the vacuum of

the air pump, underwent variations in their electro-motor power. I have
discerned no difference, for even the effect produced by operating with hydrogen
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gas was found to result from the action of the gas on the secondary polarity

of the platina extremities of the galvanometer. It is possible that the action

of these gases on the nutrition and on the muscular respiration may eventually

have a certain influence on the electro-motor power of the muscles; but this

effect will be slow in manifesting itself. The action of nitrous gas and of sul-

phuretted hydrogen is, on the other hand, distinct. On causing frogs and even

animals of warm blood to die by inhaling these gases, it is found that the elec-

tro-motor povv^er of their muscles is enfeebled. The same may be said of frogs

which have died after many hours, confinement in water boiled and deprived

of air.

It has finally been inquired what effect ensued from the immersion of mus-
cles in different liquids upon their muscular electro-motive power. The first

effect realized from such immersion, if very brief, in saline water and in a

solution of sulphate of soda or of magnesia, is the augmentation of the power
in question. On using in effect the differential method, and comparing a muscle

which has not been, Avith another which has been, immersed in these liquids, if

a differential current has been observed, as is in fact often the case, this current

has been in the direction of the muscles which had undergone immersion. It is

impossible to explain this effect solely by the increase of conductibility due to

the liquids ; we are obliged to recur to the augmented electro-motive force. It

is to be noticed also that these liquids maintain the red color of the globules of

the blood, and must therefore increase the chemical action of nutrition. From
prolonging for a greater time the immersion of a muscle in any liquid, the con-

stant and general efi'ect is the weakening, and finally the disappearance of the

electro-motive power much sooner than would be tlie case if the muscles were
left in air.

After having stated the laws of muscular electricity, it would remain to pro-

pound the theory of this animal electro-motor. What is its form? What its

manner of acting? With which of the electro-motors known in physics has tlie

living muscle an analogy ? We are forced to confess that, notwithstanding the

many investigations which have been devoted to muscular electricity, we are

yet unable to give any satisfactory reply to these questions W^e know that a

piece of muscular elementary fibre, however small, if taken from an animal

living or recently dead, is an electro-motor, of which the current has a deter-

minate direction in the muscular fibre luider examination. We know that this

electro-motor power increases with the length of the fibre, and with the number
of the muscular elements organically combined. We know, finally, that this

same power varies with the muscular irritability. We are thus led to conclude

that the electro-motive power of the muscles has its origin in the chemical actions

of the muscular respiration. But all this conveys no information respecting the

form of the nutscular electro-motor, nor whether the currents which we detect

with the galvanometer are derived currents—that is, whether the muscular

electro-motors being always in action, their currents are discharged through the

liquids or the tissues which envelop the muscle. Certain it is that the currents

obtained in the frog which still retains the skin are weaker than those which
occur at the same points in the same frog when the skin is removed, and this is

also the case on covering a muscle with any liquid stratum whatever.

We should not forget that there is in the muscular electro-motor a funda-

mental character which distinguishes it from the common electro-motors. The
extremities of an entire muscle have the same electrical state, as two artificial

transverse sections also have the same state, which can never be the case either

in a battery, an electro-dynamic spiral, or in a Leyden jar. We cannot, in the

actual state of the science, form any precise idea of this difference, nor is it more
easy to understand why the half thigh, which is a muscle terminated by two
transverse sections, one natural and the other artificial, which should have, it

would seem, the same electrical state, is, notwithstanding, a powerful electro-
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motor. Nor do we better understand why, with the enfeeblement of the vital

force, the half thigh loses so much more than the gastrocnemiau. I repeat, tliat

as long as the form of the electro-motor is not known to us we shall not succeed
in clearing up these peculiarities which have at present the appearance of

anomalies. *

Du Bois Reymond has imagined a scheme or figure for the electro-motor

element, comparing it to a cylinder of zinc Avhose bases are of copper. A series

of these cylinders immersed in an acid liquid would produce, by dipping the

extremities of the galvanometer in difterent points of the liquid, direct currents

such as are obtained from different points of the muscle; but this analogy is

wholly imaginary. The explanation of muscular electricity proposed some
years since by Liebig, who surmised that there were in tlie muscles acid liquids

and alkaline liquids which react, has not borne the test of experiment.

I will not conclude this lecture without very briefly noticing the results

obtained in seeking whether other organic tissues have the electric properties of

the muscles. By introducing the platina extremities of a good galvanometer
into the fruit, leaves, or stalk of a plant, electric currents are obtained. Admitting
that these currents are constant and independent of the polarity and heterogeneity

of those extremities, the most probable explanation of the currents iu question

points at present to liquids of a different chemical nature which, with great pro-

bability, exist in the various parts of the plant and which react on one another.

Investigations of this kind have been directed to the tendons, the tissues of the

lungs and liver and kidneys, of animals living or recently killed, and careful

experiment has shown that these tissues have no proper electro-motor power.
This power, however, exists in the nerves, and since it is much weaker there

than in the muscles, (perhaps about one-eighth or one-tenth,) Du Bois Eeymond,
who discovered it, was obliged, in order to succeed, to employ an extremely
delicate galvanometer. The direction of the electric current in the nerves is tho

same as in the muscles, and is therefore obtained by establishing a homogeneous
arc between the artificial transverse section of the nerve and its surface. A
current in the galvanometer is thus obtained, directed in the nerve from tho

section to the surface.

In studying the electro-motor power of the nerves Du Bois Reymond has
made an experiment which I must by no means omit. In a fowl or rabbit he
takes a long nervous filament, such as a portion of the sciatic about eighty
millimetres long. This nerve is placed on the two cushions of the galvanometer
iri^such manner that a long piece of the nerve shall remain hanging down beyond
one or both cushions. As the two cushions of the galvanometer touch two
points of the surface of the nerve, there cannot be, and, in fact, there is no current.

This being done, let the two electrodes of any battery be applied to the part of

the nerve which hangs beyond the cushion, and in this part let a continuous
current be made to pass. There now occurs a strong deviation in the galvano-

meter, which indicates that a constant current is cii"culating therein, a current

which is directed in the interval of the nerve between the two cushions of the

galvanometer, like the external current of the battery. If the nerve were still

longer, so as to have a piece pendent beyond the other cushion, and if iu this

pendulous part the same current were made to pass, we should still obtain with
the galvanometer the current always directed in the nerve like the current of
the battery. Du Bois Reymond has given the name of electro-tonic to that

state of the nerve into which the whole nerve is thrown by a current which
traverses it, even in portions which are not permeated by the current. It is

this supposed electro-tonic state of the nerve which occasions the electric current
I have described, or, to speak more correctly, the electro-tonic state has been
imagined in order to deduce from it the existence of that current.

I have latterly studied these phenomena with attention, and having found
that they are produced more readily and endure much longer in the large nerves
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of mammifers than in those of reptiles, that they are equally obtained in nerve3

which have for several hours lost their excitability as in those just detached from
tiie living animal, I have had no hesitation in concluding that the electro-tonic

^ate is an effect independent of the electro-motor power, and in general of the

life of the nerve. I spoke at length, in one of the former lectures, of the

secondary electro-motor power discovered in the nerves; a phenomenon which,

as I stated, the nerve presents in common with all porous solid bodies im-

bibed with a conducting lifjuid, and which is owing to the electric currents

excited between the products of electrization deposited on the nerve in contact

with the electrodes of the battery. I showed that in the spaces of a nervo
beyond the electrodes—that is, in the portions which we will call neutral, from
their not having been traversed by the current, there are generated nevertheless

currents directed exactly as is the current of the battery between the electrodes.

The cause of these secondary currents is also known. In contact Avith the

positive electrode acids are sepaiated, oxides in contact with the negative. Now,
as between water and an acid liquid a current is produced, directed in the liquid

from the water to the acid, as likewise a current is produced between water and
. an alkaline liquid directed in the liquid from the alkaline liquid to the Avater,

there is little difficulty in understanding how, in the portions of the nerve

beyond the electrodes, being those in which the electro-tonic state is developed,

secondary currents should be generated directed exactly as those Avhich charac-

terize that state—that is-, as the current of the battery. I will further recall

that these secondary currents are generated after an iustantaneous passage of

the battery, whence there is no wonder if, with a very delicate galvanometer,

the effects of the electro-tonic state should be manifested Avhen the current barely

begins to pass.

I will mention in conclusion that there is in the frog, as if that animal were
destined by nature to a revelation of all the secrets of animal electricity, another

tissue endowed with strong electro-motor pov/er, namely,, the skin. Let us take

the skin of a frog, and, after cutting a long strip, form of this a roll or cylinder,

and let us cut this roll transversely at its two extremities; if the cushions of the

galvanometer be now brought into contact, one Avith the transverse section, the

other Avith the natural surface of the skin, Ave shall obtain, as Budge has observed,

a current directed in the galvanometer from the transverse section to the surface

of the skin. It is scarcely probable, however, that this current is really a fact

of animal electricity, and even its direction, in some sort contrary to that of

the muscular current, strengthens this suspicion. Perhaps to this electro-motor

poAver of the skin, whatever it may be, is due the opinion once entertained, that

the contraction obtained by Galvani in folding the leg on the nerve succeeded
better Avith the leer covered with skin that when denuded of it.

Lecture VI.—Electrical fishes.—General pbeuoiik3na of the dischargo of electrical fishes.

—

Chemical action.—Spark.—Deviation of the needle ot the gt),lvanonieter.—Directiou of the

discharge in various" fishes.—Structure and chemical composition of tlie organ.—Fourtli.

or electrical lobe.—Elementarj electro-motor organ and laws of the electrical function.

—

Organ an electro-motor constantly charged.—Electrical phenomena of muscular coiitrac-

tiou.—Iuducti\e contraction.—Proofs that it is owing to a current or electric discharge
which arises in the act of contraction.—Experiments which prove that the contraction con-

sumes the electro-motor power of the muscles.—Comparison between the muscular electro-

motor and the electric organ.

Arrived at the last lecture of this course, it gives me pleasure to be able to

illustrate in a living torpedo one of the most singular and most instructive cases

pertaining to the subject under consideration.

The tislies endowed Avith the electrical function are, according to the natural-

ists, five or six in number ; but as it is our present object merely to giA^e, as

far as possible, a theory of the electrical function, we shall confine ourselves to
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the electrical species best known, and Avhicli have been the subject of extensive

researches. These are the silurus of the Nile, the gymnotus of South America,

and the torpedo, which is frequently met with in the ocean and in our own seas.

From the times of Aristotle and Pliny notice has been taken of the property

possessed by the living torpedo of communicating a shock to those by whom it

is touched, and thus benumbing the member which comes into contact with it

;

hence the names of inrpedo, tremolo, mago, given to these fish iu different coun-

tries. Our own Eedi was the first to discover that what he called the stiipefij-

ing or dolorijic property of the torpedo has its seat in two special organs to

which he gave the name o^ falcated organs, and which are now termed electric

organs. In the torpedo, stripped of its skm, we find that on each side of the

head there exist two flattened elliptical masses which are connected with the

animal by integuments and ligaments, and by some large nerves which are rami-

fied in the electric organ. Alter Redi the most complete study of the electric

function of the torpedo and gymnotus is due to Walsh, who, in 1773, published

in the Philosophical Transactions a series of experiments which, as far as was
then practicable, demonstrated, through the employment of arcs now isolating

and now conducting, that these fish owe the property in question to an organ

which t>uddenly develops a great quantity of electricity, and that the two op-'

posite faces of this organ are the two poles, the two extremities of this animal

battery.

These notices being premised, I shall describe the electrical properties of the

torpedo with the simplicity and in the order with which we should study any
physical apparatus. To receive the electric shock of the fish it is necessary, if

the animal is in water, to touch, or rather press, with the hands the electric

organs. If it be the torpedo, one hand is applied on the back and the other on

the belly ; if the gymnotus, it is necessary to grasp Avith one hand the head,

and with the other the tail. While these fishes are yet vivacious, having been

just caught, the shocks are very strong, and out of the water even stronger than

in it, because, as is readily understood, while the animal is still immersed a

great part of the electricity passes into the liquid and not into the body of the

expeiimenter. When just removed from their element, these fishes, perhaps

through irritation or uneasiness, give rapidly a succession of shocks which, when
the animal is vigorous, do not differ from those of a good electro-magnetic ma-
chine. Out of the water, however, the fish soon becomes wearied, and yields

weaker and more intermittent shocks ; naturally, because it is enfeebled, but in

part, perhaps, because of an instinct which warns it that in the air the shocks

may be partially expended on itself. It often occurs that, in irritating a tor-

pedo out of water with arcs formed of isolating material, the animal gives no

shocks, or but feAv, which is not the case when conducting arcs are used. The
electrical function of these fishes is for them, evidently, a Aveapon of offence or

defence ; if irritated, especially in the neighborhood of the organs, they give a

shock, as they do also in order to benumb the small fishes which serve them for

food. The well-known description which Ilumboldt gives us of the fishery of

the gymnotus in the lakes of Brazil, proves the vigor with which these fishes

exert their electric faculty in combating their enemies. The natives use horses

in this pursuit, Avhich, being driven into the lakes, often fall victims to the elec-

tric discharges of the gymuoti. In the mean time many of the latter, ex-

hausted in the contest, approach the shore half alive, and are drawn out with
hooks.

When the gymnotus avails itself of the electric organ to kill the fishes it

would devour, it goes to work like a physicist.: as the poles of its organ are at

the extremities of its body, it bends itself into a bow and seeks to bring those

extremities into the closest proximity with the victim. The torpedo, being flat-

tened in form and having the poles of its organ iu contact with the belly and
spine, cannot use this artifice ; but it employs another : lying generally in the
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sand and covered with a thin stratum of it, when the small fishes pass over it

unawares it launches its discharge upon them.

In order to study the discharge of the torpedo, and observe those points of its

body in which the electric organ resides, it must be withdrawn from the water
and wiped dry

;
prepared frogs should then be distributed on its surface. We

shall see the frogs, especially if the fish be irritated, fall into contractions ; and
if the torpedo be allowed to weary itself, we shall observe that the contractions

continue to retreat towards those parts of the body which correspond to the

electric organs. As long as it continues alive it responds, if sharply irritated

in any part of its body, with an electric discharge, and an experiment may be
made to show that the electric function is put in play at the will of the animal.

In effect, when the torpedo is irritated at any point of the tail or spine the dis-

charge occurs, provided the point irritated and the brain are connected by means
of the nerves of the spinal medulla. But if this medulla be divided, it will be
seen that the discharge is no longer provoked by irritation applied below the

point of division, though it still results from irritation above it.

The early observer, Walsh, and also Gay Lussac, thought that the shock
might be elicited without forming an arc, that is, without touching at the same
time the belly and back of the torpedo. If the fish be not well isolated from
the ground, it is conceded that the shock will be experienced on touching one
face only of its body, because the arc is in that case established by the ground
and the entire person of the observer ; and hence, when fishermen perceive that

there are torpedoes among the fishes drawn in nets from the water, they are ac-

customed to throw buckets of water on them, in order thus to exhaust the shock.

It is easy, however, to show by decisive experiment the necessity of forming
the arc if we would have the shock. Let a living torpedo be wiped dry and
placed upon a tablet well isolated, with feet of gutta-percha. Alter several

galvanoscopic frogs have been spread over its body, let the organ be touched
Avith the end of the nerve of a galvanoscopic frog supported by tlie usual isola-

ting handle. At every discharge, whether spontaneous or provoked, given by the

torpedo, all the frogs undergo contraction except that supported on the isolating

handle. It is unnecessary to add, that if the tablet on which the torpedo is

placed were perfectly isolated, a condition difficult to realize, it would not be
necessary to support the galvanoscopic frog with such a handle. But it must
be further observed that even the isolated galvanoscopic frog will contract when
the torpedo gives the shock, if a portion of the nerve sufficiently long be
stretched upon the organ. We shall presently see the explanation of this fact.

After what has been said, there will be no difficulty in comprehending how
all the effects of the instantaneous electric discharge should be obtained from
that of the toi-pedo, namely, the spark, the deviation of the galvanometer, the

magnetization, the heating of the platina wire, the chemical effects. All these

phenomena, which I made the subject of attentive study in 1837, were at that

time an occasion of surprise; for it could not but be deemed strange that

electrical eff'ects so distinct should be realized from a fish, and these discoveries

offered, moreover, a new field for the study of animal electricity. Nor should I

omit to mention, as something surprising in its way, that only a few years

earlier experimenters of much ability, and even so illustrious a cultivator of

our science as Sir Humphrey Davy, had published that the discharge of the
torpedo did not produce a deviation in the needle of the galvanometer. In
order to obtfjin with facilit}^ the electrical effects in question, I use a single and
very simple apparatus, which consists of two circular plates of copper, of which
the lower has three feet of gutta-percha, that it may be isolated from the ground,
and the upper one is provided with an isolating handle. To each of these

plates is soldered or screwed a long copper wire. I take a living torpedo, dry
it properly, place it on the lower plate, and cover it with the upper one. It is
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sufficient to press the fisli lightly with the upper plate in order to have the dis-

charge, and thence to obtain the electric effects in the circuit of the copper wire.

If it is proposed to produce the heating of the platina wire, I take a piece as

fine as possible, and form of it a small spiral ; with this I connect the two ex-

tremities of the copper wire united to the plates. Ou provoking the torpedo to

give several discharges in succession, the platina wire will be found to have bo-

come perceptibly heated. Magnetization is obtained by closing the circuit with

the usual small spiral of copper wire, in which is placed a needle of steel ; after

the discharge the needle is found to be magnetized, and the position of the poles

indicates the direction of the discharge. To obtain the indications of electro-

chemical action, we unite to the extremity of each of the copper wires two
pieces of platina wire, and these are placed with their extremities on paper pre-

pared with a mixture of starch and ioduret of potasBa. Each time that the

torpedo gives the discharge there is a blue spot formed under the extremity of

the platina wire which is united to the plate resting in contact with the back of

the animal.

It is rather more difficult to obtain the spark of the discharge, and the reason

is clear, because it is necessary that at the moment the animal yields the dis-

charge there should be between the extremities of the circuit not a perfect com-
munication, but a slight interval of air, in which the spark is transmitted.

Among different means Avhich I have devised for the purpose, that which suc-

ceeds best is to connect one of the usual copper wires with a large iron file, and
while the fish is lightly pressed with the upper plate with a view to induce tho

discharge, to pass the other copper wire over the file. By operating thus in tho

dark, the spark is not long in making its appearance on the file. It was in this

way that I obtained the phenomenon in experimenting at Naples, on a living

gymnotus, during the scientific congress of 1845.

In order to ascertain the effect of the discharge on the galvanometer, we
should have two laminte of platina united to the wires of the instrument, and
touch with these laminaj the two faces of the organ of the torpedo on which are

spread galvanoscopic frogs. Whenever the fish yields the discharge, the frogs

contract and the galvanometer shows a prompt deviation. Any galvanometer
of 500 or 600 coils, with a system judiciously astatic, suffices for the experi-

ment. The constant result is, that in the circuit of the galvanometer a current

passes directed from the back to the belly of the fish. It is worth noticing that

on introducing into the circuit of the galvanometer a liquid stratum somewhat
long and divided by diaphragms of platina, if the fish be quite vivacious, the

current indicated by the galvanometer undergoes no variation from the re-

sistance introduced into the circuit.

If the operation be conducted after the surface of the fish is wiped dry, and
when some little enfeeblement has taken place, it will be soon apparent that the

discharge is stronger at those points of the organ which are thickest, that is, in

proximity with the median line of the animal. Hence it is that on touching

with the extremities of the galvanometer two points of the same face of one of

the organs, provided they correspond to different thicknesses, we have the dis-

charge ; if the back be touched, the discharge proceeds from the thicker points

of the organ to those less thick ; if the ventral face of the organ be touched, the

discharge passes from the thinner points of the organ to those which are thicker.

For the same reason and by the same law the discharge is procured ou
touching upon the same face two non-symmetrical points of the two organs.

From this we may infer why it is that the galvanoscopic frog well isolated con-

tracts if a long piece of its nervous filament is extended ou the organ.

I will mention, finally, that on cutting perpendicularly one of the organs of

the living torpedo, the discharge is obtained in the galvanometer by touching

with the ends of platina two points of the incision, and that this discharge is

proportionably stronger as the points touched are further fron^ one anoiher, ti:io
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same direction being always observed—that is, from the point neai-est the back
to the point nearest the belly in the ai'C of the galvanometer. In a word, the

poles or polar surfaces are the dorsal and the ventral surface of the organ.

In operating with the galvanometer on the gymnotus, a strong deviation is

likewise obtained in the act of the discharge, by placing the extremities of the

instrument in contact with those of the animal. All other circumstances being

equal, the deviation increases by increasing the surface of the electrodes in con-

tact with the fish, and this is distinctly seen in the torpedo. In proportion as

the extremities of the galvanometer approach one another towards the middle of

the gymnotus the discharge is diminished, and the same occurs when the dis-

charge is received with the hands. With the gymnotus the discharge is directed

in the galvanometer from the head to the tail of the fish.

Quite recently Ranzi, an eminent surgeon, whose loss Italy still deplores, re-

ceived from me, on the occasion of a visit which he made to Egypt, instruments

and instructions for stud3dng the discharge of the silurus of the Nile, and to

him we owe the discovery of the direction of the discharge in that fish, a dis-

covery since verified at Berlin in a living silurus. In this fish, whose body is

also elongated, the poles of the electrical organ are at the extremities of its body,
but, strangely enough, in opposition to the gymnotus, the positive pole is hero-

towards tlic tail and the negative pole towards the head.

After having thus shown the electrical phenomena of the discharge of the

torpedo, phenomena which cannot differ from those of other electrical fishes, we
should now proceed to state the principal facts on which the theory of these

animal electro-motors is founded. But it is necessary first to give some account
of the structure of the electric organs, which does not essentially differ in one
fish and another. In general the organ in question is constituted by an albumin-
ous liquid contained in certain cylindrical or prismatic cavities which have a

membi-anaceous envelope and are separated transversely by partitions of very
thin membrane. These masses or prismatic columns arc disposed in the tor-

pedo with their bases in contact with the skin of the back and belly, and hence
when the fish is in its natural position the prisms are vertical. In the gymnotus,
on the contrary, the prisms are horizontal and parallel to the axis of the body,

and have their bases at the head and at the tail of the animal. Analogous to

the structure of the organ of the gymnotus is that of the organ of the siUirus.

The chemical composition of the substance of the organ is that of the liquid

which fills the prisms and the cellules of which these are composed, and which
is in great jiart a solution of albumina; a thousand parts of the substance of the

organ of the torpedo contain 903.4 of water. The fresh substance of the organ

is neutral, and it is only on leaving it for some time in the air that its consistency

is found to diminish, when it becomes partially fiuid, and then offers a slight

alkaline reaction. A part of the composition of the organ is formed by the cel-

lular matter and a considerable quantity of fatty matter containing phosphorus,

Avhich is probably due to the great number of nervous filaments distributed in

the electric organ. Anatomists have found that the nerves of this organ have
in different fishes a different origin. In the torpedo these nerves proceed from
the fifth and eighth pair, while in the gymnotus the nerves of the organ are all

spinal nerves. The brain of the torpedo is distinguished by a large mass which
stretches behind the olfactory and optic lobes and the cerebellum, a mass which
exists only in a rudimentary state in the brain of fishes of the same species.

This mass, which is called the fourth or electric lobe, seems to consist of an ex-

pansion of the medulla elongata, and is composed in part of elementary fibres

which furnish nerves to the organ, and especially of gray and ganglionic matter.

Hunter counted in an organ of the torpedo four hundred and seventy prisms,

and succeeding anatomists have ascertained that each of these prisms contains

about two thousand superposed cellules. The prisms of the gymnotus are con-

siderably longer than those of the torpedo, for they extend almost from one ex-
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treraity of the fit^li to the other. The number of prisms in each of the organs

of the gymuotns is much less than in the torpedo, but in each of these prisma

are coutaiued about four thousand cellules or elementary organs. From these

numbers it results that the cellules of the organ of the torpedo are smaller than

those of the gymnotus, and accordingly ten diaphragms of a prism of the gym-
notus form a height wRich is six times greater than that occupied by ten dia-

phragms in the prism of the torpedo. The surface of the cellules is also very

different in the two organs : the cellule of the gymnotus has about fifty square mil-

limetres of surface, and that of the torpedo has only from six to eight millimetres.

In fine, the sum total of prisms in the organ of the torpedo is about ten times

greater than that of the prisms in the gymnotus. It may be appi'oximately as-

sumed that orfe of the two organs of the torpedo contains nine hundred and forty

thousand cellules, while the organ of the gymnotusfthough larger, contains only
one hundred and ninety-two thousand cellules ; hence the volume of one of the

cells of the gymnotus is seventy or eighty times greater than the volume of the

cellule of the torpedo. The nerves distributed in the organ are ramified upon the

diaphragms which constitute the cellules, and are therefore extended in planes

transverse to the axes of the prisms.

Very recently Pacini and some of the anatomists of Germany have assured

us that in every diaphragm there are found two laminae, one of connective cel-

lular tissue, and the other, which they have termed the electrical lamina, of

nervous elements. There would seem to exist a relation between the position

of this electrical lamina and the relative distribution of the poles in different

electrical fishes. If this relation were well demonstrated and generalized it would
furnish an important datum for the theory of the electric organ.

After these anatomical statements we will proceed to a consideration of the

fundamental fact on Avhich rests the theory of these electro-motors, and which
leads to the conclusion that the cellule of the organ is the elementary electro-

motor of that organ. To show this, I detach from the organ of the living tor-

pedo a portion as small as possible, and remembering the position which this

portion occupied with reference to the faces of the fish, I apply the extremities

of the galvanometer to the bases of the prisms of the portion in question. If

I now irritate, in any manner, the nervous filaments of this detached piece, I am
secure of obtaining the discharge, and consequently the deviation of the needle

in the same direction it would have with the entire organ. This experiment may
be made on a piece of the organ not larger than the head of a pin ; for if we
place upon this the nerve of a galvanoscopic frog and wound the piece with a

very fine forfex, we at once observe the contraction of the frog.

Among the stimulants applied to the nerves of the organs, the electric current

was naturally considered. For this purpose one of the organs of a living tor-

pedo is rapidly detached, and by an incision the nerves distributed within it are

exposed to view. It is best to keep each of these nerves suspended by a silk

thread, and galvanoscopic frogs are distributed on the sorface of the organ to

indicate the discharges. An electric current is then made to pass now into one
and now into another of these nerves. The discharge obtained is constantly in

the usual direction in the galvanometer—that is, from the back to the belly. On
separately irritating different nerves, the contractions of the frogs show that the

discharge occurs each time in the portion of the organ in which the irritated

nerve ramifies. Under the irritation produced by the current on the nerves the

discharge of the electric organ pursues a like course with the muscular con-

traction. At first, when the organ is scarcely fatigued, there is a discharge as

well at the opening as at the closing of the circuit; when the excitability of the

nerves is enfeebled the discharge occurs at the commencement of the direct and
the end of the inverse current.

I have sought to discover whether the function of the electric organ is ac-

companied by a variation of the volume or of the form of the organ. For this

22 s
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purpose I place tlie torpedo in a glass receptacle wbicli is filled witli water and

exactly closed with a cork stopper ; through the stopper pass two copper wires

covered with gutta-percha and inserted in the skin of the fish in proximity to

the nerves of the organ; a tube of glass open at both extremities also passes,

in which a column of the liquid of the vessel remains suspended as aii index.

On irritating the torpedo with the current of an electrfT-raagnetic machine we
may be assured that the animal yields the shock by placing also prepared frogs

in the vessel. It will thus be ascertained that the discharge occurs without any

sensible variation in the volume of the fish. It might be that the volume of the

organ Is not altered, as is the case with muscles in the act of contraction, which

yet become shortened. To ascertain whether this occurs in the torpedo, I take a

lever of straw or very thin glass, with very unequal arms, and restthe extremity

of the shorter arm on the fac? of the organ ; it will be seen that in the act of the

discharge the extremity of the long arm remains unmoved.

Let us now inquire what relation exists between the electric function of the

torpedo and the nervous action. To evince this relation, the experiments which

we have made to prove that the cellule of the electric organ constitutes the ele-

mentary electro-motor will suffice. It is known that when the torpedo or gym-
notus has given a certain number of discharges it is necessary to allow some
time to intervene that the organ may recover its faculty; the organ and its

nervous system are exhausted by being brought into action, as are the nerves

and muscles by contraction.

In this connexion it is proper to notice the special function exercised by the

fourth lobe of the brain on the discharge of the organ. We have already seen

that on irritating the torpedo at any point whatever of its body, the fish responds

by an action which proceeds through the medium of the nerves of sense from

the irritated point to the brain, and from the brain to the electric organ by means
of the large nervous branches which are distributed therein, and which have no

other function than that of determining the discharge. The fourth lobe is the

centre, in Avhich is collected and from which proceeds the nervous action of the

organ, 1 take a living torpedo, in which I rapidly remove the covering of the

brain, I distribute prepared frogs on the body of the torpedo, and then, from

time to time, mechanically irritate the different lobes of the brain and the

spinal medulla. I perceive, on performing the experiment carefully, that it is

the irritation of the fourth lobe which specially determines the discharge, and
that this proceeds now from the right and now from the left organ, according as

I touch at one time the right, at another the left part of the fourth lobe. I re-

move entirely the three first lobes of the brain, and divide the medulla elongata

immediately under the fourth lobe. The fish now neither renders the discharge

voluntarily, nor Avhen irritated in some part of its body ; there is no longer any-

thing but irritation of the fourth lobe which gives rise to strong discharges. I

have proposed to try, by irritating a nervous fibre uncovered in the middle of

the organ, whether the irritation of this fibre ever excited the discharge in that

part of the organ corresponding to the centripetal portion of such nerve, but

have in no case obtained any sign of this retrogressive excitation of the nerve of

the electric organ. Strychnia and morphia kill the torpedo by exciting strong

muscular contractions, and at the same time compelling the animal to yield fre-

quent discharges. With strychnia the torpedo is thrown into a state of super-

excitation, so that the slightest blow given to the surface on which the fish lies

occasions the discharge. Poisoned with curare, a torpedo, which no longer

yields muscular contractions when its nerves are irritated, does not therefore

cease to give the electrical discharge.

It behooved also to study the influence of the sanguineous circulation and
of respiration on the electrical function of the torpedo. Galvani was one of the

first who proved that this fish, depleted of blood, continues to yield the dis-

charge. The sanguineous circulation is, therefore, not immediately necessary to
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the function of the electric organ. The temperature of the water in which the

fish is pLiced has great influence on that function. If the torpedo he placed in

water at four or five degrees ahove zero, or still colder, it ceases at once to move
or to give discharges. It is not, therefore, dead, and may be kept for a long

time at this low temperature in a limited quantity of sea-water, since, respiring

less, the air therein will for a longer time supply its requirements. After im-

mersion for a few minutes in water at -{•15° to 20°, the torpedo resumes the

electric function which had been suspended while it was in the cold water.

Placed in water of -f30° or 40^, the fish gives several discharges, and soon

dies ; the circulation and respiration, quickened by the higher temperature,

probably increase the nervous action, but respiration presently ceases, because

the air of the water is too rapidly consumed. By measuring and analyzing the

air disengaged in the water in which torpedoes have been kept, I have found

that the exercise of the electric function is attended with greater activity of

respiration, whence, under equal conditions, there is considerably less oxygen
in the air disengaged in water in which there has been a torpedo provoked to

give many discharges, than in that in which a torpedo has been left in repose.

It should be added that the coagulation of the albumina of the substance of the

organ destroys the electric function.

The ultimate conclusion to which all the experiments made upon the torpedo

and other electric fishes conduct its is the following :

" The irritation of the nerve of the electric organ transmitted in the direction

of its ramification, when arrived at the extremity of the nerve, and consequently

in the elementary cellule of the m-gan, electrically polarizes that cellule, and by
an action analogous to electro-magnetism develops transversely to its direc-

tion, and upon the two faces of each diaphragm, opposite electrical states."

There can be no difficulty in understanding, in the light of this principle, the

chief properties of the electric organ. Each prism of the organ resulting from

a great number of superposed cellules, it is clear that the poles of the organ

must alv/ays be at the extremities of the prisms, and that the electric tension

will increase with the height of the prisms, and with the energy of the nervous

action. It is not so easy to understand, at least by the law of the voltaic bat-

tery, the influence of the volume of the cellules, and especially of the number of

the prisms. These two conditions should cause a variation of the internal re-

sistance of the batteries and of the prisms, and not of the electro-motive force,

and hence not of the intensity of the discharge, since this is generally trans-

mitted by bodies which have a much greater resistance than the organ of the

torpedo. That the tension d^nonds on the number of cellules is proved by the

influence of the height of the piisms ; and is proved also by the discharge of the

torpedo, which, at an equal height of organ, is stronger than that of the gym-
notus, because the elementary cellules in the former are much the most delicate.

If we Avere acquainted with the intimate nature of the electro-motor element

of these fishes, we should very probably know how the number of the prisms

and their division act in the discharge. It is a fact that the discharge in the

galvanometer increases with the extension of the electrodes which touch the

organ of the torpedo. Since each of the prisms is polarized independently one

of the other under the irritation of its proper nerve, it may be inferred that the

total discharge is the effect of the sura of the simultaneous, though independent,

discharges of the different prisms.

It remains, then, to know what is the intimate manner of action of the ele-

mentary electro-motor, and thence to discover the relation between the distribu-

tion of the nerves in the organ, its structure, and the distribution of the electri-

cal states in the organ itself. It is only of late that we have succeeded in throw-

ing some light on these problems, and I shall terminate the study of the electric

function of these animals by briefly stating the principal results obtained on this

subject.
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It is now proved that the organ of tlie torpedo, and probably that of other

electric fishes, is not an electro-naotor instantaneously called into action, but au

electro-motor which is constantly active. I take, therefore, from a torpedo, dead

for several hours, a piece of the organ, which I reduce to a ciibic form and render

as small as conveniently may be, without forgetting the position of the bases of

the prisms with reference to the back and belly, of the fish. This piece, place's

on the gutta-percha support, is brought into contact with the cushions of the

most sensitive galvanometer. If I touch the bases corresponding to the belly

and the back, 1 obtain a deviation equivalent to the entire quadrant, and which

indicates a current directed in the galvanometer from the back to the belly, as

in the discharge of the fish. The needle settles at 70 or SO degrees, and the

deviation endures for several hours, decreasing very slowly. By touching the

longitudinal wall of the prisms, and now one, now the other of the bases, a de-

viation is obtained which is slighter, but still in the direction of the discharge.

There is no deviation in the single case in which I touch at the same time any

of the two lateral faces.

This constant electro-motor power of the organ of the torpedo persists long

after the excitability of the nerve is completely extinct. I have left a torpedo for

twenty-four hours in a tin vessel surrounded with a Irigorific mixture, and after

that lapse of time a portion of its organ and a portion of that of another torpedo

left in the air have presented no diiference. I have found the same result in a

torpedo which had been for five days in ice. Even in a torpedo poisoned with

curare the proper electro-motor power of the organ persists as in a torpedo un-

touched. I have also verified, by resorting to the so-called differential method,

that this electro-motor power of the organ is independent of the size of the piece

on which we operate—that is, of the number of prisms of Avhich it is composed,

and that, on the other hanfl, it is proportional to the length of the prisms. Nor

does the power in question vary through the nature of the gas in which the

portion of the organ is kept. This was verified by keeping it in air more or

less rarified, in oxygen, carbonic acid and hydrogen. On the contrary, if the

organ is kept immersed in any liquid for ten or twelve hours, the power is much
weakened. Saline solutions act feebly, but acid or alkaline solutions even very

much diluted, and in Vv^hich the organ is immersed but a few hours, entirely de-

stroy the electro-motor power. On comparing a piece of the organ taken from a

living torpedo with the gastrocnemian of a frog of the same length, the electro-

motor power of the organ is found to prevail over the muscle; but two of the

latter united overcome the organ.

The result which I consider most interesting as regards the theory of the

electric function of the fish is the influence which the excitation of the nervous

system of the organ exercises in permanently increasing its electro-motor power.

The experiment is decisive and easily performed, I take from the same torpedo

two equal pieces of organ, with the precaution that each of them shall have

united with it a portion of the nervous trunk. I oppose these pieces to one

another by bringing into contact either the two faces of the back or those of

the belly, and assure myself that there is no differential current. Then, the

double battery being decomposed, I irritate with the electric current or with an

instrument the nerve of one of the pieces, which yields several successive dis-

charges, as is indicated by the galvanoscopic frog. I now recompose the battery,

and find a strong difiereutial current in the piece of organ which has given the

discharges and which has been in action. The differential current continues

diminishing, till after a certain time it becomes null. The phenomenon may be

tl^en reproduced in the same piece several times in succession, a diminution,

however, in the differential current being always observed, which is, of course,

owing to the cessation of the discharges of the organ. The conclusion is, that

the excitation of the nervous system increases the electro-motor power of the

organ
J

in the living animal it is exalted to the point of yielding strong dis-
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charges; but this power still persists wlien tlie nerves of the organ have for a

long time lost every trace of excitability. I will finally add that the action

of the electric organ is not accompanied by the development of caloric, even
when the most delicate instruments are uspd to detect it, and that a piece of

organ enclosed in a limited space of air may give many successive discharges

without producing any sensible modification in the air.

These conclusions, deduced from rigorous experiments, show the differences

which exist between the function of the electric organ and that of the muscular

contraction. Without pretending to give the theory of the mode of action of

the electric organ, I will not withhold the opinion that these results would be

readily explained on the hypothesis that in every cell there are substances of

different nature which react chemically by generating electric currents, and that

tliese materials are secreted in greater quantity by the excitation of the nervous

system. I will merely intimate that these substances might be an acid and a

base, and, in passing, notice the fact that if a piece of divided organ be left in a

funnel there issues a liquid which after some time has an alkaline reaction ; the

aqueous infusion of the same divided organ being slowly evaporated leaves a

residuum which yields a very distinct acid reaction. I do not from this f;ict,

I repeat, propose to say in what consists the electro-motor power of the torpedo;

but certainly the results which I have presented open a new path for investiga-

tion in the subject of animal electricity.

Electrical plienomcna of vuiscular contraction.—In the beginning of 1842 I

communicated to the Academy of Sciences of Paris an experiment which has

been the origin of an interesting branch of electro-physiology. It was tljps : I

prepare one or more galvanoscopic frogs which are placed as usual on the gutta-

percha support, and I extend the nerves of these frogs upon the surface of the

exposed muscles of any animal living or recently killed. To render the experi-

ment more easy I take a frog prepared after Galvani's manner and stretch the

nerves of the galvanoscopic frogs upon the muscles of its thighs. Whatever be the

means used to make these muscles contract, the galvanoscopic frog at the same
instant undergoes contraction. If the nerve of the galvanoscopic frog be placed

upon the heart of a frog .or other living animal, at every contraction of that

muscle the galvanoscopic frog suffers contraction. This phenomenon, which for

the sake of brevity I shall call inducted contraction, is realized whatever be the

manner in which the nerve is spread upon the muscle, and if the frog, which I

term inductive, is very vivacious, the inducted contraction is obtained even by
placing the nerve on the extremity of the foot, or by detaching promptly a por-

tion of muscle and forcing it to contract by incisions in different directions. In
this respect the experiment of inducted contraction appears analogous to the

discharge of the organ of the torpedo.

There exists no other organic tissue which, irritated in whatsoever manner,
excites the inducted contraction ; the muscle itself, if taken from a frog killed

with curare, or with tendons so divided that contraction does not occur, will not,

on irritating the nerve, give rise to the inducted contraction. On the other hand,

by having several galvanoscopic frogs freshly prepared and very vivacious, and
aa'rauging them in series—that is, placing the nerve of one on the gastrocnemius

of another—all will be seen to fall into contraction when one of the extreme ones

i.^ made to contract. This is what may be termed having inducted contraction

of the second, of the third order. Attention has been directed to the influence of

bodies interposed between the nerve of the galvanoscopic frog and the muscle
in contraction, and it has been found that a good conducting stratum, leaf-gold

for instance, or a solid isolating stratum, though extremely thin, alike hinders the

inducted contraction. On the supposition that the phenomenon is analogous

to the discharge of the torpedo, we can understand how the conducting metallic

stratum, by allowing the discharge to pass entirely within itself, hinders the

effect of it on the nerve. A stratum of oil or of turpentine was interposed and
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the iuducted contraction was equally produced : tlie idea of the electric discharge

was not ou that account excluded, because it was proved by experiment that

under like conditions a slight discharge of the jar made itself felt upon the nerve

of the galvanoscopic frog.

I propose to show still another experiment with the galvanoscopic frog which
will render clearer the nature of the inducted contraction. The inductive frog

being prepared and j^laced upon an isolating plane, I place two wicks of cotton

or strips of paper moistened with water in contact with the extremities of

the frog—that is, one of them in contact with the upper thigh and the other

with the leg—and I fold the two cushions in such a way as to leave an interval

of some millimetres free between their extremities. Having then some galva-

noscopic frogs, fresh and vivacious, the circuit is closed by placing their nerves

between the two wicks or strips. We shall now see the galvanoscopic frogs

contract each time that the entire frog undergoes contraction. If one of the

wicks be detached, if at any point this circuit is opened, the contractions of the

galvanoscopic frog are at an end. This result leads necessarily to the admission

that in the act of contraction a homogeneous conducting arc applied on the ex-

tremity of the muscle is traversed by an electric current, or rather by a discharge,

if we judge from its brief duration.

By varying these experiments with the galvanoscopic frog, placing some with

the nerves in a certain direction, and others with the nerves in an opposite

direction, it will be found generally that the contraction does not take place

except in the galvanoscopic frogs whose nerves are extended from the inferior

to tl^ superior extremity of the inductive muscle. In a Avord, having two galva-

noscopic frogs, whose two nerves close the circuit, arranged one against the other,

the most constant inducted contraction takes place in that which has the leg

turned towards the upper extremity of the inductive muscle. Similar experi-

ments were tried upon animals of warm blood and with analogous results,

although such experiments are sufficiently difficult from the brief duration of the

muscular irritability in these animals. By supposing the moistened wicks,

placed in contact with the inductive thigh, to be progressively smaller, we may
pass from this case to that of the inducted contraction, and to the conclusion

that the phenomenon is of the same nature, as well in placing the nerve directly

on the muscle as in forming the arc in the manner I have shown. We thus

arrive at the conclusion that the inducted contraction is really the' effect of an
electric discharge Avhich occurs in the act of contraction, and the direction of

which, in the exterior arc, is contrary to the current of the same muscle in a

state of repose.

.

Inasmuch as the galvanoscopic frog is the most convenient instrument for the

study of electric currents of brief duration, it was proper to have recourse to

the galvanometer and to contemplate these electrical effects of contraction

through the accurate indications of that instrument. This was done by Dli Bois

Reymond in using a very delicate galvanometer and causing the inductive muscle
to contract several times in succession in order that the action might be prolonged.

The following is the mode in which he makes the experiment : A galvanoscopic

frog being placed on the cushions of the galvanometer, the nerve is kept isolated

in order to cause a series of electric currents to pass, which may in some measure
torpify the muscle, without giving room to the doubt that this current might
pass into the galvanometer. At first, as is natural, the needle deviates through
the muscular current. When the needle is distinctly fixed the muscle is made
to contract, and thereupon, if the contractions are strong and sustained, the

needle will be seen to move to zero, to pass beyond, and become fixed in the

opposite quadrant with a certain deviation, which lasts as long as the contractions

are strong. To remove every doubt of the exactness of the experiment, Du Bois

Reymond has satisfied himself that the same thing occurs from irritating the

nerve with heat or by mechanical means, or employing a frog poisoned with nux
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vomica. From all which he coacliules: "that iu the act of contraction the

electro-motor power of a muscle is diminished, whence the opposite current due to

the secondary polarity of the laminae being enabled to prevail over the muscular

cun-ent, not only does the needle descend to zero, but it is compelled to deviate

in an opposite direction." When the experiment is made by using two opposed

gastrocuemians, one of .which alone is made to contract, the explanation is still

more easy, according to Du Bois lleymond, for then it is the current of the

muscle left in repose which is the prevalent one, and which compels the needle

to deviate in the contrary direction.

As to the phenomenon of the inducted contraction, properly so called, Du Bois

Raymond admits that when the nerve of the galvanoscopic frog is placed in con-

tact with the muscle the muscular current circulates in it, and that the rapid

diminution or negative variation, as he calls it, of the same current, is the cause

of the contraction of the galvanoscopic frog. This supposes that in the nerve of

this frog the circuit of the muscular current is constantly established : instead of

which we have seen that the inducted contraction is obtained, whatever be the

manner in which the nerve is disposed ; that it occurs from only touching with

the nerve the extremities of the leg of the frog, and that, following at the moment
of the contraction, it results that the nerve is traversed by a discharge which is

in ai^ opposite direction to the muscular current.

It occurred to me that to remove every doubt on the interpretation of the

electric phenomenon which accompanies the contraction, it would be sufficient to

repeat the experiments with the galvanometer by the method which excludes

the secondary polarity. This I have done after having satisfied myself that

there was in fact no sensible trace of secondary polarity, even after having

caused to pass in the laminae currents much more intense than the muscular

current. Xow, even in this manner, when strong contractions are excited in the

muscle placed in the circuit of the galvanometer, the needle immediately declines

and continues to oscillate for some moments iu the opposite quadrant. In a

word, the result is not different when the secondary polarity of the laminse eaters

into the experiment or when this polarity is entirely excluded. To succeed

better with the experiment, instead of the gastrocuemian, the thigh of the frog

may be used, by which we have from the first a muscular current which is small

and often even null. Then, under the contractions the deviation of the needle

immediately takes place in the same direction in which that deviation occurred

when the muscular current circulated from the first in the galvanometer.

I propose also a simple arrangement Avith which the experiment succeeds

more easily and certainly. In a piece of varnished wood I form two cavities in

the shape of the two connected thighs of a frog. In the same wood is formed

another cavity divided into two compartments which are filled with sulphate of

zin^, and in which are immersed the amalgamated laminse of the galvanometer.

I take a lively frog and reduce it to the two thighs alone, leaving the lumbar

nerve to a single thigh. The other thigh, though not. meant to contract, is left

only that there may not be a transverse incision in the inductive thigh, which

would introduce a new cause of the muscular current. To establish the circuit

I use two pieces of hempen string secured with sealing-wax to a plate of glass,

which is so placed that on one part the two strings touch the extremities of the

galvanometer, and on the other two points of the thigh at a distance of about

ten millimetres apart. The thigh should be pressed with the lamina, that it

may be certain that during the contraction the contact remains unaltered. Gen-

erally, when the circuit is closed, there is a slight deviation, first in one direction,

then in the other, as is known to occur from touching in various points the

muscle of the thigh. We now irritate the lumbar nerve with a current several

times in succession, which nerve is kept suspended and isolated by a silk thread.

The deviation which results, and which continues as long as the strong con-

tractions of the thigh endure, always indicates a current Avhich is directed in
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the galvanometer from tlie lower to the upper extremity of the thigh, and there-

fore iu a contrary direction to that which is obtained from the gastrocncmiau or

from the entire frog in repose. I have further modified this experiment by
forming with a slight incision a transverse section in the upper part of the thigh.

In this way there circulates in tlie galvanometer from the first a muscular cur-

rent in a contraiy direction to the current of the gastrocncmiau. The experiment
is repeated on the thigh, which is made to contract, and as often as several

violent contractions occur, the deviation in the galvanometer is seen also to in-

crease. In this case the discharge which accompanies the contraction is in the

same direction with the current which before circulated iu the galvanometer.
To these experiments and conclusions there was opposed in Germany a mode

of performing the experiment of inducted contraction with the galvanometer,
which would have led to a consequence opposed to our own, and by which it

was thought the secondary polarity might be avoided. This mode consists in

causing the muscle to contract several times and then closing the circuit of the

galvanometer. This experiment, which I have often repeated and varied, leads

to a result which was to be foreseen from constant observation, and on which I

have frequently insisted ; that is, that the electric phenomenon of contraction

decreases rapidly with the Aveakening of the contraction, and is in general not

produced, except under the strongest contractions, which are the first, and which
quickly cease, especially by using a strong inducted current to excite the nerve.

The result is, that in such case the circuit is scarcely closed after the first con-

tractions have occurred, when the needle makes a slight deviation in a direction

opposed to the muscular current, sometimes seems undecided in its movements,
and, if the circuit be closed after many contractions, deviates in the direction of

the muscular current, but more feebly than with the muscle in repose.

From all the results which I have cited, as well in operating with the galvan-
ometer as with the galvanoscopic frog, I find myself always led to the conclu-

sion, at which Cima has also arrived by repeating these experiments upon the
higher animals, viz : that in the act of contraction of pertain muscles there is

an instantaneous current, or rather discharge, which flows in the "-filvanometer

m a contrary direction to the current circulating therein, when the muscles,

touched by the extremities of the galvanometer, are in repose. It must be con-

fessed, however, that properly to generalize this result, it would be necessary
that we should bo able to operate on the muscles of the higher animals in which
the muscular irritability ceases with extreme rapidity.

From this conclusion we do not infer that the electric phenomena of the mus-
cle in repose and that of the muscle in contraction have a different origin.

Notwithstanding appearances, we have an opposite conviction ; and if there

could in experimental science be any advantage in framing hypotheses, we might,

by recurring to analogy with well-known electrical apparatus, conceive how it

would be practicable, irom the same electro-motor, with a change of form in the

various parts of the circuit, to obtain in the galvanometer currents iu opposite

directions. But this procedure we are not willing to adopt, and prefer rather to

say that we must wait till a true knowledge of the form of the muscular electro-

motor is acquired, in order to see this species of anomaly disappear.

I will conclude this lecture by adducing a new fact of muscular electricity

which cleaily lends itself to the .support of the theory we have formed respect-

ing the production of this electricity. I prepare from the same frog two half

thighs, oppose them to one another, and find by the galvanometer that they are

equal. I then cause one of these half thighs to contract several times by irri-

tating the nerve which is attached. I quickly thereupon recompose the double
battery, and now find a strong differential current in the direction of the muscle
left in repose. This current continues a certain time, but constantly decreases,

and finally the needle returns to zero. The phenomenon is produced by ncAV

contractions, but is naturally less intense, because the contractions become con-
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tinually weaker. Tlie consequence of this fact, according to all analogy, is,

that the chemical actions, on which depends the muscular electricity, are con-

sumed in the contraction, and are gradually restored through repose. Thi3
fact, however, should not be confounded with the instantaneous electric phe-

nomenon of the inducted contraction which is produced in the very act of the

contraction.

It is proper that I should notice the difference which exists between the elec-

tric organ of the torpedo and the muscular electro-motor. The function of the

formtr does not develop heat; does not produce movement; is not accompanied

by the chemical action of combustion between the oxygen and the substance of

the organ ; the nervous irritation of the organ of the torpedo does not perma-

nently increase the electro-motor power, as though that irritation acted upon an

apparatus of secretion, and from the product of that secretion the electro-motor

element of the organ had its origin. In the muscle, on the other hand, all pro-

ceeds from the chemical action which arises between the oxygen and the sub-

stance of the muscle ; hence the heat, movement, electricity which accompany
that chemical action. When an excess of contraction occurs, there is an excess

of consumption of this chemical action which must necessarily be followed by a

diminution of the electro-motor power of the mvxscle.

Arrived at the termination of this course, I cannot but be grateful for the

attention manifested, and indulge the hope that, on some not distant occasion, I

may again meet you in order to treat of some other of those branches of physics

with which I have occupied and still occupy myself.
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PREFACE
The following essay does not profess to be a summary of the whole of our

knowledge respecting lacustrian constructions, still less to present a picture of

the civilization of central Europe during the three ages of stone, of bronze,

and of iron, which are represented in our lake. We have neither the au.thority

nor the resources necessary for embracing so vast a subject. What we propose

is but a simple excursion into a domain which, though not our own, is by no
means a foreign one. When, twelve years ago, the discoveries of prehistoric

antiquities at the bottom of the lake of Zurich first awakened the interest and
curiosity of all the friends of science in Switzerland, we were tempted, after

the example of MM. Schwab, Troyon, Morlot, and Rochat, to seek what the

lakes at the foot of Jura might contain. We were not long in being satisfied

that these lakes, and especially that of Neuchatel, were richly endowed ; and
the idea occurred to us of applying to lacustrian researches the methods em-
ployed in geology, hoping that by taking into account certain accessory circum-

stances, to which archaeologists do not always accord the importance which they

merit—such as the distribution of objects, their frequency, their association,

their state of preservation at difierent stations—we might perhaps obtain a pic-

ture, if not more complete, at least more exact, of the conditions of the exist-

ence of our primitive populations.

Setting out from this point of view, we directed our inquiries chiefly to the

stations which present a definite stamp, and which, like the characteristic re-

positories in paleontology, may be regarded as authentic for the age of stone,

the age of bronze, or the age of iron. On the other hand, we have attached but

a secondary importance to the stations which comprise the remains of several

ages, even when very rich, like the station of Nidau at the lake of Bienue, that

of Font at the lake of Neuchatel, and that of Montillier at the lake of Morat.

The antiquities which these stations disclose will always possess a real interest

as^objects of curiosity, or as serving as the complement of specimens collected

elsewhere ; but we should hesitate in conceding to them a conclusive value

when the determination of the character of an epoch is in question.

Our first researches were given to the public in an article in the Ahnanack
de la Socicie cV Utilite Publique de Neuchatel in 1859 ; a second edition, con-

siderably enlarged, appeared in the Bibliotherpce Universclle of 1862. Mean-
•. hile discoveries multiplied from day to day, the age of iron in particular

> irnishing a large contingent of rare and new objects, and we were thereby

induced to publish a new edition, which appeared in the Musee Neuchdtelois

of 1864, accompanied with several plates.
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At the present Lour the mine is far from being exhausted ; new treasures have
been still added to those which we already possessed. And as the interest of
the scientific public has not ceased to encourage us, we have not thought proper
to resist the temptation held out to us by our friend, Mr. Reinwald, librarian at
Paris, of giving to the essay in question a wider publicity, as well as greater
extent, accompanying it, on this occasion, with numerous engravings, which will

allow amoPe thorough comparison with the an-

tiquities of other localities, whether collected

on firm land, in the tombs, the hypogeums,
the dolmens, &c.

As the lacustrian constructions, to which
the antiquities of our lakes appertain, con-

stitute at the present day a definite type, there

would seem to be room for designating them
by a specific name, like other monuments,
such as dolmens, pyramids, &c. The Ger-

man name of PJ'aJdbautcn, (constructions on
pile-Avork,) proposed by M. Ferd. Keller, and
now populai'ized iu Germany and Switzer-

land, has been adopted by Italian archeolo-

gists under the form oipalcifitta. Hence the

appellation of ijalafitte which we propose to

introduce into our language.

In recommending the geological and pale-

ontological methods for the study of our la-

custrian antiquities, we must be understood

as having imposed on ourselves the greatest

reserve in determining the age of our differ-

ent palafittes. There can be scarcely a ques-

tion of dates, except for the epoch of iron.

As to the ages of stone and bronze, we shall

esteem ourselves fortunate if this essay shall

furnish some terms of comparison to those

who occupy themselves with the origin and
afiSnities of the ancient races which have peo-

pled Europe.
As the antiquities of the age of stone are

widely distributed, and much better known
than those of the subsequent ages, we have
dispensed with entering into all the details

which this phase of the prehistoric period

would permit. On the other hand, we have
given so much more attention to the pala-

fittes of the age of iron, which are a speci-

ality of our lake, at the same time that they

serve as a link uniting historical with prehis-

toric times.

The principal implements employed in the

search for antiquities in our lakes are a sort

i)f hand-hoe, (figure A,) and of tongs, (figure

B,) j)rovided with a cord for retraction, by
means of which quite small objects can be

recovered, such as knives and pius,from a depth
Figure A. Figure C

of four or five metre's. The annexed drawing represents our operator, B. Kopp,
searching with the tongs in the midst of apalafitte, (figure 0.) To the skilful
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pencil of Professor A. Favre-GuillarmocT we are indebted for all the designs with

wliicli this essay is embellished. Our types have been, as far as possible, selected

from our own collection, with a view to facilitate the task of those who may
feel an interest in compai'ing the originals.

INTRODUCTION.

It has been long known to the inhabitants upon the shores of the Swiss lakes

that there existed in many of them ancient posts or piles, which, without reach-

ing the surface, rose to a height of 30 or 60 centimetres above the bottom. On
Lake Neuchatel they were especially known to the fishermen, who dreaded

them as a cause of injury to their nets. Doubtless, also, boatmen, in crossing

the bay of Auveruier, or coasting along the southern shore Avhen the weather

was calm, have now and then stopped for a moment above them, wondering

meanwhile to whom the strange idea could have occurred of driving piles at such

a depth ; and as no inhabitant, not even the oldest fishermen, could tell anything

about their origin, the only conclusion arrived at was that "all this must be very

ancient." More than once, also, from the ooze of the lake had been drawn, at

low water, large horns of the deer, and strange utensils whose origin was un-

known; among other occasions, at the lake of Zurich in 1829, and still later

at the lake of Bienne. These things, however, remained a dead letter ; the

circumstance was thought to be curious, but nothing more. An idea has sufHced

to restore life, in some sort, to these ancient remains, and draw from them a dis-

closure of surprising facts. A man of true science happens to pass in the neigh-

borhood of the works which, during the low stages of water of the winter of

1853-1854, were in course of execution at Meilen, on Lake Zurich. To him
are shown the half decomposed posts withdrawn from the black deposit on the

strand, which the lake had temporarily abandoned, and here and there some
fragments of rude pottery, evidently very ancient, but not Roman, for it is black,

imperfectly baked, and fashioned by the hand without the help of the potter's

wheel. The utensils, the arms, the posts, which accompany them, have a still

more primitive aspect ; they recall the analogous objects collected in the peat-

mosses of Scandinavia, and must, consequently, be of very high antiquity.

What had escaped all notice was the relation which these objects bear to one
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another, and especially to the piles imhedded in the ooze. Yet the arras and
pottery are not dispersed at hazard ; they are limited to a particular stratum,

having a thickness of two feet, which has received the name of "archfeological

stratum," [Cultur-Schirht.) JMoreover, they are accumulated around the piles,

where they are found in large quantity, while they diminish and disappear in

proportion as they retire from it. "There was a connexion then between the

piles and the antique objects.

It was this connexion which our friend, M. Ferdinand Keller, guided by his

pi'acticed eye, was enabled to detect, and which, once caught sight of, has become
the torch to conduct us to the discovery of a whole unknown world.

In effect, such an association of arms and utensils indicated beyond a doubt
traces of man. The piles, upright in the midst of these objects, had been placed

there by design, evidently to support some construction. But as their founda-

tion is below the mean water level, they must necessarily have been planted in

the water. There had existed, therefore, habitations or storehouses built inten-

tionally on the water at the place indicated by the piles. The number of

scattered utensils, corresponding to the thickness of the bed which contains

them, bore witness, in turn, to a prolonged sojourn. Consequently, there had
been an epoch during which the inhabitants of our country constructed places

of refuge on the water, if, indeed, they did not dwell there. It was the period

of lacustrian constructions.

The history of the sciences does not afford many examples of so brilliant an
acquisition by human sagacity ; it recalls that which, in another province, we
owe to the genius of Cuvier. Long before this great naturalist the bones of

mammals had been collected in the plaster-quarries of Montmartre; but no
one had perceived the relations of these remains to one another, and to the

medium in which they are concealed. They were looked upon as vestiges of

the deluge. Cuvier studies these ancient and petrified skeletons, and recognizes

in their association and manner of deposition the traces of a whole creation

anterior to man. To the French naturalist ?ome fossil bones had thus sufficed

for the reconstruction of a phase of the history of the earth : some fragments of

pottery, buried under the gravel of the lake of Zurich, sufficed to our own
learned antiquary for the revelation of a forgotten cycle of humanity beyond the

bounds of history. The hint being once given by the first publication of M.
Keller,* \\\ the Memoirs of the Archaeological Society of Zurich, the zeal and
activity of our Swiss antiquaries might safely be relied upon to elaborate this

new vein, which, indeed, did not long delay to furnish us with scientific treasures.

They began by seeking for piles in the other lakes of Switzerland. The
fishermen could almost everywhere point them out, and these piles became, in

turn, valuable guides in conducting to unexpected discoveries. At Meilen, with
the exception of a single object in metal, only utensils of bone and stone had
'been bi'ought to light. Elsewhere, and more especially in the lakes of eastern

Switzerland, beside stations recalling those of Lake Zurich, were discovered

other stations which, instead of objects in silex and bone, yielded numbers of

utensils i-n bronze. These articles bore witness to a much more advanced civili-

zation. The lacustrian period, therefore, embraced several distinct phases. It

became an interesting problem to investigate, and fix, if possible, the peculiar

character of these different phases or epochs. This work was everywhere pressed
forward ; discoveries rapidly multiplied, and gave rise to numerous publications

devoted to the description of new stations, and the antiquities which they con-

tained. Nor was the necessity of co-ordinating the facts obtained slow in making

*Die keltischen Pfahlbauten in den Sckweizerseen.—Communications to tlie Antiquarian
Society, Zuvicli, 1854.
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itself felt, wlience at present we are in possession of several systematic -works

on lacixstrian constructions, which, while eviuciuf^ the science and sagacity of

their authors, have powerfully contributed to diffuse a taste for the study of this

old world, scarcely resuscitated from the tomb of unrecorded centuries. Among
the number of works which have obtained a well-merited success may be cited,

as in the first rank, that of M. Troyon, [Habitations lacustrcs des temps ancrens

et modernes, Lausanne, 1S60;) that of M. Morlot, [Etudes Geologico-Archfeolo-

giques en Danejuark et en Suisse, Bulletins de la Societe Vaudoise des Sc. Nat.,

18G0 ;) to Avhich may be now added a third, that of M. Schaub, [Die PJa/dhau-

ten in den Schccizerseen, Zurich, 1864,) which is especially calculated to popu-

larize throughout our country the study of lacustrian constructions.

The lake of Neucbatel, thanks to the interest which the inhabitants of its

shores cherish for the history oftheir native land, could not fail to stimulate interest-

ing discoveries. There, pile-works were known to exist at many localities—at

Bied, Cortaillod, Auvernier, Ohez-le-Bart, St. Aubin, Concise, Corcelles, Corce-

lettes. Font, Estavayer, Forel, Ohevroux, Port Albau, Oudrefiu, Avhich became so

many fertile fields, in which inquiry was soon to be rewarded with abundant har-

vests. The low waters of 1^858-1859 having facilitated the exploration of these

several stations, collections were gradually formed at different points of the shore.

It will suifice to mention those of the museum of Neuchatel, of M. Troyon, of M.
Portales-Sandoz, at Lance ; of Dr. Clement, at St. Aubin ; of M. Rochat, at

Yverdon ; of MM. Rey and de Vevey, at Estavayer, without counting our own,

and the most complete of all, that of Colonel Schwab, at Bienne.

But how can habitations be conceived of at places now covered with water

to the depth of two and three metres ? The first question usually asked is,

whether the waters of our lakes might not have been lower at the period referred

to than at present? This suggestion led to the inquiry whether there existed

at the outlet of these lakes obstacles which, by obstructing the rivers, may have

raised the levJ of their waters. Land-slips have in fact been distinguished at

the mouth of the Thielle,* and it has been attempted to establish a relation be-

tween these and the ancient encroachments at Nidau, as well as the remains of

Roman roads in the grand marais, which are at present covered with peat. "We

are far from pretending that certain lakes of Switzerland have not undergone

changes
;
perhaps that of Neuchatel is of the number. But the fact must not

be lost sight of, that the phenomenon in question is a general one, and as pile-

work exists in nearly all the lakes, it would follow that all had been obstructed

at their outlet. Now, as this is not the case, we are forced to admit that the

piles must have been sunk and secured under the water, and that consequently

the constructions which they supported were really lacustrian. The diameter

of the piles is in general too small to have supported constructions at all massive

;

there can be no question here, but of cabins of very frail character.f

At first glance, the idea may seem strange, if not absurd, that men should

have established themselves on the water instead of pitching their tents or

building their cabins on the terra jirma ; but closer reflection will enable us to

comprehend that at the origin of the lacustrian period, at an epoch when the

soil of Switzerland was covered with forests and the borders of the lakes prob-

ably occupied by marshes, these lacustrian abodes may have offered to their in-

habitants a more secure asylum against the ambush of enemies and the attack

* See the article of M. Culmann, in the Schweizerische Polytechnische Zeitschrift, 111, pp.
9 aud 10, on the bar of the Pfeidwald, near Nidase.

t For the form and appearance of these constructions we refer to the descriptions and
figures which have been published by MM. Keller, Troyon, and Lyell.
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of savage animals. At a later period, the epoch of bronze, these stations,

as will be seen, served probably for simple magazines or places of assemblage.*

The idea of comparing the antiquities of our lakes with those found in so

great number in the islands of Denmark would naturally present itself to the

minds of our antiquaries. As soon as it Avas recognized that thei'e existed, with

reference to their utensils, striking differences between the stations, some yield-

ing only arms and objects of silex or bone, others containing utensils and arms
of metal, especially of bronze, though sometimes also of iron, it could no longer

be supposed that these stations were cotemporaneous ; they could but corre-

spond to successive periods of development, having each its distinctive character.

Hence, as in the north, three epochs were distinguished : tlic age of stone, tJie

age of bronze, and tJie age of iron.j The lake of Neuchatel has the preroga-

tive, among all the lakes of Switzerland, of comprising stations of the three

ages, thus enabling us to follow, within a circumscribed space, the development
of humanity during the remote epochs which preceded historic times.

I. AGE OF STONE.

The stations of the age of stone, though not as numerous as in eastern Swit-

zerland, are not wanting in the lake of NeuchateL To the station of Concise,

which has yielded since 1859 a considerable quantity of utensils of silex and
bone, have been added several others, especially those of Neuchatel, Hauterive,

Cortaillod, Auvernier, Bevaix, Chez-le-Bart, Corcelles, Estavayer, Chevroux,
Cudrelin, and at Lake Morat, Greng.

These stations have with us a particular stamp, which admits of their being

easily recognized. They are, in general, less extensive than those of the age of

bronze ;| not so distant from the shore, nor so deep, being at a depth not exceeding

two metres beloAV the mean level of the water. But what chiefly distinguishes

them is the quality of the piles, which are much larger than those of the stations

of bronze, consisting frequently of entire trunks of 25 and 30 centimetres in di-

ameter. Instead of forming a projection in the water, they are level with the

bottom, so that, notwithstanding their size, some experience is requisite to dis-

tinguish them amidst the stones which surround them. These stones them-
selves constitute an important character of the epoch ; it is evident, from a mere
inspection, that they have been heaped up by the agency of man. This is at-

tested as well by their distribution, which is always distinctly circumscribed,

while sand or mud prevails around, as by their variety in form and appearance-
some being rounded, others angular. The process employed was probably of

* It sliould be remembered that the ancient occupants of our own soil are not alone in their

preference of aquatic habitations. There are populations of the Pacific ocean among whom
this usage exists at the present day. The Indians of Venezuela construct their cabins pref-

erably on the water, as a refuge from the flies, and we are told by Herodotus that the an-
cient people of Thrace had the same custom. "ThePeonians of Lake Prasias, " says the
father of history, "could not be subjugated by Megabysus. Their habitations are constructed
in the following manner : Upon tall posts sunk in the lake they fix a scaflblding which commu-
nicates with the shore by a single bridge. Each has his cabin with a trap-door opening
upon the lake, and lest their children should fall into the water through this apertm'e, they
tie them by the feet with a cord." See also Hippocrates, Opera Omnia, Ed. Kuhn, I, p.

551: " The riparians of Pharos," says the father of medicine, "lived in marshes, where
they inhabited houses of wood and of reeds above the water, traversing the river in pi-

rogues ; their health suffered much from this kind of hie."

t This division into three distinct ages has been contested by M. de Hochstetter, wlio'

thinks that the difference should not be attributed to separate epochs, but to differences of

class. To this pretended cotemporaneity M. Keller (Gth Report, p. 7) properly objects that

there is a series of lacustrian constructions in which there exists not the least trace of bronze.

With us this is, indeed, most frequently the case.

t The tcneviere of Auvernier measures 80 metres in diameter ; that of Hauterive is greater

and of less regular outline.
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the simplest kind ; the stones were collected on the shore and transported to

the designated place by means of pirogues or holLjwed trees.* There they

were heaped around large posts which were placed upright, and were simply

secured in place by this coacervation. The result is observed at all the stations

of stone in our lake, in the formation of prominences or sm.all hillocks, which
are designated on the southern shores by the name of teneviercs,\ at Courtaillod

by that of penwusX, while at the lake of Bienne they are denominated stein-

berge, signifyhig mountains of stone. This mode of construction was the only

one practicable wherever the soil is of rock, as is the case at a number of point? on

the southern shore of the lake, at Mouruz, Hauterive, Neuchatel, where the

banks of urgonian limestone approach so near the surface that it is impossible

to drive piles.§ Elsewhere, if the bottom was of ooze, as is especially the case

in eastern Switzerland, it sufficed to sink the posts in the ground itself without

the support of stones. In tliis case there is no stcinherg, in the proper accepta-

tion of the Avord ; but the stations are not less distinguishable from their slight

depth and proximity to the shore, which is the cause of their being sometimes
left dry at low water, as was the case in 1863 at Markelfingen, on Lake Constance.

The two stations of the small lake of Moosseedorf, where M. Uhlmann has

gathered so ample a harvest of curious objects of the age of stone, show the same
state of things ; as the soil was favorable, the piles, after being pointed, were
simply driven into it. Recent explorations have just disclosed the same thing

at the Lake of Morat. Count de Pourtales having proposed to form an island in

front of his park of Greng, it was quite natural to select, as a nucleus, the point

where the water was of least depth. This was the summit of a spacious tene-

viere, which occupies, it seems, a surface of several arpents, since, in excavating

around the space reserved for the isle, there are still found numbers of piles.

These are cut to a point, and sunk in the bottom of the lake, which consists of

very fine sand. Here also a passage of deeper water separates the place occupied

by piles from the shore ; while the piles which are withdrawn present distinct

traces of blows made with the hatchet.

Here an objection will scarcely fail to occur; if the tenevieres trace their origin

to the age of stone, when not only iron but even bronze was unknown, and only

knives and hatchets of stone could be used, how was it possible, with such

implements, to cut trees a foot in diameter, even supposing the concomitant

action of fire to have been employed, as is done by many savage tribes. We
will not deny that, at first, this difficulty occasioned us no little embarrassment.

But having examined attentively and separately the 'tops of the piles in many
tenevieres, we remarked a peculiarity, which seems to us capable of solving the

difficulty. The piles are not cut squarely, but around their circumference (to a

depth of 8 or 12 centimetres;) the centre, on the other hand, is often unequal,

sometimes protruding, sometimes re-entering, having the appearance, therefore,

of a post which had been notched circularly, and then broken. But as soon as

* There are a number of these pirogues in the }ako of Bienne. One of them, near isle

Saint Pierre, is still loaded with stones, which has led to the supposition that it had found-
ered with its cargo. Another has been recently taken from the lake, and forms part of the
collection of Neuchatel. We have ourselves taken one from the station of Auvei'nier ; it is

formed from the trunk of an oak, the wood of which is decomposed to the depth of five or

six inches ; but the centre is only so mtich the harder and completely black, insomuch that

it might serve for material to the carpenter.

t In the idiom of the fishermen of Estavayer, this word signifies a submerged hillock—

a

site where the water is quite shallow.

i This name is also given to heaps of stone on ten'a firma, when they are of large dimen-
sions ; tlie smaller are called morgicrs.

$ Several of these Steinbergs continued to be inhabited or used during the following
ages—among others, the Steinberg of Nidau, where are foiuid at the same time remains of the

age of stone, of bronze, and of iron. These results are corroborated by very recent researches

which we have made in the lakes of Bavaria. The isle of Roses, in Lake Starnberg, appears
to be nothing but an artiiicial island of those remote epochs, which has never ceased to be
inhabited during all succeeding periods, and is at this day the site of a regal habitation.

23 s
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the question is found to relate merely to incisions of some inches, there can be

nothing improbable in their having been effected by means of sharpened silex,

as, indeed, we liave satisfied ourselves by experiment. By means of this same

process, even bodies much harder were successfully dealt with, such as the large

horns of the stag, which they cut into handles * Indeed, haid stones are found

to have been cut, while here and there occur other stones Avhich have been

attempted, but not completely divided.

Figure 1 represents a section of one of these tenevieres on a. rocky bottom,

mr^^'^>W^^W^^^^?in^^

Figure 1.

that, namely, of Hauteville, near Neuchatel. The space which separates it

from the shore reaches a depth of nearly two metres, while the summit of the

teneviere is at a depth of barely 0™.50 at mean water.

The tenevieres, especially those of our lake, do not in themselves necessarily

suppose habitations conslriicted on the Avatei'. Their proximity to the shore,

their structui'e and inconsiderable depth, comport perhaps better with the idea

that they were artificial islands, like the crannoges of Ireland,! which would

also explain their nearly uniform depression. On this hypothesis it would be

necessary to suppose that, at the epoch of their construction, the lake was lower

than at present, by the distance which separates their level from that of high

water—that is, about two metres. Ulterior researches Avill perhaps teach us

whether the idea of a depression of the water within these limits can be justified

in a geological point of view. Such islands would have afforded a secure retreat

against all sorts of dangers. Perhaps, also, assemblages might have gathered

there for certain festivals or entertainments, which would account for the prodi-

gious quantity of bones accumulated at such stations, while tliey are more rare

in those of the bronze period. |
The station of Concise. has furnished more remains of animal bones than all

the stations of bronze united. § The following have been identified up to this

time at the different stations of the age of stone in Switzerland : the bear, the

* Kuives of silex arc so efficacious for working in wood and bono that M. Lartet, our

eminent paleontologist, has assured us that he prefened them to kuives of metal for a multi-

tude of uses.

t Feid. Keller, Dciuieme rapport sur les constructions lacustres, in the MUthcilungen der

antiquu rischen UeseUschaft.

X This opinion, which is held also by M. de Hochstettcr, has l)cen recputly controverted by
our friend M. F. Keller, (Sixtli Keport, p. 4,) upon the ground of the regular di.strihmiou of

the pahifittes in eastern Switzerland, where each palatitte is divided into compartments
containing the necessary space for a family, a fireplace, utensils for cooking, a framo

for weaving, a store of thread. Further, it seems to result from the researches of M.
Heer, that cattle also were kept there, as well as stores of provender for winter. If this be

so, wc should feel the less difficulty in doing justice to the arguments of our learned friend,

as our exception^ bore rather on the palafittes of the age of bronze and of iron, than those of

stone.

§ M. Schwa,b objects, in regard to the greater quantity of bones of the station of Concise

and the palafittes of the age of stone in general, that it is in these alone that extensive

researches have yet been made, and ho surmises that if the stations of the age of bronze were
adequately dredged, bones would present themselves iu equal number. We shall await,

therefore, the results of experience.
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badger, the martin, the ermine, the otter, the poh.^cat, the wolf, the fox, the dog.

the cat, the hedgehog, the beaver, the squirrel, the horse, the hog, the wild boar,

(he elk, the stag, the roe, the fallow deer, the sheep, the bison, the urus, the

goat, and a quantity of remains of the domestic ox. These, it will be seen,

embrace for the most part the same animals which, where the chase has not
destroyed them, still inhabit the forests of Europe. Among the cows M. Ruti-

meyer distinguishes two varieties, a very large and a small one, which is the

stock of the domestic animal. The same author distinguishes, besides the

domestic hog and the wild boar, a third variety, the hog of the fens {Sus jyaiustris,)

whose remains are especially found in great abundance in the palafittes of the

age of stone in east Switzerland. This species, which was smaller than the
two preceding, has shared the fate of the urus, (which should, not be con-

founded with the bison of Lithuania,) having been lost in the course of ages. It

is not probable that this animal was domesticated, nor, consequently, that it is.

the stock of our present hog, which descends rather from the wild boar.

The stations of stone in our lake have not yet furnished a human skeleton.

We possess, in Switzerland, but a single skull of that epoch, derived from the

station of Meilen on the lake of Zurich, and this, unfortunately, is not complete.

It results, however, from the researches of MM. llutimeyer and Ilis,* that the

skull in question occupies in some sort a mean between the long and short heads,

(the ratio of breadth to length being as 83 to 100,) approximating in this re-

spect to the type most common in Switzerland. It does not differ sensibly

from the skulls of the station of bronze of Auvernier, of which notice will be-

taken further on ; and being, like one of the latter, the skull of an infant, there is

room to suppose that the characteristic traits of the race had. not yet acquired,

their definitive expression.

It is diiScult to form an idea of the state of culture of tlie tribes of the age
of stone. To judge of them only by their arms and utensils, they could
scarcely have been more advanced than the savages of the isles of Sunda or of

the Pacific ocean, since only silex and bone were at their disposal ; but it can-

not be denied, on the other hand, that they had put these materials to singular

profit. Such, at least, is the impression derived from an examination of the col-

lections which have been made from Lake Neuchatel ; as, for example, that of

the museum and of M. Schwab, but above all, that of Dr. Clement at St. Aubiu.
The distinction between arms and utensils was probably not very rigid, and it

is possible, nay, probable, that some utensil which served to cultivate the soil

or cut the posts for a cabiti, were, on occasion, employed also as an ofi^eusive

and defensive weapon, as hatchets, hammers, &c.
The arms properly so called are : lances of silex, which are sometimes sev-

eral decimetres in length. Most of them are elaborated with extraordinary

care, Avhich evinces great dexterity in the ai't of cutting stone ; all present on'

one side a slightly curved surface, which is the natural fracture as detached
from the nucleus, and on the other a median longitudinal carina (Fig. 2 ;) some
have a sort of tongue or neck (Fig. 3) which probably penetrated into the staff.

In some rare cases an exceptional finish was bestowed on the lance by means
of small transverse fractures of singular regularity. Of this Fig. 2a is a striking

example.
The arrows are triangular, (Fig. 4,) frequently provided with barbs, which

rendered them more formidable. Traces are sometimes obsei'ved of the cem'^nt

which united them to the stock. There were also points of arrows of bone,

* Crania Helvetica, p. 35. Some fragments of a skull have just been discovered in the

midst of a quantity of animal remains, at the station of Greng, on Lake Morat ; they are in

the possession of Count G. de Portales.
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but these are mucli rarer; the museum of Neuchatel possesses one from Concise
(Fig, 7) of very peculiar form; others were fitted to the stick and secured by-

Figure 5.

Figure 4.

Fierure 2. Figure 3. Figure 6.Figure 3a.

means of pitch. In the specimen annexed (Fig. 7a) may be distinguished the

Fiarure 7a.

impression of the Stick and the thread which fastened it; others still are serrated,

or furnished with a vsmall lateral hook, similar to a diminutive harpoon.
The bow for these arrows was of yew ; they have been found in good preser-

vation at the station of Kobenhausen and at Lake Constance. Our own lake has
as yet yielded only fragments.
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Figure 6a.

Another weapon, more primitive, and at the same time more formidable, is the

horn of a stag converted

into a chil) by retaining

the brow antler, while

the rest are removed.

A club of this kind ia

in our possession, de-

rived from the teuo-

viere of Auveruier, and

must have belonged to

a truly colossal animal.

That of which we here

give a sketch, (Fig. lb,)

forms part of the col-

lection of Dr. Clement,

and measures fifty cen-

timetres in length.
With such an instru-

ment we can conceive

that terrible blows
might be inflicted. We
have in our collection a

skull pierced with a

round hole in the hind-

er part of the lei't parie-

tal, which may well

have been made with a

dub of this description.

The horns of the stag

were also employed for

different utensils, as,

for example, hammers,

sixteen of which have

been found in the single

palafitte of ISTussdorf at

Lake Ueberlingeu.
There occur jdso hatch-

ets of this material as

well as clubs, pins, and
even combs, (Keller,

6th Report, p. 280.) In li-me 76.

the collection of Dr. Clement, we also meet with fish-hooks of stag's horn, com-

posed of a straight stem with a lateral branch or barb, (Fig. 11a.) Sometimes

*si»!i»L"«!:"*'

ti

Figure 7c.
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riirure ll«.

again these instniments were formed of the tusk of the wild boar by crossing it,

a remarkable specimen of which may be seen in the collection of Dr. Uhlmann.

The olecrane of the stag was sometimes carved into a poinard.

The long bones of certain animals (of the cow, the hog) are also often cut in
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the form of pointed iustruments (Figs. S, 9) whicli might have served for pon-
iards, lances, or pikes; others are in the form of chisels (Fig. 10) or of pins for

the hair, (Fig. 11.) The flakes of silex weve employed by way of a knife or

Fifrure 7, Fia-ur Fifrure 9. Fig-iire 10. Figure 11.

saw ; we find many inserted in a fragment of horn, which were probably used in

felling trees or cutting their branches, (Fig. 12.)

%

Figure 12.

If these utensils cannot rival those of the age of stone in the north of Europe,

if we possess none of those poniards artistically wrought which occur in the

collections of Denmark and Mecklenburg, nor those elegantly formed knives of

silex which recall the finest produced by the age of bronze, it is not the less

ti'ue that we can realize a degree of emulation as having existed at this remote

epoch between the inhabitants of different stations. The objects collected in

the lakes of western Switzerland display something of finish, of care in the de-

tails, which is not to be I'ecoguized to the same degree in the stations of eastern

Switzerland. This observation is particularly suggested by the symmetry and
pleasing forms of certain objects which would have been equally as efficient

without being so finished. The hammers are the articles of most el(>gance
;

they are always formed of hard stone, generally of serpentine, enlarged in the

middle in order that tlie hole destim-d to receive the handle may not render

them too fragile ; one of the extremities is rounded or plane—the other con-

tracted more or less to an edge, and sometimes to a point. The hole itself is

often irregular, being narrowed within, as an aperture would be if alternately
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pierced from both foces, (see disk of Fig. 21.) In every instance tlie hole is

smooth throughout and very little contracted, nor is it unusual to meet with the

core or lump Avhich corresponds to the cavity. The patienee, perseverance, and

skill required to execute the perforation of such an object cannot but occasion

surprise, especially when performed without the help of metal. It was perhaps

effected by means of very thin flakes of silex fixed around a stock Avhich was

made to turn in such a way as to separate a portion of the stone which, when
the perforation was accomplished, would fall to the ground.* Precaution was

observed to enlarge the hammer at the place where the hole for receiving the

handle was situated, yet accidents would still occur, as is testified by the frag-

ments of those broken in the operation which are much more numerous than en-

tire ones. It might be that the instrument of perforation was fixed, and the

hammer itself made to revolve, as with our stationary graving implements.

Figures 13 and 14 represent a specimen in our collection. Like others of the

Fiffure 13.

**^k..

Figure 14.

same type, it is perfectly unworn, which would seem to indicate that it was

rather a symbol of command than a weapon. We have seen one, however, in

the collection of Dr. Clement, which bears distinct traces of use.

* It would be more simple to suppose that the piercing was effected by means of a cylin-

der or hollow tube. But this would imply the use of metal, and would assign our hammers
to the age of bronze, while as yet we know them as only pertaining to the age of stone. A
discovery has just been made of some very fine ones in the palafitte of Greng, on Lake Morat,

where there exists not a trace of metal. M. Lachmanu mentions not less than fifty of them
at the station of Nussdorf, (see Keller, 6th Report, p. 217,) which pertains to the age _ of

stone, though it is true that some have been found in the palafitte of Unteruhdingen which
is of the age of bronze. From the researches of M. Ley we learn that at the station of

Bodman (small lake of Constance) the hammer hatchets are limited to the upper archaeologi-

cal stratum, while they are wanting in the lower ; whence the author feels authorized to claim

for these primitive tribes a progress in civilization during the period of stone.
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Xeither are Latcliets rare ; we possess them by dozens. A hard stone was
chosen, preferably an erratic pebble of diorite, serpentine, quartzite, or saussu-

rite,* to Avhich they managed to give an edge, (Fig. 15.) This was after-

wards introduced into a socket made of buck-horn, which was itself cut in such
a manner as to adopt itself to a handle of wood, (Fig. 16.) The sockets are quite

frequently met with in certain localities, among others at Concise, but it is

rare to find the two, (the hatchet in its socket,) and still more rare to possess

the complete instrument, (hatchet, socket, and handle.) Dr. Clement has one of

i'ift'Ui'e 13. Figure 16.

the most complete specimens in existence, (Fig. 17 ;) it was derived from Con-
cise. At other times the stone wa? inserted at the extremity of a portion of

Figure 17.

buck-horn, which was pierced with a hole to receive a handle. The hatchet was
supported against this handle, which prevented the wood from splintering. This
instrument, which served at once as hatchet and hammer, (Fig. 18,) ranked, but

a few months since, among the rare objects of our tenevieres. Now, thanks to

the persistent researches of Dr. Clement, several dozens are known, represent-

ing the utensil in every state, from the rude outline to the complete instrument.

At other times the hatchet is found simply attached to the extremity of a stag's

antler ; we know, however, but one specimen, being that in the collection of Dr.
Clement, which is here represented. Along with the hatchets arc found other

'-" As is justly remarked by M. Demour, it is impossible not to be struck by the .sagacity

with whicli these ancient people selected materials which, with the exception of the metals,

unite in tlio highest degree the three properties of density, hardness, and tenacity, conditions

essential to the use and duration of these implements. {Coniptcs Kcndus, August, 1865.)
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stones cut smaller, fixed in simple fragments of biick-liorn, and serving rather

for chisels or paring-knives than for hatchets, properly so called. That repre-

ll^^ll^

Figure 18a.

sented by figure 19 is of transparent nephrite of a fine leek- !2;rccn color; it forms

part of the collection of Dr. Clement,

at Saint Aubiu. Most of these singu-

lar stones are set in the same manner.

*It is a characteristic distinction be-

tween our hatchets of the age of stone

and those of anterior ages that the Figure 19.

former are always worn down by sharpening on the grindstone, so as to present

a very regular edge, which is never the case with the hatchets of Abbeville, of

the caverns, nor those of the Kjoekkenmoedings of Denmark, which are simply

cut by chopping.

Apart from these utensils, which are common to almost all savage tribes, we
recognize, among our lacustrians of the age of stone, the beginnings of an art

which attests the dawn of civilization. They manufactured pottery, somewhat
shapeless and rude it is true, but which is not the less interesting, as well for

its composition as its form and dimensions. It consists for the most part of

large protuberant vessels, fashioned with the hand, the wheel of the potter being

not yet known. The paste of which it is composed is but slightly homogeneous,

* It Las been recently remarked ttat, in general, none but small hatchets of stone are

found provided with handles, which would seem to warrant the conclusion that the largest,

some of which weigh as much as two pounds, were not used with handles, but immediately

with the hand. (Lachmanu, Gth report of Dr. Keller, p. 277.)
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gray or black, never red, and always intermixed witli small siliceous pebbles,

doubtless to guard against the defects of unequal and imperfect baking.

In default of siles they also employed limestone, and sometimes fragments

of shell, or even charcoal. The large vases are protuberant, the small ones

cylindrical, more or less contracted or rounded towards the base, but without

being conical like those of the age of bronze ; hence the earthen supports or

rings, which, in that period, were used to keep the vessels upright, do not as yet

occur in this. It is not unusual to distinguish marks of the fingers, especially

at the base, (Fig. 19Z».) Others are furnished with a sort of handle or rude

projection intended to facilitate the handling or carriage, (Fig. 19«;) this lat-

i

^ ',''d

<

I ]'j:\ut; rJii. i limine i'JIi.

ter is rarer. In the specimen given the impression of the fingers of the potter

may be recognized. With regard to the black color, it was obtained perhaps
by .'rmoking, or, as is more probable, by introducing grease into the paste, as is

done, we are told, by the potters of Peru.

The prints of the fingers are very small, which would
seem to indicate a race of diminutive size, unless we are

to suppose them to have been made by women, and we
know that among certain tribes, (the Kabyles, for instance)

'^. it is the women who manufacture the pottery. From
.' ime to time vessels are met with composed of a paste\!! S3 coarse and exhibiting rudiments of ornamentation,
(Fig. 20.)^

^ , "i ~, _ .-x There is sufficient reason for supposing that these jars

served, like those of the age of bronze, for the preserva-

tion of food. Along with those earthen vessels occur

others, not less interesting and more characteristic, con-

structed out of the horns of the stag. They hollowed the horn at the place of

its insertion, where it becomes enlarged, and formed of it small and not ungrace-
ful vessels, usually pierced with a hole on one side ; of these, several specimens,

derived from the lakes of Neuchatel and Moossedorf, are known to us ; we se-

lect for representation that from the collection of Dr. Clement, (Fig. 20a.)

This savant has discovered at Concise an-

''I
other small vase, made from a piece of stag's

horn, but of different form, and thus far

unique in its kind. It is cylindrical, with

two small handles, doubtless intended for

the passage of a strap for suspension.

A certain number of utensils are scattered
Figure 20a Q^ ^|jg surface of the tenevieres, such as

hatchets, lances, hammers, sometimes also fragments of coarse pottery, which
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are tlien covered with a tufiiceous incrustation formed by the perennial deposit

of the lake.* Most of the objects, however, are buried in the soil, and to ob-

tain tliein it is necessary to dig and dredge in the teneviere. It is thus that

Dr. Clement proceeds, in order to collect the varied objects with which he every

day enriches his admirable collection.

These objects are not dispersed at hazard in the interior of the teneviere.

They are found preferably at a depth of from 1 J to 2 feet, intermingled with

fragments of cut wood, bits of charcoal and bones of animals, which constitute

a kind of repository, like those of fossils in geological formations. This is the

archieological stratum. It is not unusual to encounter several of these strata or

repositories in the same teneviere. Dr. Clement has recognized two very dis-

tinct ones in the teneviere of St. Aubin, while it appears that M. Messikom-

mer has distinguished even three at Kobenhausen, (See 6th Report of M.
Keller, p. 247, for a profile of this station.)

Stones for grinding, (commonly known as mills,) which occur in considerable

numbers in the tenevieies, many having a diameter of 60 centimetres, indicate

that the grain was triturated with the help of rounded pestles. These last, as

well as the mill-stones, were of granite or grit, never of limestone. It was
scarcely to have been expected that we should have discovered the products of

this primitive contrivance ; nor have the stations of our lake furnished anything

of the kind. But it is otherwise in eastern Switzerland, where have been

found the remains of the bread eaten by our predecessors, and which have

been preserved by carbonization.

In all likelihood some traffic was carried on with the neighboring countries,

especially with those situated on the borders of Jura, whence doujbtless the

Bilex was derived. In the stations of eastern Switzerland it is usual to cite, as

proof of a local commerce, the presence at Kobenhausen of micaceous, schists,

of parti-colored grit of Rheinfelden, of crystals of the Alps, of asphaltum of

Valde Travers, of white marble of Splligen, &c. M. Keller even describes and
delineates a small vase of asphaltum found at Kobenhausen. (6th Report, p.

251.) But we cannot share the opinion which attributes extensive commercial

i-elations to the tribes of the age of stone. In support of this opinion are cited

the hatchets of nephrite, of which numbers are found at Concise and other

stations of that epoch ; and as this stone now comes to us from the east, it has

been inferred that the tribes of the remote period in question trafficked with

Asia. But it should be remembered that the greater part of the hatchets which
ai'e assumed to be nephrite may very well be only varieties of indigenous rocks,

proceeding from siliceous veins in the serpentine, and whose depository might

be found, according to M. de Mortillet, in the higher Maurienne.f It seems to

us very difficult to admit that so distant a commerce should have been restricted

to the exchange of certkin stones which, after all, are not very superior to com-

mon silex, while the east might have furnished objects of far greater utility,

particularly metals.

It is proper, however, to mention here a recent communication of M. de Fel-

leuberg to the Society of Natural Sciences of Berne-I in which that accom-

plished chemist gives an account of a series of analyses which he has made of

five fragments of nephrite from the lakes of Switzerland, three of which are

* Tlic-ie is some iuterest in regard to authenticity in not removing this crust, even where
it impairs the beauty of the object.

t Matcriauz pour I'/ustoire positive et philosopJiiqite de Vhommc, 1865, p. 231.—M. Nau-
man (Elements de Mineralogie, p. oOC>) mentions nephrite as occurring among the erratic

blocks of Saxony, (Schwemsal near Duben,) which are known to have proceedfcl from Scan-
dinavia.

+ Mitteilungen der Bern, mturforschendcii Gescllschaft, 1865.
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from Meilen, on Lake Zurich ; one from Moosseedorf, in the canton of Berne

;

and one from Concise, on Lake Neuchatel, with the following results :

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. No. 4. No. 5.

Silicacid 57.10 56.50 5(5.90 58.89 56.14
Alumine 22.40 0.48
Magnesia 20.60 20.09 20..37 1.28 22.68
Linie 12.76 13.27 1294 3.12 11.12
Oxidulated iron 6.30 6.75 7.03 1.66 4.66

manganese 0.05 0.42 0.67 1.13

Oxide of zinc 0.73

Soda 12.86
Potassium 0.49

Water 3.25 3.50 2.80 0.20 3.72

100.66 100..53 100.74 101.63 99.93

It follows that four of these fragments, Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 5, have nearly the

same composition ; while No. 4, from Moosseedorf, would correspond to the

green jade or jadeite of M. Damour. It would represent a new hi-silicate in

the group of feldspaths, or alkaline silicate of aluminum, resembling in many-

respects oligoclas. On the other hand, the four identical fragments agree in a

striking manner with the analyses which M. Scheerer* has made of the true

oriental nephrite, and especially with his analysis No. 7, which yielded him

:

Silic acid, 57.10; alumine, 0.72; magnesia, 23.29; lime, 13.48; oxide iron,

3.39 ; oxide mangan., ; water, 2.50.

M. de Fellenberg thinks that, in view of this remarkable correspondence,

and to the extent that chemical composition can be made subservient to ethno-

graphy, it must be admitted that the hatchets of Meilen and Concise are of the

true nephrite, while that of Moosseedorf is the green oriental jade. " It might,

indeed," adds M. de Fellenberg, "be asked whether the nephrites of our lacus-

trian stations be not of Alpine origin, like the serpentine hatchets which accom-

pany them, since we iind in the Grisons and in Valais the same masses of ser-

pentine talcose and chloritic schists which in New Zealand accompany the true

nephrites, and of which these last are but emanations, (by segregation.) But
as yet the facts have not confirmed this hypothesis, so that, until proof of the

contrary, the hypothesis of the oriental origin of the nephrite appears the most
just and probable."

Without making pretensions to combat deductions drawn from investigations

so precise and conscientious as those of M. de Fellenberg, we cannot help observ-

ing that if the Asiatic origin of nephrite in itself presents difficulties, by attrib-

uting to the tribes of the age of stone commercial relations with India, Persia,

or Arabia, these difficulties appear to us still greater, if not, iudeed, insurmount-

able, when the question concerns the pursuit of this nephrite in China, New
Zealand, or New Caledonia.t As regards the fragments of white coral which
have been found at Concise, they might well pertain, like the fragment of amber
at Meilen, to the age of bronze, some vestiges of Avhich exist in each of these

stations.

* Rammelsberg, Mineralchemie, p. 777, note. The green jade should not be confounded
v/ith .saussurite, which, according to M. Damour, presents the following composition: Si-

lex, 0.50U9; alumine, 0.2505; oxide of h'on, 0.0250; lime, 0.1061 ; manganese, 0.0576; soda,

0.0404. The chief difference consists in the much less considerable quantity of soda. (Let-
ter of M. Damour to Dr. Clement.)

t It is from New Caledonia that proceed the beautiful translucid nephrites, of a delicate

green color, which form an ornament of the museum of Montpolier. As we go to press, the
ComjTtes Rcndiis of the Academy of Sciences of Paris (25th and 2dth August, I8l)l) bring us,

on this much-controverted question, a remarkable memoir of M. Damour "On the composi-
tion of the hatchets of stone found in Celtic monuments and among savage tribes," {Comptes
Jiendus, T. LXl,) which we cannot but commend to the attention of om- readers.
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Meanwhile, the tribes of the age of stone were not reduced to the sole care

of providing for their existence. However mean might be their arms and uten-

sils, the requirements of personal decoration were not wholly neglected, as is

attested by certain ornaments made of stone or of bone. These could of course

be but very simple, being the teeth of cai-niverous animals pierced with a hole,

and worn, doubtless, in the manner

^%.of a collar, intermingled with disks

or beads of bone or buckhorn sim- /
ilarly pierced, (Fig. 20.) Pins for

the hair occur, not deticient in a /

certain degree of- elegance, nor dif- \

fering much from those worn at,',

present, as is witnessed by that

represented above, and which comes
from the station of Concise, (Fig.

11.) At other times, a pin was
cut from the rib of a stag or roe,

which, besides the head, had a pro-

tuberance pierced with an eye.

(Fig. 206.) Figure 20a.

Lastly, domestic industry is attested by a quantity of small disks pierced
with a hole, which Ave believe to have been spindle whirls rather than weights
for fishing nets. (Fig. 21.) However this may be, it is not superfluous to re-

mark that at the lake of

Neuchfitel these disks

are always of stone

(preferably of molassic

sandstone ; sometimes
of limestone) in the sta- Figure 206.

tions of the age of stone, while they are of baked earth in the palafittes of the
age of bronze.* (Fig. 21.)

If the teuevieres of our lake and of western Switzerland have not yet afforded

a specimen of the thread which was spun by means of these whirls, such is not

the case with the canton of Zurich, where are found not only skeins of thread,

but numerous remains of webs, tissues, and nets, all of flax. It does not appear
that wool was ever spun.

Nor was the ground left uncultivated in the age of stone, as is attested by the

remains of cereals which are found here and there in our tenevieres. M. Gilli-

eron has collected in the archseological stratum of the Pont de Thielle very fine

grains of wheat, carbonized like the peat which surrounds them. The stations

of eastern Switzerland, and especially that of Robenhausen, on Lake Pftefikon,

are in this respect of the highest interest. The conditions are here so favorable

to the preservation of vegetable products that it has been practicable to make
ample collections of fruits of all kinds—apples, cherries, beech nuts, seeds

of the strawberry and raspberry, and large quantities of the water chestnut,

( Trapa nutans,) which must have been common in the lakes, while at present

it is found only at two points north of the Alps—near Langenthal and Elgg.
In the bread found there the grain is but imperfectly crushed, as in the pum-
pernickel of Westphalia, so that it is possible to recognize the species of cereal

of which it is composed. The bread of Robenhausen is of wheat. Of late

that of millet has been also discovered. All these vegetable remains have been

* Quite recently Dr. Ullersberger has collected some of these disks in baked earth at the
station of stone, at Ueherliugen, on Lake Constance, but their shape is diiferent from that

of the age of bronze; they ai"e true disks, slightly convex, while those of the age of bronze
are conic.
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recently described in a remarkable treatise by Professor 0. Heer, fDie PJlan-

zcn der PfaJilbnuten, Zurich, 1S65,) to wbicb we would refer our readers, ex-

tracting from it only the annexed group, which represents diifereut species of

cereals cultivated in the age of stnne. (i^ig. 21a.)

If thus skilled in the art of cultivating cereals, the possession by the inhabit-

ants of implements of til-

lage follows by necessary

implication ; and it is from
the station of Robenhausen
again that the first revela-

tion in this respect might
have been anticipated. M..

Keller, in effect, has just

given us the description, ac-

companied by a design, of

on instrument formed of a
portion of a stag's horn,

fixed in a handle of wood,
and so cut as to serve for a

mattock on one side and a

hook on the other, (^Ferd.

Keller, 6th Report, page

249,) while the same ten-

eviere has yielded other

implements of husbandry,

made of maple wood, and
remarkable for their execu-

tion when we consider the

tools of that epoch, (Keller,

6th Report, page 249.) All

this implies conditions very
different from those of the

populations of the age of the reindeer, who were only liunters, or of those of the

kokkenmodings of Denmark, who.lived upon shell-fish collected on the sea shore.

The inhabitants of our tenevieres had fixed habitations and much cattle. They
made provision for winter; they took thought for their raiment and had regard

to their toilet ; they were expert in the art of spinning and weaving. They
were no longer, therefore, in the savage state.

Let us remember, in the last place, that, according to the latest researches,

the tenevieres often comprise several archaeological strata, superposed and sepa-

rated by deposits of peat, &c., which attain even a metre in depth (at Roben-
hausen.) It may be possible, some day, through a close study of these depos-

its, to estimate the duration of such intervals. We know with certainty that it

must have been very long. It was not time, then, which was wanting to the

tribes of the age of stone in order to arrive at the degree of civilization, humble
no doubt, but yet remarkable, which is attested by the remains of their industry

and culture.

lire 21a.
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II.—AGE OF BEONZE.

There exists a notable difiFevence between the palafittes of the age of stone and
those of the age of bronze. The hitter, which are at once more extensive* and
more numerous, are found at a greater distance from the shore ; their depth is con-

sequently more considerable, generally from 3 to 5 metres below mean water.

This is observable at the lake of Constance as well as our own. In a letter of M.
A. Senouer to M. G. de Mortillet it is said :

" There is a great difference between
the stations of stone and those of metal ; the former approach the shore more
or less nearly, while the latter are distant from it about 330"'." Sometimes they

are very near the teuevieres, being separated by a space of only a few metres,

as for instance at Auvernier. The piles are more slender, frequently trees cleft

in four parts, scarcely exceeding 12 to 15 centimetres in diameter ; instead of

being on a level with the bottom, they rise from 30 to 60 centimetres above it,

which allows of their being easily recognized, notwithstanding their greater

depth. As they are simply sunk in the ground, they may be occasionally

withdrawn, when the wood is not too much decayed. Their number is so con-

siderable that at some stations they may be counted by thousands, now grouped
by six, ten, or twenty, now arranged in several rows which seem to tend to-

wards the shore, thus affording a proof that the question really regards con-

structions on pile-work elevated above the water and communicating with the

shore by avenues or foot-bridges, and that these are no artificial islands, as the

tenevieres or Steinbergs of the age of stone might possibly be.

It is in the intervals of the piles that we find the utensils, arms and habili-

ments of every sort which characterize this epoch, as well as the earthen ves-

sels, of which there existed of old large deposits at certain stations, among
others at Auvernier.t This pottery, although prepared in the same manner with
that of the preceding age, without the help of the wheel, is distingui:?hed by a
much greater variety of form and outline. Like that, too, it is black, and it is

only exceptionally that the surface is brown or red, tending to show that the

baking was not conducted in furnaces but in the open air.| If the paste of the

large vessels is still coarse and
characterized by the same mix-
ture of small siliceous pebbles,

it is not so with that of the

small ones, which is fine, ho-

mogeneous, and often coated^
with a glaze of graphite. We
are struck at the same time

with the elegance of form and
fine proportions of these ves-

sels, (Figs. 22, 23.) It is not

unusual to meet with rudi-

ments of design, described with a point, which rep-

resent sometimes chevrons or small triangles, some-
times simple rows or points traced around the neck
or handle, (Figs. 24, 25, 30.) Most of the vases

<^'"^^

Fie'uie 23,

Figure 22.

* It is not easy to assign the extent of these palafittes on acconnt of their border being often

very sinuous. Some comprise a surface of several hectares, especially those on the southern

shore of Lake Neuchatel. That of Auvernier is estimated to contain some 5tJ arcs.

t An aged fisherman has told us that, wlieu a child, "he sometimes amused himself by
thiiistiug, vvith a long pole, at these old pots ; that there were great heaps, real mountains
of them."

t According to Brogniart, TraitS des Arts ciramiqites, p. 487, this mode of fabrication

still exists in certain parts of France. The pottery is fashioned by the hand, after which it

is baked in the open ak by means of the flame of heaps of fern which suiTound it.
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^

1 i^iut! 23 a.

Figure 24.
Figure 25.

Figure 25 a.

Figure 25 c.

Figui'o 25 h.

i'jfi'uiv 30.

have a conical base, so that to keep tliem upright it would be necessary to sink
them in the sand or earth, or to place them in circles or rings of baked earth de-
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signed for this use, (Fig. 26*) Even the large vessels of coarse paste are not

destitute of oriiamf-nt; they freouently have the

neck encircled by a kind of twisted belt which must C^^ffi^MSf&'SLSl.as^'*'

.

have been adapted to the hand, for the trace of fin-

gers is still discernible on it, (Fig. 27. t) Porringers

are also found (Figs. 28, and 29,) as well as dishes, and
vessels pierced M'ith small holes, evidently intended

for draining liquid substances and serving perhaps

for the manufacture of cheese, (Fig. 31.) The spin-

dle whirls are very numerous and often artistically

fashioned with a hole in the middle ; they are no

longer of stone, as in the preceding epoch, but of

baked earth, (Figs. 32 and 33.) It is not difBcult,

with a little practice, to distinguish the pottery of

the age of bronze from that of the age of stone, Figure 26.

which is always more shapeless. Hence it is that, from our first researches at

the lake of Bourgct in 1861, we did not hesitate to refer this station to the

bronze period, although as yet no object in that metal had been met with. It

is not rare to find vessels still containing provisions, for the preservation of

which they were no duubt intended. From one of these we have obtained ap-

Figuro-67.

Ficrure 28. Figure 29.

* It is probable, bowever, tbat tbis conic form was only applicable to vases of moderate or

small dimensions. The large vessels, tbougb protuberant and narrowed towards tbe base,

bave alwa3's a plane bottom ; and, indeed, the eartben rings do not imply large vessels, none
of tbem, to our knowledge, exceeding '20 centimetres in diameter.
tin respect to the designs, these vessels recall in several features those found in the tu-

mular chambers of the dolmens of Bretagne, which have been described and figured by Dr.
Closmadenc in the Revue ArchcEologique, 1864. In the dolmens, however, those conical

forms so characteristic of the age of bronze are not met with, nor the rings or circles des-

tined to support them.

24 S
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i'igur Figvue 33.Figure 32.

pies, cherries, wild plums, anrl a quantity of hazel-nuts. At Anvernier these

vessels do not form part of the great heap, but are found at other points of the

station. We may also mention here, as proper to the age of bronze, the lacu*-

trian crescents of baked earth, which will claim our notice hereafter.

UTENSILS OF METAL.

The utensils of bronze are remarkable for their fine state of preservation In

all our palafittes. The hatchets are numerous, measuring from 12 to 20 centi-

metres, aud weighing from 300 to 750 grammes. Most frequently they are per-

fectly undamaged, without any trace of wear- ^.^t

ing, as if they had never been in use, though
marks of the hammering, by which the edge
was widened, are often visible. They are of

several types. Some have ears carved on

each side, in such a way as to present a

double socket intended to receive a forked

handle, which had probably an elbow. These
are the most frequent, and are often provided

with a small metallic loop, which served,doubt-

less, to suspend them to the girdle, (Fig. 34.)

Sometimes the two points of the upper ex-

tremity are bent round, so as to touch one
another, and to form a lunule, destined, doubt-

less, to receive a rivet which passed through
the handle ; this peculiarity is presented only
by hatchets of a large dimension,* (Fig. 35.)

A second type has only the rudiments of ears,

but the edge is considerably enlarged. These

are rather paring-knives, managed with the hand, like those
of our curriers, than hatchets

;
perhaps they had not even a

handle. M. Morlot teiTus them knife-hatchets {couteaux haches;)
with ns they are quite rare, our lake, particularly, having as

yet furnished but few samples, one of which is here represented,

(Figs. 36 and 37.) M. Forel has collected many from the lake
of Geneva, at a particular station near Morges. Others, of a

somewhat different form, have been found in the fields and'
forests of our vicinage. The sample of figure 38 is borrowed
from the woik of ]\[. Troyon, and represents a specimen found

* It is scarcely uecessary to remark that the ears as w(!ll as the points must have been
straight at issuing from the mould, and been bent afterwards.

Figure 34.

rure 35
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imcler the stone at Niton, towards the middle of the XVIItli eentniy * Others,

again, Lave a perfect socket, sometimes circular, sometimes square, with a loop

of suspension, (Fig. 39.) This form, very common in France, and to which is

•^..

Figure 37. i'lgUlf1 ij^im, ^8.

applied more specifically the name of celt, is rare in our
palafittes, though, according to Nillson, one of the most
common in Scandinavia. The specimen given comes
from the lake of Geneva. Lastly, there occurs in the

museum of Neuchatel a fourth type, represented by a
single specimen. It has the ears broad and recurvated,

but arranged in the plane of the edge, instead of being

/perpendicular to it as in the true celts, (Figs. 40 « and
40 b.) This very rare form bad not been observed hith-

erto except in Ireland and Germany .t Knives are uu-

* The more rare these instruments with us, the more common
do they appear to be in Hungary, where they are found asso-

ciated witli the hatchet, furnished with a socket, which is not less

abundant, especially that with a round socket.

t Kemble, Harm feralcs, tab. D ; Lindenschmidt, AlterthUmer
unserer Iteidnischen Vorzeit. M. de Mortillet has lately noticed it

^
at the museum of Vaunes, derived, no doubt, from a dolmen.

\ M. Lachmann has also obtained a specimen from the palatitte

^ of Unteruhldingen, on Lake Constance. In view of this variety
of forms, all well characterized, of the same utensil, there might

1 iguie 4Urt.
jjg room, perhaps, to make an application of the method used in Fig. 40 b.

mineralogy, and designate each type of hatchet by a proper name. If this suggestion be adopted
we would propose the following titles: The Keller hatchet for that of figure :^4 ; the Schwab
for that of figure 35 ; the Morlot for that of figure 36 ; the Troyon for that of figure 40 ; the
Bertrand for that of figure 39 ; the I'Haridon ibr the same with a square socket ; the Mortil-
let for the small hatchet with a socket, which is very common in France, but not yet found
in our palafittes. The same method might be applied with advantage to the different types
of pins, vases, swords, &c. The small hatchet, which we have named after M. Mortillet, is
conjectured by that savant to have been a sort of votive oftering. The Conmnssion of To-
pograj^hy of Gaules has just published a proposed classification of bronze hatchets, in which
not less than twenty-two types are distinguished ; the six forms, whose figures we have given,
representing therein as many distinct types. {Revue Archaologique, p. 58, pi. 1. v,
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merons, generally small, but always elegant, tlie Llacle meastiring in length

from 10 to 20 centimetres. Most are furnished with a tongue which entered

Figure 41. Figure 42. Figure 43. Figure 44.

a handle that has not been preserved, but must have been of wood or horn,

(Fig. 41, 42;) others have a hnndle of metal, (Fig. 43;) others, again, are pro-

vided with a socket, (Fig. 44.) Two typos are distinguishable in the blades of

these knives : those which become gradually thicker from the edge to the back,

(Fig. 42,"! like our ordinary knives, and those which have the back abruptly en-

larged. The latter served, doubtless, for a special use ; both one and the other

are frequently embellished with designs on the side and back.*

* From the fact that the orjo^inal of fissure 41 is covered with a, fine patina, it might be in-

ferred that this specimen was not derived from a palaiitte, but had been preserved in the

ground. In that case, it would pertain to the age of iron.
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In many stations of our lake, particularly at Auvemier and Cortaillod, reap-

ing books have been found in great number ; tbey are small, the largest not

exceeding fifteen centimetres, measured lengthwise. But they are skilfully

elaborated, ajid usually strengthened by one or more concentric ribs. The stock

is scarcely naiTower than the blade, and
so contrived as to adapt itself to a handle

of Wood or horn. Some evince artistic

design, and are ornamented with dilata-

tions iu the middle of the curvature, as the

specimen (Fig. 45) taken from Chevroux
will testify.

In connexion with the knives, a very

recent discovery should be mentioned :

that, namely, of small blades, wide and
very thin, which remind us of the razors

of the age of iron, to be noticed hereafter.

The annexed specimen, (Fig. 44a,) taken
Figure 45. from the palafitte of the Moulin de i3evais,

(Lake Neuchatel, ) is from our own collection, and is provided with a notch on

the back, which facilitated its management.

Figure 44a.

Real chisels are also found, destined, no doubt, to the same use with
those of our own joiners, but with the difference that, instead of a

shank, they are provided with a socket, like the hatchets of the third

type. We possess a very complete one, derived from
the station of Auvernier, which measures ten centi-

'

metres, (Fig. 46.) There occurs also in the collec-

tion of M. Schwab, at Bienne, a kind of hammer with

six faces, having a length of six centimetres by a

diameter of four. This instrument likewise has a
socket, (Fig. 47.) It remains, lastly, to mention the

fish-hooks of bronze which are found at many of our
stations. All are barbed, and though usually small,

like those now used with a line, there are larger and
stronger ones for the capture of heavy fish. We pos-

sess one from Gauderon, which measures not less than
twelve centimetres iu length.

Figure 46. Figure 47.
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ARMS.

These, for the epoch under review, are swords, poniards, lances,

and arrows. The first are not numerous in our lake. The most re-

markable one we possess was discovered nearly forty years ago, in

the midst of the station of Concise, by Captain Pillichody, and was
deposited in the museum of xSeuchutel, where it attracted the atten-

tion of numbers of the curious, but without stimulating new
investigations, until the day when a happy intution of the savant of

Zurich kindled the torch which guides us to-day. The sword in

question is not one of the largest ; it measures fifty-nine centimetres,

(Fig. 48.) The blade, but little contracted above the hilt,* is en-

larged in the middle, and furnished with four grooves nearly parallel.

The hilt, terminated by a double volute, is composed of a metal red-

der than the blade and softer. But what is most significant is the

smallness of the hilt, which measures only seven centimetres, and
supposes a hand much smaller than an ordinary one ; hilts of such

dimensions are scarcely even found in the sabres of India.

Neither are the poniards numerous. One has been found at the

lake of Bienne, the figure of which we borrow from the work of

M. Keller, (Fig. 49.) The blade was fixed to the hilt by means of

riveted nails. These arms appear to have been more abundant in the

stations of the lakes of Italy, and might, probably enough, have

pertained to the early age of iron. Of the lances, the points are

skilfully wrought, (Fig. 50,) and measure from ten to seventeen centi-

Figure 43. Fi<ruro 50. Figure 51.

* In other specimens this contraction i.s considerable. The swords and poniards of bronze
luive, like the hatchets, been made the subjects of classification by the Commission of Topo-
graphy of fiaules. In this eleven types of the poniard are distinguished ; that whose figure

wo give (Fig. 49) approaches a form quite conmion in Givece, Italy, and Gaul, and recalls

the blade ^\ith which the priest of Mithra slaughters his victim in most of the known bas-
reliefs." Of the sword the types are fourteen; the specimen hero represented pertains to sec-

tion L, being the sword shaped like a sage leaf, whose hilt is furnished with autennjc curved
after the manner of the horns of Amniuu. {Recue ArcJiaulogique, l8(iG, p. 180, pi. VI.)
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metres The wings are n-ot very large, but tlie centre expands into a rounded

prominence, wliicli gives great solidity to the weapon. The socket, whose border

is usually embellished by some parallel lines, is large, so as to be capable ot

receiving a stout handle. Arrows (Fig. 51) are thus far not numerous, ihey

are small scarcely measuring from three to four centimetres, triangular, and tre-

quently furnished with barbs more or less divergent, being of the same form

with those of the age uf stone. Like the latter, most of them were att.iched to

the wood by a shank, and it is only in one specimen, found at Estavayer, that

a socket occurs. Those with a shank come from the station of Font, or trom

that of Nidau.

Fig. Fig. 56. Fig. 57. Fig. 58.
Fig. 53. Fig. 54. Fig. 55..

ARTICLES OF ATTIRE.

Objects of luxury or personal adornment are at least as numerous as utensils

and arms, thus proving that the tribes of the age of bronze had arrived at- a cer-

tain degree of ease and prosperity. In the collections attention is attracted by

pins for the hair, bracelets, pendants for the ears, and certain engraved plates,
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serving, probably, as amiilett?. Clasps, on tbe other hand, which are so abun-
dant in pnbscquent epochs, are as yet unknown at our stations of bronze.

Pins for the hair are very numerous. The lake of Neuchatel has itself fur-

nished many hundreds, and among them all we have not yet met with two
which were exactly alike, and could therefore be referred to the same mould.
Most of them are adorned with designs more or less complex, few being wholly
destitute of ornamentation. In the number several types may be distinguished

which are characterized by the form of the head, as may be judged of by a com-
parison of the annexed figures. Some have a round head (Figs. 52 and 53) and
are sometimes of considerable size. We possess one 34 centimetres in length,

while M. Troyon mentions specimens of 49 and even 57 centimetres. The head
is usually open-worked with circular holes, into which were fitted studs of the

metal in relief, perhaps also small plates of some other metal. In this case the

pin traverses the head and is often detached from it. At other times the head
is massive and without ornament, after the model of the pins of bone in the age
of stone. Pins with a flat button are not less abundant, this button being some-
times very small, (Fig. 54,) sometimes of considerable size, (Fig. 55^ it is

in some a more enlargement of the stem, (Fig. 5G,) and is occasionally repeated,

so as to furnish pins with two and three buttons, (Fig. 57.) With these pins

for the hair we would not confound certain very simple stylets, whose flattened

extremity is merely convoluted, (Fig. 58.)* It is probable that these objects

served for some special use. We are induced to think so from the fact that we
have found them at different times combined with small rings of bronze similar

to those of which notice will be taken further on, and which we have reasons

for regarding as the money of the epoch.

The bracdcts testify a cultivated taste ; we find them of every model, from

the simple; bracelet, composed of a bronze stem with a serai-cylindrical button at

each end, (Fig. 59,) to the lai-ge bracelet covered with elegant designs, (Fig. GO ;)

Figure 59. i"it;uru (liJ.

the latter are more rarely found, and the finest of them were taken from an uni
obtained from the pile-work of Cortaillod. These were six in number, all unin-

jured, and the designs as perfect as if they had just issued from the workshop
of the engraver. M. Otz possesses no less than eight of them in perfect preser-

vation, derived from this same palafitte of Cortaillod, which appears to have en-

joyed a speciality of this ornament ; among them we find one embellished with
designs in the form of concentric circles.! Others are composed of several

twisted strands of bronze, artistically connected, (Fig. 61 ;) others still of

large and massy cylinders, bent, so as to touch by their extremities, and

* Better to evince the elepance of forms and beanty of the metal, we caused a number of
hair-pins, derived from different stations of Lake Neuchatel, to be polished, and exhibited
them at the exposition horlogcrc of Cliaux-de-Fond, ]8fi;5, under the title of iacustrian jew-
elry. An opi)ortunity was thus afforded to those who take an interest in the sulycct of form-
ing, by a comparison of the variety of models and perfection of designs, an idea of the care
which the ladies of this epoch brought to their toilets.

t Judging from the slight depth of the engraving, these articles would seem to have been all

cast. The last explorations have disclosed specimens of double rings, which were, perhaps,
fastenings for the belt. Wo possess two specimens from the palafitte of Cortaillod (Fig. C:;ia.

)
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emlDellisLed with simple designs, (Fig. 62.) These were probably rings for the

leo-s * A considerable number of bracelets are so small that, unless we suppose

tb'em intended for children, it is difficult to conceive how they could have been

SSSSSSSESEi

Figure 62.

63 ;) others

Fiffure 6".te.

Figure 61.
,

passed over the hand, however smalh

its dimensions. This, again, seems

to confirm the idea that the race of

I

the bronze epoch was a diminutive

one.

The ear-rings are variously fash-

ioned; some are in the form of a

thin plate, narrowing toward the

point of suspension, (Fig.

are simple strands of bronze. We have

specimens covered with a sort of enamel,

the composition of which deserves an an-

alysis. Some, again, are of slight threads,

to which a small convolved appendage is

suspended.

The objects which we regard as amulets
' are small triangular metallic plates, fur-

nished with an opening at the top, prob-

ably for suspension to the neck. Most

of them are ornamented with designs, usually parallel to

rio-ureu.>a the sides of the triangle and in zigzag lines, (Fig. 64.)

Others are composed of several branches, (Fig. 65;) while others are crescents

borne upon a stem, (Fig. 66 )

The designs which
adorn these several

objects of dress, as

well as the knives and

other utensils, are

generally much de-

faced, which leads to

the supposition that

they are only the re-

production of the fig-

ures of the mould
' which had been them-

selves engraved on

Fio-ure 65. the primitive model.

But there are others which are of too sharp outline

to have been a mere reproduction by moulding.

These have been probably retouched by means of

burins of bronze, of which a number have been

collected. Figurejie^

* Similar ones may be seen in the museum of Wiesbaden, around the leg-bones of a wo-

man's skeleton, brought from the euvirous of Uoechst.
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It is not rare to meet witb bronze buttons in tbe palafittes ; we possess several

from tbe stations of Cortaillod and Auveruier. Tbey are convex, formed of a
tbin plate, and bave a loop on tbe concave side. One,
in tbe possession of M. Otz, from Cortaillod, measures
not less tban two iucbes in diameter, and is decorated

on tbe border witb designs cbaracteristic of tbe age of

bronze, similar to tbose on tbe vase represented by
figure 25.

Tbe cbemical composition is now an important el&-

jment of tbe study of lacustrian brouzes. From numer-
' ous analyses made by M. Fellenberg, it results tbat tbe

proportion of copper and tin is not so fixed as was at

first tbougbt, wben, to a lacustrian bronze tbere was
assigned 10 per cent, of tin and 90 of copper. Tbe pro-

portion of tbe tin, on tbe contrary, may vary from 4 to

20 per cent., accordiiig as tbe founders of tbe epoch
< igure a.

experienced more or less facility in procuring tbat

metal. Tbese proportions are indicated more or less sensibly by tbe tint

of tbe metal. Tbe bronze into wbicb enters a tentb part of tin (as in tbe metal

of cannon) bas tbe finest color; it is tbe most common in our lakes, and in its

tint nearest approaches gold. Wben tbe tin is in less proportion, tbe metal is

more red and soft ; it takes, on tbe other band, a light tint and becomes very
hard wben tbe proportion of tin sensibly exceeds tbe tentb. What is still more
suggestive is tbe absence in objects of the age of bronze, of every other metal in

any cons^idcrable proportion. If lead, iron, or nickel be occasionally found, it is

in insignificant quantities, like impurities in the ores of copper. Hence 31. Fel-

lenberg concludes that when a bronze contains however inconsiderable a portion

of lead or zinc, it cannot bave proceeded from the age of bronze, but mu?t date

from a more recent epoch.* We will farther add that, from tbe recent researches

of Dr. F. Wibelt on the composition of ancient bronzes, the antehistoric artisans

must bave possessed the art of annealing bronze. In effect, bronze, to be mal-

leable wben cold, should not contain more than five per cent, of tin ; when
heated, it still yields under the hammer, though containing 15 per cent, of tin.

To work bronzes which contain a greater proportion of tin, it is necessary to

subject them to tbe process of d'Arcet, by cooling them suddenly. In this way,
a malleability is given to them which they bave not naturally, and wbicb tbey

do not acquire when tbey are cooled slowly. Now as, among the bronzes of the

palafittes, there are found hammered specimens which must necessarily have
been worked wben cold, it follows that tbe art of annealing bronze must be
nearly as ancient witb us as the art of preparing it. It is surprising tbat, know-
ing this influence of cooling on tbe metals, the people of the age of iron should

not have been led to tbe discovery of steel, which is but an inverse process.

It remains to mention, in connexion with the

stones for grinding grain which are common to

the two ages, certain discoid stones from 10 to

12 centimetres in diameter, furnished with a

groove of more or less depth on their circum-

'^ tVrence, and respecting whose signification

^ there is far from being an agreement, (Fig. 66a.)

It bas been asked if they were not pullies,

especially as their two faces often present slight

cavities, wbicb would explain why they are

always of bard stone, (quartzite, granite or

diorite,) and never of limestone or molasse.Fio-uretiOfl.

* Soo Appendix at the cud of this sectiou.

t Die Cultur dcr lironzezcit : Kiel, ]tiG5, p. 24.
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But if this were so, tlie g;roove should never be wanting ; but this is not the

case. Others have thought that they served for weights to suppoit the warp in

weaving; but whence, then, the necessity of choosing hard stones ? Pebbles of

limestone or molasse would have answered the same purpose. M. Troyou
entertains the opinion that these disco'ids were used in games, and relies

npon the fact that in the collection of Pinelli (Rome, 1816, fob 15,) a personage

is represented as holding between his hands a similar disk, on the circumfer-

ence of which is rolled a cord designed to assist in casting the stone. In this

manner the advantage of employing hard stones might be explained, but we
should scarcely understand the absence of the groove. Till now these stones

appear to be especially characteristic of the palalittes of the age of bronze ; they
are not found in the ancient tombs, nor yet in the dolmens.

SKELETONS OF THE AGE OF BRONZE.

For a long time we possessed but a single authentic skull of the age of

bronze, derived from the station of Auvernier. Though incomplete, for it wants
the bones of the face, it is still sufficiently characterized to throw some light

on the conformation of the race to which it belonged. It is at once small, thin,

elongated and remarkably narrow, especially in the middle region, which be-

gins to contract even fiom the middle of the parietal bones. These bones pre-

sent, moreover, a very singular curvature, being, as it were, elbowed in the mid-

dle. The occiput, on the other hand, is extraordinarily developed. This, it

will be seen, is not a favorable conformation. Unless an individual exception

be supposed, we must conclude that the race was feeble and inferior. The
diminutiveness of form is further corroborated by the smallness of the hilt of

the swords, which has been noticed above.

In the course of last year, our skilful explorer, Benz Kopp, has withdrawn
from beneath a beam partially carbonized, among the piles of the same station

of AuA'ernier, a skeleton much more complete. The skull, particularly, is al-

most entire. It pertains, like that from Meilen before mentioned, to a child, as

is testified not only by the loose sutures, but also and chiefly by the dentition.

The molar next to the last has but come through, and the canines are seen at

the bottom of the alveoli, which indicates an age of about eight years. The
skull is small, elongated, the front very low and narrow, but, apart from that,

well formed, without exaggerated prominences, which is to be attributed perhaps

to the immature age. MM. Rutimeyer and His assign it to their type of skulls

of Sion, the most widely disseminated in the ante-Roman epochs, [Crania Hel-

vetica, p. 37.) The races of domestic animals do not appear to have varied

from the epoch of stone to that of bronze.

INDUSTRY OF THE AGE OF BRONZE.

The men of this age, however diminutive in size, had not the less arrived at

quite an advanced degree of civilization. From the age of stone to the age of

bronze, there is a manifest progress. This progress is due, beyond all, to the

introduction of the metal which, by endowing the lacustrian colonists with bet-

ter arms and better utensils, had for its necessary result the augmentation of

their security and comfort. Once in possession of arms of bronze, they must

Lave sought completely to appropriate this element by preparing it for them-

selves. They did not delay to manufacture brouze at home, as is attested by
the matrices of hatchets collected from Lake Geneva and now in the collection

of M. Forel at Morges.* This was the commencement of the industrial arts.

And no sooner, doubtless, was what is necessary provided for, than luxury made
its appearance ; and the ornaments and attire which have been preserved to us

*Tlie«e niatiices are of bronze ; there are otber.s of clay, aud among tbom fragments of moulds

for bracelets may be seen in the collection of Dr. Clement, taken from the palahttcof Estavayer.
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prove that the artists of the epoch were wanting neither in taste nor skill.*

This taste is evinced even in common objects ; witness the elegant forms of the

earthen vessels and utensils, and the care which was bestowed on the decora-

tion of such objects as knives and reaping-hooks, though with designs, it is true,

very simple and monotonous. Strange that these tribes did not, like the abo-

rigines of the caverns of Perigord, conceive the idea of imitating nature in their

ornaments, but shut themselves up within certain arbitrary and traditional lines,

as do still the Kabyles of our own day. If it were allowed to compare them
with any modern people, we should say that their stereotyped manner some-

what reminds us of that of the Chinese.

DESTIIVATION OF THE PALAFITTES.

The distribution and state of preservation of the antiquities in the interior of

the palafittes of the age of bronze are not without importance. It is evident,

from a mere inspection of the objects collected at no matter what station, that

we have before us no rubbish which might be lost, without being regarded.

They have not fallen into the water at hazard, any more than the qt;autity of

vessels which are accumulated at certain points, or the jars of provisions which
are drawn up uninjured. It has been said that they were hoarded beneath the

water by some violent cause, by a defeat, for instance, in which the inhabitants

were overwhelmed with their most precious effects, their arms and provisions,

under the burning ruins of their cottages. But in that case we ought to find

their skeletons beside the bones of their animals. In view of this difficulty,

and yet others which the idea of hahitation involves, we would ask if, perhaps,

we have not to deal with the question of simple magazines destined for utensils

and provisions, and which have been destroyed by the flames, as seems to be
indicated by the traces of fire frequently exhibited as well by the wood-work
as the earthen vessels. It would thus be explained how it is that the objects

in bronze are almost all new and the vessels accumulated at single points. This
hypothesis seems to be corroborated by the opinion of some of our most expe-

rienced seekers of antiquities, who maintain that there is no chance of finding

anything of value except where the timbers are charred, and that time is lost in

exploring palafittes where the wood is not carbonized. It is, at the same time,

no unusual thing to find in the palafittes utensils which have been deformed by
the action of tire.

LAND-HABITATIONS OF THE AGE OF BRONZE IN SWITZERLAND.

There is every reason to believe that there existed simultaneously habitations

on terra finna, nor could it be otherwise if the palafittes are admitted to have
been simply magazines. The supposition of such habitatfous, based on the

considerable number of celts and other bronze objects which are found not only

in the woods and fields of our environs, but in a number of other localities both

in Switzerland and foreign countries, has been confirmed by the recent discovery

of genuine dwellings, containing the same utensils with our lacustrian stations,

at Ebersberg in the canton of Zurich, t as well as at other places.

Dr. Clement having explored last year in the environs of Gorgier, canton of

Neuchatel, several mounds composed of erratic stones bearing traces of fire,

found in one of them, intermingled with coals, different objects in bronze, among
others a bracelet and some reaping hooks, the latter resembling in form those of

Cartaillod and Auvernier, but differing from them by the presence of a quite

* We have seen on the arm of a lady of our acquaintance a hracelet taken from una ot

our pahitittes which would have rellecteJ no disj^race on our own jewellers.

\ Millhtdungtn dtr aittiquur. Gcsdlscliaft, vol. vij, div. 7.—It has been supposed, on the

ground of certain traditions respecting sacred lakes mentioned by ancient authors (Cicero,

de nat. Deor., lib. iij, 3U; Justin, xxx, 3; Strabo, Geog., vol. iv, ) that the well-preserved

objects of the palafittes of the ago of bronze might be oti'erings which had been cast into the

lake; but this is an hypothesis to which nothing yet known affords corroboration. (ZJie

Jiebtc, SfC. 5th Report, itio2.)
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prominent heel at tlie origin of the hhide.* The chemical composition of the

bronze is the same with that of the reaping-hooks of the lake.

Dr. Schild has recently discovered on the plateau of Granges, in the canton

of Soleure, a series of these heeled reaping-hooks, accompanied by four very

perfect paring-knives and a fragment of a sword, intermingled with calcined

pebbles and earth, which leads him to conjecture that at this place there was
once a workshop or foundry, more especially as the paring-knives are new,

without the least trace of being worn. A not less characteristic specimen of

knife-axe has just been found near Neuchatel, in the defiles of Seyon. In general,

this form seems more frequent on firm land than in the lacustriau stations. The
same appears to be the case with the reaping-hooks with a heel, which have not

yet been found in the palafittes, but which occur at Hallstadt. The question

therefore is, whether they pertain to the same epoch.

M. Suess has lately published {Bullel in de I'Academie des Sciences de Vienne,

tome li) a view of very important discoveries which he has just made in Lower
Austria, where antiquities, analogous to those of our lakes, are found heaped

together on the summits of hills, especially in the Vitur-Berg, not far from the

small village of Eggenburg. There are found here, along with a prodigious

quantity of flakes of silex, which seem to indicate manufactures of the epoch of

stone, objects in bronze, such as brooches and poniards, some articles of iron,

but chietiy utensils of stone and a vast amount of fragments of pottery, some-

times rude and mixed with small pebbles, sometimes of a fine homogeneous

paste, which would seem to imply, not a people possessing simultaneously all

these objects of stone, bronze, and pottery, but simply that these places have

been inhabited during many consecutive ages. M. Forel has picked up m the

environs of Morges a bracelet in all points similar to those of his rich lacustriau

collection. M. Gerlach has discovered in the alluvion of the Sionne, near Sion

in Valais, bracelets characteristic of the age of bronze, accompanied by calcined

bones, which would tend to prove that the tribes of that epoch were accustomed

to burn their dead, and again might serve to explain the rarity of human remains.

M. Thioly,t last year, collected in one of the g-rottoes of the Grand Saleve, (the

cavern of Bossey,) near Geneva, a quantity of fragments of pottery, which, by
their designs, altogether remind us of the age of bronze. Fragments of vessels

not less curious, but of tine paste, accompanied, as at the Graud-Saleve, by
numerous bones, were some time ago found by M. Otz, ctvil engineer, in a grotto

on the banks of the llense, in the canton of Neuchatel.

M. Quiquerez has just announced as existing in the Bernese Alps, in front of

Vorbourg, and at a point which commands the entrance of the Val de Felomont,

a remarkable series of prehistoric objects, which relate essentially to the a^e of

bronze. They consist of several knives, an arrow point, part of a bracelet, all

of bronze, besides a considerable collection of fragments of earthen vessels impei*-

perfectly baked, and bearing figures which recall in all respects those of our pala-

fittes.f

RELIGIOUS EMBLEMS.

Hitherto we have discovered no idol nor anything having reference to a cult

or worship, unless we consent to regard as religious emblems certain earthen

objects, the so-called lacustriau crescents. These have, in effect, the crescent

form, the curve and horns varying in different speciraeus ; some are furnished

*The same form with the heel is found also in Scandinavia and at many points of France

and Germany, (Nillson, Urdmcohner, tab. iii, fig. 41.) It remains to bo known whetlier the

hillocks, which are found by thousands in the environs of Gorgier, were tombs, or places of

incineration.

t Debris de Vinduslrie humaine trouces dans la caverne de Bossey. Geneva, 1885.

i Indicateur dliist. et d'antiquitis suisses. March, 186G, page Ki.—M. Quiquerez mentions,

moreover, objects of iron and vessels fabricated with the wheel, which would indicate the age

of. iron; and, again, an arrow of silex, which would point to the age of stone; so that this

station would seem to afford remains of thi-ee ages.
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wi;li a stem or foot, but too slender to support them in an upright position. The
measurement in some cases amounts to 40 centimetres. Most of them are of

argillaceous earth mixed with quartzose grains
and small pebbles, like the rings for supportino-

fMt tl'G vases, but still ornamented with designs very
''T^ rude, and only on one side. They were, at all

events, objects of little value either for composi-
tion or form ; and since it is impossible to assign
to them any use, it has been asked whether they
might not represent a species of talisman or relig-

ious symbol which was suspended within or per-
haps at the doors of dwellings, which would ex-

.,.
_.

plain why they are pierced with a hole intended
^^^^^^

' evidently for the passage of a strap.

The first lacustrian cres-

cents were discovered by M.
Schwab at the station of Ni-

dau ; but as this station com-
prises the relics of the three

ages, while the true palafittes

of the age of bronze had fur-

nished nothing of the kind,

M. Troyon [Habit, lacustres,

page IS.")) concluded that

they must have appertained

to the first age of iron rather

than to that of bronze. Since
that time we have ascertain-

ed their presence in the two
palafittes of Cortaillod and
Auvernier ; there is no doubt, therefore, that they ascend to the age of bronze.
They have been found also at Ebersberg, in the canton of Zurich, though here,

instead of being of baked earth, as with us, they are occasionally of stone. Such,
among others, is the fine specimen which we borrow from the work of M. Keller,

and which our learned friend has adopted as the frontispiece of his third report.*

It is of reddish sandstone (Fig. 67.) M. Quiquerez announces a fragment of

one in stone among the diibri's of Vorbourg, near Felemont.
Commercial relations.—If commerce there was none, or one very much ro-

stricteil, during the age of stone, it is bcrond doubt, on the other hand, that,

from the commencement of the age of bronze, there must have existed A^ery ex-

tensive commercial relations, which are attested by divers objects of foreign

origin ; among others, by the graphite which served as a coating to the vases,

by the beads of amber and objects of glass which have been furnished by the
palafittes of Cortaillod and Auvernier.

But the most conclusive proof in favor of an international commerce is sup-

plied by the tin, which enters, to the amount of nearly a tenth, into the com-
position of the bronze. Now, as this metal
is completely a stranger to our countries, (to

the Alps as well as the Jura,) it must neces-

sarily have been brought from abroad, and, as?

its consumption was considerable, judgin.r from'

the quantity of objects collected within a few
years, there was in this the material for an

Fj<juie G8. important trafiic. We have no positive data Fig^me (51).

as to what products the natives might offer in return for the metal which was im-

* Mittheilungcn dcr antiquarischen Gcsellsclwft, 3d and 4th Report.

maS''^^^^^^~^^'^^i

Figure 67a.
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ported ; btit as, among all ancient populations, commerce was effected by simple

exchange, it may be conjectured that furs supplied to our lacusstrian tribes no

inadequate medium for that purpose. Nothing has yet been found which recalls

our coin bearing an effigy
;
possibly it may have been replaced by certain small

rings of bronze similar to those now used for curtains, but with dentated edges

;

of these we have collected a large number of different calibres at the station of

Auveruier. (Figs. 68 and 69.)

RESUME ON THE AGE OF BRONZE.

The features which characterize the age of bronze in the palafittes of the

lakes of East Switzerland, and which distinguish them from those of the preced-

ing age, may be summed up as follows :

1. The presence of metal under the almost exclusive form of cast bronze,

more or less pure, but with no intentional alloy of lead or zinc, The seams of

the moulding are seen on most of the objects. The cutting instruments only

have undergone hammering, and the articles of dress have sometimei been re-

touched with the graver.

2. A considerable improvement in the pottery, notwithstanding the absence

of the wheel. The finer utensils are generally conical, and provided with a

glaze of graphite.

3. The presence of rings of baked earth to support the conical vessels.

4. The appearance of discoid stones and lacustrian crescents.

5. Spindle-whirls of baked earth, replacing the stone weights of the pre-

ceding age.

6. The greater depth of the palafittas, and hence their greater distance from

the shore.

7. The piles are sunk in the ground, and to this end are always hewed to a

point ; the strokes of the axe are still easily recognized.

APPENDIX.
It will be acceptable, we doubt not, to archgeol^ists and to students of lacustrian antiqui-

ties if we here lay before tbem the general remarks with which M. de Felleuborg terminates,

in the Bulletin de la Societe dcs Sciences of Bemc. the series of his uumevous analyses of

ancient brouzes. (Mitthnilungcn der Bern, nattirforscltenden GescUschaft, 1805.)

" The aspect of ancient brouzes is diiferent according as they have been

found— 1, iu peat; 2, in water; 3, in earth.

" 1. The bronzes found in peat are covered with a black, earthy crust, which

is easily removed by scouring iu water ; the alloy then appears with metallic

brilliancy and with the color peculiar to bronzes. That the metal was im-

bedded in an organic ooze, beneath a stratum of water of several feet, which

entirely excluded the access of atmospheric oxygen, sufficiently explains the

perfect preservation of the bronzes, which present themselves in the state in

which they existed at the moment of their submersion in the water.

" 2. Those found in water at the bottom of lakes and rivers are less perfectly

preserved ; they are ordinarily covered with a calcareous coat, which still

allows the lustre and color of the metal to appear at many points. When these

bronzes have dark or greenish spots, the latter are of little depth, and disappear

by treatment with acids, which re-estab ishes the color of the metal. The
hatchets and knives have retained their edges unimpaired. When we find in

water, bronzes covered with a thick coat of verdigris, it may be inferred that

they have been a long time in earth before being covered with water, immersion

therein not having availed to remove the strong oxidation already contracted.

" 3. Bronzes found in the earth iu tombs are very frequently distinguished

by a fine green cruik, more or less light or dark, having often a vitreous lustre,

which is designated by the name of patina. This envelope has a very variable

thickness—sometimes that of a sheet of paper, sometimes attaining several
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millimetres. When tbe file is applied to it, or, better still, when it is dissolved

Avith nitric or sulphuric acid diluted, tbe bronze appears colored red ; under tbe

crust of carbonate of copper is a stratum of protoxide of copper, and only when
this has been removed by means of ammonia does tbe metal appear with its

proper color and lustre. This characterizes in a sure manner the slow oxida-

tion of the bronze in a moist soil. The layer of protoxide of copper between
the pure metal and the exterior layer of carbonate of copper is, according to

the researches of Dr. Wibel, a product of tbe reduction of tbe carbonate of

copper by the copper of the bronze. Bronzes of this category have often lost

their previous metallic properties, and are found, when the objects have an in-

considerable section, to be transformed throughout into protoxide of copper
covered on tbe exterior with a brilliant stratum, green or blue, of carbonate.

When there remains in the interior a nucleus of metal this has become crystal-

line, and so fragile and incohesive that it shivers under tbe hammer. Figures,

if a little delicate, as well as the edges and points of the objects, have disap-

peared, which is never tbe case with bronzes preserved in water.
" Cumposifion of bronzes.—With reference to this subject, it is of importance to

distinguir^h the principal elements of the composition from those which are only
accidentally present. To the former pertain the copper, tin, zinc, and in some
cases also the lead. Tli-e accidental elements are silver, lead, iron, antimony,
nickel, and cobalt. As regards tbe two latter, 1 thought, when entering upon
thi.s inquiry, that their presence might lead to some conclusions on tbe origin of

tbe copper used in the bronzes ; but when I found that these metals appeared
there, though in very small quantity, much more frequently than I had antici-

pated, I was forced to abandon that idea and ceased to pay attention to it.

'' Principal elements of the bronzes— 1. Copper is incontestably the most im-

portant element of tbe bronzes, as well as that of which the proportion is great-

est
;
yet its quantity varies from 67 to 95 per 100, and even more. It is neces-

sary, moreover, to observe that after deduction of tbe tin, all tbe accidental ele-

ments, such as silver, lead, iron, antimony, nickel, and cobalt, should be added to

the copper as forming part of its impurities, so that it is difficult to indicate, from
the analyses, any constant and intentional proportion of its alloyage with tin.

According as the copper proceeds from pure oxides or from very impure sul-

phurated ores mixed with different metallic sulphurs, its influence on the com-
position of bronzes is considerable, inasmuch as tbe greater or less quantities

of accidental elements are in relation to its degree of purity, as the bronzes of

Meckleubourg show in a striking manner. 2. Tin. From historical tradition,

tin appears to have been introduced into commerce by the Phenicians and dis-

persed by them through Europe, in tbe sense, no doubt, that this mercantile,

people conveyed the metal directly to the inhabitants of tbe coasts, whence it

made its way into the interior by means of commercial exchange, which would
explain why tin appears in the bronzes in proportions so variable—from 3 to 4
per cent, up to 20 per cent, and more, according as it was more or less abimdant,
and without regard to the properties which it might communicate to the bronze.

As the tin coming from the tin islands was alluvial, its influence on the bronzes
was, in view of its relative purity, but in the ratio of the quantity employed.
3. Zinc made its appearance late, in the bronzes of the age of iron. Althougli

it was only recognized as a special metal towards the end of the fifteenth cen-

tury, yet as early as the third century before our era it was added, under tbe

fonnof natural calamine or cadmium, in the casting of copper or bronze, in order

to obtain a yellow alloy. All the bronzes containing zinc pertain, consequently,

to times posterior to the period of bronze, and were unknown during the age
properly so calle4. 4. Lead is found, according to our analyses, in such small

quantity in tbe bronzes of the lacustriau constructions and in the (Jeltic bronzes
of Ilallstadt and Meckleubourg, that it must be there considered as an accidental

element proceeding from the impurity of tbe copper. With this is associated
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the fact that silver has been found in none of these places, while gold is qutte

frequent. It must be inferred that the populations to whom silver was unknown
had no more knowledge of lead as a particular metal. The case is AvhoUy dif-

ferent with the bronzes of the Greeks, Egyptians, Etruscans, and Romans, in

which lead appears as an intentional element in considerable proportions. It

has been shown that all these nations were acquainted with silver from a remote

period, and partially possessed it before iron. The appearance of lead as a
special metal, applicable in large quantity to technic uses, can only be explained

by the metallurgic elaboration of the ores of silver, since, in ancient times, silver

was principally extracted fiom the argentiferous ores of lead, and, indeed, could

be extracted from them only, for no other sources were known. This does not

imply that it may not often have happened, during the age of bronze, that lead

was produced in a metallic state by the Celtic smelters, but without being con-

sidered by them as other than an isolated result, which led to no other conse-

quences. The question is not whether lead might have been known before

silver, but whether lead was in general use among the ancient populations before

silver. This question appears to have been resolved negatively, inasmuch as,

even in the time of Pliny, the. Romans only distinguished lead from tin by the

names of flumhum nigrum and plumhum candidum or alhum, and possessed no
particular appellation for tin. By stanman they only understood certain alloys

of lead destined for the soldering or lining of vessels of copper. If this was so

among the people of civilized antiquity, it caa scarcely be admitted that the

half savage tribes of the age of bronze were more advanced in this respect.

" The presence, therefore, of lead in bronzes, in such proportions as to denote

that it has been designedly introduced, seems a sufficient criterion for recognizing

these alloys as proceeding from civilized populations, and not fi"om those of the

age of bronze. The vase of Groechwyl* affords, in this respect, an instructive

example. The bronze of the group of lions does not differ only from that of

the vase by the object represented, but also by its proportion of lead, which is

10 per 100. From the considerations here developed, then, I regard lead as a
fiictor altogether as important as zinc in the estimate formed regarding bronzes,

and I repeat that lead is not found in the bronzes of the age of bronze properly

so called, in the quality of a principal element. The plumbiferous bronzes pro-

ceed from populations among whom that period was past, in consequence of

their knowledge of iron and of silver, and who had acquired a superior degree of

culture.

''Origin of bronzes.—Opinions on the origin of bronzes are contradictory.

There are very competent authorities who maintain that it was the Pheuicians

who discovered and also diffused bronze over the European continent, and that

the bronzes which come to us from the north, from the Celtic tombs and lacus-

trian constructions, are Phenician bronzes. They receive it as an ascertained

fact that the Phenicians alone possessed the commerce of tin, because they alone

knew the route to the tin islands, the Cassiterides, and likewise that they had
penetrated to the Baltic, and while they sought there for the yellow amber, con-

veyed lead and a knowledge of the preparation of bronze to the inhabitants of

the coasts. But it does not follow that the fabrication of bronze was confined

to the Phenicians. This supposition is contradicted in a positive manner by the

very different composition of the bronzes of different nations, by the very vari-

able proportions between the copper and tin and the inequality of the accid'^ntal

elements. Moreover, it seems surprising that the nearest neighbors of the Phe-
nicians, the Greeks, the Egyptians, the Etruscans, and the Romans, should

have manufactured plumbiferous bronzes, while the Phenicians carried to the

*See A. Jaliu, Etruskische Altcrthumcr gefunden in der Sclncciz, (Mem. de la Soc. des
Antiq. de Zurich, VIII, 1865.) A. Morlot, Etudes geolugico arclu£ologiques, (Soc. vaudoise
Sc. nat., T. VI, p. 314.)

25 8
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people of the north only pure bronzes, without the alloy of lead. If the civil-

ized people of the Mediterranean added lead to their bronzes, it can scarcely be
doubted that the calculating Phenicians would have done as much, and, at least

in their commerce with distant and half-civilized tribes, have replaced the more
costly tin by the cheaper metal. But this question cannot be decided with cer-

tainty until we shall possess analyses of well authenticated ancient Phenician
bi'onzes, whose composition we can then compare with that of the brouzes of

the north. This desideratum it has not been in my power to realize. In fine,

the Phenician origin of the bronzes widely scattered over the European conti-

nent is further contradicted by the discovery of numerous foundries, which prove
that the smelting of bronze was almost everywhere a domestic industry, the tin

of commerce and the copper of the nearest excavations being employed, which
would of itself explain the presence in the bronzes of such different accidental

dements.
" On the whole, then, I consider that the first knowledge of bronze may have

been conveyed to the populations of the period under review not only by the
Phenicians, but by other civilized people dwelling more to the southeast. It

became thenceforth a common resource, the type, in some sort, of a whole civil-

ized epoch, and was maintained and developed of itself, until, by the discovery
and diffusion of iron, the general and exclusive employment of bronze had ceased
and an end was thus put to the period of bronze.

" I here terminate a work commenced five years ago, with the hope that the

undertaking may not have been useless, but may contribute in some small de-

gree to the advancement of our knowledge of the pre-historic times of our ancestry,

as yet so obscure. Should ray opinions not have been exempt from all prepos-

session, it is to be hoped that others, Avith greater means at their disposal, will

resume the investigation, and, guided by better lights, conduct it to a successful

end, by embracing within the scope of their researches the bronzes of the ancient

Persians, Assyrians, Babylonians, Egyptians, Jews, and Phenicians."

III.—AGE OF IRON.

For a long time there have been collected at many points of the lake of Neu-
chatel, articles of iron associated with others of a more ancient origin, as at

Gletterens, Bevaix, Cortaillod, and Font.* In reality, however, there is but a
single station of pile-work which is referable exclusively to the age of iron

—

that, namely, of the Tene, near Marin, on lake Neuchatel. It consequently
dairas from us a moment's attention.

The shore of the lake, between the Maison Rouge and the Hospice de Pre-
fargier, below a stretch of land called the Heidcniccg or highway of the Pagans,
is very flat and composed of a fine and turfy deposit, which extends under the

neighboring peat-mosses. The waves of the lake, by wasting and undermining
this formation, occasion frequent land-slips, which, viewed from the surface,

have the appearance of large abrupt rocks conveying the idea of a jetty. A
post which here and there shows itself at the edge of these fallen masses has
been erroneously taken by the inhabitants of the coast for a relic of this ancient

jetty, and hence the piles, though long known, attracted no attention. This ex-
tent of shoal, where the water is of little depth, (60 to 70 centimetres,) has re-

ceived the name of Tme.f In sailing over this oozy floor of the Tene, there

* Objects iu iron are also found at many points of the lake of Bienne, as at the Steinberg
of Nidiui, at Sutz, Latrigen, Hageneck, de Neuville, Vigneules.

t Doubtless from the latin tetiuis, in German diinn. In the patois of certain places, it

would seem customary to say, "the -water is <cne," that is of little depth; the local word
tencvi6re has probal)ly the same origin. (This class of words, like the Greek Tevayoc, a
sliofil or sliiillotc, would seem to be derived from the root Tev of the verb Telvu, Tevu, to ei-

tcud and so to become thin. Tr. )
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may be seen, at a number of places, groups of piles hewed for the most part to

a point and rising from 10 to 30 centimetres above the bottom, without attain-

ing the surface except at very low water. The piles are similar to those of the

stations of bronze, of medium thickness, measuring fi'om 12 to 20 centimetres in

diameter. They are generally very soft, in so much that it is difficult to with-

draw them entire. The beams which lie here and there on the bottom are for

the most part less decomposed ; some have been squared and even furnished

with mortises carefully cut ; while occasionally the cross-pieces are found still

attached to the beams, being the remains of ancient walls or enclosures.

Here, as in the stations of the age of stone and of bronze, it is in the imme-

diate neighborhood of the piles that antiquities are collected. At first some

objects Avere found on the surface, but the greater part are buried at a depth of

1 m. to 1 m. 50 c, whence they are Avithdrawn by searching in the ooze. The
objects obtained in this way are always best preserved ; the arms and utensils

of iron particularly have been protected from the cont;xct of the air, and, fa-

vored also by the antiseptic properties of the peaty substratum, remain uninjured.

It is possible that eventually antiquities will be found wherever piles make
their appearance ; if so, the Teiie must have been a considerable establishment.*

Hitherto the greater part of the objects has been collected at two or three

points of a very limited extent, measuring in the whole less than a hectare.

The numerous objects which the station of the Tene has furnished within a few

years may be classified as follows, in the order of their frequency : Arms,
utensils and vessels, objects of apparel, coins, skeletons-

ARMS.

Tlie arms of the T^ne possess a peculiar interest,t not only on account of

their fine preservation as objects of art and curiosity, but also and chiefly as

documents for the history of G-allic civilization. Through the munificence of his

Majesty the Emperor of the French we have been enabled to compare these

ai-ms with a collection of casts representing the arms collected in the trenches

of Alise, and we have there found the most vivid confirmation of our previous

impressions that the inhabitants of the palafitte of Tene were Gaitls.

Among these arms, those which strike us most are the large iron heads of
lances, measuring as much as 40 centimetres in length by a breadth of from 4

to 6, of elaborate workmanship, strengthened by a central prominence running

down each face, and very large lateral development or wings, which are not al-

ways symmetrical. Some are irregularly emarginated, doubtless to render the

* The piles are not limited to the shoals, but extend also under the detritus of the shore to

the distance of more than a hundred metres from the beach at mean water. It may be as-

sumed that they advance at least ht'ty metres into the water ; on the other hand, tile space

they occupy is in breadth at least 1,000 metres, which multiplied by 150 gives a surface of

150,000 square metres, or fifteen hectares.

t From a commrrnication made by M. F. de Eoagemont to the Society of History of Swit-

zerland, at its last meeting at Neuchatel, in 1664, it appears that the arms of the Tene corre-

spond in a striking manner with the description of the arms of the Gauls given by Diodorus
Siculus, (book 5, chap. 30:) "As a weapon of defence, he says, the Gauls have a_ large

sword suspended to the right side by a long chain of iron or copper, and some of them
fasten their tunics with belts ornamented with plates of gold and silver. For throwing, they

have javelins, which they call lances ; the iron, a cubit in length, (nearly a demi-metre, ) the

stock a cubit and something more, the breadth of the blade is nearly two palms, (about three

inches.) Their swords are not less in length than the saunium or javelin of other nations,

and their javelins have the iron longer than their swords. Of these arms some are forged,

straight, others in zigzag with the extremity bent backward, with a view that, in striking,

they may not only pierce,, but tear and lacerate the flesh when withdrawn." As M. de
Rougemont suspects Diodorus of not having perfectly understood the author from whom he
copied, we propose the following correction, which has been suggested to us by a view of the

arms of the Tene : "The blades of these javelins, three inches in breadth, are very extraordi-

nary, for they are broader than the long and large swords, and yet these swords do not yield

in point of breadth to the javelins of any other nation."
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weapon more formidable, (Fig. 70 ;) others are open-worked, with salient out-

line, (Fig. 71;) fragments of the staff are also found, which was remarkably
slender, and shod at its exti*emitj with an iron point. Although
the socket is very small, and supposes consequently a slender staff,

the blade was too carefully wrought to admit the idea of any pur-
pose of exposing it to the hazard of being lost by launching it. It

was a weapon for thrusting, not for throwing.*

The swords of the Teue merit particular

attention. The blade (Fig. 72) has a length

of from SO to 90 centimetres, is very flat,

being scarcely 3 millimetres in thickness,

with two edges carried regularly to a point

;

it has no guard, and of the hilt there remains

but the tongue, which, without being very
large, is yet calculated for the hand of an or-

dinary man, (13 to 15 centimetres.) The
transition from the tongue to the blade is

formed by a graceful curve provided with an
iron flange, which serves as a gitard and is

adapted to a corresponding projection of the

scabbard. We have not yet discovered the

square form, which is the most common at

Alise. A part of the swords are in their

sheaths, but as they have not been attacked

by rust, (the qualities of the peat having pre-

served them from oxidation,) we have suc-

ceeded in withdrawing several of them. They
are straight and two-edged, most of them so

sharp and uninjured that they might very well

be used to-day. On examination we discover

on their surface undulating lines, which some-

what remind us of damasked blades, as if

they were composed of strips and clippings

which had been welded together ; the borders

only are perfectly smooth, like the blades

found at Alise.t Several of them bear the

token of the workshop near the hilt, (Fig. 74.|)

We may here remark that almost all the swords

Figure 70. "^® possess have been collected within a very Figure 71.

* We caunot concur in the opinion of M. Keller that these were only arms of parade ; the

'

median vidgo, which is prolonged, while alway.s diminishing to the extremity of the lance,

is a well known and constant expedient in the, art of forging. As the lance is hollow with-

in, it has been asked whether it be not formed of two plates soldered together. If this were
so, the soldering would have been effected with gi-eat skill, for there is no trace of it percep-

tible. M. Schwab has recently discovered at the Tene an iron lance 22 centimetres in length,

whose edges alternately re-enter and project like the teeth of a saw, so as to present in pro-

file an undulating line, the object of which, no doubt, was to aggravate the wound. M.
Keller is confident that it was to this form that Diodorus Siculus refers, (V. chap. 30,) in the

description he has left us of a formidable weapon of the Gauls.

t M. de Reffye remarks as follows in regard to this type of sword, which is very frequent at

Alise, and which the Gauls may have borne from the time of Camillus :
" In these weapons

the edge is not of the same iron as the body of the blade. The workman after having forged

that part of very tough iron, drawn out in the direction of its length, welded on each side small

strips of a softer hon to form the edges ; this iron was afterwards hardened by hammering.
In this way, the soldier, after combat, might repau*, by whetting, the gaps of his blade as tlie

mower does those of his scythe when it requu'os sharpening." {Revue ArckcBologique, Novem-
ber, 1864, p. 347.)

t The mark of the sword here represented resembles slightly a leaf of trefoil. Tliere are

not less than ten of them in the collection of Col. Schwab, which we reproduce from the

m
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>k>ym

Figure 73. Figure 74.

limited space, of a few square metres, a circumstance which seems

to countenance the idea which we have ah-eady advanced with refer-

ence to the constructions of the age of bronze, namely, that there

were here magazines rather than habitations properly so called. It

I
would be difficult to conceive how so many swords could be found m

'
a single dwelling, except upon the supposition of a desperate defence.

Figure 72. But, in that case, it would be little probable that they should be

new and in the sheath.
/« i

•
i

The sheath is of wrought iron, composed of two very thm sheets, ot wliicli

one covers the other, with the exception of the lower part, which is furnished

6th Report of M. Ferd. Keller, p. 296, (Fig. 7Aa.) Our learned friend remarks, on tbis occa

sion, that with the exception ol the wild boar and leaf of trefoil, all these %ures recall the

form of the crescent, which appears as a symbol on many pieces ot the C^allic money. ±ie

asks if these different signs may not perhaps desisjnate the manitfacture ot various clans.
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with a rim of iron skilfully adapted, and embracing the two edges of the scab-

bard. It is furaishcd at top with a special plate, which bears the ring of sus-

pension, and whose border serves as a frame for

the very remarkable designs which characterize

these sheaths. These designs had from the first

attracted the attention of M. F. Keller, as being

equally foreign to Roman art and to the age of

bronze.* Most of them are engraved with the

oscillating biu'in, (trtmulirstich,) so that, on close

examination, we recognize the reciprocating

movement of the instrument by which they ai"e

traced. Some of the scabbards are ornamented
with figures wrought with the punch ; this is

particularly the case with a unique specimen of

our owTi collection which represents the charac-

teristic emblem of the Gauls, (Fig. 75,) namely,
the horned horse, such as occurred also on the

coinage of the Tene. There is seen, moreover,

on the face opposite to that which bears the

clasp of suspension a sort of granulation, which
sometimes reminds us of shagreen skin, and at

Figure 75. other times of such damaskeened work as modern
armorers obtain by the use of acids. These ornaments and designs have, in an

ethnographic point of view, a much greater importance than the

swords themselves, seeing that thus far they are exclusively pe-

culiar to the age of iron, while the form of the blade has been
preserved during the subsequent epochs.

Together with swords and lances, we find at the T^ne consider-

;ible numbers o? javelins of iron, of small dimensions, (10 to 12
centimetres,) and of much less finished workmanship, without the

median ridge, but with a simple socket, (Fig. 76,) in which is

-ometimes found the nail which fastened it to the staff. These
(javelins are in all respects similar to those of the collection of

Alise. From the trials which have been made at Saint-Germain,

under the direction of the Emperor Napoleon, it is apparent that

these javelins could have no efiaciency but as missiles, which were
launched by means of a thong known by the name of amenium.\
These points are, in fact, too light to have pertained to javelins

thrown by hand ; while the experiments made by direction of the

Emperor prove that a light shaft which the hand could project

but twenty metres at most, might attain by the help of the amentum
a distance of eighty metres.| On the other hand, these instru-

ments are executed with so slight a degree of elaboration as to

have rendered the losing a number of them a matter of small con-

T^. ^r. sidcration. It would hence appear that there were among the
1 i^ure / li.

^J_ ^
* They are composed of very simple elements, namely, the undulatin ^ line, the circle,

and the triangle, recalling at times, by their combinations, the paraphs of our ancient calli-

praphists. There is something about them which, according to the learned antiquary of

Zurich, would remind one of the ornaments on the arms and utensils of the later Celtic

period as these have been delineated by M. Franks. (Kembie, Hora? ferales, p. 122.)

t See the figure of a warrior launching a javelin with the amentum, published by M.
Jlerimee, from a panathenaic amphora in the British Museum. (Revue Archieologique,
ls6ii, p. 211.)
There have been taken at dififerent times from the palafitte of Ttino plates of iron with a

median swelling, and having the sides furnished with nails which attached them to a piece

of wood. M. Keller regards them, with much reason, as pai'ts of a buckler. (Table XIII,
figme 12.)

t Vercherc de Reffye, ks Amies d'Alisc. ( Kctuc Archieologique.)

m
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Gauls troops exercised in launching tbe javelin by means of the amenttfra,

as others launched stones or other projectiles by means of the sling. (Fig. 77.*)

Figure 77,

Of the filum no trace has been hitherto found at the Tene, which would tend

to prove that this kind of arm was not a Gallic weapon, and that those which

have been found intermixed with the Gallic javelins and swords in the trenches

of Alise are derived from the Roman legions, as well as the slender lances

bearing a cross-bar near the socket, and which are supposed to have been the

lances of horsemen. Neither are the iron arrows, so abundant at Alise, found

at the Teue.t nor the short swords terminating in a shai-p point, with a median

enlargement, like the blades of the age of bronze, and which were designed, doubt-

less, like these last, for thrusting. On the other hand, the large lances in form

of halberts, which have been above described, are thus far peculiar to the T^ne,

and have as yet been nowhere found in the Gauls. What approaches them
nearest are certain flame-formed lance-heads of the collection of Alise.

UTENSILS

of iron, without being very numerous, are yet deserving of attentive conside-

ration. The most frequent are a sort of boat-hooks, (for pushing boats in shal-

low places,) which have been sometimes improperly taken for the heads of pikes.

They are found at the Tene and at Bied, near Colombier. Most of them have

the form represented by Fig. 78 ; some are simply cylindrical. It is not unusual

to find in the socket the end of the wooden pole with the nail which secured it.

The sickle of this epoch has the form of those of our own time, though

rather less curved, while it is much larger than the same implement of the age

of bronze, and is without ornament, (Fig- 79.) We also possess two scythes,

with the collar for attaching the handle, and the curved heel, (Fig. 80,) a proof

that it was adapted for a long handle, and for mowing. The curve is the saxoB

with that of our scythes, but the dimensions are a third less, (35 centimetres.)

A particular interest attaches to these implements, for, as they are exclusively

•intended for mowiug grass,| we are authorized to conclude that their owners

* M. Vogt, the eminent anthropologist of Geneva, has just communicated to us the ex-

istence of a design altogether similar on the great mosaic of Pompeii, now one of the orna-

ments of the MusLO llculc of Naples, and which represents one of the battles of Alexander.

The javelin is thcreseen with other arms in the foreground of the tablet. The amentum may
be distinctly recognized, forming a short, but quite wide, bi-colored loop nearly at the middle

of the staff.

t The absence of all traces of the arrow would seem to indicate that the people from wLom
these remains are derived made no use of the bow. M. F. Keller remarks, with reference to

this fact, that the bow is not mentioned by Diodorus among the arms of the Gauls. It was
probably replaced by the javelin.

t It is only in modern times that the scythe has begun to be made use of for reaping grain.
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were in a condition to require a provision of hay, and were consequently rearers

df cattle. Tho axe of tlie epoch of iron ia larger and stronger than the celt or

Figure 78. Figure 83. Figure 84. Figure 82.

hatchet of the age of bronze ; it has no longer four pinions like the true celt,

but the handle is adapted to a sort of socket formed by the junction, more or

Figure 80.

less complete, of two wings, (Fig. 81 ;) its edge is at the same time much wider.

A specimen of somewhat different form, with a socket complete and circular, Las
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been found at the station of Font, and is in the collection of M. Otz, at Cortail-

lod. In the collection of M. Schwab is a specimen, thus far unique, of the ordi-

nary hatchet with a circular hole ; it was taken

from the Tene, and does not differ from the

Roman axe. Fragments of iron hridle-hits

sometimes occur at the Tene, not differing

much from those used in subsequent epochs.

M. Schwab possesses a complete one. The
lake has also furnished iron horseshoes, of

which we possess a specimen remarkably slen-

der, from the Tene ; others, which are not,

however, derived from that station, but from

a locality on terra firma near the shore, {the

terriere de Marin,) have an undulated edge,

the undulations having proceeded from the

thrust occasioned by the holes of the nails. In

the same palafitte there has been lately dis-

covered a sort of pike, slightly incurvated,

which might have served as a ploughshare,

(Fig. 82 ;) for it would seem to be too heavy

to answer for a boat-hook,weighing, as it does,

not less than four kilogrammes. The collec-^;?

tion of M. Schwab, at Bienne, contains a pot
'^•

or saucepan taken from the Tene, which is of

wrought bronze. Is it authentic ? Knives

are not wanting, but they have not in general the elegance of those of the age of

bronze. They are simple blades, usually straight and quite broad, with a tongue

which entered into a handle of wood or horn. There is also in the collection of

M. Schwab a pair of scissors, with an elastic handle like those now used in shear-

ing sheep. In our own possession is a sort of iron steivpan, which presents

numerous traces of reparation, a proof that some importance was attached to it.

Figure 81.

ORNAMENTS AND OBJECTS OF APPAREL.

At theepoch which we are considering, iron had not only'replaced bronze forarms

and domestic utensils ; it appears to have been so highly regarded, perhaps on

account of its novelty, as to have been employed even where bronze would have

been more appropriate, as for objects of the toilette. It is true that these objects

are relatively less abundant than in the stations of the age of bronze, and com-

prise rather useful articles than those of mere fantasy. Thus, we find neither

rings nor ornaments for the ears, and we have thus far recovered but one small

hair-pin, which itself might have been derived from the .preceding age, for it is

of bronze. Ornaments of detail, it would seem, were not in request ;
on the

other hand, elegance of form was affected, as is attested by a multitude of objects

which have descended to us. Of this number are iheJihulcB or clasps of mantles,

(Figs. 83 and 84.) We are in possession of a numerous series of them, pre-

senting variations of every kind, but all based on the same principle of the elastic

spiral,* which is more or less complicated, according to the number of convolu-

tions. They are of all dimensions, from six to twelve centimetres in length, and

have sometimes the principal stem ornamented. Most of them are in a perfect

* The 60-ealled cpingles (Vhopital, which have been recently so much vaunted, depend

upon the same principle. They are the Gallic fibula, without ita elegance.
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state, and might serve for use to-day. All are provided with a groove to receive

the end of the pin and prevent pricking. This clasp is different both from that

of the Etruscans and that of the Romans, but is perfectly similar to those of

Alise. If, as seems probable, it served for the same purpose, we are justified in

concluding that those who owned it wore also the toga or mantle. The same
clasp, likewise, is found at Tiefenau and at the Wylerfeld, near Berne, accompa-

nied, in this last locality, by glass bracelets, which make part of the collection

at Berne. Colonel Schwab owns one of these clasps, the studs of which are of

bronze. Analogous forms occur also in the tombs. We have seen in the col-

lection of M. Troyou small clasps of bronze, very simiUr to those of our figure

83 ; the same form is found at Hallstadt.

RINGS.

"We possess a great number of these, both plain and ornamented, but the use

made of them is yet imperfectly known. Some probably served as buckles or

Fisrure 6G.

clasps for the girdle, (Figs. 85 and 86;)

others, especially the circular rings, still

await interpretation. Most of them are

too small to have been intended for brace-

lets ; while others again are divided into

sections, (Fig. 87,) conveying the idea

that they constituted a sort of annular

money like the small rings of the age of

bronze. From the same locality have
been taken nippers of very finished work-
manship, in the shape of our tweezers,

but longer, and destined, no doubt, for

depilatory purposes, for which they might
serve even now, (Fig. 88.) To these

should be added certain very broad and
fiat plates, with a stem neatly fashioned;

the purpose of which is unknown, but Fiffiire 87.

which, from their tenuity, we are disposed to regard as razors, (Fig. 89.) M.
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Keller inclines to the opinion that tliey were tools of the currier,

ness of the blade is represented by Fig. S9a.

The thick-

Figure 88. Figure 89.

OBJECTS IN BRONZE.

Figure 89o.

The station of the Tdne has furnished us with some objects in bronze which

at first glance may seem incongruous in the midst of all this assemblage of uten-

sils and arms of iron, but these articles, though of the same metal, have nothing

in common with those of the properly called age of bronze. It has been seen

that the utensils of that age are characterized by having been run in moulds

;

those in question are wrought ; they are garnitures for the helmet, the saddle, or

some other object. The chemical composition of the bronze is much the same

as that of the preceding age.*

PRECIODS METALS. •

It is quite certain that the Gauls were acquainted with gold and silver ; but in

this respect the tombs are richer than the palafittes, which have as yet fui-nished

mere traces of those metals.

GLASS AND ENAMEL.

' It is equally apparent, from explorations in the Gallic tombs, that glass was
in extensive use in the age of iron. The palafittes leave, however, much to be

desired in this respect, having hitherto yielded only some fragments of colored

glass. At the palafitte of Nidau beads of an enamelled paste have been brought

to light, and are supposed to have formed portions of necklaces, in which they

alternated with beads of amber, as in the tombs of the epoch.

° A fragment of a bronze plato (probably the ornament of a casque or helmet) is composed,
according"to an analysis made by M. Felienberg, of the foliowiug: Copper, 8G.30 per 100;

tin, 13.03; lead, 0.34 ; iron, 0.18; nickel, 0.15.
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COINS.

"We were so forttmate, last year, ( 1864,) as to recover from the station of the

Teue the first lacustiiau money, (Fig. 90.) This consisted of genuine Gallic

coins, bearing on the obverse the effigy of a

man in profile, on the reverse the characteristic

image of the horned horse, which has some-

times been regarded as a bull or he goat, and

which was probably only an allegory, a fan-

tastic animal, serving perhaps as an ensign, as

we still exhibit the unicorn and griffon in our '
Figure 90.

escutcheons. These coins, to the number of

five, (one of which has been deposited in the museum of Neuchatel, and another

in that of Saint-Germain,) are all of the same type, but with slight variations in

the figure of the horse and effigy of the human head, which is diffii-rent on
each piece, representing probably five different chiefs. The coins, which bear

no legend, are of bronze, simply run in moulds, united with one another by a

neck, after the manner in which children cast their leaden playthings. The two
seams of the neck, which united the corresponding pieces, are distinguishable in

all. This type of Gallic money is to be met with quite frequently, not only in

.

France, but in Switzerland, as will be apparent on comparing them with the

collection of drawings by Dr. Meyer of Zurich.* Very similar ones exist from

Tiefenau, near Berne, where they are associated with others bearing the effigy

of Diana and Apollo, and the impress of Marseilles. Besides those coins in

bronze, there have been taken from the palafitte of the Tene some of gold and
silver; among others, a small gold piece which is quite frequent in Switzerland,

being a bad imitation of the philippics of Macedon ; on the obverse is exhibited

a head of Apollo with a crown of laurel, on the reverse a biga with the head of

a bird on the chariot, and some Greek letters referring to the name of Philip.

Coins of silver, like those of Tiefenau, have also been announced. The Roman
coins of the Tene ai-e an as, a Tiberius, and a Claudius, the last being in excellent

preservation ; it is a copper piece of the size of a sous, and jvould indicate that

the station had existed till the middle of the first century.

On the other hand, there have been found neither in the palafitte of the Tene
nor at Tiefenau those chains of iron or copper to which, according to Diodorus

Siculus, were suspended the swords of the Gauls, t nor yet those plates of gold

and silver which decorated their girdles.

Of pottery there was no deficiency in the age of iron. We have collected at

the Tene a quantity of fragments of black or half baked pottery, which does

not differ sensibly from that .of the age of bronze. Together with this, which is

eminently lacustrian in character, occur vessels made with the wheel, as well as

red pottery or that baked in the kiln, such as amphoras, big-bellied vessels with

handles, fragments of vases of terra sigillata, and a quantity of Roman tiles

which, if they bear the number of no legion, attest no less the presence of Roman
stations. According to M. Keller, the art of constructing kilns of brick, like

the use of mortar, was unknown to the Helvetians and to the Gauls in general,

who must have possessed only cottages of wood covered with shingles or thatch.

It was the Romans who introduced the ait on this side the Alps ; so that the

presence of tiles and vases of terra sigillata does but corroborate the indication

afforded by the coin of Claudius, namely, that certain stations on pile-work have

* Mitthcilungcn der antiquarischen Gesellschaft, vol. xv.

t It is possible, however, that the two rings of the collection of M. Schwab, which are

represented by M. Troyon, (pi. sv, fig. 3, ) iind were taken fiom the Tene, may be relics of

a Gallic chain.
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continued to exist under the Eoman domination.* One miglit be tempted, in

view of the quantity of large tiles found among the piles of the Tene, to suppose
that they covered the structures of that station, although a roof of tiles does not

very well comport with huts of wood built upon simple piles.

M. Troyon does not hesitate to assign to the first age of iron certain very
curious potteries, which form part of the collection of Col. Schwab. These are

fragments of large dishes ornamented on the inside with red and black paintings

representing sometimes concentric bands, sometimes triangles or squares, and
reminding us of pottery of the same kind found with various objects of iron in

the tumuli of eastern Switzerland. It should not be lost sight of, however,
that the station of Nidau, whence these objects proceed, constitutes a repository

of several epochs, among which that of iron of the Gallic period is perhaps least

competently represented, since the large swords and most of the objects which
elsewhere accompany the latter are there wanting, while, on the other hand, this

painted pottery is at present a stranger to the palafitte of the Tene and to other

repositories of authentic Gallic origin. From these considerations we cannot
regard them as characteristic of the age with which we are at present occupied.

Skeletons of aniipals are less abundant than in the stations of the preceding
ages

;
yet they are not absent. The bones of the horse particularly are numer-

ous. Neither are other domestic animals wanting, but they have not yet been
made the subject of special study, any more than the remains of the wild animals
which accompany them.

It is but recently that we have been successful in procuring the first human
relics of this epoch. They are the bones of the trunk, of the members, and,
what is more important, a skull almost complete, which we propose to describe

elsewhere in detail, and of which we shaU give here but a sketch, (Fig. 91.)

Faa:Tire 91a. Figure 916.

We content ourselves, then, with saying that in size it is quite large, but of a
conformation far from advantageous, very long, extremely flattened on top, with
an enormous occipital development, while the forehead is so low as to appear
almost absent. In this respect it is not superior to the skulls of the two previous
ages, if it be not even inferior to them. No skull is to be found in the work of
Messrs. Rutimeyer and His so unfavorably formed. It pertains, however, to the
group of Helvetian skulls, and is of the so-called type of Sion, to which it most
neai'ly approximates.

* An analogous consequence may be drawn from the discovery, recently made by M.
Eabut,_ of a vase bearing a Roman inscription, in the midst of the station of Chatillon, at the
lake of Bourget. (See Kabut, Habitations lacustres de la Savoie, page JJl.)
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The bones of the members, especially

those of the thigh and hip, of which we
possess a certain number, have been the

subject of detailed study by our colleague.

Dr. Guillaume ; they indicate a race of

men whose stature attained I'^.OO, and
who were consequently of more than aver-

age height. The teeth, which are all pre-

served, present a rather singular peculiar-

ity, inasmuch as not only the incisors, but

even the canines, are greatly worn, as if

they too had served for mastication, (Fig.

92.) The same circumstance has been remai-ked in jaw-bones taken from

ancient tombs.

Figure 92.

COTEMPORANEOUS ANTIQUITIES OF THE PALAFITTES OF THE AGE OF IRON-

It is almost idle to insist on the existence of establishments on terra firraa cotem-

poraneous with the palafittes of the age of iron, when it is once understood that

the antiquities of the Tene are of Gallic origin, for history teaches us that the

Helvetians inhabited cities which they burned when they emigrated into the Gauls

;

but nothing indicates that these cities were lacustrian constructions or settle-

ments upon piles. It must be admitted, on the contrary, that the palafitte of the

Tene, supposing that it existed at the epoch of the Helvetian emigration^ was
the exception, and not the rule, of the epoch of bronze.*

Unfortunately, we know neither the history nor even site of the twelve Hel-

vetian cities. We are consequently reduced to the necessity of seeking in the

tombs the tumuli, and the so-called battle-fields, equivalents for the arms and
utensils which characterize the palafittes of our lakes at the epoch of iron. The
number of the torpbs which are referred to the age of iron or the Gallic epoch is

considerable. But on examining their remains more closely, we cannot fail to

be convinced that the identification is often determined in a very incomplete

manner. From the fiict that a tomb contains a weapon or object of ornament
which somewhat approaches those of our palafittes, it does not follow that it is

cotemporaneous. As in paleontology, it is not a single object which suffices to

establish with certainty the age of a repository ; it is necessary that there should

be a conformity in the collective objects. In this respect, we scarcely know, in

Switzerland, other antiquities than those of Tiefenau and Wylerfeld, which axe

identical with those of the Tene. On the other hand, the tombs too often con-

tain objects unknown to our palafittes to make it prudent to refer them at present

to the same epoch. The same doubts exist for us in regard to the great tmnuli,

(Cairns or Erdberger.) In return, a part of the anns found in the trenches of

Alise-Saiute-Reine present, as we have seen above, too striking a resemblance

to those of the Tene not to be referred to the same people, notwithstanding the

contrary opinion of some eminent archajologists, who choose to see therein the

relics of a later epoch.t

RECAPITULATION,

The age of iron, as it appears in our palafittes, is chara

following features : 1. The appearance of iron and its geuer

palafittes, is characterized by the

iron and its general use for arms.

* The new station jnst discovered at Untenihldingen, on Lake Constance, and which is

formed of some 10,000 piles, contains objects in iron, (knives, lancc-points, clasps, rings,)

together with others in bronze and stone. This station will, perhaps, throw new light on
the transition of one of these ages to another, and especially that of the age of bronze to the

age of iron.

t J. Quicherat, Exavwi des armcs trouvcs a Alise'Sainte-Reine,
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utensils, and even objects of apparel. 2. The application of peculiar pro-

cesses in the manufacture of swords of iron, similar to Damascus blades. 3.

A particular system of ornamentation very different from that of the age of

bronze, consisting especially of figm-es applied to the sheaths of swords. 4.

The appearance of coins with an effigy. 5. The use of clasps of iron with a

spiral spring. 6. Wrought bronze introduced into general use.*

Ha\ing thus indicated the prominent points which constitute the criterion of

the age of iron, such as it appears in the palafittes of our lake, it will not, per-

haps, be useless to signalize briefly the objects which are wanting, since these

negative characters are not without their importance in a comparative study.

We first recognize that the most characteristic designs, such as are observed on

the sheaths of swords or on the vases, are much less complicated than those

which decorate the objects taken from a considerable number of tombs, referred,

wrongfully perhaps, to this epoch. We have not yet discovered in the palafittes

of the Tene those armlets covered with fine engravings, nor those disks with

concentric circles, still less those cinctures of bronze, presenting casts of small

human figures and quadrupeds, (Troyon, Habitations lacustres, Figs. 23, 21,

35, and 36,) which exist at Hallstack and in certain cairns of Switzerland

;

nothing, in a word, which approaches those overloaded ornaments so frequent

in Helveto-Burgundian and Merovingian tombs. The palafittes of the age of

iron are also much more frugal as regards objects of apparel than the tomba.

Many of the objects which it has been agreed to term Etruscan, and which are

very abundant in the north as well as at Hallstadt, are wholly absent, especially

the clasps with a double spiral, the bracelets of bronze like collars, as well as

that variety of ear-drops and chains which distinguish the ancient tombs of our

environs. We may mention, further, the complete absence of that particular

kind of design representing a circle with a point in the middle, which is fre-

quently found at Hallstadt in the Etruscan necropoles, and even on the walls of

tne dolmens of Bretagne. Lastly, the palafitte of the Tene, equally with that

of Tiefenau, has never furniBhed scramasax nor true spar.

rV.—RELATIVE AGE OF THE PALAFITTES, OR LACUSTRIAN CONSTRUD-
TIONS.

We should but imperfectly satisfy the curiosity of our readers if we did not
attempt to answer a very natural question which must occur to every one : From
what epoch do the constructions on piles take their date ?

It is beyond doubt that the duration of each of the periods we have been
reviewing was very long. They bear each their peculiar stamp, which can be
impressed only by time, among populations which had a fixed residence, and
whose prolonged sojourn in the different stations of our lake is attested by a
considerable accumulation of ruins. It is equally certain that the lacustrian

constructions ascend to a very remote epoch, since there exists no tradition, no
legend which makes any allusion to them; since ancient chronicles are wholly
silent with regard to them, and none of the authors of antiquity who have spoken
of Helvetia make any mention of them. It is idle, therefore, to aim at assigning

to them precise dates ; it is as much as can be expected if the latter phases of

* We might be tempted to add the potter's wheel, as well as red bricks baked in the kiln,

the occurrence of which at the Tene is beyond a doubt. It was in fact, the opinion which
we pronounced in the former edition of this work. But having reflected thereon, we are dis-

posed to adopt the opinion of our friend, M. Keller, who regards these two branches of in-

dustry as of Roman importation, though probably anterior to the invasion.
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tliis long period may be brouglit into some connexion with our "historical epocli

We know scarcely more than that with us, as in the north of Europe, the age

of stone preceded the age of bronze, as this preceded the age of iron.*

AGE OF THE PALAFITTES OP STONE.

The teneviere or palafittes of the age of stone, from the very fact that they

are the most ancient, are least susceptible of a chronological determination. As
in geology, there can be no question liere except of a relative chronology. If it

is beyond doubt that the palafittes of the age of stone are anterior to those of the

age of bronze, it is not less certain, on the other hand, that they are posterior to

the first traces of man as revealed to us by modern geological researches, more
especially : a, at the epoch of the hatchets of Moulin-Quignon and of Abbeville,

when man was a cotempbrary of the mammoth ; h, at the epoch of the osseous

breccias of the Pyrenees, when MM. Lartet and Christy show us man associated

with the reindeer and carving on its horns the image of some domestic animals

which he possessed, including the reindeer itself ;t c, in the kokkenmo dings of

Denmark, which contain no trace of cereals or cultivated fruits, and in which we
fiud, as regards domestic animals, only the dog ; d, in the turf-pits of Iceland

and of the mouth of the Somme, which contain the great-horned elk, {cervios

megaloceras.) All these epochs, if it be that they are distinct, possessed only

tlie hatchet rudely cut by blows, while that of our tenevieres is always ground

and smooth.

If more precise data respecting the epoch of the tenevieres are ever obtained,

it will be through the study of deposits, rather than from written documents.

As an essay towards this geological chronology, we already possess some con-

tributions. M. Morlot| has taken advantage of a section made in constructing

tlie railroad across the cone of dejection of the Tinniere, near Villeneuve, to study

the structure of the cone. He has recognized, we are assm-ed, the traces of

three epochs distinctly superposed—the lloman epoch, the epoch of bronze, and

the epoch of stone, each represented by an ancient stratum. By comparing the

depths of these different beds, he has been led to assign to the age of bronze an

antiquity of from 29 to 42 centuries, and to the age of stone, one of from 47 to

70 centuries. M. Gillierou^ likewise, from a study of the lake of Bienne, has

ai-rived, as has been already seen, at a result nearly analogous, since he has car-

ried back the station of stone of the bridge of Thielle to at least 67^ centuries.

* Some authors, relying on the fact that at Alise the arms of the three eras are found asso-

ciated in the same foss, arrows of stone with those ofbronze and iron, have thought themselves

justified in calling into question the succession of ages above mentioned. But it must not bo

forgotten that Alise was the theatre of a conflict in which were engaged troops drawn from

every part of Gaul, a portion of whom might well be greatly in arrear as regards their arma-

ment. Thus, in 18J5, our fathers saw in the Kussian army, Cossacks armed with the bow
and arrows, beside troops better equipped. From the fact that there have been improvements

in successive ages we cannot conclude that these impi-ovements have been everywhere simul-

taneous in the ancient \vorld. Hence we should not be surprised if it were shown that the

lacustrian populations of Italy had already reached the age of bronze, when those of our lakes

were still at the age of stone, just as it is probable that iron was known in Etruria earlier

than in Helvetia. According to William of Poitiers, arms of stone were in use even in the

eleventh century, at the battle of Hastings. {Jiictant Angli cuspides et diversorurn gencriim

tela, swvissimds qiioque secures et lignis iiirpnsita saxa.)

t According to the latest researches of M. Lartet, the mammoth is also found there.

i Etudes gcologico-arclitoloaiques. Builctin de la Soc. Vaudoise. Tom. VI, p. 325.

^ Notice sUr les habitations lacustres du pont de Thielle. Actes de la Soc. jurassiennc d^emu-

lation, isGO. M. Troyon, on the other hand, has arrived at a much lower number in esti-

mating the age of the pile-works of Uttins, near Yverdon, namely, at fifteen centuries only

before our era. But, according to a recent memoir of M. Jayet, this calculation is inadmissi-

ble, because the establishment of Uttins must have existed in a lagoon.
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AGE OP THE PALAFITTES OF BRONZE.

The tincertainty would be nearly as great in regard to the age of the palafittes

of bronze as of those of stone, if in this inquiry we were restricted to the stations

of Switzerland. The antiquities of these stations had hitherto found their an-

alogue only in the north of Europe, on the shores of the Baltic; but, there, also,

they are without any positive connexion with the written history of the country,

which does not ascend very far. If, then, there exists anywhere a connexion
between the age of bronze and history, it might be looked for rather to the south,

in Italy, where we find the seat of the most ancient populations of Europe.
But no lacustrian constructions had been indicated in Italy. Desiring to be en-

lightened on this subject, we visited, in 1860, the lakes of Lombardy, and wei-e

not long in verifying the existence of pile-works and antique objects, altogether

similar to our own, in the peat-mosses of the Lago Maggiore. Since that time,

these researches have been prosecuted with as much success as zeal by M. 5Ioro,

as well as by M. B. Gastaldi, who has given us an excellent work on the lacus-

trian antiquities of Italy.* We have ourselves more recently (1SG3) explored

the lake of Varese, in company with MM. Stoppani and G. de Mortiliet, nor

were we disappointed in discovering several stations of the age of stone, as well

as manifest traces of that of bronze. One of these stations is the small isle (iso-

letta) on which the family Litta has reared a pleasure-house. Although larger

than the isle of the little lake of Inkwyl, near Soleure, the isoletta is, like the

other, artificial, so that to this day we are deriving benefit from labor perforraed

by the people of the age of stone. Still later, a whole series of new stations has

been discovered in this same lake of Varese, as well as several in the small lakes

of Brianza.t Lake Garda also contains well characterized palafittes, which were
brought to light through works executed some years ago around the fortress of.

Peschiera. Among objects in metal, collected under the superintendeace of M.
de Silber, an Austrian officer, and which now form part of the museum of an-

tiquities of Munich, some are of copper, the rest of bronze.|

The researches of M. Paolo Lioy§ have recently revealed not less curious

palafittes of the age of stone in the peat-mosses of Lake Fimon, near Vicenza.

Add to this, that in 1864 we succeeded in discovering lacustrian stations in ail

respects similar to our own in the lakes of Bavaria. Through the liberality of

the Bavarian government, these researches are contimted, and already construc-

tions have been announced in six lakes, || most of which ascend to the age of

stone, though some are of the age of bronze, especially at Lake Starnberg, i^ear

the isle of Roses. This isle offers a counterpart of the isoletta of Lake Varese,

in being artificial like the latter. Our agent has there recovered, together with
numerous relics of pottery, a fine bronze pin, which forms part of the public col-

lection of Munich. There had previously been found, in digging the foundations

of the royal chateau on the island, Roman as well as other more recent objects,

which would seem to prove that this isle has not ceased to be inhabited since

its formation by the first possessors of the soil, in the ago of stoue.

In consequence of these discoveries, the Academy of Sciences of Vienna judged
that the time had come for undertaking researches also in the lakes of Austria.

M. Hochstetter, the eminent traveller and geologist, having been charged with

the exploration of the lakes of Carinthia, soon encountered traces of lacustrian

constructions in several of them, especially those of Worth, d'Ossiach, and the

* Ntiovi cenni siigll oggetti di alta antichUd, Torino, 1862.

t Stoppani, Atti della Societddi Scienze naturalL, vol. V. In Lake Varese are the stations

Keller, Desor, Bodio, Bardello, Cazzago, and Isoliaa.

t Mittlteilungen dcr antiq. Gesellsckaft in Zurich, vol. XIV. Fifth report of JI. Keller.

§ Le ahitazioni ddla ctd della pietra nel lago di Fimonnd Vicentirio : Acts of the Venetian
Institute, 18G4, 1865.

II
Siebold. Pfahlhauten in Baiern, in tte Comptas Rendus of the Academy of Munich.

26 s
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small lake of Keutscbacli to the soutli of Lake Worth. The relics collected, as

yet not numerous, are associated with stony shallows, which recall our tene-

vieres, and hence indicate the age of stone.* The marshes of Pomerania
also, it would seem, are about to furnish their contingent; in the circle of Lub-
tow have just been discovered palafittes in all respects analogous to those of

E,obenhausen. Here two apchgeological strata are recognized. In the lower are

found fragments of pottery, vases with figures, axes in serpentine, silex and
amphibole, a chisel with circular socket of bronze, horns of the stag and roe,

carbonized grains, especially of wheat, barley, and peas. In the upper stratum,

which is very distinct from the former, are found also utensils of iron. We shall

receive, no doubt, without delay, more detailed information respecting these in-

teresting discoveries. The lakes of France, apart from those of Savoy,f have
not yet been explored in a persistent manner. There is good reason to suppose,

however, that when the peat beds and ponds, which are so numerous in many
departments, shall have been attentively examined, traces will be eventually de-

tected of our diiferent lacustriau ages, for it is scarcely possible that Gaul should
have been unoccupied while numerous tribes existed at the foot of the Alps.

The skilful explorations of MM. Strobel and Pignorini in regard to the pala-

fittes of Italy are well kuown.f In the Parmesan are small hills, which bear

the name of Monti, and from the sides of which is taken a sort of ammoniacal
earth, mixed with cinders, called terra mara, which serves as a fertilizer for

me^ows. In excavating a gallery in one of these monti, M. Strobel, assisted

by M. Pignorini, found posts supporting a sort of floor, and between the posts

objects of bronze, in all points similar to those of our lakes, accompanied by
earthen vessels of very careful workmanship, although fabricated without the

help of the wheel. § Consequently this artificial hill, with its fertilizing earth,

which encloses the remains of an age evidently later, (Etruscan and Ligurian,)

has for its nucleus and origin a construction on piles of the age of bronze, whence
it must be concluded that the age of bronze is anterior to the establishment of all

the other populations which have left their remains on the flanks of these hills.

The objects found at these different stations, those of Lago Maggiore, described

by M. Gastaldi, those we have ourselves collected at the lake of Varese, those of

the hill of Castione iu the Parmesan, of the Veronese, are sufficiently numerous
and well characterized to leave no doubt about their perfect identity with those

of the Swiss lakes. The lakes of Italy, the plain of the Po, and the Veronese
have consequently been strewn, at a certain epoch, with constructions on piles,

erected by populations having the same usages, the same customs, and to all

appearance pertaining to the same stock. But can it be admitted that the

Roman authors, so many of whom knew and appreciated the beautiful sites of

the lakes of Italy, that Pliny, among others, who had his country seat on the

banks of Lake Como, would have neglected to mention lacustriau constructions

in the vicinage, and perhaps under the windoAvs of his mansion, so litle sparing

as he was of details respecting the men and things of his time? If, then, this

celebrated writer had not a single word to bequeath to us upon lacustrian habi-

tations, we feel authorized to conclude that these constructions existed no longer

'- Bulletin of the Academy of Sciences of Vienna, vol. LI, Bericht ilber Nachforschungen
nach Pfahlbauten in den Seen von Karntlien unci lirain, by Professor Hochstetter.

t See ou the palafittes of the lake of Bourget the excellent memoir by M. Laurent Eabut,
Habitations lacustres de la Savoie, witih an atlas of ]6 plates : Chambery, 1864. M. Eabut
still continues the sheets of this work, availing himself of the valuable assistance of M.
Costa de Beauregard.

I Pignorini and Strobel, Die Tcrramara-Lagcr der Emilia, Mittheilungen der antiq. Gescll-

schaft in ZUrich, vol. XIV, Fifth Report of M. Keller.

j A similar mound formed of the debris of ditlerent ages has been lately discovered by M.
Pignorini, at Basilicanova of Montechiarugolo, iu the Parmesan. See M. G. de Moi"tellet,

Malcriaux, t. II, p. tjd.
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at tliat date, (seventy-nine years after Christ,) but that they had even perished

from the memory of men. At the same time, the fact that we find the same
constructions and the same utensils in the Milanese and Venetia sufhcieutly

proclaims to us that the inhabitants of the lakes of Lombardy did not live in

isolation at the foot of the Alps.

The same civilization could not be simultaneously spread over so wide a space

as the plain of the Po and the steppes of the Alps, without also penetrating even
to the coasts. The advantages of the sea are too numerous and obvious not to

attract mankind when arrived at a certain degree of culture. This single fact

would suffice at need to justify the opinion that the bays and havens of the

Italian coast must have been inhabited at the epoch of bronze. And as the

utensils and ornaments of that epoch attest a maritime commerce, we hazard
nothing in supposing that this commerce was conducted through the ports of

Liguria and Umbria. It was from these, among others, that the inhabitants

of the stations of Lombardy derived the tin which entered into the composition
of their arms and utensils of bronze, and Avhich could scarcely have come ex-

cept from the Cassiterides.* Once discharged on the coasts of Italy, the imported
metal must have been spread abroad, especially among populations having the
same manners and usages, as was the case on the lakes of the two slopes of the

Alps. The Alpine chain could be no obstacle to these communications. There
is no reason for supposing that the passages of the Alps, St. Bernard, and St.

Gothard, were at that epoch more impracticable than in our day, at least for

transport on the backs of men and horses, which was probably the only mode
in use. Between this hypothesis and that which derives the bronze of the

Swiss lakes from the shores of the Baltic, we do not think there is room for

hesitation. In favor of these relations between Switzerland and Italy, iuay be

further alleged the perfect identity of composition of the bronzes, which are

composed only of copper and tin, the latter metal varying, as has been shown
above, from four to twenty per cent.

It has been asked if the preparation of bronze was not an indigenous inven-

tion which had originated on the slopes of the Alps, suggested by the presence
of the ore of copper, which is quite abundant on the south flank of the Pied-
montese chain. In this idea we acquiesced for a moment. But we are met by
the objection that, if this were so, the natives, like the ancient tribes of America,
would have commenced by manufacturing utensils of copper. Yet thus far no
utensils of this metal have been found except a few in the strand of Lake
Garda. The great majority of metallic objects is of bronze, which necessitated

the employment of tin, and this could not be obtained except by commerce,
inasmuch as it is a stranger to the Alps. It would appear, therefore, more nat-

ural to admit that the art of combining tin with copper, in other words that

the manuficture of bronze, was of foreign importation. On this hypothesis it

would still remain to determine whether the principal element, the copper, was
derived, like the tin, from abroad, or whether, as M. Wibel maintains,! the ores

of the country were employed. The first analyses of M. de Fellenberg had
flattered us with an interesting solution by means of the nickel contained in the
bronzes of the Swiss and Italian palafittes, and which characterizes especially

the ores of the Alpine copper. But it has been seen above that, from the later

researches of this learned chemist, the nickel has not the importance which he
was at first disposed to ascribe to it, seeing that is found also in the bronzes of
the north. It may consequently well be that the copper also was of foreign

* See on this point the supplementi to the work of Nilsson, which has lately made its ap-
pearance, 1866, p. 7; also "The Cassiterides: an inquiry into the commercial operations of
the Phenicians in western Europe, with particular reference to the British tin trade," by G.
Smith, London, 1863.

i Dk Cidtur der Bro7ize-Zeit, 1861, p. 33 and following.
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importation. Now, in view of the prodigious quantity of bronze mannfactnred
at that epoch, this single branch of commerce must itself have necessitated the

most incessant commercial communications.

RELATIONS BETWEEN THE AGE OF BRONZE OF THE NORTH OF EUROPE AND
THAT OF THE PALAFITTES.

In general no hesitation esists in comparing the bronze antiquities of our

palafittes with those found in the tombs of Scandinavia. This parallelism

was natural and, in some sort, inevitable in the inception of lacustrian studies
;

indeed, from the moment when for the north of Europe a prehistoric epoch

characterized by bronze was admitted, the coincidence could not but impose

upon the Swiss antiquaries, who had just detected in their own lakes palafittes

wiiich contained in point of metal nothing but bronze. It was the material

much more than the form or structure of the objects which was considered.

-Nor can it be disputed that several of the more common articles—such as

swords, axes, lances, reaping-hooks—have nearly the same form. But, on the

other hand, it can as little be denied that among the Scandinavian bronzes there

are found numerous objects which are entirely wanting in our palafittes. It is

sufficient in this respect to compare the figures of the work of Worsaae* with

the arms and utensils of our lakes.

To one who surveys the magnificent collections of the museiim of Copenha-
gen or of Mecklenbm-g, it is evident that the so-called age of bronze there pre-

sents itself with an afiluence and finish which would be sought in vain in our pal-

afittes of the second age. On the other hand, it is impossible to overlook a striking

resembjance betv/een the bronzes of the north and those of Hallstadt. This
resemblance applies not only to the form and physiognomy of the objects j it is

equally apparent in certain types of the designs which are common to both
gi-oups, especially the complex helix which is found even on the aiTQs and axes,

(Worsaae, tab. XXVIII, fig. 113, and tab. XXXI, fig. 130,) and which are

wholly unknown to our palafittes. We are at liberty, therefore, to ask whether
the correspondence is not perhaps more complete between these two localities

than between the palafittes of our lakes and the tombs of' the north. But at

Hallstadt, the bronzes are found to be associated with arms and utensils of iron;

.swords have even been found of which the bL'ide was iron and the hilt of bronze.

Nothing of this sort has yet been recognized in the north, whether they be really

absent or have been overlooked by reason of the wasted condition in which iron

is generally found in the tombs. If it be ever demonstrated that the bronzes of

Hallstadt and those of Scandinavia are cotemporary, there could no longer be

room for surprise at the superior perfection of the last, since it would thus be
demonstrated that they pertain to a more recent epoch—one cotemporaneous,

perhaps, with historic populations.

M. Kilsson sustains this opinion in his remarkable work on the primitive peo-

ple of Scandinavia.t The learned Swedish archaeologist and naturalist recog-

* Nordiske Oldsagen, Copenhagen, 1859. In the number of remarkable objects which
are entirely absent with us, may be cited, among others, the ornamented hatchets, (Tab. 23.,)

cuiious knives or razors, (Tab. 3C,) vessels in bronze of finished workmau^.hip, (Tab. Gl,)
shields, (42 and 43,) and, finally, the lurer or trumpets of war, (39 and 40,) of which there
exists no trace in the palafittes.

It is here, perhaps, that we should mention another figure not less frequent—the circle, with
a point in the middle—which is found alike at Hallstadt, in the north of Europe, and in the
dolmens of Brittany. Should we associate it with the sign of the sun, the Ra of the Egyp-
tians, which occurs so frequently in the writings and on the monuments of Egypt, or as M.
Nilsson thinks, with the sign of Bal, the sun-god of the Phenicians ? This sign is not en-
th'ely a stranger to our palafittes ; we have observed it on certain bracelets and on the blade
of a knife of bronze, but derived from stations which might not have been completely unknown
to the age of iron. Other antiquaries see in it only an ornameut which was recommended
by its simplicity and a certain natural elegance.

i Die Ureinwohner Scandiiuiviens, 1863.
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nizes tlie trace of the Phenicians not only in ancient monuments, but also in (he

usages and superstitions of the country, as well as in the names of different

localities which relate, for the most part, to the worship of Baal, the god of the

sun or the Apollo of the Phenicians. The navigator Pythias would thus have

been a Pheuician of Marseilles, visiting the stations and colonies strung along

the Scandinavian coasts.

This is not the place to discuss the weight of the arguments on which 31.

Nilsson relies. We are quite disposed to admit his conclusions respecting the

part which the Phenicians have played in the north ; but it is not necessary on

that account to transport these Phenicians back to the age of bronze, especially

if there is any probability that the bronze objects of Scandinavia, and the tombs

which cover them, date from the age of iron, as is the case with the antiquities

of Hallstadt and those of the Etruscan sepulchres of the Romagna, which form

at this time objects of exploration and study to M. Gozzadini. The Phenicians

certainly knew the use of iron, and it can scarcely be conceived why they should

have excluded it from their commerce on the Scandinavian coasts.

Neither are the Etruscans to be passed by in silence in the present discussion.

Occupying Tuscany and Umbria, they had there arrived at an advanced degree

of civilization which could not fail to react on their neighbors, and to extend itr

self, at all events, to the inhabitants of the plain of the Po and foot of the Alpa.

We have inspected, with this idea in view, the different collections of Etruscan

antiquities in Italy. It is impossible to mistake a certain general resemblance

with many of our lacustrian objects ; but this resemblance does not extend its^jif

to details. The antiquities of Etruria attest a civilization much more advanced,

and particularly processes in metallurgy, which were unknown to the people of

our stations of bronze. The Etruscans, moreover, were acqxtainted with iron as

well as the Phenicians, and it has already been seen that the composition of

their bronzes is different, since it contains lead, which is entirely a stranger to

our bronze epoch. Now, it can scarcely be admitted that, if the Etruscans were

the purveyors of the lacustrian stations of the Lago Maggiore, no traces of that

manufiicture should be found at those stations, nor any objects in iron, while at

that epoch iron was very widely in use.*

We must look, then, beyond both the Etruscans and Phenicians in attempfs-

ing to identify the commerce of the bronze age of our palatittes. It will be the

province of historians to inquire whether, exclusive of Phenicians and Cartha-

genians, there may not have been some maritime and commercial people who
carried on a traffic through the ports of Liguria with the populations of the age

of bronze of the lakes of Italy, before the discovery of iron. We may remark,

in passing, that there is nothing to prove that the Phenicians were the first navi-

gators. History, on the contrary, positively mentions prisoners, under the nanre

of Tokhari, who were vanquished iti a naval battle fought by Rhamses III, in

the thirteenth century before our era.t and whose physiognomy, according to Mor-

ton, would indicate the Celtic type. Now, there is room to suppose that if these

Tokhari were energetic enough to measure their strength on the sea with one of

the powerful kings of Egypt, they must, with stronger reason, have been in a

condition to carry on a commerce along the coasts of the Mediterranean, and

perhaps of the Atlantic. If such a commerce really existed before the time of

* According to Homer, Pseudomentes couducted a commerce of brass and iron, (Odyssy
I, 184.) The Bible mentions iron in several places: Chariots of iron, in Judj^es I, v, 19; a
bed of iron in Deuteronomy V, v, 11; the use of iron is even considered a profanation in

monuments consecrated to worship, Exodus XX, v, 21; Deuteronomy, XXVII, v, 5;

Joshua VI, V, 24, where it is said that after the taking of Jericho, utensils of brass and iron

were carried away. Indeed, agreeably to the Mosaic tradition, the age of iron would ascend
beyond the deluge, since Tubal-Cain even then worked in iron. According to this chronol-

ogy, there remains but very little margin for the ages of bronze and of stone, which, never-
theless, by the acknowledgment of every one, embraced very long periods of time.

t Nott and Gliddon, Types of mankind.
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the Phcnicians, it would not be limited to the southern slope of the Alps ; it

would have extended also to the people of the age of bronze in Switzerland.

The introduction of bronze would thus ascend to a very high antiq^uity, doubt-

less beyond the limits of the most ancient European history.

AGE OF THE PALAFITTES OF IRON.

The uncertainty is not so great in regard to the epoch of iron, which appears

to have immediately succeeded the age of bronze. The arms and utensils col-

lected among the piles of Marin have no longer the same exceptional character.

Though still strange to positive history, they connect themselves, nevertheless,

more or less directly, with other events the date of which may be fixed at least

approximately. It is this which, with us, gives to thepalafitteof the Tenenear
Marin its preponderant importance. It is, in Switzerland, the bond of union

between the lacustrian ages and the commencement of history. In effect, the

utensils and arms of the Tene, for not being Roman, are not therefore altogether

strange to us. It is sufficient to compare them with those which are found near

Berne, at a locality which it has been agreed to designate by the name of the
*' battle-field of Tiefenau," because remains of every kind are there heaped pell-

mell as on the theatre of a conflict. Among these remains, which have been
described by M. Jahn* and sketched by M. de Bonstetten,t are found, in point

of arms, some hundred swords and large lance heads identical with those of the

Tene ; in point of utensils, rings, brooches, remains of coats of mail, fragments

of iron bracelets, debris of chariots, all much impaired by oxidation, but bearing

no less the same stamp with the objects of our lacustrian station. Coins are

also found there ; coins of silver and pinchbeck, which are not Eoman, but Gallic

and Marseillese. Consequently, if the station of the Tene is cotemporary, it

must ascend to the epoch when the Helvetians, who are only a branch of the

Gauls, (though coming from Germany,) inhabited Switzerland.

ORIGIN AND FILIATION OF THE LACUSTRIAN RACES.

The antiquity of the lascustrian races can scarcely be considered without

bringing into view the question of their origin and filiation. "Whence came these

populations which had so great a predilection for the water, and to what stock

do they pertain 1 . However striking this propensity to establish themselves on
the water rather than on terrajinna, we still should not exaggerate its import-

ance so far as to conclude from this that all those who constructed palafittes

were necessarily of the same race. Here again there are grounds for a distinc-

tion between epochs. It has already been seen that, to all appearance, the pop-

ulations of the age of iron pertain to the great Gallic stock, that they are the

same Helvetians who, under Divicon, beat the Romans, and who, still later,

emigrated under Orgetorix. They were not Autocthones, for ancient authors

apprise us that they proceeded from the banks of the Rhine. On the other

hand, the relics of their civilization, such as they occur in the palafittes of the

Tene, bear in too distinct a manner the Gallic impress not to tempt us at once

to identify them with the similar objects which are furnished by the tombs and
battle-fields of Gaul. But what relation do these Gal}ic constructors or inhab-

itants of the palafittes of the T^ne bear to the populations of the palafittes of

bronze ?

"When, in a collection, somewhat complete, of lacustrian antiquities, we con-

sider on one hand the objects collected in the palafittes of the age of bronze,

and on the other those of the age of iron, we are strixck with the disparity which

*Memoires de la Soc. Histor.du canton de. Berne, t. II, p. 350.

^Supplement au Recueil d'' Antiquites Suisses, Lausanne, 1860.
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prevails between these two series. Anns, utensils, objects of luxury, all are

different ; on one side, in the series of iron, the stamp of a people active, ener-

getic, looking to practical results ; on the other, the care of details, the love of

display, but nothing which announces vigor, sustained action, progress. In-

quirers have been thus led to think that the question here related to two different

races—the one large and vigorous ; the other small and feeble—which would
seem to be further corroborated by the difference of size indicated by the arms
and skeletons of the two ages. The tribes of the age of iron would appear to

have arrived as conquerors, bearing with them new elements of the highest im-

portance, among which were iron, bronze of easy purchase, and coined money.
But if, with us, there is a contrast between the antiquities of the age of bronze

and those of iron, the case is not the same elsewhere. Thus, the tombs of Hall-

Btadt, in Austria, seem to indicate an epoch of transition between the age of

bronze and that of iron. Numbers of utensils which, with us, are characteristic

of the age of bronze, are found here to be replaced by iron, among others the

celts or axes with four pinions. Other objects bear designs which remind us of

those found in the Etruscan sepulchres. The tombs of Hallstadt would hence
seem to form a sort of transition between the age of iron and the age of bronze.

It is not without reason, therefore, that M. Morlot discerns here a given point, a

chronological horizon, to which recourse may be had for determining the relative

age of certain isolated objects found in Germany, France, Switzerland, and even
in Italy and the north of Europe. [Materiaux, January, 1866, p. 235.)

We are thus led to infer that iron was probably introduced from Italy to the

northern slope of the Alps by the Tyrol. It was at a later period that the Hel-
vetians, after having been completely familiarized with its uses and returning

from Germany, carried it into Switzerland.* This invasion would not necessa-

rily have involved the annihilation of the tribes of the age of bronze. It is pos-

sible, even probable, that these last continued to subsist by the side of the con-

querors ; for, as M. Troyon has shown, there are still found in the age of iron,

bracelets of too small an opening to have passed over large hands, or too massive

to have been closed upon the arm.

Nothing indicates that the Helvetians had crossed the Alps, but the relations

which had existed from the age of bronze, and perhaps of stone, between the

two slopes of the chain, did not on that account cease. We find in Switzerland,

as well as in France, in Germany, and as far as the north of Europe, associated

with arms of iron, objects in bronze of exact workmanship, much superior to all

which has been furnished us by the palafittes of the age of bronze. The orna-

ments are no longer simply lines arbitrary and stereotyped ; they are imitations

of nature, figures of animals artistically engraved. Such, among others, is the

bronze of Graechwyl, described by M. Jahut and preserved in the Museum of

Antiquities of Berne. It is impossible here to mistake the oriental type, (Assyr-
lian or Etruscan,) which is corroborated by the chemical analysis made by M.
R. de Fellenberg, and which indicates a considerable proportion of lead. Now
this metal, as has been seen above, is a stranger to the age of bronze fof the

palafittes.

The Helvetians do not appear to have participated in the lacustrian construc-

tions. We know, on the contrary, from the testimony of Csesar, that they lived

in villages which they burned when they emigrated into the Gauls. If these

villages had been constructed on the water, it can scarcely be believed that the

Romans would have passed in silence by such a peculiarity. The palafitte of

the Teue, near Marin, is but the more interesting as an exception to the rule.

*According to M. Keller, the introduction of iron took place on the arrival of the Helve-
tians, who came not as conquerors, but merely reoccupied their ancient dwelling-places
after being chased by the Germans from the countries of the Rhine and the Maine.

\Etruskische Alterthilmer gefunden in der Schweiz, in the Mitthelhungen der antiq. GesellS'

chaft, Zurich, t. VIII. See, adso, Morlot, Etudes Geologico-archcBologiques, p. 314.
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It is as tlie last echo of an order of things which had no longer any reason for

existing. We cannot agree with M. Troyon that this was a refuge of the popu-

lations of the age of bronze. The objects there accumulated bear in too high a

degree the Grallic or Helvetic stamp. "We should be rather disposed to recog-

nize here a bazaar or an arsenal erected by the Helvetians after their return into

the country, in consequence of the defeat of Bibracte. (See Keller, 6th Report,

page 6.) They may have chosen this lonely corner, in the midst of marshes,

making use of or restoring the ancient piles, there to continue the ancient usages.

This establishment may have acquired much development* and have become
sufficiently important to attract the Romans, who would introduce some of their

own pursuits, especially the manufacture of bricks and tiles.

RECAPITULATION.

After having endeavored to determine the population of the palafittes of the

iron age of our lakes, by referring it to the great Gallic stock, of which the Hel-
vetians were but a branch, we are naturally led to inquire also the origin of the

tribes who constructed the much more numerous palafittes of the two preceding

ages. Who were they 1 Whence came they, and what connexion exists be-

tween them and the people of the age of iron ? Here, however, positive data

almost entirely fail us. The field of conjecture is unlimited, and those whom it

interests may allow themselves free career. Habituated to other methods, we
shall not essay to foUov*' our fellow-laborers into this domain, which has but too

many attractions for some archaeologists. We could, indeed, give our readers

a semblance of satisfaction through favor of certain names, by designating, for

example, the populations of the age of bronze under the name of Celts,t and
those of the age of stone under that of Iberians ; but this would be without profit

for science, leaving out of view the risk we should run of propagating uncertain,

and, perhaps, eiToneous ideas.

Tlte following is all that we are authorized to conclude from the actual state

of our knowledge: 1st, that the inhabitants of our palafittes of bronze were
probably of a different race from that of the age of iron, and smaller ; 2d, that

they had commercial relations with maritime races, who conveyed to them at

least a part of the elements of brouze, (the tin,) as well as amber and trinkets

of glass ; 3d, that the navigators in this traffic were seemingly neither Phenicians

nor Etruscans, for we may presume that these would not have failed to impart

also the ai-ms and utensils of iron with which they were familiar, and which, when
fallen to the bottom of the lake with other objects of the epoch, would have
there been undoubtedly preserved, like those of the palafittes of the Tene.
The uncertainty is necessarily still greater in regard to the populations of

the age of stone, who lived more or less isolated on the borders of our lakes, and
whose commerce with the foreigner is at least very problematical, although they

were already husbandmen and rearers of cattle. Having no theory to propose

as to -their origin, we confine ourselves to regarding them, for the moment, as

the first inhabitants of our soil, reser\ang to ourselves a recurrence to this ques-

tion, if there should ever be discovered in Switzerland ti-acea of man cotempo-

rary with the reindeer and the mammoth.
Guided by the instinct common to all men, the inhabitants of our teneviei^es

would fabricate utensils and arms with the only instruments within reach—silex

and bone. In the course of time they would learn to cultivate the ground, to,

rear cattle, and still later, through their communications with Italy, would be,

initiated in the art of manufacturing bronze. In this manner the knowledge of^

* We shall shortly publish a memoir on the topography of the station of the Teue.

t The reader will remark that we have caiefully avoided this name in the course of the

present work.
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metala "woiild be gradually introduced, witiiout there being need of having
recourse to violent invasion. A little more time would have been required for

this knowledge to penetrate into eastern Switzerland and Germany, but it

would arrive there nevertheless, as certain objects of bronze found at MeUen
and those of the lakes of Bavaria attest. Thanks to the more energetic means
of defence afforded by the new arms, a residence on the water would be no
longer so indispensable. The population would by degrees become established

on terrafirma, while preserving the lacustrian constructions only for magazines
or places of assemblage.

On this hypothesis, the passage from the epoch of stone to that of bronze
would be effected without overthrow or violence. It would be the expression

of a slow and gradual progress, such as humanity is naturally inclined to realize

when untoward circumstances do not intervene. This view is strongly coiTobo
rated by the new discoveries made in Italy, where we find the two ages inti-

mately associated, especially in the sepultures of the Milanese. We may also

invoke in its favor the similarity of form of certain customary objects, notwith-

standing the fundamental difference of material. Thus the arrows of the age
of bronze have remained the same with those of the age of stone ; the large-

headed pins of the former age are evidently an imitation of those of the latter

;

the pottery has not changed, any more than the manner of preserving fruits

and provisions ; finally, the lacustrian constructions have continued, although
with some modifications, as above shown. It would result, then, that it was
the same people who inhabited our soil during the ages of stone and of bronze,

and UD to -the time of the invasion by the Helvetians.
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Theory and description of a new process for the realization of figures of
equilibrium.

§ 1. In tlie second and fourth series of tliis treatise I tave applied my pro-

cess of the immersion of a liquid mass in another liquid of the same density, and
with which it cannot mingle, to the realization of a part of the figures of equi-

librium, infinite in number, which pertain to a liquid mass supposed to be with-
out weight and in a state of repose. In the present series 1 shall indicate a
wholly different process, much more simple and commodious, which enables us

to attain the same end, and I shall state a portion of the numerous consequences
which have been afforded by its employment and by the theoretical principles

on which it rests.

§ 2. We will first notice some of the curious results which serve, so to speak,
as a transition between these two processes. It will be remembered that oil

immersed in the alcoholic liquid easily assumes a laminar form ; our liquid poly-
hedrons, for example, (2d series, §§ 31 to 35,) became transformed into sj^stems

of films by the gradual exhaustion of almost the whole of the oil. It will be re-

membered also that these films in general appeared plane, but that the octahe-
dron gave rise to a system of films evidently curved. Curved films were like-

wise developed in the experiment of § 22, 4th series.

Let us recur to this last experiment and repeat in what it consists. After
having formed in the midst of the alcoholic liquid a cylinder of oil between two
equal rings of iron wire, parallel and placed opposite to one another at a distance
considerably less than two-thirds of their diameter, we gradually withdraw liquid

from the mass by means of the small syringe. The surface comprised between
the rings, it will be remembered, becomes then more and more concave, while at
the same time the bases of the figure sink, become plane, then concave, and all

these curvatures continue to increase with the progress of the absorption. Ulti-

mately we see three films produced, of which one has its , origin at the centre of
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tlie figure at the time wlien the two concave bases approach so as nearly to touch

one another with their summits, and the two others begin to show themselves

when the bases become tangents, along their borders, to the portion of surface

comprised between the rings ; the first of these films is plane,
^ig-

1

the rest appear conic. Fig. 1 represents a meridian section of

the system, in which the films have already acquired a certain

development, the dotted lines being sections of the planes of the

rings. The films afterwards become more and more extended

by the cautious abstraction of new quantities of oil, and the whole tends, as a
final result, to give a laminar figure approaching to two truncated cones united

by their small bases ; but one or other of the films al ivays breaks before the

little thickish mass which surrounds the plane film and attaches it to the curved

films can be entirely absorbed.

It is here that the experiment stops in the fourth series. Let us now proceed

Btill further. Suppose it to be the plane film that breaks ; then the oil of which
it is constituted unites itself rapidly with that which formed the rest of the sys-

tem, and the whole is reduced to a single film, somewhat thick, which remains

attached to the circumference of the two rings, presenting, in the meridian di-

rection, a curvature slightly concave, (Fig. 2.) In comparing
""Pig. 2 ggg_ I r^j^jfi 2, it will be observed that in the first the meridian con-

cavity between the two rings is much more considerable than

in the second—a difi'erence easily explained if we consider that

the small thick mass which suiTOunds the plane film, and whose
meridian section is represented in a, b, c, and a' V c', (Fig. 1,) has three surfaces,

which, for the sake of equilibrium, must respectively exert the same pressure.

In effect, the curvature in those which have for meridian lines the arcs ab and
cb, is evidently concave in all directions around any one point, while the third,

whose meridian arc is ac, presents in each point a convex curvature in the
direction perpendicular to that arc; whence it is requisite that, in a state of
'equilibrium, the concavity of this same arc should be much more decided than
that of the arcs ab and cb / but it is clear that this condition could not be ful-

fijled with a meridian curvature as weak as that in Fig. 2.

§ 3. The liquid figure being thus reduced to a single film,* let us gradually
raise the upper ring. The film will now be extended, and from being rather

thick, as was above said, will become very thin ; the meridian concavity will be
more decided, and we shall thus obtain a laminar figure (Fig. 3) whose form re-

pj,, 3 calls in every respect the surface to which I have given (4th series,

§ 14) the name of catcnoid. If we continue to raise the upper
ring, we shall an-ive at a point where equilibrium is no longer

possible, and we shall see the figure become spontaneously more
and more constricted, till at last it separates into two parts which

respectively proceed to form a plane film in each of the two rings. In repeating

the experiment, I have attempted to arrest the upper ring precisely at the point

in question, and have found that then the separation of the two rings was per-

ceptibly two-thirds of their diameter ; this ratio, it may be remembered, is that

at which I arrived (4th series, § 21 ) as the limitary height of the partial catenoid.

§ 4. It is a remarkable fact that the disunion of our laminar figure is effected

in exactly the same manner with that of full figm'es (2d series, § 62 :) at the mo-
ment which precedes this disunion, the constriction is converted into a cylindri-

cal thread which is transformed into spherules of different diameters ; only here

the thread is itself laminar, as well as the large spherule ; the other spherules

*For this it is necessary that, in the preceding system, it should be the plane film which is

broken ; if it happened that the ruptmo took place in one of the curved films, it would re-

main to recommence the experiment, and, in order to operate With certainty, break the plane

film with the point of the syringe a little before the spontaneous ruptui'o is expected to take

place.
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are too small to allow of easy verification ; in other words, the thread may be
said to constitute a slender tube, and the large spherule is a bubble whose ii>

terior is occupied by the alcoholic liquid.

Let us remark, in connexion with this experiment, that nothing is better

adapted for the realization of that part of the nodoid (4th series, § 32) generated

by a node of the meridian line, when this node approximates to a circumference

of a circle (4th series, §35,) than the plane films which, after disunion, occupy the

two rings. If we pierce one of these plane films in its middle, the liquid ring

which the oil forms in retiring towards the metallic ring has, in relation to the

radius of the latter, but little thickness, (4th series, § 36,) and, as far as can be
judged by the eye, its meridian section is decide^ily circular : with a metallic ring,

forinstauce, whose radius is 35^^^, the width of the liquid ring, that is, the dis-

tance between its inner and outer circumference, is scarcely 3""".

§ 5. The facility with which, under the conditions of my experiments, the oil

extends itself in thin films, connected with the fact above mentioned of the

formation of a laminar spherule, naturally led to the belief that large spherical

films of oil might be developed, or, in other words, that hollow bubbles of oil

of considerable size might be obtained in the alcoholic liquid by distending them
with the alcoholic liquid itself, as we obtain, in the air, bubbles of soap by in-

flating them with air. The experiment was completely successful. Analogy
readily suggested the process : in order to foi-m the bubble of oil a small mass
of this liquid was first made to adhere to the lower extremity of an iron tube
plunged vertically to a certain depth in the alcoholic liquid, and the liquid des-

tined to distend the bubble was then slowly poured through the other extremity

of the tube.

§ 6. But this experiment, so simple in principle, exacts a number of precau-

tions which should be here pointed out. To facilitate the introduction of the

alcoholic liquid the tube should be funnel-shaped at its upper end, and, in order

that its position may be stable, it is necessary to adapt to the base of this ex-

pansion an iron disk of 7 to 8 centimetres in diameter, pierced in its. centre by
the tube and made to rest on the neck of the central aperture of the vesseL

The lower orifice of the tube should be furnished with a thin rim *of about
j^mm 5 j^^ width, the object of which is to prevent the small mass of oil designed

to form the bubble from partially rising along the exterior wall of the tube
;

the oil stops at the circumference of the little rim, conformably with the facts

described in § 13 of the 2d series, and arranges itself in a manner perfectly

symmetrical. Nor is the diameter of the tube a matter of indifference ; that

which has yielded me the best results is one of IG'"'". The section of the

FW. 4 system is represented by figure 4,

It is evident that tfie alcoholic liquid with which the bubble
is to be filled should have precisely the same density with the
exterior liquid. This condition is satisfied without difficulty by
previously withdrawing, through the faucet at the lower part of

the vessel, a portion of the liquid contained in the latter, and using
this portion for the distension of the bubble. It is necessary, of

course, that the liquid should descend slowly and gradually into

the bubble, especially at the commencement ; it should, at first,

^ fall drop by drop, then in a slender thread, and should enter
the funnel near its upper edge, in order that, gliding along the inclined wall be-
fore descending into the tube, it may have less velocity. But if, to accomplish
this operation, we are content to hold in the hand the flask containing the liquid
in question, we shall never succeed, whatever pains be taken, in giving to the
bubble the whole diameter which it might acquire, and this for two reasons : in
the first place, it is impossible to graduate, in a sufficiently regular manner, the
velocity of the flow, and the liquid sometimes arriving in too great abundance,
produces in the interior of the bubble such movements as cause it to burst ; la
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the second place, tlie beat of the hand slightly increases the temperature of the

liquid of the flask, and hence diminishes the density, whence there results a ten-

dency for the bubble to rise, •which, occasioning it to shift to one side or another,

and thus altering the symmetry of action, also leads to a rupture. To remove
these two causes of miscarriage, I have had a flask constructed of brass, fur-

nished with a tap and with feet, so that, when placed on the plate of glass

which serves as a cover to the vessel, the orifice of the tap reaches a little higher

than the edge of the funnel ; into this flask I introduce the liquid necessary to

form the bubble, and then let it flow by the tap into the funnel with a velocity

which can be graduated at will, while any influence of the heat of the hand is

at the same time avoided.*

§ 7. By means of the system of apparatus which I have just described^we
obtain without difficulty results greatly developed. By giving to the little mass
of oil attached to the orifice of the tube a diameter of about three centimetres,

I have often realized bubbles 12 centimetres in diameter, and might, doubtless,

have realized still larger had the vessel been of greater capacity. When the

dimensions just stated have been attained, if the funnel be raised by a quick
and dexterous movement, the bubble remains behind, and the film of which it is

formed being elongated by its adhesion to the orifice of the tube, a sort of train

is constituted, which rapidly narrows and separates into two parts ; of these the

lower one serves to close and complete the bubble, which is thus left entirely

isolated in the liquid of the vessel. In this state it continues for a longer or

shorter time, amounting sometimes to more than an hour, and then bursts spon-

taneously. Experience will soon indicate the rate of quickness with which the

funnel should be withdrawn : if this be too great, the bubble will burst ; if too

small, the bubble rises with the tube and bursts in like manner when the orifice

of the latter quits the surface of the alcoholic liquid. Calculation gives, as the

mean thickness of the film which foiTus the bubble in the above case, 0"™.3,,

that is, less than the third of a millimetre ; I say the mean thickness, for this is

not uniform, and must, at certain points, be much thinner than 0™™.3.

It may perhaps be asked why, when such a bubble is isolated from the tube,

it does not last indefinitely ; nor do we see in effect in the capillary action any
Cixuse which should induce its rupture. It is necessary, I think, to seek that

cause in a remainder of chemical action exerted by the alcoholic liquid on the

oil. This liquid, no doubt, dissolves the film little by little, so that at the point

where it is thinnest it is eventually quite absorbed for a small part of its* extent.

As in the experiments here reported I was not able to carry the expansion of

the bubbles to its absolute limit, I reduced the small initial mass to a diameter

of 2 centimetres. The bubbles then usually broke between the diametres of 7

and 11 centimetres. Still I have sometimes succeeded in augmenting the di-

ameter to as much as 12 centimetres, which would assign to the film a mean
thickness of O^'^.OO, that is to say, less than the tenth of a millimetre ; but I have
never been able to isolate the bubbles thus attenuated; some would burst spon-

taneously before the funnel had been withdrawn, others while it was being

withdrawn.

§ 8. In § 12 of the first series of these researches, after having described the

* I will here mention quite a curious circumstance. I had at first employed a flask of tin

furnished with a tap of hou, but when thealcolioUc liquid contained in this tlask accidentally

included small spheres of oil, these, on leaving the tap, sometimes broucjht over oxide of n'on, and
thus becoming heavy, fell with much rapidity to the bottom of the bubble of oil ; now, when this

happened, however minute the ferraginous spherule might be, the film of oil was seen, after

some seconds, to become suddenly thin at the place where this spherule rested, the attenua-

tion being propagated by a retreat of the oil to a small distance around the point of con-
t;ict, and the bubble burst almost simultaneously at this place. The retreat of a part of the

oil at the contact of the ferruginous spherule is doubtless, as we may say in passing, a phe-

nomenou of the kind described by M. Dutrochet in his RechercJies physiques sur laforce epipo'

Uque,
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formation of the liquid ring by the action of the centrifugal force, it was said

that during the first moments this ring remains united to the metallic disk by a

very thin pellicle or sheet of oil. We now see to what order of facts this pel-

licle pertains. It is evidently of the same kind with all the films which we
have been considering in the preceding paragraphs of the present memoir. It

'

may be remarked here that this pellicle further establishes a difference between

the phenomena produced in my apparatus, phenomena which depend on mole-

cular attraction, and those which belong properly to the domain of astronomy,

and which depend on universal attraction. I shall show in another series that

the liquid figures of my first series differ essentially, by the equation of their

surfaces, from those which would be assumed by a planetary mass supposed to

be fluid. I will repeat, then, what I have already said in note 2 of § 62 of the

second series, namely, that from the experiment in question no induction can

be drawn in favor of a cosmogonic hypothesis.

§ 9. It results from facts previously described that liquid films withdrawn
from the action of gravity affect, like full masses, determinate figures of equili-

brium. Now, it is easily demonstrable that these figures must be the same in

both cases.

If, at a point of one of the two surfaces of such a film, we imagine a right

line perpendicular to that surface, it is clear that, considering the slight thick-

ness of the film, this line may be also regarded as perpendicular to the other

surface. Further, if a plane be made to pass by this common perpendicular, it

will cut the two surfaces by curves which may, without appreciable error, be

taken as identical. Consequently, at the points where the perpendicular pierces

the two surfaces, the curvatures of the two curves will be the same ; only, in rela-

tion to the liquid which f(5rms the film, one of these curvatures will be convex
and the other concave. If, then, the radius of the first be designated by p, that

of the second will be — p ; and as this result is general, it is equally applicable

to the principal curvatures, that is to say, to the greatest and to the smallest ; so

that if R and R' represent the two principal radii of curvature at one of the two
points considered, the two principal radii of curvature at the other point will be
— R and — R'. Hence the capillary pressures respectively corresponding to

these two points, and referred to the unity of surface, are (2d series, § 4) for

the first, P+— i -f7"f~p-, I
and for the second, P— -—a -p+p, |» P being the

pressure which a plane surface would occasion, and A a constant which de-

pends on the nature of the liquid.

Now, these two pressures being opposed, they give a resultant equal to their

difference, namely, to A a -p+77, V Then if the laminar figure is such that,

in its whole extent, the above resultant is null, it is clear that equilibrium will

exist. If this condition is not fulfilled, the resultants corresponding respec-

tively to the different points of the figure will tend to drive these points in one
direction or the other, but in this case again equilibrium will be possible if the

laminar figure is closed, like the bubbles of § 7, and hence imprisons in its in-

terior a limited mass of alcoholic liquid ; for if the figure has then such a form
that the resultants in question have everywhere the same intensity, these forces

will evidently be destroyed by the resistance of the interior alcoholic mass. We
shall express, therefore, the general equation of equilibrium of laminar figures

by establishing the condition that the resultant is null or constant ; and for thia^

as the co-efficient A is constant and finite, it will suffice to put p+T7/=C!,
Xv Xv

where the quantity C may be null or constant. Now, this general equation
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bting also that of the equilibrinm of full masses, it results tliat tlie films assume,

as I said in advance, the same figures with those masses.

Thus, under the circumstances of my experiments, it must be possible to form

with films of oil all the figures which I have obtained with full masses of oil, and
it has, in effect, been seen (§ 7) that a film of oil which is not adherent to any
solid system, takes a spherical figure, as does a full mass placed iu the sama
conditions.

§ 10. I should here present an important remark in reference to the sign of

the constant C and the signification of that sign. From the manner in which I

have just arrived at the general equation of the equilibrium of laminar figures,

it is clear that, in this equation, the quantity ^4-p-/ 1^37> ^s to its absolute value,

be referred indifferently to one or to the other* of the two surfaces of the filnj.

If we agi-ee to refer it to that one of the two which regards the exterior of the

figure, then when this same quantity, or, what amounts to the same, the con-

stant C is positive, the pressure corresponding to 4;he surface in question will be

superior to P—that is to say, to that of a plane surface, and the pressure corre-

sponding to the other surface will be less than that of a plane, and consequently

less than the former; wherefore the resultant, which necessarily acts in the

direction of the greatest of the two forces, will be directed, like that, towards
the interior of the figure. On the other hand, when the interior surface is con-

sidered and is negative, the greatest of the two pressures wdl pertain to thai

surface, whence it follows that the resultant will be directed towards the exte-

rior. When C, therefore, is positive, the laminar figure will exert a pressure on
the alcoholic mass which it encloses ; and when C is negative, the laminar figure

will, on the contrary, exert a traction on the mass in question ; in both cases

the action will be destroyed by the resistance of this mass; finally, when C is

null, the laminar figure will exert neither pressure nor traction.

§ 11. When the laminar figure is closed, the condition of equilibrium has con-

sequently its entire generality, since may be positive, negative, or null ; but if

the figure is not closed, equilibrium can evidently subsist only for G zzz O.
Hence it follows, for example, that a single film in a solid ring will be in equi-

librium if it is plane, and we have seen, in effect, in the experiment of § 3, the

two separate films take respectively, in each of the rings, a plane form. For the

same reason, a single film attached to two parallel and opposite rings, like that

which is formed in the experiment just recalled, and wliich is represented. Fig. 3,

must constitute a portion of a catenoid, as announced by its aspect, and as the

value of the maximum separation of the rings substantiates. Finally, in the

combination of films of Fig. 1 the two short films are necessarily also two por-

tions of a catenoid, but taken sufficiently far from their respective cercles de
gorge for their meridian curvature to be little perceptible, and for these films to

seem to appertain to cones.

§ 12. It would be easy to imagine proper means for realizing with our films of

oil all the other figures of equifibrium which have been considered in the second
and fourth series; but this, we shall see, would be useless, inasmuch as we are

directly led by what has been premised to a more simple mode of producing
laminar figures of equilibrium. Let us suppose that we could form, in the air,

liquid films without weight; these films would necessarily take the same figures

with the films of oil formed in the alcoholic mixture. In effect, if the system is

closed and exerts pressures directed towards its interior, the enclosed mass of

air will be compressed until its elasticity neutralizes those pressures, and equi-

librium will then evidently exist if these same pressures are all equal as regards

1 1
one another; in other words, if the figure is such that the equation —+— rz: 0,

an equation in which is positive, be satisfied. If again the system be closed,
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bat its action, on tlie contrary, be directed towards the exterior, tbe imprisoned

mass of air will be dilated until tbe assemblage of forces which result from its

elasticity thus diminished and from the action of the films be neutralized by the

external atmospheric pressure, and then, it is clear, the figure will be still in

equihbrium if all these actions are equal, or if the above equation, in which C
will be negative, is satisfied. Lastly, if the system is not closed, the thing is

evident of itself, and it will be remembered that, in this case, equilibrium requires

that should be null.

Now, the gravitating liquid films which we can develop in the air, soap-

bubbles for instance, being extremely thin, their mass is very small, and conse-

quently the action of gravitation may in general be here regarded as insensible

in relation to that of the molecular forces ; whence it follows that the figures

which we would realize with these films should not difier in an appreciable

manner from those which would be constituted by films without weight. We
ought, therefore, to be able to obtain, in the air, with films of soap and water, or

an analogous liquid, the same figures of equilibrium as with filrat^ of oil in the

alcoholic mixture, and consequently the figures which would correspond to a

liquid mass, full and withdrawn from the action of gravitation. It is in this that

the new pi'ocess which I announced at the commencement of the present series

consists.

Thus we arrive at this curious consequence, that with a liquid exposed to the

action of gravitation and in repose we can realize on a great scale all the forms •

of equilibi'ium which correspond to a liquid mass withdrawn from the action of

gravitation and equally in repose. Soap-bubbles afford a first example of the

employment of the process in question : isolated in air, they are spherical as

would be a full liquid mass withdrawn from the action of gravitation and free

from all adhesion. We shall now show that, in adopting as a more general

example the figures of revolution, it is easy to procure by this same process a
realization of all the figures of equilibrium.

§ 13, Let us first consider the liquid. Films obtained with a simple solution

of soap have but a brief existence unless they are enclosed in a vessel : a soap-

bubble one decimetre in diameter, and formed in the free air of an apartment,

rarely subsists for two minutes; more frequently it bursts in one or even half a
minute ; it was, therefore, important to seek some better liquid, and, after several

fruitless attempts, I was so fortunate as to discover one which furnished, in open
air, films of remarkable persistence. This liquid is formed by mixing, in suit-

able proportions, glycerine, water, and soap. The glycerines which occur in

commerce differ considerably in purity and concentration, and the preparation of

the mixture consequently varies ; but by procuring it from London, where it is

manufactured by a particular process, we obtain, without great expense, a gly-

cerine which appears to be very pure and concentrated; it is almost colorless,

and of a wciik odor. I shall confine myself at present to a description of the

mixture prepared from this glycerine ; in a note, at the end of the memoir, will

be found an account of the means proper for obtaining satisfactory results with
other qualities of glycerine.

As far as possible we should operate in summer, and when the exterior tem-

perature is at least 66° Fah. Let a portion, by weight, of Marseilles soap,

previously reduced to small parings, be dissolved, at a gentle heat, in forty parts

of distilled water, and, when the solution has cooled, let it be filtered. This
having been done, we may choose between the two following modes of proce-

dure: 1st process.—Carefully mix in a flask, by a brisk and protracted agita-

tion, two volumes of glycerine with three volumes of the solution of soap, and
then leave the mixture at rest; this, though limpid at first, after some hours

begins to grow turbid: a light white precipitate is produced, which remains at

first suspended throughout the mass, but which afterwards ascends with extreme
slowness, and, in some days, forms a layer distinctly, separated at the top of the

27 s
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liquid ; tlie limpid portion is now to be drawn off by means of a siphon which is

primed with a lateral tube, and the preparation is terminated. It is proper to

add, however, that, when the short branch of the siphon is introduced into the

liquid, a portion of the deposit is brought away and forms around the exterior

surface of the tube a sort of reversed cone; it is necessary, therefore, before

priming the siphon, to rid it of this envelope. For this, the whole should be
first left at rest for a quarter of an hour, and then the immersed branch of the

siphon should be slightly shaken right and left ; the deposited cone will thus

become detached in small clots which gradually reascend and unite with the

upper layer. 2d process.—With the same care as in the former process, let one
volume of glycerine be mixed with three volumes of the solution of soap ; twenty-

four hours jifterwards filter, covering the funnel and renewing the filter when
the drops succeed each other only at long intervals ; finally, add to the filtered

liquor the quantity of glycerine necessary to establish the proportion of two vol-

umes of glycerine to three of the solution of soap, and the preparation is here

likewise terminated. This second process has the advantage of being somewhat
more expeditious than the first ; but if the filtering paper be not of excellent

quality, a sensible portion of the precipitate passes with the liquid, and the re-

sult is n(jt so satisfactory.

The liquid thus prepared, and which I shall call glyceric liquid, yields films

of very great persistence : for example, a bubble having a diameter of one deci-

metre, deposited, in the open air of an apartment, on a ring of iron-wire of four

centimetres diameter, previously moistened with the same liquid, as in the ex-

periments which I shall presently describe, is capable, when in complete repose,

of lasting fully three hours. If the season be cold the second process is the

only one that can be employed, and days for operating must be chosen in which
the external temperature is several degrees above zero ; it is, moreover, necessary

to realize artificially, at least in an approximate degi'ee, the conditions of summer
with regard to the liquids. To tliis end, the apartment being heated to 66° or

68°, we must first, for an hour or two, keep the flasks which contain sepa-

rately the glycerine and the solution of soap in Avater maintained at the above
temperature; then the mixture is to be made; after which the flask containing it

should be placed in water at 66° or GS°; and we provide, whether by fire in the

apartment during the night or by enveloping the exterior vessel with thick folds

of woollen cloth, that the temperatm-e of the mixture shall descend but little

below 19^' for twenty-four hours. Filtration follows, the apartment being still

kept warm, and the preparation is finished as above stated ; the glycerine which
is added should itself have been kept, for about an hour, at a temperature of 66°

or 68".

The glyceric liquid may be preserved for nearly a year ; it then, in a day or

two, becomes decomposed and completely loses its properties. This decompo-
sition has seemed to me to be unattended by any gaseous disengagement

;
yet,

as the liquid is of an organic nature, it would seem not improbable that it

should sometimes be otherwise ; and it will be prudent, in order to avoid a pos-

sible explosion of the flask, to close the latter not too tightly with cork. Just

as the films formed with soap last much longer in a closed vessel than in the

free air, the duration of those of the glyceric liquid becomes much more con-

siderable when these films are enclosed in like manner, especially if certain pre-

cautions are used ; of this we shall see some examples at the end of the present

series, and I shall recur to this subject in a subsequent series.

§ 14. For the realization of figures of revolution the following instruments

are required : 1st, a system of rings of non wire, seven centimetres in diameter,
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pfmilar to that used for the formation of the laminar catenoid of oil, (§§ 3 and 11.)

a system of which I here z'eproduce (fig. fi) the design in perspective,

although it has been already given in the plates of the second
series ; 2d, a syst(^m of rings of the same kind, but having a di-

ameter of only three centimetres ; 3d, a system of disks seven centi-

metres in diameter, the lower one of which is borne upon three feet

more solid than those of the rings, and issuing from points situated

between the border and the centre, while the upper disk is sustained

by an iron wire fixed perpendicularly at its centre; 4th, a small ^-—i s,^

table with adjusting screws ; 5th, several common clay pipes, and C^ y
a soft brush of middle size; 6th, a support consisting of a vertical j

""'
f

rod, along which slides, with little friction, a horizontal arm : it is to / I

the extremity of this arm that we attach either one of the upper ' »

rings by the end ?n of the handle of its fork, or the upper disk by the end of the
iron wire which sustains it ; for this support I have adopted a cathetoraeter; the
ring or the disk is attached, by means of an intermediate piece, to the exti'emity of

the eye-glass. We obtain thus, besides the other conditions, the faculty of read-

ing on the scale of the instrument the quantity by which the ring or the disk is

raised or lowered.

With a view to give more stability to the lower rings, each of them is fixed

by its feet with drops of sealingwax in a small porcelain saucer, and, that ad-

hesion may be better secured, the glaze of the porcelain should be previously
removed with emery at the places which are to receive the wax. When the

rings and disks are new the glyceric liquid adheres imperfectly, and the laminar
figures burst while one is trying to form them, or almost immediately after their

formation; but this difficulty is removed in the following manner: the apparatus
is immersed in nitric acid diluted with four times its volume of water, until the

surface of the pieces in question is perceptibly oxidized, which requires not
more than a minute ; they should then be carefully washed with pure water, wiped
with a strip of filtering paper, and left to dry ; they are thus rendered fit for service

indefinitely, and will always yield durable figures.

Let us obsei-ve now how the experiments are prepared. The cathetometer is

to be first rendered quite vertical, and the upper ring or disk attached to it ; if

this ring or disk appear to be not exactly horizontal, the position must be cor-

rected by cautiously bending with pincers the iron wire which sustains it. The
lower piece, whether ring or disk, is then to be placed on the table ia siich

manner that it shall be vertically below the other, Avhen, by means of the adjusting

screws and by slight displacements of the lower piece, it is easily managed that

in lowering the upper one the two rings or disks shall exactly cover one another.

Then, after having raised the upper one, we carefully wet each of them with
the glyceric liquid. For the lower ring we use, for this purpose, the brush well

saturated, and for the upper a capsule containing the same liquid, into which
this ring is to be plunged. After the withdrawal of the capsule the ring will

be found to be occupied by a plane film, but this we break. As to the disks,

the liquid is spread with the brush over the whole of the two opposite faces, and
then the liquid contained in the capsule is brought into contact with the moistened
face of the upper disk, after which the capsule is removed. We should add
that in the case of the rings it is necessary to pour a little water in the saucer

which supports the lower one, without which the small portions of glyceric

liquid which ftdl therein would attack the sealingwax and eventually detach it

from the porcelain.

§ 15. Let us suppose now that it is the laminar catenoid which is to be realized.

We take the system of rings of seven centimetres, and after having made the ar-

rangements above indicated, lower the upper ring until it is separated from the

other by not more than a fraction of a millimetre ; then let the brush, "well

steeped with glyceric liquid, be several times applied along the whole circuit of
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the two rings, so as to fill the small space left between them. "We now raise

the upper ring and a laminar catenoid is seen extending from one to the other.

It will be remembered that between two equal rings whose distance apart is less

than the limitary separation, there are (4th series, § 10) two catenoids possible

unequally curved, and that when we realize with oil, within the alcoholic li-

quid, a full catenoid, it is always (4, § IS) the one least concave which is produced,
whence I drew the conclusion that the one most concave is unstable. Now, as

might be expected, the laminar catenoid of the experiment of § 3, and of the

present experiment, is always that which is least concave.

By continuing to raise the ring gradually, we attain the point where equi-

librium ceases, and the catenoid is presently seen to contract in the middle and
become converted into two plane films occupying respectively the two rings,

like the laminar catenoid of oil, with this difference, that the phenomenon is ac-

complished in a much shorter time. As with the laminar catenoid of oil, like-

wise, there is a formation of a thread and of spherules; and although the thread
cannot be observed because of the rapidity of the transformation, a spherule of

some millimetres in diameter may be seen to fall, at the moment of disunion,

on the lower film, and then rebound for some instants ; this spherule then
changes into a bi-convex lens, laminar like itself, engaged by its herder in the
film. At this time the cathetometer gives, as the interval between the two rings,

about 46 millimetres, or very nearly two-thirds of the diameter of the rings,

being the same state of things which presented itself with the laminar cateuoid

of oil.

A remark of importance should here be made in reference to this rupture of

equilibrium. A full limiUxry catenoid, formed with oil in the alcoholic liquid,

far from disuniting like our laminar catenoid, is, on the contrary, very stable,

(4th series, §§ 18 and 21,) although it be at its limit of stability. I have given in

the second of the paragraphs just cited the reason of this singular fact, and it

may be concluded irom the experiments of § 20 of the same series, that if the
distance of the rings be a little increased, the figure will simply pass to the un-
duloid by a slight modification. But it cannot be so with regard to a laminar
limitary cateuoid without bases: for, as has been seen, (§§ 11 and 12 of the
present series,) between two equal rings, parallel and placed opposite to one
another, the only figure of equilibrium possible in a laminar state and unclosed
is the catenoid.* Consequently, in these latter conditions, if the separation of

the two rings exceed by the least quantity that which corresponds to the limitary

catenoid, equilibrium can no longer exist, and the figure must necessarily sepa-

rate into two.

To realize a laminar cylinder, the same system of rings is employed. After
having raised the u])per ring to a sufficient height, we inflate, by means of one
of the pipes, a bubble of about 10 centimetres in diameter ; we deposit it on
the lower ring, to which it immediately attaches itself, and withdraw the pipe

;

we then lower the upper ring until it touches the bubble, which attaches itself

thereto in like manner
;

fiuiilly, we again gradually raise this ring, and the bub-
ble, which, thus vertically elongated, loses more and more its lateral mei-idian

curvature, is converted, at a certain stage of separation of the rings, into a per-

fectly regular cylinder, presenting convex bases like the full cylinders of oil.

We can give the bubble a diameter a little greater; but when it is too consider-

able, the cylindrical form is not attained, whether -because the cylinder which
we would realize exceeds ito limit of stabiHty, or because, if still within that

*At least among' figures of revolution ; but as, between two rings thus arranged in the
akoliolic liquid, full masses never take other than forms of revolution, it must be ad-
mitted a p.riuri that the case is the same Avith tilms in that liquid or in the air, and experi-
ment A-crilics it.
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limit, it begins to approacli it: in this latter case, in effoct, the coufigurative

forces becoming of very little intensity, the slight weight of the film exerts a
sensible influence, and the figm-e shows itself more or less distended in its lower
half and constricted in its upper half.* The tallest cylinder that can be re-

alized in a regular manner with the rings indicated has a height of about 17
centimetres, and will be seen to be within the limit of stability, since this

corresponds to a height a little greater than the triple of the diameter, (2d series,

§ 46.)

Do we propose fo obtain a partial uuduloid consti'icted in its middle, (4th series,

§ 13) ? We deposit on the lower ring a bubble having but about nine centi-

metres diameter, lay hold of it, as before, with the upper ring, and then raise

this latter, but we proceed beyond the jjoint where the figure becomes cylin-

drical ; this figure now becomes constricted at its middle, the more deeply in

proportion as the ring rises, and thus constitutes the desired unduloid. This,

like the cylinder, shows itself perfectly regular, and its bases are in like man-
ner convex spherical caps. By still raising the' upper ring, we reach a point

where equilibrium can no longer exist, and then the figure rapidly narrows at

its middle, where it disunites, becoming transformed into two spherical bubbles
respectively attached to the two rings.

If it is a partial unduloid dilated in the middle, (4th series, § 10,) which we
propose to realize, we make use of the system of rings of three centimetres.

A bubble of about eight centimetres in diameter is to be formed and deposited

on the lower ring ; being then laid hold of with the upper ring, when this latter

is elevated the bubble passes by degrees to a figure composed of a dilatation

between two portions of constrictions, and again presenting convex spherical

caps as bases ; it is consequently the unduloid in question. In this experiment

it is necessary to stop at a degree of separation of the rings, for which the

tangents at the extreme points of the meridian line are still considerably in-

clined to the axis, and, with this condition, the figure appears regular like the

preceding. If we proceed so far as to approach the point where these tangents

would be vertical, the figure borders upon its limit of stability, (4th series, § 10,)

and, as with regard to the cylinder, the diminution of the coufigurative forces

leaves a sensible action to the weight of the film; the dilatation then shows
itself a little lower than the middle of the figure.

The realization of the nodoid requires the employment of the system of

disks. We begin by inflating a bubble of a diameter of three or four centi-

metres ; we bring it into contact with the moistened face of the lower disk, to

which, spreading more or less, it immediately adheres, and we continue to in-

flate it until it forms part of a sphere about ten centimetres in diameter ; the

pipe is then removed, while the film springs from the "very edge of the disk.

The upper disk is now lowered until it touches the summit of the bubble, which
immediately opens at that point, and the film gaining likewise the edge of the

latter disk, forms, from one edge to the other, a portion of the dilatation of an
unduloid. While it is in this state we continue to lower the upper disk, and
when the point is overpassed where the figure would constitute a spherical

zoxie, we have the partial nodoid sought for, (4th series, §§ 31 and 32). If the

disk be still further lowered, we attain, just as with the full nodoid of oil,

(4, § 31,) a point beyond which the figure ceases to be one of revolution, and is

directed more laterally in proportion as the disk continues to be lowered.

§ 16. These experiments are very curious ; there is a peculiar charm in con-

templating these slight figures almost reduced to mathematical surfaces, which

* We shall see, in another series, a phenomenon of the same kind produced in regard to

full cylinders of oil, when they are near their limit of stability, and there remains a minute
difference between the densities ot the oil and of the alcoholic liquid.
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exhibit themselves .in the most brilliant colors, and wbicli, notwithstanding

their extreme fragilitj, endure for so long a time. They are experiments, too,

which may be executed promptly and in the most commodious manner. Here
we have not the embarrassments which, in experiments with full masses of oil,

result from the equalization of the two densities, from variations of temperature

and from the mutual chemical action, however slight, of the two liquids. Still,

there are certain experiments which indispensably I'equire the employment of

oil and the alcoholic liquid. Such are those of my first series ; such too is

that for the realization of the figure generated by an entire node of the meridian

line of the nodoid, (4th series, § 27,) &c.
When a series of experime'nts with the glyceric liquid is terminated, the

rings or disks should be washed by agitating them in rain-water ; to dry them,

the former are placed on filtering paper and the latter wiped. Two useful pre-

cautions may also be prescribed. When a considerable number of experiments

are conducted in succession, it is well, from time to time, to remoisten the upper

ring ; it will be also proper sometimes to take a new pipe ; when the same one

has been used too frequently, the films seem less persistent, doubtless because a

small portion of watery vapor introduced by the breath is condensed on the

inner edge of the bowl of the pipe.

§ 17. It has been already remarked that, in these experiments, the disunion

of the laminar canteuoid is preceded by the formation of a thread, which is

converted into spherules ; now the same is the case in the disunion of all the

other laminar figures, just as in that of all the full figures of oil, (2d series, § 62.)

If, after having realized a constricted or a dilated unduloid, we continue to raise

the upper ring until rupture of equilibrium occurs, we shall see, at the instant

of disunion, a spherule some millimetres in diameter escape from the figure and
float in the air of the apartment or fall on the bubble which has formed in the

lower ring, according to the greater or less tenuity of the film which constitutes

the spherule. I shall discuss, in another series, the theory of the production of

these threads, whether full or laminar.

§ 18. We also easily realize, and still by means of the glyceric liquid, the

laminar systems which I obtained with oil, in the interior of the alcoholic

liquid, while using polyhedral frames of iron Avire, (2d series, §§31 and 35).

For this, it is sufficient to plunge one of these frames into a vessel filled with

the liquid in question, and, having left it therein for some seconds that it may
be thoroughly wetted, withdraw it ; it will be found to be occupied by the

laminar system, and always in a complete state—that is, including no inspissated

portions appreciable by the sight. It is to this process that I allude at the end

of § 35 of the 2d series. The frames, like the rings and disks, must be once

treated with diluted nitric acid, (§ 14).

In order to observe conveniently, and without causing agitation, any one of

the laminar systems thus produced, the frame containing it should be placed on

Fig. 6 a small structure of iron wire like that which is represented in

perspective at figure 6 ; the structures which I use are four centi-

metres in width, twelve in length, and two and a half in height.

After each series of experiments the frames should be washed
by passing them through rain-water, and be left to dry on filter

ing paper.

The perfection of the laminar systems realized by the present process admits

of the verification of a peculiarity which had escaped me when I obtained

them with oil in the alcoholic liquid : it was perceived that several of the films

which had then appeared plane have in reality slight curvatures. On the other

hand, the laminar system of the octahedron, which, with oil, was formed of
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films vibiblj curved, is always seen by tlie new process to be composed of plane
films ; this singular difference I shall attempt hereafter to ex-

plain. I have here presented as an example (figure 7) the

laminar system of the cubic frame ; it is composed of twelve

films, proceeding respectively from the twelve edges, and all

terminating at a single quandraugular lamella or little film, situ-

ated at the middle of the assemblage of films. The sides of this

lamella are slightly curved, as well as all the other liquid edges,

and consequently all the films, with the exception of the lamella,

have feeble curvatures. The curvatures of the liquid edges
which proceed from the summits of the frame are too slight to

be indicated in the figure. By an error, for which I can scarcely

account, this system is badly executed in the plates of the

second series ; the central lamella, besides that it is seen obliquely and not in

front, is much too small. I will call to mind that my frame has a length of

seven centimetres to the side. In order to plunge it in the glyceric liquid it is

held by the extremity of the handle of the fork, which is soldered to it.

§ 19. The laminar systems thus developed in the air by means of the glyceric

liquid have excited the admiration of all to whom I have shown them. They
are of a perfect regularity, their liquid edges have an extreme delicacy, and their

films display after some time the richest colors. The arrangement of these films

is governed by simple and uniform laws, of which the following is a statement:

1. From each of the edges of the solid frame proceeds a film. 2. If care be
taken that there be no bubbles of air on the surface of the liquid in the vessel

b'efore immersing the frame, the laminar system will present no space closed on
all sides by films ; in other words, each of the films of the system will be in

contact by its two faces with the ambient air, 3. At the same liquid edge not

more than three films ever terminate, and these make with one another equal
angles. 4. When several liquid edges terminate at the same point in the inte-

rior of the system, the edges are always four in number and form between them
equal angles. 5. When the conditions can be fulfilled by plane surfaces, the

films take that form; when this is impossible, all the films, or several of them,
are more or less curved, but always in such a manner as to constitute surfaces

of mean curvature null ; the first takes place, for example, in the systems of the

tetrahedron, of the triangular prism, and the octahedron; the second in those of

the cube, the hexagonal prism, &c.
The system of the quadrangular pyramid, such ias it is represented in the

plates of the second series, would form an exception to the fourth of the above
laws; but, as I shall show in the next series, when I shall examine the laminar
systems under a theoretical point of view, this is attributable to the fact that in

realizing the system in question with oil within the alcoholic mixture, the ex-

haustion of the oil cannot be carried far enough, whence the liquid edges retain

too great thickness. When the present process is employed, the figure is modi-
fied, and fully satisfies all the laws.

A frame being given as to its form, it might be proposed, as a geometric prob-

lem, to occupy the interior of it with an assemblage of surfaces subject to the

preceding laws; but the solution would be, in general, very difficult. Now, if

we have recourse to experiment, the liquid, in disposing itself in films, plays

the geometer, and it is an extremely curious thing to see it always resolve the

question in a simple and elegant manner, at least if the solution be possible.

For these experiments we may, in strictness, employ, in place of the glyceric

liquid, a simple solution of soap. In that case the figures will have little dura-

tion, but it is always in our poAver to renew the immersion of the frame, and
thus pursue our observation.

§ 20. I have several times already, in the second and fourth series, insisted

on the principle that, for every figure of equilibrium in relief there is an identi-
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cal figure of equilibrium in coucave. Now, these latter figures are evidently

realized by tlie surfaces of the laminar figures of equilibrium which face towards

the interior: the interior surface of a soap-bubble, for instance, is a spherical

surface in concave ; the interior surface of a laminar cylinder constitutes a cylin-

drical surface in concave, &;c.

Pressure exerted hy a spJiericalfilm on the air which it contains.—Application.

§ 21. The exterior surface of a laminar sphere being convex in every direction,

the pressure which corresponds to it is greater than that of a plane surface, and
consequently (§ 10) the resultant of the pressures exerted in any point of the

bubble by the. two surfaces of the latter is directed towards the interior; whence
it results that the bubble presses on the air which it encloses. It is, indeed,

well known that, when a soap-bubble has been infiaLed, and while it is still at-

tached to the tube, if the other extremity of this last be left open, the bubble
gradiially collapses, expelling the air which it contained through the tube. We
see now what is the precise cause of this expulsion.

§ 22. But we may go further, and determine according to what law it is that

the pressure, exerted by such a bubble on the confined air, depends on the diam-

eter of that bubble. We can compute, moreover, the exact value of the pres-

sure in question for a bubble having a given diameter and formed of a given

liquid. The pressure corresponding to a point of a laminar figure has (§ 9) for

its expression A 8 r- -f — I . Now, in the case of the spherical figure, we

have R = R' = the radius of the sphere. If, therefore, wo designate by d
4A

the diameter of the bubble, the value of the pressure will simply become --=-

,

always, be it understood, neglecting the slight thickness of the film; whence it

follows that the intensity of the 2:)ressure exerted by a laminar spherical bubble

on the air which it confines is in inverse ratio to the dianaeter of that bubble.

§ 23. This first result established, let us recur to the general expression of

the pressure corresponding to any point of a liquid surface, an expression which

isP-1 1— + 77, j. For a surface of convex spherical curvature, if we des-
2 \K W f

ignate by d the diameter of the sphere to which this surface pertains, the above
2A

expression becomes P + ^- , and for a spherical surfiice pf concave curvature
a

2A .

pertaining to a sphere of the same diameter, we shall have P -— . Thus, in

the case of the convex surface, the total pressure is the sum of two forces acting

in the same direction—forces, of which one designated by P is the pressure

2A .

which a plane surface would exert, and the other represented by —j- is the ac-

tion which depends on the curvature. On the contrary, in the case of the concave

surface the total pressure is the difference between two forces acting in opposite

directions, and which are again, one the action P of a plane surface, and the

2A
other —r- which depends on the curvature. Whence it is seen that the quan-

4A
tity — , which represents the pressure exerted by a spherical film on the air it

encloses, is equal to double the action which proceeds from the curvature of one

or the other surface of the film.

Now, when a liquid rises in a capillary tube, and the diameter of this is suf-

ficiently small, we know that the surface which terminates the column raised
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does not dififer sensibly from a concave hemispliere, wliose diameter is conse-

quently equal to that of the tube. Let us recall, moreover, a part of the reason-

ing by which we arrive, in the theory of capillary action, at the law which

connects the height of the column I'aised with the diameter of the tube. Let us

suppose a pipe excessively slender proceeding from the lowest point of the hem-
ispheric surface in question, descending vertically to the lower orifice of the tube,

then bending horizontally, and finally rising again so as to terminate vertically

at a point of the plane surface of the liquid exterior to the tube. The pressures

corresponding to the two orifices of this little pipe will be, on the one part, P,

2A
and, on the other, P —, if by <J be designated the diameter of the concave

hemisphere, or, what amounts to the same thing, that of the tube. Now, the

two forces P mutually destroying one another, there remains only the force

2A—, which, having a sign contrary to that of P, acts consequently fi-om be-

low upwards at the lower point of the concave hemisphere, and it is this which
sustains the weight of the molecular thread contained in the first branch of the

little pipe between the point just mentioned and a point situated at the height

2A
of the exterior level. This premised, let us remark that the quantity -r- is the

action which results from the curvature of the concave surface. The double of

4A
this quantity, or -;;-, will therefore express the pressure exerted on the enclosed

air by a laminar sphero or hollow bubble of the diameter d, and formed of the

same liquid. It thence results that this pressure constitutes a force capable of

sustaining the liquid at a height double that to which it rises in the capillary

tube, and that consequently it would form an equilibrium to the pressure of a

column of the same liquid having that double height. Let us suppose, for the

sake of precision, '5 equal to a millimetre, and designate by k the height at which
the liquid stops in a tube of that diameter. We shall have this new result, that

the pressure exerted on the enclosed air by a hollow bubble formed of a given

liquid and having a diameter of 1™"^, would form an equilibrium to that exerted

by a column of this liquid of a height equal to 2h. Now, the pressure exerted

by a bubble being in inverse ratio to the diameter thereof, (§ 22,) it follows that

the liquid column which would form an equilibrium to the pressure exerted by
27i

a bubble of any diameter whatever, d, will have a height equal to ~.

It would seem at first that this last expression ought to apply equally well

to liquids which sink in capillary tubes, h then designating this subsidence, the

tube still being supposed 1"^"^ in diameter ; but it is not altogether so, for that

would require, as is readily seen by the reasonings which precede, that the

surface which terminates the depressed column in the capillary tube should be
sensibly a convex hemisphere ; now we know that in the case of mercury this

surface is less curved ; according to the observations of M. Bede,* its height is

but about the half of the radius of the tiibe ; whence it follows that the valua-

tion of the pressure yielded by our formula would be too small in regard to such
liquids. It may be considered, however, as a first approximation.

§ 24. Let us take as a measure of the pressure exerted by a bubble the height
of the column of water to which it would form an equilibrium. Then, if p desig-

nates the density of the liquid of which the bubble is formed, that of water being

1, the heights of the columns of water and of the liquid in question which would

* Mcmoircs de VAcadcmie, tome xxv des Memoires couronnds et des Memoires des 6trangcrs.
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form an equilibrium to tlie same pressure will be to one another in the inverse

ratio of the densities, and, therefore, if the height of the second is --, that of
d

the first will be ~~. Hence, designating by^ the pressure exerted by a lami-

nar sphere on the air which it encloses, we obtain definitively^=r—— , p be-

ing, as we have seen, the density of the liquid which constitutes the film, 7i the

height to which this liquid rises in a capillary tube 1™"" in diameter, and d the

diameter of the bubble. If, for example, the bubble be formed of pure water,

we have />= 1, and, according to the measurements taken by physicists, we have,

very exactly, h zzz 30'"'"
; the above formula, therefore, will give, in this case,

pz=:—r-. If we could form a bubble of pure water of one decimeter, or 100™™,

in diameter, the pressure which it would exert would consequently be equal to

0™™.6, or, in other terms, would form an equilibrium to the pressure of a column
of water 0'"™.6 in height ; the pi-essure exerted by a bubble of the same liquid

one centimetre, or 10""", in diameter, would form an equilibrium to that of a

column of water of G™™. As regards soap-bubbles, their pressures, if the solu-

tion were as weak as possible, would differ very little from those exerted by
bubbles of the same diameters formed of pure water.

For mercury we have />= 13.59, and, according to M. Bede, k about equal to

271 S
10™™; the formula would therefore give, for a bubble of mercury pzz:—~,
but, from the remark which closes the last paragraph, this value is too weak
and can only be regarded as a first approximation. It only instructs us that,

with an equality of diameter, the pressure of a bubble of mercury would exceed
four times and a half that of a bubble of pure water. For sulphuric ether, we
have pzziO.715, and conclude from measurements taken by M. Frankenheim,
{Biblwlheque UniverseUe, nouvelle serie. III, 1S36,) h to be very closely equal

14.6
to 10™™.2; whence results p==—~, and thus, with an equal diameter, the

pressure of a bubble of sulphuric ether would be but the fourth of that of a
bubble of pure water.

We know that the product Jip, being the product of the capillary height by
the density, is proportional to the molecular attraction of the liquid for itself, or

in other terms, to the cohesion of the liquid; it is, moreover, the result from a

4:A 'Zhp
comparison of the values ~ and ——, which have been successively found, in

§ 22 and in the pi-esent paragraph, to represent the pressure exerted by a lami-

nar sphere on the air which it contains ; hence we deduce hp= 2A, and it will

be remembered that A is the constant capillary ; that is to say, a quantity pro-

portional to the cohesion of the liquid. The formula ^=—j- indicates, there-

fore, as must be evident, that the pressure exerted by a laminary bubble on the

included air is in the direct ratio of the cohesion of the liquid which constitutes

the film and the inverse ratio of the diameter of the bubble.

§ 25. As early as 1830, a learned American, Dr. Ilough, had sought to arrive

at the measure of pressure exerted, whether on a bubble of air contained in

an indefinite liquid or on the air enclosed in a bubble of soap.* He conceives^

* Inquiries into the principles of liquid attraction. (Silliman's Journal, 1st series, vol.

?vii, page 86.)
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quite a just idea of the cause of these pressures, which he does not, however,

distinguish from one another, and, in order to appreciate them, sets out, as I

have done, with a consideration of the concave surface which terminates a col-

umn of the same liquid raised in a capillary tube; but, although an ingenious

observer, he was deficient in a knowledge of the theory of capillary action, and.

hence arrives, by reasoning of which the error is palpable, at values and a law
which are necessarily false.

Professor Henry, in a very remarkable verbal communication on the cohesion of

liq^uids, made in 1844 to the American Philosophical Society,* described experi-

ments by means of which he had sought to measure the pressure exerted on the

internal air by a bubble of soap of a given diameter. According to the account ren-

dered of this communication, the mode of operation adopted by Mr. Henry was
essentially as follows : he availed himself of a glass tube of U form, of small

interior diameter, one of whose branches was bell-shaped at its extremity, and
inflated a soap-bubble extending to the edge of this widened portion ; he then

introduced into the tube a certain quantity of Avater, and the difference of level

in the two branches now gave him the measure of the pressure. Unfortunately

the statement given does not make known the numbers obtained, nor does it

appear that Mr. Henry has subsequently published them. This physicist refers

the phenomenon to its real cause, and states the law which connects the pressure

with the diameter of the bubble ; the account does not say whether the experi-

ments verified it. But Mr. Henry considers that a hollow bubble may be assimi-

lated to a full sphere reduced to its compressing surface; that is to say, ho

attributes the phenomenon to the action of the exterior surface of the bubble,

without taking into account that of the interior surface. Let us add that, in

the same communication, Mr. Henry has mentioned several experiments which
he had made on the films of soap and water, and which, from the statement

given, would elucidate in a remarkable manner the principles of the capillary

theory. It is much to be regretted that these experim.ents are not described.

In a memoir presented to the Philomathic Society in 1856, and printed in

1859 in the Comptes Rcndus, (tome xlviii, p. 1405,) M. de Tessan maintains

that if the vapor which forms clouds and fogs were composed of vesicles, the air

enclosed in a vesicle of 0.02 millimetre diameter would be subjected, on the

part of this vesicle, to a pressure equivalent to \ of an atmosphere. M. de

Tessan does not say in what manner he obtained this valuation ; but it is easily

seen that he has fallen into an error analogous to that of Mr. Henry, in the sense

that he pays no attention except to the exterior surface of the liquid pellicle.

According to the formula of the preceding paragraph, the pressure exerted on
the interior air by a bubble of water of 0.02 millimetre diameter would, in fact,

be equivalent to that of a column of water 3 metres in height, which equals

nearly ^ of the atmospheric pressure; M. de Tessan has found then but half the

real value, and we know (§ 23) that this half is the action due to the curvature

of one only of the surfaces of the film.

§ 26. After having obtained the general expression of the pressure exerted

by a laminar sj^here on the air which it encloses, it remained for me to submit

my formula to the control of experiment. I have employed, with that view, the

process of Mr. Henry, which means that the pressure was directly measured by
the height of the column of water to which it formed an equilibrium.

From our formula we deduce j)d = 2hp ; for the same liquid and at the same
temperature, the product of the pressure by the diameter of the bubble must,

therefore, be constant, since h and p are so. It is this constancy which I have

* Philosophical Magazine, 1845, vol. xxvi, page 541.
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first sought to verify for bubbles of glyceric liquid of very different diameters.

Fig. 8 The apparatus of which I made use is

represented at Fig. 8, in vertical pro-

jection ; G ^ is the upper part of a sup-
port, whose total height is 40 centime-

tres. On this support is fixed a tube
of copper, c d f,to the extremity c of
which is fixed with mastic a bent tube
of glass, c g hk, designed to serve as a
manometer, the interior diameter of

which is about one centimetre; the

length, d g, is 20 centimetres. The
copper tube has, at /, a horizontd
branch, which it was not possible to

represent in the same figure, because
it is directed towards the spectator,

but which is seen apart at I m, (Fig. 9.)

To the extremity m is centented a glass tube, m n, whose in-

terior diameter is but about 2 millimetres. Lastly, at the ex- ^^S- 9

tremityy of the copper tube (Fig. 8) is soldered an adjutage ^^

of iron, fj)' widened below into a small funnel, whose border

has a diameter of 5 millimetres ; this funnel has been slightly

oxidized by diluted nitric acid, (§ 14.)

To use this apparatus, we commence by introducing dis-

tilled water into the manometer g h k m sufficient quantity to

occupy a height of some centimetres in the two branches ; we
then convey under the adjutage f j^ ^ capsule containing the

liquid destined to form the bubbles; we plunge therein the

border j) of the small funnel, and lower the capsule; then, applying the mouth
to the orifice n of the glass tube of the branch, (Fig. 9,) we blow with caution.

A bubble quickly appears at the adjutage, to which, with the precautions to be
presently indicated, is given such a diameter as may be deemed suitable, and
when this is obtained, the orifice n is carefully closed with a small ball of wax.
The water is now rather higher in the branch h k of the manometer (Fig. 8) than
in the branch Jig, on account of the pressure exerted by the bubble, and it only
remains to measure the difference of the above level and the diameter of the

bubble. For the first of these measurements, we avail ourselves of the cathe-

tometer in the usual manner, and, for the second, we lay the same instrument in

a horizontal position upon suitable supports.

§ 27. These experiments, though very simple in principle, present consid-

erable difficulty in the execution. In the first place, the air which we breathe

into the ajiparatus is warmer than the ambient air, so that the bubble, after its

formation, becomes a little contracted by reason of the gradual cooling of the

air contained within it and in the tubes of the instrument ; whence it is neces-

sary to wait some time before proceeding to measure the diameter. In the

second place, bubbles of great diameter exerting but very feeble pressure, a
small error in the measure of the latter has a considerable influence on the pro-

duct ^(i/ it is therefore requisite, in order that the results may not oscillate too

greatly around the true value, to stop at a certain limit of the diameter. In the

third place, very small bubbles have also their inconveniences ; to bring them to

the desired diameter, and to obviate, at the same time, the contraction by cool-

ing, they are at first inflated much beyond the size they are intended ultimately

to have, and are then left to diminish spontaneously by the expulsion of a part

of the air which they contain; now, when this diminution has reached a certain

point, it becomes very rapid, and much address is required to apply the ball of

wax at the exactly proper moment Moreover, these small 'bubbles seem to have
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much less persistence tlian the large one; they frequently break before the

'measurements can be accomplished. Lastly, although the manometer of my
instrument has an interior diameter of one centimetre, equilibrium is established

therein very slowly, and great errors would result if uo regard were paid to this

circumstance.

We will further remark that, when a bubble is just formed, there is, in gen-

eral, a drop suspended at its base, the weight of which somewhat elongates the

bubble in a vertical direction. To get rid of this small additional mass without

causing the film to break, we lightly touch it with one of the corners of a piece

of filtering paper; the drop is thus partially absorbed, and the same operation is

repeated with the other corners of the paper, wntil the excess of liquid has en-

tirely or apparently disappeared. A last remark should be added : if, when a

bubble is to be formed, we plunged the whole funnel of the adjutage into the

liquid, this would ascend, by capillary action, into the interior of the narrow tube

which surmounts this funnel, and would be only, in part, expelled by the breath,

so that, after the inflation of the bubble, it might collect in a small mass at the

lower part of the tube in question, and thus interrupt the communication between
the bubble and the manometer. To avoid this inconvenience, the whole exterior

surface of this little funnel should, at the commencement, be moistened with

glyceric liquid, and then the extreme border only of the funnel be immersed.

Let us see now by what steps we have proceeded. For the largest diameters

of the table to be given in the next paragraph, we first inflated the bubble to

about 6 centimetres, applied the ball of wax, and then waited five minutes; after

which we again opened the tube of insufilation, allowed the bubble to diminish

until it seemed to have the desired diameter, and then applied the wax anew.

For all the smaller diameters we began by inflating the bubble to about 4 cen-

timetres, and after having applied the wax, waited ten minutes before allowing

the diminution to take place. Previous trials had shown that, with these pre-

cautions, the diameter afterwards remained invariable. The bubble on which
it was proposed to operate having thus attained the desired dimension, we re-

moved the drop suspended at its lower part, inclined the instrument to right and
left with a view to moisten well the two branches of the manometer a little above
the two levels, and we measured the diameter. We then allowed the instrument

to remain at rest for ten minutes, in order to give time for the establishment of

the equilibrium of the manometer, when we measured the pressure, and five

minutes afterwards measured it again. If the results of these two measurements
were not exactly the same, we made, after the lapse of another five minutes, a
third measurement, and so on, until two identical results were obtained in suc-

cession, or the difference was in a contrary direction from those preceding; in

the former case, the two last results were considered as giving the value of the

pressure ; in the latter, as their difference would be attributable to a slight error

of observation, we assumed, for the value of the pressure, the mean of these two
results.

§ 28. The following table contains the results of these experiments ; I have
arranged them, not in the order in which they were obtained, but in the ascend-

ing order of the diameters, and I have distributed them into groups of analogous
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diameters. During the continuance of tlae operations the temperature varied

from IS^.5 to 20=.

Diameters, or
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determine the capillary height, the process of Gay-Lussac was employed, that

is to say, the measurement by the cathetometer, all known precautions being
taken to secure an exact result. The experiment was made at the temperature
of 19°. I had procured a capillary tube having an interior diameter of but a
fi-action of a millimetre; for what reason will presently be seen. First, a slight

mark was made with a file upon this tube at about 3| centimetres from one of

its extremities, a distance which had been found, by previous trial with another

fragment of the same tube, to be a little greater than the height of the capillary

column raised ; next, the interior of the tube was thoroughly moistened by

f
dunging it several times to the bottom of the vessel containing the glyceric

iquid and shaking it each time on withdrawing it. Lastly, after having wiped
it outside, it was put in place by immersing it in the liquid until the extremity
of the column raised appeared to stop very near the mark, and the point of steel

was lowered so as to be on a level with the exterior liquid. The horizontal

thread of the eye-glass of the cathetometer was then brought into contact with
the image of the lowest point of the concave meniscus, and at intervals of five

minutes this contact was verified and re-established until the point in question

appeared stationary ; nor yet Avas measurement made until, by the lapse of half

an hour, the perfect immobility of the summit of the column was ascertained.

The movements had been very small, so that the column still terminated near
the mark. The reading at the cathetometer gave, for the distance from the

lowest point of the concave meniscus to the exterior level, 27'^^.35.

This measurement having been taken, the tube was removed, cut at the mark,
and its interior diameter at that point measured by means of a microscope fur-

nished with a micrometer giving directly hundredths of a millimetre. It waa
found that the interior section of the tube was slightly elliptical, the greater di-

ameter being 0™"'.374, and the smaller 0'"'".357; the mean was adopted,

namely, 0™"^.3655, to represent the interior diameter of the tube assumed to be
cylindrical. To have the true height of the capillary column, it is necessary,

we know, to add to the height of the lowest point of the meniscus the sixth part

of the diameter of the tube, or, in the present case, 0"'"^.06 ; the true height of

our column is consequently 27™".41. Now, to obtain the height h to which
the same liquid would rise in a tube having an interior diameter of exactly a
millimetre, it is sufficient, in virtue of the known law, to multiply the above
height by the diameter of the tube, and thus we find definitively A=10"^'".O18.

I should here say for what reason I have chosen for the experiment a tube
whose interior diameter is considerably less than a millimetre. The reasoning

by which 1 arrived (§ 23) at the formula supposes that the surface which ter-

minates the capillary column is hemispherical ; now that is not strictly true,

but in a tube so narrow as that which 1 have employed, the difference is wholly
imperceptible, so that in afterwards calculating, by the law of the inverse ratio

of the elevation to the diameter, the height for a tube one millimetre in diame-
ter, we would have this height such as it would be if the upper surface were
exactly hemispherical.

The values of p and h being thus determined, we deduce therefrom 2lip=22.17,
a number which differs but little from 22. ."^G, obtained in the preceding para-

graph as the value of the product pd. The formula pd^=2/ip may therefore be
regarded as verified by experiment, and the verification will appear still more
complete if we consider that the two results are respectively deduced from ele-

ments altogether different. I hope hereafter to obtaui new verifications with
other liquids.
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Investigation of a very small limit below ivMch is found, in the glyceric liquid,

the value of the radius of sensible activity of the molecular attraction.

§ 30. The exactness of the formula p=—— supposes, as we are about to sho-w,
d

that the film wliich constitutes the bubble has, at all points, no thickness lesa

than double the radius of sensible activity of the molecular attraction.

We have seen (§ 23) that the pressure exerted by a bubble on the air which
it encloses is the sum of the actions separately due to the curvatures of its two
faces. On the other hand, we know that, in the case of a full liquid mass, the
capillary pressure exerted by the liquid on itself emanates from all the points of
a superficial stratum having as its thickness the radius of activity in question.

Now, if the thickness of the film which constitutes a bubble is everywhere su-

perior or equal to double that radius, each of the two faces of the film will have
its superficial stratum unimpaired, and the pressure exerted on the enclosed air

will have the value indicated by our formula. But if, at all its points, the film

has a thickness inferior to or double this same radius, the two superficial strata

have not their complete thickness, and the number of molecules comprised in

each of tht^m being thus lessened, these two strata must necessarily exert actions

less strong, and consequently the sum of these, that is to say, the pressure on
the interior air, must be smaller than the formula indicates it to be. Hence it

follows that if, in the experiments of §§ 27 and 28, the thickness of the films

which formed the bubbles had, through the whole extent of these last, descended
below the limit in question, the results would have been too small, but in this

case we should have remarked progressive and continued diminutions in the
pressures ; which, however, never happened, although the color of the bubbles
evinced great tenuity. But all physicists admit that the radius of sensible ao-

tivity of the molecular attraction is excessively minute.

But what precedes permits of our going further, and deducing from experi-

ment a datum on the value of the radius of sensible activity, at least in the
glyceric liquid. When, after having formed at the adjutage of the apparatus
of § 2C) a bubble of this liquid, we introduce the adjutage into the interior of a
glass jar, {bucal,) the opening of which is then closed by an obturator through
which passes the copper tube df the bubble always manifests a remarkable pht^
nomenon. If we observe it by placing the eye at the height of its centre, the col-

ors are at first seen ranged in curved bands, whose order indicates a gradual in-

crease of thickness from the adjutage to the base of the bubble: but after a
longer or shorter time this arrangement is modified ; we then observe a large

central and circular space colored with a uniform tint and surrounded with nar-

row concentric rings presenting other colors. If we change our position around
the bubble, with the eye still remaining at the height of the centre, the appear-
ances turn with the spectator, and if we place ourselves higher the appearances
still follow the movement of the eye. We must bence conclude that the lilm,

arrived at this point, has a uniform thickness throughout the whole bubble, with
the exception, always understood, of the very lowest part, where there is con-

stantly a small accumulation of liquid ; the colors of the rings which surround
the central space are evidently referable to the obliquity of vision.* The bub-
ble having once assumed this aspect, preserves it till bursting ; only the respective

tints of the central space and of the rings vary progressively, ascending in the

succession of the colors of the rings of Newton, whence it follows that the film

continues to grow thinner, but equally so everywhere, still excepting the small
portion at the base.

Now, after the film has acquired a uniform thinness, if the pressure exerted
on the air within underwent a diminution, this would be evinced by the mano-

"This fact had been remarked by Newton, but only as accidental, in reference to hemi*-
spbencal bubbles of soap-water.
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meter, and it would be seen to progress in a continuous manner in proportion to

the ulterior attenuation of the film. In this case, the thickness which the film

had when the diminution of pressure commenced would be determined by the

tinge which the central space presented at that moment, and the half of that

thickness would be the value of the radius of sensible activity of the molecular

attraction. If, on the contrary, the pressure remains constant until the disap-

pearance of the bubble, we may infer from the tint of the central space the final

thickness of the film, and the half of this thickness will constitute at least a

limit, very little below which is to be found the radius in question.

§ 31. I have made, in this view, a great number of experiments, of which I

proceed to give an account. At first a diameter of about four centimetres was
given to the bubble; it was then left to shrink to nearly two centimetres, and
sometimes even to one, before the wax ball was applied. In the first experiment,

the drop was next removed and the adjutage with the bubble introduced into

the interior of a small jar, the orifice of which was simply closed with a disk

of pasteboard ; the contact of the horizontal thread of the e3'e-glas3 of the

cathetometer with the summit of the image of the surface of the water in one

of the branches of the manometer was now established, and as equilibrium did

not immediately take place (§ 27,) the contact was readjusted from time to time

until it became stationary. Eight bubbles were observed under these circum-

stances until their disappearance : of these, seven burst before having passed

the first colors of the second order ; one only seemed to have attained the in-

digo of that order, but there was some uncertainty as regards this ; the great-

est duration was fourteen hours.

As to the contact of the thread of the eye-glass with the image of the surface

of the water, it never, but in one instance, varied in the direction of a diminu-

tion of pressure, but, singularly enough, it sometimes varied by small quanti-

ties in the opposite direction. For one of the bubbles it Avas ascertained, by
measurements taken before and after these variations, that the pressure had
really somewhat increased. When such a variation was produced, it was with

a certain rapidity, and the manometer afterwards remained stationary, either

until the disappearance of the bubble or until a new variation in the same di-

rection. These variations are not owing to changes in the temperature, for

that of the apartment was very constant, nor do they proceed from an imper-

fect application of tho wax, for in that case the augmentation of pressure would
be continuous and accelerated.

§ 32. These experiments alone might have furnished me with a result ; but

I was desirous of knowing why the colors of the bubbles proceeded no further.

Led to suspect that a slight chemical action between the iron of the adjutage

and the liquid a little altered the constitution of the latter in the vicinity of the

orifice, I fitted to this orifice, with sealingwax, a piece of glass tttbe of the

same exterior diameter and with walls suitably thin, and inflated at the free ex-

tremity of the tube a bubble which was introduced, as before, into the small

jar. Then, indeed, things took place after a different and rather curious manner

:

the colors proceeded at first even into the third order, after which they retro-

graded gradually to the red and bluish green of the last orders, then grew pale,

and the bubble finally again became white as at the moment t)f its formation.

The thickness of the film therefore had been first diminishing, and afterwards

augmenting. The bubble lasted twenty-four hours.

This phenomenon would have seemed inexplicable, had not an experiment

which I had made before equipping the adjutage with the piece of glass tube

furnished me the key to its solution. For the experiment referred to, a little

water had been poured into the jar, and the interior walls of this had been also

moistened : now a bubble placed in this atmosphere saturated with watery va-

por had in like manner lasted for twenty-four houi'S, and had burst without

having emerged from the red and gi-eeu of the last orders ; it had therefore

2S s
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absorbed aqueous vapor, and this absorption, which is explained by the

hygrometric propei-ty of the glycerine, had continually repaired the diminution

of thickness due to the descent of the liquid. Now, in the present experiment,

as there was no water in the jar, and hence the atmosphere which surrounded the

bubble was less humid, it might be supposed that the effect of the descent of.

the liquid had at first prevailed over that of the absorption, and that afterwards

it was the contrary which took place. Upon this assumption, I deposited in

the bottom of the dry jar morsels of caustic potash, and contrived by the appli-

cation of a little lard ai'ound the orifice of the jar and of the aperture through

which passed the copper tube, that, after the introduction of the bubble, the

pasteboard disk should close the opening hermetically. Further, as the small

quantity of liquid which always accumidates by degrees at the base of the

bubble must contribute by its weight to cause a rupture of the latter, a space

of ten minutes was allowed to elapse before the removal of the drop ; the

film had thus already become thinner when it was introduced into the jar, and
the accumulation resulting from the further descent of the liquid would be much
less. Now, under these conditions, the diminution of thickness of the film was
continuous, the bubble lasted for nearly three days, and when it burst, it had
arrived at the transition from the yellow to the white of the first order; it then

presented a central space of a pale yellow tint, surrounded by a white ring. The
level of the water in the observed branch of the manometer underwent small

oscillations, sometimes in one direction, sometimes in the other, but the last of

them was in the direction of an augmentation of pressiu-e. Although, dm-ing

the long duration of this bubble, the temperature of the apartment had neces-

sarily undergone slight changes, the oscillations just mentioned could not be en-

tirely attributed to these, for, if that had been so, there would have been seen,

after each of the three nights, a movement of the manometer in the direction of

an augmentation of pressure ; but the contrary was observed after the first

two nights, and it was only after the third that there was a movement in that

direction. From the progression of these movements it results that if the pres-

sure varied, it was in an irregular manner, in both directions, and terminating

not in a diminution, but an augmentation at least relative ; we may therefore

admit, I think, that the final thickness of the film was still superior to double

the radius of sensible activity of the molecular attraction.

§ 33. Let us now see what we may deduce from this last experiment. Ac-
cording to the table given by Newton, the thickness of a film of pure water
which reflects the yellow of the first order is, in milliouths of an English inch,

f>J, or 5.333, and for the white of the same order 3|, or 3.875. We may
therefore take the mean, namely 4.064, as the closely approximative value of

the thickness corresponding, at least in the case of pure water, to the transition

between those colors and the English inch being equal to 25™™. 4, this thick-

ness is equivalent to R-Jg-j of a millimetre. Now we know that, for two dif-

ferent substances, the thickness of the • films which reflect the same tint is in

the inverse ratio of the indices of refraction of those substances. In order

therefore to obtain the real thickness of our film of glyceric liquid, it sufiices

to multiply the denominator of the preceding fraction by the ratio of the index

of the glyceric liquid to that of water. I have measured the former approx-

imately by means of a hollow prism a liquide's, and have found it equal to

1.377. That of water being 1.336, there results, for the thickness of the gly-

ceric film,
g-g'yi

of a millimetre. The half of this quantity, or yyIts ^^ ^ ^^^'

limetre, constitutes therefore the limit furnished by the experiment in question.

Hence we arrive at the very probable conclusion, that in the glyceric liquid the

radius of sensible activity of the molecular attraction is less than lYhoo ^^ ^
millimetre.

I had proposed to continue this investigation with a view to reach, if possible,

the black tint, and to elucidate the valuations of the manometer; but the cold
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season has intervened, diminishing the persistence of the bubbles, and I have
been forced to postpone my attempts till a more favorable period.

Note on the preparation of Oie glyceric liquid with tJie impure glycerines of
commerce.

The first glycerine which I ti'ied was that sold by the apothecaries of Ghent.

It is of an intense yellow color and disagreeable odor, and contains in large

quantity a foreign substance, which I believe to be lime, and of which it is ne-

cessary to rid it. After many fruitless attempts, the following process occurred

to me, and has been attended with considerable success : Mix in a flask a suifc-

able quantity of distilled water and an equal quantity of the glycerine in ques-

tion ; then introduce into the flask a quantity of Marseilles soap cut in thin

shavings, whose weight should be about a fifteenth of that of the water ; these

shavings remain floating on the liquid. The soap should have been kept in a
moist place ; if dry, the action is scarcely appreciable. After five minutes the

flask is to be slowly turned three or four times, when small white particles will

be seen to be detached from the soap and disseminated through the liquid, and
which, when the flask is left at rest, gradually ascend. The slow turning is to

be repeated at intervals of five minutes, for an hour and a half; the particles

become more and more numerous, and eventually and permanently fill the whole
mass. The greater part of the soap remains unattacked, but an excess was
needed in order to present the more surface to the action of the liquid. This is

disengaged from the particles and the excess of soap by passing it through a
filter formed of cotton stuff of close texture ; when a new supply of the soap-

shavings equal to the first is introduced, and the turnings are to be repeated as

before for the space of an hour, the particles again form and must be separated

anew by filtering ; the liqupr now passes in a milky state, but is rendered lim-

pid, or nearly so, by filtering it through paper ; the preparation is then com-
plete. All these operations should be conducted at a time when the outer tena-

perature and that of the apartment are from 18° to 20°
; if this last limit be

greatly exceeded the liquid will dissolve too much soap. A bubble formed of

this liquid and deposited on a ring, as indicated in §§ 13 and 15, may subsist

for perhaps an hour and a half. This liquid, however, has one serious incon-

venience ; at a temperature below 18° it tails altogether to yield bubbles; hence,

when Ave wish to use it in winter, it is necessary previously to keep the flask

for about an hour in water maintained at 20°. It is needless to add that tlie

apartment should be warmed.
I have tried, in the second place, a glycerine which came, as I was assured,

from Paris. It has the same color and the same odor with that from Ghent
When mixed with the solution of soap the compound is at first slightly turbid,

and after some houi'S becomes very milky. If this liquid be left at rest the

precipitate, as in the case of the glycerine of London, already described, ascends
gradually, and forms in a few days a distinct layer on the top. Here, also, the

limpid liquid should be withdravvTi by means of a siphon. The proportions

which I have used with most success are five volumes of glycerine and four of

the same solution of soap employed for the glycerine of London. The liquid

thus obtained yielded bubbles which lasted five quarters of an hour. This trial

was made in autumn, at a time when the external tcmpei-ature did not rise above
7° or 8*^, by operating in a warmed apartment, but without any other precau-

tion. It is probable that the same liquid prepared in summer would furnish

films of a still greater persistence.

I am led to believe, from what I know of the different processes by which the
glycerines of commerce are obtained, that all that can be procured are analogous
to one or other of the three which I have employed ; hence it will be seen that

the best course is to obtain the substance from London, provided none as pure
can be found elsewhere.
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LITERATURE.

We may particularly mention Chr. L. Nitzsch,* C. J. Siindevall.t G. R.

Gray,I J. Cabauis,§ a;id C. L. Bonaparte,|| among tliose that of late years have
devoted their attention to the classification of birds. John Mliller ^ has given

an important contribution to this classification by his treatise on the apparatus

of singing in the larynx inferior in a great number of Passeres.

The contribution given by Nitzsch certainly contains only a very short and
incomplete review of the class of birds ; but it has, notwithstanding, a particu-

lar scientific value from its attracting attention to the importance that the caro-

tides communes of the birds have in their classification.

The ornithological system given by Sundevall has the merit of being baJed
upon a careful and particular examination of the exterior characters of the

birds, and of, for the first time, calling attention to the importance of the wing-

coverts in classification, and exhibits a correct idea of the designating charac-

ters in the nature of the birds. The structure of the wings generally has been
minutely described in the treatise on these organs, and its importance as regards

* Observationes de Avium arteria carotide communi. Halse, 1829. (Appendix to a pro-

gramme by Prosector Fridericus Blumius Ictus.)

t Omithologiskt system (Transactions of the Royal Academy of Science of Sweden, for

the year 1835, (printed 1836,) p. 43.) Over foglarnas wingar (ibid, for the year 1843,

(printed 1844,) p. 303.) Svenska foglarna, 1856.

t A List of the Genera of Birds, (London, 1841.) The Genera of Birds, (London, 1844-49.)

<i Ornithologische Notizen (Wiegmanu's Archiv fiir Naturgeschichte, 1847, vol. i, pp. 186
and 308.) Museum Heineanum, (Halberstadt, 1850-63.)

II
Conspectus genenim a\ium (Leyden, 1850-57;) Conspectus systematis omithologias

(Aunales des Science Naturelles, 18.57 .' ;) Tableaux parall^liques des ordres Linndens, An-
seres, Gralhe, et Grallinaj, (Paris, 1856.) (Extract from Comptes Rendus des Seauces de
rAcadeuiiedes Sciences;) besides several other treatises in different magazines.

U Abhandlungen der konigl. Akad. der Wissenschaftcu zu Berlin, 1.847, p. 321.
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classification held forth. As the wings must be considered to he of the highest

importance to a bird, being among those parts that indeed make him a bird, it

is natural that a system in which the structure of the wings has been consid-

ered should be preferable to any other where the wings have been neglected, or

tliis subject but slightly touched upon, without any minute examination of their

Btructure. The above-mentioned author has, in his " Svenska Foglarna," ob-

served the muscular structure of their feet as important in classification, fifter

having previously, for the first time, called attention to the same at the meeting
of naturalists in Stockholm, in 1851.

Tlie new genera and species that have been added since Latham's " Index
Oraithologicus" was edited had increased to such a number, and their literature

had become so scattered, that such a work as G. R. Gray's systematic " List of

the Genera of Birds," although only a list of names without characters, was
very necessary to science, and the obtaining of the same, also highly beneficial.

The right of priority has generally been observed in this work. The same au-

thor has, in his " Genera of Birds," given descriptions of the orders, families,

and genera, and even figures of the same. A single species of some genera is

represented by a colored figure ; and of others only certain parts, such as the

head or the foot of some typical species, have been figured. This work is cer-

tainly of great value for the study of birds ; and the very good figures often

give a necessary explanation to the descriptions of the genera, which at times

are but little distinguishable, and are not given in a diagnostic manner.

Cabanis has, in his ornithological system, given good characters for the ar-

ranged groups, taken partly from J. Muller's descriptions of the inferior larynx,

partly from the nature of the horny covering on the tarsi, first studied by
Keyersling and Blasius, and partly from the number of quills and tail-feathers.

It is principally the order Passeres to which this author has devoted bis atten-

tion, and which consequently has obtained an improved classification. It has
l>een divided into two groups, (Oscines and Clamatores,) and the families have
been carefully limited and arranged. This work, with that of Sundevall, may
rightly be considered most important in the classification of birds.

The numerous contributions to this classification that have been made by
Bonaparte are valuable as giving minute registers of families and species, show-
ing an unusual knowledge of the species, and a sharp distinction between the

genera, and often arranging these in a manner corresponding with the demands
of the natural affinity ; but they are generally only registers of names, often

giving the characters for the species, but very seldom for the higher groups.

Bonaparte has published, in the " Transactions of the Linneau Society,"

xviii, p. 258, a systematic arrangement of the class of birds, together with tlie

classes of the other vertebrated animals in general. The first class has been
divided into two sub-classes—Insessores and Grallatores. The first of these

corresponds fully with the one arranged by us under the same name, and the

latter includes both Grallai and Natatores. This classification corresponds also

with the one given here, in the Longipennes having their place between the

Steganopodes and the Pygopodes. Characters of the orders, families, and sub-

families are also given.

After this brief reference to the literature, we will proceed to a synoptic

statement of the principles upon which the systematic arrangement here givea
rests.

PRINCIPLES.

We have prefejp"ed the progressive method, as it seems to us to be the most
rational, from its correspondence with the physiological and geological develop-

ment. We therefore commence the system with the lowest, and finish it with

the highest forms.
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Irritability seems to ug to be the most distingnishing character for birds; and
this should consequently be taken into consideration more than others with re-

gard to their classification. The swimmers seem to us the lowest, from their

showing a tendency to the lowest form of vertebrated animals—the fish form.

In the AjifenodT/tidce, where the wings resemble fins, and where they, as in all

other diving birds, serve as such, we have this form most strongly designated.

The heavy, clumsy structure, with small wings and short legs, also makes them
generally less active than other birds, and shows a lov/er development of th.e

type of bird. This, however, is not the case with all the swimmers ; and the
order Longipennes gives us instances wheio swimmers possess a high degree of

activity.

The Passerine birds (Passeres) seem to us to possess the highest irritability,

and to be those in which the nature of birds has reached its highest develop-
ment. We do not by irritability mean the muscular strength alone, but vivacity

and activity generally. Where this is most manifold, most changing and constant,

it is the most developed. "We find in the Passeres " the power to stay and move
with ease as well on the ground as in the trees or in the air, and to make their

presence known by characteristic melodious notes," (Sundcvall;) we find them
in a constant and manifold motion, and they let us constantly hear their notes

either as song or as afiectionate voices. The birds of prey have generally been
placed highest, and been considered the most developed, in consequence of their

muscular strength and strong flight, and their thereby supposed high degree of

in-itability ; but by keeping them in captivity we find at once that the birds of

prey are dull birds, and that they, as regards irritability, are far behind the

Passeres. They remain for a long time silent and quiet, and do not generally

show any activity, imless they are frightened or driven by appetite for food.

The Passerine birds, on the contrary, are in captivity constantly in motion, and
let us incessantly hear their lively song and affc'ctionate voices. Besides, we
ainnot in a system place the birds of prey far from the lower groups of the

Columbine and the Gallinaceous sections without violating natural affinities

based upon important characters. They correspond with these lower groups as

regards external characters in the nature of their wing-coverts, and, as regards

interior anatomical characters, in the nature of their carotides communes. Some
of them, for instance those of the Vulturine section, exhibit, with regard to their

form, a near analogy with some of those of the two mentioned groups. We may,
for instance, compare a Condor with a Turkey. A system that places the dirty

Vultures highest does not seem to us to indicate a correct idea of the nature of

the birds.

If we do not regard flight, which is common to almost all birds, but consider

bu'ds with regard to the various other ways of motion for which they especially

are shaped, and for which their structure is also adapted, we find easily that

these in general may be comprehended in three difierent modes, viz : 1st, shim-
ming on the water; 2d, running on the ground; and 3d, climbing and jumping
on the branches of trees.* The hinder extremities or the legs exhibit, in con-

formity with this, three different forms. This induces us to divide the class of

birds into three primary groups or sub-classes : 1, Natatores; 2, Cursores; 3,

Insessores. Those belonging to the third group generally move more with the

assistance of their wings tlian the others, except some forms of the Natatores,

and show generally a higher development of the bird-type. This group also

furnishes the greatest variety of forms. The Natatores include about 550
species, the Cursores 900, and the Insessores 6,900, (Bonaparte.)

Nitzsch has, in the treatise referred to, divided the class of birds into three

groups : Aves advess, Aves tcrrestres, and Aves aquaticai, which in a reverse

order correspond with the three groups here arranged; but he differs from us in

including the Columbine birds among the Terrestres, and the Grallatorial birds

"The secoDd mode appears an iutermediate link between the first and thkd.
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among the Aquaticse, and in considering the Struthionine hirds a distinct grotip

from the other three.

There is, as far as experience yet extends, a very remarkable correspondence
between the natiu-e of the upper wing-coverts and of the carotidcs communes,
which adds to the importance of both these characters, which have generally

been but little obsei-ved. All those birds that have the large upper wing-coverts

of the first row on the cubitus so short that they do not reach beyond the middle
of the cubital quills, have only one carotis communis, viz., the sinistra. Those
birds ia which the above-mentioned wing-coverts form several rows and extend
beyond the middle of the cubital quills, have, on the contraiy, generally two
carotides communes, viz., one dextra and one sinistra. The only exceptions to

this rule are Cypselus, Trockilus, Merops, one or a few species of Psittacus,

Kliea, PJicBnicopterus, Podiceps, and Pclecanus, which, although belonging to

the latter category in regard to the wing-coverts, yet have only one carotis com-
munis. This is the dextra in Phoinicopterus. We do not, therefore, hesitate

to consider these two characters to be among the most important in judging of

the affinity of the birds ; and they show with certainty that the birds of prey
have not their place at the beginning or at the end of the system.

The Strisores, one of the twelve orders in which we have arranged the class

of birds, includes several birds that we formerly considered should belong to the

Passeres, from their near correspondence in form with the latter. But as they
deviate from them in regard to the upper wing-coverts and the claw of the hind
toe, and sometimes even in regard to the carotides communes, we are of opinion

that they should be regarded as belonging to a different order. They have
been separated from the Passeres by Sundevallt and by Nitzsch; and the fonner
has arranged them under the order Coccyges, v/hich, according to him, also in-

cludes the Zygodactyli and ColumhcB. They are, however, distinct from the

Zygodactyli in the nature of then- feet, and cannot be arranged under this order

without depriving it of its most distinguishing character. Tbey seem also to

cause confusion if they are arranged within either of the orders Passeres or

Zygodactyli ; and we have therefore considered it right to arrange them as a
distinct order—Strisores, which name was given to them by Cabanis in 1S47.

However distinct they seem to be, as well from the Columbine section and the

birds of prey as from the Zygodactyli, it is very difficult to find any character

that sharply and distinctly distinguishes them from these three orders ; and we
have been compelled to use a character in the scheme that does not belong to

all, although the majority of them possess it. They appear to be mi interme-

diate group between Accipitres, Zygodactyli, and Passeres.

The order Longipennes has generally had a very changeable place in the sys-

tem, sometimes the first among the swimmers, sometimes the last. When the

swimmers are, as here, arranged in two groups according to the form of the

beak, their place is, as will be seen from the scheme, unquestionable, as we of

course must begin with the Pygopodes. The Longipennes approach these very
nearly in the genera PufjimLs and Halodroma. Pnffinus has, together with
(Jolymlnis and Podiceps, a long pyramidal erect process at the upper end of the
tibia, and the tarsi are compressed like theirs. The genera -Phalacrocorax and
Mergus form an intermediate link between the Steganopodes and the Lamel-
lirostr^s.

First Division or Sab-c!ass<

Natatores, Illiger; SundevalL

Upper part of the eras (tibia and fibula) not free, but drawn in within the
skin that covers the body.* The basis of the hind toe above that of the ante-

t Kongl. Vetensk. Acad. Handl. 1843, pp. 375 and 376.
* Some of the Longipenues are said to form au exception to this.
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rior toes, the hind toe sometimes absent. Legs short ; and the anterior toes,

sometimes even the hind toes, united by web. The upper h^rge wing-coverts of

the first row on the lower arm (antibrachium) extend in all beyond the middle

of the cubital quills. All, with the exception of Podiceps, have, as far as is

known, two carotides communes.

Group 1. SIMPLICIEOSTRES.

The bill without lamince. Doubly monogamous.* " Altrices ;" that is, carry

food to their young.

Order 1. Ptgopodes, niiger.

The legs are placed far back ; and the hind toe is, when it is present, free.

The wings short, hardly extending to the base of the tail. The tail short, or

none at all. Heavy, clumsy birds, that dive well, but walk badly.

Xote.—This order contains the typical forms of Natatores.

Order 2. Longipennes, Dum6riL

The legs are not so far back ; and the hind toe, when there is one, is free.

The wings long, extending more or less beyond the base of the tail. They are

generally light birds, and lie, when swimming, shallow in the water, and can-

not, with a few exceptions, dive, unless they dart from the air into the water,

which power a great many of them possess. They generally fly remarkably

well.

Order 3. Steganopodes, Illiger.

The hind toe united to the inner anterior toe by a web, and its base but

slightly raised above that of the anterior toes. The wings and tail rather large,

the former sometimes pointed and sometimes obtuse. Some of these birds are

pelagic, fly remarkably well, and are darting divers ; some fly badly, but dive

and swim well. The position of the hind toe enables some of them at times to

sit on the branches of trees and to build their nests tliei-e.

Group 2. LAMELLIEOSTEES.

The bill with laminse. Generally singly monogamous.t " Praecoces ;" that

is, do not carry food to their young.

Order 4. Lamellirostres, Cuvier.

The point of the upper jaw with a so-called nail of the bill ; the other part of

the bill covered with a soft skin. The hind toe free. The body generally more

or less thick and heavy. The power of flight sometimes moderate, sometimes

rather inferior. Those that fly best dive badly, or cannot dive at all ; the others

lie, when swimming, deep in the water, and dive exceedingly well. Some of

the former are rather fast walkers, and approach in this respect the next divi-

sion.

8ccoutl Sivisiou or Snb-class.

CuRSORES, Illiger ; SundevalL

The entire eras and the lovrer part of the femur free. The base of the hind

toe above that of the anterior toes ;| the hind toe sometimes missing. The an-

terior toes, when united by a web, are, with very few exceptions, so united only

—t- —-

—

— -

* Both the old ones sit on the eggs, take care of the young, and carry food to them.

t The female alone cares for the young.

X The majority of the Ardeida make an exception to this ; and these live and build very

often in trct-s.
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at the base. The largo upper wing-coverts of the first row on the lower arm
extend beyond the middle of the cubital quills. They have, with the excep-

tion of Rhea and 'Phanicoptertcs, as far as is known, two carotides communes.

Order 5. Grall^, Liniie.

The legs high, and the lower part of the cms without feathers.* The wings
wdl adapted for flying. The pectoral bone Avith a crista. They generally walk
and run with ease or very fast, and mostly live in damp places, near swamps or

on the banks of water-courses. The majority fly fast and with ease ; some fly

badly. They live generally in the middle (" mittlere," Faber) monogamy .t

Prsecoces. A great number of the Ardcidcc are Altrices.

Order 6. Buevipennes, Dum6ril.

The wings more or less rudimentary, and not adapted to flight. Pectoral

bone without crista. A small number of large birds that run fast, and may
be considered typical of the whole group. Their structure exhibits a strong

tendency towards the mammalian. Some are said to live in the middle monog-
amy, others in single monogamy, and others again in polygamy. Prsecoces.

Order 7. Galling, Linn6.

The legs of a mediocre height, and the entire crus feathered.f The wings
adapted to flying, but generally rather short and obtuse, and more or less bent.

They run fast ; but are easily fatigued by flying, and then hide among rocks,

bushes, grass, &c. Some live in polygamy, but the majority live in middle
monogamy. Prsecoces.

Third Diylsion or Sub-class.

Insessores, Vigors; Bonaparte.

The entire crus and the lower part of femur free. The coat of feathers gen-

erally extends at least to the tai'sal joint.§ The hind toe with its base on a
level with that of the anterior toes,|| and very seldom missing.

Order 8. PULLASTR^, Sundevall,

The bill not covered by a cere at the base, but generally naked there, and
with an inflated skin at the nostrils. The point of the upper jaw rounded, but

very seldom bent down in the form of a hook. Three toes dii-ected forward,

and not united together. The large upper wing-coverts of the first row on the

lower arm extend beyond the middle of the cubital quills. Two carotides com-

munes. The majority fly very fast ; some do not fly so well, but these run

fast. The majority live in double monogamy, a few in middle or single monog-

amy [Penelope,) and a few in polygamy [Crax.) The majority are Altrices,

the others Prsecoces.

Note.—This order is evidently an intermediate group between Cursores and
Insessores. The Talegallince, Penelopid<s, and Didunculidoi exhibit some ten-

dency towards the Accipitres.

* The genus Scolopax deviates from this.

t Both the old ones attend to their young, but do not carry food to them, letting them,
under their care, hunt for their own food.

+ The genus Ortijzclos, Vieill., is an exception to this.

^ Ditlunculus (Pleioclus) deviates from this, and has the lower part of the cms naked.

U The Catkartini form an exception to this.
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Order 9. AcciPiTRES, Linn6k

The bill covered with a cere at the base, conTex towards the point; and the

point of the upper jaw bent down in the form of a hook. The legs strong,

with three anterior toes, which are not united, and are, like the hind toe, anned
with strong bent claws. The wings largo, with the large upper wing-coverts

of the first row on the lower arm extending beyond the middle of the cubital

quills. Two carotides communes. They have a strong power of flying, but

run badly,* and do not jump. Doubly monogamous. Altrices, Their food

consists generally of vertebrated animals.

Order 10. Strisores, Cabanis.

The bill without a cere, hard at the base, without any swollen skin at the

nostrils, and of a variable form. Three anterior toes, which are generally united

at the base, sometimes there united by a web, and seldom free. The hind toe

is at times turned forwards. The claw of the hind toe is smaller than the claw

on the middle anterior toe, (Sundevall.) The large upper wing-coverts of the

first row on the lower arm extend beyond the middle of the cubital quills.

Some of them {^Ccqnimulgus, Coracias, Alcedo) have two carotides communes,
and some [Cypsdus, Trochilus, Mcrojjs) have only one. Buccros is unknown
as regards its carotides. Some fly remarkably well, others not so well. The
legs are short in most of them, and not well adapted for walking. Doubly
monogamous. Altrices.

Note.—A polymorphic group, that shows a tendency as well towards the

Accipitres and Zygodactyli as towards the Passeres.

Order]!. Zygodactyli, Vieillot.

Two anterior and two hind toes, or sometimes two anterior and one hind toe,t

or one hind toe and three anterior ones, the exterior one of which is turned

backwards. The claws compressed. The large upper wing-coverts of the first

row on the lower arm, except in the Picidai and BucconidcB, do not extend
beyond the middle of the cubital quills. Some have two carotides communes,
and others (Picus, Ramp/iastos, Cacatua) only one. The power of flying not

very good. They generally walk badly on the ground ; but a great many of

them climb well on the trees, and cling skilftilly to the branches. Doubly
monogamous. Altrices.

Order 12. Passeres, Linn6; Sundevall.

Three anterior toes and one hind toe, and the exteri'or anterior toe generally

at the base united with the middle one. The claw of the hind toe as large as

that of the middle anterior toe ; and its long flexor muscle separated from the

muscle that bends the claw phalanx of the anterior toes, (Sundevall.) The large

upper wing-coverts of the first row on the lower arm do not extend beyond
the middle of the cubital quills, and we meet with only one row of greater upper
wing-coverts. As far as known, only one carotis communis, or tnincus caroticus

impar, which arises from the left arteria subclavia. Lively and active birds,

with a fast and excellent flight, which move easily as well on the ground as on
the branches of the trees. They generally jump on the ground, and seldom
mn. Some of them have a separate muscular apparatus for singing in the

larynx inferior and a more or less exquisite song. Doubly monogamous.
Altrices.

* Gijpogeranus deviates from this.

t The thumb or the proper hind toe, which corresponds with the inner hind toe in the
others, is in this case missing, except in the Trogonidtc,
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Note.—This order emlbruccs the typical forms of tlie group lusessores, and
the birds that generally have the highest degree of development.

In the followiug tables I have tried to use the most important as well as the

moBt positive and evident characters, but have in this, like others, met with

much difficulty of finding such of the smaller groups, or families and genera, in

the higher orders. A great many of the characters used are taken from Sunde-

vall ; and in the Passeres several from Cabanis. Their validity has first been
fully tested. In consequence of the above-mentioned difficulty we find that

the place in the system of a foiin in question cannot always be ascertained from

similar tables, as a more minute description is often necessary. It must not,

therefore, be expected that these tables should give an infallible gi-ound for the

determination of the forms belonging to the respective families and sub-families,

but only that they should denote some of the most important characters that

form the basis for the groups, and give an easy review of these groups. Such
a table shows us most plainly what characters are common and what are not.

As a great many of the exotic generic forms are not well known to me, I do

not insist that they can bo all arranged under the 69 families and 144 sub-

families here charcterized, and that the arrangement of other families or sub-

families is unnecessary; but I believe that a great part of the genera have been
considered. I may mention that the difficulties arising in limiting the fomilies

Cornidce, Paridce, and SylvidcB among the Passeres have induced mo to make
these families more comprehensive than they have been.

It seems that the Epimachini and Paradiseini should together form a separate

family ; but I have not been able to find any distinguishing characters, common
to both, that make them distinct from the Corvidce. The family CorvidcB cor-

responds with "cohors Corviformes,^'' of Sundevall (Sovenska Foghirna ) The
Troglodytini include forms of both Troglodytincn and Timalince, Cabanis, ex-

ceptmg some with emarginated bill. The other lAotricliidoe,, Cabanis, are given

to the Sylvidce, partly to Lanini and partly to Sylvini. It seems that the

famWy BrachypodidcB as arranged by Cabanis should at least partly be included

in the last-mentioned sub-family (Sylvini,) which, as it also embraces the Syl-

triadce, Cabanis, is very rich, and contains about 500 species or more. I even
include the VireonincB, Cabanis, in the Sylvicolini,
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PRIZE QUESTIONS.

PEIZE QUESTIONS PKOPOSED IN 1805 BY THE ROYAL DANISH SOCIETY
OF SCIENCES.

MdtJiematical class.—The theory of rectilinear surfaces has been long since

carried to the height of perfection and elegance, so that not only has the full

and complete distribution of surfaces of this kind into species been divulged, but

for each class also, if the partial differential equation, by means of which classes

are distinguishable among themselves, be supplied, the geometric character of

the several classes may be determined. On the other hand, the theor}^ of those

surfaces which are generated by a movable circle, and which are hence called

''circular surfaces," has not been so thoroixghly considered as is desirable ; for,

although certain surfaces of this kind have been adequately analyzed, and all

are readily susceptible of distribution into species and classes, yet the general

ti'eatment of this branch of the subject has been hitherto neglected. Hence the

Royal Danish Society of Sciences offers its gold medal, of the value of fifty

Danish ducats, for a satisfactory discussion of the following theme:
" The analytical investigation of cii'cular surfixces, with a view to the distri-

bution of all such surfaces into proper species, each of which species again may
be distinctly defined by means of its own partial differential equation."

Physical class.—It is proposed accurately to deteimine by actual experiments

what time is required in order that the blood, greatly diminished and diluted

through phlebotomy or arteriotomy, may be restored, both as to the whole
quantity and the quantity of red corpuscles, to its normal condition in the

animal. With this view a series of experiments on some species of mammalia,
nourished Vv'ith food of a certain quantity and quality, should be instituted ; the

alterations in the weight of the whole body should be noted, as well as the

quantities of urea daily s(xreted.

In order to determine the quantity of blood which, remaining in the animal
after the effusion, cannot be directly measured, it will be competent to apply the

follo\ving method : The parts, after the spontaneous effusion of blood is ex-

hausted, are to be dissected, macerated, and washed in water to complete dis-

coloration, by which means the blood contained in the colored water may be
determined by using as a means of comparison a portion of the blood which
flowed at the beginning of the experiment, agitated Avith a certain quantity of

water to a corresponding degree of coloration with the former. For comparing
the red corpuscles also the different relative determinations may be employed
which result from a comparison of the blood agitated with the serum : 1, with

reference to the quantities of solid parts ; 2, the quantities of albumen ; 3, the

specific weights; and 4, the determination which is obtained from a comparison

of the quantities of blood necessary to color a certain quantity of water to a
certain degree.

The prize will be the gold medal of the society, with the addition of one
hundred hnperiales.

Historical class.—The questions proposed for the preceding year [Je con-

ventu UrncJioved) are continued for solution till the next.

Classcniuii bequest.—As it is known that several metals which are deposited

in the electrical way possess peculiar properties which are of no little im-

portance in the technical arts, the society offers a premium of one hundred
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imperiales to tlie candidate who, upon accurate examination, shall furnish a
comparison of the qualities of metals or compounds of metals deposited by
electrolysis, with the qualities of the same metals produced in another way.

In the treatment of the above inquiries, the Latin, French, English, German,
Swedish, or Danish languages may be used. The memoirs communicated must
be anonymous ; but the name, style and domicile of the author of each will be

conveyed in a sealed note,-' which will bear a mark or epigraph corresponding

with a similar one on the paper ofiTered for competition. Communications will

be made to G. Forchhammer, corresponding secretary, before the end of Octo-

ber, 1866.

PEIZE QUESTION IN PHYSICS, PROPOSED MAT 30, 1S65, BY THE IMPERIAL
ACADEMY OF SCIENCES OF VIENNA.

Since the time when the existence of two opposite electrical states or condi-

tions was inferred by Grey from the attraction and repulsion of electrical

bodies, up to the present day, when we have learned, by means of magnetic
influence, to separate from one another the two opposite currents, the positive

and negative, and to present each distinct in itself, there has been recognized a
succession of other facts which authorize us to regard these conditions as dif-

ferent and opposed in other respects. The occasion would, therefore, seem to

have arisen for a critical examination of the collective facts already discovered

and bearing upon this subject, and for their discussion in connexion with the

question : how far they lend support to one or other of the existing hypotheses
on the nature of the electric principle.

The matliematico-physical class of the Imperial Academy of Sciences has
therefore decided to propose a prize for a satisfactory solution of the following

question in the department of physics :
" To collate and critically examine the

phenomena which, since the thirtieth year of the eighteenth century, have been
recognized as distinguishing positive and negative electricity from one another,

as well in their statical as active state, and to discuss those phenomena in con-

nexion with the question : in what relation they stand to one or other of the

hypotheses already advanced respecting the nature of the electrical principle."

The discovery of hitherto unknown and important criteria of the two electri-

cal states, or the proposal and proof of a new hypothesis on the nature of elec-

tricity, more closely corresponding with the phenomena than those already ad-

duced, though not made an express condition of success, will yet be regarded

with peculiar favor in the assignment of the prize. The time limited for com-
petition is the 31st of December, 18G7; the adjudication of the prize of two
hundred Austiian ducats will take place at the stated meeting of the year 1868.

The memoir offered for competition must not contain the name of the author,

but be inscribed, as usual, with a motto which will be repeated on a sealed

note communicating his name and address. At the regular meeting. May 30,

the note pertaining to the successful treatise will be opened, and the name an-

nouuced by the president. There will be no division of a prize among several

competitors, nor will members of the academy be allowed to enter the lists.

The preferred memoir will remain the property of its author, but will be pub-

lished, if he desires it, by the academy ; as will other memoirs adjudged worthy
•of publication, should the authors signify their wishes to that efi'ect.

PROGRAMME OF THE PONTIFIC.VL ACADEMY OF THE NUOVI LINCEI.

The academy, with the view of conferring the annual prize founded by the

testamentary liberality of one of its members in ordinary, the late Chevalier

PiKRHK Cai!PI, proposcs the discussion of the following theme : To discover a
method by means of which may be determined all the rational values of x capable

of reducing to a perfect square or cube the polynome A+ Bx+ C^i'^+ Dx^+Eaj''
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* by wliole values of A, B, C, D, E, provided that one or more of these values

of X really exist, and if not, that the impossibility of their existence be shown.
Ejcp/anation.—A method employed by the ctdebrated Pierre de Fermat to

reduce to a square A+ Bx+ C.r^+ Ds^+ Ea;'*, or to a cube the expression,

A+Bx+ Cx^+ Dx^, is given by P. Jacques de Billy in his work ent.tled Doc-
trines analytlcce invcntuin novum, (p. 30 and 31 of tjie edition entitled Diophanti
Alcxandrini libri sex, ct de numeris multangulis liber unus, i>)-c. ToJosfs,

MDCLXX.) This method is also explained by Leonard Euler in the eighth,

ninth, and tenth chapters of the second volume of his work entitled EinJcitung

der Algebra, translated into French under the title of Elemcns d'Algebre.

The XI volume of Memoirs of the Imperial Academy of Sciences of St. Pe-
tei'sburg (1830) contains several posthumous memoirs of Euler, relative to the

analysis of Diophantus, one of which if) entitled Methodusnova ctfacilisformu-
las cubicas ct biquadratitas ad quadratmn reducendi. This method, well consid-

ered, is no other, says Jacobi, than that of the muUiplication of elliptic integr-als ;

a method already proposed by Euler himself in his Institutions of the integral

calculus and elsewhere, in order to resolve algebraically the transcendental equa-
'

, f{x)= a-\-bx+ C3?+ dx} -\-ex^. This ob-

servatiou of Jacobi is found in the XIII volume of the Journal de Mathe-
matigues of M. A. L. Crelle (1835) at the article, De usu theoria integralium

dlixiticoruvi et integralium Abehanorum in analysi Diophantea. The method
given by Fermat for reducing to a square A+ Bx+ Cx^+ Dx^+ Ea;'' is also stated

in the volume entitled Theorie de nombres, 'Sd edition; bij Adricn Marie Le-
gendre. Tome ii, Pans, 1830, (p. 123-125.) In a memoir of Lagrange, en-

titled Sur quelques j)roblernes de Vanalyse de Diopliante, and inserted in the

Nouveatix Mejnoires de VAcademie royale dvs Sciences et belles-lettres, 1111 ; d
Berlin, 1779, a method also is given for resolving into rational numbers the general

equations of the third and fourth degree between two indeterminates x, y.

Nevertheless, these methods are imperfect : 1st, because they already suppose

a known solution; 2d, because it is not demonstrated that they furnish all the

solutions possible. It is therefore desirable that another should be found in

which there should be no need of the knowledge of any solution, and it should

be made to appear whether the problem be or be not possible, and, if possible,

that all the solutions be given. This would be of great advantage in the theory

of numbers, or indetermiuate analysis, and would open the way to important

progress, the question having as yet not been satisfied, except in very special

cases treated by learned geometers under the above-noticed conditions. It would
be conducive also to the progress of other parts of the mathematical sciences,

as may readily be seen from the relation, indicated by Jacobi in the memoir
already cited, between the problem propounded and the doctrine of elliptical

functions.

Conditions.—Memoirs on the proposed theme should be rendered in Italian,

Latin, or French ; no other language is admissible. Each memoir will bear a
motto, which shall be repeated on a sealed envelope containing the name and
address of the author ; and only that envelope will be opened corresponding to

the memoir which shall have obtained the prize. If the authors who receive

honorable mention desire that the academy should publish their names, it will

be necessary for them to signify their wishes within three months from the day
on which the prize is awarded ; at the end of that term the envelopes will bo
burned without having been unsealed. The academy has decided that, with the

exception of its own thirty members in ordinary, any one, whatever his nation-

ality, may compete for the prize. The memoirs and envelopes must be trans-

mitted free of postage before the 1st of October, 1866, when the competition will

close, and the prize will be awarded in January, 1867. It will consist of a gold
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me'lal of the va^ue of one hundred Roman scudi. The preferred memoir will

be published entire or by extracts iu the Acts of the Academy, aud the author

will receive fifty copies.

N. CAVALIER r SAN BERTOLO,
President.

P. VOLPICELLl, Secretary.

Rome, June 11, 1S65.

ROYAL SCIENTIFIC AND LITERARY INSTITUTE OF LOMBARDY.—SUB-
JECTS ANNOUNCED FOR COMPETITION IN THE ANNUAL MEETING OF
THE 7th august, 1865.

Class of letters and of moral and political scienrcs.—Subject for the year

18G6, proposed 7th August, 1864 :
" Of the principle of nationality in modern

European society." Time for presenting the memoirs, the whole of February,

186'i.

Class of mathematical and natural sciences.—Subject for the year 1867, pro-

posed 7th August, 1865 : "To give the genetic history of some species of in-

testinal worm pertaining to the family either of the Ascaridte, or the Oxj^uridas,

or the Strongyiidai, describing the entire cycle which it fulfils
;
prefaced by a

succinct account of the actual state of this branch of science."

Recent investigations in Germany seem to favor the opinion that the nema-

toid worms undergo metamorphoses similar to those of the cestoids. It would
greatly promote our knowledge of this department of science to verify the reality

of these facts with new and conclusive experiments in addition to what has

already been performed ; but this cannot be done except by following the de-

velopment of a considerable number of species belonging to the order of worms
above indicated. For this academical body, however, it will be suflicient if an
account be given of the mode of evolution of some species pertaining to one of

the three families of nematoids, of which the ascaris, the oxyuris, and the

strongylus are types. As these families comprise species by which man and
many domestic animals are infested, inquii-ies such as these might prove also of

advantage to medical practice. The memoir should be furnished with appro-

priate illustrations.

The time limited for competition is the whole mouth of February, 1867. The
prize for each of the above consists of 1,200 lire. The author will retain bis

property in the memoir, but the institute reserves the right of publishiig it in

its Transactions.

Prizes of the Cagnola foundation.—Subject for the year 1866, proposed 7th

August, 1864: "To show the evils and imperfections inherent in the military

conscription in the different provinces of Italy, and to indicate means and ar-

rangements adapted to their prevention."

The time for presenting the memoirs is the whole of February, 1866. A
premium of 1,500 lii-e, and a medal of gold, of the value of 500 lire, will be

a,warded.

Subject for 1867, announced 7th August, 1865.—The opinion has obtained

among many cultivators of the silk-worm of the province of Milan, that tlie

rearing of the worms, conducted in such a way that in ordinary seasons the

process shall be completed before the end of JMay, will usually yield good re-

sults, and the worst results when completed in June. It is desirable to collect

scientific fact3 which shall serve to evince whether that opinion is confirmed by
the demonstration of a difference in the proportion of nitrogenous substances at

dilferent stages of development of the leaves of the mulberry. Ilence the fol-

lowing inquiry is submitted to competition : " To determine separately the
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^Tbfn,™! must be presented within the month of rebn.-T. 1867 The

p2eIm consist of 1 Oo{li;e, and a
-;|;;1

« ,|° ^el' uVmemo wi 1 ontLt

&uu£ ™e./e tbe?ight of publishing, at their own expense such larger num-

ber of copies as may seem desirable in the interests of science

oSrilJ^rAofTrii^^^^^^^^^

H-St ::^i::^:^dCc:si^^^
? raSonVf ie;t info mechanical labor, and vir.e versa, with app ication to

tSodynamic machinery." Time for presenting the memoir, month of Feb-

'''slbilcf for the year 1867, announced in 1862 and again proposed in 1865:

"AiSi. the vai'ous forms of active credit, to determine which would be most

betS?l and '; table to the actual state of the kingdom of Italy, and which

Wd atiX at onc^ the three-fold object of disburdening the hypothecated

lebt prlotC the great meliorations of agriculture and furnishing relief to

the el's of simple tenants and cultivators of land." For the solution of this

auesdon the abstract and known theories of authors will not be su&cient; but

Sr;enui,'dl,th and practical application to the necessii^s

Tnd in erects of the country, with proofs and illustrations, both statistical and

::otmS totVc'compani^ed by t^e project of a law for a -.
^^^f ^^

e T*.„Kr i,. t1i<^ a1iinp of an anoendix ov resume ot the whole tieause. -lu«

SJ fofthe pres ntS on of memoirs is limited to the 31st December, 1866
;
and

S phLtSe of the above topics is 864 lire. Publication is to be made

w^hrayeai- after the award, whei eight copies are to be consigned o 1^ ad

ministration of the great hospital of Milan, and one to the institute foi collation

"'wLrSXti .n-.-For the prize of 500 lire, offered by the Cavalier

Cefrcigi^^^ dSl^of the insan? asylum of Senavra the following sub-

ectTs proposed : "A memoir upon meteorological studies and observations con-

0'."t\i reference to some circumscribed territory in the kmgdom ot 1 aly,

and preferably in Lombardy
;

provided tl^^^^f^^^^"^ ^^^/^^^^ l^^lslTfs t£
be of real importance and practical utdity." The month of Apiil, Ibb /,

is tne

term of the competition for this prize.
,vitivps with

General regalatrons regarding compeUtwn.-^ oreigneis and ^^^tive
,
with

the exception of active members of the mstitute, may compete foi tlie pnzes by

Semoirs'in Italian, Latin, or French. These should be t-smU^d fi.e of

Dosta-e, at the time assigned for each, to the secretary of the institute, at the

pa ace of B^^era, in Milan. They must be strictly anonymous, and bear only a

Ko! wMch is to be repeated on a sealed note, containing the name and domialc

S the author. All the manuscripts will be preserved in the archives of the m-
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Ptitute, Lut the authors of memoirs "which obtain no prize will be at liberty to

withdraw them within a year from the date of the award, which will take place

in the stated meeting of the 7th of August following the close of the period of
competition.

A. VERGA, President.

G. CURIONI, Secretary.

Milan, August 7, 1865.

PKOGRAilME OF THE IMPERIAL SOCIETY OF SCIENCE, AGRICULTUEE,
AND ARTS OF LILLE, 18GG.

Annual prizes.—The society will award medals of gold, silver gilt, silver,

and bronze, to the authors of meritorious memoirs addressed to it upon the sub-

jects here designated. The accepted memoirs may be published by the society,

and will form a separate collection, the publication of which will date from the

present time.

I. PHYSICAL SCIENCES.

Questions proposed for the competition of 1866.— 1. A comparative critical

examination of the numerous processes proposed for preventing incrustations

in steam boilers. Indication of the most efficacious and economical process

for each description of water of supply. 2. A study of the different kinds

of coal of the north of France, under the two-fold relation of chemical com-
position and calorific properties. 3. A comparative study of the photometers

hitherto proposed, and an indication of the instrument of this kind which may be
regarded as most simple and most exact. 4. An elementary exposition adapted

to employment in instruction of the mechanical theory of heat and its applica-

tions in machinery. 5. The meat furnished by the shambles is distributed, as

is well known, under several categories or qualities, whose price by the kilogram

is very different ; but no comparative chemical analysis has been made of the

different qualities of meat from the same animal. It is desirable to know what
are the differences which these qualities present under the relation of immediate
composition : Whether, under the alimentary relation, these qualities- really offer

marked differences in conformity with their market value ? Why the inferior

pieces, the quantities of flesh being equal, should afford less nutriment than the

more choice pieces 1 Finally, is it possible for chemistry to give precise answers
to these questions so interesting to public hygiene ? 6. A comparative direct

analysis of the princijial kinds of cheeses in the state in which they serve for

consumption, and a deduction, from the analytical results obtained, of the real

value of cheeses in the comparative scale of aliments.

Question j^roposedfor the competition (t/'ISGS.—Among the aliments or con-

diments borrowed from the vegetable kingdom there are a great number whose
immediate composition is not known in an exact manner, and of which, conse-

quently, it is difficult to appreciate the true alimentary value. Of this number
arc the small and the long red radishes fraphnnus satirus ;J the black or gray
radish {raphanus nigcr ;) the horse-radish /^cw-A/cttr/a armoracia;) the escu-

lent gallingale (cyperus cscvJentus ;) the edible arum (caladium csculenium ;

)

the ground chestnut (buniuvi hulhocastanum ;) the tuberous Yetch (lathyrii^

tuhcrosus ;) the root of rampion (camjyamda rapunculus ;) the bulbs of garlic

(allium sativum,) of shallot (allium ascalonicum,) of onion (allium cepa ;

)

bulbs and leaves of the leek (allium, ponum,) of the orchis (orchis morio, mas-
cula, S^'c.;) leaves of lettuce (lactuca saliva,) of scurzonera (scorzonera his-

paniva,) of wild chicory (cicorium intybus,) of endive (cicorium endivia,) of

dandelion (taraxacum dcns-leonis,) of water-cress (nasturtium officinale,) of

common garden cress (lepidium sativum,) of scallion (allium Jistulosum ct
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schopnoprasum,) of different cabbages (brassica oleracea,) of parsley (fctrOse-

linum sativum,) of chervil (anthriscus cerefoUum,) of pimpernel fjwt.erium san-

guisorha,) of tarragon (ariemisia dracunculus,) of sorrel (rumcx acetosa,) of

Bpinacli (sjjinacia oleracea,) of herbaceous glasswort (salicornia fierbacca,) of

the white beet (beta cicJa,) of purslane (portulaca oleracea,) of corn salad

(Valeriana olitoria,) of rampion (camimimla rapunculus ;) the stalks of celery

(ainum graveolens, sweet variety,) of turnip celery, (a variety of the preceding,)

of angelica (angelica arzhangelica,) of rhubarb (rheum ribes,) of cardoons

(cynara cardunculus ;) the flower tops of sarietta (satureia Itortensis ; ) the re-

ceptacles or bottoms of artichokes (cynara scolymus ;) the young shoots of

asparagus (asparagus officinalis,) of the hop (liumulus bqmlus ;) the green pods

of peas (-pisuni sativum,) of beans (j^haseolus vulgarus ;) cucumbers (cucumis

sativus) gherkins (a variety of the preceding ;) the fruit of the egg-plant (sola-

num melongena,) oi i\\c tomato (lycoj^ersicuin esculentum; ) the fig (ficus carica ;

)

the date (j^hoinix dactylifera ;) the carob (ceratonia siliqua ;) common and
French chestnut (castanea vcsca;) the sweet acorn (quercus ballota ;) water

chesnut, or caltrop, (trata natans.)

It would be interesting to determine, in these different edible substances, tbe

relntive proportions of water, of organic matters, nitrogenous or otherwise, of

succulent matter, of salts, (particularly phosphates and alkalies,) of the total

nitrogen.

ir. MEDICAL SCIENCES AND PHYSIOLOGY.

Questions proposed for the competition o/'lSGG.— 1. To determine, according

to the present state of science, the chemical and mechanical influences which

gases absorbed by the intestinal and pulmonary mucous surfaces exert on the

circulatory current. To inquire what affections and effects are produced on the

animal economy by the passage of the principal gaseous substances in the san-

guineous system.

The Society of Sciences, while leaving full liberty to competitors in arriving

at the solution of this important question, desires that the works of Nysten,

of Vidal, of MM. Andral and Gavarret, &c., shonld be consulted, and that

efforts should be made to ascend to the etiology of certain affections, the

oa-igin and nature of which are still unknown. 2. To inquire into the disturb-

ance introduced into the functions of nutrition and relation by the use of to-

bacco ; to determine, by recourse to numerous observations, what mode of

smoking is most injurious to health. 3. The physiological and therapeutic

action of quinine is known : to study and show by experiments the physiologi-

cal effects of the other principles contained in the quinquinas. 4. To perform

the same study as regards tobacco.

Question p)roposcd for the competition of 1867.—The mode in which eels are

reproduced is entirely unknown to naturalists ; it is not known what organs are

productive of the elements which serve for generation, and we are ignorant

whether eels produce eggs or young eels. Several kinds or varieties of eels

are known, and some naturalists have thought that these different forms might

be only sexual. It . is proposed that these problems, important as regards

physiology and pisciculture, should be examined and resolved. 2. To study

the cadaveric phenomena which precede the period of putrefaction, to the effect

of determining by positive researches at what epoch rigidity appears and ceases

both in the adult and new-born infant. To draw from this study applications
'

for the use of legal medicine.

III. SCIENCES APPLIED TO INDUSTRY.

Questions prop>osed for the competition o/" 1866.— 1. To indicate an indus-

trial means for the direct preparation of oxalic acid in aid of the mangel-wurzel

in nature. 2. To compose a technological history of flax, and show the im-
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poTtance of its culture and employment in the north of France and in Belgftim.

3. To prepare a practical guide for the construction and employincnt of steam
generators, recapitulating, as briefly as possible and in simple and unscientific

language, the rules and numerical data furnished by the most certain and re-

cent researches and experiments with reference to the construction of boilers,

furnaces, chimneys, and in regard to the management of the fire. 4. To indi-

cate a simple process, industrially practical and economic, for rendering

paponifiable the oily matter extracted from the washings of wool. To con-

eider the subject also in its commercial application.

IV. AGRICULTURE.

Questions proposed for tJie competition of 1866.— 1. To make a comparative
analysis of all or part of the kinds of calcareous substances which are made
use of in the north of France, whether for the limino; or marling of land. To
indicate the repositories and physical characters, of these substances. 2. To
show the different modes of liming and marling practiced in the north of France,
specifying for each several soil the quantities of lime or marl adopted in dif-

ferent localities, as well as the duration of the liming or marling ; also, the •iiet

cost of these two operations in each locality. 3. To give the statistics, with
proofs and illustrations, of the agricultural state of the arroudissemeut of Lille,

from 1850 to 1864.

V. SOCIAL AND STATISTICAL ECO.MOMY.

Questions j>roposed for tJie competition of 1866.— 1. A view of the societies

for mutual succor among workingmeu (called Societies of the Sick) which ex-

isted at Lille previous to 1789, their organization, and results. 2. To de-

termine, by means of administrative acts, pubhc documents or incontestable

private records, the variations which the price of a day's work has undergone
within a century at Lille and in the arrondissement ; comparing therewith the

price of the hectolitre of wheat as well as other objects of prime necessity

during the same period, drawn from similar sources of information. 3. An
historical account of one of the chief industries of the department of the north,

(manufacture of sugar, of potash of the beet, of soap, distilling, rotting of flax,

spinning and weaving, &c.,) stating the different phases of its development,
and indicating its probable career in the future. The present state of the in-

dustry selected for consideration should be established by statistics, whose ele-

ments, derived from official sources, shall be susceptible of verification.

VI. LEGISLATION.

Questions proposed for the competition of 1866.— 1. On the legislation of

vrehends before and since the revolutionary period ; the advantages and incon-

veniences of these sorts of foundations. 2. Researches respecting the legisla-

tion for annoying or unhealthful establishments in the city of Lille previous to

the decree of 1810.

VII. HISTORY.

Questions for the coinpctition of 1866.— 1. To indicate the physical topog-

raphy of maritime Flanders from the Roman conquest, embracing a discussion,

under a critically scientific point of view and based upon geological, geographi-
cal, and archa?ological documents, of the different o])inions heretofore main-
tained upon this subject ; also, an inquiry whether there exist in the depart-

ment remains of human industry which may be referred to the age of stone.

2. History of some rural commune of the department of the north. 3. History
of the judicial organization of the different provinces which now constitute the

department of the north from the invasion of the barbarians to 1789. 4. No-
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tice ou tlie life and writings of Jacques IMeyer, author of the Annals of Flan-

ders. 5. History of the charitable and hospital establishments of the arron-

dissement of Lille situated outside of the ancient city. 6. Biogi-aphical study
on the botanist, Desmazieres. 7. Biographical study on the naturalist, Mac([uart.

VIII. LITERATURE AND POETRY.

Each year there will be opened a competition in poetry, and medals Avill be
awarded to the authors of the best pieces of verse ; the subject will be left to

the choice of competitors. The first gold medal for the most distinguished

production in the two lines of literature and poetry will be replaced by an ob-

ject of art. Questions for cojnjiefitiun in 1866.— 1. History of literature in

the provinces which now form the department of the north from its incorpora-

tion by France (1667) to our own time. 2. A dramatic scene comprising per-

sonages and choruses proper to be set to music. 3. Eulogium upon one of the

benefactors of the poor at, Lille (the Countess Jeanne, Gautois, Masurel,
Stappart, iScc.)

IX. FINE ARTS.

Qiicstions for competition in 1866.— 1. The project of a monument to be
erected on one of the new public spaces of Lille, and which might serve on occa-

sion for expositions of art or industry, for public solemnities, such, for instance,

as the distribution of prizes, for concerts, or even for balls. 2. A design for a
statue to be erected to one of the benefactors of the poor at Lille, (Countess
Jeanne, Gantois, Masurel, Stappart, &c.) The model should be of plaster, and
one-fourth of the intended size. 3. History of the arts of design at Lille from
the foundation of the city to the nineteenth centuiy, inclusive. By arts of design

are to be understood painting, sculpture, engraving, architecture, as well as the
industrial arts in their relations to the former. 4. A study of the life and works
of Arnould de Vuer. 5. A study, principally with a view to exterior deco-

rc-ition, of the architectural conditions of edifices built of ordinary bricks or of

bricks and stones. An examination of the special difiiculties which attend

ornamentation v/hen ordinary bricks are exclusively employed, together with
an indication of the most suitable arrangements. 6. A medal will be awarded
to the author of a remarkable musical composition, such as a symphony, over-

ture, chorus, with or without accompaniment. For a composition for singing

without accompaniment or with the accompaniment of the piano, the medal
may, at the choice of the candidate, be replaced by publication at the cost of

the society. 7. Fliotograpliy : The indication of a mode of preparation fur-

nishing a collodion, comprising in itself the photogenic elements, so as to dis-

pense with the operations which are necessary to give sensibility to the com-
mon collodion. The collodion must be sufficiently sensitive for obtaining por-

traits or animated landscapes.

X. VARIOUS ENCOURAGEMENTS.

The society reserves to itself the compensation and encouragement, by pre-

miums and medals, of the authors of productions or labors, whether scientific,

literary, artistic, agricultural, or industrial, not mentioned in the present pro-

gramme. It may even recompense the importation into the arrondissement of

Lille of a new industry or of new industrial processes, and, in general, every
kind of work capable of exerting a happy influence on the situation of the

country.

XI. RECOMPENSES TO INDUSTRIAL AGENTS.

Since 1831 the society recompenses, by checks on the Savings Bank, pre-

miums and medals, the fidelity and attachment of servants to their masters ; it
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will each year award similar distinctions to the old servants of industry. The
certificiites delivered in favor of industrial agents ruu^t be recognized and
cei'tifled as true by the patrons.

General condiUons of competition.—Each year the memoirs and other labors

will be addressed, free of charge, to the secretary general of the society at the
Hotel lie Ville, before the 15th of October. Every remittance will bear an
epigraph, reproduced in form of address upon a sealed note, which contains tire

name and denotes the domicile of the author, together with an attestation signed
by him, certifying that which sent has not been made public nor presented be-

fore for competition. This note will not be opened unless the candidate shall

have merited a recompense. Every manuscript, design, plan, or model offered

in competition remains the property of the society, which may authorize the
author to take a copy at his own expense ; the preceding disposition, however,
is not applicable to objects of art. The certificates given in favor of workmen
and industrial agents who prefer a claim to the medals and premiums offered

for good and long service must be addressed before the 15th of October to the

secretary general.

COMPTE DE MELUN,
PrcsidcTit.

P. GUIKAUDET,
Secretary General.

WICAE PRIZE, INSTITUTED BY THE IMPERIAL SOCIETY OF SCIENCES,
AGRICULTURE, AND ARTS OF LILLE.

An annual prize is founded by a decree of the society, which shall bear
the name of the Wicar prize, and, in the present state of the resources, shall

consist of 1,000 francs. This prize will be annually awarded, in succession,

to difi'erent branches of study, which, with that view, will be divided iijto

three sections : Section of literature and of the fine arts, comprising literature,

poetry, architecture, painting, sculpture, &c.; section of sciences, physics, chem-
istry, mechanics, industrial sciences, &c. ; section of historical, moral, and eco-

nomical sciences. In the event that a prize assigned to one section be not awarded
the first year, competition Avill remain open for following years, until the prize

shall be awarded or triennial rotation restore it to the same section. As in the

latter case the society must open anew a competition in the same section, the

sum appropriated to the new prize will be added to that of the prize which has
remained unemployed, when there may be two prizes proposed or a single one
of double value.

Competitionfor 1866.

—

Section of sciences.—Geology: to show the distribu-

tion of fossil vegetables in the coal basin of the north of I'rance, and to indicate

the conclusions which may be drawn from this distribution in regard to the geo-

logical constitution of the basin and its mode of formation. It should be ascer-

tained whether special floras, analogous to those which M. Geinitz has recog-

nized in Saxony, can be distinguished in the different beds of our coal basin.

Such a discovery would be of much importance, since it would suffice to collect

a certain number of vegetables in a bed of coal in order immediately to know
the place which this bed occupies in the coal formation. It would enable us

also to ascertain whether our coal basin is complete, or is only a remnant, of

which the portions elevated by a cataclysm are to be sought elsewhere. It

should be inquired, at the same time, whether the nature of the vegetables con-

stituting these difi'erent floras be such that we can recognize them as having lived

under dift'eient conditions, and an attempt should be made* to determine these

conditions, as has been done by M. Ludwig for the tertiary combustibles of the
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banks of tlie Rhine. It would be well also to consider the influence of the dif-

ferent floras on the composition of the coal.

Competition for 1867.

—

Section ofltistoricaJ, moral, and economical sciences.—
History.—The prize will be awarded to the best monograph of an establishment,

whether civil or ecclesiastical, such as an abbey, chapter, or city of the depart-

ment of the north. The proposed work should have as its basis authenric un-
publislied documents, literally reported in the form of a cartulary or body of

proofs. It sliould be followed by an index containing the names of places and
persons.

Section of literature and the fine arts.—Painting.—On account of the ex-

hibition of painting which is to take place exceptionally at Lille during the

present year, the society has decided that the competition for 1S68 pertaining

to the section last named shall be a competition in painting, and be assigned by
anticipation to 1866. Consequently the prize which would have been awarded
in 1868 will be conferred at the close of the exhibition of the present year on
tlie author of the painting which shall be judged most worthy by a jury taken
from the society or designated by it,

Architecture—Designs for habitations.*—Of these, three kinds are pro-

posed : 1. A hotel of the first class. 2. A private habitation or domicile for a
family. 3. A house for rent by apartments. Conformity with the following con-

ditions is required : 1. J\[odels or well-executed outlines (plans and elevations)

of the three designated kinds of buildings. The principal facade of the hotel

should be rendered with the greatest care ; a particular study of any important
detail sliould be added. 2. Sketches, plans, and elevations, expressing in a
clear and exact manner a system of arrangement of the three types of habita-

tions contemplated. It will be allowable, therefore, to unite or to separate

them in such arrangement as may be chosen, to divide the plats comprised be-

tween the public ways by new walks or free spaces, &c.

Hotel of the first class.—The approximate expeilse, (not including painting,

glazing, and furnishing,) 300,000 francs
;
ground-plat, 2,500 square metres

;

front on the street, 40- metres. It has not been thought expedient to give a
designation of the apartments ; it is not proposed to insist on any disposition,

form, or dimension, except the length of front on the street, with a limitation

of depth. Even the cost is not fixed in a rigorous manner, although it is indi-

cated in order to engage competitors to take into account the merit of relative

economy. The liberty allowed shouM not be deemed, however, an abandon-'

ment of the fundamental principles of architectural art. The society, on the

contrary, recommends the strictest practical observance of it ; but it Avill also

regard with favor new ideas and forms, in so far as they shall correspond to the

well-considered requirements of a habitation, at once rich, comfortable, and of

superior taste.

Private dweDing.—By this title must be ynderstood a house suitable for a

numerous family, the head of which might be engaged in a liberal profession,-

and have extensive relations both in business and society. The length of the

front on the street may be from 10 to 13 metres, the depth not being prescribed;

the expense may be fixed approximately at 300 francs per square metre of the

surface covered, (ground-floor and two stories.) As in the preceding case, an
indication of the general intention only is submitted, leaving to each competitor

the entire merit of originality in his ideas. The modern dwelling should com-
prise, without great expenditure, much tastefulness and a comfort but too little

sought after by architects. Art should ally itself with science to give the

stamp of distinction to our homes, without forgetting, however, that a modest

* The prize wbich was offered for 1865 having not then been awarded, will be conferised

in 18G(3, if deserved; if -not, competition for it will be continued till 1867, but not later.
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reseive in ornamentation should be considered a necessary economy, and at the

same time a proof of taste.

House for renting by apartments with sJiops on the ground-Jloor.—This spe-

cies of habitation, so generally adopted at Paris, is still but little in use at Lille,

where the inhabitants prefer houses reserved for a single family; this is a defect,

however ; strangers do not find means of lodging conveniently ; the system of

.groups of rooms in one house would satisfy a real necessity. Here, it will be
seen, the question of expense is predominant, and it is necessary to renounce
the advantages of the habitation entirely private, with a view to the admission
of partial communism. The highest rate of renting should not exceed 2,500
francs.

The society would especially call the attention of competitors to the difficult

problem of the establishment of lodgings at a reduced price for the working
class. Thinking it useful, in the interest of society, not too far to separatie

from one another the different classes of the population, that object will be
understood to form an essential part of the present programme. The difficulty,

therefore, of lodging dwSerent classes of society under the same roof must not
be evaded, but in proposing a special solution for lodges of workmen arranging
themselves in the general plan required. In this lodge the rent should not ex-

ceed a mean of seventy-five francs by the apartment and year. The conditions

of hygiene, of cleanliness, of morality, and, as far as possible, of commodious-
ness, must be met by means of an expenditure proportioned to the revenue.

Whatever cuinbination be adopted, the price of the ground, even in the centre

of a square, cannot be expected to fall below fifteen francs per square metre.

The length of the street front is fixed at twenty-four metres, the depth of

the ground space being undetermined—that is to say, it is left to the discretion

of the architect whether one or several blocks of buildings be proposed. The
number and extent of the apartments is not fixed, depending, as they must do,

upon conditions which cannot be prescribed with exactness, without being
prejudicial to the conception of the types which the society wishes to obtain.

It may be added that the conveniences sought to be realized in the present case

must involve no neglect of the prescriptions of hygiene. The provisions relar

tive to sewerage are the same at Lille as at Paris.

General conditions for the competition in architecture.—To encourage the ex-

tensive and complex science which is applied to the art of building habitations

corresponding to all the present wants of society, and at the same time to elevate

the public taste by the view of better types of modern civil and domestic archi-

tecture, such is the special object contemplated in the proposed competition;

competitors are therefore apprised that the society will accord the same value to

the qualities of economy, convenience, and health as to the artistic merit of the

architectural form. It will not consider its intentions well fulfilled except by
the simultaneous application of science and of art. To competitors the initiative

of ideas is left both as to substance and form, as Avell as the mode of their reali-

zation'; yet, without excluding the employment of materials transported at much
expense, it would seem judicious to prefer materials drawn from the country or

of no remote origin : for the walls, bricks, red or glazed ; for the basement, the

sandstone of Soignies, Belgium ; for the roof, slate, violet or green. The designs

for the whole should be given on a scale of 0.0025; plans and sections on one
of 0.025; facades 0.05; a detail of the facade should be represented of the size

to be executed. Independently of the required indications, competitors will be
at liberty to send all drawings and notes explanatory or descriptive which they
deem necessary.

. The Society of Sciences will appoint a jury of adjudication, of which a ma-
jority shall be architects, and the greatest publicity will be given to the result

of the competition. An exhibition will precede the reading, in public session,

of the report, and after the judgment thus rendered a second exhibition will
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complete tlic guarantee of impartiality offered to the competitors; the names of

the latter may, at their own request, be affixed to their respective plans during

this second exhibition, which will continue but for twenty days, during which
no piece can be withdrawn.

The general conditions Jbr llic ^Vicar jtrize [are substantially the same with

those previously given. J Each memoir transmitted remains the property uf the

society, with liberty to the authors to have copies made at their own expense,

but this does not apply to paintings, designs, plans, and models intended for

competition in the fine arts ; in that for architecture the work to wliich the prize

has been adjudged will be the property of the society, and may be published by
the latter. For all further information recourse should be had to the secretary-

general of the society, P. Guiraudet.

DUNKIRK SOCIETY (S0CI15t£ DUNKERQUOISE) FOR THE ENCOURAGB-
MENT OF SCIENCES, LETTERS, AND ARTS.—PROGRAMME OF SUBJECTS
FOR COMPETITION—18(56.

In the regular meeting of 1866 the society will award, if occasion be afforded,

a gold medal for the best memoir on each of the following subjects :

SCIENCES.

I. Study upon naval constructions.—To treat of the history of naval constrno-

tions, and of the progress successively made therein at Dunkirk ; to examine
particularl}' the iniluence of the modes of building on the sailing of vessels pro-

pelled by wind.

II. Study on thefauna ofmaritime Flanders.—The author may, at his choice,

treat of the ornithological fauna, or of the entomological fauna, or of the concho-

logical description ; the parts not treated of will remain for competition in fol-

lowing years.

LETTERS.

III. A history of Dunkirkfor the use of the young.—A sum of one hundred
francs has, in this case, been added as a donation to the medal of the society by
an anonymous contributor. The object proposed is not a long and elaborate

work, but a series of detached lectures, wherein the most important facts of the

history of Dunkirk may be appropriately placed in relief. In the opinion of

the society, such a work should not, at its greatest extent, exceed 250 pages

12mo.
IV. An unpublished memoir on a subject relative to the history or archaeo-

logy of maritime Flanders.

ARTS.

V. Architecture.—Design of a monument commemorative of the battle of

Dunes, (1658,) to be erected on the site of that battle.

COMPETITION FOR 1867.

Sciences.—A succinct history of cotton manufactures in the north of France,

from the origin of that branch of industry to the present day, under the twofold

relation of the labor in cotton and its hygiene ; with an appreciation of the pro-

gress achieved and an indication of the ameliorations desirable, especially in a

hygienic point of view. The sojourn in the workshops, through the absorption

of the du<t, having been found to generate certain affections of the respiratory

organs, the proposed treatise should be adapted to serve as a sort of manual for

the use of manufacturers and workmen.
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The society proposes to offer successively for competition analogous investi-

gations respecting hemp, wool, and other substances employed in industry ; to

be followed by memoirs on weaving and its incidents, on the manufactures

which interest at once the industry and agriculture of our country, such aa

sugar, oils, alcohols, beer, &c. Persons who may have prepared works on
these topics are requested to address them to the society, which, in case of

merit, will award recompenses.

The answers will be directed yVee to the perpetual secretary of the Dunkirk
Society before the 1st of July of the year of competition. They must not be

signed, but will bear an epigraph or motto, repeated in a sealed note communica-

ting the name, profession and residence of the author, who will certify that /m
m('77ioir is uvjnMished and has never been offered in competition. This note

will not be opened unless the work should merit a prize or honorable mention

;

otherAvise it will be burned. Authors who make themselves known in advance,

by whatever means, will be excluded from competing. The works sent be-

come the property of the society, though authors may have a copy taken at

their own expense. The candidate who, having been successful at one of the

five preceding awards, shall obtain the first rank, will be entitled only to a

commemorative notice of the medal. In this case honorable mention, inscribed

on a silver medal, may be accorded to the memoir rated as second in point of

merit. The author who, for one of the subjects proposed for competition, may
obtain several recompenses, will be entitled only to the higher medal.

The society reserves the right of awarding medals to persons who shall have

sent presents or memoirs which, although not invited by the programme, shall

appear to merit distinction. For all further information reference may be had to

the perpetual secretary of the society.

TERQUEM, Presulent.

VOR. DERODE, Perpetual Secretary.

Dunkirk, November 10, 1865.



THE METRIC SYSTEM OF WEIGHTS k^d MEASURES,

WITH TABLES INTENDED ESPECIALLY FOE THE USE OF TEACHERS AND
WllH lAOUi^

AUTHORS OF ARITHMETICS.

PREPARED BY PROP. H. A. NEWTON, OP TALE COLLEGE.

While thh pavt of the appendix to the Annual Report of the Smith-

sonian Institution was passing through the
V^^^^'^^^^'^^'^Z^^^

tioas, pertaining to the French system of weights and measures,

were adopted by both houses :

AN ACT to anlhorize the u» of the metric system of weights and measures.

Be it enacted ly tie Senate and House of Representative,: of the Umted

sZofA^erJi, Congress assertbled, That from and after the passage of

frrct "it shall be lawful throagbout the Uait»d States of Amenca to employ

h^ weights and n,eaBures of the mettle system ; and no contract, or deahug, or

pi al fin any coavt, shall be deemed taabd, or liable to object.on, because

Te weights or measures expressed or referred to therein are we.ghts or measures

of the metric system.
, i i i „<.^ „„

Sec 2 And he Ufurther enacted, That the tables in the schedule hereto an-

nexed "shall be recognized, in the construction of contracts, and in all legal pro-

ceedings, as establishing, in terms of the weights and measures now in use m

he United States, the eVvaJents of the weights and measures expressed there-

in in terms of the metric system ; and said tables may be lawfully used for com-

puting, determining, and expressing in customary weights and measures the

weights and measures of the metric system.

AN ACT to enable the Secretary of the Treasury to furnish to each State one set of the

AN ACT to enable^ m^^^^^
^^.^.y

^_^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^ ^. ^^^ ^^^^^^ system.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of tU
^-^f^'^^'^

of America in Cngress asse.nUed, That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and

het lereby. authorized and directed to furnish to each State, to be dehvered to

the governor thereof, one set of the standard weights and measures of the metric

system, for the use of the States respectively.

AN ACT to authorize the use in post offices of weights of the denomination of grams.

Be it enacted by the -Senate and House of Representatives of the Umted States

ofAmerica in Congress assemUed, That the Postmaster General be, and he is

30 s
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hereby, authorized and directed to furnish to the post offices exchanging mails

with foreign countries, and to such other offices as he shall think expedient,

•postal balances denominated in grams, of the metric system, and until otherwise

provided by law, one-half ounce avoirdupois shall be deemed and taken for pos-

tal purposes as the equivalent of fifteen grams of the metric weights, and so

adopted in progression ; and the rates of postage shall be applied accordingly.

The metric system is so called from the metre, which is its principal and only

arbitrary unit. It is in use, to the exclusion of other weights and measures, in

several countries of Europe, and is in partial use in almost all the nations of

Christendom.

UNITS OF THE SYSTEM.

The metre is a measure of length. It is intended to be, and is very nearly,

one ten-millionth part of the distance from the equator to the pole, measured on

the earth's surface. • It is 39.37 inches, very nearly. Five metres are a little

less than a rod.

The arc is a measure of surface, and is equal to a sqiiare whose side is 10

metres. It contains 100 square metres, or a little less than four square rods.

The litre is the unit of dry measure, and also of liquid measure. It is equal

to the volume of a cube whose edge is one tenth of a metre. A cubic metre,

therefore, contains 1,000 litres. The litre is a little more than a wine quart,

being equal to about IjL- quart.

The gram is the unit of weight, and is the weight of a cube of water, each

edge of the cube being y^ of a metre. A litre of water weighs, therefore, 1,000

gi-ams, and a cubic metre of water weighs 1,000,000 grams. A gram is 15.432

+ grains.

The store is a cubic metre, and is about 1.308 cubic yards.

Each of these units is divided decimally, and also 1 ivger unit^ are formed from

multiples by 10, 100, 1,000, &cc. The successive multiples are designated by
the prefixes dcka, hecto, kilo and myria / the successive parts by deci, ctnti, and
milli.

The following schedules of equivalents of the several units of the system rep-

resent their values in denominations in ut-o. The numbers are not carried to the

highest degree of accuracy, but the amount uf the error in them is generally

(except in some of the smaller denomiantions) less than the change due to a

cli£ference of two or three degrees of temperature of the standard metre bar.

Weasures of length.

METRIC DEXOMINATIOXS AND VALUES. EQUIVALENTS IN DENOMINATIONS IN USE.

llyriametre .

Kilometre- ..

Hectomt-tie .

Decametre .

.

Metre
Decimetre. ..

Centimetre ..

Millimetre. ..

10, 000 metres
1,000 metres

100 metres
10 metres
1 metre

jQ th of a metre

TuTitli of a metre

yfr(_urtli of a metre

6.2137 mile.s.

0.6-2 1:17 mile, or 3,230 feet aud 10 inches.

323 felt aud one iuch.

393.7 inches.

39.37 inches.

3.937 inches.

0.3937 iuch.

0.0394 inch.
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Measures of surface.

METRIC DKXOailNATIONS AND VALUES.
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Example 2—to find the number of miles in 63,000 kilometres : In the same

table, in the line for 60 and in the column under 3 is found 39.146. Removing

the decimal point three places to the right for the three ciphers in 63,000, we

have the answer—39,146 miles.

Example 3—to find the number of miles in 63,740 kilometres :

For 63,000 kilometres we have -•- 39,146 miles.

For 740 kilometres we have 459.81 "

Hence, for 63,740 kilometres we have ^ . • 39,605.81 ''

which is ihe number of miles required.

Example 4—to find the number of miles in 2,746 meters—that is, in 2.746

kilometres: In 27 kilometres by the table are 16.777 miles, and in 46 kilometres

by the table are 28.583 miles. Hence, in 2.7 kilometres are 1.6777 miles,

and in .04-6 kilometres are .028583 "

. and therefore, in 2.746 kilometres are 1.706283

Or about 1.7063 miles, which is the number required.
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* Table T.—For covA'crtins: kilometres into miles.

Kilometres.
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Table IV.

—

For convertingfict into millimetres.

(Divitlc the result by 1,000 to obtaiu metres.)

Feet.
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^ Table VII.

—

For converting metres into inches.

Metres.
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Table X.

—

For cbnverting acres into hectares.

Acres.
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Table XIII.

—

For converting centarcs or square metres into square yards.

Centare.s.
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Table XVI.

—

For converting squarefict into square decimetres.

(Divide the result by 100 to obtain square metres.)

Square feet.
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Table XIX.

—

For converting cubic metres or stores into cubic yards.

Cubic

metres.
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Table XXII.—For converting cubic metres into cubic foet.

(To convert litres Into cubic foot use this table and divide by 1,000.)

Cubic

mi-ti\-s.
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Table XXV.

—

For coni-erting Itectolilrcs into bushels.

(To convert cubic metres to bushels use this table aud multiply the result by 10.)

Hectolitres.
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Table XXVIII.—For converting wine gallons into litres.

Wine
gallons.
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Table XXXI.

—

For converting litres into fluid ouncea.

Litres.
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Tadle XXXIV.—For converting long tons {of 2,2i0 lbs. each) into kilograms.

(Divido the result by 1,000 for tonueaux or milliers.)

Long tons.
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Table XXXVII.—
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Table XL.

—

For converting avoirdupois pounds and ounces into grams.

(Divide the remilt by 1,000 for kilograms.)

Avoir,

pounds.
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Table XLIII.—For converting kilograms into troy ounces.

Kilograms.
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Table XLVI.—For converting grains into grams.

Grains.



LIST OF TABLES,

Meaanres of lengtL.

of surface.

of capacity.

Weights.

Scheme of the metric system.

Scale of metre and inches.

Table 1. Kilometres Into milei

2. Miles into metres.

3. Kilometres into feet.

4. Feet into millimetres.

5. Metres into feet and Inchea

6. Inches and fractions Into millimetres.

7. Metres into inches.

8. Inches into millimetres.

9. Hectares into acrea

10. Acres into hectares,

11. Square kilometres into square miles.

12. Square miles Into hectares.

13. Centarcs or square metres into square yards.

14. Square yards Into contares or square metres.

15. Square metres or ccntares into square feet.

16. Square feet into square decimetres.

17. Square metres or centares into square Inches.

18. Square inches iuto square centimetres.

19. Cubic metres or stores into cubic yards.

20. Cubic yards into litres.

Table 21. Cubic feet into litres or cubic decimetres.

22. Cubic metres into cubic feet.

23. Litres into cubic inches.

24. Cubic inches into cubic centimetres.

25. Hectolitres Into bushels.

26. Bushels into litres.

27. Hectolitres into wine gallons.

28. Vfino gallons into litres.

29. Wino quarts into millilitres,

30. Hectolitres into wine quarts.

31. Litres into fluid ounces.

32. Fluid ounces into centilitres.

33. Tonueaux or milliers into long tons.

34. Long tons Into kilograms.

35. Tonneaux or milliers into short tons

36. Short tons into kilograms.

37. Kilograms into avoirdupois pounds.

38. Avoirdupois pounds into grams.

39. Kilograms Into avoirdupois lbs. and onncfts.

40. Avoirdupois pounds and ounces into grams.

41. Kilograms into avoirdupois ounces.

42. Avoirdupois ounces into grams.

'
43. KUograms into troy ounces.

44. Troy ounces into grams.

45. Grams into grains.

46. Grains into grams.
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